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This, the fourth volume in the six-volume Commentary on the Iliad being prepared 
under the General Editorship of Professor G. S. Kirk, covers books 13-16. including 
the Battle for the Ships, the Deception of Zeus and the Death of Patroklos. Three 
introductory essays discuss the role of Homer's gods in his poetry; the origins and 
development of the epic diction; and the transmission of the text, from the bard's 
lips to our own manuscripts. It is now widely recognized that the first masterpiece of 
Western literature is an oral poem; Professor Janko's detailed commentary aims to 
show how this recognition can clarify many linguistic and textual problems, entailing 
a radical reassessment of the work of Homer's Alexandrian editors. The commentary 
also explores the poet's subtle creativity in adapting traditional materials, whether 
formulae, typical scenes, mythology or imagery, so as best to move, inspire and 
entertain his audience, ancient and modern alike. Discussion of the poem's literary 
qualities and structure is, where possible, kept separate from that of more technical 
matters. 

This volume will be an essential reference work for all students of Greek litera-
ture and of oral epic poetry. Those who study and teach in a wide variety of 
related disciplines - mythology, ancient history and Aegean archaeology, humanities 
courses and Indo-European linguistics - will also find that it contains material of 
value to them. 
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P R E F A C E 

T h e aims of this commentary are laid down by its originator, Geoffrey Kirk, 
in vol. i (pp. ix-xi) . I am grateful to him both for undertaking to fill this 
lacuna in classical scholarship and for asking me to share in his enterprise, 
which is all the more important at a time when bigotry worthy of Ptolemy 
Physcon has endangered the future of classical studies in my native land. 
Inspired by the late Sir Denys Page, I first began to investigate the diction 
of the Homeric poems in order to prove that they result from multiple 
authorship, but reached the opposite conclusion: that the Iliad and Odyssey 
were taken down by dictation, much as we have them, from the lips of a 
single eighth-century singer. In my view, one cannot do full justice to the 
songs of Homer without the benefit of many methods and approaches. These 
include Unitarianism, the view that each epic is a basically unified creation 
by a poetic genius; the proof by Parry and Lord that the cpics belong to an 
oral tradition; the study of other such poems, both post-Homeric and from 
other traditional societies, especially in the Balkans; the recognition of Near 
Eastern influence on early Greece; the work of Burkert and the structuralists 
on myth; the work ofSeveryns and the Neo-Analysts on how Homer adapts 
traditional tales, especially those found in the post-Homeric Epic Cycle; 
Aristotelian and narratological literary theory; the decipherment of Linear 
B by Ventris and Chadwick; Greek dialectology and onomastics; Indo-
European linguistics; Bronze and Iron-Age Aegean archaeology; the textual 
criticism ofan oral-dictated poem, transmitted with oral and scribal variants 
in an open recension; van der Valk's work on Alexandrian scholarship; 
Erbse's edition of the scholia; and the recognition that our basic notions of 
'literary' style have been decisively shaped by poems of oral origin. My vast 
debt to prior scholars and commentators will be plain to those who know. 

A note on how to use this volume. I have tried to discuss more 'literary* 
questions in notes on whole blocks of text, and more technical items in notes 
on individual verses or small groups of verses, especially at the ends of notes. 
Thus, for example, the largest unit may be 14.153-353, then 153-9, and 
then 153-5. In this I have sought to help readers who know little or no 
Greek. At the same time I have not wished to stint on the full range of 
comment valuable to advanced students, particularly on the text and scho-
lia; the radically oralist approach adopted here has revolutionary implica-
tions for Homeric textual criticism, and hence for the interpretation of many 
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passages. I have not been able to note explicitly all my disagreements with 
the O C T , but these will usually be evident from my comments. Lack of space 
has demanded that I write with Aristotelian brevity (and, no doubt, obscu-
rity), using many cross-references; exclude all later echoes or imitations, 
literary or pictorial, unless they clarify the text itself; erase numerous details, 
perhapses and scholarly debts; and adopt many short-hand conventions 
which may mislead the uninitiated. Readers will need to be attentive. When 
1 write •pace' someone, I imply not only disagreement but also that that 
scholar offers useful arguments and/or references; lack of citation does not 
prove that I have not profited from a work. Other important conventions 
are explained after the list of abbreviations. 

Lastly, I must thank the people and institutions that have assisted in this 
book's painfully slow and nomadic genesis. 1 am grateful above all to the 

John Simon Cuggenheim Memorial Foundation for the Fellowship which 
gave me a year free of teaching. I thank my collaborators for commenting 
on my drafts and for their help, especially Mark Edwards. I am grateful to 
my teachers, colleagues and students, in Cambridge, New York and now 
the University of California at Los Angeles, for inspiration, advice and 
friendship; and to many others who have helped in ways of which they may 
well be unaware. Egbert Bakker, John Chadwick, Michael Haslam, Steve 
Reece and Keith Stanley read parts of the manuscript. With financial 
support from the U C L A Academic Senate Committee on Research, the 
following graduate students helped prepare the MS: Laurel Bowman, Todd 
Compton, Christine Ferris, Julie Laskaris, Leslie Myrick and Steve Reece. 
Caroline Alexander of Columbia and Fiona Wilson of Cambridge also aided 
me in this. Michael Cohen and David Blank resolved computer problems; 
Dana Sutton of U C Irvine gave me a copy of his database *Homer in the 
papyri*. I am still indebted to John Dawson and his staff at the Literary and 
Linguistic Computing Centre, Cambridge, for helping me in 1977 to create 
an invaluable concordance to the entire epos. I also thank Susan Moore 
of the Press for her skilful and erudite copy-editing, and the staff of the 
university libraries at Cambridge, Columbia, U C Davis, the Ecole Normale 
Superieure, Stanford and U C L A . 

I shall always be grateful to the late Lord William Taylour for many 
summers of archaeological work in Greece; to John Leatham for fostering 
my early love of all things Greek; and to the memory of William Cowper, 
who rendered to both Homer and my native fields an equally inspiring 
homage. Farewell, dear scenes^ for ever closed tome. It is a privilege to have sat 
at the feet of John Chadwick and, when passing through the other Cam-
bridge, of Albert Lord; my dedication expresses my gratitude to them for 
their knowledge and example. Finally, I must thank my wife Michele for 
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reading the manuscript, for help with the index at a difficult time, and for 
her staunch support and companionship during this epic journey; she may 
not always have wished to hear whether Aristarchus read OOTCO or O V T C O S . 

Westwood, California, April 4 1990 R . J . 
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N O T E 

My references to the narrator as 'the poet* or 'Homer* are narratologically 
imprecise, but save space. '//.* means 'the lliad\ 'Od.' 'the Odyssef, lHy.% the 
Homeric Hymns, 'Cat.* the Hesiodic Catalogue of Women, which is, I hold, 
genuinely by Hesiod (see p. 14 n. 21). The term 'epos' means all hexameter 
verse down to r. 500 B.C. Early epic fragments are cited from Bernabé and 
Davies, unless the numeration of these editions coincides. For the Hesiodic 
fragments, elegy and iambus I use (Merkelbach and) West's numera-
tion; for lyric, Voigt and PMG\ for the 'Orphica', Kern; for Pindar, Snell-
Maehler; for the Presocratics, Diels-Kranz; for tragedy, Nauck and Radt; 
for comedy, Kassel-Austin; for Antimachus, Wyss; for Aristotle, Rose; for 
Calltmachus, Pfeifler and SH. Modern authors cited without initials appear 
in the bibliography. 

Greek words found earlier in the same note are abbreviated to the first 
letter only, unless there is a risk of ambiguity. In discussions of formulae, 
the number of occurrences is given in the form ' t o x //., 6x 0</.*; * i o x ' 
without qualification refers to the Iliad. The abbreviation 'etc.' in such 
references shows that the total includes all relevant terminations. Statements 
like '3/33 x* mean 'thrice in a total of 33 instances'; the statistics are as 
accurate as I can make them. | marks the beginning or end of a verse. Greek 
names are transliterated following the rules laid down in vol. 1, x. Myce-
naean (Myc.) reconstructed forms found in the tablets are given thus: 
¡wanaxf. Asterisks signal other reconstructed forms. 

References to the scholia follow the system set out in vol. 1,41 f.; thus Arn/A 
means 'Aristonicus in M S A*, Did/AT means 'Didymus in M S S A and T ' , 
Nic/A means 'Nicanor in M S A ' and Hrd/AbT means 'Herodian in M S A 
and in the b T scholia*. Aristarchus is cited from Arn/A ad loc. unless stated. 
'Papyri* are M S fragments down toe. 600 A.D.; 'codices* are medieval MSS; 
the 'good MSS* are the early minuscules (sec pp. 20-2). Ancient works 
whose authorship is doubtful have the alleged author's name in quotation 
marks, e.g. 'Plut.'; spurious attributions are indicated by brackets, e.g. 
[Plut.J. 
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I N T R O D U C T I O N 

i. The gods In Homer: farther considerations 

In two vital aspects, early Greek epic poetry exactly reflects the nature of 
Greek religion as far back as it can be known. T h e system is polytheistic, as 
in nearly all other ancient societies, with Zeus as merely the mightiest 
member of the divine family; and the gods are regarded as anthropo-
morphic. Both facets of this system have important moral implications, 
which first appear in Homer but pervade all Greek literature. T h e pre-
history of 'Homeric religion' was discussed above (vol. 11, 1 - 1 4 ) , where it 
was shown that the Greeks tended to elevate and humanize the Mesopota-
mian beliefs which they largely adopted. Here I will focus on the literary 
and moral dimensions of these beliefs, and how they are reshaped for the 
poetic purposes of the Iliad.1 

(i) The literary and religious aims of Homer's innovations 

Like any Greek poet, Homer had the right to adapt myths as he wished, 
within the wide limits of the traditions he inherited As Griffin has shown,* 
he de-emphasizes their bizarre and magical aspects, plays up their potential 
for humour and tragedy, and above all stresses his gods' human nature: they 
are exactly like us save for their greater power and knowledge, and their 
freedom from age and death (they can still alter their location and shape at 
will, but Homer avoids vouching in his own persona for their more bizarre 
metamorphoses). He widens the gulf between mortal and immortal, which 
not even Herakles or Akhilleus can cross; even the more optimistic Odyssey 
vividly depicts the insubstantiality of the souls in Hades, barely alluding to 
tales that Menelaos and Herakles enjoyed a better afterlife. In the Cycle 
mortals became gods far more readily: Athene nearly immortalized Tudeus, 
Dawn gained immortality for her son Memnon and Thetis conveyed Akhil-

1 For excellent treatments of this topic and bibliography see Whitman, H H T 221-48; 
Lesky, RE Suppl. xi (1968) ».v. Hemeros, 725-40; Griffin, HLD 8iff.; Erbsc, Gutter. For back-
ground Burkcrt, Religion is indispensable. 

* J U S 97 (1977) 39-53. 
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leus to the White Isle. But in Homer even Zeus can do no better than grant 
his own son Sarpedon a heroic burial and, it is implied, a lasting hero-cult. 
It is telling that at Erga !43ff. Hesiod blends both ideas: his race of bronze 
perishes in internecine strife and goes to Hades, whereas the 'heroes who are 
called demigods' perish likewise but go to the 'isles of the blessed* (i.e. 'of 
the gods'). Homer's dead live out an eternal death under the earth, thirsty 
for offerings of blood (just as the Olympians above relish the smoke of 
sacrifices), but devoid of even human powers. Ancient rituals known to 
Aeschylus, like the mutilation of a murdered man to keep him from taking 
revenge, or his kinsmen's summoning of aid from the underworld, confirm 
that other ideas of the afterlife were current. Again, Homer has clarified the 
world-view of his tradition, to stress that, when life is gone, it is gone for ever. 

The paradoxical result is that, precisely by widening the chasm between 
mortal and immortal, Homer exalts the dignity and responsibility of human 
beings, placed between god and beast and potentially sharing the natures of 
both.* We may attain divine achievements, with the aid of the gods them-
selves, but not a divine existence. The here and now, for all the prevalence 
of adversity over happiness, is the only life we have, and we must make the 
best of it. Unlike the gods' moral choices, human ones are not trivia), 
since they can have results fatal for oneself or others, whereas gods cannot 
truly suffer. Again it is Griffin4 who has shown how Homer exploits the gods* 
interactions with mortals as a metaphor for, and a guide to, the response of 
the human audience. Divine spectators may dignify the battle below by 
deeming it worth watching, and may glorify a warrior by aiding him: thus 
it enhances Akhilleus* victory when Athene helps him kill Hektor. Divine 
involvement is a major sign of the significance of an event and of how we 
should view it. Conversely, when the gods turn away, bored by the trivial 
squabbling of these ephemeral creatures, the bloodshed gains in pathos. The 
gods' unknowability to the characters creates irony, their irresistible power 
evokes fear, their frivolous irresponsibility arouses humour, their delibera-
tions and plots excite suspense, and their effortless superiority yields a truly 
tragic pathos. The gods' actions are thus used to evoke the whole range of 
emotions which Aristotle has taught us to expect from great literature. 

It was traditional to ascribe to divine agency any otherwise inexplicable 
event, like a spear missing its mark, a bowstring breaking, the amazing skill 
of a warrior, speaker, poet or artisan, and even a sudden feeling or thought. 
In everyday life one could rarely specify the god concerned, and thus spoke 
of a 0c6$, Ocol or Batuoov, just as someone who speaks or acts oddly is ad-

* Cf. Red field, /iaiMft and Cultare 131-6. 
* CQ, 98 (1978) 1 -22; HLD 179-204. The germ of this approach is in (Longinua), On the 

SmMimt 9-7ff. Sec also J. M. Bremer in Homer: Beyond Oral Poetry, Amsterdam 1987, 31 -46. 
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dressed as Sai^óvic; only seers or other gifted persons could state which god 
was involved and what must be done in conscquence. Homer's heroes can 
even doubt whether a god has intervened, and cannot recognize particular 
deities, whatever shape they take, unless they let themselves be perceived -
Athene has to lift the mist from Diomedes* eyes so that he can tell men from 
gods (5.i27f.). It takes a Kalkhas to diagnose Apollo's wrath at i.93ff. But 
the bard claims a special vision, and can always say which deity is involved, 
showing us the world through the eyes of the gods themselves. 

(ii) 'Doable motivation* susd human responsibility 

Even aside from obvious favouritism, like Athene's dealings with Diomedes 
in the Iliad and with Odysseus in the Odyssey, many divine interventions in 
Homer appear artificial to modern readers. What is one lo make of, for 
example, how Aphrodite forces Helen to go to bed with Paris even when 
Helen is disgusted by his conduct in the duel with Menelaos (3.383!^)? Is 
this a mere externalization of normal human feeling - although enraged at 
Paris, Helen still finds him irresistibly attractive? When Athene appears to 
Akhilleus at i . ig4ff., is this merely an objeclification of prudent second 
thoughts? Such cases have led many to doubt the reality of the gods for the 
poet and his audience, and to deem them just a manner of speaking or a 
useful poetic convention.6 The view, advanced by B. Snell1 and prevalent 
until recently, that early epic has no concept of the whole personality, and 
objectifies mental processes as the noos, thumos and so forth, might seem to 
find a perfect parallel here; instead of a person's thumos or phrrnes, passion or 
reason, taking the decision, a god decides. But it was always risky to base a 
complex psychological theory on the loose but conveniently extended set of 
overlapping terms by which the tradition described mental processes, as 
Lloyd-Jones7 has shown; and the poet always makes clear that the god 
physically exists. When Aphrodite breaks Paris' chin-strap so that Menelaos 
cannot drag him off to his death, this could be ascribed to chance; but 
not so her next action, Pari»' bodily removal lo Helen's room in Troy. 
Athene, equally physically, tugs Akhilleus' hair; objectified prudence might 
well persuade, but could not pull hair. So why does Athene urge Akhilleus 
to do what, given his portrayal elsewhere in the poem, he would be likely 

» Cf Lloyd-Jon«, Justice of 10; Griffin. HLD 144^. 
• Die Entdeckvnj> its Gtistes, 4th cdn, GoUingen 1975; «raas. T. G. Rosenmryrr, 7he Dtscovtry 

of the Mind in Early Greek Philosophy and Liltratxre, Cambridge, Mai*. 1953. Cf. Ertue, G6Uer; 
H. Frankrl. Early Greek Poetry end Philosophy, tram. M. Hadas and J. Willis, Oxford 1975, 73-85; 
MacCary, Childlike Achilles; T. Jahn, ^«m Wortfeld 'Seete-Geisl' in der Sprache Homers, Munich 
«987-

1 Justice of %na 9; cf. Griffin, HLD 144^.; Brrmmcr, Soul, Fowler, Lyric 4H". 
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to do anyway, i.e. refrain from killing his commander-in-chief? And why 
is Aphrodite needed to make Helen yield to what is clearly a recurrent 
weakness for Paris? 

The answer, formulated by Lesky,' lies in the idea of 'double motiva-
tion' or 'overdetermination'; gods and men cause the «ame actions and im-
pulses simultaneously, and both can be held responsible. In his 'apology' 
Agamemnon saves face by stating that a like misfortune once befell Zeus 
himself; thereupon he offers full restitution, 'since I suffered ati and Zeus 
took away my wits' (tg.86ff., 137̂ *-)- O n the same pattern, Aphrodite's 
coercion matches Helen's desires in a psychological framework that is all too 
familiar, Akhilleus is already debating inwardly whether to kill Agamemnon 
( i . 188ff.), and we understand why he is loth to do so, despite the provocation 
he has received. It is a remarkable paradox that nearly every important 
event in the Iliad is the doing of a god, and that one can give a clear account 
of the poem's entire action with no reference to the gods at all. 

Let Patroklos' death serve as a further example. Who is responsible? 
Patroklos himself, who was so swept away by his victory over Sarpedon that 
he ignored Akhilleus' warnings? Akhilleus, whose compromise of sending 
his deputy into battle in his place was a disaster? Nestor, who devised that 
compromise? Hektor, who strikes the death-blow? Euphorbos, the first 
Trojan to wound Patroklos? Apollo, who strips off his armour? O r Zeus, 
who cast fatal blindness into him (i6.685ff.), and foretold the whole se-
quence to Here (i5.63ff.)? If the latter, Zeus' prediction still includes some-
thing he would hardly want, the death of his son Sarpedon. So is it a power 
higher than Zeus? O r is it all of these? O r is nobody responsible at all? Only 
the last question demands a negative. Moral responsibility is one of Homer's 
major themes. Since the Iliad is in the tragic mode, the responsibility is never 
clear-cut, as it is in the morally simpler Odyssey, where the gods proclaim at 
the outset, and the plot affirms at the end, that we increase our miseries by 
our own misdeeds. 

(Ill) Free will, fate mmd the gods 

By leaving an undefined area between free will and supernatural forces, 
Homer achieves two goals: his characters are seer, to suffer for their own 
choices, which is clearly tragic, and yet the whole outcome seems beyond 
their individual control or even pre-ordained, which is tragic in another 
way. The same dualism which applies to the heroes also applies to the gods 
themselves, including Zeus, who performs several roles.9 First, he is a per-

* 'Gottliche und menachlkhe Motivierung im homcrochcn Epos', SHAW 1961 Abh. 4; cf. 
Doddt, The Grttki and tkt Irrational a f t ; Whitman, HHT 246 

• Cf. Crbse, G*tttr 209-36. 
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sonal god, the most powerful admittedly, who can be deceived and may use 
or threaten force to realize his wishes (Homer of course relegates this to 
reminiscences by the characters). He is concerned to punish perjurers and 
those who wrong suppliants and xenoi (strangers/hosts/guests); Paris' crime 
against Menelaos explains why he must ultimately back the Greeks against 
the Trojans. But there are signs that he cares about justice in a wider sense 
(16.384-93^), and his will can be taken to represent that of his entire family, 
since the gods collectively are omniscient and omnipotent. One might expect 
that nothing could occur against his will; but he has to forgo saving even 
his own son Sarpedon, when he is reminded that this would be contrary to 
'fate'.10 This ancient idea is expressed by* words for Mot' or 'portion' -
aToa, cf. Oscan aeteis, 'part', poTpa, u<5pos, Euuopc, tfpapTai, cf. u£po$, 'part'; 
TrirrpcoTai, cf. Latin pars, 'portion*; Kt|p, cf. tcefpo), 'cut'. 6a(pcov, 'appor-
tioned (from 6o(co), like 'kismet' (from Arabic qasama, 'divide'), reflects the 
same notion. The most universal aspect of one's lot is death, and so these 
words often connote death; indeed, u6po$ has come to mean 'death*, and 
ppoi6s (< *mrtos) must come from the same root (this has eluded the 
etymologists). 

The idea that everyone has an allotted portion in life is very old; a 
formular verse preserves an ancient metaphor for this, that someone suffers 
'what fate spun into the thread as he was born' (20.127f. etc.). Such fatalism 
is an inevitable and necessary response to harsh circumstances, as is its 
opposite, the idea of free will (which Homer never formulated, but projects 
onto his gods). Without reflecting upon their inconsistency, we still tend to 
waver between these views, as life's changing situations affect us; the epic 
tradition itself was little different. Homer exploits the poetic advantages of 
both perspectives without bringing them into direct confrontation; the 
tangled relation between fate, human freedom and the gods was left for later 
thinkers to unravel. 

Nothing ever happens contrary to fate in the Iliad, save for the extra-
ordinary hyperbole at 16.780, when the Greeks prevail 'beyond destiny* 
(Cnip aTcav); normally we hear that events would have happened 'contrary 
to fate', had not someone intervened (e.g. i6.698ff,). 'Beyond fate* is even 
replaced by 'beyond god' at 17.327, when the god is Zeus (cf. 331). At 
16.43iff. Zeus ponders whether to save his son Sarpedon; Here agrees 
that he could do so, but objects that it would set a precedent for other deities. 
The question of Zeus*s power relative to fate lurks behind her words, but 
receives no answer. Instead, the scene reveals the depth of Zeus's grief, and 
shifts the emphasis to a theme central to the Iliad, the unbridgeable chasm 
between mortal and immortal: even the ruler of gods and men knows the 
limits to his power and exercises self-control for the sake of universal order 

Sff fun her ibid. 259 93; Bremer, art. eil. in n. 4. 
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- an example of the leadership Agamemnon ought to have displayed. 
But in the Odyssey mortals can suffer beyond what is fated, because of their 
own wickedness. Similarly, Zeus's interest injustice among men is confined 
in the Iliad to a simile at i6.384ff., but the Odyssey often mentions his concern 
to defend justice and punish wrongdoers (e.g. 3 . 1 3 ^ . ) . Neither difference 
between the epics should be explained by positing a historical evolution 
towards a Hesiodic theodicy - as we shall see, the linguistic data are fully 
compatible with the view that both epics are the work of a single poet. 
Instead, these differences exactly reflect each poem's divergent viewpoint -
the Iliad stresses the tragic aspect of life, where suffering predominates, 
whereas the Odyssey offers a simpler, moralizing view, whereby the gods are 
concerned to ensure that we will eventually suffer beyond our due if we 
misbehave. Both views of the world were traditional; the first is more apt 
for war, the second for peace. Homer's art is shown by the consistency with 
which he has adopted the one appropriate to each epic and excluded the 
other. 

In the Iliadt it is hardly too simplistic to regard fate as simply 'what 
happens', almost the needs of the tale or of the tradition, over which not 
even the poet has full control: nobody ever dared to deny, for instance, that 
Troy fell. If it happened, it must have been fated to happen. But fate and 
divine interference are alto different ways of explaining the same event, 
depending on which one the character speaking finds more consoling or the 
poet more dramatic. Thus at 9.41 off. Akhilleus says that he has a choice of 
fates - a short and glorious life, or a long and inglorious one; at 18.96 Thetis 
tells him that, if he chooses to kill Hektor, his own death must soon follow. 
The literary effect is clear: nothing arouses more pathos than a hero going 
clear-eyed to his doom. If stress is placed on the inevitability of an event, its 
importance in a character's life-story or the need to endure it, then fate is 
invoked; if the emphasis falls on an action's power or strangeness, then it 
tends to be the work of a god. What is never suggested is that an odd or 
significant event is mere chance; Homer has no word for this, and does not 
know the idea either. 

These ways of looking at events were clearly part of common belief, but 
Homer exploits them for literary effect; both ineluctable fate and unpredict-
able divine intervention reinforce the sense of man as a plaything at the 
mercy of mightier powers. But the conclusion drawn from this is far from a 
negative or passive one; we must win honour within the limits set for us by 
our existence within a cosmos which is basically well-ordered, however hard 
that order may be to discern. When Odysseus is reduced to beggary, he does 
not lower his moral standards; when Akhilleus faces the inevitability of 
death, he is still determined to die gloriously. Homer adapts for his own 
poetic and moral ends ways of thinking which are potentially contradictory, 
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refining the myths and world-view of his tradition. All his art is mobilized 
to stress the need for intelligence, courage and moral responsibility in the 
face of a dangerous universe, wherein mankind has an insignificant and vet 
paramount role. It is this attitude which makes the Homeric poems so 
sublimely and archetypally humane.11 

" See further Simone Weil, The Iliad, or Tht Poem of Font, trans. M. McCarthy, Wallingford, 
Pa. 1956; Griffin. HLD. 
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2. The origins and evolution of the epic diction 

T h e artificial diction of the Homeric poems ('Kunstsprache') is in essence 
identical to that of the other poems in the same tradition of oral narrative 
song in hexameters, i.e. the remnants of the Epic Cycle, the Hesiodic poems 
and 'Homeric* Hymns, which extend well into the sixth century.1 Linguistic 
differences between these poems are barely discernible save by subtle statisti-
cal tests; the striking fact of the tradition's unity constitutes an impressive 
testimony to its panhellenic appeal and to the pre-eminence of that Ionic 
branch of it represented by Homer. Brief hexameter inscriptions from con-
tinental Greece have been held to show that local poets maintained epic 
traditions in local dialect, but this is doubtful. Some local influence is visible 
in Hesiod, e.g. in the Attic formula Aaimpdrv TC ofA^vtjv;* but his diction is 
largely identical to Homer's, and he is fully heir to the Ionian epic tradition. 
Greek genres tended to adopt different regional styles of speech, according 
to where the finest practitioners of each originated. From Homer onward, 
wherever epic poets came from, they used the same basically Ionic diction, 
containing forms derived from different times and dialects, or from no time 
or place at all, but invented. 

(i) The artificial u t w c of the epic diction 

This diction was never spoken anywhere, only sung;9 its origins were for 
centuries an insoluble puzzle. Aristarchus deemed it an archaic form of 
Ionic, spoken by the lonians' ancestors before they left Attica (13. i95~7n.). 
Once Bentley had realized that the metrical effects of the lost u>-sound 
(digamma, f ) were often detectable in the poems, editors tried to restore an 
'original* text, assuming that copyists had modernized it; but even the most 

• For basic account* see Palmer in Ctmpemc* 75-178; Ruijgh in Linear B 143-90; Hains-
worth in CtmmtnUy 1 24-32; We«, JHS 108 (1988) 151 -7a. The fundamental works are 
Chantraine, CH\ Risch, WorlbUi*ng. For the laryngeal theory, without which our under-
standing would be seriously incomplete, see Bcekes, LarjmgttLt, H. Rix, Historischt Grammatik 
its Gritchischtn, Darmstadt 1976; Peters, Ixtryngtlt. 

« See G. P. Edwards. Th* U*g*H* •/ Hesiod, especially io»r.;Janko, HHH 223ft For West 
Ionic forms see below n. 34. There is no Doric influence, ficu West, art. at. 1 6 7 ^ : for FARRFTAI, 

TVVT), see on 13.317f.. 1 6 ^ . The rare &»6c (7* Horn.) and 6P65 (5X Horn., Thng. 662) must 
be pre-Aeolic archaisms (Householder and Nagy, Grttk 6 6 ) . T»C?O, T»TV, TT(P)OT< and verbs in 

or with futures and aorists in are surely archaisms preserved from the Aeolic 
phase of the tradition. 

• For speculation as 10 the music see West, J H S 101 («981) 113-29. 
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traditional scenes are so full of 'recent* forms that attempts like Fick's 
reconstruction of an Aeolic 'Wrath of Akhilleus' never carried conviction, 
any more than docs Shipp's theory, based on his discovery that 'recent' 
diction is concentrated in the similes, that these are post-Homeric additions. 
Further progress came from the proof by Witte and Meister4 that metrical 
factors encouraged the use of both artificial forms, e.g. eOpia for eOpvv in the 
fifth foot, and divergent dialectal forms of the same word, e.g. Aeolic 6 P I I E S 

beside Ionic f)M€ts. 
The decisive step came with Parry, who saw that 'as the spoken language 

changes, the traditional diction of an oral poetry likewise changes, so long 
as there is no need of giving up any of the formulas*.6 Parry surveyed the 
dialectal constituents of the diction, showing that it is the product of an Ionic 
oral tradition which has adopted with rather little change a traditional 
diction largely Aeolic in origin but including Arcado-Cypriot features; the 
Aeolic elements are generally retained only where they offer a metrically 
indispensable alternative to the Ionic forms. Confirmation that this diction 
mixes forms ofdifferent date came with the decipherment of Linear B, which 
has shed a flood of light on Homeric phonology, morphology, onomastics 
and vocabulary; and Hoekstra has shown how Homer and later bards 
introduced phonetic modifications, notably quantitative metathesis (e.g. 
-eco for -ao) and Ionic n-mobile (nu ephelkustikon), as they adapted old 
formulae.* But we still owe to Parry the explanation that such a linguistic 
mixture could only arise among many generations of poets, dependent to a 
greater or lesser degree on stereotyped phrasing to help them compose 
lengthy heroic narratives as they performed. Yet he was careful to insist 
that this diction was not just a matter of metrical utility; it also has the effect 
of distancing the tale from the everyday world, placing it more plausibly in 
the remote past and creating a suitably heroic tone. 

(ii) The prehistoric origins of the Kunstsprmcfus 

The origins of the hexameter are obscure.7 It was once thought to derive 
from the peoples who lived in Greece before Indo-Europeans arrived in 

* K. Witte, £wf hemrrinkm Spra<ht, Darmstadt 1973 (article« from Gletla 1 - 5 , 1909*13); 
Mristrr, Kmutsprath*. For studies antecedent to Parry's see Latacz (ed.), Homer: Tradition and 
Jfeuenmg, Darmstadt 1979. 

* MHV 331; his study occupies MHV 325 61. 
* Thus a runover adjective or verb with movable nu before a consonant making the syllable 

heavy is oTlen associated with modification (Hoekstra, Modifications tot -8). Statistics confirm 
that this is an innovation (Janko. HHH64 8). For examples see 13.51, 13.78, 13.589, 13.705, 
' 5 '03. 15.280, 16.159 

7 For recent surveys see M. Fantuzzi, Mattnali t discussion» 12 (1984) 35-60, and Z. Ritoók, 
Philologns 131 (1987) 2-18; I refer below to Nagy, Comparative Studies in Greek and Indie Meter, 
Cambridge, Mass., 1974; Wrst,CQ,23 (1973) «79-92; M. W. Haslam,7//S96 (1976) 202; N. 
Berg. MSS 37 (1978) »1-36. 
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the late third millennium B.C. But the view has gained ground that, like 
other Greek verse-forms, it somehow descends from Proto-Indo-European 
verse, wherein the syllable-count was invariant (as it still is in 'Aeolic' 
verse-forms like the glyconic), but the scansion was fixed only towards the 
end of the verse; a relic of this is the freedom in syllabic weight seen in the 
opening syllables of many Acolic rhythms. The hexameter arose from either 
the dactylic expansion of a single 'Aeolic' verse, the pherecratean (so Nagy), 
or, more probably, as a combination of two verses, whether hemiepes 
plus paroemiac, i.e. - u u - u u - ( x ) plus x — u u — u u (so West, 
Haslam), or choriambic dimeter B plus pherecratean, i.e. x x x x - u u -
plus x x — u u (so Berg). Thus in tragedy and Corinna's poetry phere-
crateans often end runs of glyconics. It is significant that some formulae with 
Vedic cognates, a sure sign of great antiquity, fit both Aeolic verses and 
hexameters. Phrases like Up6v u£vo$ (Sanskrit ifirfna ... mdnasd), KA£O$ 
&9O1TOV (dkfiti iravah, ir&vo ... dkjitam) and &06vcrro$ teal Ayfjpaos {ajdrS 
(a)mfta) prove that traditions of heroic song share a common Indo-European 
heritage, which is also represented in Indie and Slavic verse-forms.8 

The oldest Greek epic we can reconstruct, via its formulae, was already in 
hexameters;0 many old formulae straddle the main caesurae, and many old 
formular systems facilitate starting at the masculine or feminine caesura as 
the poet wishes. The hexameter has also innovated in allowing one heavy 
to equal two light syllables in the second half of each of the first five feet. 
Mycenaean had many more light open syllables than was the case once 
the weakening of intervocalic h (< s and^) and eventually w (p) had led to 
vowel contraction. This more open structure would favour the regulariza-
tion of the long line into a dactylic pattern, while contraction would re-
inforce the tendency to equate one heavy with two light syllables. We cannot 
exclude the possibility that the hexameter antedates Mycenaean times. 

Several dactylic formulae prove archaeologically the Mycenaean contri-
bution to the tradition; <j>6(ryavov/^l^os Apyup6r}Aov, &<rrr(5o$ 6p9iPp6TTft 
and OAKO* f)Ort tTvpyov all reflect early Mycenaean weaponry, and the 
existence of martial epic by this date accords with visual depictions of sieges 
of coastal towns on the Thera fresco and the silver rhyton from Shaft Grave 
iv at Mycenae. The popularity of boars* tusk helmets and figure-of-eight 
shields in art down to 1200 B.C. suggests that such equipment already had a 
heroic aura; the bard with a lyre on a fresco in the throne-room at Pylos 
may well be performing a heroic song. The formulae for a sword with silver 
rivets, the shield that surrounds a mortal and the hide like a tower show 

• For bibliography *tt W««. JHS 108 (1988) 15911.; M. Finkdbcrg, (1986) 1 -5. 
• So Hockstra, Epic Verte Before Homer 33 -53; Ruijgh, op. cil. in n. 1; Wot, C(l 23 0973) 

156-9. 
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that phrases containing two successive dactyls are as old as the objects 
themselves.10 

This is supported by the diction. A whole set of formulae proves the 
survival of Bronze Age syllabic r in the tradition's early stages.11 AaiTlBo^ 
6 P 9 T P P 6 T T J S does not scan unless we restore *amphlmftas (cf. Sanskrit amrtah 
— &uPpoto$); dtv6poTnTa (16.857, 22.363, 24.6) will not scan save as 
*dnftata; ¿Pp^rq (14.78) represents *&mftS; dppOTd^opcv (10.65) is for dmft-
(cf. fluPpo-rov = fyiap-rov); "EvudAfco <5tv5p€«96vTij (7.166) scans only if we 
restore *dnfgmhontai - and this is half a hexameter. Again, in the old therio-
morphic formula fDo&mi$ Tt6TV>a*Hprj, h- is still felt as a consonant: cf. 
tyrrrevxis (2X , < hekhe-),li Crrreipcxc, ovvtx^S, 6p9irn-ov, ¿-niAApfvo^, elvAXios 
or elv *AT8ao ( < +smwid-), although some of these may be cases of metrical 
lengthening. All piyrlv ¿rrAAavros scans only if we restore Mycenaean * Atpel 
pfjTiv AorrdAavro$ ( < sm-): this too is half a hexameter, and contains a 
spondee. Hermes' epithet tpiovvrjs, 'good runner', is linked with Mycenaean 
by a cognate verb for 'run' in the dialects of Arcadia and Cyprus, whither 
many Mycenaeans fled after the catastrophe o f f . 1200 B.c.;ia epic vocabu-
lary surviving as everyday words in these areas surely goes back to this era, 
e.g. &OKn(W|S, f)TTva>, 164. Still more telling is Horrocks* proof14 that the 
'tmesis' of those adverbs which were to become prepositions, a device basic 
to formular composition and modification and paralleled in Vedic, is out-
moded in Mycenaean, where tmesis is rare; this implies that bards inherited 
from before that time one vital way in which the epic diction maintains its 
flexibility. Another was the optional use of the augment, which appears in 
Linear B.1* Hoekstra must be right that what he calls the amplitudo, elaborate 

See S. P. Morris, AJA 93 (1989) 511-35: C. O . Pavev, SMF.A 21 (1980) 341-5«; G 
W'aikins in Studies wi Honor of M. Gimbvtas, Washington 1987, 286-97; West, loc. at. in n. 9 
The argument over whether forms specific to the Mycenaean dialect persist in Homer (the 
'Achaean' stratum) continues: in favour see Householder and Nagy, Greek 62-6, and Ruijgh, 
in Linear B 148^.; contrast Peters in Festschrift Risch 303 19. 

11 P. Wathelet, in Y . Lebrun (ed.), Linguistic Research tn Belgium, Wetteren 1966, 145-73; see 
now West, /«. tit. in n. 9. Syllabic f perhaps survived into Mycenaean, written -o-ro- or -0-, but 
this is hard to prove (Heubeck, Kleine Sckriflen 406-30; Muhlestein, fiamenstudien i86f.). The 
vocalism op/po rather than op/pa is Aeolic. 

>* Ruijgh, in Linear B 154-8; Crespo, Prosodia 72-4. Dissimilation of aspirates had not yet 
occurred in Mycenaean (Janko, Gletta 55 (1977) if.). 

11 Bowra, JHS 54 (1934) 54-74; Ruijgh, L'Elfment othfen dans la langue fpiqm, Assen 1957; 
Householder and Nagy, Greek 62-6. Note the possible Arcado-Cypriot forms (i.e. very late 
Myc.?) in 13.211-13, i6.i73~5nn. 

M PCPS 26(1980) a - x •; Space and Time tn Homer. 
11 Y . Duhoux (in Studies Chadwick 163-72) argues that use of the augment was typical of the 

Mycenaean lower classes - hence the presence of augments in 'special Mycenaean', gnomic 
aorists and usually in similes. L. Bottin ( S M E A to (1969) 69-145) showed that its omission is 
an archaism, common in Aeolic forms like icdpftaAt or duals. On the principle that poets make 
the Kwnstsprache approximate to their vernacular, augments should be kept where our MSS hat e 
them, pace Aristarchus (see p. 25 n. 27). 
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formalized diction which can only have accompanied lengthy hexameter 
narratives, goes back to this era. Phrases like lcp6v u£vo$ *AXKIV6OIO do sound 
like Mycenaean courtly diction; compare 4His Royal Highness*.1* 

(til) Trend* of development in Homeric diction 

The Kunstsprache was evolving before, during and after Homer's time; such 
development is a feature of all oral narrative poetry, since archaic phrases 
and forms which lose their original metrical shape tend to be replaced by 
an up-to-date metrical equivalent. Vernacular forms appear first in non-
formular phrasing, then produce modified formulae and over time become 
fixed in set phraseology. In the extant poems, countless formulae are modi-
fied in line with recent developments. Thus ucAi^kt oTvov (once *M£Aipa64pa 
poTvov) can become u£Att)6fo{ olvou only after the loss of p- and replacement 
of the genitive in -oto by -ou; *ittAipa&pos poivoio will not scan. Similarly, 
phrases like 'utiAtxiotoi phrccrcrt were changed to utiAtxkw taitoor, where 
there was no hiatus caused by the loss of p-, bards did not innovate (e.g. 
Xpocrfoiai vtycooi). Sound-changes led to the gradual replacement of old 
formulae, e.g. of (p)fe«5tepyos 'ATT6XA<OV by A165 ul6$ 'ATT6AACOV or of (p)«nri 
TF p09ov by 9U)vi)olv Tt. Obscure formulae like {kxorris TTATVUX "Hpri or 
WKT6$ &poAyu> came under pressure from intelligible equivalents, i.e. 6C6 
AevkcoAevos *Hpr| (with Aeolic (tea) and w k t 6 s tv d>prj. 

The hexameter's complexity explains why Greek epic is more retentive of 
archaic diction than are similar traditions like Old English or South Slavic; 
if a bard needs to create phrases in so demanding a verse-form, he will more 
readily reuse or adapt pre-existing formulae than improvise from his ver-
nacular. Even so, improvisation and adaptation were always vital to the 
tradition, which was clearly more fluid over a vast period than Parry 
thought, since he greatly overestimated the extent to which the poems 
consist of formulae. Not even the feeblest bards composed merely by string-
ing formulae together; poets always drew on their changing vernacular as 
they recreated and adapted the old tales, and their more striking or useful 
phrases entered the tradition, ultimately to becomc curious archaisms on 
the lips of singers hundreds of years younger. 

In the complex blend of elements in Homeric diction, the most pervasive 
contribution is from the Ionic dialect spoken by the poet (r) has replaced a 
in nearly every verse). Innovation is especially common in those parts of the 
poems, notably the extended similes, which we should associate with Homer 
himself. Attempts to assign different parts of the poems to different linguistic 
origins have never prospered; nor does the age of an object imply anything 

M Efit Vtrtt kefort Homer 81-9; cf. Ruijgh, in Linear B 158, and S. West on 04. 9.409. 
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about that of the scene where it is described - the boars* lusk helmet 
appears in a typically 'recent' passage (io.26off.), and in fact its burglarious 
pedigree better befits an object looted from a tholos-tomb than an heirloom 
transmitted verbatim in a scrap of Mycenaean verse. Whereas neither 
context nor frequency can date a formula, the progress of archaeology and 
comparative philology enables us to assign relative or even absolute dates 
to many constituents of the amalgam; thus Kp6vou irons <5ryKvAopi!)TKo occurs 
8x in Homer, cOpvorra Zijv only 3X , yet the former contains two 'recent' 
Ionian genitives, whereas the latter preserves the ancient accusative of Z*0$ 
and forms the basis for the modified formula svpOoTra Zcv(s), which treats 
EupOona as a vocative or nominative and occurs 17X ! 

All agree that some elements are Mycenaean in origin, some Dark-Age 
and some Geometric; debate centres on how much each era contributed. 
On the a priori argument given above, one expects diction from the remotest 
epoch to survive to the smallest extent. Archaeoiogically provable Myce-
naean phrases are rare; if Dark Age phrases (like 6<rrr(6os 6p9aA0&70T)$) 
seem rarer, this is surely because the artifacts of this era are less distinctive, 
shield-bosses excepted (13.190-4^). We cannot infer from the depressed 
culture of Dark Age Greece that poetry languished then - Kirk rightly 
argues the opposite.17 But the Homeric poems are of Geometric date; not 
even the Catalogue of Ships is a Bronze Age survival or a Dark Age 
reconstruction, although it includes elements of both. The epics purport to 
recreate Mycenaean times, in a diction which seemed suitably archaic to 
bard and audience, but is largely post-Mycenaean. 

This conclusion is confirmed by statistical study of the texts surviving from 
the tradition.19 In a number of common features wherein younger forms 
replace older ones, as is proven by comparative philology, one can quantify 
the degree of change from one poem to the next. Whenever a bard has to 
use a given word or grammatical case, he may have to choose between a 
more recent form and an older one, seemingly unmetrical. He often keeps 
the older form, which is more convenient under the pressure of rapid 
composition; but to an increasing degree - even within the work of the same 
poet - newer forms enter the tradition. Thus pre-vocalic w- ceased to be 
sounded not long before Homer's time; its metrical effects are still felt 84°0 

of the time in the Iliad (and almost always in the enclitic t to ol, where it 
survived longer: cf. on 13.163^ 561). Yet it was lost early enough for 
Homer to invent TDiAcOs for f IXEUS (13.66-7^) and to misapply its metrical 
effects to fc6s (from *sewos) by analogy with 6s (*swos): see 13.492-5^ Later 

1 1 Songs 105-56; Homer mnA the Oral Tradition, Cambridge 1976, 19-39. 
" Janko, H H H , following Hoekstra and G. P. Edwards, op. t i l . in n. a; sec also M. Cantilena, 

RFIC 114 (1986) 91-124. My figures for f - below are revised to exclude (puKu. 
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poets increasingly ignore it, at least until the archaizing influence of far older 
texts fixed in writing begins to be felt in c. 600 B.C. Thus the Odyssey 
maintains the effect of p- 83% of the time, the Theogony 66%, the Erga 6 2 % 
and the Hymn to Demeter 54%; however, the Shield of Herakles, datable to 
c. 570 B.C., has a figure of 72%, which suggests that its poet learned much 
of his diction from hearing the Homeric and Hesiodic poems recited. So too 
Hellenistic poets archaize heavily, because they have acquired their diction 
from reading early epic. The same pattern of change appears in other 
equally common features.19 M y figures confirm the standard view that the 
Iliad is the oldest Greek poem we have, followed by the Odyssey, and then, 
after a gap, the Th ogony and Erga.90 Incidentally, the Catalogue of Women 
emerges as almost identical in diction to the Theogony, and must take its 
rightful place as a genuine early member of the tradition.91 

It follows that the poems acquired fixed form at different stages in a single 
development; this has implications for how they came to be written down. 
The linguistic gap between the two Homeric epics is small, smaller than that 
between the two poems generally agreed to be by Hesiod; there is no 
linguistic evidence against the ancient view - and some in favour - that the 
Iliad and Odyssey are likewise the work of a single poet whose diction evolved 
with his years.99 But what matters here is that the diction was evolving in 

•• It recurs in the tiniest details, e.g. the definite article (J. A. Scott, The Unity oj H-mtr, 
Berkeley 1931,90-2). Thus the old word T4KO$, preserved mainly in formular phrases, is losing 
ground toThcvov: its usage rail*from 36/79X I I . (45%) to 15/49* 0 4 . (31 °0)» 2/23* in Hesiod 
(9%)- fc*0* < (<£ Myc. U-i-jo - ¡Uuhiif) is irresolvably contracted i/a6x //., 12/47X 04., 
4/8X Hes. Compounds in 10- are irresolvably contracted to «0- 52/532x Horn., 27/43x Hcs. 
(cf. 16.104~6n.); the adverb «v, lest well-embedded in formulae, is contracted more often, but 
shows the same trend (80/211 x Horn., 11/13X Hes.). Myc. »•»• thus stands for th*- (cf. 
Hittite •Mms 'good'). 

" The fashion for dating Homer after Hesiod owe» much to Burkert (WS 89 (1976) 5AT ), who 
thinks the mention of'hundred-gated* Egyptian Thebes at 9.381-4 must refer to that city's 
glory under the 'Ethiopian* dynasty, 715-663 >.c., and not the New Kingdom; but cf. Heuheck, 
Gym*. 89 (1982) 442f. The allegedly 'recent' scansion of Alyvrrria? proves nothing: it will not 
scan otherwise, ¡Aiguptiosf is a Mycenaean name (KN Db 1105), and late language does not 
prove an object late. There is no reason why Egyptian Thebes cannot be a Mycenaean 
reminiscence, like Homer's references to the Sidonians (but these could also be Dark Age: see 
23740-90.). 

11 West [CeUtiogut 130ft, 164^.), ignoring the statistics, dates it to 580-530 i.e., but it 
certainly antedates the spurious Aspis o f f . 570 >.c. (J. R. March, Th* Creative Port, London 
1987, 157-9). See further Janko, HHH 221-5, 248; id., C'Q.36 (1986) 4iff. M. Davies [Gloita 
57 (1989) 89flf.) largely bases his sixth-century date for the Cycle on West's dating of Cot., but 
the linguistic evidence is good enough only to give the Cycle a Urmisms post <j*rm of around 
Heskxl's time. 

" So [Longinus}, On the Subltmu 9.12-14. The greater frequency of abstract nouns in the 
Odyssty was once claimed to prove it the later poem, but Homer concentrates such nouns in 
speeches; as in Thucydides, most of the poems' moral commentary appears in speeches, of 
which the Odyuty has a higher proportion (cf. A. Shewan, Homeric Es\*yt, Oxford 1935, 
343ff.; Griffin. J H S 106 (1986) 36-57). 
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numerous ways of which bards cannot have been aware. O n average, 
13-90% of the diction was replaced or remodelled in the interval between 
the composition of the Iliad and that of the Theogony, which was at least 
a generation. If this rate of replacement applied throughout the period 
1200-750 B.C., only 10-20% of the Mycenaean diction can have survived. 
But this is an unreliable yardstick. Formulae which will scan only when the 
Dark Age o-stem genitive singular in *-oo is restored, like ABeAq îoO/tStvevyTou 
KTAU^voio (for *66cX966o etc.), 'lAlov upcrrrApoitevor AI6Aov KAUT& 6o>porra 
(5.21, 15.66, 554, Od. 10.60), are rare, although they are valuable signs 
of the topics of heroic poetry in that e r a . " T h e pace of change may 
have increased during that great burst of Ionian creativity which Homer 
represents. 

(iv) The Aeolic phase of the epic tradition 

The greatest area ofcurrent dispute is over the Aeolic element in the diction. 
T o understand the issues, we must briefly survey another controversy, the 
origins of the Greek dialects. Much of their differentiation postdates 1200 
B.C., but the basic distinction between 'East* and 'West* Greek goes deep 
into the Bronze Age.*4 The Mycenaean stratum in Homer is widely held to 
derive from the palatial centres in the Peloponnese, Crete, Boeotia, Aetolia 
and S.E. Thessaly, areas prominent in heroic saga. From several of them 
(save Greece north and west of Thebes) we have Linear B archives in the 
same type of 'East Greek', whose basic feature is the shift of TI to at (e.g. 
6f5coai < -TI). As we know from its shared choices and innovations, Myce-
naean is related to the dialects of Arcadia, Cyprus, and, less closely, Attica 
and Ionia. These 'East Greek' dialects originated in Southern Greece in the 
later Bronze Age. But the Aeolic dialects of Eastern Thessaly, Boeotia and 
Asiatic Aeolis (the last two influenced by Doric and Ionic respectively) seem 
essentially cognate with the Doric and N.W. Greek whose basic 'West Greek' 
traits arose north of the Corinthian Gulf. Aeolic looks like a blend between 
Mycenaean, spoken perhaps by the upper classes in S.E. Thessaly, and a 

M So too the phrases rai(oiit)xAvou dKpuofoffi^ or hri6i»ilou 6*pu6«VTO$ (6.344, 9.64) reflect 
this genitive and the adjective Kputaf, ie. •«ccntouT)x<5rvoo up-, tTTiBTjploo «p.; hut we must not 
restore *-oo or •-©ov with a diectasis (cf. 6ou), since the MSS may reflect ancient traditions of 
pronunciation, and *-oo was contracted well before Homer's time (Janko, H H H 87-94). 
too ?.5t8n. 

" For recent surveys see A. BartonH, SMEA »6 (1987) 7-22; Y. Duhoux, introduction aux 
diatectes greet mnciens (Louva :n 1983). Palmer brings proto-Aeolic as far down as Corinth and 
puts proto-Attic-Ionic in Attica and Euboea, deeming Aeolic part of 'East' Greek (7tu Greek 
Language 57-80); this neglects Risch's proof that Lesbian is heavily influenced by Ionic (in 
language and Background 90-106). Arcado-Cypriot was once spoken in Rhodes (cf. Chantraine, 
Did. s.v. lyvntts, the Arcado-Cypriot name of the indigenous inhabitants). 
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local 'West Greek' vernacular. After 1100 B.C. Aeolic speech was borne 
by migrants, with varying degrees of intermixture, to Asiatic Aeolis and 
Boeotia, Ionic was taken via Athens to Ionia, while pastoralists from N.W. 
Greece moved into the Peloponnese and Crete ." 

The epic diction contains many forms deriving from Asiatic Aeolic, e.g. 
frirrrcos, ¿mr^epos etc., by analogy with 6TTI ( < *yod-kwid)\ from 6ia- in 
£66co$; or the vocalization of w in drrqupa (for •Arr-4-ppa), eOa&c for *Iopa6c 
etc. (13.41 -an.) . Other forms are shared with mainland Aeolic: the assimila-
tion of original * a to a following liquid or nasal, as in Epittv, IXAapc, 
{ppopc or Ip€^cw6s, appears in Thessalian too; all three Aeolic dialects share 
the dative plural in -caoi and the treatment of labiovelars (£", gm) as 
labials even before e (e.g. Ofjpc; for Gripe? and perhaps irlovpt? for Ttocrorpc$, 
i5.68on.). Other shared Aeolisms are Ipi- for dpi-, pdrv for p^v, Ta for 
Mia, and the shift of •-pi- to -pe- seen in Neoripfos, 'Eirr6pcos, fjvoplri 
(for *<5tvopla); indeed the last case, like metrically lengthened /|vcp6cis for 
*&VCM6CIS, shows that Ionic singers did not always recognize the Aeolic word, 
and therefore replaced a with r\ (contrast a6dvorro$). Other Aeolisms are 
extended artificially, e.g. 'Ayapciivovtos for -10$, alaxpoTa' hrieaoi for •-oTat 
ptirsaoi. 

It might seem easiest to assume that Mycenaean singers crossed the 
Aegean direct from the Peloponnese and Athens to the new Ionian settle-
ments of c. 1000 B.C., maintaining their poetic traditions unbroken through 
the disruption and depopulation at the start of the Dark Ages, and that 
the Aeolic elements are borrowed from a nearby tradition or vernacular, 
which supplied many metrically convenient alternative forms.M Yet recent 
studies97 of the linguistic data uphold Parry's view that there was a radical 
discontinuity in the tradition, not long before the time of the Homeric 
poems, when a diction based on the vernacular of Asiatic Aeolis passed into 
the Ionian ambit, whether by the (historically documented) northward 
spread in c. 800 B.C. of Ionians into Chios and Smyrna (the places most 
strongly linked with Homer), or by a southward drift of poets from Lesbos 

** Chad wick has disputed the idea of a movement of Doric-speakers into the Peloponnese, 
holding that they were present there as a substrate population. But this has not won acceptance 
(see the essays by Chadwick, Risch, S. HUler and R. A. Croaland in D. Musti (ed.), Lt Ongtni 
dei Greci, Rome 1986). I think the lower classes there spoke proto-Attic-Ionic. Archaeological 
evidence for a movement from N.W. Greece in LH II IBs onward now exists - the handmade 
burnished 'barbarian' ware (K. Kilian in French and Wardle, Prehistory 133). 

So Kirk, Sengt 148-56; Wyatt, 'ETRWRIHIOVIKF) 'Ewrrtipls TFFC FTAOOOFTKFFC ZXOMFE TOO 
'Apio-rortActov navnrKrri)ylou OeraaAovittrK 14 (1975) 133-47; D. G. Miller, Homtr and Ifu 
Ionian Epic Tradition, Innsbruck 1982. Horrocks, in Studies Ckodwirk 969-94, rejects an Aeolic 
phase only because he mistakes the infin. in -4ptv for a post-migration innovation. 

n Parry, MHV342-61, Hoekstra, S odifications 145-53; Wathelet, Trails-, Householder and 
Nagy, Grttk 67-9; Palmer in Companion 83^.; Janko, HHH BgfT.; Ruijgh, in Linear B 145(1*., 
i64ff.; West, J H S 108 (1988) 162-5. 
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and Aeolian Cyme (the birthplace of Hesiod's father) into the zone of Ionic 
speech. This matches the fact that Aeolic vocabulary, commonest in the 
Iliad, declines in frequency later." 

Now Parry held that oral poets use the most recent form which still keeps 
the same metrical shape. The clearest proof of this principle is diectasis. 
The bardic form 6p6co preserves the shape of ¿pdeo while introducing the 
vocalism o f contracted 6p&>; the latter was standard in the vernacular, as 
many contracted forms in the poems prove. Verbs like TpcoTTOtoflc (15.666) 
are a different compromise, to the same end, between original *TPOTTAECT6E 

and contracted * T p o T T a a 6 i : the alternative with diectasis, T p o i r d a o f t e , is 
attested at i6.95.w So too 96055 is a cross between 9<£(f)os and 9WS (cf. 
16.249 52n-)» W K O O I between • ¿ p l K o a i and contracted e l K o a i , fr̂ v between 

and fjv, Wjvfcave between *l(p)<iv5av€ and ^v6avs, 6ou between Dark Age 
*6o and contracted oO (cf. Iris, 16.207-911.). 

From Parry's principle it follows that any tradition which inherited 
Mycenaean speech should preserve the most recent form which maintains 
the metre. Thus the epic should have kept Mycenaean Iposif (cf. Arcadian 
TT6S), but in fact uses the 'West Greek* form TROTI beside TTpos; indeed 
Trp6s can be proved to have largely replaced TTOTI, which must be proto-
Aeolic. The same replacement apparently occurred in Lesbian, which has 
7rpo$ under Ionic influence: the formula trpoTl "lAiov lp^jv, with Lesbian 
lp6$, confirms this.39The Aeolic infinitive in -¿pev is a similar case: -cpevai is a 
Lesbian mixture of the inherited form with Ionic -vai. Instead of retaining 
Mycenaean f-ehenf as seen in e-ke-e fhekhehenf, the bards still use -ipfv.31 

Likewise the Aeolic perfect participle KExAî ycov is replaced by -<I>s save when 
the scansion differs, as in KEKX^yovres (cf. i6.43on.). 

Again, 'Eppcias is a compromise between the Ionian vernacular 'Eppifc or 
-¿rjs (via *-i*)r)s) and old *'Eppaas (cf. Mycenaean E-ma-at = fHermahSif). 
The Aeolic ending -as rather than -T)S is inexplicable if the tradition 
ever contained *'Eppfy)s: the expected lonism "Epptlrjs only appears later 
(2X Hes., 2X //?.), when the Aeolic phase was far in the past. Likewise, the 
Ionic development of the a-stem genitives, nouns Tloo€t66cov and Aa6s and 

" 16s, 'one*, occurs 7 x //., i x Od.\ pav occurs 92 x //., J * Od \ Tolo6f<y(o>t or r u n I x //., 
5>< Od.\ among eases of Ip6s/lcp6s< 'p^S occurs 30/83x // (36%), 17/77* Odf. (22%*. These 
Aeolisms vanish in post-Homeric epos. Wacltemagel ( S U H 17AT.) saw that the complementary 
distribution of pav before vowels and Ionic vtv before consonants is another proof of an Aeolic 
phase (cf. Chantraine. Git t t5f ; Denniston, Particles 3a8f). 

*• Note irresolvably contracted crrpo^onro, T p w x w (»3-557. Od. 6.318). Chantraine [GH1 
358) deems such verbs ancient, but all save vcopAw and ITUT6OPOI may be bardic creations. 

* Bcekes, Mmem. 26 (1973) 387-90; Janko. Glolta 57 (1979) 24 9; contra, Wyatt, SMEA 19 
(1978) 89-124. Householder and Nagy (Greek 67-9) point out that Pundvcipa has both 
-Ti- and an Aeolic treatment of metrical lengthening: cf. uAfoixapirof for oO-. 

1 1 Chantraine, GH1 492C; Crespo, Praodta 54f. 
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adverb Icos was (i) -ao, -deov, Aap6$ (as in Mycenaean), *&po$ (cf. Sanskrit 
jSvat); (ii) *-rjo, *-f|wv, *Atip6s, •fjpos; (iii) after the loss of -p-, •-T)o, 

(in Hipponax and Herodotus), (iv) -¿cav, Â <Z>$ and 
tĉ S with metathesis of quantity and synizesis. Instead of offering the ver-
nacular forms (iv) beside the older forms (iii) with the original scansion, as 
we would expect in a continuous Ionic tradition, the epic offers primarily 
(i), the Mycenaean and early Aeolic forms (Sappho and Alcaeus have 
contracted -a, -av), with an admixture of (iv). Thus the Aeolism Aa6$ 
was kept; Accos appears in the invented name 'AyiAccos (Od. 22.131) an<* 
in ActcoKpiTO? (17.344, 2 x Od.)t which represents the usual compromise 
between inherited Aao- and spoken Acco~, maintaining the scansion while 
modernizing the vowel-quality. Instead of • f a s , our texts offer tlco* or loss 
scanned and — u respectively, beside <̂05 scanned - ; the Ionian bards 
for some reason avoided *&os and adapted their vernacular form to fit the 
original scansion - they never knew *f}OS, which editors wrongly restore.1* 
The only convincing explanation for these phenomena is that the inter-
mediate forms were no longer in the vernacular and were never part of the 
traditional diction. Thus there was no continuous Ionic tradition. 

Now both formular usage and the statistics show that the genitives 
and and alt other forms with quantitative metathesis, entered the 
tradition not long before Homer; they appear at about the same point in its 
prehistory as the short dative plurals of the o- and ¿-stems and the specifi-
cally East Ionic innovation Zt)v6s.** The arrival of these Ionic forms in the 
diction, deduced by projecting back into prehistory the trends seen in the 
poems of Homer and Hesiod, marks the end of the Aeolic phase.*4 According 

** So Writ, GltUa 44 (1966) 135-9; S. West and Hainsworth on Od. 4.90c., 5.123. As Parry 
says ( M H V 353n.), 'the teeming vagaries of the manuscript tradition accord with the processes 
of oral poetry and thus bear witness to their faithfulness'. Cf. van der Valk, TCO 67ft; mtfrs, 
Hoekstra on Od. 13.315. 

** This was identified by Wathelet, Mims 15 (1974) 195-225; genitives like Tli>Mos are 
specifically Chian (<5.339».). These forms are missed by West ( J H S 108 (1988)166), who 
thinks the poems I ck East Ionic forms, and holds that in East Ionic we would expect KWJ etc. 
for -rr&s etc.: the poems are in Central or West Ionic, with Euboea playing a central role in 
the Ionic phase. But forms like KU$ appear in inscriptions only at Erythrae, Asiatic Aegae and 
colonies ofPhocaea (E. Sanmartf and R.A. Santiago, £P£68 (1987) 125); they were clearly 
not universal in East Ionic. There was certainly some Euboean influence, especially in the 
Odjuy, cf. Hesiod's performance at Chalcis (Erga 654^). See Wathelet, AC50 (1981) 819-33, 
citing forms like povuOiif and (ivof (for MOW-, (civ- < €tvfo$); ^ , Q O the rare Ctv for kbv 
(14.271-4n.). 

M Janko, HHH 87^.; on the late date of quantitative metathesis cf. Crrspo, Cmtdmus it 
FU»hgt* CtdsicM 12 (1977) 188 919. Crespo. Prtndia 35-63, suggests that the prevalence of 
quantitative metathesis and contraction in the Ionic vernacular led to metrical anomalies like 
VT)6$ (blending VTJ6% and VCTOF), ic6vtdv (blending KA\*OV and K6VOUV), 'AAKIVO&S (blending v6o$ 
and voOs), hnroiTv (blending -otfv and -o»v), and even 'AeKtaprtoO 6O0 irofllk (2 731) for 
• *AOKAT)TI1O& o r -60U. 
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to my statistics, their appearance antedates the Iliad by a smaller interval 
than that which separates the Iliad from the Theogony, if the rate of linguistic 
change was constant. In absolute terms, if the Theogony dates to c. 700 and 
the Iliad to before 750 (a reasonable guess on the present evidence), the Ionic 
forms entered the tradition in c. 800 B.C. It is no obstacle to this theory that 
the statistics show that the loss of p- goes slightly further back, since this also 
occurred in Asiatic Aeolic.35 

Many forms found in Mycenaean, and often ascribed to an 'Achaean* 
substratum in the epics, are in fact archaisms shared by the ancestors of all 
later dialects, e.g. the genitives in -ao and -oto, the demonstrative TO(, TOII 
or adjectives like noidvTios, TeAaucovtos. In the absence of evidence for the 
Bronze Age Greek of the mainland north of Thebes, it is risky to deny that 
these features were also in proto-AeoIic. Mycenaean diction and saga may 
have travelled direct from the Peloponnese to Asiatic Aeoiis, especially if 
there is truth in the claims of the Penthilidai of Lesbos to descent from the 
house of Atreus. But much of the saga-material concerns northern and 
western Greece;1* there are legends about Aetolia, Boeotia and Thessaly, as 
well as about Pylos with its Thessalian dynasty (the Neleids); Akhilleus is 
an Aeolian hero, the Catalogue of Ships gives Boeotia first place, and some of 
Homer's minor incidents and characters derive from the Theban Cycle 
(13.663-70^). Phrases like irpoTl "lAiov Ip/jv or *EKTOptT|v AAoxov prove 
that Aeolic bards were already singing tales about a war at Troy. I ocal 
patriotism would give them good reason to develop old traditions of Myce-
naean raids on the Asiatic coast; Lesbian ambitions on the Troad surely 
predated Pittacus* time. Contact with the indigenous inhabitants, or with 
local dynasts claiming descent from Bronze Age heroes, might encourage 
the portrayal of the Trojans as a worthy enemy. If anyone had good cause 
to glorify a panhellenic military enterprise in that area, it was the Aeolians. 
It cannot be coincidental that analysis of the epic diction points in the same 
direction. 

1 1 If thr f - w u loci during the Aeolic phase, and Aeolic did not use n-mobile. this will also 
explain why the epos uses e.g. crloxpois trrtcooi, not -oicriv frirtaai, beside old datives like 
Xpvetoioi vifcooi or TTOXXOTOI piAtoot (13.593, 555): cf. above p. 12 and 15.209-1 tn. 

»• So Hoekstra. Modifications 148«".; Wathclet. Trails 375-9; West , JHS 108 (1988)159 62. 
NrjtaOs is an Antic form (A. Q.. Moreschini, SMEA 27 (1989) 255-67). On the relation ol oral 
tradition to history see H. M. Chadwick, The Heroic Age, Cambridge 1926; Bowra. Heroic 
Poetry 519-36; Hainsworth in Foxhall and Davies, The Trojan War 1«1 35". J- Vansina. Oral 
Tradition as History, London 1985; R. Thomas, Oral Tradition and Written Recwdin Classical Athens, 
Cambridge 1989. 
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3* The text and transmission of the Iliad 

We know more about the textual history of the Iliad from c. 250 B.C. than 
of any other ancient work save the New Testament; yet the origin of our text 
and the nature of Alexandrian scholarship are still obscure and hotly dis-
puted topics.1 From the late sixth century B.C. the poem was the constant 
staple of Greek elementary education; this ensured its transmission, but also 
encouraged textual variation. T h e frequency and importance of memorized 
rhapsodic performances exacerbated this tendency; in its early stages the 
transmission was at least partly oral, whatever we conclude about how and 
when the poem was first written down. When we first encounter quotations 
(often from memory) in fourth-century Athenian authors, and scraps of 
manuscripts from third-century Egypt, the texts are often longer than ours 
and vary widely in wording. A medley of divergent M S S reached the 
Museum at Alexandria, where scholars worked to put them in order. Since 
we can follow the history of the text with confidence only from this point, 
we will begin there. 

(I) The Roman and Byzantine vnlgate 

Fragments of over 600 M S S and myriads of quotations, not to mention the 
scholia and their lemmata, give us a clear view of the text which prevailed 
from about 150 B.C. to about A.D. 6oo.*This 'ancient vulgate* is close to that 
found in the 188 medieval codices o f c . 900-1550.* Generally these preserve 
the text well; their variant readings and extra verses often go back to 
antiquity. But, although more carefully copied than most of the papyri, not 
alt Byzantine M S S are of equal value. Without Allen's Herculean labours, 
we would know little about them, but the text he prints has serious faults. 

1 The best introductions are J. A. Davison, in Companion <15-33; Lesley, RE Suppl. xi 
(1968), s.v. Hamttos, cots. 631-43; Chantraine, P. Collart and R. Langumier in Mazon, 
Introduction i Flliade, Paris 1943. 1 88. Boiling, External Evidence, van der Valk, 7CO and 
Restart/let, Apthorp, MS Evidence and G. Pasquali, Storia delta tradition* 1 critiea del tetlo, and edn, 
Florence 1952, 201-47, are bask; see also La Roche, Ttxtkrihk\ Allen, Transmission 225-327; 
id., ¡lias t 191-216; Erbse, Gnomon 37 (1965) 532-9; S. West, Commentary 1 33-48; B. Gentili, 
Poetry and Us Public in Ancient Grttct, trans. A. T. Cole, Baltimore 1988. 3-23, 223-33. Eraser, 
Ptolemaic Alexandria 447 79, is excellent on Alexandrian scholarship. 

1 See H. J. Mette, Ijastnm 19 (1976) 5ff., with earlier bibliography; Boiling, External 
Evidence 3-30; Apthorp, MS Eoidenct xif.; H. van Thiel, £PE 79 (1989) 9 26. 

* For details (and my sigla) see Allen's invaluable iditio maior, Iltas t 11 -55; Frbse, Scholia 
t xiii-xxxiii, describes those MSS with scholia. Allen's families of MSS, save h, do not survive 
Pasquali's criticism; cf. N. Tachinoslis, Handschri/Un mnd Ami aben der Odysste, Frankfurt 1984 
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The text and transmission of the Iliad 
Pasquali stressed that the medieval tradition is almost totally contaminated; 
but he did not admit that, in such a tradition, the later codices are likely to 
be worse, as examination of their readings confirms. The twelfth-century 
and later M S S of the h family (U4 etc.) derive many Alexandrian variants 
from a learned Byzantine recension.4 The other late codices contain no 
otherwise unknown ancient readings; those which they do ofTer come from 
the scholia copied in their margins, as is obvious when (as often) such 
variants are added by another hand. Aristarchus' readings had more effect 
on the later medieval tradition than in antiquity, when commentaries were 
copied in separate rolls.* But Allen gave too much weight to the readings of 
the numerous late MSS and the post-Alexandrian plus-verses they contain.4 

Such late interpolations, usually limited to verses from elsewhere in Homer, 
often remedy what was felt to be a minor flaw, e.g. a missing verb, name, 
vocative or speech-introduction.7 The extent of contamination is proved 
by how almost the whole medieval paradosis occasionally agrees in error 
against ancient sources.* Fewer learned marginal variants and minor addi-
tions have entered the early minuscule MSS, those of the tenth to twelfth 
centuries: in approximate order of date, Ve 1 A D B E3 E4 T Bm1 C Et O s 

pro yi® y i i y u g u t readings must be judged on their merits; the antiquity 
of a reading does not prove it correct - the papyri usually offer inferior texts. 
Many MSS, often with variants, survived the Iconoclastic period; the tradi-
tion was rich enough to ensure the survival, somewhere in the early codices, 
of all the readings and interpolations prevalent in later antiquity. In this 
volume, the 'good MSS* or 'good codices' means these sources, Mate MSS' 
are those of the fourteenth century onward, while 'the papyri' is shorthand 
for the ancient MSS, written for most of antiquity on papyrus-rolls. 

4 So Allen, Mas I 128!'., 210-16. K Alpers dales A to the eleventh century (Das atttzuhukr 
Ijtxikondti Oroi, Berlin and New York 1981,93n.); since the A-stholia draw on the lost archetype 
of the scholia in MS A, which was also used, under the name 'Apion and Herodorus', by 
Eustathius (Erbse, Scholia vn 267), the unique readings in A surely derive from lost scholia of 
Didymus and Aristonicus. 

11 So Allen, ¡lias 183-5; see 1200,213-15 for how marginal variants enter the text in MS A. 
* Thus he called the early minuscules 'barren of ancient readings' (ltias I 216), by which 

he meant that they lack Alexandrian readings. Drawing on Boiling {External Evidence), Apthorp 
(A/5 Evidence xvii-xix) calculates that the O C T prints some 76 badly attested interpolations in 
the Iliad, and 94 in the Odyssey, he stresses the need for a new text. The other reason why one 
is urgently needed is van der Valk's radical re-evaluation of Alexandrian scholarship, which 
Allen had prized too highly. For the present, the best texts are those by Leaf and Mazon. 

' SeeN. Wecklein,.y/MW 1918, Abh. 7,1-38. Thus books 13 - 16 contain post-Alexandrian 
interpolations to supply a verb or a name (13.316, 14.269, 16.129a, 16.381) or a speech-
introduction (13.218a, 13.480), and concordance-interpolations from parallel passages at 
13.422, 13.463a, 13.566a, 13 749, 14 70, 14.420, 15 481, 15 562, 15.578, 16.288a, 16.614!. and 
perhaps i6.689f. The risk that such interpolations have remained undocumented is higher in 
the Odyuey, where the evidence for the history of the text is vastly less. 

• Thus at 13 745 only AE*T and a few late MSS avoid ¿rTTOTiocovrai; at 14.101 all early 
codices save 0®VW read ¿rrroTrravfovoiv; at 14.172 only Ve' resists tSavw; at 16.766 alt 
save E' read noXfiiittocv. 
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The text and transmission of the Iliad 
Whereas the Alexandrians' choice of readings had little effect on ancient 

MSS,* Aristarchus' determination of the length of each book affected 
copyists* practices from c. 150 B.C., when the longer 'wild' texts begin to 
disappear (they persist at second hand in quotations as late as Plutarch10). 
There is an obvious reason for this: few purchasers of book-rolls would know 
enough to worry about the quality of the text, whereas they could find out 
how many verses it should contain, especially since scribes were paid by the 
verse.11 

(II) The Alexandrian scholar« Zenodotus and Aristophanes 

Well though we know the post-Alexandrian vulgate, it is harder to establish 
its origin. Its readings largely correspond to what the Alexandrians called 
the koiv^, clKaidTcpat, 6r)uco8eis or 9avA6TEpai, 'inferior' texts, in contrast to 
the xaptfortpai or learned editions from known individuals or sources.11 But 
did it exist before their time?1' And did they base their texts on collation, or 
on conjecture? 

It was the task of 7enodotus of Ephesus14 to extract order from the chaos 
of MSS collected in the Museum. He evidently concluded that the then very 
numerous longer M S S were inferior: S. West, in her study of the extant 
Ptolemaic papyri, rightly agrees." Unfortunately he left no writren com-
mentary; we depend mainly on Aristarchus' inferences (and our own) as to 
why he edited as he did.1* But in this context one can easily sec why 
he carried his principle so far that he omitted many lines accepted by his 

9 Alien (//MI I 199^) calculated that, of 874 Aristarchean reading*, only 80 are in all 
medieval MSS, 137 are in none, and 345 are in under ten; of 413 Zrnndotean reading«, 6 are 
in all MSS, 240 are in none, and 89 are in under ten. Alexandrian reading» are even rarer in 
Roman papyri ( i M 1 83-5). Given the conditions of'publishing' in the ancient world, such 
readings were diffused more by collation than copying; most readers cared little for scholarship 
anyway (K. McNamee, GRBS11 (1981) 347-55). 

See van der Valk, Researches n 264-369; S. West, Plolematc Papyri i5n. 
11 See P. Collar!, Rrtme it philologit 7 (1933) 52ff. 
" Allen {Transmission 271-82) shows that, of 52 readings ascribed to the *oiv^ etc. in the 

scholia, 58°,, are in all or most medieval MSS. 
" In favour: Ludwich, Die Homrrmlgata «/1 poratexondrinisch entusen, Leipzig 1898; Allen, 

Transmission 302-27; van der Valk, Rtstarthts n 609. Against: Lesky, it. fit. in n. 1; S. West, 
Ptatema t Papyri 15-17, 26-8, Commentary 1 33-48. 

14 For a general introduction see Nickau, REx A (1972) «.v. ^.enodoloi (3); Pfeifler, Scholar ship 
105-19. 

'Our papyri are riddled with secondary variants and conjectures' (Ptolemaic Papyri 26); 
cf. van der Valk, Researches n 531 -73. Contra: A. di Luzio, Rieista H Cultura Classica t Medioevale 
11 (1969) 3-159-

1 1 Unlike Aristophanes' pupil Callistratus, Arwtarchus* follower» had no direct knowledge 
of his predecessors' work (see Did/A on 2.111; 14.370.; Barth, h'allistratos; Montanari 101-4). 
Aristarchus knew and attacked Zenodotus' monograph on the number uf days in the Iliad 
(Nickau. op. tit. (n. 14) 36C). 
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successors. His caution was salutary, given the abundance of interpolated 
texts; he certainly had M S authority for some omissions. Thus 21.195, which 
he omitted, was already absent in the text quoted by Megaclides (fourth 
century). He invented the first critical sign, the obelus, for verses which he 
could not omit with certainty, but 'athetized', i.e. left in the text with 
an indication of doubt. But many of his omissions and all his atheteses seem 
to rely on 'internal evidence' - intuited principles of the avoidance of 
repetition, inconsistency and impropriety, especially in religious matters, 
where (in my view) he was applying Plato's proposals for the censorship of 
the Homeric poems.17 Aristotle in his Homeric Questions and Poetics had shown 
how to avoid such an approach, but it died hard.1* Zenodotus apparently 
followed earlier practice in omitting verses he disliked or found difficult: 
thus, to restore zoological accuracy, he omitted 17.134-6, with the Chian 
text (presumably earlier); he also shortened the 'improper' 4.88f., with an 
early Ptolemaic papyrus, but the verses* accepted by Aristarchus, are in all 
our MSS. Such intuited principles now seem highly suspect. 

It has been argued that some of Zenodotus' unique readings had better 
M S authority than Aristarchus' or the vulgate's.1* The most plausible case 
is 1.5, where his oloovoial T£ 6aiTa instead of traat (in a verse which he 
athetized) must reflect the fifth-century Attic text because of parallels in the 
tragedians;10 yet 6ocvTa is surely an early emendation to remove the 'prob-
lem' that not all birds eat flesh.*1 Zenodotus' peculiar linguistic forms 
further undermine confidence. He read (or rather 'wrote', in ancient termi-

" With his atheteses of 1.225-33 and 16.432-58 cf. Rep. 389E, 388C-D. Nirkau (^enodtHot) 
and Pfriffer {Scholarship 105-19) l h a t relied on MS evidence, and that many of 
his changes are justified; cf. N. Wecklein, SB A H' 1919, Abh. 7. See however Duntier, Dt ^enodoti 
sludtis, van der Valk, TCO 91 AT., Researches 11 1 -83; and, on athetesis in general. R. Meijering, 
Literary and Rhetorical Theories M Greek Scholia, Groningen 1987, J 7 1 -6. For alterations to remove 
repetition see on 14.300-6,15.263-8, 15.610 »4, 16.89-96, 16.141-4; inconsistency, 14.376^ 
16.431-61, 16.666-83; impropriety, 15.18-31, 15.31-3, 16.89-96, 16.97-100. 16.236-8, 
16.666 83. The same motives can be seen in his conjectures (see n. 24). 

See A. R. Sodano, Rendiconti dell'Accademia di Archeologia, Uttere t Belle Arh di Jtapoli 
40 (1965) 227-78; Huxley, Proceedings oj the Royal Irish Academy c 79 (1979) 73-81, with 
bibliography; Janko, Aristotle: Poetics, Indianapolis 1987, 145-53. On Homeric scholarship 
before Aristotle's time see Richardson, PCPS 21 (1975) 65-81; on the importance of his 
approach for Alexandrian scholarship see Meijering op. cit. (n. 17), especially 176. 

" West (Commentary 1 43) thinks his readings at Od. 1.93 and 285 are so weird that they must 
be lectiones diffieilioret, and that Aristarchus' explanation of them (in schol. Od 3.313) is a mere 
biased inference. But for similar changes in the Iliad, where Zenodotus* reasons are all too plain, 
see on 16.431-61, 16.666-83. 

" So Pasquali, op. cit. (in n. 1) 236f; PfeifTer, Scholarship 111-14. Cf. especially Aeschylus, 
Suppi. 8oof, tcuolv 6' CirttO* IXoopa xdnrrixwploif | 6pvtot CcTirvov. For 6a»s and 6«T-trvov used of 
animals cf. 2.383, 24.43, *°9i Archilochus frags. 175.2,179. Zenodotus' text is known from 
Ath. Epit. 12c and Eustathius (19.45, 256.8), who knew a fuller version of Epit. (van der Valk 
in his edn of Eustathius, 1 Ixxxivf.). 

11 So Eustathius; cf. Nicanor (in Eust. >9.42) and schol. b on t.5. Differently van der Valk, 
G R B S i 5 (19R4) 46-9. 
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nology) a number of post-Homeric forms, often lonisms like kovTfjv, ipeOfet 
or irrrroiéorrai.1* These, and the artificial use of dual for plural ( 13.626-70.), 
are all paralleled in Hesiod or the Hymns, unlike the Boeotian 6o$ he 
inexplicably read at 8.470, Cretan *Api^6r) (18.592), hyper-Ionic forms like 
Kpryr6ç for Kpârrôs (1.530), ÇwéiiÇe ( 1 3 . 1 6 5 - 8 ^ ) , ôpfj-ro (1.56, 198) and 
PovyYjïc (13.824), or the supposed imperative ferrre (Od. 4.379). He also 
read fourth-century forms like nominative singular comparatives in -co, e.g. 
Kpclaaco (i6.688~9on.),o06év {Od. 18.130) oroîo6aç (Eust. 1773.27). A few 
archaisms like 6è (p)bcàs ( 13.107- ion.) only reflect an effort at standardiza-
tion, like his removal of the epic innovation pàprvpoi for -is (14.271-40.) , 
replacement of 'OïAeûç with 'IXeOs ( 1 3 . 6 6 - 7 ^ ) and attempts to restore 
dua ls . " Such readings reveal a poor knowledge of Greek grammar and 
dialect; they could derive from sources which his successors distrusted (per-
haps he had a patriot's preference for Ionian MSS) . 

Most of Zenodotus' other readings are best explained as conjectures 
meant to remove problems in the text. His motives are as mixed and 
varied as the text itself, but fall into the same categories as those of his 
atheteses: (i) failure to understand the grammar or syntax, (ii) the removal 
of repetition or (¡ii) of a supposed inconsistency or (iv) of impropriety, and 
(v) desire to standardize the text.*4 He extended some rare forms beyond 
their proper bounds: the analogist Aristarchus could err in the opposite 
way, removing oddities like (14.499, cf. 13.326-7n.). W e can hardly 
know whether such conjectures are his own, or derive from the fourth-
century XVTIKOI who proposed solutions to problems raised by Zoïlus and 
other 'floggers of Homer'; what counts is that they are conjectures, and 
nearly all bad. In fact Aristophanes (frag. 378 Slater) tells us that Zenodotus 
emended Anacreon (frag. 408) to restore zoological accuracy: the same 
purpose will explain his text at 1.5, 13.198 and 17.134-6, and Aristophanes 
himself emended likewise (i5.68on.)! I agree with van der Valk and Kirk 

H See on 14.162-5, »5.716-17, 16.242-8. 
M 6.121*, 8.290*.12.127p.*, i2.342f.\ 13-198,15.301 , 04 .1.38*; an asterisk denotes that he 

is followed by Aristophanes, who also restores duals at 9.4, 11.103, • * • 135. «3 613, 17.721, 
18.526. 

M In my commentary, for reasons of space, I may call such readings 'conjectures' without 
argument. In the following list, only those in bold type have any MS support; an asterisk 
denotes that Aristophanes adopted the reading. The categories are not clear-cut or mutually 
exclusive. For (i) see 13.148, 13191. 13 229, «3^45*, 13 3'5. »3-374. «34*5« '3 546. «3-627; 
14.169, I4.M**. 14-229*1 «4-349. >4 4^9: «5 >34» '5-«77. «5 347» 15-64°: 
16.150, ><.••!, 16.223*, »6.243, »6.281, 16.515; (ii) 14.177*, i4 394r (transposed); 15.587; 
(¡it) 13.198, 13447. >3-643; «4-37. »4-4° (HaCpwv), 14.89, 14.366; 15.169, 15.225, 15.307. 
»5 336. «5-43* «S-47®; '6-»75» 16 233, 16.234, '6-748. 16.807; (iv) 13.237*. 14.340*, 14.351; 
»5.192; (v) 13.107*.13. 246*. »3 351*, «3.55«13.610; 14.303*; 15.86.15.377. »5.716; 16.156, 
•€.710. 
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(vol. I, 43) that most readings where the Alexandrians lack support in the 
papyri and early codices are conjectures. 

Aristophanes of Byzantium" had a better sense of older and younger 
diction, but began the persistent tendency of Homeric editors to assume that 
the older form must be better; thus for ftorrrros, with diectasis, he read the 
older form Arn-ros (from *&f€TTTOs), which he found in archaic and tragic 
lyric (13 .317-18^) . But the unanimity of the MSS and our understanding 
of how oral epic diction works guarantee ACTTTTOS (cf. p. 17). In general his 
more conservative text prepared the way for his pupil Aristarchus; both 
avoid many of Zenodotus' omissions and atheteses. His work resulted in new 
critical signs, better punctuation, the invention of accents to distinguish 
between homonyms, and the refinement of grammatical terminology, which 
was to be developed by Aristarchus and codified by Dionysius Thrax. M Yet 
he too was far too ready to use athetesis or emendation to solve problems.*7 

( I l l ) The Alexandrian scholars: Aristarchus 

Aristarchus* work is far better known than his predecessors'; building on 
their achievements, he made a great contribution to maintaining the quality 
of the text. Given the complexity of Homeric scholarship even then, it is 
not surprising that he sometimes changed his mind. We hear of different 
readings, a commentary on Aristophanes* text, revised commentaries and 
the monographs 4On Homer's homeland* and 'On the camp' (13.195-7, 
13.681 nn.); his pupil Ammonius wrote a book 'On the fact that there were 
not several editions of the Aristarchean recension', but another called 'On 

" On Aristophanes see van der Valk, TCO 102-8; Pfeiffer, Scholarship 171-209; Slater, 
Aristophanis Bvzantii Fragnunta; id., CQ32 (1982) 336-49, but also D. L. Blank and A. R. Dvck. 
£FE 56 (1984) 17-24. and C. K. Callanan, Die Sprachbeschreibung bei Anstophenes ron Byzanz, 
Gottingen 1987. Less fa known of his text, because Aristarchus* frequent agreements with it 
tend not to be recorded. 

M Aristonicus' abstracts suggest that Aristarchus already used Dionysius' system and termi-
nology: cf. J. Pinborg, Current Trends in Linguistics 13 (The Hague 1975) 101-13; Erbsr, 
Glotla 58 (1980) 236ff.; W. Ax, Glotta6o (1982) 96ff. Contra: D.J. Taylor. The History oj Linguistics 
in the Classical Period, Amsterdam and Philadelphia 1987. 1-14. 

" So Slater, Aristophanis Bizantii Fragmenta 205-10. For examples of his athetrsrs see on 
i3-643 59; »4-95. 14.211 -13 . 14.313-38, i4-376f.; 1556-77, 15.146-8, 15 231-5; 16.336 8, 
16.261 (all followed by Aristarchus). His likely emendations fall into the following categories: 
(i) desire to improve the sense or diction, 13.12, 13.51, 13.443, 13.613; 14.58, 14.416; 15.B80; 
16.188,16.634; (ii) removal of repetition, 13-733; (iii) removal of inconsistency, 13.502,14.474, 
15.451; (iv) removal of impropriety, 15.197; (v) standardization. 14.44; (vi) desire to introduce 
older lingubtic forms, 13.92, 13.318; he removed augments, an archaic trail (1.598, 14.285. 
15.601, 17.234). and 'restored' duab (see n. 23). He was perhaps the first to emend because 
he suspected 'metacharacterism' (see n. 62). He added or accepted from others a few extra 
verses (16.467-90.). 
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The text and transmission of the Iliad 
the reissued recension*.8* Apparently he first produced a commentary on 
Aristophanes* text, then a text of his own and then a commentary to go with 
it; finally his pupils made another text incorporating his last thoughts. All 
this was still available to Didymus. 

The A-scholia often preserve Aristarchus* textual reasoning, and some-
times Didymus* reports of which MSS he cited; he classified these into two 

.groups, the 'common*, 'popular*, 'inferior* or 'worse* MSS, and the 'more 
accurate* or 'more refined* ones. The latter class, which Didymus* epitoma-
tors often lump together with Aristarchus' own editions under the term 
Traoat, included texts by his predecessors and by poets back to Antimachus, 
as well as the undated 'city' texts. But his 'better' MSS were, to judge by 
their reported readings, heavily emended; the 'common* texts are usually 
superior, since they preserve oddities which the others emend away, but 
which are now explained from comparative philology or oral composition.** 
Aristarchus is at his best when defending the paradosis against emendation, 
on the sound principle (whether or not he actually enunciated it) of'explain-
ing Homer from Homer*. Caution is his great virtue; many of his emenda-
tions entail minimal change and were merely diagnostic, being advanced in 
his commentaries but not his text. Thus at 9.222 he advanced two alternative 
readings to avoid having the ambassadors eat two dinners, but 'from exces-
sive caution made no change, finding the reading thus in many texts' 
(Did/A). Neither conjecture is in our MSS, and neither matches standard 
formular usage.** Even emendations as good as yc (¿¿corrai for yaploarrai 

" Set Did/A on 3.1 11, 2.133, a - 1 ^ . 7 »3°. ,0-397 "9- »9-365- Cf. Erbse, Hermes 87 (1959) 
275!!*.; Pfeiffer, Scholarship 31 off.; Fraser, Ptolemaic Alexandria 4640. Wc need a collection of his 
fragments. The basic works are Lehrs, De Aristarchi stndiis; Ludwich, AHT; Severyns, Cytle\ 
van der Valk, TCO 108-57, Researches n 81 -263; PTeifler, toe. fit. See also D. M. Schenkeveld, 
Mnem. 23 (1970) 162-78. 

" Pace vol. 143, at rriSoai and -rrtafouf mean 'all' or 'most' of the nam d MSS, not of the MSS 
in general: this is proved by iro?cn in Did/Ton i.i23f., 1.435,1585.1.598,2.196, 2.436,3126 
etc., where Did/A lists the learned editions meant, including Aristarchus' (Ludwich, AHT t 
118-22). On the emended nature of the 'city-texts* see van der Valk, 7 C O 14-25, 157-66, 
Researches ti 4-9; contra, V. Citti, Vichiama 3 (1966) 227-67. I doubt whether the Alexandrians 
had texts of Homer even as old as c. 450 B .C. ; but an anecdote in Plutarch (Alcib. 7.1) shows 
that Alcibiades expected any decent schoolmaster to own at least a partial text (cf. S. West, 
Commentary 14 m.) 

** His readings are often reported inaccurately, especially in T ; this must apply even more 
strongly to his predecessors. Thus he glossed prrA and wrrd in 1 -423f. with lirl, as a verbatim 
quotation of his commentary proves (in Did/A), but Did/Tsay he readtni both times; similarly 
Did/T on 9.222. Hence we probably gain a false impression of his work, but I lack the space 
to supply the necessary caveats. See further Slater in J. Grant (ed.). Editing Greek and Latin 
Texts, New York 1989, 37-61. For conjectures to remove inconsistency or impropriety see 
13-423. «4- ,25. '5->97. «6-S, 16.50,16.638. Other clear cases arc 13.28.13.191, 13-384. '3-449-
13-584« '3 599' «3-810, 14.72, 14.173. '4-235. «4485. «582, 15114. >5-95*. «5 7«4. ,6-35. 
16.53, 16.106, 16.227, 1^-252, 16.504, 16.522, 16.66)1), 16.775. On his removal of augments see 
van der Valk, TCO 14of.; L. Bottin. SA1EA 10(1969) 85-7; 16.207-9,16.287-90,16.40261111. 
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at 9.394 (which restores 'Hermann's Bridge' but is in no MS) look super-
fluous once it is realised that oral poets cannot avoid metrical irregularities; 
often his analogical tendency restores regularity where it never existed, as 
do many literary editors of oral texts. Conjectures by lesser scholars like 
Callistratus or Demetrius Ixion are readily detected, whereas Aristarchus* 
are not; yet why should his method have differed from Bentley's, whose 
genius perpetrated a heavily emended text of Milton? 

T h e reasons for Aristarchus' atheteses are usually given by Aristonicus 
and sometimes refuted by the b T scholia, which reflect post-Aristarchean 
scholarship (for a test-case see 15.56-77^). Like his predecessors, Aristar-
chus reasoned like a good nineteenth-century scholar: verses are spurious 
because they are linguistically odd, repetitive, inconsistent, or improper.11 

He was keen to identify language and ideas proper to the Cyclic and 
post-Homeric poets (ol vccbTcpoi), but his mistaken denial that Homer knew 
many of the legends narrated in the Cycle led him to some especially 
egregious atheteses (e.g. of 24.25-30, the reference to the judgement of 
Paris).3* The ethical and probabilistic criteria he applies are not those of 
Homer's society; his knowledge of epic usage is less complete than ours 
(based on sophisticated indices and concordances); he was unaware of 
Indo-European and Near Eastern philology, archaeology, oral poetry, ring-
composition and Linear B; and, as for literary insight, he is often outshone 
by the later scholarship seen in bT.3 3 

Aristarchus' omissions have a firmer basis' he was on the watch for 
concordance-interpolations, verses added to supply a verb etc. As we saw, 
such interpolations are well attested, and continued to creep in after his time, 
whereas more extensive ones which materially alter the sense, always rare, 
disappear totally with the 'wild* texts.34 Aristarchus' criterion for omission 
was clearly documentary: if a verse was soundly attested but suspect on 
internal grounds, he athetized it instead. Could he have omitted genuine 
verses in this process?3* Since his omissions greatly influenced the later 
vulgate and are ignored in the scholia, evidence is meagre, but there is 
enough to arouse disquiet. 

T h e most notorious case is 9.458-61, where Phoinix tells of how he 

" He often follows Aristophanes (tee n. 27) and rebuts Crates (Schmidt, IVtltbild 189). 
Where no dependence on predecessors is recorded, his motives are: linguistic oddity, 14.500, 
»5-56-77; repetition, 15.265-8, 15.449-51; inconsistency, 15.56-77, 15.212-17, I5.449~5'> 
15.668-73, 15.712; suspected concordance-interpolation, 14.500, 15.166c. (as usual the cate-
gories overlap). 

n Severyns, Cycle, H basic here. 
w See Richardson. CQ, 30 (1980) 265-87; K. Snipes, A J P 109 (1988) 196-222. For a 

systematic comparison of his views with those in bT see Schmidt, WeUbild. 
** For a passage needlessly alleged to postdate 464 a.c. but present in all MSS see 7.334-50. 
M Apthorp, MS Evidence 47-101, is fundamental; he discusses 9.458-61 at 91-9. 
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contemplated killing his own father. Plutarch cites these verses, known from 
no other source, with the claim that Anstarchus removed them 'out of 
fear'.M They are good enough to be genuine. Similarly, Athenaeus*7 alleges 
that Aristarchus deprived the dancers of a musician by deleting a line at 
i8.6o4f. But the verse, in none of our MSS, is in fact interpolated precisely 
to give them a musician: a 'wild1 papyrus which lacks this line adds a 
different one after 606, to the same purpose. Aristarchus rightly followed 
M S evidence here. The case of 23.92 supports this view of his method. This 
problematic verse, lacking tv irAocns, was athetized by Aristarchus, who 
rightly deemed it an interpolation based on Od. 24.74 (Did/T); his argu-
ments against it rely on consistency and propriety (Arn/A). Omitted in a 
citation by Aeschines and a Ptolemaic papyrus, it is present in all later MSS; 
Aeschines read two interpolated verses after 83 to the same effect. Aris-
tarchus apparently felt obliged to retain 92 because most MSS already had 
it. But his atheteses hardly ever coincide with omissions in our quotations 
or MSS; for him, athetesb was largely based on internal evidence, whereas 
omission was not. Paradoxically enough, an athetesis proves that a verse was 
well attested in the MSS known to the Alexandrians. 

Whether or not 9.458-61 are genuine, how did Plutarch know these 
verses? He had indirect access to pre-Alexandrian texts: thus in the same 
essay he cites 11.543, known also from Aristotle. His sources were perhaps 
Peripatetics like Aristoxenus or Stoics like Crates, who both knew texts of 
the Iliad with different proemia ( i . in.) . Aristarchus1 rival Crates was not 
above misrepresenting others: thus he claims that 'some' deleted 21.195 
(schol. Ge ad loe.)t but Megaclides at least merely omitted it and perhaps 
never knew it at all. The charge that Aristarchus 'removed* 9.458-61 means 
only that he left these lines out because they were absent in MSS whose 
authority he valued, probably the unreliable emended texts which he pre-
ferred. These sources surely deleted some recalcitrant verses, and formed the 
model for Zenodotus' practice. This passage chances to survive, but a very 
few genuine verses may have vanbhed entirely through the unscholarly 
habits of prudish schoolmasters and critics from Xenophanes* era down to 
Zenodotus*. Conversely, a pessimistic editor is entitled to suspect that some 
spurious lines permeated the whole paradosis so early that the Alexandrians 
could not detect them (they invented athetesis to express just such suspi-
cions).11 However, given the difficulty of finding linguistic or other means 

** Mm. a6r; Porphyry 1.139.9 docs not allude to them. A papyrus omits them (cf. S. West, 
LCM 7 (198a) 84-6). 

*T 5.1810-0: his source is either Diodorus of Tarsus 'the Aristophanean* (cited at 1801) or 
Seleucus, who both potemkized against Aristarchus (cf. the insults at 177E. 180c). See further 
van der Valk, Researches n 538; Apthorp, MS Evidence 160-5. 

»• So S. West. Commentary 1 47f. Stesichorus frag. 209 may already reflect a text of the 
Odyssey with the interpolated verses 15.113-19, missing in some MSS (S. Reece, Bulletin 
of th American Society of Popyrologists 25 (1988) t -8). 
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to verify undocumented interpolations, such suspicions must remain a last 
resort. 

(iv) The Panmthenaic rule and <Pisistratean recension* 

It remains to explain why the ancient and early medieval vulgate generally 
offers the best text of the Iliad. When we go back beyond the fourth century 
the picture becomes ever more obscure. Yet all our sources basically agree 
over matters of dialect, plot, episodes and so forth: other oral epics recorded 
in writing have a far wider range of textual variation, e.g. the Mibelungenlied, 
Chanson de Roland, Mahabharata or Digenes AkritesAll our MSS somehow go 
back to a single origin, and have passed through a single channel; it is 
improbable that more than one 'original' of the Iliad ever existed, even if 
different rhapsodic performances and editorial interventions have led to the 
addition or (rarely) omission of verses here and there. This basic fixity needs 
to be explained. As shown above (pp. 13-15), linguistic data prove that the 
text acquired fixed form well before Hesiod's time; if the Iliad was first 
written down later, we must accept a long intervening period of reasonably 
accurate memorized transmission, which I find unlikely.4® It is often held 
that it was in Pisistratid Athens that the Homeric poems were first dictated, 
or first edited into monumental form, or heavily reworked and revised. The 
superficial Attic features of the epic diction seem to support the idea of 
an Attic archetype for all our MSS, but other evidence proves that the 
text existed before Pisistratus' time.41 The numerous testimonia form three 
g r o u p , of which the first two date back to the fourth century. 

(r) Aristotle says that 'the Athenians* adduced Homer to show that 
Salamis belonged to Athens (Rhet. t.i375b30); around the same date 
Cphorus told the same story of Solon, and his wording implies that Solon 
interpolated 2.558, the verse concerned.4* T h e Megarian local historian 
Dieuchidas [c. 330 B .C.?) perhaps alleged that Solon or Pisistratus inter-

" See Lord, Singer 102-90; S. West, Commentary 1 3011. 
" For memorized transmission: Kirk, Songs g8ff., 30iff. (down to the seventh century); for 

an oral dictated text: Lord, Singer 148-57; M. S. Jensen, Th Homeric Question and the Oral-
Formulaic Theory, Copenhagen 1980, 81-95. Ruijfth (in Linear B 171T.) deems the litad an 
oral text dictated before 800 B.C. 

41 See for dictation in Athens: Jensen, op. a t . 128-71, " i th a fine collection of testimonia 
at 207-26; for monumental editing: R. Merkelbach, Untersuchungen zur Odyssee, and edn Munich 
1969, 239-62; for a Pisistratean archetype with reworking and revision: S. West, Commentary 1 
36 40, and M. Finkelberg, CQ38 (1988) 31-41; against any Pisistratean recension: Lesky, op. 
cit. in n. i ;J . A. Davison, TAPA 86 (1955) i - a i . 

" Schol. b on 2.494-877, with Wilamowitz, Kleine Schriflen iv 542-9: ZóAcov -rfjv XaAauiua 
'Adrjvalois ¿rrrtvupc 8iá t b "Ala* I* EaAapTvos ftytv CuoicafCcKa vfjas" (2.557), wpooGris t o 
"«rrfyrt 6' fry wv Iv' 'A^vaiajv fcrravro fáXoyyt^", KOÍTO» Mryapéow ávTtxopivuv -rifa vfyrou. 
Aristarchus read 'Solon's verse' in his first edition (Didymus in b on 2.558), but rejects it in 
Arn/A on 3.230, 4.373; papyri and some codices omit it, yet it seems genuine (13.68m.). It is 
parodied by Aristotle's contemporary Matro (SH 534.95-7). 
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polated 2.546^". (meaning 2.558?), and Hereas, another Megarian (early 
third century), may have claimed that Solon interpolated 2.558.** This story 
implies that a fixed text already existed by the time of Athens1 disputes with 
Megara over Salamis, which involved both Solon and the young Pisistratus. 

(2) The orator Lycurgus in 330 B.C. told the Athenians that 'their fathers' 
instituted a rule that only Homer's poems could be performed at the Great 
Panathenaea (In Leocr. 102); his vagueness could be owed to reluctance to 
credit a Pisistratid with a good idea, since Plato (or a fourth-century imita-
tor) says that Pisistratus' son Hipparchus was the first to 'introduce' the 
Homeric poems to Attica, and made the rhapsodes at the Panathenaea 
perform them in sequence, picking up where each left off.44 Dieuchidas 
apparently ascribed the same rule to Solon and argued against crediting it 
to Pisistratus. According to a rival Spartan story in Aristotle,4* the lawgiver 
Lycurgus first 'introduced* the Homeric poems to the Peloponnese from 
Samos, where he obtained them from the descendants of Creophylus. These 
versions must be secondary, since Lycurgus and Solon are obvious culture-
heroes whereas Pisistratus and Hipparchus are not. 

The incorporation of the Homeric poems into the Panathenaea was an 
Athenian attempt to claim the epics as their cultural heritage, and so to 
reassert their traditional leadership of the Ionians. The Panathenaic rule 
clearly aimed to prevent the rhapsodes from performing the same popular 
episodes too often and out of sequence; its operation depends on the idea of a 
fixed plot-structure, if not a written text. Apparently the festival included 
rhapsodic performances from its inception in 566/5, but these were eventu-
ally found to need regulation; the evidence of vase-painting suggests that 
the Panathenaic rule led to random extracts from the whole Epic Cycle 

" For Here a»' claim see FGH 486 r 1, in Plui. Solon 10.3; he certainly held that Pisistratus 
interpolated 04. 11.631 and removed a verse from Hesiod (frag. 298), to the greater glory of 
Theseus (Piut. 20.1-2). According to a difficult passage {Diog. Laeri. 1.57), Dieuchidas 
{FGH 485 P 6) said that Solon introduced the 'Panathenaic rule', and perhaps added that he 
interpolated 2.5460". {»558?). Solon T6 TS 'Oii^pou urrofJoAfy yiypaf« £aytf>&uoOai. olov 
ftrrou 6 irpu-rof IAr)£(v, itccrOtv &px*oOai T6V <X6|JCVOV. IM&AAOV OOV Z6\WV "Oprjpov IfcJTiosv f) 
rktetoTparros, fryat At«vxl&a$ 4v Triyirrcj) Miyap kuv. f̂ v 64 (jt&Xwrra t 6 (in) Tavrt- "of 6' 
6p* *A<N}vas ifxov" Kal T6 I suspect that ty . . . should be deleted as a gloss based on 
Diog. Laert. 1.48, in whkh case Dieuchidas did not mention interpolation at all (differently 
Leaf, 1 xviii). On his date see J. A. Davison, CQ, 9 (19S9) 216- 22. Strabo (9-394) knew both 
sides of the controversy over 9.558 (see L. Piccirilli and M. Manfredini's n. on Plut. Scion 10.3); 
the Megarian version of 2-557f. which he cites seems old (K. J. Rigsby, GftBS 28 (1987) 
1 oof.). Differently Finkelberg, art. cit. in n. 41. 

4 4 7 6 'OWAPOU WPORROI HC6PIOFV IH T V YFLV TOVTTIVI, KOH F|VDYICAO( TOOS ¿AYCP&OOS 
navo^nvorioif ft£ vrrroAi,iyK»>S airr6 Sutvai (Hipparrhus 128»). 

41 Frag. 6t t. to, in the epitome of the Ijuedannoman Constitution made by Heraclides Lembus 
(r. i5oa.c.).ed. M R. Dilts, Gretk, Roman and Byzantine Monograph 3 (1971): AwoOpyos Iv Idi«,) 
tyivrro «tori "rfjv 'Op^pou Trofryriv trapA TOJV &TToy6vwv KpcufOAov Aafkbv irpMTOs &iCK6ptotv 
tls n«Aow6wt)<>ov. Ephorus made Lycurgus meet Homer on Chios (FGH 70 r 149.19). 
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being ousted in c. 520 by correct sequences from the Iliad and Odyssey.44 The 
claim that Hipparchus 'introduced1 the poems surely means that he im-
ported a written text, hitherto monopolized by the rhapsodes, especially the 
guilds of the Homeridae on Chios and Creophylei on Samoa.47 Legends 
attest how vital such texts were to rhapsodes' livelihoods: Homer gave the 
Cypria as a dowry, and rewarded Creophylus for hospitality with the Capture 
of OechaliaPolvcrates of Samos and Pisistratus are said to have assembled 
the first libraries; Onomacritus collected the oracles of Musaeus at Pisistra-
tus' court until he was detected in a forgery.4* The hostile tradition that the 
Homerid and rhapsode Cynaethus of Chios, active at Syracuse in 504-1 
B.C., interpolated many verses into Homer's poetry, composed the Hymn to 
Apollo and ascribed it to Homer reflects more blatant editorial activity 
around this time.40 

(3) Pisistratus was responsible for putting together the Homeric poems, 
previously scattered. In its simplest form this need mean no more than that 
he was the first to collect a full set of the separate book-rolls which made up 
the whole. The story first appears in Cicero" and in an anonymous epigram 
(An/h. Pal. 11.442) which may be imitated by his contemporary Artemidorus 
of Tarsus (Anth. Pal. 9.205); it is common later. Thus Pausanias (7.26.13) 
suggests that when Pisistratus and his assistants gathered Homer's scattered 

M So H. A. Shapiro, Art and Culture under the Tyrants in Athens, Gottingen 1990, 43 6. See 
also K. Friisjohansen, The Iliad in Early Greek Art, Copenhagen 1967; R. Kannicht, CA 1 (1982) 
70-86; and J. M. Hurwit, The Art and Culture «J Early Greece, Ithaca 1985, 245!"., 262-4, who 
conjectures that the Panathenaea were founded to celebrate Pisistratus* victory at Nisaea, 
which finally secured Salamis. The latter will have welcomed the chance to exploit the 
Odyssey's allusions to Nestor and his son Pisistratus, from whom he claimed descent. 

" Some think the division of each epic into twenty-four rhapsodtm, numbered with the letter* 
of the Ionic alphabet, is related to his ordinance (so S. West, Commentary 1 39^ with further 
discussion). But it surely postdates Apollonius of Rhodes (see further Fowler, Materiali e 
discussiomi 33 (>989) 104 n. t u ) ; moreover (Plutarch], Life of Homer n 4, ascribes the book-
divisions to the school of Aristarchus, which accords with the first attestation of book-
numbering, the title of Apollodorus of Athens' Commentary on E, i.e. book 14 (Erbse, Scholia 111 
557)-

" Pindar frag. 265 in Aelian. VH 9.15; Strabo 14.638. On the Creophylei and Homeridae, 
seeBurkert, MH 29(1972) 74 -85; id., in Papers on the Amasis Painter and his World, Malibu 1987, 
43-62. 

" A thenar us 1.3A; Herodotus 7.6.3. 
M See schol. on Pindar, Ntm. 9.1, from Hippostratus [FGH 568 r 5, third century B.C.). 

Burkert, in Arklouros: Hellenic Studies presented to B. M. W. Knox, Berlin and New York 1979. 
53-62, and Janko, HHH 112-15,258-62, argue (independently) from 'He*tod' frag. 357 that, 
in his rivalry with Athens for leadership of the lonians, Polycrates induced Cynaethus to put 
together the Delian and Pythian Hymns to Apollo for propaganda purposes at his Delian and 
Pythian festival on Delos (532 B.C.) , an island which Pisistratus had just purified; see further 
A. Aloni, L'Aedo e i tirartni, Rome 1989. Aristotle's tale about Lyrurgus could date from this 
time, since Sparta and Samos were then close allies. 

Pisistratus 'primus Homeri libros confuaos antea sic di posuissc dicitur, ut nunc habemus' 
(De Orator* 3.34.137, 55 B.C.) . 
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poems, he carelessly altered 2-573; T on 10.1 allege that the Doloneia was a 
separate composition by Homer, inserted into the Iliad by Pisistratus (but 
see 14.9-12n.); the scholia on Od. 11.602-4 claim that Onomacritus fa-
bricated 6o2f. The tale that the latter and some Orphic poets put together 
the Homeric poems for Pisistratus can be traced back to Asclepiades of 
Myrlea, active at Rome in Pompey's t ime." It has been held, plausibly 
enough, that Pergamene scholars developed the whole theory, basing it on 
the superficial Attic features of the epic diction and the old traditions about 
Athenian performances of Homer, in order to discredit the authority of 
Aristarchus' text.** In any case, a full-scale 'Pisistratean recension' is cer-
tainly a scholarly theory, not a genuine tradition; it was unknown in the 
heyday of Alexandrian scholarship. Had anyone had an official Pisistratid 
text, we would certainly have heard of it. The Athenians* poor showing in 
both epics proves that they altered the text little if at all.*4 I shall return 
below to the idea that a Pisistratean archetype is ancestral to all our MSS. 

(v) The orthography of the earliest texts 

Copies of the Iliad will have been rare until the later fifth century; much of 
the transmission was oral, by means of rhapsodes who memorized written 
texts by hearing or reading them. Performances of far older fixed texts like 
the Homeric epics can be seen to affect the diction of later poems like the 
Hymn to Pythian Apollo and the Shield of HerakUs (see p. 14); this confirms 
what the Athenian traditions suggest - that the epics had already acquired 
a fixed form by then. Early texts were on wooden tablets and rolls of 
leather or papyrus: technical obstacles to the existence of such texts have 

M John Tzetzes [Prolegomenon Comoediae xiai 147, in W.J. W. Köster, Scholia in Aristophanem 
i, Fax. 1 A, Groningen 1975) say« four men 'put Homer together in Ptsutratua' time'; he names 
them as Zopynu of Heraciea, Orpheus of Croton, Onomacritus and Epiconcylus (plainly 
corrupt for IMXAV xCmAov*). N O W the Smda (s.v. *Opf«fc KporwvtArnt) cites Asclepiades (FGH 
697 r 9) for the detail that this otherwise unknown Orpheus was s poet at Pisistratus' court 
Tzetzes draws on Asckpiacks via ProcJus' Chrtsiomatky (to G. Kaibel, Ab /«¿va der königlichen 
Gesellschaft der Wissenschaften zu Otlingen, Phä.-Hisl. Klasse N.R. u 4 (Berlin 1898) 26). West 
(Orphic Poems 248-51) shows that this story b connected with the origin of the Orphic 
Rhapsodies; but his attempt to link it to Athenodorus CordyKon too is mistaken (Janko, CPh 
81(1986)158). See aho R. Böhme, Peisutratos und setn homerischer Dichter, Bern 1983. 

M So Davison, TAP A 86 (1955) 18-ai . Asclepiades criticizes both Crates and the Alex-
andrians (Pfeiffer, Scholarship 273), but his leanings arc Pergamene. Aristarchus held that no 
poem older than Homer's existed, and that Homer was an Athenian from the time of the Ionian 
migration (13.195-70); his theory would explain the existence of both the Homeridae and 
the Attic features of the diction. He may also have held (with his pupil Ptolemy Pindarion) 
that the alphabet was invented in Athens: see schol. Dion. Thr. p. 192.8fr, 490.7fr. Hilgard, 
with Montanari, Ritrrchedi Filologia Classka 1 (1981) 97-114. 

" Cf. 13.689-9 tn. Cmtra: S. W a t , Commentary 1 s8n. 
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been exaggerated.65 Rut a more vital question is whether anything can be 
known of their orthography. In fact we know more, with a fair degree of 
certainty, than we might expect. 

O u r evidence is of two kinds: (i) external evidence from over 450 archaic 
verse-inscriptions like the Dipylon oenochoe - verses scratched on pots are 
one of the earliest uses of alphabetic script in Greece, which now goes 
back to c. 750 at Pithekoussai, Cumae and Leflcandi;*4 and (ii) internal 
evidence from oddities in the poems' text and spelling. This is harder 
to interpret, since we need to distinguish what bards actually sang from 
changes introduced by scribes, although the rhapsodes probably maintained 
traditions of pronunciation going back to the bards, especially in accentua-
t ion." T h e poems' early form depends on where they were written down, 
since the East lonians marked long e and 0. Yet the following features apply 
regardless of the alphabet in which they were first recorded. 

1. There was no convention of capital letters or accents, and punctuation 
and word-division were rare or non-existent; the dots separating words or 
word-groups on 'Nestor's cup' have few parallels in other archaic inscrip-
tions. Internal evidence confirms this: thus the odd Biipivfh'iT^v is really 
6fjpiv WJTTJV, cf. 6fjpiv WCVTO (i6-756n.).M 

2. Words were written unelided (scriptioplena). Archaic inscriptions vary, 
but there is internal evidence that elided vowels were written out, leading 
to misinterpretation. Thus fcvn>vovTO dpiorov | (24.124I has a peculiar 
hiatus and short a in ftpwrrov, contracted from •Apipicrrov; it should he 
IVTVVOVT* 6piarov (cf. Od. 16.2). As in 6IIPTV^TTIV, the rare spondaic verse-
ending encouraged misreading. So too KY)PUKI 'Hmrrl6i3 should be K ĵpOx* 
'H., to maintain the proper vowel-length in (17.324). 

3. Inherited I and 6 with compensatory lengthening were written E and 
O, e.g. ds < *4vs (written EI), TOVS < T6VS ( = TOZ); SO were the contracted 
products of I -1- I and 6 + 6, e.g. infinitives in -EIV ( = -EN) or o-stem geni-
tives in -ou (™ -O). In both Attica and Ionia the spellings ci for I and ou for 
o appeared between 450 and 400 B.C., when these sounds had coalesced 

M So Heubeck, Arch. Horn, x 150-6 (the basic discussion); see also Burkert in The Greek 
Renaissance 51 - 6. For wood cf Solon's axones or the Aiwupa in the temple of Artemis on Delos 
bearing the Hymn to Apollo (Cerumen 3i6fT). Homer mentions folding writing tablets of wood 
or ivory at 6.169; one is now known from the Levantine ship wrecked on its way to the Aegean 
at Ulu Burun, c. 1350 B.C. (G. F. Bass, A ] A 93 (1989) >of.). The early lonians used leather 
rolls (Hdt. 5.58.3). like the Phoenicians and Hebrews. For surveys of early literacy see 0 . 
Andersen, A&A 33 (1987) »9 44; B. B. Powdl, CA 8 (1989) 321 -50. 

** A. Johnston in The Greek Renaissance 63-8; Heubcck, Arch. Horn, x 73-136. For the corpus 
see P. A. Hansen, Carmine Epigraphtca Graeca Saecnlontm VHl-Va. Chr. »., Berlin and New York 
1983. 

M Chantraine, GH1 5ff., 189-92; Heubeck, Arch. Htm. x 161-9. 
•• But 6eiX6tr(6ov is not to be read 9' tlA6rrf6ov at Od. 7.123 (Hainsworth ad lot.). 
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with the true diphthongs ct and ou; the new orthography was standard by 
350 B . C . 1 1 E and 0 were also used for metrically lengthened I and 6, e.g. 
Uax«6uevo$, oGpra (written MAXEOMENOI, OPEA). Usually i and o were 
transcribed correctly, but at 11.686 some M S S still preserve XPEOZ for 
Xpcos (xpcTos), and Attic Kpeiaocov and uci£cov have everywhere ousted Ionic 
Kptocrcov and M££COV; this is how Attic scribes would naturally pronounce 
KPEZC3N, MEZiON. Similarly dtvrjpclyavTo may be an error for -pcvf-, cf. 
AvapcyatUvr) (Theog. 990) and 'Aptm/ta for 6prrvia (cf. 13.143-4^). An-
other fourth-century spelling is Ionic cu for co, which is frequent but not 
universal in our texts: occasionally ^ has been replaced by Attic ou.** 

4. Double letters are rarely noted in inscriptions before c. 525 B.C. Inter-
nal evidence proves that this was once the case in Homer; when combined 
with the preceding principles, some puzzling forms can be explained, not-
ably Katpooicav (Od. 7.107). As Bergk saw, this stands for xaipovao^wv 
< "Kaipopeaadcov, 'closely woven', from the noun KdTpof, 'row of thrums'. 

The original text was KAIPOIE-, with O for o and -oa- written singly: 
cf. TEIXIOIHZ for Tftxiouaans in a sixth-century Milesian inscription (SiG* 
3d). The fluctuation between 6fciAco and 6ftAA<o, 'owe', must be similarly 
explained (11.68611.). At Od. 7.163 the imperative eTaov from the aorist l o a a 
should be laaov (original EION), and 6civ6v at Od. 8.408 may be an error 
for 6«w6v, 'abusive' (AENON).*» 

(vi) The script of the earliest texts - Attic or Ionic? 

These orthographic features of the earliest texts are beyond doubt, even if 
their implications for what editors should print are far from clear; to re-
construct even a fifth-century text requires dangerous guesswork. Further 
progress depends on whether we can establish if the poems were recorded 
in a script of Attic-Euboean, Central Ionic or East Ionic type. Alexandrian 
scholars held that the text underwent a 'metacharacterism' into the spelling 
they used themselves. They knew that 'ancient* copies used E and O for t 
(et) and o (ou), whence Aristarchus' emendation ¿oXous for -¿s in Pindar 
(Airm. 1.24) or Crates' reconstruction MEAAOMENO for -ou (reported by 
Ammonius on 21.363). But they also held that the early script did not 
include r) or co, but used only E and O, as did Attic script. Thus the 

T( K . A. Garbrah, A Grammar of tht Ionic Inscriptionsfrom Eryihrat, Meisenheim 1978.26 - 30; L. 
Threatte, Tht Grammar of Attic Inscriptions 1, Berlin and New York 1980, 172-90. 238 -59. 

•• Chantraine, GH1 58-63. 
Even vowels were perhaps no exception. TTonrpAtcXn? may stand for written -KAEX 

(but see i6.aon.); the impossible forms ficiovs, errolous. cnT&rcn may represent •8i«os, •oirfaos, 
•<r»rteot (written AEOI. ZTTEOX, ITtEEl); BwxAia *Apyo$ and «Ma &v6p&v (2.115,9.189) may 
represent -KXt«(a) from •nAifiAa. But for another explanation see Crespo. Prosodia 46fT. 
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scholia to Od. 1.52, 254 and 275 posit OAOOOPON, AEYEI and METEP for 
6Ao6<ppcov, 6evr| and P^THP; this view is implied by Aristophanes' readings 
PoOv for (Joov, 6s for d>s etc.** Aristarchus suspected that Zenodotus was 
misled by M S S in such a script: Arn/A on 11.104 reads Zr)v65o-ro$ ypd^ci 
'6v TTOT* AxiAXiOs*. u^Trore 54 ITFRRADRVRITAI, yrypawjivou TOO O UTT' ¿pxaiKrjs 
anpaoias firvrl TOO (A), irpooftels T6 N. 

O u r texts of early epic all have a uniform veneer of Attic dialect, with 
&XOIIAI , IIEI£COV, ¿VTAOOA, ouv and x l̂°1» not MOVTCI, pl^cov, CJV 

and x<Aioi (xt(Xtoi). Aspirated forms like ¿ f iKdvu have always ousted Ionic 
forms with psilosis like ¿TTTIKAVCO, unless the form was not recognized as Attic, 
as in cases like ^pap, 'ETT6ATT)S or HT<&AUEVOS; this general lack of psilosis goes 
well back into the fifth century, since Stesimbrotus based an argument on 
the anomalous form hrlonriov (15.189-93^). Clearly our texts are Atticized 
in this respect; the adoption of the letter H (once named heta) for the 
phoneme e in East Ionic suggests that it had lost the phoneme h- before the 
alphabet reached the area. 

However, there is little sign that T) or co were lacking in early texts.** The 
case of Pcov for [SoOv, '(oxhide) shield', at 7.238 strongly supports Ionic 
script. 0<iov is in almost all M S S OoOv has entered a few late ones from the 
scholia); cf. cOfkov, 'rich in cattle*, at HyAp 54. Didymus (in T ) reports that 
Aristarchus read ffcov but Rhianus and Aristophanes ftoOv (obvious 
conjectures): he adds iv T0T5 -rraAaiois ¿ylypcrrrro BON, drrtp OOK ¿vdrjaav 
ol 5»op6coTcri. His supposition that correctors misread BON as p&v may seem 
reasonable, given the rare sense 'shield' here. But this notable form continues 
Proto-Indo-European *g"om (cf. Sanskrit gam, Myc. qo-o), whereas ^ouv 
follows the analogy of the nominative (PIE *g*6us). P&v, 'ox', is now at-
tested for Simonides, who certainly used TJ and <o.M Had early texts offered 
(EY)BON, our M S S would surely read (sG)Pow. The same applies to the 
Aeolic archaism cbAEofcapTros (for oO-).M 

The other forms often adduced can go back to bardic convention or 

" 7.238 (see below), 14.45, 21.127; cf. too his readings at 11 686, 13 92. 16.188. 17.264, 
18.198. Od. t.254, a n d Aristarchus* at 11.686 and Pindar, Ol. 2.97. 

In favour of Attic script: van der Valk, Researches 11629^.; S. West, Commentary 39. Contra: 
G. P. Goold. TAP A 91(1960) 072 -91; llruheck. Arch. Horn, x 165-7. Hesiod and some of the 
Hymns were probably recorded in mainland scripts (Janko, ////// ^f). 

M P 342 in C. Theodoridu, Photii Patnarchae Lexicon i. Berlin and New York 1982. cf. 
Wackcmagrl, S V H I2f., who suggested that (JoOv elsewhere is a later normalization. The 
scholia to DionysiusThrax, p. 185.5 Hilgard, say Simonides invented TJ, <0, £ and tp (cf. Hyginus 
277); does this mean he brought the Ionic alphabet to Athens, in texts of Homer.' 

" At 7.434 and 24.789 lyprro comes from dytfpca and not fytlpoj, it should be fiyprro (foi 
ErPETO?), but the bards could have confused the forms. It has been held that ci takes the place 
of Tj in 6fi5(oKopai, 'greet*, and 4yicvAoxtl*»i*, but these words are open to other explanations. 
S<r B. Foroman, Die Sfnache 24 (1978) 3 24; Hoekstra on Od. 15.150; and 16.428»!., opposing 
4 4n. and Wackernagel, SI///88 
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learned reconstruction. T h u s verb-stems in t normally have -««- before o-
vowels but -r|- before «-vowels (Sausico, 6AIRF)T)s; Pe(O>, <ntlou*v, TCOVCICOS). 

This looks like a bardic convention; variants like (Wionev, crr^wai and 
TiOvticbs can often be traced to learned sources like Aristarchus.** T h e forms 
in -ct- result from the bards' usual desire to adapt their own vernacular 
vocalism to the inherited scansion; early texts clearly had E based on 
metathesis of quantity (e.g. TtOvfcos), and bards felt the *-vowel as a length-
ened 1 rather than inherited T|. So too &pvct6? stands for *-r)6$, cf. Attic 
¿pveebs, Lesbian ¿pvr)d6€$; tOppcTos is the correct reflex of pcAos, with 

t for contracted c + c (once written EYPEOZ). An exception is probably 
owed to the bards, not the scribes. Names in -KAT)S retain TI, e.g. "HpaxAfjos 
where -eio$ is expected ( < *-icAipfAos). T h e bards surely introduced these 
forms by analogy with the nominative, since adjectival forms have -et- (-I-), 
e.g. dcKAfiws.*7 

However, there certainly were M S S of Homer in Attic script or affected 
by it. T h e few book-rolls with legible texts depicted on Attic vases from c. 
490 B.C. onward use Attic script or a mixture of Attic and Ionic: thus 
'Epiri^v 6c(6ci), the opening of Homeric Hymn 18, appears on a vase o f f . 
470 as HERME<N)AEIAO.M Some old variants must derive from misinter-
pretation o f Attic script ." A t 1.598 Antimachus, the Marseilles and Argive 
city-texts and the Alexandrians offer olvox&t instead of t^vox^*1» front 
OIN- (but this is also the true Ionic form); at 3.10 the Chian and Marseilles 
texts had /|0T' 6pcv$ instead of EUT' 6ptos, surely reinterpreting EYTOPEOI 
(note fourth-century -tv- for -^g-); frrrloxoies for -olift goes back to -OIE2, 
but the vulgate has the correct form (14.240-in.) ; and the Chian text has 
lrf|S for uel? at 19.117, perhaps misinterpreting MEZ (uls » lid? is the in-
herited form). T h e case of Paw suggests that the transmission never depended 
wholly on Attic script, and the confusion between £ and which often seems 
very early, goes back to Ionic I and I , not Attic X and XI.1* Yet the Attic 
influence on the diction seems too pervasive to be owed to Athens' leading 
role in the later fifth-century book-trade; there was some early Athenian 

M Cf. Chantraine, GH1 8flT.; R. Werner, n und « nor Voksl hei Homer, Freiburg, Sw,, 1948 
Tttorplbs n recorded as Aristarchus* reading in to/29 Iliadic examples: only at 16.16 does a clear 
majority of good MSS back him. 

" Forms like 'OSutrifcr persist because of the dative in -f)Y, but early papyri often decline 
nouns in as -«fa -«ft* (S. West, Ptolemaic Papyri 1 i6f.), by analogy with vernacular forms 
like PamAfa. 

M See J. D. Beazley, AJA 52 (1948) 336-40; E. G. Turner, Athenian Books of the Fifth and 
Fourth Centuries B.C., London 1952; H. R. Immerwahr in Studies B. L Ullmann, Rome 1964, 
17-48 and Antikt Kunsl 16 (1973)143^; Threatte, op. at. (In n. 59) 34. 

M But not the fluctuation of pax^tfoiiai and uaxfoootMn, which is affected by the aorist 
tpax«TO^MT)v (cf. Chantraine in Mazon op. til. (in n. t) 136). 

** The MSS are divided at 5.842, 5.844, 10.451, '3-^44i >5-«79. 20.85, 2l-477> 92.310; at 
16.830 wpoT^ysv is Bekker's indispensable emendation for -T îptv in all MSS. 
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predominance in the dissemination of Homer, and this was clearly owed to 
the Panathenaic festival. But the poems were-not necessarily disseminated 
in Attic script. The gradual adoption of the Ionian alphabet at Athens 
during the latter half of the fifth century, culminating in its becoming the 
official script in 404/3 B.C., surely owes much to the widespread use in 
elementary education of Homeric texts in Ionic script; otherwise it is hard 
to explain. 

In conclusion, the earliest texts of Homer were in East Ionic script, using 
rj and a>. The poems followed the conventions of archaic texts - lack of 
word-division and elision, the use of E and O for 1 and o (later written £i 
and ou), and the single writing of geminate letters; these have left more traces 
than any use of Attic script. Yet the superficial Attic traits in the epic diction 
do prove that Athens played a major role in the transmission, and this must 
be related to the Pisistratids* patronage of Homeric poetry. They probably 
procured the first complete set of rolls to cross the Aegean. That they tried 
to add a few verses is possible; that all later MSS derive exclusively from a 
copy they made is at best unlikely; and that they put the poems together from 
scattered lays, or altered them in any substantial way, is out of the question. 
As we saw, linguistic data prove that the Homeric epics had already ac-
quired fixed form before Hesiod's time, and I do not see how this fixity can 
plausibly b divorced from writing, even though a song would acquire a 
certain degree of fixity on the lips of a mature singer who performed it often 
(and I regard the Iliad as such a poem). 

(vis) The original recording of the Homeric poems: a hypothesis 

It is risky to advance from these conclusions to the original circumstances 
of the Homeric poems' creation. My own conviction, which derives from A. 
B. Lord and which I will support in my commentary, is that we are dealing 
with two oral poems dictated by a single, no doubt illiterate, poet. Whether 
he knew how to write is essentially irrelevant; what matters is whether the 
existence of writing made any difference to the quality and scale of his poem. 
There are too many uncorrected blunders, like the dead man who is carried 
off groaning at 13423, to allow us to suppose that the poet or his amanuensis 
used writing to revise his poem. In Homer, as in oral dictated texts generally, 
nescit vox missa reverti. 

Many deem writing indispensable for the creation of a work of such 
grandeur, if only to produce drafts and summaries. But there is over-
whelming modern evidence, from the Balkans, Central Asia and elsewhere, 
that vast epics can be created, given suitable conditions, without the use of 
writing; indeed the existence of a prestigious literate and literary culture 
presents a grave danger to the richness and continuity of traditions of large-
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scale oral narrative. No such culture existed in Homeric Greece; without its 
harmful effects, in luring the best young singers toward other pursuits, we 
cannot set limits to the quality of a poet's work, especially when dealing 
with a genius like Homer. The idea that a poet needs writing to keep the 
structure clear in his mind is a fantasm based on our own inadequacy as 
literates; indeed I seek to show below how he builds up his own structure 
in his poem, e.g. by summarizing the larger background or by listing 
in advance those warriors whom he intends to kill off (e.g. 13.345-60, 
i3.478-8onn.). I concur, too, with Lord that the only way in which writing 
may affect such a poem's nature is this: once a poet has adjusted to the slower 
pace of dictation, he can take advantage of it to create a longer, finer and 
more elaborate song than he would have been able to sing. 

A harder question is this: who had the inspired idea of writing the Iliad 
down, to create the first text in European literature? Here we can only guess, 
but, with Lord, I doubt that it was the poet himself. Whoever did so surely 
knew of the written epics of the Levant, as well as Phoenician writing and 
writing-materials; he also had great leisure and resources. This limits us to 
the courts of princes and nobles in places with good trading contacts. No 
long poem was ever taken down at a noisy public festival; Homer depicts 
his ideal audience in his vision of Alkinoos' palace. Questions of kingship 
loom large in both his epics: Agamemnon abuses his power in the Iliad, and 
Odysseus recovers his realm from aristocratic usurpers in the Odyssey. I 
suspect that the ideological support the poems could offer to traditional 
images of authority was a major reason why they were preserved, at exactly 
the time - the eighth century - when the weakly-rooted Dark Age mon-
archies were being successfully challenged by new aristocracies. It may not 
be chance that we still have shadowy knowledge of a King Hektor of Chios 
and a King Agamemnon of Aeolian Cyme:71 these were major centres of 
Homeric poetry. But all this is beyond proof. 

M Cf. 13.689-910.; Carlier, Royavli 449, 463. On thr ideological background v r ibid. 
195-214; Morris, CA 5 (1986) 81-138; L. Collins, Slttdiu in CJiarotUrizatian in tkt Iliad, Frankfurt 
1988,69-89; Thalmann, TAPA 118 (1988) 1-28. 
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C O M M E N T A R Y 

B O O K T H I R T E E N 

Books 13-16 , some 2,970 verses long, form the fourth and largest of six units 
of four books each into which the Iliad naturally divides; such a unit would 
be suitable for oral performance on a single day as part of a six-day rendition 
of the whole (cf. Thornton, Supplication 46IT.). Like 5 - 8 and 9 - 1 2 , books 
1 3 - 1 5 open with a Greek success (from a weaker position each time), now 
led by the Aiantes and Idomeneus; but this is followed by losses even worse 
than those which closed 5 - 8 and 9 - 1 2 . T h e ships are endangered, Protesi-
laos' is burned and, in a fourth recurrence of this same pattern of success and 
disaster, Patroklos, sent by Akhilieus to the rescue, is slain - all this in the 
single day that lasts from 1 i . t to 18.239. Thus the Achaean defeat finallv 
involves, in a most personal way, the hero who had done most to precipitate 
it. But this must not happen too fast: to delay it is a major function of book 
13, anciently entitled kn\ vaucrl pó^ti, 'the battle at the ships1. 

By the neat device of having Zeus avert his gaze, the poet gives the 
panic-stricken Greeks ample scope for valour. Poseidon inspires them to 
resist stubbornly, despite the absence of many leaders, who were wounded 
in book 11: he enters battle in person when Agamemnon proves to be 
completely defeatist in book 14. Once the Greeks have formed a line to 
defend the ships (i26ff.), two brief scenes prepare for tht division of the 
fighting into two sectors, left and centre, which gives the lesser hero Idome-
neus a chance to shine. Meriones indecisively attacks Deiphobos, which 
prefigures how he later wounds him on the left (156-68, 527-39); then 
Hektor confronts Aias. as he will again at the centre (183-205, 674ff., 
809-32). Homer splits the action by taking us behind the lines, where 
Idomeneus meets Meriones, whose spear was broken; sending him to his hut 
to fetch a new one is a deft expedient to achieve this meeting - he could 
have found one on the battlefield! The Cretans unjustly suspect each other 
of shirking; their embarrassed exchange culminates when Idomeneus ex-
cuses Meriones with a risque joke about his lost spear. Their aristeia aptly 
prepared, they rejoin battle on the left (326), where we remain until 674. A 
summary (345-60) of the divine background, including Zeus's support for 
Thetis, recalls the start of the Iliad at its mid-point, just as Od. i3-9of. echoes 
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that poem's opening; it also explains, to any listener who is confused, why 
Zeus and Poseidon are now opposed. 

Idomeneus, in the last Greek aristeia until Patroklos', now kills two sons-
in-law of the Trojan royal house, and the allied leader Asios (361-45411.); 
but he has to retire before superior force, and other second-ranking leaders 
takeover. Meriones, Antilokhos and Menelaos wound Detphobos and Hele-
nos, and kill Asios' son Adamas, the fool Peisandros and the coward Harpa-
lion in ways gruesomely apt for each (455-539, 540-672™^). Menelaos 
exclaims at Zeus's forbearance, as patron of xenoi, toward the Trojans' 
wrongdoing; Paris at once kills an unfortunate Greek, in anger at the death 
of a guest-friend of his! Such are the evil results of Akhilleus' wrath, which 
inverts Zeus's natural sympathies. The juxtaposition of these scenes re-
emphasizes the moral ambiguity of the war, but moral certainty of Troy's 
final punishment (66o-72n.); as usual, the moral commentary is muted, 
since Homer says little in his own persona. We return to the centre (673-
&37n.), where Hektor faces contingents whose unusual tactics threaten to 
break the Trojan line. Warned by Pouludamas, he finds the situation on the 
left critical, and unjustly blames the only leader still there, Paris; rallying 
the Trojans in general, he ends the distinction between the left and centre 
of battle. At the end of the book the armies are in much the same state as 
at its start, once the Greeks have rallied; their continued resistance is 
no less ominous for the Trojans than the eagle which appears when Aias 
boldly taunts Hektor with impending ruin. He replies with dire threats 
(824ff.), losing sight of the truth that his success depends on Zeus. We expect 
the two leaders to come into conflict directly, but the action is frozen while 
the Achaean chiefs debate what to do, and Here puts Zeus to sleep; they 
clash only at 14.402^. 

As a major 'retardation' of the wrath-story, book 13 invited attack by the 
Analysts. Leaf deems 136-672 inserted 'for the special honour of Cretan 
heroes', but Michel has shown that this section is no less tightly integrated 
into the rest than is the whole book into its larger context. Past attacks on 
673-724 (or —794!) rely on misconceptions about Homeric narrative tech-
nique and conventions. In fact one must admire how deftly the poet has 
introduced and diversified this long stalemate (cf. i - t68n.) , Poseidon's 
arrival is a fine elaboration of the standard divine journey by chariot; the 
overviews of armies in array at i26ff., 33off. and 795^., reinforced by 
powerful similes, are awesome. Idomeneus' dialogue with Meriones must be 
long for a reason, which can only be humour: this is not hard to find, and 
verges on the barrack-room variety (246-970.). The fighting is 'vigorous 
and varied* (Leaf); the vignettes of dying warriors are detailed and pathetic; 
and the counterpoint between shifting types of character, encounter, wound 
and speech of challenge or triumph creates a fugue-like quality, even in the 
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long stretch with no speeches (487-619). Like the death of Poseidon's 
grandson Amphimakhos (i85ff.), that of Ares' son Askalaphos (518fT.) 
prepares for the deaths of other gods' offspring - Sarpedon and Akhilleus 
himself. Book 13 exemplifies both how well the poet handles traditional 
themes, motifs and narrative techniques, and how subtly he gives them the 
moral depth so plain to the ancients and so typical of both his epics. For 
analysis and bibliography Michel, N, is vital; see too Owen, The Story of the 
Iliad 126-33, and Reinhardt, luD 278-99. For the battle-scenes in book 13 
see Winter, MffO 5 6 - 1 1 9 and Fenik, TBS 115-58. For a recent Analytic 
approach to books 1 3 - 1 5 see H. van Thiel, Iliaden und Ilias, Basel 1982, 
5 1 - 122; the Analysts' results are so mutually inconsistent that discussion of 
them will be kept to a minimum. 

1-168 While £eus is looking away, Poseidon crosses the sea by chariot and intervenes in 
the shape of Kalkhas to hall the Trojans before the ships. He encourages the Aiantes, and 
then the other Greeks, who standfirm and arrest the Trojans' charge; Meriones attacks 
Deiphobos, but breaks his spear and goes to fetch another from his hut 

1—168 Fenik (TBS 119), by showing that the structure of 39-168 recurs 
on a larger scale in 169-539, has uncovered a major structural principle of 
much of book 13: 

I A T h e Trojans charge (39-42) 
B Poseidon exhorts the Aiantes 

(43-65) 
C The Aiantes converse 

(66-82) 
[Poseidon exhorts the Greeks 

(83-«25) J 
D The Greeks repulse the 

II A Hard fighting (169-205) 
B Poseidon exhorts Idomeneus 

(206-45) 
C Idomeneus and Meriones 

converse (246-329) 
[Panorama and summary 
(330-60)) 

D Idomeneus* aristeta 
Trojans (126-155) (361 -525) 

E Meriones fights Deiphobos E Meriones wounds 
(156-68) Deiphobos (526-39) 

This pattern is obscured in the first case by Poseidon's arrival ( t-38) and 
the reduplication of his exhortation (83-125), and in the second by vast 
elaboration in C and D; but the two conversations between warriors on the 
same side are unique, as they do not discuss immediate tactics. Leaf assigned 
Poseidon's intervention (1-125) , with its'romantic* elements, to the *dccep-
tion of Zeus'; its elaboration and neologisms seemed to Shipp a sign of 
'lateness' (Studies 281). Homer certainly innovated here. 

1—9 After the vivid picture of Hektor smashing down the gate of the camp 
with which book 12 ends, the action slows and we are carried far away. Zeus 
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has been watching from Mt Ida since 11.182; now he is satisfied that the 
Trojans will win and Akhilleus will be aroused. His unconcern is in char-
acter; he is more usually an impartial arbiter than a partisan. His effortless 
ability to look away gives a pathetic emphasis to the gulf between mankind's 
struggles and divine serenity, while also providing a convenient occasion for 
Poseidon to intervene (Griffin, HLD 131, 197); the playfulness of the god's 
sea-creatures (27) reinforces this effect. 

1—3 The prominence of Zeus's name stresses that the success is his more 
than Hektor's. The breach of the gate amounts to an attack on the ships 
themselves, the Greeks' last hope (cf. bT). T O U S denotes both sides, as 9 
confirms, not just the Trojans. iráAiv means 'away', not 'back* (3.427,5.836, 
18.138). The second half of 3 recurs at 7, forming a frame (cf. 21.415); ôooe 
«pativcó recurs 5X , only in books 13-21 (it is modified at 435). 

4 - 7 The nations Zeus observes are to the N. (see Map, p. xxvi); the battle 
is to his N.W., as is Samothrakë. His gaze strays further and further away. 
The horse-herding Thracians arc nearest (brn-OTTÓAos recurs only at 14.227, 
in the same phrase). The Musoi are a branch of the race who stayed in 
Bulgaria when their kinsmen entered Anatolia (so Posidonius frag. 277a 
Edelstein-Kidd, in Strabo 7.295c). Perhaps known to the Assyrians as the 
Mu&ki (cf. MacQueen, The Hittites 154-7), they were later called Moesi, 
whence the Roman province of Moesi a. In the T ro jan Catalogue (2.8580.), 
the Musoi are settled S. of the Propontis. Their presence would be anachro-
nistic, like that of the Phruges who crossed to Asia in the Early Iron Age; 
movements from Thrace into N.W. Anatolia after 1 too B.c. are archaeo-
logically proven (Sandars, Sea Peoples 193). Herodotus (7.20) reverses the 
direction of the Mysians' movement and dates it before the Trojan War, 
perhaps to explain this passage. The epithet &yx¿uaxoi may be formular 
(cf. 16.248, 17.165, Aspis 25, Naupaktia frag. 6 B. = 7 D.), like áyx»pcrxTyral. 

Further off are the 'Mare-milkers*, Hippemolgoi, no doubt a nomadic 
Scythian tribe across the Danube, like the milk-drinking Massagetai (Hdt. 
1.216). yAcnrroçdyoûv explains their name (the milk was no doubt coagu-
lated, like the Tartars* koumiss) and proves that áyauwv is an epithet, not a 
name (pace Steph. Byz. s.v. "A^ioi). Hesiod is first to mention the Danube 
(Theog. 339) and the Scythians, whom he calls 'mare-milkers' (Cat. 150.15); 
he also knows of'milk-eaters who live in waggons' {Cat. 151). The form 
yXccKTo- for yaAcocTo- is related to yAáyos ( 16.641-4".). These names, if not 
fictitious (so Apollodorus, FGH 244 r 157), rest on very vague knowledge: 
see J. D. P. Bolton, Aristeas of Proconnesus, Oxford 1962. 

Homer derived the name 'Abioi' from á-privative and pía, 'without 
violence', since he glosses them 'justest of men* (so van der Valk, Researches 
11 590-2; cf. IfgrE s.v.). Aristarchus (in Ap. Soph. 3.16) wrongly applied 
the whole of 6 to them, but rightly rejected the reading 6iKaiOT<5rrcov T\ 
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which madcAptot mean 'with no (settled) livelihood', i.e. nomads. Nicanor 
(in A) favoured the present punctuation, but applied 'justest of men* to all 
the nations named. This is attractive: Zeus, weary of the squabble at 
Troy, gazes at peoples who live together with no violence or injustice (on 
his concern for justice see 16.384-93^). Von Schcliha (Patroklos i48ff.) 
thinks it was Homer's own idea to exalt Zeus so far above the level of a local, 
partisan god that he respects even barbarian nations. This Utopia of the far 
North may be sheer invention, like Pindar's happy Hyperboreans (Py. to). 
Assonance in -GOV, overlengthening (i.e. syllables with long vowels closed 
by two or more consonants) and spondaic verse-endings seem to underline 
the duration and abstractedness of Zeus's reflections. Aeschylus' Gabioi 
(frag. 196), a 6F]IJO$ £V6IK&TOTO$ with a Utopian lifestyle and a mysterious 
G-, are based on Homer. 

8—9 &ATTTTO means 'expected* (the O C T wrongly reads LATTETO): this 
refers to Zeus's dire threats the day before against gods who aid either side 
(8.ioff.; with 9 cf. 8.11). Nobody has yet dared to defy him. Aristophanes* 
unsupported and unnecessary reading IT' for 6y* (Did/AT) makes the 
reference more explicit. 

10-38 Zeus's distraction lets Poseidon intervene, just as Poseidon's ab-
sence permits Odysseus to return to Ithake; cf. too how Hephaistos' with-
drawal to Lcmnos, his favourite place, permits his wife's adultery (with to cf. 
Od. 8.285, a n d 37 ™ a75)- The god's intervention adapts a standard narra-
tive pattern: cf. Apollo's at 10.515-18. Its basic elements are (A) catching 
sight of an event and reacting, (b) a journey, (c) intervention (exhortation, 
a rescue etc.) and {d) return (sometimes omitted). This pattern is vastly-
elaborated, since Poseidon only returns at 15.218. Inserted into it is a 
journey by divine chariot: cf. those at 5.364-9,5.720-77,8.41-50,8.382-96 
(Fenik, TBS 73, 115f-)- The god steps across the sea from an island near 
Troy to Aigai, drives back to a submarine cave near Troy, where he leaves 
his horses, and then (by no stated method) goes to the camp (see Map, 
p. xxvi). Why, in such a crisis, does he deviate from the direct route for a stately 
entrance which only his sea-creatures notice? Leaf proposed deleting 1 1 - 1 6 
to remove Samothrake. The description's brilliance has justly saved it from 
criticism: it majestically builds up his resolve and the importance of his 
arrival, arouses suspense and vividly expresses his three main attributes -
earth-shaker, horse-god and sea-god (on his role in books 1 3 - 1 5 see Erbse, 
Getter 104-12). He arms like a hero for his aristeia (Reinhardt, IuD 279). b T 
and A D on 20-3 cite less cogent reasons: he arms so as to scare the Trojans, 
resist Zeus or give us a break from continuous battle-narrative. His interven-
tion is prepared at 8.200ff., when Here fails to persuade him to do so, 
8.397ff., when Zeus, watching from Ida, foils her own plan to drive to Troy, 
and 12.466, when we hear that nobody could stop Hektor 'except gods' (so 
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Winter, A/JVO 58). See further Kakridis in Festschrift W. Kraut, Vienna 197a, 
188-97. O n Poseidon's name, clearly 'lord o f something, probably 'earth', 
see Palmer in Res Mycenaeae 352-5; Hainsworth on Od. ft.32if. Cf. Myc. 
fEnesidaonj (KN M 719), 'EwooiSas (lyric), beside ¿wooiyaios, 'earthshaker'. 

1 0 - 1 3 The first half of 10 is formular (to.515, 14.135, Od. 8.285, Theog. 
466). The picture of two gods watching from opposite mountain-tops is 
evocative; putting Poseidon on Samothrake distances him from restraint on 
Olumpos. T h e island's peak (5,250 ft) is visible N.W. from Troy above the 
isle of Imbros, which lies between. The poet who placed the god there had 
seen it from the plain of Troy himself; such a detail is hardly traditional. 'So 
Homer had appointed it, and so it w a s . . . Thus vain and false are the mere 
human surmises and doubts which clash with Homeric writ' (A. W. King-
lake, Eothen, London 1844, 65). The island is called Samos at 24.78, a 
common pre-Greek name probably meaning 'hill'; its epithet 'Thracian' 
proves that Homer knew of Ionian Samos too (this distinction recurs at HyAp 
34, 41). The variant XAou (Did/AT) allegedly stood for Saoke, the moun-
tain's name, but Aristarchus, who was born there, rightly equated the 
island with its peak (T). For dxporcirrns Kopu^rfr Aristophanes read dat. 
plurals in -TJS (Did/A), and good MSS have singulars in -rj, perhaps to avoid 
too many genitives; but corruption of -HIC K-/C- would be easy. For the 
variants see on 178-80, 16.141-4. 

1 a - * 6 A concentric ring frames an account of how Poseidon came to be 
seated on Samothrake: thence he could see Mt Ida and the battle, which is 
why he had left the sea to sit there. Whereas Zeus gazes ever further away, 
Poseidon focuses with increasing precision on Ida, Troy and the ships; like 
Zeus's, his emotions are stirred by what he sees, but to contrary effect. Verse 
16 =* 353, recapitulating his intervention. 

17—ao T h e forested slopes quake under the Earthshaker's feet, to suit 
his mood (cf. 20.57^; contrast Here's steps brushing the treetops of Ida 
(14.285). For his awesome strides over such a distance cf. 5.770-2 (ofdivine 
horses), Pindar, Py. 3.43 with schol.; deities step from one peak to the next, 
as in Leto's journey at HyAp 30ft, where summits are prominent among the 
places she visits. So too at >4.225ff. Here quits Olumpos for the peaks of 
Thrace, darting from the summit of Athos to Lcmnos (the shortest way to 
step over the N. Aegean); but, by a yet greater miracle, her feet never touch 
the earth. The pattern 'thrice . . . and the fourth time' is traditional, cf 
16.702-60., 21.177, faffl 596; it stresses the god's ease of movement. For 
traiiraA&is see Cissola on HyAp 39. 

3 1 - « Poseidon's cult at Aigai is mentioned at 8.203, Od. 5.381 and Hy. 
22.3. Alcaeus (frag. 298.6) places the Greeks' shipwreck there; Huxley 
(GRBS to (1969) 5 - 1 1 ) convincingly equates this with a headland called 
Aiga opposite the S.E. corner of Lesbos (cf. Strabo 13.615). There were 
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places called Aigai in Euboca, Achaea and Macedon (now Vergina): cf 
C. Imber, CQ,29 (1979) 222; Fowler, Phoenix 42 (1988) lo in . Clearly it is 
not on the coast of Samothrake! The fact that the god's fairy-tale palace is 
under the sea suggests that we should not seek its location too seriously. The 
name may relate to his epithets Aigaios and Aigaion (Fowler, art. cil.). — 
Hephaistos* house and a chair he will make are 'imperishable' and of gold 
(18.370, 14.238); here the golden palace, manes, armour, whip-handle 
and hobbles stress the idea of imperishability and make the scene glitter. 
Such repetition of key words is a device typical of oral poetry: cf. 114-21 . 
14.175-7, i6.io4f. and Kakridis, Homeric Researches i2off. The hiatus in 
&9©iTa aid | well illustrates how formular declension can cause prosodic 
irregularity: cf. A^SrrovaUl | (3X ); Parry, MHV 199; M. Finkelberg, CPh 83 
(1988) 206-11. 

23—6 From Crrr', 23-6 = 8.41-4, where see n. Just as Zeus drove to Ida 
to supervise the Greeks' defeat, so now Poseidon drives across the sea to save 
them. 

»7—31 The god's voyage is miraculous: he rides the waves, dolphins 
gambol about him, the sea herself gladly makes way to smooth his passage, 
and his chariot's axle is not even wet (contrast the bespattered axle of 
Hektor's speeding vehicle at 11.534f.). The god gave such a chariot to Pelops 
('Apollodorus', Epit. 2.3). For parallels in folktale see Stith Thompson 
A 170.0.1. So too Erikhthonios' horses run across the ears of the com and the 
breakers (20.226ff.); the waves part for Thetis (i8.66f., 24.96). Poseidon's 
team do not fly, despite TOI yc IRTIOVTO; the dactyls of 29f. reflect their speed. 
Their hooves (23) and the axle are bronze, for strength; Here's chariot boasts 
one of iron (5.723). For a moment we expect Poseidon to reach the camp 
with great pomp, such as might catch Zeus's eye! His triumph is premature; 
it is easier for him to work his will among his own creatures than among 
men, where, far from being greeted with joy, he must hide his identity 
(Reinhardt, luD 279). His creatures' reaction is typical of divine epiphanies; 
cf. the beasts on Ida at HyAphr 69ff., who greet Aphrodite, or 14.347, 
Theog. t94f. (the growth of plants). KfjTca are not vague 'sea-monsters' but 
dolphins, Poseidon's horses of the sea (cf. Janko, CQ, 30 (1979) 257-9). These 
are the only marine animals that play on the shimmering golden surface of 
the Aegean as they escort ships on a summer day; thus a dolphin, called 
pryawVrrft at 21.22, is a Ktyros at Od. 12.96c The personification of the sea 
hardly goes further than at 14.17 or 392; for the laughter' of land or sea cf. 
19-362, HyDem 14, HyAp 118, Theognis 9f., Semonides 7.28, 'Aesch.' Pr. 89f. 
and West on Theog. 40. The sympathy of nature is normal in the heroic 
world, and our awareness of it is fundamental to the beauty of that world. 
Such a belief is basic to Greek religion, which Christian polemicists per-
ceived as worship of the creation rather than the creator. It is unjust to see 
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it as only a poetic convention, a case of the 'pathetic fallacy': on Homeric 
'animism' see further 444n. 

6' ¿AAav uniquely blends the formulae p&m^cv 6' I. and 6' 
0&tv: only here and at HyDem 431 is pcrivco used of going by chariot (LfgrE 
s.v.). frraXXc, 'skip', 4play', < ¿rraAAs, is transferred from children: cf. West 
on Erga 131; C . Moussy in Milanges Chanlratne, Paris 1972, 157-68; Shipp, 
Vocabulary 111, who shows that ATOA6S IS no mere poetic invention (pace 
Leumann). The unique wvOpA* is a rare case of an e-vowel ('e-grade') in 
nouns in -p6s, cf. £<416$ etc. (Chantraine, Formation 134-6); KcvOpcbv and 
KEvOcoc are the usual epic forms (6x and 8x each). It is surely an ad hoc 
creation by haploiogy for KEVOUCBVOW, suggested by the pattern | TTOVT69CV 4K 
U Q — (4X Horn.). For Aristarchus* reading V^yvolqoav see 6 1 6 - i g n . He 
took yi)6oavvT) (-g) as a nom. adj., but Aristophanes recognized a dat. noun 
(Hrd/A); Od. 11.540 is also doubtful. The masc. adj. occurs 7X in epic, the 
noun at 21.390, HyAp 137, HyDem 437. The noun seems better (I atacz, 
Freude 152), since yT$6ovvos would have scanned here. Michel (A* 3if.) 
rightly refers it to the bright surface of the calm summer sea. 'Aycucov vf\a$ 
adapts the formula v. 'A. | (29X ). tOoKapdpo*, from axalpco, 'skip', 'leap', 
is a Homeric hapax legomenon well suited to its context (it is equivalent to 
6cpohro5es -GOV, 3X): cf. TroXOoKapOpos at 2.814, of an agile Amazon or 
nymph. 

3 3 - 8 The 'topographical introduction', marked by the ancient usage 
'there is . . .*, breaks the narrative flow to fix attention on what follows: cf. 
2.811, 11.711, 11722, Od. 3.293 (with S. West's n.), 4.354, 4 844, 13.96, 
15.403, 19.172, Hy. 1.8. T h e submarine cave between Tenedos and Imbros, 
the isles nearest Troy, is like that of Thetis between Samothrakc and Imbros 
(with 33 cf. 24.78, Od. 4.845), which is simply 'in the depths of the sea' at 
18.36. Poseidon's undersea palace and this cave frame his voyage: 32-6 
repeat p^vdnn Aipvris (21), -n-anroA6Ets (17), ¿vocfx^cov (10) and Troaal (19). 
The horses are unyoked, fed and hobbled to keep them from straying. All 
these elements are typical of this type-scene: for stopping and unyoking cf. 
the formular parallels at 5-368f., 5.775f., 8.49^ When the journey ends the 
horses may be hidden in mist (5.776, cf. 8.50) or fed (5.369, 5.777); both 
motifs occur here, as at 5-776f. At 8.434 they are tied to their mangers, 
which corresponds to the hobbling here. There are etymological plays in 
paddr^ fttvOcm, irocrol ixtbas . . . !imc6ov and ETSop fBptvai; i. is from the 
obsolete •I8pi, cf. imperative loth (Od. 17.478?), Sanskrit ddmi. 

37 * Od. 8.275 (of Hephaistos* net). a06i means 'here', 'on the spot', not 
'again'. Formular with ptao, it interchanges with O0T66I, which therefore 
appears in 42; cf. Od. 12.161, typ* timc6ov aCrr68i pipvoo. The alliterative 
phrase Appfycrovs AXCrrovs, modified at 360, expresses the ideal tie, one that 
cannot break or come undone. 

39-135 For the structure see i - i68n. ; the god's intervention continues 
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the type-scene discussed in io~38n. For the double exhortation cf. 5.78,^., 
where Here takes human form to exhort the Greeks while Athene exhorts 
Diomedes. Both Here (5.788!^) and Poseidon ( i05ff.) rebuke the Greeks by 
saying that the Trojans always cowered in fear while Akhilleus opposed 
them; both are likened to birds - Here and Athene arrive like doves (5.778) 
and Poseidon leaves like a hawk (62). Verses 39-42 revert to the end of book 
12, when Hektor breached a gate and the Trojans poured over the rampart. 
We only now see their reaction to his success; this delay is matched on the 
other side, since we hear of the Greeks' despair only at 85-9, before the next 
exhortation. At the end of book 12 everything was happening too fast for 
reactions; delay is vital to the drama. Poseidon finds matters just as he left 
them, in accord with the rule that, when the epic presents simultaneous 
events, the action is 'frozen' as long as the parallel narrative lasts (14.1-
I52n.); so we must not ask how long his journey took. Verses 39-42, 85-9 
and 125-35 frame his exhortations; the action is again 'frozen' for the god. 

39-40 T h e brief comparisons <pAoyl Toot AoAAfes t'jè OvéAAq sketch the 
speed and din of the Trojan massed assault. 9. cfccAos is the usual phrase in 
the sing.: so 53, 688 and 3X (of Hektor), 330 (of Idomeneus). An extended 
simile at 14.396-9 likens the din of battle to the (àpépos of the forest fire 
or gale. But Od. 12.68, iTvpôç . . . OvcAAai, suggests that the image may be a 
hendiadys: gales whip up fires (cf. 17.737-9). With 40 cf. 8o, 7.112; note 
the ancient word-play in 6poTov pepatotts, literally 'striving for things hard 
to strive for' (etc., 6 X Horn.). On the form &UOTOV and this traditional 
idiom, as in A-rXtjTa fAcioa, see B. Forssman in Festschrift Risch 329- 39. 

41—9 &Ppoiiot orOfaxot is a unique but old alliterative phrase (cf. 37). 
Aristarchus rightly took as 'shouting together', with à-intensive 
< *sm-, 'one* (cf. àoAAéeç) and psilosis. avtayos has the Lesbian doubling 
of intervocalic -p- to replace metrical lengthening in a word originally 
shaped vkjkj —, for Ifaxoç; cf. I x ^ < *éX*(F)F® a n c* à u à r a (•àpàTâ) 
for&TTJ, scanned u u - , in Alcaeus (Chantraine,G//i 159). Less probably, it 
is from *àv(a)-f Ipotxoç, cf. Aeolic aûépuov < *<irv(a)pépuov ( 12.261, a similar 
verse): àvtdxco (Ap. Rhod.) is based on the old variant ¿rviaxoi here. Apion 
(frag. 5 Neitzel) thought the epithets mean 'silent* with à-privative (cf. Ap. 
Rhod. 4.153). The Trojans charge noisily elsewhere (3.2, 4.433-8), unlike 
the more disciplined and unilingual Greeks (3.8). Their imminent victory 
would hardly make them silent now (so bT); they were just likened to 
fire and wind, which are loud. ÉATTOVTO, 'expected*, prepares for the ensuing 
peripeteia (cf. Zeus's equally false expectation at 8). The formular variant 
'Ay noOs (42) has papyri and good codices in its favour; <5rp!<rrous may come 

from a parallel at 10.273, removing an oral repetition. Van der Valk 
(Researches n 228n.) well observes that to say 'all the Greeks' heightens the 
danger (but cf. 117). 

43—5 Poseidon takes Kalkhas' shape because he will criticize Agamem-
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non's attitude to Akhilleus at 11 iff.; cf. the king's hostility to the seer at 
i .68ff. (so bT), which was surely traditional (cf i. io8n.). As a seer (i .6gf.), 
Kalkhas might be expected to know Hektor's thoughts, which he claims to 
report at 54; he was trusted by the army (soT on 14.136). The formula 6ipars 
Kal ¿rrcipta 9coWjv describes anyone whose shape is taken by a god, cf. 17.555 
(Phoinix), 22.227 (Dei'phobos), neither of whom has a stentorian voice; 
when Here takes the form of the aptly named Stentor (5.785), his voice is 
described. More to the point, continuous ability to speak is a sign of life: 
cf. OaAcpf) 6i ol foycro (4X Horn.) or the endless babble of old 

Tithonos (HyAphr 237). yanfy>xo$ (Laconian yai6poxo$) is as obscure as 
cxlyloxos. If neither is from § x « (see 15.308-1 in.), we are left with 'who rides 
(on?) the earth' (or the 'storm'), from the old verb p l x M (326~7n.), or 
'who shakes the earth' (or the 'aegis'), from the root of Latin vexare; but cf. 
yr)ox&> 'possess lands* (Hdt.). See further S. West and Hainsworth on Od. 
1.68, 8.322. 

46 * 16.555, cf. 15.604; some papyri omit it from homoearchon. Asynde-
ton is normal in sentences stating who is 'first*, cf. 91, 20.215, 24.710. 
Poseidon chooses to exhort those who show the most spirit, as is typical in 
divine interventions (cf. Idomeneus at 214!?.). Telamonian Aias, now the 
army's de facto leader, will score the greatest success of this battle by wound-
ing Hektor (14.409^.). Oilcan Aias was last seen in the central sector when 
the son of Telamon, followed by Teukros, left him to reinforce the right 
against Sarpcdon (12.3660"., cf. 12.400); their departure let Hektor break 
through. But now the god exhorts the Aiantes together (cf. 66f.), and 
they are together in the centre at 3i2f. Must we suppose that they were 
reunited during the rout of t2.47of.? In fact this oddity was brilliantly 
explained by Wackernagel (Kleine Schriften i, Gottingen 1953, 538-46; cf. 
2.406, 7. i64nn.). Following an old Indo-European usage, the dual ATavrt 
once meant Aias and his brother Teukros, not the two Aiantes who share 
nothing save the name; cf. Sanskrit pitarau, 'two fathers' = 'father and 
mother', Latin Castores » Castor and Pollux (J. Puhvel, AJP 98 (1977) 
396-405). The sole Greek parallel is MoMove, 'Molion and his brother' 
(11.709); the weird dual led Homer, Hesiod and Geometric vase-painters to 
imagine them as Siamese twins (see 23.637-420.)! ATavrf was reinterpreted 
to msan two men called Aias, but Teukros is always nearby; at 202ff. the 
same hypothesis explains Oilcan Aias' unexpected intrusion in a killing by 
Teukros and his brother (177-80.). This verse originally denoted Teukros 
and Aias, who clearly derives from early Mycenaean epic (West, JHS 108 
(1988) t58f.), but the dual led Homer to insert Oilean Aias and then add 
Teukros (66f, 92). Teukros* name may be connected with the Teucri 
(Trojans) and Tjeker (one of the Sea Peoples): see F. Schachermeyr, Die 
AgSische Friihzeit, Vienna 1976-82, v 93-122; Prinz, Grlindungsmylhen 56-77. 
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47—51 Shipp (Studies 281) deems 0900 an Atticism, since it cannot be for 
elided aqkoi (cf. 11.782); but bards may have reinterpreted aqko' as 090», b> 
analogy with inherited vco beside vcoi (cf. 326-7n.). oacoarTt, 'you must 
save', is a rare case of an aor. short-vowel subj. in an affirmative sentence; M̂I 
excludes a fut. (Chantraine, GH11 207). With tcpircpoTo <J>6fk>«o cf. K. yooto | 
(3X Horn.), qxb^ou Kpu&v-ros (9-2), Kpu6eooa 'IWK̂ I (5.740). The storming 
of the rampart marks one limit, temporal and spatial, of the present battle; 
the burning of the ships, hinted at in 57, marks the other, which from now 
on is kept before our eyes as the rampart recedes from view. &AA13, 'else-
where*, i.e. where Hektor is not in command, is resumed bv fj in 53; for 
Aairros see on 317-18. With 50 cf. 87. Aristophanes (Did/AT) read 
aiv for comparing 151; this is a conjecture on the ground that cx^a<*> 
is more usual for the sense 'hold at bay', but cf. 20.27. The runover verb 
with movable -v before a consonant is innovative (p. 9 n. 6). 

53 The metaphor of Hektor as a 'rabid* dog, Avaaco6Tis, and comparison 
of him to a flame, are key images in the poem, especially in this battle 
(Whitman, ////T128-53): they culminate in his burning frenzy at 15.605-9 
and the burning ship at 16. i22fl". The flame image develops that of 39; it 
now singles out Hektor, exactly as Poseidon wishes the Aiantes to do. 
Hektor's foes already described him as 'rabid' at 8.299 Avooryrt^pa), 
9.238f. and 9.305; at 21.542 AOaoa grips Akhilleus himself as he routs the 
Trojans. This is also related to the major theme of dogs tearing warriors* 
corpses (sec Segal, Mutilation; Red field, Nature and Culture 201 f.). AuaocoBns. 
a Homeric hapax legomenon% is from < Auxos, 'wolf", and -<O5T)S, 
'smelling of*, a suffix next used in this weakened sense at HjHerm 75. 

54 Hektor 'claims to be the son of mighty Zeus*; this echoes his presump-
tuous words at 8.538-41, 'if only I were immortal and ageless for ever, and 
honoured as Athene and Apollo are honoured, as surely as this day brings 
the Greeks evil' (bT). He repeats these words to Aias, adding a reference to 
being the son of Zeus and Here, at 825-8; Aias can thus see the truth behind 
Poseidon's claim (for further parallels see 24.258 -gn.). Odysseus juxtaposed 
Hektor's madness and his trust in Zeus at 9.237-9; so does the narrator at 
,5-6o5ff. Just as Odysseus* exaggeration was meant to spur Akhilleus to act, 
so Poseidon's is meant to provoke the Aiantes (cf. Fustathius 920.17); it also 
diverts attention from the depressing truth, hinted at iti 58, that Hektor does 
now have Zeus's support. The god's hyperbole reminds 11s that Hektor 
overestimates this support (as the poet recalls at 347-50), and that he, like 
everyone save Akhilleus, is ignorant of its true motive, ¿ptatevrjs again 
describes Zeus at 19.355, 21.184, always with reference to a child of his; 
Hektor would presumably claim to inherit his huge strength, of which we 
heard at 8. igff. Stesichorus and Ibycus made Hektor a son of Apollo 
(PMG 224, 295)! fOxopai here denotes a dubious boast, not a justified claim; 
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see on i .90-1,16.231 - 2 , with Muellner, EYXOMAI, LfgrEs.v. and Hoekstra 
on Od. 14.199. The formula eOxouat clvai, here divided, is very ancient. 

55*-S The irony in the god's wish that a god help the Aiantes is soon 
dissolved by its fulfilment; 'Kalkhas' is no prophet, but his words are true. 
' T o stand firm yourselves and exhort others' defines a good leader; Poseidon 
takes his own advice, encouraging leaders here and the ranks at 95ff. The 
forecast that the Aiantes would then repel Hektor, if even (el KAL) Zeus 
himself urged him on, is meant to sound like a hyperbole; they would win 
'even beyond fate', as it were (Eustathius 920.23^). That Zeus urges him 
on is actually true; had Poseidon said xal el, he would have granted as much. 
T o the troops, of course, he gives no hint of this (95f.). Ipeo/joam, usually 
'draw back from', is trans., 'you may drive back', only here in Homer. The 
formula | vq&v (T*) (bK\m6pwv (5X Horn., 110 included) is split over the 
line-end, cf. iTrrrcov | cb»arrr66cov (8.128f.), v f j i s . . . | coKvrropot (Od. 5.175f.). 

59-61 With 59 cf. 24.247. A rod (¿&f)6o$) is the usual symbol of magical 
power, like those of Hermes or Athene (24.343, IO-33&» l3-4a9» 16.172). 
With a tap of the wand, Athene alters Odysseus' age and Kirke turns his 
crew porcine. Poseidon wields it similarly; yet in appearance it is not a wand 
but the staff (oKt^Trrpov, OKVjTrdviov) borne by a seer, elder or speaker in the 
assembly, like Priam's at 24.247 or Teiresias' at Od. 11.91 (see 2.1090., S. 
West on Od. 2.37). This suits the god's disguise. Since 61 •• 5.122 and 23.772, 
where Athene produces the same effect merely by divine will, Leaf assigns 
the motif of the staff to a later 'Odyssean' stratum; but Homer has largely 
suppressed magic wands, which were present in the background all along, 
as in Germanic folk-tales (so Hoekstra on Od. 13.429). — Antimachus and 
the Chian edition read KEKOTTCIW (Did/AT), but these are emended texts 
(p. 26); Aristarchus wavered between the correct vulgate KSKOITCOS (also at 
Od. 18.335) and Kacofco?, which is Attic (Wackernagel, SUH 29). Chan-
traine (GH 1 397) accepts teexorrebv, deeming it a strong aor. participle in 
origin (cf. van der Valk, Researches 11 5 - 7 ) , but it was surely taken as an 
Aeolic and Chian perfect participle in -wv (see i6.43on.), like the variant 
-trrrrAV ŷcov at 2.264. The idea that M£VO? fills one is standard, but the 
phrasing is unique. 

63—5 Poseidon leaves with the speed of a hawk, not in the shape of one, 
as is clear from 7if. So too Thetis leaves from Olumpos !pt|£ cos at 18.616, 
where she has no reason for disguise. niTftjOai neatly introduces this image, 
because it is abo used of men in a hurry (755; 21.247, before an eagle simile; 
22.143, after a hawk simile), dfooco, too, appears in both contexts, cf. 21.254. 
This simile wryly likens 'Kalkhas' to the birds he interprets (70), and makes 
his 'prey' the Greeks; like the hawk, he has come to the plain from a great 
height, that of Samothrake. The old idea that gods could take avian shape 
lurks in the background but is far clearer elsewhere, e.g. Od. 22.240: see on 
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7.59 60, 15.237-8, S. West on Od. 3.372 and Banner!, Formen drs Wieder-
holens 57-68. 

TpT|5 is the general term for smaller raptors (sa\e owls). WKOrntpos is 
unique, but cf. cbiamiTnsTpq£ Torvualtrrcpos (Erga 212); d>pTOniTEo6ai plays 
on its sound. On alyiArrros TTiTptft sec on 9.15 («= 16.4, also a simile). 
TTCpipfydi?, 'very high', glosses the obscure alylAivy, which recurs outside this 
phrase only as a place-name on Ithake, qualified as Tpijx«** (2.633); *his is 
surely invented, since our Ionian bard knew little of Ithake but that it is 
aly(0OTOS and Tprixeia (Od. 4.606, 13.242). The late but Ionic contraction 
across -p- in &p8d$, from *&p£p>>co, recurs at 17.724, 2X Od. TTE61OIO BICOKCIV 
means 'chase over the plain1, as at 21.602; the gen. is partitive in origin 
(Chantraine, GH n 58f.). Aristarchus, lacking our knowledge of Indo-
European syntax, often noted difficult case usages (e.g. 110, 217, 403); here 
he supplied 616, adding that &AAo stands for Ercpov, since hawks do not prey 
on their own kind (cf. bT). 

66—7 b T think Oi'lean Aias recognizes divine aid first because Telamo-
nian Aias is too stolid, or stronger and hence slower to do so. The latter 
never receives such help elsewhere, and in reply here comments only on his 
own feelings (cf. T on 77). Oi'lean Aias* remark is also in character (72n.). 
'OiAcus is a problematic form. 'IXcvs, wrongly deemed a later misspelling by 
Aristarchus (Arn/A on 2.527), appears in the Sack of Troy (in Proclus), 
Hesiod and Stesichorus; Zenodotus emended it into Homer, usually bv 
reading 6 "IAf)os toxu$ Alas or the like, although he had to rewrite 203, 712 
and 12.365 (sec Nickau, ^enodotos 36-42). Dialect-inscriptions have piXcus 
(von Kamptz, Personennamen 295-8); cf. Etruscan Aivas Vilatas. 'OiAcus is an 
attempt to maintain the w-, which the lonians no longer pronounced; it is 
Homeric, since piAcvs cannot always be restored, and w- was lost in Ionia 
before Homer's time (Hoekstra, Modifications 42-5). A similar prefixing of 
'O- to express p- is seen in "Oa§os for Cretan pA^os in Herodotus. 'Aias', still 
Alpas in Corinthian, is hypocoristic for al(p)oAos, 'swift', 'dappled'; Ai-wa is 
the name of an ox at Knossos (C 973)! Miihlestcin (,Namenstudien 12-23) 
thinks the existence of two Aiantes reflects this, since one is swift, the other 
has a dappled oxhide shield (cf. 16.107). T h e formula 'O'iAfjos T O X U S ATa$ 
(7X ) is odd, since the only other phrase using the father's name in the gen 
without 'son of ' is the improvised A»6$ 6' fcpioOvtos 'Eppris (HyHerm 145). It 
remodels"O. T. V16$ (701, 14.520), unles*s"0. has replaced an adj. *'OiArjios. 
With 67, omitted by some scribes because of the homoearchon AI-, cf. 
11.464, 12.342; iTpoo^Ti TeAapcbviov ul6v blends (Alairra) pfyav T. v. (3X ) 
with TT. TeAap<bvios Alas (76, 7.283). Since such adjectives were not origi-
nally limited to use as patronymics, V!6$ is not pleonastic: cf. NTJATJTCO VTI 
(2.20) and von Kamptz, Personennamen 116. 

68-75 Not unnaturally, Locrian Aias loses the thread, saying 'since a god 
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has bidden us fight - for he is not Kaikhas - gods are easily recognized, and 
my heart is more eager for the fray'. Nicanor (in A), wishing to remove 
the inconsequence, thought Kal bk (73) resumes hrc!, but lack of resumption 
after fcirel is not rare; cf. 3.59 and Boiling, Glotla 38 (1959) 27ff. 

7 0 - « ©coupduos is a synonym of pdiris (i .850.); as Kaikhas specializes in 
bird-omens (see on 1.69-70), Aias adds that he is an olcavurrfo (cf. 2.858). 
— Gods are often recognized only as they depart (24.460-7n.), but Aias' 
recognition of a god from the Tyvia of his 'feet and shins' is odd. If he is 
known from his 'footprints', why mention his shins? Pollard (Birds 158) 
thinks he left bird-tracks, but in the swirl of battle his speed, which the poet 
indicates at 65 and 90, would be far more obvious! TTO6COV KVTIU&COV 

is paralleled at 17.386, Kvf)paf TC TT68CS 6'; this suggests that the 'shins' are 
merely a redundant formular usage, perhaps meaning 'feet' (cf. the Old 
Irish cognate cnSim, 'foot'), as in synonymic phrases like Tr66as Kal yovvcrr* 
fvcopa (cf. i6.335~6n.). For other recognitions from feet or footprints cf. Od. 
4 »49i ' 9 38». 19.467!^, HyHerm 220-5, Aesch. Cho. 205-10 and Sowa, 
Themes 247-9. Zenodotus and Aristophanes read Txpcrra, others TBpcrra, 
'movements' (Did/AT), which comes from 5.778, where goddesses go to-
Acidaiv !6pa6* 6poTai. Both readings look like conjectures to show that the 
god was recognized from his gait. b T wish to take fc?a with ¿rm6vro$, to the 
same end; but it must go with lyvwv, since Aias justifies his rash statement 
by adding 'even gods are easily recognized'. £«ta. . . Apiyvwroi is a formula 
modified by separation, cf. | 6' Aplyvwros (etc.) at 15.490, 4X Od. 

7a Oi'lean Aias is boastful (cf. 23.448-98^). It is hard to penetrate gods' 
disguises, if they do not wish to be known (22.gf., Od. 13.299^, 13.312^ 
HyDem 111); they do not appear to all mortals, and nobody can identify a 
god who is incognito (Od. 10.573^ 16.161, 17.485-7). But Poseidon wants 
to be detected, so as to hearten the Aiantes (so T on 65). Divine aid is 
similarly recognized at 17.322-41 and 15.488-93, where Hektor says £c!a 
6' Aplyvarros Ai&s &v8p6ai y iyvrrai AAK ;̂ but he fails to identify Athene 
until too late (22.297!^)! So too Aias will fail to recognize that Poseidon 
saved him from shipwreck, boasting that he escaped ¿¿wyn 6c£>v, for which 
the god destroys him (Od. 4.500- n ) ; Homer certainly knew of his foul rape 
of Kassandre (S. West on Od. 1.325-7). So there may be irony in how he 
detects the god here. 

7 3 - 5 W e know from 6of. that a god did cause Aias' renewed zest for 
battle. Kal 61 virtually equals Kal ydtp (Denniston, Particles 199^)- T h e epic 
use of 9IA0S with parts of the body is surely an extension of its normal use 
to denote members of the same group (J. T . Hooker, Glotia 65 (1987) 
44-65). trACes Kal X^P** vropG* »s nom. only here; it is acc. 8x Horn. (61 
included). The prefixed IvfpGe creates a neat chiasmus. 

7 7 - 8 0 Telamonian Aias echoes 75 in reverse order, referring to his arms 
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and then his legs; but he proceeds to a bold climax, saying he feels ready for 
a duel with Hektor. This prepares for his clashes with him at i88ff., 8o2ff., 
14.402!!". and 15.415!^; he wins all save the last, trcpl Soupcrri uniquely 
adaptsrr. 8ovpf | (4X Horn.). | paipcootv, contracted beside | pcripclxoat (75), 
is innovative ( 4 7 - 5 i n . ) . 6>popc is intrans., as at Od. 8.539, 24-62 - an 
abnormal use of a reduplicated aor. of this type; Heubeck ( ^ ^ 9 7 (1984) 
88-95) deems it trans. It is felt as equivalent to the perf. 6pc*>pe (Eustathius 
921.13, cf. Chantraine, GH 1 3 9 7 F ) . Verse 80 recalls 40; &POTOV ptpacoTi 
tiAxEoGai blends &. pcpacos etc. with pcpa&Tt pcfyeoGa! (both 5X ), which is 
also dat. 8 1 3 1 7 . Alas' words are full of p£vo$, since patpAco, pcvoivAco, APOTOV 

and pEpacos are all from that root; on p£vo$ see Bremmer, Soul 57-60. 

81—2 Verse 81, a standard line marking a shift to a simultaneous scene 
elsewhere (24X Horn.), precedes TAfpa at Od. 23.288 also; as at Od. 24.203, 
a second line is added to sum up this scene's effect. yTjWxTUvos, conjoined, 
uniquely, with yApprj, alludes to the noun's original sense of 'desire (for 
combat)' , < X^P00- See on 7 .217-18; Hoekstra, Modifications 15m. 

8 3 - 1 3 5 Poseidon rushes from the Aiantes, close to the enemy, to exhort 
the routed Greeks. This scene, about as long as 46-82, is framed by an echo 
of 83 at 125; a mention of the Aiantes at 126 recalls the previous scene, to 
signal that the action may now advance. 

83-90 Verses 83 and 89f. frame a vignette of the Greeks' utter exhaustion, 
bodily and mental. W e see, from their viewpoint, first, their physical weari-
ness, then, as they recover enough to notice the Trojans swarming over the 
rampart, their tears and despair. fopKoplvoiot and cloop6covrcs stress their 
shock at what they see (so bT); their helplessness in the face of ruin stirs our 
emotions. Apart from 125, the use of yotrf|oxos unsupported by another 
epithet is unique in 23 epic uses; cf. tvoaiyQoiv used alone at 89, 20.13, 20.405 
and 4X Od. in 46 epic uses, vqual 6ofjotv (12X epos) exemplifies how fixed 
epithets need not suit their contexts; the ships are static, like the men by 
them. With the rest of84 cf. 10.575. With 85 cf. KapArcp6* Crnr6 y u l a AiAmrrai 
(7.6), ^lAa y . A. ( a x Od.); ^iAa follows the formula 9lAov i^Top despite the 
repetition. Fditors may be wrong to alter the ylvopat and yivcooxco of the 
MSS: such forms were used in Ionia by the fifth century (Chantraine, 67/ 
1 I2f.). With 87 cf. 50. For Elaop6a>vT€$ in this position cf. 5.418, Od. 8.327; 
the rest of 88 is formular. With 89 cf. 15.700, Od. 12.107 and Crnix Kco<6TT)Ta 
9uyoipcv (3X Od.). <piipl is often extended to mean 'say to oneself, 'think', 
especially in the imperf. or opt.: cf. too, 15.167,15.251, 15.697, 16.61,16.830 
(LSJ s.v., nb). 

90 Poseidon hurries about, urging the Greeks to build a strong formation: 
Kporrcp&s • • • 9<iAoryyas is proleptic, cf. Kporrcpal orlx«S at 4.90 = 201 (cf. 
also 4.254). 9dAoryy£S are the same as crrixES (Latacz, Kampfdarslellung 45ff.). 
It is hard to move about a battlefield save with divine help (cf. 4.539-42), 
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but for a god anything is easy: for this topos see 3.381, 15.490-3, 562-4, 
16.688-90, 846 and West on Erga 5ff. urreioducvos is the aor. of (f )(cuai, 
'hasten', with f 'neglected' as in 17.285 (Chantraine, GH1 293C). 

9 1 - 4 Poseidon exhorts men in the centre, facing Hektor's breakthrough, 
and the left (for the order of battle cf. 68 in.). The leaders of the units he 
visits are listed before his speech (with frrpuvc at 90 cf. ¿rroTpuvcov at 94). 
Teukros is now with the Aiantes (46n.), Leitos and Peneleos in the centre 

of the line, with the Locrians and Boeotians (681 ff.); Thoas is chief of the 
Aetolians (T claim he is next to Peneleos because he married the latter's 
daughter); the unknown Deipuros, also seen with Merionesand Aphareusat 
478f. and 9.83, is slain on the left at 576 (T report guesses that he is a Pylian 
or brother of Meriones); Meriones, on the left, leads the Cretans (249-son.); 
another junior warrior, Antilokhos, helps lead the Pylians, a unit in the 
centre. All take part in the fighting to come. Such bare lists may contain six 
names, as at 5.705, seven (21.209), eight (8.274) or nine (11.301, 16.415, 
16.694) ~ lhe most audiences might tolerate. From ATJTTTUPOV, gaf. = 478f., 
when Idomeneus calls for help. For u^orcopa? &OTtfr see 4.3280. Verse 94 
may be spurious like 480,17.219, cf. Od. 15.208: on 'winged words' cf. Parry, 
A///!7 414-18, and Hoekstra on Od. 13.165. 

9a Peneleos is prominent in this battleon!y( 14.487!?., 16.335ft'., 17-597^)• 
His n a m e may come from the obscure root #TRR)VT>io- seen in 'Penelope ' and 
irnviA-ovf, 'duck' (S. West on Od. 1.223). ^ original form, flnvlXeos, sur-
vives in the vulgate rirjvcAioio at 14.489, whence Aristophanes wrongly 
restored it here (Did/A); Ionian bards have assimilated the ending to names 
in -Xeco$ like AyiAccos {Od. 22.131). Cf. Hoekstra, Modifications 32n. 

95—104 In a desperate situation, Poseidon needs to sound all possible 
registers of feeling; in Kalkhas' guise he can do so with real authority. Thus 
he appeals to the Greeks' sense of shame (95), his own trust in them (95C), 
their fear of defeat (96C), his shock at what has happened (99f.) and their 
disgrace in being beaten by so cowardly a foe (101 ff.). It is shameful that, 
as he avers, they are unwilling to defend the ships out of pique at how 
Agamemnon treated Akhilleus (107-14); this acknowledges but also deflects 
the army's anger at its leader for the disaster, deftly avoiding any hint that 
the Greeks are now too badly mauled to resist. He plays on their pride in 
their valour, his anger at them if they betray it and their fear that worse 
may happen, as it will if they let it (115-22); Hektor is now by the ships 
(i23f.)! The rehearsal of events known to all is usual in exhortations (cf. 
2.7960*., Callinus frag. 1); it is meant to jolt the troops into awareness and 
hence action. The god hammers home six times his central theme of slack-
ness, typical of exhortations: cf. his speech at 14.364 and Callinus frag. 1.3, 
Tyrtaeus frag. 12.44. He mentions the ships five times. His speech falls into 
two parts, with ring-composition and 6AA6 at 111 lightly marking the 
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middle. T h e first half, after an initial appeal, states the facts of the disaster, 
the second, full of reproaches, ends with a reprise of the appeal: 

I. A Appeal to aidds (gsf.). 
B Defeat will follow from slackness (97f.). 
C T h e Trojans, once cowards, are now at our ships (99-107) 
D because of our leader's error and the army's slackness ( 108- to). 

II. D' But our leader's error is no excuse for your slackness ( 1 1 1 - 1 7 ) . 
C I would not reproach a coward, but I reproach you ( 1 1 7 - 1 9 ) . 
B' Disaster will follow from slackness ( iaof.). 
A ' Appeal to aidds and nemesis (121 - 4 ) . 

b T admire this exhortation, but Leaf calls it 'so long and so tautological as 
to be ill suited for its position'; the Analysts tried to distinguish the two or 
more speeches allegedly combined herein. It is typical of their divergent 
results that Leaf held that 9 9 - 1 0 7 + 1 1 6 - 2 4 were added after the interpola-
tion of the Embassy, whereas Wilamowitz ( luH 220) deemed 9 9 - 1 1 4 the 
younger part. For defences of the speech sec Eustathius (921.55-922.43, 
923.8-23), Schadewaldt (Iliasstudien 123), Winter [MJS'O 58f.), Reinhardt 
(IuD 282), Fenik ( T B S 120-2), Michel ( V 38-47) and tatacz (Kampfdar-
stellung I53n., 2!4f). 

9 5 - 6 With the opening reproach 'For shame!' cf. 5.787 = 8.228, a!6d>s, 
"ApyeTot, KAK' lAtyx«*; 15.502, 16.422 (on al6a>$ see i20~3n.). xoOpot vfoi 
is a respectful address from an older person; either term alone can mean 
'warriors'. T h u s Tyrtaeus calls his men £> vfoi (frags. 10.15, 11.10). Nicanor 
(in A) rightly separated Koupoi from v4oi, by a comma as it were; Homer 
'does well to mention their valour, which leaves no excuse for cowardice -
hence he repeats the word twice* (bT) . T h e Greeks are in such straits that 
to call them 'young boys' (Leaf) , like iraTScs vcapol at 2.289, would be bad 
psychology. 'Kalkhas ' trusts in their ability, if they fight, to save the ships (cf. 
47f., to the Aiantes); it would be shameful to disappoint his mantic expecta-
tion. (iapvotulvotari and tycoyc (repeated at 100) are emphatic; this observer's 
opinion should be taken seriously. With 96 cf. Od. 16.98 = 1 1 6 . aacooiucvcn 
is aor., not fut. (Chantraine, GH1418), but does not convey scorn,pace Leaf, 
vtes is late but Homeric (e.g. t o i , 620); for see p. 8 n. 2. 

9 7 - 8 By calling the war AcvyaMos, Poseidon acknowledges the men's 
exhaustion. A., used nowhere else of irdAcpos. describes Sort's at 14.387 and 
OdvaTOS (both dat.) at 21.281, 2 x Od. ' W a r ' and 'death' share the epithets 
6vOTiAcyf|S, 8UOT)XTE, KOK6S and <RTVYEP6S; their formular systems are akin, 
like their natures. With -rroA^poio iitOfyrrrc cf. 118, 4.351, and pc6i£vTa(s) 
T8ot(s) «rrvycpoO TT. (4.240, 6.330). cTScrai has its original sense 'is seen', not 
'seems' (cf. 8.559, 24.319). ir»rd Tpc&aat Bayfjvai recurs at 668 only: it is 
striking how often a phrase clusters in a limited portion of the epic and 
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then vanishes, as if the poet recalled it for a while and then forgot it. See 
Hainsworth in Studies Palmer 83-6; Janko, Mnem. 34 (1981) 251-64. 

99-101 Verse 99 « 15.286, 20.344, a 1.54, HyHerm 219, cf. 7.124, Od. 
19.36. T h e exclamation to TT6TTOI (53 X epos) usually opens a speech, but 
occurs near the end of one at 14.49, second line at 17.171, half-way 
through at Od. 13.209 and as third verse at HyHerm 309. Likewise (£>) 
-niTrov(is) does not begin the speech in 11/22 epic uses, including 120. The 
exclamations, five verses from the beginning and end of the speech, take 
their place in the ring-structure (95-124m). With 3» U6TTOI cf. the (TTO) notr6 
with which Greeks still voice surprise or dismay. The hiatus in b oO TTOT' 

has a basis in formular usage (6 is for *yod), since at 5.303, 20.286 and Od. 
3.275 we find hiatus in plyct Ipyov, 6 oO (iroTt); cf. 20.466. Here the formula 
M. OocOua evoked this phrase, but it is displaced to an unusual position in the 
next verse. FYAOKOV is the sole iterative imperf. in -CTKOV to receive the 
augment, since 960KCO was felt to equal f f iul (Chantraine, GH 1 3tgf.). 
fimtipas conveys an understatement: Greeks are being attacked by barbar-
ians, brave men by cowards, a greater number by a lesser - all of this 
shameful (bT). 

10a—4 Full similes do occur in speeches, often in reproach or denigration 
of the enemy (2.337^, 3.60-3, 4.243-5, 9.323^ 12.167-70, 16.746-8, 
20.252-5, 24.41-3); s e c Scott, Simile 50. xtv6s is a hapax from 
'panic*. The deer, a common victim, connotes cowardice: cf. 4-243, 21.29, 
22.1, Od. 4-334ff. Akhilleus says his foe has the 'heart of a deer* at 1.225. 
Poseidon counterposes to its timidity three carnivores, ftocs are jackals, the 
canis aureus, still a pest in rural Greece and Anatolia; they are tawny and 
resemble large dogs. At 11.474-81 they feed on a deer's carcass but flee 
when a lion appears. The ancients drew no clear distinction between leo-
pards and panthers; they still roamed Cilicia in Cicero*s day (AdFam. 2.11.2, 
8.9.3). Thus we do not know which species is meant. ir6p6aAi$ may be an 
Atticism (Shipp, Studies t8); napS- is in Semonides and Hdt. The MSS often 
vary when this feline appears (Od. 4.457, HyApkr 71); Aristarchus standard-
ized to TrapS- (Did/A on 17.20, 21.573), Y c t papyri and lexicographers 
keep 7Top6-, save in Trap5aX^T| at 3.17, 10.29 ( v a n der Valk, Researches it 
177f-)- fya, here simply 'food', usually means 'provisions for a voyage' (6x 
Od.)\ at Od. 5.368 fla means 'chaff*, which may be a different word (Chan-
traine, Diet, s.v.), but J. Puhvel cites a Hittite term with both senses ( A J P 
104 (1983) 223^). The 1, again long at Od. 2.289, 410* a elsewhere short 
(2X ) or contracted with the rj. tin » itreori, as at 1.515, 3.45: 'there is no 
fight in them'. Cf. ou6* ITTI QKI&o, Od. 14.92. 

105-6 Poseidon again notes the Trojans' boldness in Akhilleus' absence 
in his exhortation at 14.364!?., cf. «39#T.; so does Here in her exhortation 
after her parallel chariot-journey (5.788-91). Akhilleus mentions this him-
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self at 9.352-5, rf. i6.6gf. and 15.718-25^ pivo^ Kal XEtpas, found g x 
Horn., also precedes 'Axouwv at 6.502; for 0O6* f)Pcn6v, 6x Horn., see on 

107—14 When Agamemnon proposes to abandon the war, he assumes 
that the men are angry at him, and hence loth to defend the ships (14.49-
51): cf. also t9.85f. Anger over his leadership would be natural in such a 
crisis; yet Homer never shows the men shirking battle for this reason, but 
confines such unworthy conduct to suppositions by his speakers. This leaves 
Akhilleus' withdrawal all the more isolated, although anger and withdrawal 
formed a traditional topos (459-6in.). Like Odysseus at 2.284ff., Poseidon 
distracts attention from Agamemnon's bungling by accusing the army itself 
of disloyalty, when despondency is a natural reaction; and, like Odysseus 
halting the rush to the ships, he is harsher to the men than to their leaders 
(2. i8on.). By saying that the troops are unwilling, he makes each think that 
he aims his reproach at the others (cf. bT); but he soon makes his rebukes 
more forceful, with first 'us* (114) and then 'you' (116-19) . 

107—10 Verse 107 = 5.791, where Here made a rhetorical overstate-
ment; now it is literally true. The MSS and Aristarchus read 6* IKOGCV, but 
his predecessors (Did/A) and a papyrus read as at 5.791, whence this 
reading surely derives, in an attempt to harmonize the text (cf. van der Valk, 
op. cil. 11 5 4 f . , w h o o b s e r v e s t h a t ¿K6$ b u t n o t ?KCC8CV takes a g e n . in l a t e r 

Greek). 6' ixortev is better, although it entails a 'neglected* p- like that in 
tads at 20.422 (cf. !78-8on.). The divergence looks like oral variation; in 
one verse the poet modernized, in the other he did not. Redactors havr often 
erased such oral variants; for some cases where they survive sec Janko, HHH 
2f. KOTAOS is from *K6piAos: cf. Myc. ko-wi-ro- (KN B 101), k6YAO$ (Alcaeus, 
Anacreon). In its 73 epic occurrences, the uncontracted form can always be 
read save at Od. 22.385, Cypria frag. 15.5 B. = 13.5 D. The epithet may stress 
the ships' capacity or their lack of a deck. With the chiastic 108 cf. 2.368. 
kok6tt]s can mean 'cowardice' as much as wickedness: cf. 15.721. pt8-
TipoovvT) recurs in Greek only at 121; it was perhaps created for this passage, 
like CTWTjpoovvTi at 22.261, since the suffix -(po)ovvrj was productive in 
Ionic (Chantraine, Formation 210-13). ^ w v is an abl.-gen. with Apuvtiv, 
i.e. 'ward (the Trojans) off from', as at 15.731, Tp&as fitpuvc vtd>v: see 
16.521-6n. and Chantraine, Gil 11 56, 64. 

i n — 1 3 Agamemnon privately admits that he isaf~no$ (9.116), but denies 
it in public (19.86). Poseidon's criticism is respectfully phrased: the king may 
not be totally responsible. The honorific verse 112 helps uphold his dignity 
( = 1.102, 7.322; cf. Akhilleus* words at 1 -355r.!). The formulae in i i2f. 
reflect the substance of the quarrel: Agamemnon is defined by his author-
ity, Akhilleus by martial virtue, drrrcnripdco, unique beside ¿rripd^co (17X 
Horn.), intensifies ¿rripAco: cf. Arroprjvfco, dnrrexOalpw. 
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115—17 Verse 115 means simply Mel us correct (our slackness)', dxloyai 
is also metaphorical at 22.2, where it describes thirst, Od. 10.69 (at0» '4 3^3 
(ships), Hdt. 1.167 (error); see LSJ s.v. 13. The Homeric hapax AKKTTAS with 
9pt\*S is parallel to another metaphorical usage at 15.203, the end of 
Poseidon's intervention, when Iris asks him to relent: F) TI prrcnrrpKyeis; 
anrpnrral TS 9. todAaw (cf. 9.497, 24.40?). The repetition is typical of 
maxims (e.g. 7.282, 11.793, 24.354, Erga 352, 369). 9. i. flatters the troops, 
as in 1 1 7 , where they are called TTAVTCS Aptoroi; the best men have a duty to 
fight (cf. 1 i-4o8ff.). Verse 115 states positively what is stated negatively in 
114 and 1 i6f., and is an indirect reminder of Akhilleus' obduracy. 'Some' 
in b T deemed it an oblique appeal for an embassy to him: Met us heal (the 
rift) quickly; the minds of good men can be healed'. 9.1, is based on 9. to0Aal 
(etc.) at 17.470, 3X Od. 'Some commentaries' offered TI for TOI (Did/A), 
perhaps by analogy with 15.203, but see Ruijgh, TT pique 793f. o0tc£rt * 'no 
longer' makes no sense; it was no more right before that the Greeks slacken 
their efforts than it is now. The idiom here is best understood if we divide 
the word into OVK and ITI (cognate with Latin et)\ the sense is 'not the further, 
and perhaps expected, step', i.e. 'your anger may be right, but that does not 
justify slackening your efforts'. Cf. 9.598, Erga 34 and Dawe on Soph. O. T. 
115; differently J . R. Wilson, Glotta 65 (1987) 194-8. oOidrt KOAA recurs 2 X 

Od., iicOlrrt OouptSos AAK% at 4.234, 12.409. | "rrAvrts Apiarot is at the 
verse-end 5X Horn, (also acc. i t x ) ; its displacement from 116 by the 
formula 6. A. has caused a clumsy trochaic caesura in the second foot, 
suggestive of a misplaced verse-ending. 

1 1 8 - 1 9 paxcaaalpTiv means 'quarrel', as at 1.8, 2.377, 5-875« 9.32; cf. 
6.329?. (Hektor to Pans found at home during the battle), o0 8* Av pax&raio 
teal AAAco, | 6v TIVA irou peOitvra TBots oruycpoO TTOAIUOIO. Normally poor 
fighting ability was no excuse for shirking (4.29gf., 12.270?, in an exhorta-
tion); nor is it here, since Poseidon rhetorically assumes his hearers to be 'all 
the best'. AuypAs again describes persons at 237, Od. 9.454, 18.107 a n d in 
tragedy, ncpl Kt)pi, often at the main caesura (as in 206), participates here 
in the substitution-system of ArT^xOwvrai/alBioMa» TT. K. J (4.53, 24.435): cf. 
4.460. 

i a o - 3 The plur. & TTITTOVCS recurs only at 2.235, when Thersites calls the 
Greeks cowards for not going home. In the sing, it is a polite and friendly 
address, as b T take it here, since Poseidon is 'comforting' the men; but the 
idea that they may suffer a yet worse disaster is not reassuring. From 
meaning 'ripe', of fruit, niTTaw evolved to 'over-ripe', 'soft* (Chantraine, 
Did. s.v.): see also 99-101 n. iv(i) 9pcol QiaQt fxacrros | recurs (in the fem.) 
at Od. 4.729, cf. HyAphr 15; its equivalent in the sing, is (o0 6') bA 9. 0AAAco 
ofjoi. It is adapted from the formula tv(I) 9. Ocico | (etc.) by the addition of 
a word shaped k j , a common device. — al6tbs and are paired 
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at Cypria frag. 9-5f. B. = 7-5f. D., Erga 200, Cat. 204.82: cf. alBoTos VIUECTT)T6S 
(11.64911.), vipcaiv Tf Kal aToxca (6.351). One should feel al8cb$, 4a sense of 
shame', before one's comrades (i5.66if.) or the gods (Od. 9.269-71), when 
acting wrongly, against one's nature or below one's best; aTaxos must be 
cognate, although this has never been proposed. So too Aias appeals to 
the Greeks' al&bs at 15.561-4: they again close ranks in response, vipeois is 
the proper indignation felt by others at one's misconduct (3-<56n.); cf. 
Agamemnon's specious plea at 14.80, 'there is no nemesis in escaping from 
evil', i.e. 'nobody can object if we give up the war', and Od. 2.136, 22.40. 
a!6cos is thus the subjective counterpart of vipeaiy, Aristotle juxtaposed these 
emotions (Eth. Kxe. 2.1108332ff.). He who has no shame will have no honour 
either. See further Macleod on 24.435; West on Od. 2.64-6. These 
concepts still persist in Greece: see Lloyd-Jones, A&A 33 (1987) iff., with 
bibliography. The rest of 122 recurs at 15.400, cf. 17.384, 3X Od., Theog. 
87. The original sense of vsikos, 'quarrel', is often extended; cf. pdxeoGai in 
118. Poseidon is not indulging in understatement. 

104—5 PoV&yo66sdescribes Hektor at 15.671 also (acc.); save at 15.249, 
17.102 and 24.250 (Aias, Polites), this generic epithet b restricted to Dio-
medes and Menelaos. It is adapted for this unusual separated phrase (cf. 
Hoekstra, Modifications 95). At 12.455 and 460 the gate had double bolts; 
here it has only one, as at 12.291 (a similar verse). So too at 24.446 and 566 
a gate has first two bars, then one. Both discrepancies are owed to adaptation 
of formulae: verbs often precede ¿x^orj | (4X), but when an adj. is sub-
stituted no plur. fits the space. Thus beside irV/Xas Kal drrraxTiv (-av) 6x*i<*S 
(2X ) we find irvAa$/aavl8as »cod uaxpdv ¿x^a (3X ). The 'double bolts' of 
12.455 were surely invented on the spur of the moment to magnify Hektor's 
achievement in breaking through. With the innovative use of n-mobile in 
ippr^iv 61 cf. 0O6' I. (3X) and p. 9 n. 6. Verse 125 echoes 83; for 
KEAarri6cov, also at 12.265, scc R»ch, Wortbildung 321. 

»«6—35 These verses are often seen as an interpolated or at best problem-
atic depiction of hoplite-tactics, in which, in contrast to the scattered duels 
of the champions, organized formations fight at close range (e.g. Kirk, Songs 
186-8). There is a like passage at 16.211-17 (215-17 = 131-3 here). But 
Latacz (Kampfdarsteilung 63-6) shows that these depict not a hoplite pha-
lanx, but a specially dense formation, used for weight in massed offence or, as 
here, to halt an enemy charge; the poet takes for granted the normal looser 
deployment of the mass formations which fight Homeric battles. Poseidon 
urges that the ranks be Kporrspal (90, cf. i26f., 5-59if.); Hektor and his men 
are halted by the mntival 9dAayyc$ (145), into which the Greeks have fitted 
themselves 'like a tower' (152). This image is clarified at 16.2i2f. by that of 
building a wall, stone next to stone. At 15.567C and 17.354^, dense forma-
tions 'fence' the enemy off (^pdaaco): the lines of spearmen evoke a fence 
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like Eumaios', of stones laid close with thorns on top and stakes in front 
(Od. 14.10-12). Classical tacticians termed such a closing of ranks sjn-
aspismos, 'putting shields together' (soT): cf. Polybifis 12.21.3, 18 29 6» and 
Diodorus 16.3.2. O n mass fighting as the basis of Homeric battles see, in 
addition to Latacz, Pritchett, The Greek State at War iv 1 -44; Morris, Burial 
i96ff.; H. van Wees, ^ 3 8 (1988) 1-24. 

8 AtavTCts 80106$ uniquely varies ATOVTC 8VCO (5X), 8. A. ( 2 x ) , 
cf. 8u* ATcnrrfs (2X ); the nom. and acc. plur. (6x ) is itself an innovation for 
the dual ( i 8 x ), cf. 46n. The emphatically placed | KCtpTtpaf is the Greek 
answer to the fact that Hektor is | KcrpTcp6s at 124. The density of the ranks 
would impress even Ares or Athene, the war-gods of the opposing sides 
(4.439, cf. 18.516). This develops the traditional idea of an observer who 
could safely view the fighting, as at 343?, 4.539-42 (cf. 4.539, <fcW|p 6v6<yaiTO 
lirrcMkbv), and guides our reactions. It is further heightened at 17.398?, 
when the fighting is so fierce that oGSt K' 'Aprjs Aaooo6os o08i K' 'AO V̂TI 
| T6V y t IBoOa* 6v6oaiTo; cf. too 20.358? A., often mistranslated 'saviour of 
the people*, is for *Aapo-oo6fos, from otvopai, 'drive*, 'chase', c? ¿aovurjv, 
IKIOV, Sanskrit fydvate, 'move'; it means 'who drives the army' (into battle or 
flight). C ? 8opvoo6os (Aspis 54), poooo6os, 'drover* (Callimachus). Though 
linked with Athene (Od. 22.20), the epithet is generic: c? 17.398, 20.48 (o? 
Ares and Eris, with Athene's name following), 20.79 (Apollo), Od. 15.244, 
Aspis 3, 37 (various heroes). The rare use of &v and w together is protected 
by parallels like 24.437, Od. 9.334 (pace Chantraine, GH it 345). &v and KEV 
may both derive from an enclitic *kenlkq-, Aeolic adopted KC(V), but Arcadian 
and Attic-Ionic first blended it with KO < *kn as *KCCV, and then misdivided 
*oG KCXV as OUK 6rv (cf Arcadian «IK av): see Chantraine, Diet. s.v. 

199 The warriors were 'picked' for the expedition from the whole people. 
Verse 129 blends 'ExTopct 6Iov | ( i g x ) with Tpd>6$ TI *al *E., found mainly 
in these books (1, 15.42, 16.654; dat. 347, 720, 10.318; nom. at verse-end 
8.158,15.589). CfTpcooivTCKal "ExTopi 6lcp | (17.719), and, ?or the addition 
of Euitjvov at the verse-end, f|W (•fyxx) 8Iav Ipipvtfv | (9.662, Od. 19.50) and 
120-30. 

130-1 These lines vividly depict the density of the formation; c? Tyr-
taeus frag. 11 .31-3, where similar verses express the closeness of two hostile 
forces. 9pd^avrcs . . . cAkos odtKfi means much the same as 6<rrrls 6p* AafrlS* 
Epci&c (Eustathius 924.21-6). A like interaction of meaning and word-order 
appears at Od. 7.120? (Alkinoos* orchard): ftyx^l hr* fiyx^ ytlpAoKii, 
pfjAov 8 ' lirl p^Aco, J aCrrdp £trl OTA9UAIR| CTC^VAT), OVKOV 8* frrrl CYUKW. Both 
couplets have chiasmus in the second verse; but the Odyssean lines are 
less dense, since they avoid asyndeton, contain eight nouns, not ten, and 
interleave the ?ruits with ITTI. Verse 130 ?cnces paired nouns with 9pd£avns 
and Trpo6tA0iivc}>; 131 presses IpciSc towards the middle, like yripdoKci. Other 
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cases of multiple polyptoton in one verse are a.363, 14.382, Erga 25C (see 
further West on Erga 23); polyptoton often expresses reciprocity (S. West on 
Od. 1.311). 

Trpo6&VMVO$ here means 'one upon another'. In origin filAuuva were 
'foundations' or 'roots', fopiAia (Janko, CPh 81 (1986) 3o8f.); trees and hair 
are torn out TrpoO&vuva, 'by the roots' (9.541, 10.15). Homer glosses the 
archaism with aOrfjaiv f>l£r}oi at 9.542 (cf. -np6ppi£o$). But earlier bards had 
misunderstood '(trees torn out) by the roots' as '(fallen) upon one another, 
overlapping', so a second sense evolved. Aristarchus wrongly saw this as 
primary (see his n. on Aristoph. Peace 121 o, in Erbse, Scholia 11516), adducing 
QAKO$ ©¿TO TCTPAO&UMVOV, 'with four overlapping layers' (15.479^ » Od. 
22.122f.). But, pace Hoekstra, Modifications 94f., the latter phrase, found in 
two abnormal arming-scenes, is surely a late and fanciful expansion of a. 
frrrap&tov, by analogy with xwirjv 8. Trrpa9AAr)pov (5.743 = 11.41, in 
standard arming-scenes); Trrpa&Aupvov replaced t. after the insertion of 6., 
to avoid hiatus, and the separation of the phrase prevents the restoration 
of *Tf- in OAKOS, '(shield made of) hide', cf. 9€p€CTCTOKT)s (Atpis 13), Sanskrit 
tvAc-y 'skin', Hittite tuekka-y 'body'. Chantraine too deems TFtpaGiAvuvos 
original, and takes trpoSIAvuvos as 'with surface facing forward', which is 
then applied to uprooted trees (Diet. s.v. -8&upvos)! He relies on Tpi6£Aupvos 
in Eustathius 849.5,a form invented by the archbishop (who says <B$ CITTEIV). 

Nor is trpo- an Aeolic reflex of *qetr-, 'four', pace Fernandez-Galiano on Od. 
22.122; cf. 1 3 2 - 3 ^ adxos, originally the old body-shield, came to be used 
interchangeably with the circular AcmCs (Triimpy, Fachausdritcke 20-36). — 
xApw for -uOa (9X), unique in early Greek, was created by analogy with 
V£KUV, ftapuv (etc.), to fit the word in without elision at the end of the 
fourth foot; the converse licence, cvpla for «tipuv, avoids a spondee in the fifth 
(Chantraine, GH1 97, 208). 

132—3 'The crested helmets touched with their shining plates (9AA01) 
when the men nodded.' Helmets have four ^AAot (12.384, 2 2 . 3 1 t h e i r 
epithet Trrpct9AAr)pos (5.743,11.41); their q>AAapa( 16.106); and TpiwpAAcia, 
'helmet', probably from *(qe)tru- 'four', like Latin quadru- and TpA-TTt£a, 
'(four-legged) table'. ^AAot are made of polished metal: a leather helmet 
worn at night is &9<xAos (10.258), no doubt so that its wearer gives off no 
glint of light. Swords break on them (3.362, 16.338); spears pierce through 
them to the forehead (4.459 = 6.9); the top of a 9AA0S (or the top 9.) is 
pierced near the crest (6i4f.). The sense 'plate (of metal)' suits these pas-
sages. Myc. helmets had four plates, called ¡opikorusia opatvortaf (Ventris and 
Chad wick, Documents 376-8, 524); no such helmet has yet been found, but 
J. Borchhardt compares some Myc. depictions (Arch. Horn, E 73; Horn risch 
Helme, Mainz 1972, 82f.). 9AA0S is from the root *bhel'shining', seen in 
English 'bald'; 9AAoroa, later 'metal discs'; 90X65, 'shining', 'white'; 9aAuv€i, 
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'brightens*, 96X101, 'dandruff ' (Hsch.); 9AX-ctKpo$, -av8o$, 'shiny-lopped1, 
'bald'; 9aArjpi6covTa, 'white-foaming' (795~9n.). 

Many scholars, doubting that the men could be packed so tightly that 
plates would touch, think some projection is meant. Aristarchus deemed 
9&Xot to be studs (Arn/A on 10.258, cf. 3.3620.); Leaf thought of horns like 
those seen on the L H I I I C Warrior Vase, but these are double, not qua-
druple. Hoekstra (op. cit. 96-9) thinks 96X01 are here reinterpreted as the 
'crest-holders', running from the front of the helmet to the nape, seen in Late 
Geometric art and the Argive panoply of c. 720 B.C. (cf. Coldstream, Geo-
metric Greece 147?): hence the allusion to crests (but Myc. helmets had crests 
too). 

134—5 fcTTTuaoovro its origin • i n v f mean 'fold' or 'layer*. Albracht 
(Kampfschilderung 1 37?) explains that it refers to the phalanx, where the first 
rows hold out one layer of spears behind another (cf. bT); the battle 'bristles' 
with spears (typt^ev) at 339. Opaoeidcw ¿rrr& x e i P& v (7 X Horn.) elsewhere 
describes spears being cast, e.g. at 11.571. 0€t6pcv* also hints at throwing; 
oiiw is used of brandishing spears before casting them, e.g. at 3.345, 22.133. 
Homer surely adapted verses from the start of battle, when spears fly thick 
and fast, to suit the line of thrusting spears wanted here (cf. 147). ptyaoav 
61 udxeoOat explains 160$ 9p6veov; cf. 12.124 and the formula I. pcpaco$ 
etc. (5X ). The men's minds are fixed on what is before them: AvriKpO p. 
(137) is a unique variation for the opposing side. 

136-43 These w . create a dynamic contrast with the static picture of the 
Greek ranks that preceded. A simple comparison expands into a grand 
image which both expresses Hektor's onrush and itself moves the action on 
(cf. 17.7220*. and Moulton, Similes 75?). What will happen when the un-
stoppable force meets the immovable object? At first the boulder, dislodged 
from the heights by a downpour, crashes down irresistibly; but it stops 
when it reaches level ground, as will Hektor and his men when they pass 
beyond the rampart, with the advantage of height it may confer, to clash 
with the foe. The comparison of Hektor to an inanimate entity, the rock, is 
telling, but not only because it recalls the boulder with which he smashed 
open the gate at 1 2-445ff. Once likened to a torrent (5-597^-)» he now moves 
not under his own impetus but by 7eus's will, as he proudly avers at 153?; 
likewise rain, which made the boulder slide, comes from Zeus. Personifica-
tion reinforces this point: the rock 'flies', 'runs' and is still 'eager' when it 
stops. The simile thus presages the failure not of this attack only, but of 
Hektor's entire drive to the sea. 

136-8 Verse 1 3 6 » 15.306, 17.262; trporvrrmo, 'advance', is intrans., 
like irpoKdiTTco (cf. Od. 24.319). ¿XoolTpoyos, 'roller', is from poXopo- (cf. 
dXko, 'roll', 6Xpo$, 'mortar' < the root 'roll', Latin volvo) compounded with 
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Tptxw, on which Homer plays in (141): so Chantrainc, Diet. s.v. Some 
derived it from 6X065, 'ruinous* (cf. Comanus frag. 7 Dyck). Herodotus 
(8.52) uses contracted 6XolTpoxo$ to mean 'cylinder': cf. Democritus frag. 
162. The unexplained i recurs in ¿XoolTpoiTa, '(rolled) cakes* (Hsch.). — 
0TC96VT) reappears in the sense 'crown (of a hill)' in Hellenistic prose. 
Aristarchus took it as 'summit', others, more plausibly, as a flat 'brim' of 
a plateau over which the torrent pours (cf. Comanus frag. 8 Dyck). 7rorap6$ 
XEiii6ppoo$ recurs, but with *-popo$ contracted, at 4.452, 5.88 and ! 1.493 
(similes), split over the verse-end in the last two cases. At 11.493, as here, 
rain causes the flood, which sweeps away trees in its path to the sea. £>onr) is 
a subj. of general statement, soon followed by indicatives; this is common in 
similes (Chantrainc, GH n 253; Ruijgh, TE ¿pique 399ff.). 

>39 The rain loosens the boulder by creating the torrent, but the torrent 
comes first as immediate cause. With the 'shameless' rock cf. the Xaex$ 
6vat8^$ of 4.521, Od. 11.598, and 'pitiless bronze*. There is wit in the 
simultaneous personification of the rock and denial that it has human 
feelings of shame at its own destructiveness. ExMcrra are small stones that 
support it, like the I. irOpycov at 12.260 or the I. VTJWV at 14.410. TrlTpr) 
means 'boulder' here, like Trfrrpos, not 'cliff ' as elsewhere, e.g. at 137 (see 
Maher, Creation and Tradition 127-41). This 'late* usage recurs 3X Od., 3X 
Theog.y HyAp 383; cf. Aspis 374ff., 437ff-, similes influenced by this one. With 
¿crmhrtp 6uPpu cf. 60fo9crTov 6p0pov in similes at 3.4, 10.6 (reversed). 

141—3 There is more wit in 6o9aX£u>$ 8IEI iyirtBov, since both adverbs 
mean 'steadily*; unsteadiness caused the boulder's entire career, and it is 
hardly IMTTCSOV until it reaches the loAmSov. The phrase comes from con-
texts like 15.683, a man leaping between the backs of running horses (!. 
¿090X1$ aid), 22.192, a hunting dog (8. I), or Od. 13.86, a ship's rapid but 
steady motion. The unusual enjambments may echo the boulder's onrush. 
Some good MSS have c!co$ or &o$, which do not scan: the vulgate &9p* 6v 
is surely a correction for metrical reasons (cf. the variants at Od. 23.151). 
For the false restoration ^o$ see p. 18. ICT6TTE6OV is next in Xenophon. 
¿OOVMEV6$ trcp | recurs only at 11.554 = 17.663 (similes); cf. 57, a related 
context. KV/XIVSETCU describes Hektor himself at 11.347. 

143—4 Hektor threatens to pass through the ships to the sea, cutting 
off any hope of retreat. dcrretXico rarely expresses non-verbal threats. e!co$ = 
T£CO$, 'for a while'; cf. 12.141, 15.277? Aristarchus read £>£a SIEXEUOEO6OI as 
at 20.263 (Did/T), cf. 10.492; each time most M S S have nonsensical 6' 
fcXEuoEoOai. Both forms come from *ppaa via Ionic *£fia; is already 
Homeric, as at 20.101 a n d 8 x (cf. 14.203-40.). The mistaken transliteration 
of PEA prompted copyists to alter 81- to 8* (van der V'alk, Researches 11 197). 
^XP'(S) recurs in the epos only at 24.128, but cf. 6xpi($) < *tykhrt(s). 
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Hektor comes so close that he brushes against the Greeks (pdV 
TYXPIPFOFFS); he stops (<JTT}) and is pushed back. His failure to break the 
Greek line stands for that of the Trojans en masse (áoAAée;, 136): see 
Latacz, Kampfdarslellung 201-5. Verse 147 recurs 3X (and 2X with vuoco-
uévcov); the use of n-mobile in ^i^caiv is recent, lyxtcrtv étu^iyOoiai (8x 
Horn.) occurs 6 x in books 13-17 , a clear case of'phrase-clustering* (97-

. 8n.). áp^iyuos, obscure to Aristarchus, is from *yv-, 'curved (hand)', as in 
yuta, yúaAov, áp9iyvnfjeis (cf. 15.490-3^), and surely means 'curved on 
both sides*, o fa leaf-shaped blade; cf. the exaggerated curves of the LHI1IB-
C 'type B' spear in Snodgrass, EGA 119; Bouzek, Aegean 135-42. See also H. 
Humbach in Studi V. Pisani (Brescia 1969) 569-78. 

148 — 4-535,5.626. Zenodotus read 6 54 yáaoccro TTOAAÓV órríatrco, based 
on 193 and 16.710; Aristarchus says he emended because 'he did not know 
that upon withdrawal they shake the spears that have stuck in their shields, 
so that they fall out'. The phrase is usually taken as 'he was shaken', i.e. 
'rebuffed' (4.5350.), and then 'retreated', with a hjsteron proteron. Aristar-
chus' view also survives in Am/A on 4.535, 1 1 5 7 2 and D on 5.626. He is 
right; a warrior would have to retreat before he could risk shaking his shield 
and exposing his body to attack (bT on 4.535). Thus at it .572 Aias, 
retreating under pressure, cannot do this and is impeded by the spears stuck 
in his shield; Hektor's would be sure to have spears stuck in it, after he had 
come so close to the enemy line. 

149—54 After this setback, Hektor encourages his men with the hope that 
he will be able to break through; cf. Sarpedon's speech after his failure at 
12.409-12. Verse 1 4 9 « »2-439 (*n 8 1 1 exhortation by Hektor); for 61a-
TrpOaiov see on 8.227. Verse 150, found 6 x , elsewhere follows IKIKATTO 

paxpóv AOaas and precedes &vépe? fore, 91X01, pvfyraofa 8é 8oúpi6os AAxifc 
(save at 15.425). irappévrr' means 'stay by me', i.e. in order. iTVpyr)6óv09fos 
onjrroOs ápTÚvavres is found at 12.43 (cf- 12.86), of hunters forming dense 
lines (cTTÍxfS) against a lion; on the tower-image see 1 2 6 - 3 5 ^ — óTco, 'I 
suspect*, is common in understatements; Hektor is more confident than he 
admits (54m). el ¿Ttóv pi/yc/ircp | is found 6 x Horn., and cl I. begins the verse 
at 375, 7X Od. The statements it introduces are almost always true: Zeus 
himself sent a message to Hektor at 1 i.i85ff., urging him to attack. But 
Pandaros rashly brags that Diomedes will not long withstand his wound, cf 
ÉTtóv pf I &pofv 6va£ Aiós uló* (5. i04f.). 8c£>v <2>picrTos recurs at 19.413; cf. 
ótWjp (6*) 6 . , 5 X . The old phrase IplySoinros TTÓO»S 'Hptjs (7 x Horn.), with 
Aeolic ip\- for ápi-, is metrically equivalent to'OAvirrnos dortpoTTTyiVjs (3X 
//., Theog. 390) a n d ' O . tCrpúoma ZiOs (Od. 4.173, Cat. 211.8); but Parry 
showed that it is confined to prayers or wishes save here and at 16.88, where 
the speakers have wishes in mind ( M H V i8if.). 
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156-68 Meriones, who opens the stalemate that lasts until 14.506, was, 
like Teukros, among Poseidon's addressees at 91 - 3: the battle soon escalates 
to involve Teukros and the Aiantes, whose valour is also a result of the 
god's exhortations. This scene motivates Meriones' meeting with Idomeneus 
behind the lines (246!?.), where he had gone to fetch a new spear, and thus 
the Cretans' glittering return to battle. It also prefigures his defeat of 
Deiphobos (527-39), just as Hektor will twice face Akhilleus; for its place 
in the larger structure of book 13 sec t - i 6 8 n . T h e Analysts excised it because 
at 402ff. Deiphobos is fighting on the left; here he is in the centre, if 'among 
them' at 156 means specifically Hektor's contingent. But it means only that 
this clash is chosen from a range of incidents as fighting begins along the 
entire line (Winter, A/.VO 63): Deiphobos can be on the left here too. He 
was introduced at 12.94 as a leader of the third Trojan division; prominent in 
this battle until his wounding, he reappears only at 22.227 (Athene in his 
shape), 24.251. There was a tradition that he led the Trojans after Hektor's 
death (so and schol. on Od. 8.517), but he was not eminent enough to 
have his own set of epithets. Aristarchus deemed the tale that he married 
Helen after Paris* death a Cyclic invention (schol. on Od. 4.276; Severyns, 
Cycle 334-7). But it is implicit at Od. 4.276 and 8.517?, and levirate marriage 
was an Anatolian custom (C. Watkins in M . J . Mellink (ed.), Troy and the 
Trojan War, Bryn Mawr 1986, 50). 

156-8 Deiphobos advances, protected by his round shield (he is called 
XfUKcrcrms at 22.294, where see n.). A promakhos may either dart forward 
from the ranks, exposed but only briefly, or advance slowly as here, offering 
his shield as an obvious target, confident that the enemy will draw back in 
fear before him (cf. u£ya 9povkov). But a single warrior rarely breaks a 
well-formed enemy line (cf. 17.3520*.). Hektor uses the same tactic, with no 
more success, at 802-8 (803 resembles 157): cf. 16.609. KoO<pa TTOCTI TTpo0t0<5ts 
uniquely varies KpetnrvA IT. t t . (18, Od. 17.27) or paxpA of confident 
strides: K0O905 is an lliadic hapax. Deiphobos may step lightly because he 
advances half-crouched to keep his legs behind his shield (so bT); had he 
darted forward we would expect KpanrvA instead. Conversely 0i0<5cv-ra 
at 371 denotes the incautious swagger of a Trojan who advances relying on 
his corslet alone. Since "rrpo0i0As preceded, CrrrcKrrrlSia irporroSl^wv (cf. 806) 
replaces 0. TTpo0t0comri -os (807, 16.609); the formula once accompanied 
not the later round shield, but the Myc. body-shield that protected the legs 
completely (Ixnrimer, HM 134-46). T h e poet, blending traditional phrases 
devised for different types of shield, has been led to imagine Deiphobos as 
half-crouched for protection. 

159—61 From 5* to 0AACV, 159? = 370?, with Idomeneus replacing Me-
riones: OVTOTO has its weak sense 'him'. Cf. 21.582 and AKAVTICTC 6oupl «pctcivcp 
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| kcri f&Acv (3X) . 'He hit, and did not miss, his - shield* briefly arouses 
suspense, as at 11.350; cf. KAL - u u - u KOT' <5tcnrl5a ( 6 x ) and 22.290. 
Then follows a further instant of suspense until we learn that the spear did 
not pierce it. | Torup€(T)v, a runover adj. as at 10.258 (of a helmet), leads up to 
the phrase 16. T. at 163 (also 16.360,dat.); this issurely an under«rcpresentcd 
formula from the same system as | <5tcrrri6os cvkuk^ou etc. (5X ), A. &U91-
PpAtt^s (3X , cf. 1 1 . 3 2 - 9 ^ ) . Leather was the ancient material for shields; 
bronze facing entered the tradition relatively late (D. Gray in Language and 
Background 65; Snodgrass, Dark Age 272: contra, H. Borrhhardt, Arch. Horn. 
E 49). See also on 7.220, 222. 

162 T h e spear 'broke at its socket', as at 17.607, where 6' obviates the 
hiatus before £&yr); cf. &5OVT' fcv TtpcbTco (6.40). T h e junction with the 
shaft was a spear's weak point. KOVA6$ is properly a stem or stalk, e.g. of a 
plant (Chantraine, Diet, s.v.; van der Valk, Researches 1499). D and b T deem 
it the tip of the shaft that fits into the socket, or, better, the socket itself ( T 
on 608, D on 17.607): see on 16. i 14-18 , where it certainly means 'socket' 
(it is a lectio falsa at 16.338). LSJ wrongly take it as 'shaft'. 

163—4 Dciphobos thrusts his shield away lest the spear pierce it (cf. 
20.261, 278). This implies a round shield with central handle, which could 
be held at arm's length if need be - the usual type from 1200 to 700 B.C. 
(Snodgrass, EGA 49-51; Borchhardt, lot. cit.). a x & c is aor., not imperf. 
(Chantraine, GH 1 329). T h e scansion drrro Ed 6 toe typifies how the epic 
diction mixes old and new: the shape of * o f U> is kept, but the f in • S f «To« 
is lost, p- lasted longest in the enclitic I, as is seen in Lesbian Aeolic 
(Hoekstra, Modifications 4411.). T h e generic epithet Gatfpcov is probably from 
8<Sffs, 'battle* (5 .18m.). 

165—8 For the pattern of combat where A hits B's shield but breaks or 
loses his spear and withdraws frustrated cf. 14.402!?., 22.289^.; 165 blends 
the formular verse 14.408 ( 7 X ) with the ending x<!oaacti} 6* seen 
at 14.406 (cf. 531 ~3n.). T h e genitives are causal with x*> 'angered both 
ways, at the victory (that he missed) and the spear that he shattered* 
(Chantraine, GH 11 65). Zenodotus (Did/A), unaware that fiyvupi once 
began with f , read ^va^ti^c; he introduced this double augment everywhere, 
perhaps thinking it a kind of diectasis for (Duntzer, De J^enodoti studiis 
61). Verse 167 = 208, 8.220; cf. 11.617 ^ ©few). kAictIt)9» is a unique 
form; cf. the pattern of & ol TToAdyT^iv 6pf]pci (3.338). 

169-245 The Greeks have the upper hand in indecisivefighting, but Poseidon's grand-
son Amphimakhos is slain. Angered by his death, the god exhorts ¡domeneust who arms 
and heads Jor battle 
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169—205 This sequence of killings, or androktasia, foreshadows Aias' even-
tual defeat of Hektor (14.4020".) and shows us who the main fighters are. 
before we shift to Idomeneus and Aineias (Winter, MJW 7off.). It merges 
two set patterns (Fenik, TBS 1 2 5 - 7 , 138): 

A . P kills Q a n d tries to strip his corpse (Teukros kills Imbrios) 
B. R aims at P but misses (Hektor misses Teukros) 
C . R hits S instead (Hektor hits Amphimakhos) 
D. R tries to strip S (Hektor tries to strip Amphimakhos) 
E. R is thwarted (Hektor is driven off by Aias) 
F. T h e Greeks win both corpses (much developed here). 

A - C and D - E occur separately ( A - B at 361 ff.), and the whole recurs 
with varied elaborations: at 506-33 F is only implicit; D - E is replaced at 
4.473-506, 17.293-318. These scenes have parallel elements: Imbrios' life-
story resembles those of Othruoneus and Simoeisios (3630"., 4.4740*.); all 
three passages liken the fallen to a tree, although at 3 8 9 ^ the simile describes 
Asios, killed at stage C (here there is a second simile at stage F). Like 
Imbrios, Othruoneus came to T r o y to marry a daughter of Priam. Aska-
laphos, the Greek victim at 518, is Ares' son, just as Amphimakhos is 
Poseidon's grandson here: each passage refers to the god hearing of his 
offspring's death. T h e parallelism is also verbal: 184 •» 404, 503. 17.305; 
187 •• 17.311; with 207 cf. 522. 

169 This transitional verse reminds us of the fighting going on all round; 
it changes the scene at 540 also, instead of d>s ol |J£V pApvavro (Sipas m/p6s 
alOoutvoio), 5X . T h e formula pof) 5' 6a{3€<rros ¿pcopei (5X ) was perhaps 
suggested here by recollection of 6. it. , since too evokes fire. For another 
variation involving noise cf. 17>424f. 

170—81 T h e first killing of this battle is expansively narrated in the poet's 
best style. As usual, the description has three parts: the naming of slayer and 
victim (i7of.) , the latter*» biography ( 1 7 2 - 6 ) and an account of the blow 
(177f.), here preceding a simile, as often. C . R. Beye, who discovered this 
tripartite structure, compares the structure of entries in catalogues {HSCP 
68 (1964) 345-73) . T h e details are vivid, moving and traditional (Fenik. 
TBS 125C). (a) T h e victim's origin: Imbrios lived at Pedaios until the Greeks 
came (cf. 9.403, 22.156). This recalls his once tranquil existence; he was not 
obliged to return to T r o y to fight. (b) His marriage to Priam's daughter b> 
a concubine. T h e topos of the young husband slain recurs at 365 and 
428, cf. 11 .226-8; we are meant to think of his widow's grief (Griffin, HLD 
1 3 1 - 4 ) . (c) Priam honoured him like his own sons, although Medesikaste 
was not his daughter by Hekabc: so he is a loss to Priam too. T h e bereaved 
father is a leitmotif of the entire poem, from Khruses in book 1 to Priam in 
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book 24. The idea of grieving for someone as for one's own child arouses 
pathos: thus Theano reared Antenor's bastard Pediios like her own sons, to 
please her spouse, but now Pedaios is slain; the Trojans honour Deikoon like 
one of Priam's own sons, but now he is fallen (5.70?, 534-6). Medesikaste 
is the only bastard daughter mentioned in the epos; this varies the topos of 
bastard sons begotten by kings or nobles (see Fenik, TBS 18). Such sons of 
Priam arc slain elsewhere (4.499, 11.102, 490, 16.738); Imbrios is almost 
one of them. 

170 = 12.378 (with Alas). rrpajTos often marks the start of an androktasia, 
to focus the picture, e.g. tt. . . . ?Atv 6v6pa, 4.457, cf. 5.38, 6.5, n . g i f . , 
14.509,16.284, * 6 . 3 0 7 (dejong, jVarra/ORJ 4 9 - 5 1 ) . The formula KOTOKTAS/ 

icrcivas etc. (8x Horn.) normally describes manslaughter in civilian life; it 
appears here because of the space filled by the split name-epithet phrase. 

1 7 1 - 3 Imbrios is named after the isle of Imbros. Cf. Imbrian Eetion 
(21.43) and the patronymic Imbrasides (4.520), based on Imbrasos, another 
toponym; also the shepherd /Imriosj in Knossos tablet Db 1186. His father's 
name is Greek; despite their Odyssean prominence, both Mentor and 
Mentes are names of barbarians in the Iliad. His epithet -rroAutirrrou, unique 
in the epos beside its generic equivalent peyaOuviou (e.g. 5.25), hints at 
another pathetic element ofsuch vignettes - Mentor's loss of the son to whom 
he was to leave his wealth (cf. I4.48g-gin.); this is more explicit at 5.153?, 
612?, where TTOAVKT^UCOV and TroAvAfjtos are similar hapax legomena. — For 
vait 64 Zenodotus read 6s vail here (with some M S support) and at 6.34; 
for the scansion cf. 275~8n. Aristarchus, calling it an emendation 'to make 
the sentence continuous by enjambment', rejects it, but his text may be a 
standardization here. Pfdaios (or -on) is unknown (for guesses as to its 
location see T) ; Pedaios is a man's name at 5.69. The root is Anatolian: 
cf. Carian n/|6aaos -act, Hittite Pitassa (L. Zgusta, Kleinasiatische Ortsnamen, 
Prague 1984, 489?). Priam's name too may be Luwian: cf. Paris, Hittite 
Pari-, Pariyamuwa (composed from a toponym or adverb plus -muwa, 
'strong'), Lycian Prijenuba — flpiavo^as, Anatolian Teutamos, Pigramos 
(Scherer, 'Nichtgriechische Personennamen' 36-8). fPriameiasI is attested 
at Pylos (An 39). A sister of Priam called Medesikaste appears in 'Apollo-
dorus*, Fpil. 6.15c. 

174-6 = 15.549-51, describing Hektor's cousin Melanippos. VH$ — VJU 
6u9iiAtooai, also at Od. 7.9, is part of a (ormular system using the late Ionic 
forms vies -as: see Hoekstra, Modifications 124-30, and for the epithet 2.1650. 
6vf/ implies that Imbrios had already been to Troy to fetch his bride (so T) . 
We may imagine that he occupies one of the dozen chambers Priam built 
for his sons-in-law (6.247-50). 

177—8 T h e 'son of Telamon* kills Imbrios with a spear-thrust, as is clear 
from VU£E, 'stabbed', and the fact that he pulls the spear out. This is odd, 
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because Teukros was using his bow (12.372, 388, 400), has it in his hand at 
i 5.443, and dons his panoply only at 15.478fr. Moreover such close combat 
is unexpected at thisstage in the battle, unless Imbrios is thought of as having 
run out almost as far as the Greek line; but at 182 Teukros rushes forth to 
strip his body, as if he had hit him at long range, and Hektor replies with a 
javelin. The poet has momentarily confused Teukros with Aias 'son of 
Telamon', because he was unsure who was meant by 'the two Aiantes' 
(46n.). Another lapse at 202-5 confirms this: Aias son of Oileus lops off 
Imbrios' head and hurls it at Hektor as an insult, as if he had slain the 
Trojan himself. The slip is made easier by Teukros* virtuosity with both bow 
and panoply: cf. Meriones and Helenos, also heroes of lesser rank (249^ 
58i-6oon.). The first half of 178 appears only at 12.395, just before. 

178—80 The swift and rigid fall of warriors hit in the head or chest, 
who therefore lose consciousness at once, is often likened to that of trees; 
those hit lower down crumple up, like Harpalion at 653fr (Strasburger, 
Kämpfer 38-40). The simile describing Simoeisios' fall is a famous example 
(4.482-7); like this one, it extends a brief comparison, Mike a poplar'. Asios 
too is compared to a tree felled in the mountains (389-91), but without the 
explicit pathos of the other two similes, here intimated by the 'tender* foliage 
(cf. D, bT); 389-91 develop the image at greater length, because Asios is a 
greater figure (Moulton, Similes 23). The details are apt. Springy ash-wood 
was used for spears, often called u&Mai in the epic - and a spear kills Imbrios; 
cf. the poplar at 4.482ft*. destined for a chariot-wheel or the pine at 39of. for 
a ship-timber. The tree falls on a high mountain, not because Imbrios is tall 
(we have not heard this), but because he stands in high honour at Troy, 
and his fall is conspicuous and audible - hence Hektor*s intervention. 
Another tree-simile precedes a lion-simile at 16.482-9, Sarpedon's death. 

Aristarchus (Did/A) reads tcopuipf), as do some good MSS: 'others' and 
the vulgatc read -fjs, which is a late but Homeric ending. If it is elided for 
-T|cn, it entails a 'neglect' of p- in IKOÖEV, as in oGpeo$ Iv Kopu<prfc, §. 8i T« 
ipalvrrai aCryVj (2.456) or oG. tv ß^jorarjs, I. . . . (16.634). The plur. is well-
attested in 6pcos Kopu<pf)CTi (4X , in similes); for the variants cf. 10- I2n. It is 
uncertain whether the sing, with its hiatus is the lectio difficilior, or merely a 
pedantic correction because a tree can stand on only one peak! xahK& 
Touvouiwri recalls x-1 tAijvov (3X Horn.); leaves are 'tender* at Od. 12.357 
also, flesh elsewhere (830-2n.). 

181 This verse recurs, with a different first foot, at 12.396,14.420 (spuri-
ous); TCUXCO -rroiKlAa XOAKCP is also at 6.504. Such death-formulae exclude 
any hint of prolonged suffering, and are deftly varied to avoid monotony 
(M. Mueller, The Iliad, London 1984, 86-9). 

182-94 Imbrios' death starts a chain-reaction which engages the leaders 
(169-205^). The action is symmetrical: Teukros advances to strip the 
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body, but Hektor aims at him; Hcktor advances to strip his victim, but Aias 
drives him off. T h e unique repetition 0f6pp/|(h}/-©£vT0s stresses this (i82f., 
188-90). T h e Greeks* retrieval of both corpses proves their superiority. 

•83—4 ¿pMTjttvTos is a gen. with verbs of aiming; the harsh omission of 
Teukros' name or a pronoun standing for him (cf. (4.461) reflects the poet's 
desire for symmetry. 6 ptv is Teukros, 6 61 Hcktor. AK6VTICT« 6oupl «potcivco 
(4X) follows <5rm6vros twice, ii£paa>Tos once; it precedes 'he avoided the 
brazen spear* at 403,17.304 (with TVT66V), 17.525. This whole-line formula 
occurs 6 x between 184 and 17.526, but nowhere else - another case of 
"phrase-clustering* (97~8n.): the spear is 'brazen*, not 'ashen', because we 
wish to avoid the bronze point, not the wooden shaft (597n.). T h e slaying 
of someone at whom one did not aim is common, e.g. 4 0 2 - 1 2 , 5 1 6 - 1 8 , 4 . 9 1 , 
»5-430» 17-3°4^ 

185—7 Amphimakhos is one of four Epean leaders (2.620-3™*.); as often. 
Homer also gives the name to a barbarian (2.87of.). His father is Kteatos, 
son of Poseidon or Aktor (11.750, 23.637~42nn.); at 2o6f. it is assumed we 
know that he is the god's grandson. Wilamowitz (luH 221 n.) thinks Nestor's 
descendants took such unobvious details to Colophon and Smyrna, which 
is less unlikely than it sounds (689-9 in.). With the double parentage of the 
(Siamese) twins Kteatos and Eurutos cf. how Zeus and Amphitruon beget 
their opponent Herakles and his half-brother Iphikles. vlaopai is.surely from 
the root *nes- in vkniai, v6aro$, despite phonetic difficulties (Peters, Ijtryngale 
37f.); the spelling with one a seems better (West on Theog. 71, but cf. 
Chantraine, Diet. s.v. viopai). via, like v l te (350 only), is rare (8x Horn.); 
both replace vlvv, beside uI6v (170X ). See Chantraine, 67/1 227f. Verse 186 
resembles 15.577, which ends (WtAc OT^BOS irapit pa£6v; from kcxtA to mcrobv, 
i86f. = !5.42of. (cf. i6.593~9n.). T h e sequential (but not syntactical) hysleron 

proteron 8oCrnr}CT£V 6i TTKKOV conveys the rapidity of the warrior's fall. 

190—4 ¿P££oTo 8ovpl 90»VA> is a unique variation of ¿CK6VTIOC 6. 9., as at 
183, whence the reading &. But 6. is right; Aias comes so dose that he smites 
Hektor's shield and pushes him back physically (t92f., where 6 6' ftp' is Aias, 
6 bi Hektor). T h e poet could extend the symmetry no further ( 1 8 3 - 4 ^ ) , 
since a spear-throw, even one so formidable as Meriones', would not have 
sufficed to repel Hektor. Aias thrust Sarpedon back likewise at 12.404-6. 
— T h e ¿1190X6? or central shield-boss, unknown to the Mycenaeam, was 
standard from the twelfth to the mid-eighth century; hence the formula 
AorriSfs 6p9aX6eaaai etc. (12X Horn.) is of Dark Age origin. A boss con-
sisted of a flat, circular bronze disk with a central breast-shaped protrusion, 
often culminating in a thick blunt spit (Snodgrass, EGA 37-49). Doubts as 
to the identity of such objects have been settled by the excavation in the 
Kerameikos of one with leather still adhering to the back (Snodgrass, Dark 
Age 288). Aias, meaning only to thrust Hektor back, purposely hits that 
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part of his shield which must take his full force without giving way. Verses 
191 - 4 contain three phrases found just before and never again: tras 8' Apa 
XaXxcp 11.65, x-1 cru*p6aA£cp 12.464C, o6iv€i pcyAAco 12.224. For apfpSateos 
see 5 .302-4^ 

191 X P ° ^ ^ a partitive gen. implying its own nom. as the subject of 
fifforro, 'not (an inch of) his flesh could be seen. Chantraine (Gil 11 5 of.) 
compares 22.324c, «paivrro 6', $ KATJTBES AIT' &pcov <xu\tv' lx0 U 0 1» AofVKavirjs, 
'part of his neck was visible, where . . . ' , when Akhilleus scans Hektor for a 
weak spot. Zenodotus and Aristarchus, rightly deriving cfactTO from cTSopcn 
not lepai (pace D) and understanding 'his flesh was nowhere visible', thought 
a nom. was needed: the former read XP&S; the latter, truer to the paradosis, 
altered the accent to w hich he supposed to stand for X P ^ by a 

diectasis (Arn, Did, pace Alexion in Hrd/A). 
195-005 The retrieval of the corpses is elaborated: contrast e.g. 4.506. 

We learn the names of the Greeks who bear each body; a lion-simile and 
the hurting of Imbrios' head at Hektor, equivalent to a taunting-speech, 
emphasize their success. 

1 9 5 - 7 Menestheus had just called the Aiantes and Teukros to his aid 
(12.331-77); the Athenians' proximity to the Aiantes in the regrouping of 
forces after the rout at i2<47of. is natural enough. On this controversial 
association, and on Menestheus, see on 681, 689-91. Stikhios, whose name 
means 'Ranker' and may appear as Myc. ti-ki-jo (PY An 129), is in Me-
nestheus' entourage at 691; slain by Hektor at 15.329, he remains a mere 
name. — Aristarchus noted the profusion of duals here, referring to his 
hitherto unnoticed monograph *On Homer's homeland': Ava<popA 
irpAs TA ffcpl TT)s 7Tcrrpi8os* *A(h}valwv yAp T8tov, i.e. the duals are an Attic 
idiom. He deemed Homer an Athenian, contemporary with the Ionian 
migration ( O C T v, pp. tot , 244, 247); no doubt these details derive from 
this same work (and, perhaps, the arguments for an Athenian Homer in 
T o n 827, D o n 2.371). The Athenians* obscurity in the Iliad was notorious: 
thus T 's note, 'some mock Stikhios and Menestheus as corpse-bearers', is 
polemic against Aristarchus, not Zoilus (pace Wilamowitz, luH22 in.). - We 
must place a comma after 196 with a stop after 197, and supply xApioctv 
from 196; this produces a simple parataxis. T o put a stop after 196 and a 
comma after 197 creates a nasty anacoluthon and delays the verb until 
202. The scansion PCPOATS, by metrical lengthening, is paralleled at 2.818 
(cf. 16.754^). 

198—900 Imbrios' corpse is aptly likened to a goat carried by two lions 
away from dogs, who stand for the Trojans (cf. 53). Paired warriors are 
compared to pairs of lions at 5.554-8, 10.297, 15.324; goats are their victims 
at 3.23-6, 11.383. The lions may have snatched the goat from dogs who 
have hunted it down, as at 3-23ff., or raided a flock guarded by dogs, as at 
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i8.57gff. O n the lions see on 15.586-8 and Schnapp-Gourbeillon, Lions 
77-9. Since Zenodotus knew that lions do not co-operate in hunting, he 
read aTyi to give each lion a goat (Did/T): cf. how lions duel over a deer at 
16.757c, no less false zoologically. He emended for similar reasons elsewhere 
(p. 23f.). This conjecture ruins the image. b T (from Aristarchus?), admitting 
that it is not true to life, cite as a parallel Aesch. frag. 39. As usual, the diction 
is paralleled in other similes: tcapxap65ou$ describes dogs or a sickle (10.360, 
5X Hes.). £AYRR/)ia TTUKVA is formular (23.122, Od. 14.473, Hjr. 19.8); CnpoO 
irrdp yalris recurs only at Erga 551. 

a»«-3 Cutting off an enemy's head is rare. Agamemnon and Peneleos 
do so in unusual circumstances (11.146, 11.261, 14.496^ cf. 14.465-8, 
20.48if.); Hektor wished to decapitate Patroklos' corpse (17.126, 18.176f); 
Akhilleus thought of doing the same to Hektor's (18.334^. As b T note, this 
atrocity is ascribed to Locrian Aias, not to his namesake, and a motive -
anger at Amphimakhos' death - is added to palliate it, just as Akhilleus' 
anger over Patroklos palliates his treatment of Hektor. Oi'lean Aias is a nasty 
character (72, 2.527nn.); on why he appears here see on 46, i77f. 

60co AfavTt Kopuard recurs at 18.163: cf. A. 8. (5X), ftv6pa Kopu<nr/|v 
(4-457n0- The imperf. ouMVrrjv is unexpected, but ovAncrdrrqv would not 
scan. Chantraine (GH 1 306) deems it an old athematic pres. dual, like 
Trpoaav6^*rr|v ( a x ) beside -rjvSa. But the pull of traditional phrasing has 
caused a minor anomaly: cf. | TfOx«* avAfjaas -<rcov -otit -acxn ( y x ) . 
Usually two warriors carry a body, but only one strips it: cf. only 5.48, 
15-544^- ¿trraAiJs Arr6 6ciprfc recurs in a like context at 18.177 (also 2X acc. 
and 2X dat. in epos); cf. drrraXoTo 8i* aCrxtvo? (3X Horn.). For Zenodotus' 
text ftp' 'IAKMJTIS (Am/A) see 66-7n. 

304—5 The unique o^paiprj&Sv evokes the vastly different world of ball-
games (cf. Od. 6.too etc.). The comparison is as grotesque as when Aga-
memnon rolls a headless trunk down the battlefield like a cylinder, Aias 
makes Hektor spin like a top or Peneleos holds up a head on his spear like 
a poppy (t 1.147, M'+'S» 14-499)- ftt£6lKvos means that Aias reaches back, 
half-turning his body so as to put more force into the throw: cf. 12.408 and 
12.467, KIKAFTO . . . I., of shouting to the troops behind, and also 23.840^ 
puf' trnBivfyrofS at 3.378 describes a different motion, twirling a helmet by 
its broken chin-strap. b T discern a happy accident in how the head lands 
before Hektor, as if to mock him for his loss (making up for the helmet he 
failed to gain at i88f., 1 would add); but perhaps Aias was aiming at him. 
We are left to guess Hektor's feelings upon seeing his brother-in-law's 
head. irporrdpoiOi iroS&v (5X ) again precedes Trfocv at 20.441. 

906-45 For Poseidon, grandfather of the slain Amphimakhos (185-70.), 
the revenge-killing of Imbrios is not enough. His own revenge consists of 
stirring up Idomeneus to an aristeia> which leads to severe Trojan losses 
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(Michrl, jV48f.); but the dialogue with Meriones delays this until 361 fT. O n 
this scene's place in the structure of book 13 sec i - i 6 8 n . Fcnik ( T B S 128?) 
shows that it embodies a typical pattern where X chides Y for not fighting, 
Y explains and X persuades him to enter battle; such exchanges often 
provoke aristeiai. As Reinhardt says (luD 294!?), the arousal of the hero, his 
arming, and his mention of past victories in his dialogue with Meriones, all 
typical elements in aristeiai, arc apt here (further references to his armament 
and his birth are at 405!?., 449!?). The aristeia of Patroklos and the Myrmi-
dons also starts with an exhortation to them to remember their <5rrrEiAal 
(16.200). The three speeches at 20.79-111 are the best parallel: Apollo, 
disguised as Lukaon, chides Aineias with the words Alvda Tpaxov fJouAij-
96pc, TTOO TOI ¿rnreiAaf... Cf. also 5.170-239, where Aineias rebukes Pan-
daros, who replies twice; note the parallels TTOO TOI TA^OV (171), 0ouAr)96PE 
(180), Tpoxov Ay6s Avriov TJOSO (217, cf. 221 here). Cf. too 5.800-34 
(Athene and Diomedes, three speeches following Here's general exhortation 
to aUki>s), 15.440-in. and 17.553-66, when Athene, disguised as Phoinix, 
exhorts Menelaos; the third speech is dropped, and the deity fills him 
with strength instead. Leaf held that this scene has replaced an explanation 
of how Idomeneus came to be unarmed (see 2 ton.); but this tiny problem, 
and the obscure allusion to Amphimakhos in 207, are weak grounds for 
suspicion. 

906-9 Poseidon's anger over Amphimakhos' death is delayed until the 
account of it is complete, like Paris' anger over Harpalion's (660). For TTEpI 

KTJPI see on u8f . Verse 207 adapts and moves the formular expression 
KaoiyW)Toto/ *AAc5Av6poio ma6vTos | (3X ), as in | flcnpAKAoio TT. (17.10) 
or | ulos I0T0 TT. tvl KporrcpQ Ooulvr) (522), with a doublet of tv alv?) 8r|ioTf)-ri. 
The doublets arose because these formulae have different metrical prop-
erties when used in other cases; they are equally frequent (11 x epos). Line 
208 = 167, 8.220. Verse 209 has a neat chiasmus. K^BE* ITEVXEV | is part of 
a large substitution-system, cf. K. ITEV/£OV (Od. 1.244), TpcoEaoi 81 K. bp^-rrrai 
(3X ), AAysa TEV>XEI, &Ayc* KkoKE/WqKs/trraoxov etc. 

3zo Idomeneus, last seen at 11.510, is abruptly introduced: Poseidon 
finds him at the ships as if by chance, and his presence is only explained 
after the fact (21 iff.). A tough warrior, with the third-largest contingent 
(2.645!?.), he is already greying (361); only Nestor is more senior (2.404-
gn.). The wounding of the leaders now lets him show his valour in his own 
aristeia, with a properly emphatic opening. Since he cannot receive a full 
arming-scene during a continuous battle, the poet brings him behind the 
lines and quickly arms him (241), adding a divine exhortation, dialogue 
with Meriones and similes, to gloss over this problem. The contrast between 
his apparent cowardice now and the heights to which he will rise enhances 
the success of this scene. Since he is Zeus's descendant (449), it is ironic that 
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Poseidon employs him to avenge Amphimakhos, in opposition to Zeus's 
plan. 6OVPIKAVT6$ is a generic epithet ( 1 9 X ) given 6 x to Idomeneus: only 
here is the formula separated. T h e structure of 2 to recurs at 246, where see 
n.; Idomeneus* meeting with Meriones humorously echoes Poseidon's meet-
ing with Idomeneus, as parallels between 2i4f. and 247c confirm. 

211—13 b T think Idomeneus' injured comrade is unnamed for the sake 
of realism; the rare anonymity suggests improvisation (cf. 4 2 2 « . ) . Idome-
neus1 concern for the wounded was prepared at 11.5 toff., when he persuades 
Nestor to save the healer Makhaon. lyvCrr), unique in Homer, means the 
back of the knee; it is from tv and the root of y 6 w , with Arcado-Cypriot 
Iv for ¿v as in iyvt)T£s (cf. p. 15 n. 24). A wound there must have been 
received in the rout that just ended. With the rest of 2 1 2 cf. 1 6 . 8 1 9 , 

1 1 . 5 3 5 . 'His comrades carried him' explains 'he came', showing how the 
casualty reached the hut with such a wound. 

3 1 4 - 1 5 Idomeneus was going to his shack to arm; T ' s variant i\v lev Is 
kAKTITJV for tycv Is K. was meant to make clear that he was not going to his 
comrade's. T h e vulgate 6c KAiciTjs (contradicted by a papyrus, a few good 
M S S and 240 below) reflects a misunderstanding - if he wants to fight, why 
enter the hut? T h e runover infin. AVTIAOV, which is not needed to complete 
TToXiuoto u^voiva, makes 215 a rising threefolder, a rare shape in lines of 
address with i r p o d f f ) (244x epos). Cf. 248, oIa6uevo?, T6V TT., again with 
a runover verb-form not needed for the sense of the previous verse (contrast 
168, 257); Od. 15.1 to; and c!>s 9<Srro, T6v/Tf)v 5 ' oO TI TT. (7X Horn.). 

A I 6 — 1 8 Thoas was among those whom Poseidon exhorted ( 9 2 ) . As Rein-
hardt says ( luD 296), the god selects a suitable mask: Thoas is a warrior 
and counsellor ( 1 5 . 2 8 1 ~5n.), whose large realm precedes Crete in the Cata-
logue ( 2 . 6 3 8 - 4 4 ) . T h u s he can question Idomeneus as an equal, not a 
superior, and avoid resentment; contrast Agamemnon's address to the latter 
at 4.257fT. With 2 1 6 cf. 2 . 7 9 1 and 43~5n.; 'Av8paliiovo$ uti ©6CXVTI is 
modified from ©6as 'A. vl6s (4X epos). For Pleuron and Kaludon see on 
2 . 6 3 9 - 4 0 ; Aetolia was perhaps the destination of the ship on the Pylos tablet 
headed feretai Pleuronade iontesf (Ventris and Chadwick, Documents i 8 5 f ) . 
Save for Trdcrt), 217 = 14.116. dvdaaco usually takes the gen. of the place 
ruled, not a dat., which is used for the people governed: cf. HyAphr 1 12, | 
6sttAotis <t>pvylTis... AvAcrcret, and Cat. 23.32,6s "ft. Teyirjs. • • fivaaoi, beside 
6s t r a a i v . . . &v6<rot\ (12.242 etc.). But nXtup&vi and KaAu8wvt can be taken 
as locatives. With 2 1 8 cf. 1 0 . 3 3 , 'Apytlcov F^vaaat, Ofds 6 ' £>s TIETO 6F)uc«? 
(with a rare gen.), and Od. 7. lof. T h e phrase 'he was honoured like a god by 
the people* is ancient, as is shown by the old postpositive • 'pws; it suggests 
the Myc. attitude to kingship. After 218, h and T interpolate different verses 
to show that Poseidon begins to speak (cf. 478-8on.). But a verse or more 
can follow a speech-introduction, e.g 4 . 3 5 7 , 1 9 . 4 0 5 - 7 , 21 .213 (Trpootyr) . . . 

dcvlpt ilcrdyevos). 
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319—30 For parallels with this brief speech sec 206-4511. Poseidon's ques-
tion is hardly felt as a rebuke, since he generalizes it to include the other 
Greeks; nor does Idomeneus take it personally. pouArw6pc is no idle compli-
ment, but implies that Idomeneus should live up to his responsibilities; cf. 
463,2.24,5.633,20.83. At 255 and 5.180 it is used by the person reproached, 
as if to acknowledge the value of the advice received. KpfiTwv 0. is part of 
a formular system including Tpdxov ( 4 X ) and AUKICOV (5.633); these ethnica 
are also used with A Y 6 S AVTIOV T}68CC (221 and yx ). It may be a result of 
formular patterning that many of these rebukes are aimed at those whom 
these formulae describe - Aineias, Sarpedon and Idomeneus. For references 
to boasts in rebukes cf. 8.22gff., i6.200f., 20.83ft. 

333—30 Idomeneus' reply is in two parts, of which the second is a call to 
action marked as usual by | &AA6 (228). As in his reply to Agamemnon at 
4.266ft., he deflects criticism by bidding his interlocutor exhort others, thus 
showing his character as a 'counsellor' (Michel, ^ 5 0 ) . 

333-5 'Now* admits that the Greeks were to blame when they fled, but 
are no longer. After vOv Aristarchus read y \ Aristophanes 6* (Did/T); the 
vulgate has no particle, and none b needed. trriorduEOa amounts to 'we can', 
just as Akhilleus 'understood* how to wield his spear, or Hektor 'knows' how 
to fight (16.142, 7.237ft.). Poseidon resumes Idomeneus* phrase at 238; since 
the god echoes at 234 his reference to shirking, the speeches form a chiasmus. 
Idomeneus excludes all the reasons why men shirk battle. With 224c cf. 
5.812, 5.817, oGn TI pc 6lo$ l a x « OUT« TI$ 6KVOS, which is blended 
with | OOT' 6KVCO CIKCOV (10.122). <5rv6v€TCN ( = ¿CVA-) 'back off from' (cf. 
7.217, Od. 9.377), is a metaphor from animals refusing the yoke (so T) ; T 's 
variant 6550rrai, based on xaSSOacn «• Kara-, breaks the rules of apocope 
(cf. 14.442-80.). 

336-30 There is irony in Idomeneus' correct guess at the truth and telling 
of it to Poseidon, who knows far more; and pathos in the inglorious end, far 
from Argos, that threatens the Greeks. For the thought that a brave leader 
stands firm and exhorts others see 55~8n. Verses 225^, like 224c, split set 
phrasing across a verse-end, in this case Agamemnon's glum words oOnrco 
TTOU Ail p£AXci Cnrcppcvft ffAov clvai ( 14 .69 and a x ) , blended with v. Kpo-
vtovi (6x epos); 227 = 12.70. ptveSVjios is only at 12.247. With the end 
of 229 cf. 4.516, whence perhaps the variant 6O1 (the vulgate is 6TC). 
Zenodotus read 6TIS prfHijot ir6voto (Did/AT), no doubt to give the verb an 
object, as at e.g. 4.240; the reading p. IT. at 234, ascribed by T to Aristarchus, 
is an error based on this. With 230 cf. 20.353, which introduces a speech. 

333—8 Poseidon's reply again falls into two parts separated by 6XA6: three 
verses answer Idomeneus' last three lines, then four respond to the first part 
of his speech. Verbal parallels stress the chiasmus (222~5n.). 

333-4 Poseidon counters Idomeneus' fear that the Greeks will perish 
ingloriously - it is the slackers who merit this fate. Similar threats against 
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slackers are uttered at 2 . 3 9 1 - 3 (Nestor), 1 2 . 2 4 8 - 5 0 , 1 5 . 3 4 8 - 5 1 (Hektor), 
1 6 . 7 2 1 - 3 (Apollo); Menelaosand Iris exhort others by saying that Patroklos 
may 'become a plaything for the dogs' ( 1 7 . 2 5 5 , 1 8 . 1 7 9 ) . F ° r the grisly 
metaphor in ptATrri0pa ( 6 3 6 - 9 0 . ) cf. a9aipr]86v (204-50.); D and b T help-
fully note that dogs do play with balls of flesh, bccbv is emphatic - it makes 
shirking even worse; for the phrase cf. 6 . 5 2 3 , 2 3 . 4 3 4 , Od. 4 . 3 7 2 . The subj. 
lidHqat is unparalleled; the indie. pcOlrpn may be better (Chantraine, GH1 
4 5 7 , 1 1 2 4 6 ) . 

037—8 From saying that even two men may be useful, Poseidon shifts to a 
variant of the maxim that two heads are better than one (cf. ovv Tt 80' 
fpyo^voj, 1 0 . 2 2 4 ) : literally 'there is a joint valour of men, even of very poor 
ones', i.e. 'together, even the worst fighters can show valour; {how much 
more should) we two, <who> can fight even the brave' (so Aristarchus in 
Nic/A). T h e god's self-inclusion softens the rebuke. I doubt whether 237 is 
a pre-fabricated maxim. Rhymes in -TTJ and -peov give it a proverbial ring: 
Zenodotus and Aristophanes (Did/AT) read ouuqgpTf) pirj, which re-
moves one rhyme and is a conjecture intended to deny poor fighters any 
valour at all. Aristarchus' paraphrase, as given by Ap. Soph. 1 4 6 . 2 5 , wrong-
ly suggested to Ludwich that he read ovp^epr&v (see Dyck on Comanus 
frag. 9 ) . This adj. is unique, but irtAct &v6p£>v recurs at 9 . 1 3 4 , HyAp 4 5 8 , 

and imperf. 2 x ; pdAa Avyp6$ recurs 2 x . frrrurra(M€o6a iidx«o6ai varies 
¿rrt(rr6pc9a TTTOAEMI^EIV ( 2 2 3 , cf. 2 . 6 1 1 ) : not only do all we Greeks know how 
to fight, as Idomeneus said, but we two know how to fight even the brave, 
who certainly have Aprr^. 

339—41 Warriors often pair up, as at 5.576FT*. or 1 1 . 3 1 4 , when Odysseus 
urges Diomedes to join him: hence SeOpo and &i*a in 235 and the maxim in 
237. Yet the god does not wait for Idomeneus to arm, since his sole aim was 
to stir him up for battle; Meriones soon joins him, as if in Thoas' stead. Verse 
2 3 9 — 1 6 . 7 2 6 , 1 7 . 8 2 . The poet hurries past Idomeneus* arming, for reasons 
given above (2ion.); 241 condenses into one verse the standard arming-
scene of e.g. 3 . 3 3 0 - 8 (see ad toe.). The sole detail which persists is that he 
takes his spears last. As at 1 6 . 1 2 9 , | 60CTFTO TEVXCOC (KOA6) is moved from the 
line-end (contrast 7 . 1 0 3 , 2 X Od.). Like ¿OTVKTOV (cf. 2 6 above, of a whip!), 
ircpl xpotytvro comes from the theme of divine arming and chariot-journey: 
cf. XPV<rt>V • • • 1 8 w e TT. X-, Y- 8 ' 1|*AO0AT)V ( 2 5 » 8 . 4 3 ) . The poet recasts his 
previous description, displacing the epithet onto a different noun; icAioir)v 
WTVKTOV recurs at 1 0 . 5 6 6 (with TKOVTO), Od. 4 . 1 2 3 . Only here does BoOpe 
follow a verb at the line-end; only here and at 1 6 . 1 3 9 a " found without 
6O0 (in 13 occurrences). 

343-5 Idomeneus* hasty arming is counterbalanced by a fine simile 
likening him to Zeus brandishing a lightning-bolt. His speed and flashing 
armour are the main points of comparison (bT); but the rare detail that 
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Zeus holds the bolt in his hand recalls Idomeneus holding his spears. Yet, 
of course, his intervention is against Zeus's will. The depiction of Zeus on 
Olumpos also makes us compare Idomeneus* entry into battle to that of 
Poseidon from the top of Samothrake, of which it is a result. Idomeneus 
moves away from battle in order to return armed, as had Poseidon (Michel, 
JV 72). It is thus no accident that 240? resembles 25? — We expcct Idome-
neus to enter battle at once, since similes often describe this moment, but 
the poet again thwarts our expectation. T w o parallels are especially close. 
At 11 .61-6 Hektor leads a Trojan attack like a baneful star: he shines with 
bronze 'like the lightning of father Zeus'. At 22.26-32 Akhilleus is like the 
dog-star, 'an evil sign', and there are unique verbal parallels: &p(£riAot & ol 
aOyal recurs, and 32 = 245. Signs from Zeus may be benign (2.353, 1 

9.236?) or sinister (4.381, 7.478?). The parallels, as well as the action, 
evoke a sinister sign here. Zenodotus and Aristophanes read tvl OTT̂ OEOOI 
(Did/AT), but this is normally used of feeling emotions. 

246-360 Returning to battle, Idomeneus meets his subordinate Meriones, who explains 
that he is behind the lines to fetch a new spear. Idomeneus offers him one, and both 
defensively assert their courage. They decide to Jight on the left, and re-enter battle 
together; both sides arefiercely engaged at close quarters, because the wills of %eus and 
Poseidon are at odds 

246—97 This dialogue has been attacked as irrelevant and tedious, and 
rejected as an interpolation. Fenik {TBS 129) calls it 'one of the longest 
sections of untypical narrative in the poem'; Shipp (Studies 282) points to 
Mate' linguistic elements. Since Idomeneus is neither so old nor so garrulous 
as Nestor, his verbosity is not a misplaced attempt to depict an aged 
windbag. Willcock well remarks the humour of the situation: each warrior, 
unexpectedly found behind the lines in such a crisis, is aware of what the 
other must be thinking, and so, with no overt apology or accusation, asserts 
his heroic credentials. Idomeneus relieves their mutual embarrassment with 
a ribald joke about Meriones and his spear (290?), which he broke at i56ff. 
Their meeting amusingly echoes that of 'Thoas' and Idomeneus. Also, as 
Reinhardt says (luD 297), this scene introduces their joint aristeia and 
enhances our expectations of their courage; we await with increased sus-
pense their return to battle. 

T h e five speeches are less odd than Fenik thought. The last is almost a 
speech of exhortation, like Sarpedon's address to Glaukos (12.310-28) or 
the end of Akhilleus' speech to Patroklos (16.83-100), which includes a 
discussion of tactics like 307-27 below. C ? too Herakles' three-speech ex-
change with his squire Iolaos at Aspis 78-121. Glaukos* verbosity when he 
faces Diomedes or Aineias' to Akhilleus (6.145-211, 20.200-58) is certainly 
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humorous, but they have more reason to fear, and their speeches replace an 
aristeia rather than introduce one. Lohmann {Reden I33n.) shows that this 
dialogue develops a limited number of topics (italicized below) with vanatio 
and changes of perspective, common Homeric techniques: 

1. Idomeneus: Meriones' absence from battle (249f.) 
[tacit query about Meriones1 btavery% hence] 

possible reasons for his absence (251c) 
[tacit query about absence of Idomeneus, hence] 

bravery of Idomeneus (252f.) 
2. Meriones: true reason for his absence - his spear (255-8) 
3. Idomeneus: Merionescan have a spear from Idomeneus* trophies (260-2), 

resulting from his braveiy (262f.), 
which produces trophies (264^). 

4. Meriones: Meriones has trophies too (267^, 
resulting from his braveiy% as Idomeneus knows (269-73). 

5. Idomeneus: Yes, Meriones* braveiy is outstanding (275-91). 
But they should return to battlr. let Meriones fetch a spear 
(292-4). 

The topics of speeches 1 - 2 are resumed in 5, and each is dealt with from 
the viewpoint of both men. The pattern is completed when Idomeneus 
graciously attests to Meriones* valour, and turns his opening questions into 
a call for action. 

246—8 These verses are an amusing echo of 21 o + 214C: Meriones is now 
in the same embarrassing position vis-à-vis Idomeneus which Idomeneus 
occupied vis-à-vis 'Thoas*. Idomeneus is still by his hut, but Meriones' is 
further off, surprisingly: this is surely an improvisation so that Idomeneus 
can oblige him with a spear. Meriones is called Ocpérrrcov èvç 'ISOMCV̂ OÇ 
3X , but SoupiKtasTÔsonly at 16.619. Zenodotus and Aristophanes (Did/AT) 
read 6. here, perhaps to enhance the parallel with 2ioff. But 6. é. stresses 
Meriones' subordinate status, which is why Idomeneus can ask him directly 
why he is oflTduty, and not vice versa. 66pv X̂ AKCOV (7 x Horn.) recurs in this 
position only at 16.608. oGévoç 'ISopcvfjoç belongs to a formular pattern: cf. 
a. '(OPLAJVOS (18.486, 2X Erga), PLYA a. 'Hrrlovoç/* COKÎCTVOÏO/ 'IBoycvfjoç 
(23.827, 2X //., Cat. 204.56), or the heroic periphrases pit} 'HpatcAricfTi 
(15.639-430.), Upôv pévoç 'AAKIVÔOIO (sec p. 1 if.). 

249-50 Meriones is not only Idomeneus* retainer (Ocpàrrcov), but his 
second-in-command (2.65of., 4 .2530, like Patroklos or Sthenelos (2.563F., 
4.365-7); on the status of the fopdrnxov see Greenhalgh, Bulletin of the Institute 
of Classical Studies 29 (1982) 81-90. T o judge by the archaisms drràXavroç 
'EwaAioj ¿rv&pciçôvrr) (p. 11), ôipénrow 10$ and ôirdtcov, all applied to him 
atone, Meriones traditionally performed both functions, and had long been 
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an important figure, resembling Odysseus (J. S. Clay, The Wrath of Athena, 
Princeton 1983, 84ff.); on his early Myc. origins see West, JUS 108 (1988) 
159. A fierce fighter, he excels in the games with bow and javelin, traditional 
Cretan weapons (23.86off., 888ff.), but fails in the chariot-race (23.528ff.). 
His name, like his father's (also mentioned at 10.269, 16.692-7^), is 
linked with running (from injp6v + 6vlvt]pi) by Muhlestein, ffamenstudien 
43n. If Molos was Deukalion's bastard son or brother, Idomeneus is Mc-
riones' uncle or cousin (so 'Apollodorus' 3.3.1, Diod. 5.79); cf. Hcraklcs' 
relation to lolaos. b T note that in one verse Idomeneus reminds Meriones 
of his kinship, vigour and amity with him. For fr6Sa$ TayOs -Ov (8x ), voc. 
only here, see i8 . i -2n. ; we next hear of Meriones' speed at 295^ 16.342. 
91Ato0' Hotipcov recurs at 19.315 (of Patroklos), Od. 24.517. Tr6A€p6v TE 
Xiiribv xal 6r)ioTT^Ta expands TT. Kcri 6. (etc.), 6 x ; cf. TTOX^JJOIO xal atvfjs 
CtiiorfiTos (3X). 

351—3 Idomeneus generously offers reasons why Meriones is not fighting. 
Aristarchus took AyycXitis as a nom. masc. noun, 'messenger', supposedly 
also found at 4.384, 11.140, 15.640, and not as gen. of ¿ryyeXIrj, 'message'. 
Leumann (HW 168-72) argued that bards created the new noun by mis-
understanding verses like 3.206 (ocG (vex* dryytAlrjs). At 4.384 or 11.140 
AyyeAiTjv is an acc. of respect, 'on a message-bearing mission' (cf. i^cafyv 
IA6cTv, 24.235, Od. 21.20), but is open to the same misunderstanding (see 
3-2o6n.; B. Forssman, MSS 32 (1974) 41-64; C . Saerens, MSS 34 (1976) 
165-8). But here and at 15.640 Aristarchus must be right. dryycMw persisted 
as a metrically useful variant of&yycAos (Erbse, Ausgewdhite Schriften 73-80). 
fjoOai means 'sit idle' as at 1.134 etc. 

a 5 4 =tt 266. irmw/Mlvos adorns names shaped — VJU —: Antenor, Anti-
lokhos, Laertes, Telemakhos (47x Horn.). For its sense see Hoekstra on Od. 
1 5 . 8 6 . The equivalent generic epithet 6OVPIKAUT6S is used in other contexts; 
it. always precedes Avriov t)06ot, fjpx* Ayopcvtiv or ^pyfro pOOcov save at 
1 6 . 6 1 9 , MTH>I6VTK 6 . A. Od. 1 5 . 5 4 4 (llEipaTos.. -). 6. is Idomeneus' usual 
epithet (5X). 

355 = 2 1 9 , save for XOAKOXITCOVOOV. Verse 255 is not read by Aristarchus 
(cf. T on 254), the papyri or most early codices; it was interpolated because 
it was thought impolite that Meriones leaves unanswered the honorific 
address of 249, especially since Idomeneus is his lord and senior. But no such 
address is needed (pace van der Valk, Researches n 497-9, and Michel, tf 74): 
found in some exchanges of superiors with inferiors, e.g. at 8.5-31, 281-93 
or 9.673-6, such reciprocity is lacking in others, e.g. 8.352-8, 9.17-32, 
10.234-42. 

356—8 At 168 Meriones went olo6p£vos 86pu paxp6vt 6 ol KAialtypi "ht-
Aenrro; now he wants a spear of Idomeneus' (TOI), if he has any. His change 
of intent is natural - he did not expect to meet Idomeneus, and his own hut 
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is further on, as he explains (268). Idomeneus seizes on his tentative expres-
sion as a chance to remind Meriones of his own trophies and thus obviate 
his own embarrassment. The odd shift from sing, to plur. (KorTfàÇapfv) and 
back to the sing, is not the mock-modesty of a leader associating his men 
with himself, which is not apt for Meriones (pace Chantraine, GH ti 33?); in 
fact the plur. refers to Meriones and Deïphobos, since 'both broke the 
weapon, Meriones who cast it and Deïphobos who held the shield in which 
the spear broke' (Eustathius 930.4). Hence 258 b needed to explain this 
plural (Michel, «V75). For Zenodotus' text KOTS^Çaucv (Did/A) see 165-80. 
îmtpTjvopéGov is sing, here only in Homer, but plur. at 4.176 (where see n.), 
12X Od. T o have faced so proud a (be reflects well on Meriones. 

a6o—1 tv KCD CTKOOI means 'one or twenty, as many as you want*. Greeks 
still say tva xal 6O0 for 'one or two'; Idomeneus multiplies by ten to stress 
his valour. It would be comical if he knew exactly how many spears he had; 
for twenty expressing any large number cf. 16.810,847,24.765 (with n.), Od. 
9.241 ('two or twenty waggons'), 12.78. For the 'observed* p- in KÔÏ cfcom 
cf. 2.510, 748 etc.: it is odd that our texts do not offer K & ICIKOOI instead (see 
Beekes, luiryngtah 60-2). èvwrria TrayçavôcovTa are façades of white plaster 
to protect from wear the mud-bricks by an entrance (Lorimer, H M 428). 
This formula is used of leaning chariots against a yard-wall or propping a 
bow against the wall near the door-post (8.435, 4-42» 22.121); its usual 
link with KAIVCO is maintained by the presence of KAIOIT). Nicanor (in A, cf. 
Aristarchus on 23.509) took 'shining' with 'spears', no doubt thinking huts 
would be too badly built to have évûrma! 

963—5 Owning Trojan spears is no proof of valour - Idomeneus could 
have found them on the battlefield; so he adds that he strips them from the 
slain, because he fights at close range, and therefore has complete trophies, 
i.e. not spears only. Qjii s'excuse, s'accuse! His understatement où y à p ôTco is 
echoed more strongly by Meriones at 269 (0O6' t\jà Çî̂ Mi). Chantraine (GH 
11 307) thinks ÔTco expresses intention, but Idomeneus is explaining how he 
wins his trophies. With 264? cf. 19.359-61, KÔpuOtç Aaimpèv yav6cooai 
I . . . teal 6crrrl6es ¿pçaAôtooai { OobpTjKéç t t . . . xcd piiAiva SoOpa; Alcaeus 
frag. 140. There is no fixed sequence for describing trophies, unlike arming, 
where the order of items is set. Omitted in a papyrus, 265 could be spurious. 
Only the participle of yavàco, 'gleam*, related to yàvoç, ydvupon and yaUo, 
is found in epic (Od. 7.128, HyDem to): see Latacz, Freude 157? 

367—8 Meriones deflates Idomeneus* boasts - he too has many trophies, 
but they are too distant to fetch; this signals that he accepts Idomeneus' 
offer, and is loth to be away from battle any longer than need be. The latter 
half of 267 is formular (4X ); each unit's huts were by its ships ( 15.406-90.). 
Leaf discerned a hendiadys, 'in my hut by my ship'. 

969—71 Whereas Idomeneus dilated on his trophies, Meriones speaks 
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directly of his own bravery. o084 yAp o06£ (5X Horn.) is emphatic; the first 
o05i picks up Idomeneus' negative at 262, the second stresses ¿ul (Denniston, 
Particles 197). Eustathius (930.51-3) notes that 'to forget one's valour* is an 
elevated way of saying 'to be a coward*. The periphrastic perf. AeAaoptvov 
tppcvai AAKTJS is a rare but distinctive feature of epic diction: see 14.194-70., 
and Lehrs, De Aristarchi studiis 361-3; W . J . Aerts, Periphrastica, Amsterdam 
1965. It can be middle (6.488, 14.172, 23.343) o r c v c n active (5.873). Here 
it adapts e.g. AcAAapeOa 0ovpi6os A. (11.313, cf. ' 5 - 3 2 2 > 16.357); cf. AEACKJP^-

vos tlslhrXvj (16.538, 23.69). Verse 270 melds prrA TTpci>roioi pAxEcrGai | 
(etc., 4 X ) with pAx^v (¿rvAt) Kv6iAvftpav | (etc., 8x ). 6ptbpT|TCN is a perf. 
middle subj. based on the indie. ¿pcopeTcri (Od. 19.377, 524), itself odd (cf. 
Shipp, Studies 117); this formutar modification blends (trAAspos teal) VETKOS 
Apcope | (8x ), v. ¿perron (etc., 4X Horn.), v. Apotiou iroAlpoto (2X Od.). 

373—3 Since Idomeneus exhorted Meriones with his own example, the 
latter pays him back by calling on him to attest to his deputy's bravery in 
battle, as he is uniquely qualified to do. Â jOco papvApevos picks up AcAaopt-
vo$ ¿Alois with an etymological play: not only has Meriones' bravery not 
deserted him, but if it escapes others, his lord must have seen it! The 
understatement Atco parries 6t<o at 262; Meriones' repartee is effective. 

375—94 This speech is the climax to the whole exchange (246-07^). Its 
first section, where Idomeneus affirms Meriones' bravery, and by his tone 
reveals his friendly trust in his subordinate, is framed by 275 (xl ac XP̂ I 
TOOTCC AiyioOcn;) and 292 ( p r ^ t i TOOTCS AcycopcBa); this calls attention to 
the length of the dialogue, exactly what commentators have disliked. If 
Homer felt it was too long, he would hardly have thus told his audience to 
yawn. The speech surely has a literary aim, which can only be humour. In 
fact this section culminates in a mildly ribald double entendre at the expense 
of Meriones, who has lost his spear (290c). The second section, a call to 
action opened as usual by AAAA (292), is suitably brief. 

375-8 The scansion &ios recurs at 18.105, Od. 7.312, 20.89 in the phrase 
| TOTOS ¿¿>V 616S £OCTI (etc.); it must have been pronounced hoyos. Cf. v!6s 
scanned u — (16.2in.); Chantraine, GH1 168; West on Theog. 15. For the 
rest of 275 cf. Od. 24.407. AIYEOOAI, 'discuss', recurs only in the formula A A A ' 

Aye, PTJK^TI TOOTCC AeycopeOa (see on 292-4, 2.435); but the sense 'enumerate 
(your trophies)' Is possible. In 276 it means 'be gathered', not 'be counted', 
pace Aristarchus; cf. 21.27, Od- 24.108. With Aprr^ 6iac(8rrat cf. 8.535. Leaf 
thought 278 a 'terribly flat' gloss on 277: BEIAAS has a definite article and 
always means 'wretched' in Homer, not 'cowardly' (Shipp, Studies 282). But 
278 is needed to introduce the antithesis between timidity and bravery. The 
'article' is in fact a relative pronoun beside As, despite the structural similar-
ity to 6 T* Acpyos AW|p A TC TTOAAA ¿opycos (9 320), 6 TE 6EIA6S Avfjp 6 TE 

TTOAAAV Aptfvoov | 9aivrrcn ('Theognis' 393f.). The 'neglect' of f in *6f EIAAS 
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is common (Janko, HHH 154); its original sense 'cowardly' (from 8éo$, 
'fear') is found in Ionic from Archilochus onward. (é^fJ^aávOrjv (6x Horn.) 
is an aor. of^octlvto, with diectasis after the contraction of •^atv&rjv and the 
same sense as ktp¿xvr\v (Chantraine, GH1 81). 

879-87 T h e apodosis to 276c is delayed until 287; the intervening paren-
thesis, framed by repetition offvOa, contrasts the conduct of the timid and 
the brave in ambush, the sternest test of courage, moving each time from 
their complexions to their posture and their thoughts. T h e tension of waiting 
to attack is unbearable (cf. Od. ^.a-joR., u .523ff . , 14.2«7fT.); Akhilleus 
taunts Agamemnon for not daring to take part (i.226f.). O n e is aware of 
foes in battle, but friends when waiting in ambush; since Meriones com-
plained that his couragc in battle goes unnoticed, Idomeneus replies that 
he would be conspicuous at an ambush. O n ambushes in Homer see A. T . 
Edwards, Achilles in the Odyssey, Kónigstein 1985, t8ff. T h e 'late* forms cited 
by Shipp {loc. cil.) are as usual a bad reason for excision; this 'vivid and 
vigorous passage . . . does not look like the work of an interpolator* (Leaf), 
and recalls similes in its unusual details and diction. 

«79-81 Tpéirrrai XP<*>S (etc.) is used of blanching in fear at 284, 17.733, 
Od. 21.412f. (split over a verse-end); cf. Erga 416. ftAAuBis &AA13, 'this way 
and that' (etc., 13X Horn.), sits uncomfortably beside it. Leaf renden this 
'all sorts of colours', but it is used with verbs of dispersing or fleeing; Homer 
surely had in mind the coward's wish to escape. With drrpéuas fjo6ai cf. 
2.200; with the rest of 280 cf. 9.462 (cf. 635). IITTOKA&̂ CO, 'fidget', almost a 
hapax in Greek, is based on 6kA6£co, 'squat'; it was obscure enough for the 
poet to gloss it frr* ¿ii^oTépous -iróSas T£ci, i.e. 'shifts his weight from one leg 
to the other' (cf. Frisk, Kleine Schrijlen 289F). 

«82—3 Beating heart and trembling limbs are signs of fear (7.2 »5f.); 
Agamemnon's heart leaps from his chest and Dolon's teeth chatter (10.94^, 
10.375). Note the etymological play on Trcrrdatyt*) and mSnroryos, elsewhere 
of trees breaking or warriors colliding (3X ). Verse 283 belongs to a surpris-
ingly large formular system for noises made by teeth: KÓirrro; Ó6ÓVTCOV | 
ylvrrcn ( 11 .417F. = 12.149f., similes), cf. irtpí T* & 9 P 6 ? ófióvros | Y . (20.168f., 
simile); ft papos 0* Apa yivrr ' ¿SÓVTCOV | (Aspis 404, simile); ft. 6i¿ erróla 
y . 6. I (10.375). For the sense and etymology of *fjp see p. 5; óTopai next 
governs a direct acc. at Od. 20.349. 

984-7 With 284f. cf. o06é TI 6VP<P | TctpP«i(s) (21 .574^ 2 x Od.)t pfjT' ftp 
TIAíf|vTpítp/}TtTI*rftp{3ci ( 2 1 . 2 8 8 ) , 1 T . {Od. 7.50c).Tap^t» scanned 
— u is Mate', but it is also irresolvably contracted at 4.388. hretSftv, unlike 
frrtrftf) (trrel 61̂ ) and lnV|v from tm\ ftv, is unique in the epos. It is not Attic 
only t pace Shipp (Studies 141); Herodotus uses it. Irrty made up of the 
same elements, is likewise recent: a variant at 16.453, occurs 7X Od., a x 
Erga. tfp&TOV, for rr parra or T& Trpurra after Href, 'when once', is simply a 
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convenient variation: cf. Itt^v trpcoTov, 3X HyAphr. The pres. &7(£r}Tai 
means 'he is seated (in the ambush)', with proleptic to-. With 286 cf. 
9.240;tv5aTAvypfj is a rare but current formula (14.383-7^). In 287 supply 
either 'a brave man' or TI$ with 6VOITO, 'nobody would criticize*: cf. oG TIS 6. 
(Od. 8.239), the omission ofTIS at 22.199. The formula uivos ical 
perhaps squeezed it out. 

388—9 Were Meriones wounded, it would not be from behind; for the 
shame of such wounds cf. T and Tyrtaeus frags. 11.17-20,12.25f. References 
to wounds here and at 251 frame the whole dialogue (246-97^). 

Aristarchus (Arn/A) noted that p&XAco is contrasted with -rvrrrrco, as is 
casting with stabbing (oCrrd£co) elsewhere: cf. 570-3, i6.i02-8nn., 11.191, 
15.495. pXcio is aor. opt. middle for *pAfjo; cf. p. 35f. and the subj. pA^rrai 
{Od. 17.472). 7T0V€V|i£VQS denotes the toil of battle (cf. 239). With 289 cf. 
5.147. The context requires 'from behind', since a brave man too can be hit 
in the neck, just as 'charging ahead' (291) shows that he is not struck down 
while standing idle. Aristarchus (Did/A) and the MSS read OVK the 
'common' texts (at xoival) and a papyrus oO KEV, the rarer combination 
(10/71 x Horn.); yet he preferred-the latter, against our MSS, at 12.465. At 
14.91 and 15.228 oG KEV avoids the sequence &v <5tv-, and OCK 6V never 
precedes a-; here oOx fitv avoids KEV ¿V. T h e M S S thus preserve a bardic 
system of euphony, whereby Ionic &v is preferred unless a- follows. Sec 
further i26-8n.; Chantraine, GH 11 345f. Verse 289 should end with a 
comma, not a stop. 

290-1 Only here in Homer does 6vnA£o>, 'seek out', 'meet*, describe 
an inanimate object: so the spear is personified. 6apicrrvs, metaphorically 
'battle', originally meant 'courting', 'amorous encounter' (cf. on 14.2i6f.), 
from 6ap, 'wife' (Chantraine, Diet. s.v.). For the metaphor cf. TTOÂ POU 
6apiarus (17.228) and 6piAio>, properly of friendly association, in martial 
contexts at 5.86, 5.834, 1 (.502; it thus continues the distinctly erotic image 
of seeking a breast or belly. At 22.124f. Hektor realizes that Akhilleus would 
kill him 'like a woman' if he went to him unarmed - a clearly sexual idea, 
since he adds that they cannot hold converse (6api(co) like a youth and a 
maiden. T h e spear seeks its victim like a man his lover; for spears' demonic 
vitality see 444x1. -rrp6aaco leu^vn describes an eager spear at 15.543. In fact 
the double entendre began with piy^pEvai (286), as the archbishop saw (Eust. 
932.40); TVTTTCO is ambiguous too (J. Henderson, The Maculate Muse, New 
Haven 1975, 172). For the coarse but playful imagery cf. 'Theognis' ia86f. 
(a l o v e r t o his b o y ) : WK^OCCS y d p TTA&JV i ^ o r r i c o j , j &AA6 a ' £yob 

Tpoxrct) 9€vryovTd ME. O n erotic imagery for war in Homer see MacCary, 
Childlike Achilles 137-48; H. Monsacre, IAS luirmes tTAchille, Paris 1984, 
63-72-

393—4 Idomeneus moves from sex to its result - they are talking 'like 
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infants'. Verse 292 20.244, when Aineias interrupts his long speech to 
Akhilleus, again with | krra&rt following; cf. too Od. 13.296. A verse for 
breaking off is needed, like AAA& TIQ pot TOVTOT 9IA0S 6ttAl^orro 6up6$ 
in Hektor's monologue (22.122) or A. T. U. T. rrcpl 6p0v fl irepl TrfTpijv 
in Hesiod's (Theog. 35); 292 may be the verse used for dialogues, but 
Hoekstra (on Od. 13.296) thinks that, given the sense 'enumerate* latent in 
Afyopai (275-80.), it was used to end lists and genealogies. vr|TrCmos is 
otherwise confined to books 20-1 ( 8 x ) , a clear case of'clustering' (97~8n.); 
found as a name in Myc., it means 'infant*, one who 'cannot speak' (/)TKK*>: 
see Hoekstra on Od. 14.264). For the second half of 293 cf. Od. 17.481 ® 
21.285. tirrfp^iAAcos, 'excessively' (18.300, 6x Od.), lacks the adjective's 
nuance of pride; it may derive from Cmip «piAArjv 'overflowing the cup' 
(Chantraine, Diet. s.v.). O n vipcai? see 120-30. With 294 cf. 10.148. The 
usual formula for taking a spear is ilArro 6' (ftAwpov) tyx°S. l o X Horn. (cf. 
296). 60pipov f. | is nowhere else exchanged with ft. I. in Homer (contrast 
Aspis 135): it is used in contexts of fear or wounding (12 x ). The poet already 
had Ares in mind (cf. 2g5ff.), and unconsciously substituted the god's 
standard epithet 6|3pipos ( 6 x , cf. 518-200.). 

295-7 Meriones grabs a spear and follows his lord, whose exhortation 
has had its effect. Verse 295 « 328, cf. 528. The ancient formula ArAAcrvros 
"EwaAlw AvSpeifAvrr) (p. 11) is limited to Meriones, but 8o4> ¿TTAAOVTOS 
"AprjY also describes Hektor, Patroklos and Automedon. A. A. Parry lists 
brief comparisons with gods (Blameless Aegisthus 218-23). This one leads into 
a simile likening Idomeneus to Ares and Meriones to Ares' son Phobos, lest 
Meriones' banter and grand epithet have let us forget that he is Idomeneus' 
junior (cf. b T on 299?). Verse 297 « 469, cf. 5.708, ptya TTAOOTOIO peprjAcos: 
elsewhere the construction differs, e.g. 0 9 1 . . . Ipya pep^Aft (2.614). 

298—303 A warrior starting his aristeia is often briefly likened to Ares (e.g. 
20.46, 22.132): as after the simile at 242-4, we expect the action to begin, 
but the poet is a master at drawing suspense from what is foreseen. By a 
common technique, he amplifies the comparison of 295 into a six-line image 
(Moulton, Similes 2if.). Full-blown similes comparing men to gods are the 
rarest type in Homer: cf. 2.478?, Agamemnon likened to Zeus, Ares and 
Poseidon; 7.208-10, Aias entering battle like Ares going to fight among 
men; Od. 6.102-8. The image suggests the indecisive fighting to come, and 
the importance of divine intervention for it* course. 

298-300 Phobos, 'Rout', with Deimos, 'Terror', is Ares' son by Aphro-
dite at Theog. 934 (see West's n.). He appears with his brother at 4.440 and 
15.119, where he acts as Ares' retainer: so too at Aspis 195, 463. T o scare 
the foe, he appears on armour beside a Gorgon at 5.739,11.37, cf. Aspis 144. 
He had cults at Selinus (apparently instead of Ares) and Sparta; cf. Aesch. 
Seven 45 with Hutchinson's n. With the etymological play in 300 cf. the use 
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of 'Ares ' for 'war'. pporoAoïyôç, 'ruinous to men', describes Ares and Eris 
(13X Horn.). For the redundancy in ttôAcmôvÎ* pérciai cf. the parallel 
simile at 7 . 2 0 9 (EIŒIV TT. nrr' âvépaç) and TTÔAIVSÊ urrépxeo ( 6 . 8 6 ) . Verse 2 9 9 , 

from çiAos, «• Od. 3 . 1 1 1 , of Antilokhos. & u a . . . | IOTTFTO is a formula split 
over the verse-end, cf. i. before the diaeresis 7 X epos, AM' JTTOVTO | 

l o x . ToAàçpwv is unique for ToAaolçpcov, cf. 4.421, TaAaatçpovâ -rrcp 6éos 
cTAsv: cf. Ares' formula ToAavpivov •rroAtuicrri'iv (3X). àraAâçpoov is of 
different origin ( 6 . 4 0 0 - i n . ) . For the gnomic aor. È^xSPnae cf. 1 6 . 5 8 3 (a 
hawk-simile). 

3 0 1 - 3 Ares' Thracian origin is traditional: at Od. 8.361 he goes to Thrace 
after being caught with Aphrodite. It need not follow that, like the Paphian 
goddess, he really was an alien (Erbse, Goiter 1 6 4 ^ . T h e Greeks often 
perceived violent emotions as coming from outside themselves, and deities 
who embody such forces, e.g. Dionusos, as from outside their society - hence, 
perhaps, their readiness to adopt alien gods like Adonis or Sabazios. Ares' 
name m a y b e G r e e k (14.484-5^) . Like Enualiosand Dionusos, he is already 
attested in Myc. as A-re ( K N Fp 14), cf. the name lAretmenesj ( T H Z 849). 

T h e Ephuroi and Phleguai are enemies in one conflict, not alternatives 
from separate ones. V v . 302C explain why the war-gods join either the 
Ephuroi or the Phleguai (for this use of UCTA cf. 20.329): 'they do not listen to 
<the prayers o f ) both, but give glory to one side' (érépoicn), cf. 80013 6* ê. y€ 
VIKTJV 'give victory to one side or the other' (7.292 and a x ) . T h e aorists are 
gnomic, since the pres. (kopfjcrcrcoOov indicates a repeated event: so these 
are traditional foes. T h e Phleguai were in fact Lapiths: their eponym Phlc-
guas, a son of Ares, begat the Lapith Ixion, and has many links with 
Thessaly (J. Fontenrose, Python, Berkeley 1959, 25-7,46ff . ) . This was surely 
their first imagined home, whence they were moved to Phocis when the 
Boeotians migrated south (so F. Vian in Hommages à G. Dumézil, Brussels 
i960, 221). Aristarchus thought Homer called only two cities Ephure -
Corinth and Kikhuros in Thesprotis ( 15.53 m.); here he favoured the latter, 
and is followed by Paus. 9.36.1-3, who puts the Phleguai in Phocis (cf. 
HyAp 278-80; Pherecydes, FGH 3 r 41, in A D T ; P.Oxy. 3003). But neither 
location of Ephure suits the local warfare meant here. Aristarchus' pre-
decessor Comanus (frag. 21 Dyck) and pupil Apollodorus of Athens (FGH 
244 F 179, in A D ) equated this Ephure with Krannon in Thessaly (cf. 
Pindar, Py. 10.55 with schol.; Steph. Byz. s.v.). Apollodorus is followed by 
Strabo (7 frags. 14, 16, 9.442), who places the Phleguai nearby at Gurton, 
Homeric Gurtone (2.738). Thus Homer draws on Thessalian saga, as often 
(see p. 19). T h e generic epithet peyccAiyropaç, acc. plur. only here (cf. 
8.523n.), does not state that the Phleguai were godless and brutal, but fits 
both that tradition and their name, from 9Aéyco, 'burn' (Chantraine, Diet. 
s.v.). 
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304-5 <5ryol AvCptov (cf. KprjTcbv Ay6$) and Ktxopv6p£voi alOo-m 
are adapted formulae (sing. 3X and 9X each). 'I6opevt0s (38X ) never recurs 
in this locus. 

306-39 Meriones tentatively proposes reinforcing the Greek left; after 
weighing the needs of the centre, his lord agrees. This device lets the poet 
give their aristeia the limelight until 673, avoiding direct comparison with 
Aias and Teukros or conflict with Hektor. Idomeneus again takes the lead, 
though Meriones understands the needs of the hour; we now see that they 
will fight together, and that their meeting by the huts was a preparation 
for this. Idomeneus' comparison of Aias to Akhilleus (324) keeps the latter 
in our minds. 

306 This v. recurs at 5.632 and 2X Od.% with other names shaped - u u - ; 
Hoekstra on Od. 16.460 explains the clumsy xal. With Idomeneus' patrony-
mic cf. 'Anthemides' for 'son of Anthemion' (4.488); 'Deukalionides' will 
not scan (Janko, Glotta 65 (1987) 71). For his genealogy see 449-54n. 

308-xo Meriones ofTers three choices - right, centre or left. The left is 
often mentioned, but we hear of the right only here; Idomeneus ignores it, 
which implies there is no risk there. For an explanation see on 675, 681. 
Homer usually says fir' ApicrrcpA, 4T1 SC ÎA (5.355, 12.239); Shipp {Studies 
6gf.) objects to Bcfrdxpiv etc., as no other adj. ends in -091 in Homer, but cf. 
aCnrAfi and fourteen o-stcm nouns in -091. This innovation, based on old 
instrumental of other declensions like iraAdpiwi or V0O91, already appears 
in the Knossos tablets, e.g. in the adj. jelephanteiophij: see Ventris and Chad-
wick, Documents 85, 401-3; Risch, Wortbildung 36if. Verses 3ogf. mean 'for 
nowhere do I think them so deficient in battle (as on the left) ' (so T ) . With 
fetoofat TT0XI|a0!0, 'be unequal to the contest*, cf. iiAxTO (17- >42» cf. 
23.670, 24.385). For 'long-haired Achaeans' see 3.43^ 

313—37 Idomeneus' reply is in ring-form: 

a the centre has other defenders, 
b the Aiantes and Teukros, who b good in the stadi; 
c they will hold off Hektor, who will not burn the ship», unless Zeus 

himself does it; 
b' but to no human would Aias yield, not even to Akhilleus in the stadif; 
a' so we should defend the left. 

3 1 3 - 1 4 The picture of the fighting recalls 170-94, when Teukros and 
Aias repelled Hektor. O n Teukros' versatility cf. 177~8n.; Idomeneus calls 
him the best archer, yet Meriones beats him in the games (23.859^*.). So too 
Thoas is 'best of the Aetolians, deft with a javelin, good in the stadil\ i.e. 
close-range fighting (15.282^. The contrast between the stodii and pursuit 
in a rout (325) also appears at 7.240^ (where see n.). Idomeneus refers to 
the three stages of a Homeric battle - long-range fighting with missiles, 
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<rra6ir) and rout. He himself is best in the oraBfq; he is less good at a distance 
(ArrooTaÔôv) or in flight (514?). Conversely, the Locrian bowmen avoid the 
stadii but are effective at long range (713-18). With AuCrvciv c!o( cf. 814, Od. 
22.116. 

315—16 The idiom in o! M»v A6r)v lAôcooi . . . noAipoio, 'they will drive 
him to tire of war', recurs at 19.423, Tpcôas A. iXàacn jr., and Od. 5.290, A. 
¿AAav KOK6TT]TOS (cf. Tyrtaeus frag. 11.10, AyqpoTlpcov Ês KÔpov 1\Kàocm). 
&6r)v, perhaps better written with Ionic psilosis (LfgrE s.v.), is a fossilized 
acc. of *&6f), 'satiety', cognate with Latin satis: cf. Aesch. Ag. 828, &5r)v 
ÏÀeiÇev aTuorros. Thus iroAépoto goes with A8TJV not ÉCTCTVPEVOV, although this 
may govern a gen., e.g. êom/uévovs ftoMpov (24.404); cf. èoovpcvov TToAep!-
Çnv (787, cf. 11.717), which Zenodotus read here because he did not under-
stand the sense (so Aristarchus). 'Some commentaries' (Did/A) had èAoouai, 
supposedly 'will sate': cf. kàccv at Od. 5.290, and T'sconjecture AAatooi. This 
may depend on miscopying EAOCOCI as EAC(i>Cl; Muhlestein wrongly re-
verses the process (Studies Chadwick 469-72). Van der Valk ascribes èAoouoi 
to Aristarchus (Researches n 145?), but see Erbse, Hermes 87 (1959) 278. — 
Verse 316 is in only one early codex and the two latest of six papyri (with 
ct Kai for the feeble teal ct of later MSS). Concocted from standard phrases 
(cf. 80, 5.410, Od. 22.13), " needlessly interpolated to identify piv as 
Hektor, last named at 205; Apthorp (MS Evidence 145-7) comparés rift at 
19.176, where Briseis has not been alluded to. 

3 1 7 - 1 8 The adv. abrv here alone has the metaphorical sense 'difficult', 
but cf. TTÔVOÇ alm>ç etc. (769-730.). faotiTai has metrical lengthening to 
avoid — u —, a useful adaptation beside laorrcn, larrat and larat: cf. 2.393, 
Od. 19.302, equally non-traditional contexts (see Hoekstra, SES 15, for 
parallels). West (on Erga 503), accepting Herodian's accentuation ¿OOETTOI, 
deems it a Doric contracted fut. For the rest of 317 sec 15.601-40. — The 
bards perhaps understood Acm-ros, found only with ' n the epos 
( t8x ), as 'untouchable', from ôrrTropat; but then we would expect •*6varr-
TOÇ. In fact Atnios, in Aesch. Suppl. 908 and frag. 213, is the original 
form, from •A-f nrroç, 'unspeakable'; contracted to •ATTTOS after loss of -p-, 
its metrical shape was kept by diectasis. Cf. | *Hprj An tot nés, 'speaking 
the unspeakable', from •AfrrrroprrrVis (8.209); for the sense cf. AOécçcnros, 
&9CTT0S (H. Neitzel, Clotta 56 0 9 7 7 ) 212-20). Did/A says Aristarchus 
read Aéirrovs, but his name may have replaced 'Aristophanes' (cf. Hrd/A 
on 1.567); this happened easily, especially when they were abbreviated 
(16.467-gn.). Aristophanes (frag. 418 Slater) surely found ftrrrros in other 
archaic poets and proposed it without M S support; Ttaocn read it at 1.567. 

319—3© Idomeneus still distrusts Zeus's intentions towards the Greeks (cf. 
225-7). Poseidon more confidently had told the Aiantes that they could stop 
Hektor if even Zeus was behind him (57?). &TC p/| means 'unless' (cf. 14.248), 
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like tl for 'when'. With at06pcvov 6aA6v cf. at. irOp (etc.), 17X in epos, and 
orl6oii£vcts 8at8a$ (etc.), 6 x Horn.: •6fif«AAs (cf. 6atw, 'burn') can always 
be restored, but must not be (4X Horn.). For the modified formula W|caoi 
©ofynsee 15.601-40. 

333—5 ¿OCTÎ , 'food', is fossilized in the formulae ¿X^ITOU (IcpoO) A. 
(11.631, cf. Od. 2.355) ar>d ArjM^Tepos (Up6v) <5ocn<)v (also 21.76, 5X Hes.). 
Gods can adopt mortal shape but never eat mortal food; hence this addition 
(so bT). For a different qualification cf. 24.58, 'Hektor is mortal and sucked 
a woman's breast* (al o HyAphr 145). The mention of stones after bronze 
weapons (cf. 11.265 = 541) may not be random: Aias finally disables Hektor 
with one (i4.4ogfr.). It is common to maim one's foe with a stone and 
dispatch him with a weapon (e.g. 4.5i7ff., 5.5808".). Akhilleus* fearsome 
epithet tolftvttp (also dat. at 16.575, 2x acc., gen. Od. 4.5) also serves as a 
name at Od. 7.63; Ap. Soph, derives it from breaking the enemy ranks 
(138.24). £T}KT6S perhaps reminded the poet of it. CfCrro<rTa6(r) is unique for 
cnra&ir), '(battle) standing in the same place' (313-140.): cf. oCrrooxc6(i) 
(15.510) beside O0TOCTXI66V. 

326—7 vcoTv is an acc. dual for expected vcol or vcb. Aristarchus took it as 
a gen., 'on our left', like lidtXTC hr ' ¿tpi<mp6. But vwlv is nom. or acc. at 
8.377, 8.428, 11.767, 16.99, Od. 23.211; Zenodotus kept it, and even in-
troduced it at 22.216. Similarly 99&TV is acc. at 15.155 and perhaps 8.452, 
nom. at Od. 23.52, as if with n-mobile added. Cumulatively, Aristarchus' 
efforts to expel these forms fail to convince (van der Valk, TCO 139f.). Duals, 
being obsolete in Ionic, were liable to artificial alteration by bards (cf. on 
47-51 ,346-8) . ¿Mi' means either 'thus, as we are doing' or 'in this direction' 
(cf. 10.537, 12.346); Aristarchus wrongly denied that the local sense is 
Homeric (Ap. Soph. 170.21). 

fye is the imperative of the old verb 'drive', attested in Cypriot and 
Pamphylian: cf. Latin veho, Myc. ¡wckhdj, 'chariot', at Pylos, and 4 3 - 5 ^ 
Traces survive in the formula §XE ITCBVUXA? ITTTTOVS (8x ) and absolutely, e.g. 
t>79i '6.378, 23.422. So the Cretans are suddenly in a chariot. It is not 
surprising that Homer made this slip when a hero is telling his squire where 
to go in the battle: cf. 5.241-73, Diomedes telling Sthenelos where to 
drive. Homer perhaps meant to say 'let us keep on the left', cf. Od. 3.171, 
(vfjaov) tir' &pio-rip' IXOVTCS; cf. his slips over the use of chariots in the gap 
between the rampart and ships (6570.). The sentiment 'let us enter battle 
to see who will win glory' traditionally ends exhortations to a comrade (e.g. 
5.273, 8.532-4, 22.243-6). This version of it (cf. 12.328) may adapt an 
independent clause: cf. 22.130 and Hoekstra, Modifications I04f. 

330-60 The tension is increased by a panorama and a recapitulation of 
the opposing attitudes of Zeus and Poseidon, corresponding to the conflict 
on the human level; Idomeneus does not kill until 363. 
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330-44 T h e battle evolves from individual combats by promachoi, typified 
by 156-205, to a general engagement at close quarters by the ships' sterns 
(so near has the danger come!); as often, comparisons and the reaction of 
an imagined observer make it vivid. As convention requires, we have missed 
nothing important: only now, when the Cretans arrive, do the armies clash. 
T h e Greeks' new vigour upon seeing them augments the pair's stature and 
shows that Poseidon's plan is proceeding, as we are soon reminded. T h e 
panorama, including the bristling battle and wind-simile, develops passages 
tike 7.62, (otIxcs) ¿umrloi tea! KOp06caai teal fyx&rt Trtfpiicuiai, which pre-
cedes a simile about a 9pl£ of wind, or 4.282, (9&AAYYES) adxeaiv TC KOI i. 
TT., which follows a simile of a shepherd alarmed by a squall. There Aga-
memnon delights in the bristling ranks (yV]0rj<7€v I6cbi>): cf. 344. Many details 
are typical (Fenik, TBS 130): Idomeneus is Mike a flame', an image often 
used of warriors joining battle (39~4on.); a wind-simile depicts the violence 
and dust of the conflict; the glare from the weaponry resembles e.g. 2.455-8, 
and a hypothetical onlooker enters three simitar descriptions ( i26-8n.) . 

330—3 T h e brief comparison of Idomeneus to fire recalls his simile at 
242-4, just as that of Meriones to Ares (328) echoed 2g8ff. Idomeneus is 
the greater figure, but 331 adds that both were conspicuous in their armour 
(A's variant papualpovTas is from 16.279, a verse otherwise identical). Verse 
332 = 11.460. Like VETKOS 6poiiov (4.444), 6JJ6V ICTCXTO v. is one of several 
phrases for the mingling of hostile front lines indicated by 6yt6a' iidxtj 
and Ipxoulvcov &yv6is (337, 343): see Latacz, Kampfdarstellung 191 f. 

334—7 Wind-similes describe armies raising dust at 3.ioff. , 5.499ft*. (the 
wind pours mist on the mountains or scatters chaff). T h e speed of the gusts 
suggests that of the front lines colliding; the mingled dust-swirls evoke the 
two sides' confusion and the dust-clouds that are the usual atmosphere of 
battle (e.g. 11.163). Hesiod (Theog. 878ff.) complains of winds that choke 
the fields with dust; dirt roads are yet dustier in summer when the meltemi 
blows. T h e narrative shares with the simile &uu&i$ and Torauoi, the mot 

juste for dust hanging in the air (2 . t5of) . 
339-44 T h e effect on an observer is implied throughout this panorama. 

Massed spears bristle like hair standing on end from terror, and the armour's 
glare is blinding. T h e metaphor ¿9pt§€v and compounds 90iafnPpoTos and 
TayEalxpcos are grand and sinister. Each piece of armour rhymes with its 
dazzling epithet amid the harsh consonants: ACRYVJ' XCTAXEIR) Kopufkov &TT6 

AauTrojiEvdcov | Ocopifocov TE veooufyrrcov ocadcay TE 9ativcov. T h e picture ends 
with a reminder that this is the two sides joining battle (343, picking up 
337), and with an observer's grief at the sight. His emotion deepens our 
impression of the violence; if we were really watching it, we could not enjoy 
it as we enjoy this description. This observer, imagined as a god elsewhere 
( i26-8n.) , provides a smooth transition to that other audience, the gods, 
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who arc stirring up all this suffering. Cf. Ap. Rhod. 3.1354-8, influenced 
by Eumelus (frag. 19 B. = 4 D.). 

The diction is powerfully innovative. For ffpi^iv cf. Ap. Rhod. loc. cil. 
and p. g n. 6. <p©icrlnPpoT05 describes the aegis at Od. 22.297, Ares in 
Ap. Rhod. loc. cit.; cf. irdXqiov 9610^vopa (5X), 96IT* &uppoTo$ (Od. 
11.330). iyxriTjai | liaKpfi; is a split formula: cf. 782, 3.137, 3 254. For 

.Tcrntalxpo* see 4.511, 23.803. boat 6* 6pip5f, 'blinded the eyes' (also at 
Theog. 698), modifies the original sense 'deprive* in e.g. ¿ fOaAu&v. . . &utpac 
(Od. 8.64), cf. T&V ¿yolov . . . Anipaat, 'rob one's fellow* (16.53); ^ u s at Od. 
19.18, I V T C A . . . KCT7TV6S ¿plpSci, the smoke does not just tarnish the weapons 
but blinds them, as if bronze shines with its own eye, not with reflected light 
(light was held to come from the eye: 837^). Here, in a bold image, the 
bronze's eye glares so brightly that it blinds the onlooker, as the sun's eye 
can. VE&ruTprro? is a hapax, metrically equal to KporrcnyOaAos (19.361). 
0paaUK6p8ios is in a like hemistich at to.41, cf. Aspis 448. A papyrus 
reads Adcov for IBcbv in 344: cf. Od. (9.229f. with J. Russo's n. 

345—60 What Leaf calls 'a lengthy and superfluous recapitulation' is 
typical and suited to its context. Summaries of the divine background occur 
elsewhere, from the briefest at 5.508-11 to the longest at t5.592fr., when 
Homer both expounds the present state of battle in terms of Zeus's will and 
charts the future (Fenik, TBS 54c, 130). The poet often recalls Zeus's plan 
by saying that the god is giving the Trojans glory (11.300, 12.37, 12.174, 
12.255, I2-437> 15-567> i5-596ff., 15.694/.). T h e most similar summary, 
11.73-83, also marks a shift from massed fighting to a Greek's aristeia: the 
other gods blamed Zeus because he wished to give the Trojans glory, but 
he sat heedless, watching the slaughter. This summary clarifies the gods' 
motives for any hearer who, excusably, risks getting confused, or missed the 
start of the poem. Verses 345c and 358-60 also set the tone for the heavy 
but indecisive fighting that continues until 14.506; another summary soon 
follows (i5-54ff.). That gods direct the conflict increases its importance (so 
T ) and gives it pathos; it may comfort a partisan audience to be reminded 
that both gods are really on the Greek side (so b T on 348)! The structure 
is well analysed by Heubeck (Kleine Schri/ten 121-5): 

345-6 Summary: Kronos' two sons are at odds, causing suffering for the 
heroes. 

347-50 Zeus's will: to help the Trojans; his motive: to honour Akhilleus; 
his limitation: he does not wish the Greeks' total ruin, but honours 
Thetis and her son. 

351 - 7 Poseidon's mil: to help the Greeks secretly; his motive: grief at their 
suffering and anger at Zeus; his limitation: as Zeus is senior, he 
cannot help openly but arouses the army secretly. 

358-60 Summary: the two gods hold fast the rope of war, and many fall. 
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The middle sections are framed by repetition in 348 and 350 (KvBafvco), 
35if. and 357 (AdOpr)). Zcus's refusal to permit the Greeks' total ruin 
prepares for the Trojans' eventual repulse; Poseidon's reluctance to chal-
lenge his brother openly, prefigured when he refused to help Here against 
him (8.210F), adumbrates 15.175ff., when he yields to Zeus's insistence on 
the elder's right to command. The summary presupposes Zeus's promise to 
Thetis, prohibition of the other gods from battle and message to Hektor 
(1 -495ff-, 8-5ff., 11. i86ff.); it is also consistent with 13.1 ff., when Zeus looks 
away, confident that nobody will interfere in the battle. Verse 352 recalls 
32-8, when Poseidon arrives unseen; his motives are the same (353 = 16). 
Verse 357 implies that he took human shape to avoid Zeus's notice: this 
hardly contradicts his adoption of human form to hide his identity among 
men. He makes a virtue of necessity, choosing identities suited to his aims, 
and revealing his godhead when he wishes (66ff.); once Zeus is safely 
dormant his disguise is no longer mentioned ( 1 4 . 3 6 ^ . , 15.8). See further 
Michel, N 51-62. 

'Late* diction is even more plentiful than Shipp realized (Stu ies 282); as 
usual this betrays the poet's creativity. Kporraids (also at 11 .119 (simile), 
ax 0d.t 2X HyHerm) is based on fem. *KpaTcn& (16.330-4^). | AvSpAciv 
/|pco£0t7i recurs in the gen. 3X Od.t 4X Hes., but cf. the runover phrase 
6v6pu>v | f)pcocov (3X Horn.), -rrrevxorrov is odd (346-8n.). The separated 
phrase Aa6v . . . *Axoriuc6v is unmodified at 9.521, 15.218. 'IA1681 frp6 (4X 
Horn.) oddly combines a loc. with -np6. In 350 vUa is artificial (cf. 185-7^); 
it adapts utei KOPTEPOOVUCO (Theog. 476), like cuptat (TT6VTOV) for cOpvv by 
analogy with cOptf TT6VTO>. For TpcoaTv see p. 9 n. 6. Verse 354 is archaic: 
both pdv and fa 'one' are Aeolic (see p. 17 n. 28). Willcock well explains 
6p6v Y^VOS la -mirrpT) as an old misapplied formula, since IT. usually means 
'homeland' (17X ), not 'ancestry'; otherwise 'ancestry* is another archaism, 
cf. the sense 'clan* in Pindar (LSJ s.v.). 

346—8 Most good M S S have TCTTOXOTOV, not -ETOV, which Aristarchus 
accepted as a perf., noting that a preterite is really needed, -TOV has replaced 
a preterite third person dual in -Tqv for metrical convenience, as at 10.361, 
10.364, 18.583 (cf. Zenodotus' text at 8.448, 10.245, 11.782). Since duals 
were obsolete in Ionic, it is probably an artificial pluperf.: cf. the weird duals 
at 3-279» 5-487. 8-74. 8.378, 8.455, 9-i82ff., HyAp 456, 487, 501. The lectio 

facilior HTVXCTOV, a variant in A, makes the past tense explicit (contrast 
van der Valk, Researches n 207). 

350-5 Aristarchus athetized 350 as redundant after 348; but it adds 
Zeus's promise to Thetis, mentioned in other summaries (15.76^ 598) and 
frames the account of Zcus's aims (Michel, His predecessors (Did/A) 
read drrpuve in 351 (from 5.461?). The construction Ax^rro . . . Bauvauivovs 
is paralleled later (LSJ s.v.; Chantraine, GHn 328). Respect for one's elders' 
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superior knowledge is normal in Homer; with 355 cf. trpATCpos yiv6pr)v nal 
irAflova oT5a ( 1 9 . 2 1 9 , 2 1 . 4 4 0 ) . Although respect, not Zeus's greater force 
(which Poseidon had cited at 8.2 to), constrains the latter, this cannot wholly 
dignify his covert action (so bT). For Zeus's seniority see 1 5 . 1 6 5 - 7 0 . 

358—60 'Alternately, they pulled taut the rope of violent strife and equal 
war over both sides - unbreakable, not to be undone, that undid the knees 
of many*, i.e. the two gods made the armies fight a fierce and indecisive 
battle. Since the structure of the passage shows that the gods* discord is still 
the topic (cf. 3 4 5 ? ) , we can exclude Crates* view (in bT) that the two armies 
engage in a metaphorical tug-of-war. The rope-metaphor signals divine 
interference in battle: cf. EpiBa TrroAlpoio T d w o r a v (14.389, Poseidon and 
Hektor), Kpcrrtpfjv ITAWOOC Kpovicw ( 1 6 . 6 6 2 , where see n.), KOTA TOO 

pAxnv£. K. ( 1 1 . 3 3 6 ) , ZeOs... KOKAVTTAVOV ( 1 7 . 4 0 0 ? ) , 6*65 uep | Toov TC(veiev 
troAlpou TTAOS ( 2 0 . 1 0 1 ) . plv TWV htl Taa pAx»l T^TOTO ( 1 2 . 4 3 6 « 1 5 . 4 1 3 ) 

follows similes describing a deadlock, in the latter case a carpenter stretching 
a guide-line; cf. 17.543, trrl ITon-pAxA^ T. Kporrcpf) Ooplvrv T h e image is of a 
rope stretched by the rival gods over the two sides, symbolizing that they 
are locked in stalemate. 

The original sense of ircTpap, as its Sanskrit and Avestan cognates reveal, 
is 'the point where something ends (and another begins)', 'limit*, 'determi-
nant* or 'bond', since the end of one thing and start of the next can be 
seen as the link between them. As at Od. 12.51, 162, 179 and HyAp 129, it 
means 'rope', since it is 'unbreakable, not to be untied' (c? the divine bonds 
at 3 7 , Od. 8 . 2 7 5 ) . Heubeck rightly thinks this sense arose from a mis-
interpretation of traditional phrases where it once meant 'end' (Kleine 
Schrijlen 8 8 - 9 3 ) . So too Apx^l came to mean 'rope' in Hellenistic slang (Diod. 
^ S - i o » Acts 10.11, 11.5): 'throw me the end* became 'throw me the rope'. 
Aristarchus (Did, Arn/A), taking mTpap as 'rope-end* and £rrctAAA£avT€$ as 
'cross over' (in tying a knot), thought the gods tied the 'end' of strife to that 
of battle, and drew the rope tight round the armies, forcing them together 
as with a noose; hence in one edition he read AAA/)Aotoi, describing the ends, 
for ApqKyTipolO!. But 3 5 8 is merely a grand phrase for 'war', cf. 1 8 . 2 4 2 . 

irraAAAooco later means 'alternate', which suits a battle where each side is 
alternately victorious. See 6.1430.; Onians, Origins 3 1 0 - 4 2 ; van der Valk, 
Researches it 9 7 - 9 ; W. Northdurft, Giotla 5 6 ( 1 9 7 8 ) 2 5 - 4 0 . 

358 Aristophanes (Did/AT) and the vulgate offer the odd reading | TO(. 
When possible, bards have replaced inherited (Aeolic) TOI with Ionic ol 
(Janko, HHH 1 i8n.). TOI persists after a naturally heavy syllable only 11 x 
//., 5X Od.t and at Cat. 2 0 4 . 8 4 , Aspis 2 7 6 (see 7 . 5 4 - 6 0 . ) . It opens a verse 
here only in the Iliad, at Od. 2 2 . 2 7 1 , 281 and 3 0 4 (a curious cluster) and 
several times in Hesiod, slips by a poet who used it in his vernacular (the 
poet of the Aspis favours it). Here, pace van der Valk (Researches 11 71), it 
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is surely corrupt for TOO, read by Aristarchus and M S Ve 1: cf. the frame at 
345. oi, attested by Did/A, papyri but few good codices, docs not explain 
why TOI exists. For the formula ¿iiouou mroAhioio (once *6poiToo TTT-) sec 
4.315n., S. West on Od. 3.236. The ancients equated this epithet of old age, 
death, strife and war with 6yoTos, 'common to all*, 'impartial*. They may 
even be right: at Erga 182 it is used for 6po?o$; cf. too £wds 'EvuAAios and 
the forms y«Aof»os, K0I1A05 for xoi- (Mimnermus frag. 12.6). 

361-454 Idomeneus kills Othruoneus and Asios; Anlilokhos slays Asios' charioteer. 
Dei'phobos kills a certain Hypsenort but ¡domeneus slays Alkathoos and mocks the 
Trojans' lack of success 

361—454 Idomeneus kills three major victims in his artsteia, which ends, 
as it begins, with a reference to his advancing years ( 5 1 1 - 1 5 ) . There is 
symmetry in his victims (Michel, K 9 1 ) : Othruoneus is betrothed to Priam's 
daughter and Alkathoos is married to Ankhises' (rivalry between the Trojan 
royal houses is mentioned at 46of.); family feeling thus rouses first Dei'phobos 
and then Aineias. The first two casualties are boastful fools (bT on 384); the 
first and third provoke speeches of triumph - Idomeneus has the last 
word, capping Dei'phobos* counter-vaunt. Alkathoos provides the tragic 
climax of the aristeia, but he and Othruoneus were surely invented to frame 
Asios (cf Michel, ^ 8 7 ) . 

361-82 Othruoneus' fall is typical (Fenik, TBS i 3 o f ) , but enlivened by 
grim humour at his expense. It follows the tripartite pattern of basic state-
ment (363), life-story of the slain (364-9) and account of the blow (370-2), 
with a fine taunting-speech. His foolish pride undercuts the usual pathos. 
As a late-comer to the war, he resembles other allies at 792ff. and Rhesos, 
Euphorbos, Lukaon and Asteropaios (t0.434, 16.81 o f , 2i.8of., i55f.); only 
here is this detail in an 'epitaph'. Marriage is a favourite motif (170-81 n.). 
But Othruoneus' terms for Kassandre's hand forfeit our sympathy: it is 
greedy to offer no gifts,, but only a promise to repel the Greeks. Her other 
suitor, Koroibos, was no less stupid (Virgil, Aen. 2.34iff.). Priam shows his 
desperation by accepting such terms; hence the Trojans* alarm at Othruo-
neus' fall. Like Dolon, he is ruined by undertaking for an exorbitant price 
a task wholly beyond his powers; Pandaros and Asios also perish by over-
reaching themselves. We need not pity h i m , ^ G r i f f i n (HLD 131): he gets 
his deserts according to the mores of his time. 

361 Idomeneus' years are more than a match for a raw recruit. His age 
is not invented for this m o m e n t , ^ « Reinhardt (luD 298f.), nor to motivate 
his withdrawal at 5t2ff.; his role as counsellor, his appearance with Nestor 
and Phoinix at 19.311 and Oi'lean Aias' insult at 23.476 prove it traditional 
(Michel, .Y82). Odysseus, slightly younger, is copoyipcov (23.791, cf. b T ad 
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ioc.). The unique pecamAAtos, 'half-grey*, contains an old locative (Risch, 
Wortbildung 220), or (better) displays metrical lengthening by analogy with 
peoalTcpos (Chantraine, Diet. s.v. uto<*). With 362 cf. 11.489. 

363 Othruoneus* name may be based on 66pvs, 'mountain' (cf. Mt 
Othrus in Thessaly), glossed as Cretan by Hsch.; cf. the toponym *0-du-rut 

fOdrusj, on the Knossos tablets (Chantraine, Did. s.v.). For the formation 
cf. 'lAtovcu; and the Spartan warrior Othruadas. Does Othruoneus* slaying 
by Idomeneus reflect Cretan saga, like the Phaistos slain by Idomeneus at 
5.43, or even Asios, whose home, Arisbe, is named after a Cretan girl 
(so Steph. Byz. s.v.) - cf. Arisbas, father of a Cretan at 17.345? Cf. too 
16.603-7n- Asios' patronym Hurtakides recalls the Cretan city Hurtakos or 
Hurtakine (von Kamptz, Personennamen 313), but also Lycian OpTOtKia =» 
urtaqijahil (Scherer, 'Nichtgriechische Personennamen* 37). — T h e ancients 
identified the unique toponym Kabesos with various places with similar 
Anatolian-sounding names, in the Hellespontine area, Thrace, Cappadocia 
or Lycia (cf. T , Steph. Byz. s.v. KapaooA? and Zgusta, Ortsnamen 207c). As 
b T note, IvSov 46vra (21 x Horn.) often means 'who was present', but only 
when he is indoors. Here it is a misused formula, cf. 6v vu>i KufhjpAOiv 1.1. 
| . . . tTiopcv tv prydpotoi (15.438c): Homer was thinking of Othruoneus 
joining Priam's household from Kabesos, but he is not literally 'inside* here 
(cf. HyAp 92I). T o solve the 'problem' the Argolic 'city' M S read "Ei^Pm 
v69ov ul6v idvTa, making him a half-brother of his bride-to-be (Did/AT)! 

365—7 Kassandre's beauty is mentioned at 24.699, cf. Od. 11.421 f. Homer 
probably knew of her prophetic madness, as the Cypria did, but ignores it, 
save when he rationalizes her second sight as keen vision (see 24.703-6^). 
It is in character for Othruoneus to desire such a girl. (TTpidpoto) 6vy<rrp&>v 
cT6os 6p(oTT)v also describes Laodike at 3.124 and 6.252, but, pace Nagy (BA 
26ff.), epic is more gallant than pedantic in bestowing compliments (cf. on 
427-33, 15.281-5); 0. iT. &. is a formula (5X). 'Kassandre', like 'Medesi-
kaste* her sister (173), may be from mkas-t 'excel* (Chantraine, Diet, s.v.); cf. 
Kastianeira (8.305). Several Mycenaeans were called fKessandrosI or -¡raj. 

Suitors frequently offer gifts to secure a bride (e.g. 16.178, 190): see 
Snodgrass, JHS 94 (1974) 1 »4-25; Morris, CA 5 (1986) 105-15. As a mark 
of honour Agamemnon offers Akhilleus his daughter <Srvdc6vov (9.146): 
on the form see Beekes, Laryngeal 58c The provision of a dowry, which is 
what I6va means in about half its uses, no doubt reflects a later, eighth-
century, practice, when, with a rising population, it became harder to marry 
off one*s daughters (dowries are the classical custom). Zenodotus altered 
Arrcocrlufv, which he perhaps deemed too bold, to AvtoctpEV (Did/AT with 
Schmidt, Weltbild 143c). Another effort to palliate Othruoneus' rash pro-
mise was the addition of 367a, folTcov Ev6a teal f v f a 8oA$ frr) vfjas 'Ayaicov 
(in T ) , supposed to mean that he would attack at various points (van der 
Valk, Researches 11 479); it feebly combines 2.779 with 1.12 etc. 
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368-9 Cf. irnicTxrro xal kcrrlvfuaf (etc.), yx , preceding | Sojcriutvai at 
Od. 4.6 also. OrroorxccriTi is a hapax: Othruoneus fought 'trusting Priam's 
promise', not 'obeying his own'. 

37®—3 With 37of. cf. !59f., where Meriones is subject; for Othruoneus' 
swagger see i56-8n. Idomeneus duly drags him by the leg ( 3 8 3 ) . From o08', 
37if. = 397f. T h e repetition links these killings, which lends them irony, 
since there is a difference: Othruoneus should not be prancing about with 
no shield, whereas Asios' driver, with the reins in his hands, must rely on 
his corslet for protection. With 3 7 3 cf. 1 1 . 4 4 9 , 2 0 . 3 8 8 , where a name and 
epithet fill the last two feet. Since 'Idomeneus' will not fit, <pcbvT>a£v n 
is substituted: Homer did not say paKp6v AOoas, as at 413,445 and 2 x , since 
this is tied to barayXov ¿TrEv^crro. 

374—8a These verses comprise the first of three vaunts, all on the theme 
of recompense ( 4 1 4 - 1 6 , 4 4 6 - 5 4 ) : cf. the set of four at 1 4 . 4 5 3 - 5 0 5 . Idome-
neus is assumed to know of Othruoneus' folly, and mocks him for it. Aga-
memnon can offer better terms than Priam: far from defeating the Greeks 
single-handed, he need only join them and sack Troy! Let him follow to the 
ships, to arrange a betrothal! Follow he must, since Idomeneus drags him 
by the leg. T h e joke is in character Idomeneus made a coarser one at 288ff. 

374-6 '1 compliment you above all men, if you are really going to fulfil 
all you promised . . . ' : cf. Od. 8 . 4 8 7 (the sole other use of alvi^oyai). Since 
'astonishment, rather than praise, seems to be in order if the mortally 
wounded Othryoneus can accomplish his promises' (Dyck), Zenodotus ?nd 
Comanus (frag. 10 Dyck) read alvloaopai, supposedly 'am amazed', others 
-f£oiiai (Did/A). Aap6av(6r| TTpidpcf) is dat. only here (7X in other cases). 

378—8« Verse 378 echoes 365. The old verb frrrvlco survives in Cretan: it 
means 'be married' rather than 'get married' (G. P. Edwards in Studies 
Chadwick 173-81). Verse 3 8 0 «* 2.133, cf. 2 1 . 4 3 3 . bn\ VTIVCTI owomcOa rrovro-
•mSpoiaiv is based on e.g. 1 6 . 2 0 5 , V- vKbptOa ir.; owcb|IC6A is aor. subj. 
of ouviipai,'cf. ovvTiMoovvai, 'agreements' ( 2 2 . 2 6 1 ) . The hapax fcBvwT^s 
means an 'in-law' who has received fe8va (cf. 3 6 5 - 7 ^ ) : cf. &5v6oijai, 
'receive/give gifts in exchange for a daughter/wife' at Od. 2.53 (with S. 
West's n.), Cat. 1 9 0 . 5 , 2 0 0 . 7 . Leaf suggests 'match-maker', but Idomeneus 
speaks loosely of his own side as one family, which the Trojans actually are. 

383—401 Asios is Idomeneus' greatest victim, being one of the leaders of 
the Trojan attack (12.95JT.); on his connexions see 363^ His name is Asiatic 
in the fullest sense; it once meant 'man of Assuwa', i.e. 'the good land* (from 
Anatolian aJJuf). We know of several Mycenaeans called lAsuriosf. He dis-
obeyed Pouludamas' advice that the Trojans leave their chariots behind the 
ditch (12.11 off.); the poet called him a fool for doing so, and foretold his 
death by Idomeneus' spear. His extra speed gave him initial success - he 
entered a gate that was still open but met stiff resistance inside, since the 
Greeks still held the rampart. We last saw him in frustration calling Zeus a 
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liar (12.164ft*.). *-ike Othruoneus', his pretensions obtain their just deserts: 
the very horses and chariot of which he was so proud (12.96^, 114), and 
which he unwisely kept with him, fatally impede his movements. Worse, his 
driver is so astounded by his sudden fall that he too is slain, and the Greeks 
seize his precious steeds. Pandaros was ruined by excessive love for his 
horses in the opposite way: he left them behind, afraid they would suffer in 
the war (5.tg2ff.). 

T h e scene belongs to a recurrent pattern which extends to 423 (169-
205n.), but is less typical than Fenik thinks ( T B S 131). (i) It is common to 
attack a warrior who is hauling a body away, but only here and at 15.524ff. 
is the attacker slain, (ii) It shows exceptional anxiety on Asios' part that his 
driver keeps his horses so close behind him that they breathe on his shoulders 
(385); Automedon, facing overwhelming odds, bids his charioteer do the 
same (¿uTrvtlovTt (¿rrctyptvcp), so they can escape if need be (17.50 i f , cf. 
23.380^). Drivers must stay fairly close, but it is not 'dangerous not to fight 
with one's horses breathing down one's neck' (Fenik, TBS 29, cf. on 4.229-
30, 17.501-2). (iii) Asios dies the same death, with the same simile, as 
another important ally, Sarpedon (389-93^); on the parallels see Schoeck, 
Jlias undAithiopis 61 - 4 . (iv) Fenik ( T B S 6 i f . ) compares how, after Menelaos 
has slain a warrior, Antilokhos kills his charioteer as he tries to turn, and 
captures his horses (5-578ff.); Patroklos kills a driver who panics and falls 
from his vehicle (16.401 ff.). 

383—8 Asios' death is almost as startling to us as to him, so swifUy is it 
told in concise, enjambed sentences with rapid shifts of subject. It is apt that 
a boaster is hit in the throat - cf. 5.2g2f. (Pandaros), 17.47 (Euphorbos), 
Od. 22.15 (Antinoos); but it is hard to see significance in the similar killing 
at 542. 

383—5 With 383 cf. 17.289, whence comes the variant KCTTA for 81A; 
corpses dragged by the leg form a topos (t0.490, 11.258, 14.477» 16.763, 
17.289, 18.155, 18.537). TTOOS means leg and foot rather than foot only, just 
asyclp can mean arm and hand, in Greek ancient and modern (cf. 53t-3n.) . 
| ^pcos *l6opcvc0s recurs at 439, cf. 575. The vulgate is fJAGiv dyOvrwp, as at 
14.449, 15.540; Aristarchus' reading (Did/AT) fiX6' hraiiOvrcop, also re-
ported at 15.540, may be based on Od. 16.263. It should be rejected, 
cf. fjcv (15.610); the word is clustered in books 13—15 (cf. 97-8n.). 7Tp6o6' 
ITTTTGJV forms a ring with 392. 

386 No other victim is nameless (cf. 211-I3n.) . f|vioxo;©«pdrrrcov is nom. 
only here, but acc. 3X at the verse-end (12.1 i t included, of this same 
person). Perhaps' Hvloxo* or Btpdrrrcov was meant as his name in both places 
- an improvisation based on a common formula, cf. "AprtfBoov Oepdrrrovra, 
or ©., at 20.487 (but at 394 fjvloxos " n o t a name). So too Tekton may 
be a carpenter's name at 5.59 (cf. Od. 8.114); another t)v(ox°S tepdmov is 
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called 'Hvionevs, 'rein-handler*, at 8.120, where Homer also seems to have 
had trouble inventing a name. Heniokhos was a name later, e.g. the comic 
poet. 

389—93 This fine tree-simile and grim picture of a dying man's last 
moments also describe Sarpedon (16.482-6). They stress Asios' importance, 
which the suddenness of his fate might have led us to forget; the woodmen 
select this tree because it is loftier than the rest, just as is Asios in another 
way (cf. 178-8on.). The verses were perhaps reserved for the fall of a major 
figure, especially 392?: so too 16.855-7 = 22.361-3 describe the deaths of 
Patroklos and Hektor only. Eight full similes recur in Homer (15.263-80.). 

389-91 The repeated verb, and arboreal alternatives, suggest that we 
hear the tree fall more than once. For other tree-similes see 178-8on.; in 
them we can watch ship-timbers progress from being felled on the slopes 
(3-6off.) and hauled down by mule (17.744) to being worked by a shipwright 
(15.410?, Od. 5.243fr., 9.384). The Axcpoats is the white poplar, later XCUK̂ . 
The obscure archaism ßAco8p6$ surely means 'tall', since such similes often 
mention height, e.g. 437 (Strasburger, Kämpfer 38). It describes a pear-tree 
at Od. 24.234, and trees, in the form yAo>6p6s, at Cat. 204.124 (Janko, HHH 
225). vrfyoft, 'newly whetted', is unique but correctly formed (Chantraine, 
Diet. s.v. AK-). 

393—3 Verse 392 blends the formular system Itnrovs *al 8i<ppov, T. TF *al 
Apporra, firrrottv Kai A X 6 0 ? 1 1 7 ( c t c -) w i * H KEITO TOWOOCIS | (20.483), cf. T . | K. 

(18.26?), I K. TOOCIS (655 = 21.119). That the victim lies before his horses 
and chariot seems more pointed here than at 16.485. V e n e 393 blends 
familiar motifs: a dying Trojan's groan (5.68,20.403 etc.), falling in the dust 
and grasping it in handfuls (508 and 4X ), bloodying it (4.45t) and lying in 
blood and dust (15.118, 16.775). The dust is no doubt soaked with his own 
blood (bT). ßcßpuxcos describes the roar of lions, bulls or the sea; here it 
suggests the gurgle of air passing through the gash in Asios' throat (see 
16.48 m.). D think he gnashed his teeth. 

394—401 Antilokhos, like Meriones, was among Poseidon's addressees 
(93); his appearance in Meriones' stead shows that he too was heartened by 
the god's words. He has a large role in the sequel (545-65, 14.513, 15.568!?.). 
Killing a charioteer is a favourite exploit for a junior hero (e.g. 5.580?). In 
the parallel scene at 16.403 (where see n.), the driver IK . . . TTA^yrj ypkvas; 
c? also 18.225. PC*' implies that he might have escaped had he not 
been too terrified to turn his vehicle; his cowardice recalls Asios*. With 
'the wits which he had before* c? 24.201?; as Macleod comments, such 
expressions stress present ?olly, not past sense. In turning, one's flank was 
dangerously exposed; this is how Antilokhos slew a driver at 5.580? (585 = 
399), and Akhilleus another TTTTTOVS O T P I Y A V T A (20.487-9). But Anti-
lokhos pierces his corslet anyway. — Standard diction slows the pace after 
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the shock of Asios* death. Antilokhos is iicvcxApintt 3 * (the epithet is generic, 
not particular) and pcyotOOuou Nioropos v\6v 4 X ; the vivid metaphor 
TripAvqas, 'pinned', is at 7.145; 397C echo 37if. For 399 cf. 16.740-4^; 
hiatus after | orCrrAp 6 occurs 15X Horn., but Aristarchus inserted y ' (Did/A). 
Verse 401 = 5.324. 

403—93 Deiphobos, angry over Asios, his fellow-officer (12.94c), aims at 
Idomeneus but kills Hupsenor instead, a standard pair of motifs (with 403c 
cf. i83f.); despite his vaunt, the Greeks rescue Hupsenor's body, which 
'groans* (423), a slip by the poet. Hupsenor's death is proved by Idomeneus' 
retort that he has slain three men in exchange for one (447); moreover 
yoCrvcrr' EAuoc (412) always denotes killing, pace Schadewaldt, fliasstudien 
I03n. Had Deiphobos* vaunt been premature, as Michel thinks (jV 89), 
Homer would have made this clear. 

404-10 The unique description of Idomeneus* round shield, framed by 
his crouching at 405 and 408, interrupts the common pattern (he avoided 
his spear | . . . which flew over', seen at 22.274c (cf 404, 408); with 403ff. 
cf. 16.61 off. Aineias crouches likewise at 20.278, but after his shield resounds, 
pierced at its edge. Here Homer appends a variation on this, the noise when 
the spear grazes the shield-rim, evidently of bronze (409C). A 'dry' grating 
sound is paralleled in Greek only by aOov Auacv (441), when a spear 
pierces a bronze corslet, and ocOov A d n w (12.160), of helmets and shields 
under missile attack, avov/j, usually 'dryness', means 'din' at Semonides 
frag. 7.20. Leumann (MH 14 (1957) 50C) thinks popular etymology linked 
crCov with ¿riftico, via aOco, 'call': if so, tcap^aAiov here is an adaptation. The 
spear 'runs over' into the next verse (410), which comes from scenes where 
spears do or do not fly in vain: with 403 and 410 cf. 4.496-8 = 15.573-5; 
with 404 and 410 c f 503-5; with 410 cf. 5.18, 16.480, 21.590. 

406—7 T h e basic construction of this shield - oxhides adorned or faced 
with bronze - is often presupposed (e.g. 804, i2.295ff., 20.275C). A bed is 
SIVCOTAS at 3.391 (where see n.); cf. the 'inlaid' chair at Od. 19.56 (6ivu»TF)v 
tXtyavrx nal Apyvpco). The cognate Myc. forms qt-qi-no-me-no and qe-qi-no-to 
describe luxury furniture decorated with figures (Pylos, T a series). Heu-
beck (Kleine Schriften 435-43) proposed as origin a verb meaning 'enliven 
(with figures)*, from *gwi- as in fMos; cf. the semantic evolution of^coypaq&o. 
Here 8IVCOT6S probably means 'adorned* or 'faced* with leather and bronze, 
like the shield with bronze bosses and rim from Kaloriziki in Cyprus (f. 
1 too), or the eighth-century bronze-faced, single-grip round shield (Snod-
grass, EGA 53 with pi. 19); but it may have been reinterpreted as 'decorated 
with concentric circles', like many eighth-century round shields (cf. the 
Introduction to the Shield of Akhilleus), or as 'turned (on the lathe)', cf. 
BTvos, 'lathe' (so bT). — Its two 'rods' differ from the gold ¿xSpSoi ('staples') 
round the rim of Sarpedon's circular shield, which is constructed likewise 
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(12.294-7). Nestor's shield has gold KOVOVCS at 8.193, but that is all we hear 
of them. A scholium on 8.193 (Porphyry/E4) suggests rods crossed in an X; 
a Geometric clay model of a Dipylon shield shows two double struts inside 
in an X-shape (Lorimer, HM pi. vn). T h e Myc. figure-of-eight shield, of 
which the Dipylon type is a dim recollection, had two struts crossed in a + , 
one vertical and one horizontal; the round single-grip type, standard from 
1200-700 B.C., must have had two cross-struts (Snodgrass, op. cit. 46). As 
Idomeneus' shield is round and fitted with bronze, this type must be meant. 
We can exclude the arm-band and hand-grip of the hoplite shield, unknown 
until c. 700 (Snodgrass, op. cit. 65), or bars holding a wicker shield in shape 
(cf. Lorimer, HM 192-4). O n £IVOICTI fkxov see 16.635-7^ 

411—12 Hupsenor son of Hippasos is surely pure invention in a context 
of proud warriors and charioteers. A Trojan Hupsenor dies at 5.76. Hip-
pasos, whose name appears in inscriptions, begets other cannon-fodder - two 
Trojans and a Paeonian called Apisaon (11.426^ 17.348). Since 41 if. = 
*7-348f. (but with xcd f&Acv . . . 'Amcdova), and, from irotpiva, recur 
at 11 >578f., of another Apisaon, the improvisation is palpable. Hoekstra 
(Epic Verse before Homer 63-6) argues that, like the Sikuonian horse-breeder 
Ekhepolos son of Ankhises (23.296-9), these figures derive from pre-
migration tales of the N.E. Peloponnese, cf. Mt Apesas by Nemea; Ankhises' 
tomb was near Arcadian Orkhomenos (Paus. 8.i2.8f.)! But Hupsenor, as 
Antilokhos' 'comrade' (419), may be a Pylian. TrpcrrrlSes « <ppiv€S, 'lungs' 
(16.48m.). 

413—16 Verse 413 = 445, "4-453> '4-47® (with different names); the 
latter cases, where verses equivalent to 4i7f. follow the boast, again belong 
to the pattern 'A kills B, C aims at A but kills D instead1 (14.458-9^). For 
boray-Aos see 1 . 145-6^; it is for •bcrrXaryAos, cf. iKirX^aaco. The idea of a 
dead warrior going 'without recompense' recurs at 14.483^ note Deipho-
bos* pun Asios-frtrros. With 415 cf. els "AtBao TrvAdpTao (Kpartpoio) at 
8.367, Od. 11.277; TrvMrpTTft means 'gate-keeper', and is a name at 11.49«, 
16.696, cf. Myc. Pu-ra-ta (PY Jn 605). The usual escort of the dead was 
Hermes (Od. 24.iff.). 

4 1 9 - 3 3 Verse 419 expands ¿cxv0pcv6s -rrep frTctipov (3X ); cf. 8.330, 1 7 ^ . 
It is standard to protect a body with one's shield. Verses 420-3 = 8.331-4 
(where see n.), when the injured Teukros is taken away 'groaning heavily'; 
this phrase occurs in like contexts at 538, 14.432. Since Hupsenor is stone 
dead (402-23^), his groans troubled the ancients. Aristarchus altered 
orevAxovTa (read by Zenodotus and the vulgate) to -OVTC, so that the bearers 
groan instead (Arn, Did/A); a papyrus and some codices adopt this solution. 
Leaf excises 417-26. In fact, as Fenik says ( T B S 132), the poet has been led 
astray by the type-scene he had in mind (perhaps anticipating 538), which 
dors not quite fit its context; for similar resurrections see 643-5911. Such 
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blunders decisively support Lord's view that the Iliad is ap oral dictated text 
(see pp. 3 7 - 8 and D. M . Gunn, AJP 91 (1970) 192AT.); had Homer used 
writing to better his poem, he would surely have erased this error. 

439 Omitted in M S A, 422 may well be a concordance-interpolation from 
8.333; for another anonymous 'comrade' cf. 211 - t3n. If genuine, it prepares 
for these victims' deaths at 15.339 (cf. 478-800.). Mekisteus and Alastor 
would be Pylians (cf. 4.295, Cat. 33.9); at 8.333 they were Aias' comrades, 
i.e. Salaminians. That they are mere pawns, manipulated to suit the poet, 
is proved by 15.339, where Mekisteus and Ekhios, the former's father here, 
are both slain (for a like discrepancy see 14.511 -22n.). Another Ekhios is a 
Trojan (16.416); another Mekisteus is Adrestos* brother (2.565-60.). An 
E-ki-u>o is on Pylos tablet Jn 320. These names have sinister chthonic 
overtones; Mekisteus, 'giant', is from P/JKIOTOÇ. 

494-54 T h e fall of Alkathoos, Ankhises' son-in-law, parallels that of 
Othruoneus, son-in-law manqué of Priam, giving Idomeneus the last word in 
the series of vaunts (361-4540.). Since Alkathoos helped lead a Trojan 
column at 12.93, he is almost as important as Asios; both receive tree-
similes (cf. 388). His obituary (428ff.) and the vivid account of his death 
(434(1*.) follow Beye's tripartite structure, but 424-6 replace the initial 
death-notice (cf. 15.429-35^). His *biography' concerns his marriage, as 
often (170-8 in.). After the bathos of Othruoneus' débâcle his fall restores 
this theme to its usual tragic level; his fearsome death increases the emotional 
impact. 

494-6 That Idomeneus 'did not cease' from his aristeia prepares us for his 
retirement (5i2ff.); his resolve contrasts with Deïphobos' doubts (455-7). 
Readiness to do or die is normally asserted by characters at the end of 
speeches (326-70.), not said of them by the poet. Linguistic oddities confirm 
that these verses are untraditional. The Aeolic formula IpePewfj v w r l KO>0-
y a i (etc., 3X ) is unique for 'kill' (cf. 12.1 i6f.). Sourrfco, 'die', recurs in 
6É6OVTT6TOÇ Ol6iTTÔ6ao I T$ T6ÇOV (23.679?), pace Aristarchus, who held, 
against the Glossographoi, that it means 'crash (and sodie>\ i.e. fall in war 
(on the Glossographers see Dyck, HSCP 91 (1987) 119-60, especially 138?). 
Leumann deems it an epic adaptation of Covrrrjofv 6è mocbv, misunderstood 
as 'he fell and died' (HW 215-17); but, as D suggest, it could be colloquial, 
like modern h*>9£>» 'die', from 'thud', cited by D and first in Soph. Ichn. 168 
(for semantic parallels see Shipp, Vocabulary 581?). Note too the short dat. 
'Axaioîç I (Janko, HHH 54-7) . A^yco, allegedly trans, as in the similar 
21.305 and Od. 22.63, governs plvos as an internal acc. and is thus intrans. as 
usual. 

497—33 There is pathos in the broken ties between the young man of 
promise, his talented bride and her doting parents; her virtues are canonical 
(cf. 1.115). A married daughter who is mentioned is always the eldest 
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(i 1.740, 2 i . i42f . ) ; it is still a Greek custom to marry off one's daughters in 
order of seniority (cf. Genesis 29.26). As often, Homer has taken minor 
figures from another cycle of legend; his invention glosses over the old 
talc of Ankhises' affair with Aphrodite (Severyns, Hombe 76). O n e Alka-
thoos, son of Porthaon, was among the suitors of Hippodameia slain by 
Oinomaos (Hesiod frag. 259); another was Pelops' son ( 'Theognb' 774). 
O u r Alkathoos* wife is a Hippodameia, and an Oinomaos is the next victim 
(506)! T h u s Homer knew of the legend of Pelops. Hippodameia, supposedly 
daughter of an Eriopis here (T) , has a common heroic name, e.g. 2.742; 
Briseis bears it in later sources (D on 1.392, Dictys of Crete etc.). But 
Aisuetes is of Asiatic origin. A n Aisumnos is a Greek at 11.303, but Aisume 
is a town in the Troad (8.304) and the tomb of 'old Aisuetes' b a Trojan 
landmark (2.793); atcnnvrf|p, 'prince' (24.347), no doubt an Anatolian 
loan-word like alavnWjTTis and other terms for 'ruler' (789-94^; O . Szeme-
renyi, SMEA 20 (1979) 217-20). — ?v6* and the accusatives of 427^ are 
resumed by T 6 V T6TE at 434 (Nic/A); cf. the oral anacoluthon at 16.40iff. 
With 427 cf. 12.355. Verses 428c are curiously like n .739f . , another re-
miniscence of Elis! After 433 someone (in T ) added 

433a irplv *AvTrjvopi6as Tpa f̂cjicv Kort fTav66ov vTas 
433b ripiapiBas 0*. oT Tpcool lirrhTprnrov lirnroMpoioiv 
433c itos 16* ETXEV, bytKkt 81 Kovpiov 6v6o$. 

T h e interpolator, disliking the praise of Alkathoos, explained that his supe-
riority only lasted until the rest grew up; but Homer uses compliments 
freely, to heighten the pathos or heroic tone (cf. 365-7^). T h e diction has 
late features. npictM(8Tft b never plur. (33X Horn.), the rest of 433b is a 
unique adaptation and tcoOptov &v6os is a post-Homeric phrase: cf. 4 8 1 - 4 ^ 
and Koup/|¥ov&. (HjDem 108). 

434—44 O f two fantastic events - Poseidon stupefies Alkathoos, whose 
heart's dying palpitations make Idomeneus' spear quiver along its length -
the first is paralleled at 16.791 ff. (Apollo stuns Patroklos), the second adapts 
the image of a spear quivering in the ground. Nobody has linked them, but 
surely Alkathoos' terrifying paralysis, stressed by the elaboration and imag-
ery of436f., has its equal and opposite reaction, obeying some supernatural 
law of physics, in the spear's bizarre motion. 

434—6 Poseidon's sudden intervention, coming at the climax of Idome-
neus* exploits, reminds us that the god's initiative caused his artsteia (see 
2o6~45n. and Michel, JV62f); it is not meant to obviate the implausibility 
that the middle-aged warrior achieves so much {pace bT) . I ike Athene's aid 
to Akhilleus (22.2140*.), this in no way lessens h b valour, but confers on him 
divine approval, while Alkathoos' helplessness in the face of divine power 
arouses pathos (Michel, JV91). Poseidon is fully capable of 'magical* inter-
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vention: cf. his encouragement of the Aiantes or rescue of Aineias (sgff., 
20.318ff.). That he bewitches Alkathoos* eyes means that he put him into a 
trance: cf. Patroklos' trance or Hermes who 6pMonra OiXyci (t6.792ff., 24.3). 
So too Zeus 'bewitches* the Greeks' thumos (12.255, 15-594)'» Apollo uses the 
aegis to do the same (15.32^.). Alkathoos b not simply terrified like the 
driver at 394, to whom he is often likened (Fenik, TBS 133). His paralysis is 
prolonged, as if shown in slow motion, by the elaboration and enjambment 
of 436-9: for such slow-motion effects see on 16.114-18, 16.791 fF. 
9<reiv& is modified by declension and transposition from 6. ^actvcb | (6x ): 
cf. AAKipa 6o0pc (11.43). For the redundant phrasing in 436 cf. 12.327, Od. 
20.368. 

437 Alkathoos is fixed to the spot like a grave-stone or tree: cf. how 
warriors stand firm like trees, or hones stand d>s *r< <rr^Ar) (i2.i32ff., 
17-434f). Grave-stones on burial-mounds appear at 11.371, 16.457, 16.675, 
23.329-31, Od. 12.14 M. Andronikos, Arch. Horn, w 32-4); Homer 
reflects Dark Age custom here (Morris, Burial 151-4). The double compar-
ison is common (e.g. 39); its inclusion within the syntax of 438 is unusual. 
6£v6pcov OYiTrtniAov (etc.) recurs at Od. 4.458, 11.588; the tj is tonicized 
from a after metrical lengthening, cf. Tr£r6Aov, 

438-41 Perhaps Alkathoos unwisely relied on his corslet alone, like 
Othruoneus and Asios* driver; we hear nothing of his shield. His cuirass is 
a X I T & v a | X^AKCOV, a unique and perhaps late remodelling of XOAKOXITCOVIS, 

which is no doubt a Myc. epithet; the corslet may be of linen reinforced with 
bronze, or simply of bronze (see on 4.135f., 5.112f.). ¿rtr6 XPO&? AAcGpov 
recurs in the aor. at 15.534 with the original sense of Apxlco, 'keep <off (C. 
Watkins, HSCP 74 (1970) 66ff.); but 440 also varies 37if. and 397f., 0O6' 
^pKKTe 6obpr)£ | x6Akeo$. For auov &Oaev cf. 404-ion.; ¿petxeo, 'shatter', 
'split', rare in epos (17.295, Asfns 287), appears in tragedy and Ionic prose, 
mpl 6ovpl means 'with the spear in it' (57o~3n.). 

442-3 This weird event b based on the typical detail of a spear thrown 
wide, which sticks in the ground so the butt-spike vibrates (cf. 502-5^): 
thus at 16.610-13 17.526-9 the spear o06ci tviOKfM90r|, tn\ 6' oOpiotx°S 
TTtXmix&n, and the same verse as 444 follows. Cf. too 175«3f.. when a spear 
quivers in a victim's entrails; but that is less odd than a heart in its death-
throes (Acrrraipov/oa, cf. 573) making the shaft palpitate, as if giving it its 
vital force. The butt-spike b called a craupcoT/|p at to. 153; for finds of such 
objects see Snodgrass, EGA 133. -rrc&iii£fv, read by Aristophanes, Aristar-
chus (Did/A) and two good MSS, makes the miracle last longer than 
does the aor. -I&EV; the variant b very old (p. 36 n. 70). 

444 The liivos which Ares takes away is not Alkathoos' but the spear's; 
cf. Poseidon's action at 562c Spears are imagined to have wills of their 
own and to be loth to stop; they 'long to be glutted with flesh' (11.574). 
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Griffin cites parallels from Near Eastern texts (HLD 33f.): weapons with 
strong characters appear in several epic traditions (Bowra, Heroic Poetry 
149 54). We may dub this personification (Aristotle, Rhet. 3.141 ib3tff.), 
but it amounts to animism: cf. the sword so carved as to seem driven into the 
living rock in the Hittite shrine at Yazilikaya (MacQueen, The Hittites 130), 
and further Frazer on Paus. 9.40.11. Hoekstra (Epic Verse before Homer 68n.) 
rightly deems formulae entailing such beliefs highly archaic. See on 27-31, 
502-5, 11.574. »4-402-8, 14.454-7, 15.313-17, 15 539-45; Stith Thomp-
son D 1084; M . Kokolakis, Museum Philologicum Londinense 4 (1981) 89-113. 
Ares is treated here as an impersonal spirit of war, of which he is in origin a 
personification: see on i4.484f. and Erbse, Götter 166-8. 

445 This verse echoes 413, but is not part of the larger pattern discussed 
ad loc. T h e repetition is deliberate: Idomeneus answers Deiphobos' boast 
( 4 i 4 f f . ) . 

446-54 Idomeneus' vaunt is the climax of its series (361-4540.), a force-
ful retort and a further provocation, as his foe's reaction proves. His greater 
verbosity befits his importance, but may also characterize him as a trifle 
garrulous (246-970.); he relates his genealogy unasked (so Eustathius 
941.43). His speech consists of familiar motifs (Fenik, TBS 135): (i) a fair 
exchange of casualties: cf. 14.47 if., ft* o&x oOros &v#|p ripo0oi,|vopo$ <5rvrl 
TT€9<&o6ai I &£ios, or 17.538 - this answers 414; (ii) a challenge, c f e.g. 81 of., 
6.143; (iii) declaring one's ancestry to the foe: cf. Glaukos and Aineias at 
6.i5off., 20.213fr., responding to their opponents. Idomeneus is briefer, like 
Asteropaios or Akhilleus (21.153-60, 21.187-9), without the repeated verses 
used by Glaukos and Aineias. Diomedes tells the leaders his genealogy to 
bolster his authority (14.113-25); Idomeneus intends to make Deiphobos 
accept his challenge, but simultaneously to overawe him. (iv) The idea that 
one is an evil to the enemy also ends speeches at 3.160,10.453, 22.288. Motifs 
(ii) and (iv) frame (iii), marked by ¿v665' IKÖTVCJ and iv6oi6« vffcs IVEIKOV 

(449, 453), with (i) as an introduction (cf. Lohmann, Reden I3n.). 
446—7 'Do we suppose that it is at all sufficient to have slain three in 

exchange for one? - since you boast in this way.' The three are Othruoneus, 
Asios and Alkathoos, in exchange for Hupsenor: Asios' driver, killed by 
Antilokhos, is conveniently ignored. Let Deiphobos now present himself as 
a fourth! Aristarchus (Did/A) rightly rejects the variant T( 0(01) tfoKoucv 
(from Od. 11.363?), which removes the hiatus before *peplK-aKc*> (Chan-
traine, Diet. s.v. ¿oiKa). Its sense 'suppose' evolved from 'liken', 'think p like 
q\ cf. Od. 11 -363f. With &£io$ cf. 8.234,0O8* fcvös Ä^iol elitfv, 'we are not even 
a match for one man', and 14.47if. (quoted above). Aristarchus and the 
vulgate read oOrcos, Zenodotus avrcos, 'vainly' (Did/A), with a papyrus: cf 
cGxcat OCU., 11.388. The variation is common (LfgrE s.v. crörws D); Arist-
archus follows the vulgate save at 810, Zenodotus does not (18.584, Od. 
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12.284). k a n alteration to evade the problem over Hupsenor - he was 
really only wounded, and Dei'phobos' boast is vain (cf. 419-230.) . 

4 4 8 - 9 6atp6vio$, 'possessed by a daimon\ is so weakened that anyone who 
acts oddly is thus addressed, e.g. even Here at 4.31; it often retains a trace 
of irony, as here or at 810 (LfgrE s.v.). Al l good M S S save A keep Ivavrio*, 
cf. Avrlos Urrao' ¿pcTO (17.31 5:3 2 °- , 97)» IVOVTIOI TOTAV 'Axat&v (4X ) ; the 
variant IVOVTIOV is common (LfgrE s.v.). Zenodotus reads T5T]$, Aristarchus 
(Did/T) TSij, which is elided for, or contracted from, f5r)on (Chantraine, GH t 
57); this divergence is often recorded when ¿9pa T6rj($) appears (7X Horn.). 
T h e best M S S have TSijs save at 1.203; the Alexandrians wrongly standar-
dize one way or the other. 

449—54 When Idomeneus claims to be Zeus's y6vo$, it sounds as if he is 
his son (cf. 5.635, Ai6s y6vov, of Sarpedon); he hastens to explain. For his 
genealogy cf. Od. 19.178ff., Cat. 204.56? Minos was Zeus's son (14.322, Od. 
11.568, Cat. 140?); his weird kingship and family (already in Hesiod) 
somehow relate to the Minoan, and then Greek, rulers of Bronze Age 
Knossos. His son Deukalion has the same name as Prometheus' son, the first 
man, variously located in N. and central Greece (West on Erga 81); on this 
name, also borne by a Mycenaean soldier ( P Y A n 654) and a Trojan, see 
20.4780. So little is told of him in myth that he surely existed only to link 
the dimly remembered Minoan lords of Knosso« with Idomeneus, its sole 
Greek king who entered legend: the fem. Ildomeneiaf is attested at Pylos (Eb 
498). His name derives from 'Ida' , which never had a f - . 

Genealogy formed the basis of a whole epic genre, which Homer knew 
well (14.313-280.). Hence the archaism hrloupos, 'guardian' (also 2X 
Od.), may derive from it; cf. M y c . fofii ... (h)oromenosf (PY A e 134), ITrl . . . 
¿povTai (Od. 14.104), oupos 'Axcrt&v (5X Horn.) and Chantraine, Diet. s.v. 
6p6co. T h e resumption of Deukalion's name in 452 is also traditional: cf. 
20.236?, 1Ao$ 6' aO T£KC9' \A6V Apvpovot Aaopi8ovTcr | Aaop&cov . . . , 
and 6.22? But Zt)v6$ is an innovation (p. 18 n. 33). With 452 c? 17.308, Od. 
19.181 (c? Cat. 144, of Minos); the novel TTOMPOI, also at 17.236, replaces 
TToXi(p)coot (as at 5.546)1 to allow its use after a fem. caesura (Hoekstra, 
Modifications 117?) . | Kp^Tt) tv eOptlq is at Theog. 480, c ? Od. 13.256,260. T h e 
ugly phrase Kod trorrpl *al 6AAoiori Tpcbcootv resembles Ail TT. k. &AA01S 
AOavdrroiot (818,6.259), w h i c h Homer probably had in mind in this context. 

455-539 Detphobos obtains Aineias* help against Idomeneus; fiercefighting erupts over 
Alkathoos* body. Idomeneus retires exhausted; Detphobos kills Ares' son Askalaphos but 
is wounded by Meriones and has to withdraw 

455—539 Having given Idomeneus his glory, Homer arranges that he retire 
with honour. He now faces an enemy of equal rank, who has the advantage 
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of youth; Hektor excepted, Aineias is the toughest foe he could meet. F,ven 
so, Deiphobos loses the spoils. His cast at the retreating Idomeneus (516f.) 
ends the second half of the latter's aristeia, which the Trojan had begun by 
going behind the lines to fetch Aineias; so too, by wounding Deiphobos, 
Meriones concludes their indecisive duel (156fr.), after which, by going 
behind the lines, he set in train his lord's entry into battle (Winter, M N O 
83f.). This wounding also completes a ring-pattern among the Cretans' 
victims - Othruoneus (Priam's family), Asios, Alkathoos (Aineias' family), 
Oinomaos (Asios1 follower), Deiphobos (Priam's family). Idomeneus* duel 
with Aineias also opens the indecisive fighting announced at 358-60, and 
waged by the warriors listed at 478f. and 490; his aristeia is so well inte-
grated into its context that one cannot say whether it ends at 515, 525 
or 539 (Michel, N 113-15) . — This scene belongs to a set pattern (Fenik, 
TBS 24-6). (i) A Trojan gets help against a Greek, 455fr.; cf. 5 .166-
238, 12.310fr., 16.538fr., 17.483fr. (Hektor seeks Aineias). (ii) The Greek 
calls for help, 4 6 9 f r . ; cf. 5.239-74, 12.331fr., 16.553fr., 17.498fr. Only here 
are Trojan reinforcements gathered in response, (iii) The Trojans are beaten 
off, 489fr.; cf. 5.275fr., 12.370fr., 16.563fr., 17.516fr. On 502-39 see also 
502-75n. 

455—68 This passage consists of typical elements (Fenik, TBS 135). (i) 
Deiphobos ponders what to do; (ii) he finds Aineias, withdrawn from battle 
in anger at Priam; (iii) he spurs him to fight by telling him that his 
brother-in-law Alkathoos is dead. 

455-8 There are set formulae for pondering (Arend, Scrnen io6ff.; C. 
Voigt, Überlegung und Entscheidung, Berlin 1934). 5»&v6txct pcppi^pi^cv also 
precedes a choice between two options at 1.189, 8.167; 458 — 14.23, 
16.652 (also 5X Od.). The old verb Bodaorro, 'seemed', occurs outside 
this verse only at 23.339; ß&rro (Od. 6.242 and Arcadian dialect), 6^X0$ 
(Chantraine, Did. s.v. Sferro). Only here is the first option chosen. When 
the choices are not stated, but someone decides how to proceed, we find 
instead f)6c 5i ol (uoi) tccmSt 6vp6v Aplcrrrj 9a(v€ro ßouAVj (8x epos; Od. 
15.204 blurs the distinction). O n the well-supported variant i! in 456 see on 
2.299f; Aristarchus read f j (Did/A). ¿TA(I)p((ouai, here 'take as one's com-
rade*, is rare (24.335, fyAphr 96); trap- is the older yet rarer form of 
this root in Horner (Chantraine, Diet. s.v.). 

45g~6i Aineias, leader of a Trojan column at 12.98^ has not appeared 
since; now that he is needed, his absence is explained - he was sulking over 
Priam's failure to show him due respect. Since we are not told how Priam 
is at fault, this must be an improvisation to explain why Aineias is behind 
the lines, like Idomeneus' wounded comrade at 21 if. In fact it balances that 
scene, as Michel saw (JV 93); thus 463 resembles 219, and 469 = 297. 
Cf. Poseidon's assumption that the Greeks are slacking from anger at Aga-
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memnon, or Hektor's that Paris left battle in a huff (io8ff., 6.325^.), and 
of course the wrath of Akhilleus: tlpiàuq} êTrcpt̂ vit 6lco is like 'Ayajiluvovi 
M v̂ic 6. (18.257). Here too the hero returns when his çlAoç is slain. A hero's 
angry withdrawal and return was a traditional topic; cf. Meleagros, or 
Demeter in the Homeric Hymn (M. L. Lord, CJ 62 (1967) 241-8; Erbse, 
Hermes 1 11 (1983) 3; Sowa, Themes 98ff.). Homer Mends this with a tradition 
of two rival branches of the Trojan royal house (20.178H*., 302ff.). He 
portrays Aineias* family in a better light than Priam's. The contrast between 
Othruoneus and Alkathoos reflects upon the families admitting them as 
members by marriage; Aineias, not Deïphobos, saves the Trojans from 
disgrace. 

Aineias' name may relate to the Thracian AlvcieT? (Hipponax frag. 72.7), 
cf. the town Ainos and the northerners who took over Troy V l l b (West, 
JHS 108 (1988) 164); but it is common in inscriptions, and a derivative of 
crivéco is likelier (Nagy, BA 274f.; cf. too 481 ~4n.). On run-over t<rra6Ta see 
4.201-2n. The application of (ttri)Mtivlco to Aineias and a beggar (Od. 
17.14) weakens C. Watkins' idea {Bulletin de la Société Linguistique de Paris 
72 (1977) 187-209) that M^vis denotes divine wrath, and is used pointedly 
of the demigod Akhilleus (cf. Nagy, BA 73f) . Yet some modern survivals of 
the word keep this nuance, e.g. foonrjvia: cf. P. Considine in Studies in Honour 
of T. B. L. Webster, Bristol 1986, 1 53 64; Shipp, Vocabulary 388. Her' 
àv6pâaiv goes with lotiAàvIôvTa, not withTIKJKCV: cf. 15.61 i f , 16.492-501^ 

463-7 Deïphobos' message, formulated for maximum effect, falls into 
two parts, with a call for action introduced by &AA6. Aineias, reminded of 
his responsibilities by the compliment PovAfiçépe (2t9~2on.), hears that his 
brother-in-law needs to be defended, which could mean he is alive but in 
peril; eT trip T( AC icfjSoç lxdvet hints at bad news, and Kf)6os, elsewhere 'grief 
(as in the same phrase at 15.245, 16.516), may play on the sense 'in-law', 
otherwise unattested before Aesch. and Hdt. Deiphobos reminds Aineias 
that Alkathoos reared him as a child - a further spur to action; he delays 
the news of his death to his last word. 

é*rrouOvoucv is a short-vowel subj.: the old variant -épev surely began as a 
copyist's error after Aiiuvépcvai. Deïphobos tactfully includes himself in the 
exhortation (so bT). Ankhises' son-in-law lived at his house, like Priam's 
(i74~6n.). Like Alkathoos himself, the detail that he reared Aineias was 
surely invented for its effect cn the latter. Willcock thinks Alkathoos' role 
implies that Ankhises, who is oddly absent from the Iliad, is dead or disabled, 
no doubt because he divulged his liaison with Aphrodite, as she foresees at 
HyAphr 286-8 (differently P. Smith, HSCP 85 (1981) 49«*.); but a grand-
father 'looks after' his grandson in the similar verse 11.223, although the 
boy's father is still alive. Perhaps Alkathoos merely took an avuncular 
interest in Aineias, as did Phoinix in Akhilleus (9.486^.): for this weak sense 
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of Tp^9co cf. Od. 7.256. yappp6$ means 'brother-in-law', as at 5.474, Cat. 
i97.4f.: it originally denoted a sister's or daughter's spouse, just as Proto-
Indo-European *nepot$ once meant a sister's or daughter's son (cf. nepheit\ 
Latin nepos and Chantraine, Diet. s.v. <5rvE\yi6s). 

468 — 4 . 2 0 8 , 11.804, followed by | p f ) . . . | AAA'; 4 6 9 = 2 9 7 . 

470—95 The build-up to Aincias' duel with Idomeneus is neatly struc-
tured: 

A Idomeneus stands firm; simile of a boar at bay (47off.) 
B He calls for supporters; list of their names (477ff.) 
C His speech asking for help (48iff.) 
B' Aincias calls for supporters; list of their names (489!^) 
A ' He leads on; simile of a ram and flock (492ff.). 

'The similes at the start and finish establish antithesis, with the violence of 
the boar hunt set against the closing pastorale' (Fenik, Homer and the J^ibe-
lungenlied 37). 

470 Some wondered how <p6fk>$ does not seize Idomeneus, when he 
admits to fear at 481; but it means 'flight' not 'fear' in Homer (so Aris-
t arch us). He docs not flee 'like a spoilt child'; such children are often timid 
(AbT). TnXuyrTOS (11 x epos), used alone only here, must mean some such 
thing: see S. West on Od. 4.11; Richardson on HyDem 164; M. Janda, 
Glotta 6 6 ( 1 9 8 8 ) 2 0 - 5 . For other comparisons of warriors to children see 
1 5 . 3 6 2 - 4 ^ 

471-5 This simile resembles 1 1 . 4 1 4 - 1 8 , 1 2 . 1 4 6 - 5 0 , Aspis 3 8 6 - 9 1 . As 
Frankel saw (Gieichnisse 64), the crowd which the boar faces anticipates the 
comrades whom Aineias will summon; their presence in the simile makes 
Idomeneus* refusal to budge yet more impressive (note thrice-repeated 
M£V<A>). T h e image of the boar, less fierce than the lion but brave in self-
defence, is apt (so b T on 5i4f.); a lone warrior facing an enemy charge is 
often likened to a beast facing hunters (Fenik, TBS 99f) . The crowd of men 
frames the description of the boar; he prepares to resist by bristling up his 
neck and flashing his eyes (cf. Od. 1 9 . 4 4 6 ) , but also by whetting his tusks, 
as boars were thought to do (Aelian, NA 6.1). — The monosyllable o0$ 
ending the third foot in 471 causes an extraordinary break, as if the boar 
crashes into the verse (cf. Od. 1 9 . 3 9 3 and 2X ); Virgil recreates this effect at 
Geo. 4 . 4 0 7 . As usual, several phrases appear in other similes; these are surely 
formulae which happen to be rare in the extant epos. KOVOCS (TC) teal 
6v6pas (etc.) appears 4X in similes, as does AAKI Trrrroi8cI>s: one expects this 
to be useful in war, but it recurs only at 1 8 . 1 5 8 , yet iiEtvai trrepx6iJiEvov (etc.) 
occurs 4X in battles only. X^P^ ^ OIOTT6AC*J reappears at 17.54 (simile), but 
belongs to a larger system: cf. X- M TtpoaA« (21.262, simile) and TTEpicrKiTrra) 
£vl x- (4>< Od.). O n the old words xoAoovpTds and OI6TTOAOS, 'lonely', see 
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Chantraine, Diet. s . w . 9p(ooti is intrans., VWTOV an internal acc. The dual 
¿90aX(Kb recurs at 9.503 only. X6tmrrov is unique; For the bold metaphor cf. 
6OOE hi ol m/pl AAUTRET6COVN ITKTTJV ( 1 . 1 0 4 = Od. 4.662). AAI£ao0ai, younger 
than AAOAKOV, is older than ¿ A f l o a t (LfgrE s.v.). 

476—7 Eustathius (942.58) saw word-play in pivcv 'IGopcveu;. The con-
traction in o65' Cnrcx&pct recurs at 22.96, after a simile; the phrase turns out 
to be parenthetical, since ptvev governs Alvtlctv. T think -rr68as TayOv, in the 
similar 482, paraphrases por|66ov, but this must be pointed, 'coming to 
<Deiphobos'> rescue*. Derived from §TT1 ©slv, 'run to the cry for help' 
(Chantraine, Diet. s.v. 0o/j), its rarity suggests a recent creation; it recurs at 
17.481, where Aristarchus (Did/T) rejected the reading |£OTJ 606v. 

478—80 This list of warriors blends the captains of the guard at 9.82?, 
*Ac7x6Aa9ov Kcri . . . | . . . Mqpi6vr)v 'A9apri<5( TE Arjttn/pdv TI, with Poseidon's 
audience at 92-4 ( » 4 7 8 - 8 0 , from A.). Ares' son Askalaphos, with his 
brother lalmenos, leads the Orkhomenians (2.512n.). His name means 
fowl', his brother's perhaps 'pouncer'; cf. Otos, 'long-eared owl', and his 
brother Ephuz/tes, who bind Ares at 5.385 (von Kamptz, Personennamen 
273?). Sinister nocturnal predators might well be linked with the war-god! 
Another Askalaphos was a demon whom Demeter turned into an £>TO$ 
('Apollodorus' 2.5.12; Ovid, Met. 5.538-50). Since later sources say Aska-
laphos did not die at Troy (Kullmann, Qjullen 70?, cf. p. 371 below), Homer 
has innovated to stress his cardinal theme of the gulf between mortals 
and gods. Aphareus is Kaletor's son (541); T ad toe. claim he is akin to Nestor. 
His name occurs on Knossos tablet B 804. O n Deipuros see 9 1 - 4 ^ All three 
are introduced to provide cannon-fodder for the next hundred verses, and 
are slain in the order in which they are listed; Meriones and Antilokhos 
are reintroduced to replace Idomeneus. Such lists often adumbrate the 
narrative structure, and were surely a device to help the bard create and 
recall it; thus most of the Trojan leaders catalogued at 12.9 iff. are slain in 
books 13-16. toop&v, with Ionic la- and contraction, recurs at 490,3X Od.; 
contrast elaopAcov (49X). — Verse 480 = 94. Absent in two early papyri, it 
is present in three later ones and all codices; T say many texts lacked it. It is a 
concordance-interpolation from 94 to supply a speech-introduction that is 
not needed, like 218a, 10.191, 1 7 - 2 I 9 o r 2 1 -73 (Apthorp, MS Evidence 
150-2). 

481-6 For parallels to this call for help see 455~539n.; cf. too 11.46iff., 
when Odysseus aOc 6' tralpous and is likened to a lone beast at bay, or 
17.110-22, when Menelaos, recipient of a like comparison, seeks help to 
rescue a body. Idomeneus is realistic about his foe's superiority and the 
reason for it; the end of his speech reverts to its beginning - the idea of 
fighting alooe. 

481—4 6c(5ia 6' atv&s | Alvilav plays on the name's folk-etymology, as is 
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proved by HyAphr ig8f., Alvdas 6VOM* faarrai oOvcxá U" alvóv | ÉCTXÍV &xos 
(for its true origin see 45g-6tn.) . The generic formula iróSas TOXOV (249-
50n.), applied to Aineias here only, is apt; Idomeneus calls him 'swift of foot' 
because he himself is not (cf. 515) and cannot escape, as his urgent repetition 
t m ó v r a . . . tnreiaiv stresses (Eustathius 943-6f.). With 483 cf. 1.178. f x « 
&v6os, a metaphor that was formular later, was perhaps a cliché of erotic 
poetry: cf. A. t x o v T ' ¿ptKufcfo? f). (Theog. 988, cf. HyHerm 375); fy dryAaóv 6. 
IXfl (Tyrtaeus frag. 10.28, cf. Theognis ioo7f., Simonides frag. 8.6 West); 
and fy 7X in elegy and early verse-inscriptions (cf. 427-33^) . The 
reading 6TC, 'youth, when one's might is greatest', is refuted by the parallel 
at 9.39, 'valour, which (6 TC) is the greatest might'; the relative agrees with 
its complement, not its antecedent (cf. 15.37). Nestor too equates youth and 
strength (7.157). 

485—6 'Were we the same age with our feelings as they are, at once <we 
would fight, and> one of us would win': for the ellipse cf. i8-307f. The nom. 
ÓÜT)AIK(TI stands for ÓM^AIMS, just as we say A is 'the same age1 as B: cf. Od. 
3.49, 3.364, 6.23, 22.209. The idiom was badly understood. Zenodotus and 
a papyrus read -ÍT)v; Aristarchus, with a papyrus and some MSS, apparently 
read -Iq (Did/AT), and Od. 3.364 has the same variants. For évl he, Trctaa» 
and M S A offer frrrf (cf. Od. 16.99, 24.511), but this expresses cumulation, 
cf. croi y* hrl cTSci xcrl 9péves (Od. 17.454); the vulgate always has ¿vi (cf. van 
der Valk, Researches n 104-6). 

487-90 Like Theog. 239, 487 blends fva 8vpóv fxo V T CS (etc., 4 X ) with 
évl 9peal Ovpós (etc., 5X Horn.). Verse 488 « 11.593, where see n.; this 
defensive posture forms a firm front line. With 489 cf. 15.501. Deiphobos, 
who asked Aineias for help at 463, is now called on by him in turn; b T detect 
a reproach for his backwardness. Paris and Agenor led the same column as 
Alkathoos (12.93), whose body they are defending; on them see on 3.16, 
3.122-4 and I. Espermann, Anterior, Theano, Antenoriden, Meisenheim 1980. 

492—5 Aineias leads his men as a ram leads its flock to drink after feeding, 
but he then becomes a shepherd who is glad at the sight (Frankel, Gleichnisse 
6f.); this shift makes him leader of the leaders (bT), a 'shepherd of the 
people*. The peaceful simile reflects the two sides* equilibrium, complement-
ing the preceding violent simile where one opponent faces many (470-95^). 
A KTIAOS, originally 'tame (animal)' from KTI- (Chantraine, Diet, s.v.), is a 
bell-wether, the ram trained to lead his flock: cf. Quint. Smyrn. 1.175; 
Thompson, CR 46 (1932) 53c The Kuklops* ram is such a beast, first to crop 
the grass or reach the river (Od. 9.449ff.); getting the flock to water after 
grazing B important. Priam likens the reliable Odysseus to a KTÍXOS (3.196); 
cf. 2.48of., Agamemnon as bull of the herd. No doubt the Trojans also 
resemble sheep because of their noise, as at 4.433^. icmrro pfjAa b at 4.476; 
with móiicv* IK POTAVTJS, 'from pasture to drink', cf. Od. 10.159f. Aristarchus 
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took be as 'after', adducing the idiom ££ dpicrrou Trapkropai, but in Homer 
this usage is limited to the weather ( 1 6 . 3 6 4 - 5 ^ ) . With the rest of 4 9 3 cf. 
YIYVFIT 84 t19ptva trotp^v ( 8 . 5 5 9 , simile). Aacov Wvos is unique: cf. I. traipcov 
or £6vca Tre(&v (t 1 . 7 2 4 ) . to! for ol, an epic creation by analogy with (l)poi 
and (t)6s (Shipp, Studies 77), is confined to this phrase: cf. Od. 4.38, <rjric6ai 
K>T ocCrru»; 6 4 3 ^ ITTOVTO ... t. a.; and ki ( 2 0 . 1 7 1 , 2 4 . 1 3 4 ) . The scansion 
hTicmr6ii£Vov k>T, as if io? once began with p- as oT did, is amply paralleled 

in 16s (p- «3J-
496-501 The battle has escalated to a mass combat at close quarters (for 

aCrroax<E56v see 3 2 2 - 5 ^ ) ; against this background Aineias and Idomeneus 
are highlighted. The phrase a. wputl|6r)cav (dual at 1 7 . 5 3 0 ) opens the fight 
over the next body at 526, and the ensuing scene too (559, crxc86v 6ppr)0fjvai; 
with 560 cf. 498). £uar6v (6X) is a metrically useful synonym for 56pu; 
both terms describe the spear's shaft of polished wood. kov6£i££ (4X ) and 
Kov6£n<7f are epicisms fossilized with oiicp&oAtov (13X epos). 

499-501 Just as dAA^jAwv, repeated at 501, evoked l^oyov AAAcov (9X 
Horn.), so the unique &v6pcs Ap^'ioi suggested the comparison with Ares. 
Both warriors have received similes; now both are equated with a god, so 
superior are they to the rest. Cf. 16.751-61, where Hektor and Patroklos, 
each with a lion-simile, are 6uc*> u^crrcopcs <5AMFA 7 6 1 ** 5 0 1 , introducing 
theirduel.ArdAavTOi 'Aprji,sing, elsewhere ( IOX ),displaces 'I6oj*«vt0s from 
his usual positions, so that 500 is a rising threefolder. iraaai (Did/AT) 
rejected the well-supported 'improvement' t f cx 0 1 ^ 2I-266)» 

503-75 The massed battle, which continues throughout (cf. 540), forms 
the setting of two similar combats; 5 0 6 - 3 9 follow the pattern of 1 6 9 - 2 0 5 , 

where see n. (cf. Fenik, TBS 1 3 6 - 4 4 ) . The Greeks keep the advantage 
(Trojans are italicized): 

A 1. Aineias casts at Idomeneus but misses ( 5 0 2 - 5 ) . 

2. Idomeneus kills Oinomaos, but fails to strip him and retreats 
( 5 0 6 - 1 5 ) . 

3 . Deiphobos casts at Idomeneus but kills Askalaphos instead ( 5 1 6 - 2 5 ) . 

4. Meriones wounds Deiphobos, advances and plucks out his spear 
(5*6-39)-

B 1. Aineias slays Aphareus ( 5 4 1 - 4 ) . 

2 . Antilokhos kills Thoony strips him and retreats ( 5 4 5 - 5 9 ) . 

3 . Adamas casts at Antilokhos, but his spear fails to penetrate ( 5 6 0 - 6 ) . 

4 . Meriones slays Adamas, advances and plucks out his spear ( 5 6 7 - 7 5 ) . 

The three Trojan dead, listed at 1 2 . 1 4 0 as followers of Asios, die in the 
reverse order. The language is traditional, as one expects given the lack 
of speeches in 4 8 7 - 7 2 5 ( 6 2 0 - 3 9 excepted); as Aristotle tells us (Poet. 
i46oa5ff.), speeches were Homer's greatest glory vis-d-vis the Cycle (see 
further vol. u, 2 8 - 3 3 ) . 
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50a—5 T h e pattern 'A throws at B but misses, and B kills C* is standard 
17-304-*3> where 305 = 503 and 314c = 507f.). Aristophanes (Did/ 

A T ) conjectured •trp6o6cv, no doubt claiming that to be rrpwTOS y«u cannot 
be one of two; but it. AKAVTKT« recurs at 14.402, 16.284. For 503 see 183-
4n. T h e motif of a stray spear sticking in the ground recurs at 16.608-13 
(Aineias misses Meriones: 503 « 16.610), and at 17.525-9, 22.273 6 
21.17 i f ) ; for weird variations see 4 4 2 - 3 ^ KOTA yalrjs means 'down into the 
earth' (cf. 11.358). That the spear 'leapt from his hand' is more than 
'personification' (4440.). 

506-9 Idomeneus missed Aineias (cf. 501); to stress the Greek success, 
the poet leaves this unsaid, yet states that Aineias missed htm (cf. 16.462-
75n.). O n Oinomaos see 427-33^; a Greek so named dies at 5.706 with an 
Orestes, the name of another follower of Asios (12.139)! For yvaAov sec 
! 5 - 5 3 ° - 4 n ' With 'the bronze made the entrails gush through' cf. 14.517, 
Od. 19.450: 69vacrco is used of drawing wine from a cask. The rest of 508 
(5X ) describes the next victim (520), who is slain to avenge this one. Fallen 
warriors grasp at the soil (392-3^); for Ayocrr6s and the 'long-shadowed' 
spear see on 11.425, 3.346-7. 

510-15 Idomeneus* growing exhaustion is conveyed by the declining 
scale of actions he can perform - strip a corpse, charge, fetch his spear or 
avoid another's; this arouses our sympathy. But he can still defend himself 
in the stadie (312-I4n.): his feet, no longer swift in flight (which saves him 
from that disgrace), carry him back step by step as if of their own will (cf. 
15.4050.). All this preserves hisdignity in retreat. Verses 510C = 5.62tf. The 
periphrasis yula -rroS&v looks like a survival of the original sense of yvTa, 
'joints', inferred from its root yu- (cf. i46-8n.). At 23.627, ou y&p IT' {ptrcBa 
yvTa, 9(Xos, TT66ES (Nestor speaking) is even odder. Tptaoai means, as usual, 
'flee in fear', e.g. 5.256 (so Aristarchus). 

516-17 Deiphobos, still smarting from Idomeneus' taunt (446ff.), takes 
advantage Af his retreat to have another try (cf. 650, 14.409, 14.461). Even 
so, he misses again, as at 404, the incident to which 'even then' refers (518). 
As is shown by tuiieve? aid (5X Horn.), a K6TO$ is a grudge, more lasting than 
x6Aos, but its cause lies within the present battle. P<5t5r)V, a Homeric hapax, 
was current later (LSJ s.v.); the rest of 516 = 14.461. 

518-90 With 518 cf. 8.311. Verses 519C = 14.451^ where Areilukos 
replaces Enualios; cf. 508 and 4.481^ 81* <5>pou x&Akeov €yX°S I 6 8' 
tvKovfrioi xapcrl tt&tev. Wounds in the shoulder are usually fatal, unrcalisti-
cally (5.46^, with parallels). Verbal associations arc important in oral com-
position. Here Enualios evoked ¿PpipovSyxos (292-40.) via o^pipos "Aprjs, 
which soon appears at 521: next, Meriones is compared to Ares (527); then 
¿Ppipov i. recurs (532)! For Askalaphos see 478-8on. 

5 9 1 — 5 T h e picture of Ares on Olumpos, ignorant of his son's demise, 
prepares for 15.110-42, when he learns of it from Here, but is dissuaded 
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from intervening against Zeus; it also contrasts with Poseidon's vigorous 
reaction to his grandson's death (with 522 cf. 207). b T note the irony that 
Ares' son is slain by the Trojans, whom Ares supports. Verses 521 - 5 pre-
suppose Zeus's prohibition of the other gods from battle (8. toff.). teAptvo? 
means only that fear of Zeus kept Ares there, as at 15.11 off. (Michel, N 
63?). The motif of a god detained on Olumpos is traditional: cf. HyAp 
97fl*., OOK bntmj<rro poyoOT&os ElAdOuiot. | ifyrro yAp flncptp 'OAvump Crrr6 
Xpvoloiat vi^Kjaiv, | "HpTjs 9pa8MOOvvT)s • • • The clouds explain why Ares 
cannot see, as at 5.344-6, 14.343-51 (another golden ooe: cf. 18.205?). 
Short summaries of the divine situation are typical, providing a useful 
reminder of the background (345~6on.); typical too is the glimpse of char-
acters who are absent and unknowing but deeply affected by the action, cf. 
674-6, 1.488-92, 11.497?, *7-377-83n-. i 7 - 4 o l f r » 22.437-65. 

0pif|Truo$ ¿Ppiuo? "Apns is a unique expansion of 6. "A. (6x ), c? oOAio* 
'A. (Cat. ioa.69), the other instance of p. in Greek. This alliterative formula 
belongs to Ares' rather undeveloped epithet-system, with the same shape 
as "A. 3nros iroMpoio, which starts with a vowel (Parry, MHV 55); it 
embodies the archaism fjTrOco, 'call' (p. 11), but also the recent scansion u 
ppi-. O n Ares' 'heavy' voice, which echoes the din of war, c? 5.859-610. 
For the retention of old datives tike x P w ^ o l c r | vifcooi see p. 19 n. 35. 
&AA011 A6Avarroi 6co( adapts 6. 6. &AA011 (gx Horn.), as is betrayed by the 
bouncing word-end after the second foot. 

526—39 The rapid formular narrative emphasizes Deiphobos' with-
drawal, which is no less sudden and poetically just than Idomeneus' was 
gradual and dignified; two short comparisons build Meriones up. Deipho-
bos' wounding is typical (Fenik, TBS 40, 139?). Trying to strip an enemy 
(c? 4.4670". etc.), he grabs at the helmet, like Hektor at 188?, but drops 
it, as others drop the body they are dragging (4.493, 16.577, 17.298?); 
this stresses his failure. His removal by chariot to Troy is like Hektor's 
(536-8 =» 14.430-32); his groans contrast with his swaggering entry at 
156-8. Fenik compares the wounding of Aphrodite (5«33off.). 

536-30 Verse 526 echoes 496. With -trfjAriKa 9asiW)v c? 802-50.; with 
drrAAavros "Apr|T cf. 295-70. aOAwms Tpu^AAcia is an odd formula too, c? 
16.795, 5«*8a with Tf), 11.352? (separated): see on 132-3, 5.182-3. 
For the rest of 530 cf. 16.118, Od. 18.397; fallen objects rolling noisily on the 
battlefield a r e a topos (579, 11.147, 14.411, 16.117?, 16.794). 

531-3 Meriones is like an alyvnn6s because of his speed in darting after 
his spear, c? 'like swifl Ares' (528). This bird, distinct from the vulture 
proper ( y v y ) , is closer to the eagle in its habits. The bearded vulture or 
'I ammergeier', largest of all Mediterranean raptors, is the best identifica-
tion (cf. 7.59-600. and Pollard, Birds 79?). J. M. Boras ton, J//5" 31 (1911) 
229-34, compares 'lamb-vulture' with 'goat-vulture* - it eats ovicaprids; 
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on the form cf. J. Manessy-Guiton, Annales de la Faculté des lettres et sciences 
humaines de Mice 50 (1985) 139-47. Hawks or eagles are usual in similes 
describing speed in attack, but cf. 17.460, Od. 22.302-6; alyvmiol appear 
in a different context at i6.428f. It seems odd that Meriones darts forward 
twice, and does not simply puncture his foe, extract his spear and retreat; 
the poet reran the action to include this second comparison, which implicitly 
likens De'iphobos to the bird's prey. TTpuuvoio Ppayiovos means the upper 
arm by the shoulder, as at 16.323 (acc.); hence at 539 x^P means arm, not 
hand - a clear case of that sense (cf. 383-5^). ¿tvf (8*) frrdpaw tlç l©vo$ 
ixà&To occurs 7 X with KF)P* ¿AEEIVOOV, including 566, 596 and 648, but 
without it only at 165, also of Meriones; it is used of warriors who are injured 
or will be slain (Fenik, TBS 140). That Meriones is the exception confirms 
that this scene evokes 156IT. 

533—9 T h e pace slows as De'iphobos is carted back to Troy. The more 
dignified withdrawal of Odysseus, with perhaps a worse wound, is narrated 
in only two verses; even Agamemnon does not groan (11.487^ 28off.). Cf. 
4 1 9 - 2 3 ^ and Michel, JV io6f. This is Polites* début, 2.791 excepted, when 
Iris takes his shape. He is again fighting on foot at 1 5 . 3 3 9 . and reappears 
with Deïphobos at 24.250. His name, 'Townsman', recurs at Od. 10.224. For 
èÇtïycv TToAéuoio Homer could have said -É TTT-, but the Ionic remedv came 
to mind more readily (p. 9 n. 6). For 6vaTixfa see 2.686n. From 6<ppa, 
535~8 » 14.429-32. These verses end with formulae but are not wholly 
traditional: note TTTTTOVS I W»<TES beside <î>. T. | (aox Horn.), and the rare 
VEOVTCCTOS (18.536, 2X Aspis). &pucrta denotes a single chariot, as often; 
since fharmol meant 'wheel' in Myc., its plur. once meant 'wheels', i.e. one 
chariot (Ventris and Chadwick, Documents 372). 

540-672 Indecisive and bloody warfare, in which the Greeks keep the upper hand 

540-672 The brief Trojan victories of Aineias, Helenos and Paris (541-4, 
576-80 and 660-72) articulate this apparently amorphous fighting. The 
Trojans are now on the attack, but their inferiority even against minor Greek 
warriors is shown by the lesser number and elaboration of their successes 
and their failure to strip any corpses. Yet Menelaos' passionate denunciation 
of their persistence (framed by Greek victories) dispels any impression that 
the Achaeans are having an easy time, and the scene ends with the death of 
the most important Greek to fall, Eukhenor. Mrnclaos stops the Trojan 
attack less definitively than Aineias had halted Idomeneus* (Winter, MNO 
100). O n the structure of 540-75 see 502-75^; for 540 cf. i6gn. 

541—4 Aphareus (478-8on.) is slain facing Aineias, unlike Thoon who 
turns to flee, presumably in fright at the casualty by his side (on neck-wounds 
see 383-8^). The diction is unusual. Aristarchus (Did/AT) and several 
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good MSS read tvO' Alvtes Tor the unmetrical vulgate I. Alvtlas; others (a 
papyrus included) read Xlvelas (8*), but a like Ionic innovation is seen in 
'Epii&p (5 390). The variants go back to a misreading of AINEAI (p. 34). 
¿kAIwtj 6' tiipcooc K6pq blends I. 6* t. (Od. 22.17, of Antinoos' head, cf. 
19.470) with L K. p6At, 8.306. Here i. means 'backwards', in the opposite 
direction to the origin of the blow (cf. 14.18). From ¿tcrrris to ol, 543f. 9 

14.419^ (but 420 is spurious). The chilling OAvorrosx^oOupopoTaT^s recurs 
at 16.414, 16.580, cf. 16.591, 18.220: for the adj. cf. Chantraine, Diet. s.v. 
¿rata. Id^dr), unique save for 14-419, is obscure (LfgrE s.v. a^O^vai); the 
context suggests 'fell*. Meister (Kunstspraehe 1 ion.) derives it from 16n its, 
'throw'; cf. Peters, Laiyngale 101 n. 

545—7 Antilokhos, reintroduced at 479, continues the massacre of Asios' 
followers (502-75^). Thoon is a common heroic name: cf. 5.152, 11.422 
(Trojans), Od. 8.113. is unique in the epos. Since no blood-vessel runs 
straight up the back through the neck, this 'vein' is usually deemed a 
Homeric fantasy (Friedrich, Verwundung 43); but it reflects ancient belief. 
'Hippocrates' mentions veins running from the nape down the spine (6.58, 
6.282, 9.186-90 Littrt); some thought veins ran down the spinal marrow 
(Aristotle, Hist. An. 3.5i2b2). Aristotle (ibid. 3.5i3b26) and b T identify 
this vessel as the vena cava, but it is surely the spinal chord; for another 
problem with the spinal column cf. 20.482^, where it spurts marrow when 
the head is cut off. See A. Kerkhoff, RhM 124 (1981) 193-5. For 6tt6, in 
all sources including Aristotle and a papyrus, Zenodotus read 616 (Did/AT): 
this is conjecture - cf. 548 and Aaiu6v Arrapi^otii (18.34), of cutting one's 
throat. 

548-9 Thoon lands on his back with his feet towards his comrades. 
Aristarchus often noted whether victims fall into the blow or away from it, 
depending on whether they fall because of the blow's force or its bodily 
results (Arn/A on 4.108,4.463, 5.58, 5.68, 11.144); here he said that Thoon 
fell in the direction whence the blow came, because, with the 'vein in his 
back' severed, his vcupov (spinal cord?) no longer supported him. Fenik 
(TBS 142) wrongly judges his fall impossible. His pathetic despairing gesture 
is typical (cf. 4.522^, 14.495^ 21.115^)-

550—9 The slow retreat of the lone Antilokhos to safety, assailed by 
Trojans on three sides, is a topos (Fenik, TBS 98, 232): we never sec the 
reverse, a lone Trojan retreating from many Greeks, nor is the Greek ever 
slain; he often receives a simile or utters a monologue. Here Homer refers 
instead to Poseidon's protection of his descendant, which reminds us of the 
god's role in sustaining the Achaeans (cf. 434, 563). 

550-3 With 550 cf. 11.580; the imperf. a t w r o is used like an aor. (cf. 
4.531). Hoekstra (Epic Verse before Homer 21 f.) shows that the various phrases 
for stripping armour form a system admirably useful for oral verse-making. 
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ircpicrraBdv is an cpic hapax (cf. TTEplcrraiEv of an ambush, Od. 20.50); 
Zenodotus and Aristophanes (Did/A) read TTapacrra66v, no doubt from 
15.22, but this is used of standing near someone to address him (3X Od.). 
For adxos «OpCr cf. 608, 17.132, Od. 22.184. Only here and at Aspis 139 is a 
shield TTavaloAov (but cf. 11.374): this epithet describes a £oxrr/|p ^x . clcco 
means 'within* his shield. For Ttpiva XP&s ( 3 X 2 X Hes.) cf. 830-211. 

554—5 Antilokhos is called Nestor's son to show that Poseidon is pro-
tecting his great-grandson, since the god begat Neleus (Od. 11.254, Cat. 
30-3). Hence Poseidon taught him horsemanship and is honoured at Pvlos 
(23.306C, Od. 3.5C), where the tablets confirm his special status in Myce-
naean times. The formula Nkrropos vl6s (etc.) is transposed from the second 
foot (4X Horn.) or verse-end ( IOX ), causing an ugly break after the second 
trochee. T think Kcri "rroAAoicn f&Accrotv refers to other battles, since this 
one is at close quarters: but the Trojans are also hurling spears, as Antilokhos 
considers doing at 559. 

556-9 &v€v 6t]Tcov means simply 'without enemies', not 'away from' like 
AVEVOEV (LfgrE s.v.); the struggle is seen through Antilokhos' eyes. For the 
contraction in «rrpio^orro see p. 17 n. 29. fx* >s intrans. - 'his spear held 
steady*. ¿AIAIKTO is here correctly from ¿AEA(£CO, 'shake': contrast 11.39. 
TiTuaxopai, supposedly 'think' here and at Od. 8.556 (Chantraine, Diet. 
s.v.), surely means 'aim' metaphorically in both verses; it has its literal sense 
in 560. For 559f. cf. 496-501 n. 

560-75 As Fenik saw (TBS 143C), the killing of Asios* son Adamas, 
which resembles how Meriones wounded Deiphobos (502 -75n.), itself sets 
the pattern for his dispatch of Harpalion (643-55). Antilokhos and Mene-
laos have each slain an enemy; a would-be avenger vainly hits the Greek's 
shield (with 56if. cf. 646c) and retreats (566 = 648, cf. 14.408); Meriones 
then casts or shoots (with 567 cf. 650, 14.409), fatally wounding his foe below 
the belt. Similes adorn both combats. Meriones' reappearances bind the 
narrative together. 

561 6 ol is Bentley's emendation, supported by a papyrus, of the vulgate 
5s ol (cf. Aristarchus' text at Od. 1.300). Neglect of p- in the enclitic ol is 
rare ( 1 6 3 - 5 ^ ) , but is paralleled after 6s in our MSS at 6.90, 4X Od.: see 
further Chantraine, GH1 i47f.; West on Erget 526. piaov OAKOS (6x ) thrice 
precedes ouTcm 6oupl (cf. especially 15.528c), whence the variant 6. here; 

8. (11 x ) is often equivalent to 6. xoAxw (25x ), but the latter can also 
describe swords. 

563-3 &U€W|vcaxr£v is a hapax based on &pevr)v6s; like Ares at 444 (where 
see n.), Poseidon took away the spear's M v̂os. This varies the standard 
¿viyv6u90Ti 8* ol alxui*l (3X), to stress that he is still concerned with the 
battle. Gods ward off blows at 4.130 (Athene), 8.311, 15.521 (Apollo). 
KuavoxatTa, also nom. at 14.390, was originally voc., as at 15.174, 15.201, 
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Od. 9.538, Hy. 22.6; such ancient epithets often came to be felt as nomina-
tives, cf. urpntTa, vcfeATiyeptra, AxdoCTjTa. Risch (Wortbildung 37?) adduces 
Latin luppiter, but the phenomenon extends beyond divine epithets, and a 
metrically convenient voc. often replaces a nom. in South Slavic epic (cf. 
>6.2on.). This adj. also describes horses (20.224, Thebatd frag. 7 B. = 6 D.) 
and the god Hades (HyDem 347). No doubt it once meant 'dark-man«/', with 
reference to Poseidon's hippomorphic tendencies: cf. the implications of 
powms and yAavKcoins f<jr Here and Athene, KVOVOS, 'blue glass' in Myc., 
is a Levantine loan-word (R. Halleux, SMEA 9 (1969) 46-66). PI6TOIO 

Mryfjpas means 'grudged (him Antilokhos') life': ptyaipco also takes a gen. 
at 4.54. 

564-6 Part of Ad am as' spear pierces the shield and hangs there (aCnroO); 
the rest drags on the ground. In the parallel death of Harpalion, the spear 
simply fails to penetrate (647). A cnccoAos (a hapax) is that most primitive 
weapon, a spike with one end charred to harden it, cf. OK6AO^ and the 
'fire-sharpened' stake which blinds the Kuklops (see Heubeck on Od. 9.328); 
rustics used them as spears (AbT). With c&s T I OKOOAOS . . . | . . . 4TT1 yalrjs | cf. 
654, cos t i cnubAr|£ t- ycdrj; the echo proves that its sound and syntax persisted 
in the bard's mind for 90 verses (Ruijgh, TT ¿pique 575n.). miptKauonros is also 
a hapax. For 566 cf. 531-30. 

567—9 Meriones is accused of perpetrating the worst wounds in the Iliad; 
of four injuries in the groin, at 4.492,5.66, here and 651, he inflicts the last 
three. But, as Michel says (JV108-10), wounds usually reflect on the victim, 
not the victor: boasters like Asios are struck in the throat, and the fool 
Peisandros loses his eyes (383-8,6og-ionn.) . By the laws of heroic society, 
Asios' son should pay for his father's misdeeds (although 569 adds pathos): 
thus Phereklos, whom Meriones slays at 5.66, is doomed as the son of the man 
who built Paris' fateful ships, and Harpalion is Paris* guest-friend (661). 
Also, both Adamas and Harpalion are cowards: note <5rm6vra in 567 (cf. 
649). 6T(upotoi ppo-roToi recurs at Od. 4.197 in an equally grim context, but 
whether it is pointed or the standard formula for 'men* is not clear. Its sole 
equivalent is fcrnx&ovloicn 0. in Homeric Epigram 10, but the existence of 
IMEpAircooi 0. beside fciAoTot in the //«<u/suggests that bards had alternative 
formulae for 'men', one neutral, the other tinged with sorrow. 

570-3 Adamas, who was followed (itrTocrrrAiicvos) by Meriones, now 
struggles as he follows his foe*s tugs on the spear, just as a bull struggles as 
it ¿1 led by the cowherds who have hobbled it. trepl Soupl means 'with the 
spear inside him*: cf. 441, 8.86, Od. 11.424. At 12.395 6 6' t<nr6pivos trlot 
6. is simpler, as the spear is pulled out. The old variant 81 crx6ucvo$, 
'held*, emends the 'problem* away. knrApcvos is an old reduplicated form, 
< *se-skm- (Chantraine, CHi 395). The bull is wild, as oOpcot shows (bT); 

cf. the scenes on the gold cups from Vapheio. For the end of 571 cf. 390; 
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ßowöAos is already in Myc. as lgmoukolosj. lAAdrç, 'rope', a hapax in Greek, 
is from ctAéco, 'twist' (Chantraine, Diet. s.v. 2). wtteIs is odd after ßdÄE (so T) : 
Meriones is clearly at a distance (cf. the odd use of oCrrâÇw at 16.467). 
Aristarchus held that TVTTTCO, 'strike*, is used at short range (288-<)n.). Was 
the poet thinking of sacrifice? Dying warriors are likened to sacrificed bulls 
at 17.520fr. and 20.403fr. Verse 573 ends in an old polar formula with *6pf|v 
(1.416, Od. 22.473, where àoiraipco reappears); even here the poet plays 
down the agony of the dying. 

574—5 Adamas dies when Meriones pulls out his spear: cf. 14.518^ 
16.505. fipcoç Mrjptôvfft resembles FI. MSOMEVEOÇ (384, 439). A name-epithet 
phrase only here precedes TÔV CTKÔTOÇ ÖOOC KÄXU\F€ ( 11 x ). 

576-80 The shift to Helenos killing Deïpuros (91 ~4n.) is abrupt, like that 
to Aineias at 54 t; these are the only disconnected duels in book 13. Winter 
(A/JVO 91, 100) deems it a sign that the Trojans still have the initiative. 
Helenos shared with Deïphobos the command of a division (12.94), a n t * n o w 

takes over from him. This killing expends the last of the Greeks listed at 478. 
Helenos' success is typical and briskly told: his sword bits Deipuros' temple, 
cutting the strap of his helmet and sending it flying, to be lost to an Achaean 
in the dense mêlée. Again a Trojan is cheated of armour he might have 
expected to win! But the emphasis falls on the Greek's death (note uév 
. . . 51). With 576 cf. 5.584, ÇiqÂt fiXcKT« KÔpcnjv; ÇI90Ç occurs with péycr (etc.) 
5X ; with 579 cf. 14.411 526-300.; 580 * 5.659, 22.466 (fem.), and is 
adapted at 425 above. 

577 A Thracian sword won from a Paeonian is offered as a prize at 
23.8o7f. Such swords were clearly of superior quality (others are called 
'big'). In the years before 1200 B.C. the Mycenaeans adopted a new type of 
slashing-sword from the Danube basin, the flange-hiited 'Naue IT type, 
which may be meant (H.-G. Buchholz, Arch. Horn, E 2 5 8 f r . , 271; Bouzek, 
Aegean 119-32). A b T compare the large swords of later Thracians. They 
were long famous for metalwork (10.438^ 24.234): cf. Hoddinott, The 
Thracians 62. Further rare weapons, the sling and battle-axe, soon follow. 

581—600 Deipuros* fall provokes Menelaos, last seen at 11.487. The 
opponents attack simultaneously, as at 613, 5-656f. and 8.321fr., where 
Teukros tries to shoot Hektor but is not fast enough. Helenos' wounding, 
like Teukros', shows the inferiority of the bow. He has to leave the field (cf. 
781), like Deïphobos; they even have similar injuries. The narrative main-
tains balance and suspense. At first, honorific formulae equate the opponents, 
and their different methods of attack are stated (581-3); each looses his 
missile simultaneously (584^. We hear of Helenos' failure before Menelaos' 
success. Details convey the force of each missile: Helenos' arrow ricochets 
like a bean; Menelaos' spear passes through Helenos' hand into the bow he 
holds. Helenos was just using a sword; he seems equally deft with the bow, 
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like Teukros or Meriones (177-811.). Lorimer deems his long sword in-
compatible with his bow (HM 295c.), but a sword was a vital part of an 
archer's gear, in case he was assailed at close range; Paris has a bow and a 
sword at 3.17f. 

583-3 With p^ 6' hrcrrriiX^oras ('threateningly') cf. 20.161. "EAivco fyxoi 
&vcnm | is a unique and clumsy adaptation of (0lq 6') 'EAivoio fivoxTos | 
(756-9".). Helenos is called &va£ because of the shape of his name, but also 
his status; in historical Cyprus the sons and brothers of fkxatAcTs were still 
called ¿veneres (Aristotle frag. 526). A lg*asileus{ was a lesser official in 
Mycenaean times; this is reflected in the formulae, which prove 0a<jiAeOs 
an innovation (Hoekstra, Epic Verse before Homer 97-9). The TTT^XVS is the 
centrepiece by which the bow is held (cf. Od. 21.419, T6V {>' br\ TIVJXEI iAcbv 
elXKev veup^v); strictly speaking, Helenos retracts the bowstring, not the 
irnxus- some took it as 'bowstring*, supposedly a Dorian usage (AbT, cf. 
Hsch.). Both halves of 583 recur (20.423, 11.375). 

584-5 These verses form a chiasmus with what follows, since Helenos' 
shot is described first. All papyri and codices read 6pap-r/}Tqv (or &M-), which 
yields a clumsy asyndeton in 6 UTV. The poet has mixed TOO 6" &p* 6NAPTF|TT)V, 

6 pK* TYXEV Uucvos ¿rxovTicraai, 6 6 . . . , with TO> 8' &p* AuAprij, 6 I*H> I. 
Trr' A., 6 Bi cf. T<i> 6iaxpiv6ivT€ 6 ptv . . . f\Te, 6 . . . (7.306). 
Aristarchus read an adv. 6paprf|6Tiv, a hapax in Greek (Did/AT); this is a 
conjecture to avoid having two main verbs. ¿€u6cis, in this formula 11 x 
Horn., looks like a derivative of6£vs, cf. 66pu in 583 and 5.48-50^; but 
it is probably from 'beech*, 'spear', at Archilochus frag. 229. This once 
meant 'ash', the best wood for spears; it is cognate with Norse askry 'ash', 
'spear* (Friedrich, Trees 96). With trr' AKOVTIOOOI cf. 16.359; ^ ^ veuptftiv 
6'ioTcp | (etc.) occurs 4X Horn., cf. | Ico A. vtvpfjs (2x). 

586-7 As if we are watching in slow motion, Helenos 'next* hits Mene-
laos; KCTTA CTTT^OS pAAev Ico (also 8.303, cf. 186) makes us think for an instant 
that he is slain. Verse 587 = 5.99, but with drrr6 for 616, whence the blunder 
61A here. The scansion yvaAov suggests that the verse usually had 61A; 
piercing the corslet would be the more frequent incident (cf. Shipp, Studies 
283). For the ricochet cf. 21.591-40. 

588—90 A fine simile, full of assonance and alliteration, transports us to 
the peasant's humble round, like that of winnowing grain at 5.499ff. or 
threshing it at 20.495ff. The legumes are separated from their husks by 
tossing them against the breeze from one side of the circular threshing-floor 
to the other, using a winnowing-fan (TTTVOV), a flat wooden shovel. Beans 
are more easily winnowed than grain (cf. Columella 2.io.i2ff.). I^eaf took 
590 as a hendiadys - the wind is produced by the fan's action. But nature's 
help is needed for this task: cf. bT, 5.499 and Xenophon, Oec. 18.6-8. Hesiod 
and others say the threshing-floor should be in a windy place (see West 
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on Erga 599), and modern ones are always at a breezy spot down wind from 
the village. 

Repetition of ' the bitter arrow flew' frames the image, which is especially 
apt because beans and lentils, being round, bounce further than grain (so 
A b T ) . The menial task is dignified by epithets (irXcnrvs, Mayors, peXavôxpcos, 
Xiyvpôç) and the epic hafxtx legomena rnvov, tpépivOoç, XiKinyr^p and u«Xa-
vôxpcoç; cf. èx>xpo/|Ç, ueXayxpoÎTiç and innovatory iicXavôxP00? (Od. 19.246). 
For ©pôxTKcoatv K- cf. p. 9 n. 6; f n v ô ç i v , gen. sing., is also relatively 
recent (Chantraine, GH1 238). T h e instrumental in -91, already syncretized 
with the abl. in Myc., was rare in o-stems and originally plur. (Horrocks, 
Space and Time 13iff.; A . M. Davies, in Linear B 9gf.; R. Coleman, in Studies 
Chadwick 113-25). TTvotrj Crrrô Xiyupfj recurs at 23.215; Crrrô means 'with the 
effect of* (Chantraine, GH n 140), and does not mean that the beans go with 
the breeze, pace Frankel, Gleichnisse 43f. 

591-6 T h e danger to Menelaos past, the tempo slows, with repeated 
formulae (581, 593; 591, 601, 607, formerly with *MevtX6poo). By poetic 
justice, Helenos is hurt in the hand with which he had shot at Menelaos 
(Winter, MNO io3n.). Instead of f̂ , *hit that arm which held the bow', 
Aristarchus (Did/A), with M S support, rightly reads fj, but he took it as 'hit 
his arm where he held the bow*, when it means '{that hand) with which', 
explaining the demonstrative TVjv. TÔÇOV èûÇoov occurs g x Horn.*; for 596 
sec 53« ~3 n 

597 For pdXivov LYXOS a few M S S import X^AKÎOV I. from 595 (cf. the 
variants at 20.272). T h e former phrase, with metrical lengthening for p£Xi~ 
vov, is obsolescent: it is rarer (6/29X), and not in Od. As in the case of 86pv 
U./6. X-, these formulae are not fully equivalent: E. Cosset (REA 85 (1983) 
196-8) has proved that a spear is usually 'brazen' when stress falls on its 
bronze point, 'ashen' when it falls on its wooden shaft (cf. R. Schmiel, I.CM 
9 (1984) 34-8). Thus the point wounds Helenos, but he drags the shaft. 

598—600 Agenor, leader of the second Trojan column, succours a leader 
of the third ( 12.93^): cf. Polîtes* care for Dei'phobos (533ff.), and the removal 
of arrows at 4.2 ioff., 5 . 112 ,11 -397f. For a retainer carrying a hero's weapon 
cf. 708- ion. Slings recur at 716 only, where the Locrians use bows also. The 
epic hapax CT9£V8AVTI later means 'surgical sling' too, but is clearly military 
here; its use as a bandage is a swift improvisation, but bandages were a 
traditional remedy (S. Laser, Arch. Horn, s 113ff.). Verse 600 explains that 
è0crrpÔ9ct) olôs 6CÎ>TCJ> means a sling, and how Agenor came by it: there is no 
reason to expel the verse as a gloss, p- is 'observed' in tpuocv although the 
phrase is not formular. With p€y66vpos 'Ay^vcop (also 4.467) cf. the fre-
quent ©vuôç Ayf|vcop. Leaf is suspicious because Agenor's retainer is name-
less, but cf. 11.341; TToipévi Xawv often replaces a hero's name (e.g. 14.423, 
15.262). 
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599 The wool is twisted into a sling; later Greeks used sinews instead. As 
at 716, all M S S offer toorpA^cp. Aristarchus read 4vo-rp«9«7 (Did/A), found 
at 15.463 and 3X 0d.f but ¿OoTpofo; is equally well-formed, as in AyA-, 
'ETTI- or vs6-<rrpo9os (of a bowstring at 15.469); c f tuppeifc/-poo*. He is con-
jecturing to impose homogeneity, Acorov is often likened to Av6os, 'that 
which comes to the surface', the 'pile', evolving to mean 'best' (so E. K . 
Borthwick, JHS 96 (1976) 1 - 7 ) . But J. L. Melena has shown that ACOTOV 

once meant 'plucked wool', which is finer than sheared wool; wool was 
originally gathered by plucking (Studies Chadunck 4040.). Cf. olAs A. of a 
woolly blanket (Od. 1.443). 

601—43 Peisandros seeks to finish what Helenos began. This elaborate 
duel is linked with those either side solely by Menelaos' presence; its impor-
tance is also signalled by his long speech, in which he sets this battle in the 
context of the whole war and its eventual outcome. It cannot be chance that 
Agamemnon slew another Peisandros, the aptly named son of the man Paris 
bribed to urge the Trojans to kill Menelaos during his embassy to Troy 
( t i . iaaf f . ) . A. Parry (HSCP 76 (197a) 19?) brilliantly suggests that, in 
another version, Menelaos slew this latter Peisandros; but Homer, recalling 
that he had already made Agamemnon do so, and wishing to avoid slaying 
the same man twice (cf. Pulaimenes below), puts in Peisandros without 
identifying him, yet leaves Menelaos' fine speech. Moreover 610 •« 3.361, 
where Menelaos hits the helmet of another personal foe, Paris! This duel 
combines standard elements - a fruitless exchange of spears and a second 
round at close quarters (see 16.463-750.); cf. >6.335ff., with another blow 
to the helmet and fantastic wound (Fenik, TBS 145?), and 11.331-40, 
when the victim's spear bends and Agamemnon kills him with a sword 
(a3af. — 604?). The blows are in chiastic order, Menelaos-Peisandros-
Peisandros- Menelaos. 

60a—3 For evil fate leading a man to his death, a motif which reassures 
us that Menelaos will win, cf. 5.613?, 5.638? (Tlepolemos), 23.5 (Hektor). 
The emotional apostrophe or direct address is applied to Menelaos 7X, to 
Patroklos 8 x , and to other heroes too: see 7.104, i6.aonn.; Hoekstra, 
Modifications 139; E. Block, TAP A 1 ta (198a) 7-33. As A. Parry showed [art. 
cit.)t it is used more to build up sympathetic characters than from metrical 
utility. poTpa kcckJ) h equivalent to polp' ¿Aoi*) ( 7 X Horn.); c? Ktjpa KOK^V/ 

AAoV)v (16.684-7n.). With OOVATOIO T*Aoo6e (also 9.411) cf. liAos 0., 7X 
Horn, (reversed at 3.309). Sap^vai is displaced from the verse-eod ( n x 
Horn.) by the formula tv alvrj 8qIo-riyn (206-90.). 

608 'The shield stopped it', not 'he held his shield' as at 163: c? 12.184, 
xApu? COXE6CV. The blunder loxtro is already in one of two papyri and bT. 
The force of the thrust is such that the spear snaps at the socket (tcav/AAs, cf. 
i6an.). 

609-10 Peisandros is pleased at his hit on Menelaos' shield and anti-
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cipacrs victory. O f the other Trojans who display premature optimism -
Pandaros, Paris and Hektor (5.101fr., 5.283fr., 11.378fr., 22.279fr.) - the 
first two have wounded their opponents, not utterly failed as he has; Eu-
stathius saw the irony (949.25). Pebandros' misperception makes it almost 
comically apt that his eyeballs pop out. T refer 6 6' to Menelaos, which is 
impossible before 'A-rpiföTis hi. A few good MSS read KOI HATTFTO, which 
leaves the p- moot; it is 'observed' in the lectio difficilior Kai EAirrro, the vulgate. 
Zenodotus (Did/AT) offered iiiya 8* ÂTTCTO, which makes the characteriza-
tion more explicit. He also read x^'p«**1 p£xc nPa v» whereby 610 « 3 271, 
19.252, and not 3.361; but, as Aristarchus objected, itdxaipa means 'knife* 
not 'sword' in Homer, even if its etymology shows it was once used for 
fighting (cf. S. Foltiny, Arch. Horn, E 240-2). The single-edged p., which 
became the standard sword, only appeared in c. 500 B.C. (Snodgrass, Arms 
and Armour of the Greeks, London 1967, 97). For Apyvp6rjAo$ see 2.450. 

611—la Peisandros' bronze battle-axe, which he produces from behind 
his shield, is a foreign weapon archaic in form and material. A^lvrj is of 
Semitic origin (cf. Akkadian ¿atfirtnu, Aramaic hatfinä): see O . Szemerenyi, 
Gnomon 43 (1971) 656. TTIAEKUS b a loan-word too. The Hittites and Syrians 
used such axes in the second millennium; a Syrian axe from Vapheio, a 
mould for an Italian type from Mycenae and a Balkan specimen from 
Dodone are mere strays. T h e Hittites eventually relegated axes to sacred 
status as an attribute of Teshup, like the labrys of Carian Zeus or the 
Minoan and Geometric double-axe (see H. Bonnet, Die Waffen der Völker des 
allen Orients, Leipzig 1926, 18-23,33; H.-G. Buchholz, Arch. Horn, e pl. xxvi; 
Bouzek, Aegean 142, 15if.). The legend that the Amazons used axes may 
rcflect their early prevalence in Anatolia. One of the Sea Peoples has one in 
a hunting-scene from Enkomi (Sandars, Sea Peoples 200); the Thracians long 
used them (Hoddinott, The Thracians 62). T w o iron double-axes were found 
with the famous Late Geometric panoply at Argos (Snodgrass, EGA 166), 
but battle-axes were rare later and aroused comment (Hdt. 7.64, cf. 135). 

In Homer axes reappear at 15.711, when the two sides fight around the 
ships TTEWKKTCTI KORT A(;IVTI<XI (sec ad loc.). Axes were also used as targets 
or prizes at games (23.85m., Od. 19.572fr.; P. Walcot, SMEA 25 (1984) 
357-69). It is unclear whether an A£IVT) had one blade or two; two blades 
saved the woodman from having to sharpen his tool so often. A TT£AEKV$ 

had two (cf. Plut., A/or. 3 0 2 A ) , fitim&CKKCi one ( 2 3 . 8 5 1 ) . Some took the 
TT&EKKOS or -ov (hapax) as the axe-head or the ensemble (bT); Arbtarchus 
rightly glossed it 'haft' (Hsch. s.v. A1J9! TTEÄ£KKCO). It b for *TIIAEKFO$ (Risch, 
Wortbildung 168). Odysseus' bronze double-axe for woodcutting likewise has 
an olive-wood haft (Od. 5.236); this especially tough wood was used for 
hammer-hafts and cudgeb (Theophrastus, Hist. Plant. 5.7.8; Arbtoph., Lys. 
255)-

For the rare 'violent' enjambment KC&f)v | A^Ivtjv, cf- 3-44^ (*aA6v | eT8os), 
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16.338c. (K. I 9<4oyavov), io4f., HyAp 9if., HyDem 83f. Usually a numerical 
or partitive adj. is involved, e.g. TT&S, TTOAUS, AXAOS, Corpus, FTII^W, ¿expos (cf. 
6.498-9^). Many cases are caused by the play of formulae; here 'axe* will 
not fit after fTXrro, and &£lvnv lOyaAKOv (also in Alcmaeonis frag. 1, cf. 20.322) 
was available to begin the next verse. We must expect some such enjamb-
ments even in fully oral composition. 

6 1 3 - 1 4 pocicp$ may be an under-represented formula (cf. 18.276, 
describing panels on gates). Aristarchus, the KOIW) and the MSS rightly read 
¿9(KOVTO, a verb unique in epic but common later, and used with the gen. 
Aristophanes probably read ^»KfoGrjv, falsely restoring a dual (cf. p. 24 n. 
23); others had &9iKEo6ov (Did/AT) or -OVTO (some MSS). For odd dual 
endings cf. 346-8, 626~7nn. and the old but weak variants at 16.218, 
23.506; &9itcvfoiJai never takes a gen. See van der Valk, Researches n i99f. 
The formula »c6pv©os 9<iXov (3.362) recurs with flAaotv (16.338) and ITTTTO-

8aocliis (4-459. 6-9); o n see i32-3n. 
616-19 The grisly excussion of Peisandros' eyes by a thrust above the 

bridge of his nose is paralleled at 14.493^, when a spear expels an eyeball; 
at 16.74if. xaM<>l niaov tv KOVITJOI recurs and the victim's eyes, knocked out 
by a rock that smashes his forehead, fall at his feet as here. But these incidents 
are terrifying, not poetically just, as this one is (609- ion.). In reality one 
blow could not make both eyes pop out; but the scholia do not protest, which 
suggests that Homer's audience would not have objected either. Had the 
poet deemed this unnatural, he would surely have used divine intervention 
to expedite it, as at 434-42. Aristarchus kept the vulgate irfcrov instead of 
-cv (in a papyrus), adducing 12.159, p&ca f>iov (Did/A); the same rule 
led him to alter ^yvolriaiv at 28 and niotv at 15.714 (see La Roche, Texlkritik 
383^. But it is wrong to normalize an oral dictated text; Homer's verbal 
usage with neuter plurals varies (Chantraine, GH 11 17F.). Adxc is best 
rendered 'shrieked'. With 16vcb6r) 8t ireatov cf. Od. 22.85; the r c s t 

618 cf. 6.65, 16.503 (for see 5-62on.). Verse 619 = 17.537. 21.183. 
620—39 Menelaos' speech, the only one in 487-725, gains weight from 

its isolation as well as its content. Ranging far beyond his present triumph, 
he recalls Zeus's duty as protector of host and guest to ensure that Troy falls, 
which we know will finally occur; he cannot know that Zeus is showing 
favour to Thetis, not to the Trojans. His faith in Zeus will eventually be 
vindicated (cf. Lloyd-Jones, Justice of Zeus 7f.). For the use of speeches to 
remind the audience of the larger situation cf. 95-124, especially 1 1 1 - 1 3 . 
Menelaos* theme of Trojan persistence underlines the ferocity and in-
decisiveness of the battle. His speech is full not of 'hatred and bitterness' 
against the Trojans (Willcock), but of grief and indignation based on his 
sense of injustice. He is also bewildered that, far from making reparations, 
they are compounding their offence by fighting on, and - stranger yet - that 
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they enjoy the apparent connivance of Zeus, who has already ignored 
Menelaos* prayer at 3 . 3 5 1 - 4 (cf. 1 7 . 2 4 - 8 ^ ; Michel, -V11 o - 1 3 ; Hohendahl-
Zoetelief, Manners 1 5 2 C ) . This is just what Homer's Menelaos would say in 
the circumstances; his perplexity lends him sympathy even more than does 
his justified indignation. 

Most critics misjudge this speech. Leaf deems 6 3 1 - 9 or 6 3 4 - 9 inter-
polated, since 'to be unwearied in war is not a reproach which is likely to 
touch an enemy, nor is success in battle a sign of OPpis* (but see 6 3 3 - 5 ^ ) . 

Fenik ( T B S 147) deems 636c an 'inept list', and the whole a bad example 
of the 'expansion technique' seen at 95ff.; in Homer and the ffibelungenlied 42 
he calls it 'sanctimonious moralizing' at odds with the brutal killings that 
follow. In fact it weaves several motifs into an integrated whole; see the fine 
analysis of its rhetoric by Eustathius ( 9 5 0 . 2 2 - 4 6 ) and of its structure by 
Michel (loc. cit.), which yields the following pattern: 

A You Trojans will leave the ships ( 6 2 0 ) , 

B though you are insatiable in battle ( 6 2 1 ) . 

C You showed great disrespect for %eus god of xenoi ( 6 2 2 - 5 ) , 

D who will destroy Troy one day ( 6 2 5 ) , 

C when, although you were my xenoi, you took my wife and property 
(626f.). 

A ' Now you are eager to burn the ships too, but wilt fail ( 6 2 8 - 3 0 ) . 

C " £eus almighty, you show these sinners favour ( 6 3 1 - 3 ) , 

B' the Trojans who cannot be sated of war (634^. 
b There is satiety in things far better than war ( 6 3 6 - 9 ) ; 

B yet the Trojans are insatiable in battle ( 6 3 9 ) . 

The passage 6 2 0 - 3 0 is structured to stress the Trojans' offence and the 
penalty Zeus will exact. Menelaos ends on a pensive note; his theme of the 
Trojans' insatiability picks up the opening and close of 6 2 0 - 3 0 . This theme 
is deftly varied thrice, as if in a mimesis of Trojan persistence. T o shift 
from rebuking persons to chiding Zeus is common. Agamemnon criticizes 
the Greeks' weakness and then Zeus's ingratitude, ending with a prayer 
( 8 . 2 2 8 - 4 4 ) ; Aias tells his comrades that Zeus must be against them, exhorts 
them and asks Zeus to lift the mist ( 1 7 . 6 2 9 - 4 7 ) . Conversely, a reproach 
to Zeus may open a speech: cf. 3.365ff. (Menelaos), 1 2 . 1 6 4 ^ , i9.27off., 
21.273ff. and 17. igff., where Menelaos continues with a threat based on his 
recent triumph (29, cf. 620 here). These ail begin with the solemn address 
'father Zeus', as here. 

620-5 Shipp (Studies 2 8 2 ) would expel 6 2 2 - 3 9 because of linguistic 
oddities, which in fact cluster here. The ironic particle Ot'iv, 'surely' (13X 
//., 3X Od.), otherwise limited to Archilochus frag. 23.21 (restored), Sicilian 
Doric and *Aesch.' Pr. 928, must be an archaism, since a Dorism is excluded. 
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VFO$ is recent Ionic for VI)a$. OUK frrifeveTs | for -its is paralleled at 9.225, 
where Aristarchus emends it away; ferrt must be supplied. ZT)V6$ Ipi^pctiirccc 
is trebly novel: and Z. (p. 18 n. 33) are recent Ionisms, and the phrase 
is a unique variation on ZeOs Ovfi0pcpirns (6x Horn.), duplicating ZrjvA* 
IpiyCoCnrrou (15.286-9311.). The formula TTAXIV alnYjv | for a lmlav, prob-
ably deooting fortifications rather thao site, recurs 4.x Od. (separated), 
always referring to the sack of Troy; orl-trA £&6pa | (2X //., Cat. 150.23) is a 
like innovation metri gratia (Chantraine, GH1 252?). The rest is standard: 
note Aava&v TaxvnrcbXcov, 9 x //. only; Tp&cs Crrrcp^aXoi 21.459,414 (dat.); 
P68OV/"RROMYOV/PAXT}$ Ax6prp-os (etc.), 7 . 1 1 7 , 1 2 . 3 3 5 , 2 0 . 2 (cf. A. AOTT\S, 6 2 1 , 

3X Aspis); Xcb^qv Tt ical afoxta, Od. 19.373, cf. 18.225; x<*Xrrrfi . . . piivts j, 
5.178; AiA$ u u pf\v»v | fciviou, Od. 14.283?, cf. 9.270? The runover 
epithet is emphatic, especially after the thunderous Ipi^pcplitco. 

622—3 As the Trojans' persistence in battle can hardly be blamed, Mene-
laos turns to their real crime, p£v is picked up by vuv OOT' at 628. There is 
no parallel for 'bitches', although enemies are called 'dog' 7 x Horn. (plur. at 
Od. 22.35); 'AxcalBes OOK*T' 'Axaiol implies cowardice (2.235), but 'dogs' 
connotes shamelessness (1.2250.), because the Trojans continue to fight 
when they are so clearly wrong. See M . Faust, Glotta 48 (1970) 26?; S. Lilja, 
Dogs in Ancient Greek Poetry, Helsinki 1976, 21-3 . 

6x4—5 This forecast of Troy's fall is one of a series whose frequency will 
increase: see next 815? Zeus first receives the title Xenios here (the adj. 
fxenwiosf is Myc.); but his responsibility for xenoi is implied by Menelaos' 
prayer at 3.351 ff., aod is a major theme of the Odyssey (as well as the above 
references see 6.207?, 389). The rarity of such allusions in the Iliad 
is no disproof that Zeus had thb title from an early date. The root *kms(e)nw-
is Indo-European, cf. Avestan xSnu-t 'reciprocate', Hittite kuIJan-, 'requital* 
(M. Schwartz io Papers in Honour of M. Boyce, Leiden 1985, n 495). 

626-7 There is irony in 'you went away taking my wife for no reasoo 
(1164;), since she gave you hospitality'. Aristarchus deduced from the formula 
icovpi6(r]v AXoxov, 'virgin bride*, that Homer did not know of Helen's 
abduction by Theseus (so too at 3.140, 7.392); c? his denial that Homer 
koew of the judgement of Paris (24.23-300.). But Menelaos would not 
allude to any prior dalliance on Helen's part! A's variant KT̂ UOCB' Ap' aCrrfj 
is from 3.458 etc. Zenodotus read otxio6ov Ayovrts (Arn/A), introducing an 
abnormal dual for plur. as at 1.567, 3.459, 6.112, 8.503, 15.347, 18.287, 
23.753, Od. 1.38, 8.251; like Eratosthenes and Crates, he held that Homer 
used the two interchangeably, but this is a post-Homeric innovation (see N. 
Wecklein, ¿ ¿ ¿ I f i g i g , Abh. 7 ,36-9; Chantraine, GH 1128?; Hoekstra, SES 
28?). He probably objected to AvAyco, which merely means 'bring with' 
(Schmidt, Weltbild 143-5; LfgrEt.v. Ayco iv). 

628-30 The epithets suggest the enormity of the Trojans' aims, fipcoc? 
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'Axaiot (15.219, Od. 24.68 and acc. 8 x , mostly in these books) was not 
originally interchangeable with (f)IAiKcbTrcs'A. (3X nom., 3X acc.), "Apips 
probably goes with (rx^oco^e, not with krcrvptvoi (315- i6n.). 

631—a Menelaos' tone is tactful but aggrieved; he simply notes that Zeus 
caused 'all this', without impugning his intelligence (cf. bT). Praise likewise 
softens rebuke at 17.171, FI T' I^DYt)v ok ntpl 9ptvas tumvat AAAcov . . . ; but 
Menelaos leaves praise of Zeus's wisdom to others, as does Agamemnon at 
19-96f. (T6V m p Apicrrov | Av5pov Oecbv 90a' luntvai). 

633—5 0^0V explains the reproach, as at 17.587, 21.57: it is 'hubristic' 
to continue to fight when one is plainly wrong (so T on 638f.). Hubris is 
a violent manifestation of wantonness (ATaoGaAlrj): cf. Od. 24.282 and 
the formulae OfJpl^ovTes ATAOOOACI in)xav6ooirrai (etc., 11.695, 4 X 0d.)t 

ArAo6aAovO|Jpiv (2 x Od.). OppKrrrjs (11 x epos) is unique in the Iliad; on the 
link between hubris and satiety cf. A . Michelini, HSCP 82 (1978) 35-44. 
90AOTT»S (28x epos) is never an adj. Its common pairing with TrdAcyos 
(4X epos) shows that 635 is a singer's error for 9UA6TTI8OS Kop&yaaflcn <xal> 
Ayoiiou TrroA^noto; cf. 18.242, 9. KpcrTcprfc Kal 6. -nr., and 1 4 . 2 1 6 - 1 7 ^ 

636—9 Menelaos emphasizes his frustration with a priamel (note the 
agitated asyndeton); one tires even of things far better than war, yet the 
Trojans go on fighting! The basic structure is seen in Od. 12.341 f., 'all deaths 
are hateful to mortals, but it is worst to die of hunger' (W. H. Race, The 
Classical Priamel from Homer to Boethiust Leiden 1982, 32f) . Verse 637 » Od. 
23-»45; some thought it redundant (bT). poA-rrVj ('song') and dance are 
also paired at Od. 1.152, cf. Apx^cnrvT (-Ontja) xal AoiSfj, 4X epos, and 731 
below. T h e bard reminds his hearers of their delight in his performance. 
Aristarchus rightly held that |t£Amo6ai and poA-rr^ denote play generally 
and music specifically, but music alone in later poets (ol vccimpoi): see K . 
Bielohlawek, WS44 (1924/5) iff., i25ff. IpovcTvcn, i.e. to have one's fill, is 
based on the Aeolism if; I. IVTO (24X epos); cf. TTA8OV (Sappho frag. 
94.23). The active replaces the middle, as in the similar adaptation at 
24.227. 

641-a A. A. Parry (Blameless Aegisthus 39ff.) rightly denies that Menelaos 
is called Apupcov because of what he says, but the etymological basis for the 
ancient rendering 'blameless' is better than she allows: cf. pupap, 'blame' 
(Hsch.); Chantraine, Diet, s.v.; F. M. Combellack, AJP 103 (1982) 361 ff. 
Heubeck's derivation from Apuvco is implausible (Glotta 65 (1987) 37-44). 
MgviAaos ApOpwv is a unique phrase: £av©ds M. (27x Horn.) would have 
fitted. Since Menelaos has no formula shaped u u - u u | and starting 
with a single consonant, this fills a gap in his system; yet it is surely 
improvised after A. in 637, like AyctOdv MevtAorov at 4.181. His name is 
rare in this position (4X, versus 72x at the verse-end). From t^avrris, 
642 = 5.134, cf. 15.457; note the assonance in -our-. 
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( 4 3 - 5 9 Harpalion's demise resembles Adamas' (cf. 560-750.), with 
pathetic elaborations: foreshadowing at 645, his unique collapse into his 
comrades' arms (cf. 6.81-an.), the worm-simile, and his conveyance back 
to Troy by chariot, followed by his weeping father (cf. Griffin, HLD 113, 
123-5). Other father-son pairs at Troy are Asios + Adamas, Nestor + 
Antilokhos. His father is Putaimenes, king of the Paphlagonians (cf. 2.851); 
this is odd because Menelaos slew a Pulaimenes, king of the Paphlagonians, 
at 5.576-9. The verses about the weeping father following the son's body 
are simply traditional; as Pulaimenes is not named in them, Homer over-
looked their implications (so Bowra, Heroic Poetry 300). The discrepancy 
is less glaring than that of Schedios slain twice or Melanippos thrice 
( ' S - S ' S - 1 7 i 5 4 7 " ~ 5 , n n 0 i o r indeed the groaning corpse of 423. The ancients 
disbelieved in Pulaimenes' resurrection. Zenodotus emended 643 to rename 
him 'Kulaimenes* (so Arn/A in Erbse, Scholia 1 Ixv); Aristophanes athetized 
658f; Aristarchus doubted whether to athetize or posit two men of the same 
name (Did/T ad loc.). Others squeezed a negative into 658 (so D)! Cf. O. 
Tsagarakis, Hermes 104 (1976) 1 - 1 2 . Harpalion and Pulaimenes both bear 
Greek names: with the former cf. AprraMos, Harpalos. 

£44—5 For the foreshadowing in 645 cf. 6o2f.; the adaptation of this verse 
to Protesilaos at 15.706. arouses similar pathos. The only deaths prefigured 
in book 13 are those of the Trojans either side of Menelaos' prophetic speech 
(Winter, MNO 94). O n the minority variant TTTOAIMÎ MV for the correct 
•(£cov (omitted by the O C T ' s apparatus criticus) see p. 36 n. 70. 

646—9 Harpalion's blow is ignoble, his retreat craven; hence his shameful 
wound in the buttock (cf. 5 6 7 - 9 ^ ) and his likeness to a worm (Eustathius 
952.25-31,43-5) . Verse 649 conveys his fear, but that he had turned to flee 
is first shown by his wound - a subtle touch which Friedrich (Verwundung 
g?f.) misinterprets as an inconsistency. The diction resumes the description 
of previous Trojan victims: 646f. recalls 56 if., 647 varies 607,648 = 566 and 
596,650 resembles 567. The first half of 649 recurs at 17.674 and, modified, 
2X 0d.\ the second half varies XP̂ ® Xevxdv frravpwv (11.573 = 15.316). 

650—a Meriones, last seen using a spear (567), is equally deft with the 
bow (249n., cf. i77~8n.). At 5.66f. he inflicts the same injury in almost the 
same words, unparalleled elsewhere: on his reputation for nasty wounds see 
5 6 7 - 9 ^ The arrow's course is described with startling precision, as A. R. 
Thompson observed {Proc. Royal Soc. of Medicine, June 1952, 23, cited by 
Willcock): 'the weapon would enter through the middle of the right buttock 
and pass through the great sacrosciatic notch, enter the pelvis, pass through 
the base of the bladder, and come out under the pubic arch' (but see 
5.66-7n.). xc&Kfy*' 6i<rr6v recurs at 662 only; cf. xotAx/jpcT Boupl (5X Horn., 
and 2X acc. plur.). 

654—5 A dying worm is contorted, but when dead stretches out (Stras-
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burger, Kampfer 40). T h e image b even less flattering i fwe recall that onwAr^ 
also means 'maggot*. As worms are bloodless, the poet adds that Harpalion's 
blood soaks into the earth. For FK/pdv 6TTOTTVC{G)V see 15.252-3^; for KCTTO 

TOtOds cf. 392~3n. The words hrl yalrj | . . . yaTotv (cf 5 6 4 - 6 ^ ) recur at 
21.118f. 

657 b T report that someone athetized 657 because only the wounded are 
removed by chariot, which is true (cf. 535 -8 — 14.429-32). T h e objection 
goes back to Zenodotus, since Apollonius Rhodius in his Against jjenodotus 
tried to defend 657 by altering Avkravns, 'sitting him in the chariot' (from 
££g>, cf. Od. 14.280), to &va&vT£s 'putting', which better suits a corpse 
(Did/A). But we have yet to hear that Harpalion is dead; his men 'tend' 
him as if he still lives. He is borne away dying; the poet delays his death 
until the last word of the scene (659), although ¿xvuiiEvot- urr& 8k 091 has 
funereal connotations (cf. 18.234,23.14). Cf. how long Meriones* last victim 
took to die (57o~3n.). For the Aeolic formula (irpoTl) "lAtov Ipi'jv see p. 17. 
The Trojans* use of a chariot between the rampart and ships is surprising, 
since all save Asios left their vehicles beyond the ditch (i2.76ff.); this is 
recalled at 15.3. Homer tends to forget about this breach of the norms 
of heroic warfare: Trojans use chariots at 679 and perhaps 684 (749 b 
spurious). 

658—9 As son once followed father into battle (644C), so father follows 
son out of it. The Iliad, from Khruses to Priam, b full of bereaved fathers, 
the hideous result of that ghastly phenomenon, war (Griffin, HLD 123-5); 
'in peace sons bury fathers, but in war fathers bury sons* (Hdt. 1.87.4). 
Aristarchus thought the reversal of 644 supported hb athetesis (cf. 643-
59n.)! Just as Harpalion*s bereaved father prefigures Hektor's, so the next 
victim, Eukhenor, recalls Akhilleus in being slain by Paris with an arrow 
and in facing the choice of an early death or an inglorious one (cf. 9.41 off.), 
as Arbtarcbus saw (Am/A on 663, cf. Fenik, TBS I48f.). T o the son's 
disgrace and hb father's grief b added the fact that there is no revenge on 
his killer; Paris only manages to kill another Greek (so D; Michel, jV io3f) . 
TTOIVV) means 'compensation* generally, not only for manslaughter (18.498); 
cf. 9.633 (Troivf|v . . . ov Tron8&s IB4£crro Tf6vrjcbTos), 14.483 (revenge for a 
brother slain in battle), 21.28 (Trojans sacrificed as TTOIVÎ  for Patroklos' 
death). O n TEOVHCOS see p. 36 with n. 66. 

660-73 Paris, last seen with Aineias (490), is angered by the fall of hb 
guest-friend (with 660 cf. 4.494) and shoots poor Eukhenor. At last his arrow 
is fatal (he only wounded Diomedes, Eurupulos and Makhaon). It is ironic 
thai he acts to defend xenia just after Menelaos reminds us of his fateful crime 
against it (624-7). Harpalion would still be alive had Paris not stolen Helen 
in the first place; the criticism of his morality b muted but unmistakable. 
Eukhenor's death is briefly told ( 6 7 i f ) ; the stress falls on his life-story 
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(665-70). T h e introduction fjv 64 TIS, with no initial announcement of his 
death, arouses suspense and makes hb presence here seem almost as tragic 
an accident as the mischance that he is the one to fall; cf. the introductioos 
of other wealthy but doomed characters at 5.9 (the sons of a priest), 10.314 
(Dolon), 17.575, Od. 20.287. 

663—70 Eukhenor's fall b typical in several ways. He is the son of a priest 
or seer (cf. 5-9ff., 5.76-8,5.149,11.329,16.604?); there is pathos in the idea 
that hb family's wealth could not avert hb death (cf. 5.9, 6.14, 16.596, 
17.576). T h e motif of a seer's prediction about his son b neatly varied. One 
seer foresees hb sons' fate and tries to stop them enlisting (11.330?); another 
faib to predict it (5.148-51). Polui'dos foretells that hb son must die either 
at Troy, or at home .of a painful dbease; it b to the son's credit that he 
decides to go, to the father's that he does not stop him (bT). T h b choice of 
fates resembles Akhilleus' (658-90.). ¿91*16? T* 6ya96$ TI (also at 17.576) 
means 'wealthy and well-born', but 6ya66$ coonotes 'brave'; Corinth was a 
rich town (2.570-50.). Eukhenor's avoidance of the Greeks* hefty fine by 
serving b not miserly in the Homeric view; he protects hb family's prop-
erty aod hb honour by a single action. The poet does not criticize even 
Eukhenor's neighbour Ekhepolos of Sikuon, who bought an exemption so 
he could enjoy hb wealth at home (23.ag6ff.). The fine b invented to con-
trast Eukhenor with Harpalioo, whose father received no recompense for 
his son (as Polu'idos in effect did). 

Eukhenor and Poluldos (from i6pos) are both apt names for seers: cf. 
Teiresias from Ttipca (von Kamptz, Personennamen 29). But neither b created 
ex nihilo. Like Alkathoos (427-33^), Eukhenor comes from Peloponnesian 
saga (see E. Bernert in /?£2i (1952) 1647ft). H b father is really the noted 
seer Polui'dos son of Koiranos (of Melampous' clan), linked by Pindar with 
Corinth (01. 13.75). Pherecydes, no doubt harmonizing the Trojan and 
Theban cycles, says Polui'dos married Eurudameia, who bore him Eukhenor 
and Kleitos; hb sons took Thebes with the Epigonoi and went on to Troy, 
where Paris slew Eukhenor (FGH 3 r 115). Pausanias (1.43.5) mentions a 
Megarian Eukhenor, son of a Koiranos and grandson of Polu'idos. Hesiod 
perhaps made Eukhenor and Theoklumenos sons of Koiranos, and had 
Polui'dos warn Eukhenor that he would die at Troy (frag. 136; cf. West, 
Catalogue 79-81). Poluldos reappears as the Melampodid seer /V/vpheides, 
Theoklumenos' father (Od* i5.25off.); he has a brother called Kleitos and 
lives near Corinth. Polui'dos even turns into a Trojan at 5.148?, son of a seer 
Eurudamas (cf. Eurudameia) and brother of Abas; Abas is PoluYdos' grand* 
father in Paus. toe. citA For the Iliad*• adaptation of material from the Theban 
cycle cf. 2.830-4, where the Trojans Amphios and Adrestos, who go to war 
despite their father's prophecy, are based on Amphiaraos and Adrastos, 
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leaders of the ill-omened attack on Thebes: on the Myc. origin of this tale 
sec Vermeule, PCPS 3 3 ( 1 9 8 7 ) 1 2 2 - 5 2 . Polupheides is linked with his cousin 
Amphiaraos at Od. 1 5 . 2 5 3 , and Polui'dos with Adrastos at Ath. 1 1 . 4 5 9 A . 

666 y lpwv AycrfB6$ TToAOliSos is an improvised blend between the types of 
Pofjv A. MiviAaos and y . lmr^Acrra FlqAevs, inspired by A. at 664: the Odyssey 
has y . fyxo* u u | instead (4X). Aya6os is rarely used as an epithet 
unless it has a qualification, e.g. TTO£ (LfgrE s.v., 1 6). 

667-72 The chiasmus disease-Achaeans-Achaeans-discase is entwined 
with the chiastic antitheses disease-at home-by the ships-Trojans. The 
synonyms ApyaAfos and cm/ycpA* stress Eukhenor's painful choice; A. is for 
•AAyaAfos from AAyos, used at 670. His death is hardly preferable; the 
darkness that seizes him is 'hateful', like the disease. Both epithets describe 
illness elsewhere {Od. 15.408, Erga 92, Aspis 43). With 667 cf. 22.61, Od. 
15.354. 'impost' (from TUHIMI), next appears at Od. 2.192: a 
is paid to the community, a rroivVj to a family (cf. C . Vatin, K'tima 7 (1982) 
275-80). We should read Bc^v, with a few of the best MSS; cf. in Ionic 
inscriptions and Callim. frag. 195.22, Attic ©«pA for 6coiA (attested at Argos), 
A6tjios. Verses 67 if. = 16.6o6f., of a priest's son; cf. 5.47, 17.617, 23.880. The 
asyndeton seems to increase the pathos. 

(>73~837 Hektor, unaware of the Greek successes on the left, fights in the centre, where 
the Trojans are in disarray from the Achaeans' missiles. Pouludamas advises him to 
consult his officers. Hektor agrees, only to find that most of those on the left are dead or 
injured; so he rallies the whole linet but the Greeks stand firm, led by Aias 

673-837 In contrast to the preceding sets of duels (361-672), this scene 
depicts the battle in mass terms. After summarizing the Trojan losses on the 
left, it shifts to Hektor and his opponents in the centre, who are dignified 
with a miniature catalogue; it culminates with their leaders, the Aiantes, 
and their successful tactic of missile warfare. By 723 the Trojans are in 
trouble all along the line; only Pouludamas' intervention averts a rout. For 
lack of officers on the left, Hektor cannot consult them as Pouludamas 
proposed; instead he rallies his men and trades threats with Aias, raising 
expectations of a duel (as at i83ff.), which finally occurs at 14.402!^ This 
passage has been much maligned: 'from 673 to 794 all is confusion' (Leaf). 
T h e Analysts' heaviest attack was against 679-724. Allegedly, the account 
of the fighting in the centre (68iff.) implies that the battle there was not 
described before; the arrangement of ships contradicts the rest of the Iliad; 
the list of contingents is an unmotivated and post-Homeric 'mainland' 
expansion; the Locrian siingers are 'not epic* and at odds with 4.280-2; and 
the Greeks' inability to repel Hektor at 687f. contradicts their near-success 
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at 723c. Shipp [Studies 282C) has dug up the usual trove of linguistic oddities, 
which adorn ail Homer's best passages. On these questions see Michel, N 
116-33; I shall discuss them ad loc. 

Fenik (TBS 106-8) shows that this scene is an elaborated version of a 
pattern seen at 11.497-542, where Hektor is on the left of battle: 

1. Hektor is unaware of a Trojan defeat elsewhere (673-684,11.497-503) 
2. Intervening catalogue/battle-description (685-722, 11.504-20) 
3. He is rebuked for not being where needed (723-53, 11.521-30) 
4. He rallies his men to attack (754- 808, 11.531-42) 
5. Aias leads the Achaean reaction (8o9fT., 11.5440".). 

Paris and Kebriones appear in both places (765-88, 790; 11.505-7,11.521 -
30). Hektor's ignorance is introduced at once, to build suspense while we 
leam of the peril of which he is unaware. Part of this pattern appears 
elsewhere (cf. Fenik, TBS t54f.): 

3. Hektor is rebuked by Pouludamas/Glaukos (725-47, 12.60-79, 
17.140-68) 

4. He (dis)agrees and rallies his men (748-57, 12.80-7, 
4a. Intervening activity of Hektor (758-88, 17.188-214) 
4b. Catalogue of Trojans (789-94, 12.88-104, 17.215-18 (before an 

exhortation)) 
5. Trojan attack, Achaean resistance (795ff., 12.105^, »7-233 *̂.) 

673 ™ 11.596, 18.1; on such markers of a scene-change cf. i69n. Sipa?, 
used as an adverbial acc. in this formula only, evolved from 'body' to 'like1, 
just as 'like' is from Old English gelic, 'of the same body'. 

674—8 For the motif of a character unaware of important events see 
52i~5n. The two sides may have seemed well-matched on the left, but the 
Greeks in fact had the best of it (540-672^). The retrospect stresses this, in 
case any hearer missed the point, and also reminds us of how Poseidon 
exhorted them and gave material help (434, 554, 562^. Although he does 
not lead their attack until i4-363ff., he is already practising unobtru ively 
the kind of leadership he preached at 56. The statement that the Greeks 
could have won is resumed by 723f. For Ait <plAos read Sit^Aos, which is 
based on the old dat. seen in Myc. fDiwei/; cf. Cypriot Aiff^iAos. The 
epithet is Iliadic only (17X ); cf. Bmrrrfa (16.173-5^), but also contracted 
ottvti (678, 20.361) beside aQivii 1 3 X (for *-cci). KV6OS 'Axai&V ( I O X 

Horn.) lacks PFYA only here. TOTO* stands for an adv. like OOTGJ, cf. oTo$ at 
7.211. TTp6* is adverbial, 'in addition*. 

675 The 'left of the ships' is the same as the 'left of the battle'; the 
viewpoint is always the Greeks'. This was Aristarchus* view (Arn/A on 765; 
see 68m.). It was proved anew by W. Ribbeck (RhM 35 (t88o) 6toff.) and 
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Cuillandre, La Droite et la gauche 37-41 . The Greek camp is imagined as in 
the 'wide mouth between the headlands' (14.36), i.e. along the deep bay on 
the Hellespont that still existed in Strabo's time, but has since been silted 
up by the Skamandros and Simoeis, a process already noted by Herodotus 
(2.10). T h e plain must have been wider than geologists posit (cf. vol. 11, 48), 
since by Homer's time the Simoeis had joined the Skamandros below Troy 
(5.774, cf. 6.4). Thus the 'left* is the E. side by later Rhoiteion, where (as 
the name proves) the Skamandros flowed and Telamonian Aias had his 
ships; the 'right* is the W. towards the Sigeion headland, where Akhilleus 
was stationed (11 .5-9, 498f., cf. Hdt. 5.94). Tumuli at each point were 
probably linked with these warriors by the fifth century B.C. (Cook, Troad 
88f., i8of.). This is consistent with Asios' attack on the left, where he faced 
Idomeneus (12.118), and with the battle-plan presupposed at 312-26 and 
765-83. The stereotyped references to the left (with 765 cf. 17.116 as 682), 
and lack of formulae for the right, do not prove that there is no larger 
coherent picture (pace 5 .355^ and Michel, M 117); as Cuillandre saw (op. 
cit. 5 1 - 7 ) , the Trojans avoid attacking on the right for fear of provoking 
Akhilleus. O n the idea that the original bay was Besika Bay see vol. 11, 49f.; 
the excavations there may bolster this view but do not prove that Homer 
held it. 

679—80 Willcock takes §x«v as 'kept going', but it is surely from 
'drive', as at 326: Homer again slips into the easy error that the Trojans are 
using chariots in the space between rampart and ships (657^). Hektor has 
stayed near the gate he smashed open (i2.445ff.), although that was not 
precisely located. With 680 cf. xpcrrepal OTIXCS ACTTTICTTACOV (4.90 *= 201), a. 
- u u A . (ax) . 

681 'Aias' with no epithet usually means Telamonian Aias, but denotes 
the Locrian here, as Aristarchus explained in his book Tltpl TOO VOIKTTAOPOV 

(Arn/A), wherein he established the order in which Homer imagined the 
fleet to be drawn up, even supplying a diagram: cf. B. J. Goedhardt, De 
Arislarchi commentationeU. T. V. instauranda, Utrecht 1879; Lehrs, De Arislarchi 
studiis 221-4. The order differed greatly from that of the Catalogue of Ships. 
At 10.109-13, the ships of Meges and Locrian Aias are near Odysseus', but 
those of Idomeneus and the other Aias lie further off; at 1 1 . 7 - 9 Odysseus' 
ships are in the centre of the camp, Telamonian Aias' at its left edge (675^). 
The order is roughly as follows (some units were behind others): 

Right ( West) Centre Left ( East) 
Akhilleus Menestheus Meges Oil. Aias Odysseus Agam. Idom. Telamon. Aias 

Boeotians Podarkes Diomedes Nestor Menclaos 

But here the Athenians, Meges and both Aiantes' men are stationed together: 
cf. 195-7, where the Aiantes and Athenians fight together, and the con-
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troversial 2.558, where Telamonian Aias* ships are next to the Athenians. 
The contradiction over the Aiantes* position surely derives from Homer's 
pervasive and creative misunderstanding of ATavnrc, originally *Aias and 
Teukros* (46n.). It is apt that the battle will rage round Protesilaos' ship 
(15.704-60.); it is hauled furthest inland since he was first ashore (2.701?, 
cf. 14.31-6n.). His vessel first appears now because the fighting ooly now 
nears the fleet itself. His name arose by analogy with names based on verbs, 
e.g. 'ApK*cl-Aaos. 

689-4 The rampart 'above', i.e. inland from, Protesilaos* ship must be 
the one built at 7.436ff. and breached in book 12, not, as Willcock holds, 
that which Thucydides deduced that the Greeks built when they landed 
( i4 .3i-2n.) . It is lowest at this point not because Sarpedon had wrecked its 
battlements (pace A b T ) , but because it was built that way. Less bravery was 
needed at the centre than 00 the wings (so 1 i.8f.), since units whose ships 
were on both sides and behind could come to the rescue; hence it could be 
lowest here. !v6a . . . hrrroi confirms that the Greeks were strongest in this 
sector. £axpr|£?s, from xpata*» 'attack*, means 'powerful' as at 5.525,12.347, 
360, not 'deficient* (pace Hsch.). carrot *rt »cal iTrtrot most naturally denotes 
the Greeks, as at 17.644; some apply it to the Trojans, who should oot be 
using chariots here (cf. 6570.). 

685—793 This small roster of units from the N. and W. edges of Myc. 
Greece faces both Hektor and an army of Analysts. For some it is un-
motivated and belongs earlier; but the fighting in this sector has barely been 
described (170-205), and the passage clarifies what is happening, magnifies 
its importance and makes the Greek near-success more credible. As at 478, 
the names listed provide the poet with cannon-fodder, expended this time 
at 15.328-42. The catalogue varies in its constructions and order: the initial 
list of Boeotians, Ionians, Locrians, Phthians and Epeans is expanded by 
the roster of leaders at 689-700, in the order Athenians («Ionians), Epeans, 
Phthians and Boeotians (a brief mention at 700), to focus on the Locrians 
led by Oilean Aias in collaboration with his namesake. A few personalities 
are otherwise unknown, but how else can poets fill out catalogues? The rest 
occupy the same positions as elsewhere. Thus the Epeans were near the 
Aiantes and Athenians at 195, where the Athenians Stikhios and Menes-
theus rescued the body of the Epean Amphimakhos; the pair recurs, with 
Medon, Ekhios and Mekisteus (422n.), at !5.32gff. Podarkes and Medon 
lead the Phthians, replacing Protesilaos (694-800.). Medon, Oileus* bas-
tard son, provides a neat transition to his half-brother's Locrians. 

685-8 T h e Ionians and Phthians, both otherwise absent from Homer, 
are listed next to their neighbours. That the Ionians are equated with the 
Athenians (689) matches the tradition, first attested in Solon (frag. 4a.2) 
and verified by archaeology and linguistics, that the Ionians colonized 
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Asia Minor from Athens (but not all Ionians were of Athenian origin: see 
Sakellariou, Migration). The name Romans' entered Assyrian, Hebrew and 
Egyptian while it was still •"lapovES (Tamanu < Tawanu, Yawan, Ywn(n)a)\ 
flawonesf also appear on Knossos tablet B 164, probably as mercenaries (J. 
Driessen, BSA 79 (1984) 49 56). The Aeolic vocalism 'Idovts instead of 
' ' l i fcvc; is another proof that there was an Aeolic phase in the prehistory of 
the tradition (see pp. 15-19). A later Homerid applies the phrase 'IAovt$ 
¿AKEXITCOVCS to the festive Ionians gathered on Delos (HyAp 147). The epithet 
must be traditional, since it ill suits this martial context (cf. 16.419-2in.). 
The Ionians were still famous later for trailing robes (Asius frag. 13, Thuc. 
1.6.3). Cf. fcAKtalTTFirAot, used of women, Trojan (3X) or Theban (Cat. 

Phthia is Akhilleus' land, but his men are always Myrmidons, Achaeans 
or Hellenes; here the Phthioi are ruled by Podarkes, Akhilleus1 epithet 
(694-7n.). Phthia was clearly the name of a large area (so Strabo 9.432); it 
even extends to the Peneios in Hesiod, Cat. 215. The tetrad of Phthiotis later 
covered much of S. Thessaly; Achaea Phthiotis and Phthiotic Thebes cer-
tainly belonged to Podarkes (2 .695-7^. Tribal movements from 1200 B.C. 
onward have no doubt blurred the picture. The Epeans elsewhere inhabit 
Elis (2.615ff.); here they are led by Meges (692), who rules Doulikhion 
opposite (2.627-30). When his father migrated thither from Elis (2.627-
3on., cf. 23.637), he obviously took Epeans with him (so Aristarchus in T , 
cf. 15.518-19^). They are thus a people split into two kingdoms (cf. 
Hoekstra on Od. 13.275). This may be a memory of the colonization of the 
Ionian isles from Elis in L H I I I B - C (V. R . d 'A. Desborough, The Greek Dark 
Ages, London 1972, 85-91). Neither 'discrepancy' with the Catalogue of 
Ships is serious, pace Page (///// 133). — 9ai8ip6«s, unique in Greek, is a 
metri gratia adaptation of «pafBtpos: cf. Acipi&is for Acipios (830-2n.) and 
Risch, Worlbildung 152-4. ve&v goes with i)(Ov, 'they kept him from the 
ships', not with fcrrataaovTa, 'springing forward', which is used absolutely 
as at e.g. 546; all its alleged uses with the gen. (5.263, 5.323) are illusory, 
pace LSJ. With 688 cf. &oav dnnr6 cr<p€la>v (3X , 148 included); 'like a flame* 
is a stereotyped image (6x ), effective because it reminds us how the ships 
are at risk. It seems more natural to put a stop after 688, with an asyndeton 
in 689, than to place a comma after 688 (so Leaf). 

689—91 Like the other Greeks (i29n.), the Athenians are picked men; 
7TpoA£yo> is unique in Homer. Menestheus is often deemed an Athenian 
insertion linked with the alleged 'Pisistratean recension'; whatever this was 
(see pp. 29ff.), it caused no major interpolations, as the poor showing of 
Homer's Athenians proves (cf. 2.552^). Winter (MNO 178-92) well argues 
that Menestheus derives from Asiatic, not Athenian, tradition; thus Peteos 
founded Elaia in Aeolis (Strabo 13.622). Menestheus once had no place in 
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the Athenian king-list, but was added because Ionian bards had elevated 
this minor character (Heubeck, Kleine Schriften 6on.). So too Nestor's role 
may owe more to the likelihood that Colophon and Neleid-ruled Miletos 
were important locales of epic performance than to the passage of Neleidai 
through Attica en route from Pylos (for this old tradition see Mimncrmus 
frag- 9; Hdt. 1.147; Mühlestein, Namenstudien 1 - 1 1 ; Carlier, Royautf 432-9). 
For other cases where bards could honour local ruling families without 
making the poetry too topical see on 16.173-8, 16.317fr, 16.419fr., 16.593-9, 
20.75fr. Menestheus* aides, except Stikhios ( 1 9 5 - 7 ^ ) , are unknown and no 
doubt invented; another one, Iasos, dies at 15.337. Other Biases are at 4.296, 
20.460, Cat. 37. Shipp's discussion (Studies 55-7) of the isolated form rirrikoo 
is vitiated by reliance on the lectio falsa TTr)vtA£coo (14.489-9111.). If the 
ending is Attic, cf. the post-Homeric formula Aaimpä TC acA/|vri (p. 8 n. 2). 

69a The variant Mfcyrjs V , rejected by Aristarchus (Did/A), arose from 
ignorance of Meges' pedigree (cf. Zenodotus* blunder at 19.239): his father 
Phuleus married Helen's sister Timandre {Cat. 176). His officers are 
unknown. 

694—7 — 15.333-6, when Medon is slain by Aineias. His name, 'Ruler', is 
suspiciously common, like the motif of the bastard son (170-81 n.). Why 
does he live at Phulake, Protesilaos* capital (2.695, '99-4). when at 2.727 
he is substitute commander for PhitokleUs? Willcock implausibly supposes he 
did not need to live in the area whence his troops came. So odd is it that a 
stranger should inherit Philoktetes' command that Homer must have im-
provised this detail at 2.727 (cf. the similar case in 698n.). Here he re-
invented Medon to help replace Protesilaos instead, bringing him to Phulake 
by the easy device of having him be exiled for murdering his stepmother's 
brother (yvo>T6s, cf. 22.234). This traditional topos often involves uncles or 
stepmothers (e.g. 2.661 ff., 9.447fr.): it frequently seems invented, a s also 
in the cases of Patroklos or Phoinix (see pp. 313, 387). On this motif see 
23.85-90^; Strasburger, Kämpfer 29f.; R. Schiunk, AJP 97 (1976) 199fr.; 
Apthorp, MS Evidence 96; M. Gagarin, Drakon and Early Athenian Homicide 
Law, New Haven 1981, 6 - 1 9 . Now in one tradition Oilcan Aias' mother 
Alkimakhe was a daughter of Phulakos, Podarkes' grandfather (Porphyry/T 
on 15.333). This must be why Homer linked Oi'leus with this dynasty. But 
it would be illogical for Medon to flee to Alkimakhe's father after killing her 
brother (for a similar illogicality in a fictitious tale of exile see 16.570-4^). 
So Homer suppresses the stepmother's relationship to Phulakos and renames 
her Eriopis, later known as Eriope (T on 15.336); cf. how he renamed 
Sarpedon's mother (p. 371). The Naupaktia (frag. 1) harmonizes both ver-
sions by making Eriope and Alkimakhe the same woman. 

698 Podarkes is named for his father Iphiklos, a noted runner (23.636, 
Cat. 62). In Hesiod, Protesilaos is Aktor's son and thus Podarkes' cousin (Cat. 
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1 9 9 . 6 ) , not his elder brother, as he is emphatically stated to be at 2 . 7 0 4 - 8 ; 

the Catalogue of Ships has again departed from tradition in improvising a 
substitute commander (cf. 6 9 4 - 7 ^ ) . This confirms that the Catalogue was 
not designed for the tenth year of the war. Iphiklos' name, like his father's, 
fits his role as 'warder' of Melampous and the cows at Phulake, a tale that 
was evidently well-known. The seer won his release and the cattle bv magical 
means (see Hes. frag. 2 6 1 , 'Apollodorus' 1 . 9 . 1 2 with Frazer's Appendix tv, 
and iloekstra on Od. 1 5 . 2 3 1 - 6 ) ; Homer suppresses the magic, as usual. 
Save for the article TOO, 698 seems old, with *pi9iicAoio and *Tr<ipi$ for 
"ttous (Hoekstra, Epic Verse before Homer 47f.); cf. '^(kAov v16$ 7roAuuf|Aov 
dX/Aaxlfcao ( 2 . 7 0 5 ) , ul. T* 'hplicAoio floSdpKiis <D. (Cat. 1 9 9 . 5 ) . Such verses 
helped poets recall genealogical links. 

700 vcrifyiv, an abl.-gen., goes with ApOvopai; like irapd v., 'from the 
ships* ( 5 X Horn.), it reflects the Myc. abl. plur. in -91 (see 5 8 8 - 9 0 ^ ) . p«T<5r 
plus the gen., meaning 'with', is a rare innovation (5X Horn.): cf. Chan-
traine, GH11 1 igf. 

701— aa The poet moves from a brief mention of Ix>crian to Telamonian 
Aias; next, forming the centre of a ring, he depicts both in a simile; he then 
describes the men of Telamonian and, lastly, of Locrian Aias, with their 
unique tactics. An overview ( 7 1 9 - 2 2 ) leads into the next scene. 

70a Zenodotus' text x<k£Fr' f ° r tcrrorr* (Did/AT), based on !2.4o6f. 
or 1 8 . 1 6 0 , ill suits the ensuing comparison (cf. ioraoav, 7 0 8 ) . ATotvros 
TeAapcovlou is a unique formular modification. 

703—7 A fine ploughing-simile illustrates the Aiantes' single-mindedness, 
physical closeness (only the yoke separates the toiling oxen, 706), effort (the 
oxen sweat, cf. 711) and success (they reach the end of the furrow). Cf. 
17-742ff., when the Aiantes bear a body as two sweating mules haul a beam, 
or Od. 13.31 f t , when Odysseus is like a man who has ploughed a fallow field 
all day (the latter half of 13.32 = 703). Fallow land, ploughed longest ago, 
is the hardest to work (see West on Erga 462c); oxen are less apt for this task 
than mules (io.352f.). Leaf thinks sweat oozes from the base of their horns 
because they are yoked by the horns, but this practice, rarely depicted 
(A. S. F. Gow, J / / S 3 4 ( 1 9 1 4 ) 249ff.), was discouraged (Columella 2 . 2 . 2 A F ) . 

T h e usual linguistic tangle covers this field (see Beekes, Laryngeal* 2 7 5 - 7 ) . 

Trpuyvololv K- is recent, like T6£OIO!V (716). The 'neglected* F - in I6pcb$, 
cognate with sweat, and scansion iroAOs show that 705 adapts tt. 8" ¿rvaKf)Kiev 
I. ( 2 3 . 5 0 7 ) , whence come the false readings avoided by Aristarchus and 
Tracrai (Did/AT) but found in a papyrus (differently van der Valk, Researches 
11 196). Yet archaisms burgeon, (pJoTvoy, 'dark-faced*, used mainly of the 
sea in Homer, occurs among Myc. names for oxen ( K N Ch 8 9 7 , 1 0 1 5 ) . KCTTA 

£>AKCX (also Od. 1 8 . 3 7 5 ) is misdivided for xcrr' AWAKCX, from *Kcrr* fipoAxa, 
with a diectasis after the vernacular contracted it to &Ai<a (cf. aOAa£); but 
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&AKO( is already certain at Od. (8.375. "rtAaov means the 'turning-point', 
'headland* at the end of the furrow, seen only in T. ApoOpTft (also at 18.544, 
cf. 18.547); its root is *qel-t 'turn*, cf. tlAos, TroXko, 'plough', TiAaas' <rrpo9As 
(Hsch.). Chantraine (GH 1 309) rightly relates the unique Tip« to the 
antiquated aor. tTrrpov, 'met'; Aristarchus (with Ap. Rhod. 3.412) adduced 
-rtpvco, i.e. 'it cuts the headland', which is always ploughed last. Its subject 
is ApoTpov, supplied from 703. TTTIICT6V A. is formular (10.353, 13.32); 
it. could be a generic epithet like TVKT6$ or iroiTyrAs, but the composite 
plough is the more advanced type (West on Erga 427-34). 

708-10 AAAI^AOICTIV, in some papyri and codices, is from kytcrrccaav A. 
(133, 15.703); -onv matches the simile better. pAAa intensifies Trap- in 
Trapptpa&Tf, 'very close beside'. Retainers carry a man's weapons at 600 
(a sling), 12.372 (a bow); a shield-bearer is unique. Near Eastern analogies 
come to mind, but the verses are surety meant to suggest the great weight 
of Aias' body-shield, as at t6.io6ff.; Aias always has a <TAKO$, not a round 
Atmls (Triimpy, Fackausdriickt 3of.). hrapoi forms an odd expansion of Aool 
§TTOV6' ( 3 X ) ; contrast how Oilcan Aias' followers do not 'follow' him. 

71a—18 It sounds shameful that his Locrians do not follow Oilean Aias, 
worse yet that they do not stand firm in close combat, until we hear how 
their guerrilla tactics break the Trojan ranks from behind the armoured 
screen of the other units. The variant crraStris Oaplvrft Ipyc* plprjA« (Strabo 
10.449, cf. T ) emends the amusing paradox away. Note the fourfold ana-
phora of oC and the ring formed by IRROVTO; the conventional weapons 
heavy with epithets are balanced by the light arms of these hill-men. Helenos 
too used the bow and sling (598-600^). Unlike Rhodian slingers or Cretan 
archers, the Locrians were not known as skirmishers later; even at Aspis 
25 they bear the generic epithet Ayxipaxoi (cf. 4~7n.). But these tactics are 
attested both on the Siege Rhyton from Shaft Grave I V at Mycenae and in 
seventh-century warfare. Archilochus distinguishes fighting with slings and 
bows from that with swords, and Strabo (/or. cii.) knew an inscription 
barring the parties in the Lelantine War from using long-range weapons (see 
15.709-12n.). Tyrtaeus (frag. 11.35-8) urges the light-armed to lurk behind 
the shields of the heavy-armed and hurl stones; vase-paintings from Corinth 
and Sparta show unarmoured slingers behind a screen of hoplites (Snod-
grass, EGA 167,203f.). Thus there is no reason to reject this passage, whether 
it depicts an ancient or a novel tactic; it is not of Dark Age origin, since 
the sole area with an unbroken tradition of archery was Crete (ibid. 142-4). 
There is no discrepancy with 2.529, where Oilean Aias wears light armour 
(Aivo6cbpTi€), or 4.273ff., where the Aiantes leading a heavy-armed unit are 
surely Aias and Teukros. 

For Zenodotus' text in 712 see 66~7n. With 714 cf. Od. 22.111, 22.145, 
Kwtas XGAK^PCB? iTrrroSaaclas; xApuOos has one or both of these epithets at 
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6*4» 3-369, 4-459 = 6-9» '5-535 (*Apus was no longer distinct from Kvvii], 
once 'dog-skin cap'). AcrrriSas (-os) cvkukAovs (-ou) recurs 4X at the start of 
the verse; the contraction of 10- proves this formula relatively recent (p. 14 
n. 19), as we would expect of round shields ( 1 6 3 - 5 0 . ) . pelAiva Sovpa recurs 
only at 1 9 . 3 6 1 , but cf. pdAtvov lyx 0 * ( 5 9 7 N - ) - The second half of 7 1 6 * 5 9 9 

(where see n.); with the first half of 7 1 7 cf. Od. 1 1 . 3 7 2 , 2 4 . 1 1 7 . iTrfrra means 
'after their arrival'. Tap^a, 'thick and fast', is always an adv. in Homer (5X ). 

7 2 0 — a Verse 720 blends Tpcoolv it K a l "ExTopi (2x ) with "E. ( - a ) 
KopvoT^ (-Vjv), 7X ; cf. 1 6 . 6 5 4 . There is further wit in the contrast between 
¿AAvfavov and MIMV^OKOVTO; cf. pvf|oavTo 8 1 xApunS I (etc.), 7 X Horn., split 
over the verse-end only here, and AVjGrro x-1 (etc., 3 x ). AavOAvco is a 'recent* 
form, next at Od. 1 2 . 2 2 7 , Thebaid frag. 2 . 8 , Hy. 1 8 . 9 (Risch, Wortbildung 
27 lf .). 

723—5 Crises are often narrowly averted when someone intervenes; on 
the fuoction of such contrafactual statements see dejong, Narrators 6 8 - 8 1 . 

Thus Patroklos just misses taking Troy at 1 6 . 6 9 8 ! ? , or the Trojans avoid a 
rout at 8 . 1 3 0 - 2 and 6 . 7 3 - 5 ( . . . el p̂ l ••• "Eicropi ETTTC trapaorAs . . . ) . 
This crisis makes us take Pouludamas' speech more seriously; the contrast 
between AevyaA&os VTJCOV ATTO and trAp v. . . . ATT^POVES (744) proves him 
right, v. ATTO K a l KAIOIACOV is a unique variation of vc£>v A . K. K. ( 7 X ) . This 
is surprising, since vccov is the more recent form: for an explanation see 
Hoekstra, Modifications 1 2 6 - 8 . For 'windy Troy* see 3 . 3 0 5 0 . The same 
verse as 7 2 5 (but with | 8/| TATC) introduced Pouludamas' previous advice 
to Hektor ( 1 2 . 6 0 1 2 . 2 1 0 ) . Opaouv *E»cTopa is formular ( 2 2 . 4 5 5 , 2 4 . 7 2 , 

2 4 . 7 8 6 , cf. 8 . 3 1 2 ) , and imaginable alternatives like ptyav or K A V T A V "E. 
never appear; yet the reference to Hektor's over-confidence is apt. His 
formular system makes boldness essential to his nature (cf. 6 . 4 0 7 ) . 

726—47 On the place of Pouludamas' speech in larger patterns see 673-
837n. Lohmann (Reden 1 7 8 - 8 1 ) well compares it to his other warnings to 
Hektor ( 1 2 . 6 1 - 7 9 , « 2 . 2 1 1 - 2 9 , 1 8 . 2 5 4 - 8 3 ) . Its first half ( 7 2 6 - 3 4 ) closely 
follows the first half of his previous speech ( 1 2 . 2 1 1 - 1 4 : with 215 cf. 735); 
his warning about Akhilleus at 744-7 recurs in the first half of his next 
speech ( 1 8 . 2 5 6 - 6 5 ) . Hektor's reactions chart his increasing (and misplaced) 
confidence: he acts on the first and third speeches, with beneficial results 
( 1 2 . 8 0 = 1 3 . 7 4 8 ) , but rejects the second and fourth, in the latter case 
disastrously. Some find Pouludamas verbose. Fenik ( T B S 121) dislikes 
7 3 0 - 4 , but the priamel softens the rebuke by granting that one cannot be 
good at everything, including taking advice (and 731 is spurious). He also 
objects to the veiled warning that Akhilleus might return to battle, the 
first time this possibility has entered Trojan counsels. But this gives Pouluda-
mas good reason to propose consulting the others, reminds us again that 
Akhilleus looms over the action (cf. 1 1 3 , 3 2 4 , 3 4 8 ) , especially as his name b 
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loo terrible for Pouludamas to utter (as also at 18.257), and builds up our 
respect for the latter's advice, since we know that the hero will eventually 
fight. 

726—9 At 12.216 Pouludamas vainly warned Hektor not to attack the 
ships; now that the attack seems about to fail, he argues that he was right 
and tactfully suggests withdrawal, turning Hektor's bravery, which is impli-
citly praised, into the reason why he will not take advice (cf. bT). The 
ring-structure in 727-30 stresses that gifts like courage are from a god and 
not in one's own power, a common idea (15.440-1 n.). Hektor needs this 
reminder both now and later (cf. on 54, 825-9). For the maxim that 
one cannot excel at everything cf. 4.320, 23.670^ Od. 8.t67f The usual 
antithesis between valour and wisdom, fighter and counsellor (e.g. i .258, 
4.322!!., i8.io5f.), is applied to Hektor and Pouludamas by the poet at 
18.252. Some warriors are also wise in council, like Odysseus, Diomedes, 
Idomeneus or Thoa* (15.281 - 4 ) , but none is the best at both, although this is 
the ideal in Homer and other heroic poetry too (M. Schofield, CQ.36 (1986) 
6 - 3 1 ) . 

796—8 &Mfixccv°S describes someone incorrigible, cf. 10.167, •S'M» > 6.39; 
Trapctppr|T6$, 'persuasive', means 'able to be persuaded' at 9.526, its other 
occurrence. Verse 726 should end with a stop, 727 with a comma (pace Leaf); 
for ovvota . . . ToOvnca see 3.403-5, Cat. 30.26-9 (restored), Theog. 88 
(reversed). Nicanor (in A) made 727f. a question, like 3.405, but this would 
be too scornful here. 

731 Copyists could easily omit 731 by homoearchon, but it is surely 
spurious: it has weak M S support and the priamel invites expansion (Ap-
thorp, MS Evidence 36f.). Aristarchus did not read it, since Arn/A on 4.320 
quotes 730-2 without it. T say Crates' disciple Zenodotus of Mallos added 
it (Nickau in R E x A (1972) 45-7); perhaps he complained that Aristarchus 
left it out. It is absent in one of four quotations, one of three papyri and 
most early codices. Later MSS reintroduce it from the scholia; van der Valk's 
defence of it neglects its weak attestation (Researches 11499-502). But it looks 
like a rhapsodic elaboration, not a Pergamene invention; like Crates' text 
of 1.1 ft*., it surely came from sources that Aristarchus did not know or did not 
like. Thus tdOapiv K<X\ doiSi^v recurs in the nom. at Od. t. 159, HyAp 188; cf. 
¿pXtio-rvv T€ icai Ipfp6caaav &. (Od. 1.421 a 18.304, which is how Lucian 
quotes 731). Verse 731 obscures the antithesis between warrior and counsel-
lor, as Eustathius saw (957.10-14), but that between war and the dance 
is also traditional (15.508- ton.). The variatio fciipo) for dAAcp, and the topos 
of poetry as a divine gift with its self-referential flattery of the bard's craft 
(cf. 637), made this i n attractive expansion, like the interpolations to 
include a bard at 18.604 ( s e c P- a8). Michel accepts it (M i24f) ; contrast 
F. Solmsen, TAP A 85 (1954) 3f. 
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7 3 2 - 5 For TiOtl and TroXfos see Chantraine, GH 1 2g8f., 22of. As often, 
TroXcis is read by all MSS, papyri included: Aristarchus rejected this prob-
able Atticism (Did/A on 21.131). frttats, 'cities' (bT), is a bad attempt to 
avoid repeating 'many*, like Aristophanes* TTOXX6V for iroXXol (Did/A). But 
the climax 'many benefit... it saves many* excuses the repetition. The point 
that he who gives wise advice most realizes it himself (because he is vindi-
cated) is best made if K*(al) avrr6s not K'(E) is read; Aristarchus assumed a 
redundant KE (Am/A on 20.311). For the sense cf. pAAicrra Si T ' IKXUOV avrrol 
(Od. 6.185). Verse 735 * 9.103, 9.314, Od. 23.130. Pouludamas was no less 
diffident at 12.215: he could have ended ov 6i ovv6co xal UEU AKOUOOV, or 
ail 8' ¿vl 9peal pAAXeo arjai, or TtTtAtap^vov lara i (the superior variant 
at 9.314). 

736—9 Pouludamas puts first the reason for his advice (hence y<5tp), and 
within this a reminder of Hektor's success, before making his proposal. He 
says that the Trojans standing aloof are 'in their armour' to show that they 
could easily rejoin battle and aid their outnumbered comrades, crrfcpavos is 
close to its original sense 'circle*, 'something that surrounds thickly* (Chan-
traine, Diet. s.v. <rri<pa>): Aristarchus* predecessor Comanus (frag. t2 Dyck) 
first saw that its developed sense 'garland* is post-Homeric (Theog. 576, 
Erga 75, Cypria frag. 5, Hy. 7.42). T h e metaphor 6l8rje, 'burn*, also describes 
battle at 12.35, f7-253» 20.18; the Tpdtes are also urydOupoi at 5.27, 11.459 
and 5 X gen. KCTTA Ttix°S tpTjaav means 'came over the wall', as at 15.384. 
The Ionic poet prefers 69«rraoTv ovv to -01 fyv (cf. 533-911.); the older form 
£Crv, attested in Myc., has been largely ousted by ovv in the epos (Janko, 
HHH 236C; differently G. Dunkel, Glolta 60 (1982) 55-61) . 

742—4 Pouludamas* presentation of the Trojans* options subtly reveals 
his desire that the attack be called off: 'we may fall at the . . ships (4v Wjcaoi 
. . . Triocoptv) - if the god is willing to grant us victory - o r . . . we might return 
(EABoipcv) unscathed from the ships', t v . . . -niocoucv is ambiguous (Eustathius 
958.10-13): its surface meaning is 'fall upon the ships' as at 9.235, but kv 
vrjOai. . . rrtocixri means 'fall (dead) among the ships' at 15.63. fi KEV lireiTa 
can mean 'or otherwise' (cf. 24.356, Od. 20.63, Alcaeusfrag. 129.19), but in 
its temporal sense E. hints at a further warning: we might not return safely 
afier an attack. The opt. EAOoipcv makes the idea of a safe return more remote 
than that of falling at the ships; cf. the shift of mood at 18.308. Only a 
papyrus, A and two late MSS offer the lectio facilior lAOcopev. 

7 4 5 - 6 'I fear lest the Greeks repay yesterday's debt . . . ' Pouludamas 
raises the unpleasant topic of Akhilleus with a flattering allusion to Hektor's 
victory the day before. £9l<rrr)Mi means 'weigh out' here only in epos, whence 
the coin called a o rcrrflp; in Homer's day trade was still by weight alone. 
Few sources preserve drrroor^iTcovTai: most have the unmetrical gloss 6rrrd-
Tlocovrai (p. 21 n. 8). &vf)p Srros TTOMMOIO is based, perhaps with sinister 
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effect, on "Apris 4. TT. (3X, cf. Theog. 714, Asfns 59). frros is from 6OTOS, 

'insatiable'; the uncontracted form, used by Hesiod, lingers as a variant 
elsewhere (see West on Theog. 714). 

748—9 = i2.8of. (¿rrrVjucov echoes 744); but 749, omitted by a papyrus 
and some codices, is clearly a concordance-interpolation thence (cf. 6570.). 

7 5 1 — 8 8 The scene-change, needed so thai the different sectors of battle 
cao be reunified, is deft: Helctor's speech shifts from Pouludamas to Hektor 
himself (752?), then the poet narrates Hektor's actions and the rally around 
Pouludamas (756?), before a final shift to Hektor, who visits the left (765) 
and returns to the centre (789); thereafter we hear no more of different 
sectors. 

7 5 2 - 3 * 12.368?, with TRRITILXCO for Étrapúvco. Leaf deems this 'careless 
borrowing* thence, since KCTOC has no reference; but none is needed, and 
Homer avoids having a Trojan use the terms 'left* and 'right*, which are 
seen from the Greek viewpoint (675^). frtrrwiAw means 'tell them (to rally)', 
as the Trojans' reaction proves (757); the half-line is also at 10.63. 

7 5 4 - 5 Hektor strides off 'like a snowy mountain*. The image has two 
points of comparison: (i) his huge size (a giant is 'like a mountain* at Od. 
g.igoff., cf. 10.113, n - 3 4 3 ) i (") the flash of his armour, likened to dazzling 
snowflakes at 19.357? í 8 0 Frankel, Gleiehnisse 21). The 'savage and fearsome' 
effect (bT) b enhanced, not spoilt, by the fact that mountains do not move. 
'Snowy' b vital to this; the metrically equivalent epithet 'shady' would have 
had a pastoral nuance. 6pca are VÎ ÓCVTO at 14.227, 20.385, Od. 19.338 (cf. 
18.616, 20.385), but oKi&vTor at 1.157, a x Od.t 4X Hy. See also C. M. 
Bradley, TAPA 98 (1967) 37-41 . KfxAfjycós, 'screaming', which can apply 
to men or birds, introduces the metaphor IRFCTRRO, 'he flew' (Eustathius 
958.55-7); the double image conveys his terrifying speed. The K£xXr|ytos 
of the M S S is the correct form, not -cov (16.4300.). The rest of 755 b 
formular: c? Tpówv ¿tyol F|6* frriKoúpcw 2 X , T. KXCIT&V (T*) I. 3 X , etc. Since 
the Mycenaeans probably used mercenaries (685-8n.), e-pi-ko-wo surely 
stands for /epikorwoif, 'the extra lads', in K N As 4493, PY An 657. 

756—9 Pouludamas is a son of Panthoos, Priam's counsellor (3.146), and 
so brother of Euphorbos and Huperenor (17.24?). All share a minor formu-
lar system. With 756 cf. 16.535 (reversed); c? too | TTávBou vióv (etc.) 
IvmmíAIiiv ('EO90PP0V) I, 15.522, 17.9, 23, 59; j (riwAvSáuavTos u - u ) 
áyauoO TTavOofóao |, 15.446; pryatiúpou TT. |, 14.454. Ayarr^vopa describes 
La oda mas, another name shaped — \J\J — and starting with a consonant 
{Od. 7.170), in parallel with pryaA^ropa: it occurs 3X gen. with vowel-
initial names shaped - u u | (also 1 x nom.). It b thus part of the normal 
epithet-system for minor heroes, and means 'hospitable', not 'loved by men' 
or 'loving valour*. Hektor adapts 758? to the 00m. at 770? (cf. 781). The 
first pair he names are injured Trojans (527Í?, 593ff.), the second, dead 
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allies (56ofF., 384IT.); Aineias is left out because he is unscathcd. With the 
periphrasis fMriv 6' 'EA^voto AVOKTOS cf. 01TJ Tcuxpoto A . (23.859) and 246-8, 
582-3nn. 

7 6 1 — 4 In the understatement OVK£TI 7T<5RUTRCRV ¿rm^povas 0O8' AvoAi6pous 
each word is worse than the preceding, as if to mirror Hektor's growing 
alarm. drnYjucov actualizes Pouludamas* warning (cf. 744, 748), while Av-
6Ae8po$ anticipates 763 and 773. Aristarchus notes that the adjectives de-
scribe the whole group, whereas only some are dead and others are injured, 
as we are told in chiastic order. PE0ATIII£VOI oCrrApivol T« reinforces the effect; 
Helenos pipAiyrou (594), Deiphobos oCrracrrai (529). AvAAi&pos, unique 
in Greek, adapts AvwAiOpo*. Verse 763 a= 24.168, cf. 8.359; with 764 cf. 
11.659 = 826 = 16.24. The 'wall* is surely that of Troy, whither Deiphobos 
was taken (538), not the Greek rampart behind which wounded Trojans 
could now shelter. 

7 6 5 - 8 7 Hektor, himself just chided by Pouludamas, rebukes the hapless 
Paris. His tirade is unjust, as he should have realized when he found Paris 
exhorting his men. We may read into it his alarm, vexation and guilt that 
he caused these losses by plunging on regardless of whether others were 
keeping their formation (so b T on 768-73); nowhere in the Iliad are two 
rebukes so close together. Hektor abused Paris before (3-39ff-, 6.326ff.); 
being to blame for the war and often otherwise irresponsible, he is an easy 
target. Each time he admitted his fault; now he does not, but placates Hektor 
by putting himself under his command (Michel, N 1 2 9 ) . Their exchange fits 
into larger patterns (673-837^). Just as the battle on the left began with 
the appearance of Idomeneus and Meriones (33off.), after Poseidon's exhor-
tation and their mutual chaffing, so this battle begins with the appearance 
of Hektor and Paris, after Pouludamas* exhortation and Hektor's rebuke. 
Each time there is a further delay before the combat begins: the summary 
of the gods' attitudes at 345-60 corresponds to the council and the deception 
of Zeus in book 14. 

7 6 5 - 9 Verses 765 + 767 resemble 17.1 i6f. = 682f., which begin T6V 5 * 

pAA' aTvf' £v6i)oe pAx^S tw* ApurrcpA irAaTj$; 17.684 continues AyyoO 6* 
l<rrApcvos Trpocrtyq, cf. 768. daxpuAcaaris, found 4X with Icoxa or irAAcpov 
•<}>, is suited to what Hektor feels: it is equally apt at 16.436. Verse 766, 
needed to supply Paris' name, is traditional (it occurs 3X nom., and 2X 
without 6Tos); but its reference to Helen reminds us, especially after Mene-
laos' words at 626f., that Hektor has a right to be critical. Spartan inscrip-
tions confirm that *EA£vn once began with p- (S. West on Od. 4.121). 
aloxpoTs hrfaaai is limited to 3.38 = 6.325 (cf. 24.238, where (p)hriacn is 
maintained); these verses introduce Hektor's other rebukes of Paris, and 
769 = 3.39 (where see n.). It is usual to call someone accused of cowardice 
or weakness 'handsome', e.g. 5.787 «• 8.228, 17.142 ("EKTOP I!5os Apicro). 
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ywainaWjs and fincpotreurfis recur at Hy. 1.17, HyHerm 282 (of Dionusos 
and Hermes respectively). 

769-73 Hektor's speech is neatly symmetrical despite his passion. After 
four abusive epithets (see above), he uses two urgent descending dicola with 
anaphora of first TTOO TO», then vOv. He names two of their brothers, a 
whole friendly dynasty (Asios*), and the hope of Priam's house, Othruoneus 
(361-820.), whose name is the more emphatic for being omitted earlier 
(758f-)» as Hektor thinks of him only now. The list lends support to his 
hyperbole about the ruin of all Troy. 'Now your ruin is safe* (au5), i.e. 
'certain*, emphasizes that this means Paris' ruin too; the oxymoron recurs 
at Od. 5.305, 22.28. The repeated TOI points to Paris* role in the disaster; 
the adjacent formulae in alm>s may hint that his ruin will be as headlong 
as if he fell from the walls he has ruined 'from the top down' (KOT' firxprjs, 
sc. TT6AIOS). The figurative sense of alnvs, 'steep', 'hard to overcome' (S. 
West on Od. 1.11), is confined to direct speech or the poet's expression of a 
hero's thought (de Jong, Narrators I42n.): cf. 17.364-5^ 

7 7 5 — 8 7 Paris gently rejects the rebuke, admitting to slackness at other 
times; he lets 'but not now' be inferred from 'since my mother did not bear 
me an utter coward'. That he alone remains proves his valour, but again 
he does not say this. His ellipses and his admission are both in character (cf. 
3.59). Since Hektor stirred up battle by the ships (Paris refers to his speech 
at 150-4), everyone has stood fast - alive or dead! Hektor, he hints, is at 
fault for ordering the attack. Avai-nov ahrutacodai (etc.) recurs at 11.654 
Akhilleus), Od. 20.135. The synizesis trrcl^o^S' (777) is Odyssean (4.352, 
11.249 (?)• »9 3»4. 20.227), as is 784 ( 6 x , with variants). O n the modi-
fied formula pccKp^ai . . . iy\tiiyaiv (782) sec 339~44n. Verses 785f. = Od. 
23.127^ (spurious). Aristarchus (Did/A) rightly read 8' tppcpacoTES against 
51 (u)iicp.; cf. the spelling tv\ mitydpotot favoured by Aristophanes (schol. 
Od. 2.338) and common in papyri. The same doubt arises at 17.735, 74®» 
22.143. ¿iipcpcccos is certain 11 x ; Leumann (HW 52) thinks it evolved by 
misdivision in cases like this, but see H. Seiler, %VS 75 (1957) 1 gf. dcAxfi (786) 
picks up AvaXxtf (777), again in an understatement. ir6p 50vocyiv (787) is 
the sole case oftrapd 'beyond' in the Iliad, but cf. Od. 14.509 (Chantraine, 
GH11 123); irAp 6.8' OOK I o n plays wittily on 5Crvap($ y t Tr6p«rri. TroAtM(£eiv 
goes with IOTI, not iaavpcvov: cf. 3 1 5 - i6n. 

788 »7.120, cf. 6.61. 68CA9C10O reflects the Dark Age gen. *A6cA9«6o 
(seep. 15). 

7 8 9 - 9 4 We now return to the centre, where Pouludamas and Hektor's 
brother and driver Kebriones have obeyed Hektor's orders and gathered 
others about them. These prefigure the next casualty-list (cf. 478-8on.): 
Phalkes, Morus and Hippotion all die at 14.513-15, with a /Vriphctes, who 
is /Wiiphetes here. Hippotion's death is another slip; here he is only a 
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warrior's father, so he should not be slain along with his son (cf. 422n. 
for a like error)! Otherwise we would have another case of father and son 
at war together (cf. 643-590.). 

The names are interesting. 'Kebriones* may derive from Kebren, a 
Cymaean colony in the Troad with a native name (Homeric Epigram 9, with 
G. Markwald, Die h merischen Epigramme, Konigstein 1986, 182). A Phalkes 
was one of the Temenidai: cf. 96X101, 'dandruff* (132-3^) . Read <!>6XKT)V T* 

(so a papyrus). The unknown 'Orthaios* recalls Orthe, a Thessalian town 
(2.739). 'Poluphetes* is the apt name of Laios' herald (schol. Eur. Phoen. 39), 
cf. Periphetes, son of a herald 15.638-40. But 791 has an Asiatic tone. 
'Palmus*, otherwise unknown, meant 'king* in Lydian, as in Hipponax 
(Scherer, 'Nichtgriechische Personennamen' 39); but it belongs to a Phry-
gian, perhaps in a misremembering of the Phrygian king Phorkus (2.862). 
Borrowing of Anatolian words for 'king* is not limited to post-Homeric 
Tvpawos, cf. Hittitc tarhunt-% Etruscan Tarxunies; note too the Lycian Pruta-
nis (5.678, with Chantraine, Diet, s.v.), Rhesos (Thracian for 'king*, cf. Latin 
rex) and 4 2 7 - 3 3 ^ The Phrygian leader Askanios (2.862?), eponym of 
Askanie in Phrygia, is the supposed founder of many cities in the Troad; he 
has been linked with Ashkenaz, ancestor of the Scythians at Genesis 10.3 
(von Kamptz, Personennamen 287). He first becomes Aineias* son in Hellani-
cus, FGH 4 F 31; Homer had already turned Skamandrios, co-founder of 
these cities, into Hektor*s son by the easy device of giving Astuanax another 
name (cf. P. Smith, HSCP 85 (1981) 57?). 'Moms* could be Asiatic: cf. 
Phorkus, Kapus (2.862,20.239). Lycian and Lydian have many short names 
in -»s and -us (Heubeck, Kleine Schriften 520). A Hippotion is known from 
eighth-century Chios (Fraser and Matthews, Names 1 s.v.). 

793—4 uT* is for ule not uTa, as the eosuing plurals show. After 792 Strabo 
(12.565) read Muocov &yxcu&Xc*v ^ly^TOpa {KapTtpoOOycov); this is based on 
5 and 14.512-14, whence the interpolator wrongly deduced that these were 
Mysians. T h e statement that they came the day before, because Zeus sent 
them only then (a lame explanation), causes a discrepancy: they must have 
arrived some days ago for Askanios to be listed at 2.862? (see G . Jachmann, 
Der homerische Schiffskatalog und die Ilias, Cologne 1958, 134-42)! Homer 
already had their sad fate in mind - arrived yesterday, they will die today: 
for the pathetic motif of latecomers to war see 361-820. The idea of 
continual Trojan reinforccmeots is more creditable to the Greeks, who 
receive none (bT). Auoi06$ is an epic hapax formed like 60166s. 

795—9 T h e Trojans finally begin the attack; a full-blown simile describes 
their massed advance before attention focuses 00 Hcktor. The image has 
more points of comparison than are explicit; for behind the ships is the beach, 
at which Hektor aims. Diction which suits both squalls and battle enhances 
its effect. T h e initial similarity is between the Trojans* speed and a gale's 
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( 7 9 5 ) , an image applied to attackers in brief comparisons at 1 2 . 4 0 , 1 2 . 3 7 5 

(11.297 has a one-line extension). But the mention of Zeus in 794 evokes 
other resemblances: the squall comes with Zeus's thunder, just as the Trojans 
now enjoy his backing; it heads for the shore, like the Trojans (but they 
come from landward). But in the simile sea and sky are working together, 
unlike Poseidon and Zeus. The squall's 'din* is like the din of battle, often 
called 6pa5os (cf. 1 6 . 2 9 5 ) '* the waves crashing on the beach one after another 
suggest the army*s serried ranks, as the repetition of 799 outside the simile 
in 800 proves. b T saw much of this, adding that the white-capped waves 
evoke the men's flashing helmets (cf. 805). This is likelier than it seems, 
because in a similar comparison at 4 . 4 2 2 - 6 the wave Kopuacrrrai and 
Kopu^oOrat; it is also KV>PT6S, as here (cf. too Od. 1 1 . 2 4 4 , Cat. 3 2 ) . b T also 
note that 798f., admired as vivid by Aristotle (Rhet. 3.141239^, contain 
alliteration in /, p and z (to convey the crashing of the waves), quadruple 
assonance in -TO and epithets referring to different aspects of the waves -
ira^Xd^ovTO to sound, Kuprd to shape, 9aAr|pi6c»>VTa to colour. The very 
rare fourth-foot elision in irp6 U*v T* &AA\ oCrrAp ¿IT* AAAa, suggests how the 
many waves come one upon another. The Trojan rows fit closely together 
like stones in a wall, as &ptip6Tt$ indicates (800, cf. 1 5 . 6 1 8 , 1 6 . 2 1 1 - 1 7 0 . ) . 

The simile belongs to two pairs. Like the storm-image at 1 i.2g7f., it is 
paired with PpoToAo»y<£> Taos "AprjT, used of Hektor at 802f . , 1 1 . 2 9 5 . >S 

also resumed at 1 4 . 1 6 - 1 9 , when Nestor's mounting disquiet is likened to the 
swell presaging a storm; that simile too mentions a wind from Zeus (Moul-
ton, Similes 2 3 C ) . ¿T6AOVTO$ is used to liken a hero to Ares in a set of ancient 
formulae ( 2 9 5 - 7 n . ) ; cf. too VUKTI 8orj ( 1 2 . 4 6 3 ) . Cnr6 ppovrrfc means 'with 
thunder' (Chantraine, GH 11 143); the thunder does not send the squall. 
TTa9Ad£co, 'boil', 'seethe', of the sea, appears in Alcaeus and is colloquial in 
Attic; icOua troAtHpAolapoio 6aA<foar)s (4X epos) is separated here. 90X1}-
pt&ovTCx, 'white-capped', a hapax in epos, is from *bhel- ( 1 3 2 - 3 ^ ) ; cf. 
Hesychius' glosses 9dAnpcr ACVK6, &9pl(ovra and 9aAiaarrai- Afuxalvrrai, 
&9p(^Ei. Its opposite b AxpoxeAcnvi6ojv (21.249, of a river). 

802—5 F ° r the description of Hektor's shield as he charges cf. those at 
1 2 . 2 9 4 - 7 , 1 7 . 4 9 2 C With 8 0 2 cf. 1 1 . 2 9 5 ; ®°3 ** '57- Herodian (in A), with 
some good MSS, has a lectio dijftcilior TTp6 tOcv instead of Trp6o6cv (read by 
all M S S at 157). fTP0C6EN, easily confused with TTP0E6EN, has ousted it 
in a few M S S at 5.96. Homer used both phrases (and cf. irp6e6cv i6tv, 3X ). 
^lvoioTv and TTOAA6S are recent; standard in Ionic prose, TT. is rarer than 
TTOAOS in the epos ( 1 9 / 9 0 X , counting the nom. and acc. masc. sing.). Here 
it allows a masc. caesura, adapting iroAOs 6' 4TTIA^AOTO ( ' 7-493) • 

The top layer was bronze, over leather. Verse 805 splits the phrase Tr^Arjita 
fccciv^v ( 5 2 7 ) , cf. KpoTdfotai factW) | tt^AtjI; ( 1 6 . 1 0 4 c ) . 

806-8 O n Hektor's tactics see t56-8n. As if to draw a parallel between 
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him and Dei'phobos, 8o6f. resembles 158, just as 803 resembles 157. Zenodo-
tus' extra verse, Aliiv y<5tp 0 9 iv naaiv FOIXPITO Odpaci TTOAACO, is nonsensical 
after 808 where the scholia place it (Arn, Did/AT). Friedlander put it after 
807, '(Hektor tested the ranks), for he was very distinguished among them 
all for his great courage'; but it could follow 809. Its phrasing is unepic, its 
statement redundant (van der Valk, Researches 11 41). 

809-32 Aias confidently challenges Hektor, striding forward in contrast 
to his foe's cautious steps; Hektor's reply shows that, far from heeding 
Pouludamas' warning, Aias' threats or the ensuing omen, he is surer than 
ever of victory. Both speech-introductions are unique (Edwards, HSCP 74 
( ' 9 7 ° ) 24). 

809 portcpA ptpdoOcov, also at 1 5 . 6 7 6 , 1 6 . 5 3 4 , artificially adapts p. PifWts 
(4X, i x fem., i x acc.) to fit the verse-end (Shipp, Studies 97); a papyrus 
has 9<bvT}o4v T€ instead, perhaps from 2 4 . 1 9 3 . O n how this stride differs from 
KOV9a (or Ovfi) p. see is8n. 

8x0—20 Aias' challenge is in ring-form; he is a fine orator (17.626-55n.). 
oxcS6v ¿A0£ is resumed by a. fppevat (817) - far from Hektor daring to draw 
nigh, the time is nigh when he will flee. Zeus's lash has subdued the Greeks 
( 8 1 2 ) , but Hektor will soon beg Zeus to make his horses faster than hawks 
(818f.), i.e. he will lash them in flight. The Greeks have arms to keep him 
from the ships (x^P^S • • • 814), arms with which they will sack Troy 
(Xipolv 09* fjpnipqoiv, 816). b T note that Aias draws the danger onto 
himself ('come near'), but shares the valour with all (in 811); they add that 
his confidence is based on knowledge of Akhilleus* threat to halt Hektor if 
the fighting reaches his own ships ( 9 . 6 5 4 ^ . 

810 6aip6vi€ is sarcastic (448 9n.). Aristarchus, followed by the O C T , 
read OOTCOS (Did/A), i.e. 'why do you vainly try to scare . . . ' ; a papyrus and 
the good codices have OVTCOS, i.e. 'why are you so afraid of . . . ' , with 
SeiSlaaopai in its passive sense (cf. 2 . 1 9 0 ) . This is supported by TIT] 64 ov 
KI*|5EAI ou. and T. ¿Acwpupeai oO. ( 6 . 5 5 , 2 1 . 1 0 6 ) , where there can be no doubt 
over the text (cf. 446-7n.). 

8x2—16 'Zeus's whip' is a vivid traditional metaphor, cf. At6$ pdcrriyi 
SapivTis ( 1 2 . 3 7 ) . His whip is the thunderbolt (so D, cf. b T o n 1 2 . 3 7 , 15.17). 
Thus at 2.78if. he Mashes' the Earth around Tuphdeus, with lightning, 
surely; at 15.17 he threatens to 'lash' the gods with 'blows*, i.e. thunderbolts 
(cf. too Theog. 857). Aeschylus uses the metaphor more loosely 642, Seven 
608, Pr. 682). It may reflect a belief that thunder was the rumble of Zeus's 
chariot (A. B. Cook, 11 8 3 0 - 3 ) , just as it was the rumble of Thor's (H. 
R. Ellis Davidson, Gods and Myths of Northern Europe, London 1964, 76); the 
Sun's horses were called 'Thunder' and 'Lightning* (Titanomachy frag. 7 B. 
» 4 D.). Cf. Stith Thompson A 1 1 4 1 . 4 . West (Works and Days 3 6 6 - 8 ) 

thinks goats once drew Zeus's chariot, like Thor's (whence *alylpoxos); sec 
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15.308-1 in. — For ^Airrrcn a few MSS read ttACrrai: but Aias mocks the 
Trojans' expectations, not their wishes. fOoriri gives the sense 'Troy will Tall 
long before you can destroy our ships'. 10 vaiophr) TT6AI$ Oufi, acc. at 5.489, 
adapts tO vai6iicvov irroAlc6pov to show whose city will fall; for see 
p. 8 n. 2. Verse 816 = 2.374, 4-291« 

818-30 The contraction in Ap^arj for -cat is certain 3X //., 8x Od. 
(Chantraine, GU\ 57); the rest of 818 = 6.259, innovative adaptations 
at 2.49, Thebaid frag. 3.3, Hy. 19.44. hawk is the fastest bird (Od. 
i3.86f.); its speed is traditional in comparisons (62-5, I5.237~8nn.). This 
image evoked the formula which ends 820 and thrice appears as TT^TOVTO 

KOVIOVTCS m8foio! — tcaAA(6pi€ describes sheep as well as horses, and refers 
to coats, not manes (Hoekstra on Od. 15.215). 

821-3 J u s l a * Aias* metaphor of 7eus*s whip led up to Hektor*s real 
chariot, so his hawk-metaphor introduces a real bird, Zeus*s eagle (24.31 off.). 
No other omen follows a challenge. T o maintain suspense about Zeus's 
attentiveness, we are not told that he sent it: contrast the eagle at 12.200-9, 
when this is at least implied. That omen prompted Pouludamas' first warn-
ing to Hektor, of which we were just reminded. There Hektor scoffed 
(237ff.), but the army understood (209); here too he takes no notice, but 
the men comprehend (823). Cf. the only other bird-omen during the fighting 
(8.247-50); each portent is more favourable to the Greeks than the last 
(Thornton, Supplication 53Q. Bird-omens always come true in Homer: 
scoffers like Hektor or Eurumakhos (Od. 2.i8tf.) are doomed to a bad end. 
Verse 821 Od. 15.160, 15.525; alrr6s Oymrrfiii* is at 12.201, 12.219, km 
need not of itself evoke that scene, since it is a formula (Od. 2 0 . 2 4 3 , 2 2 . 3 0 8 , 
Od. 24.538). Wtpowos recurs in Greek only at 16.70 (see Risch, Wortbildung 
i5of.). 

824—3a A 5 at 769, Hektor opens with abuse. He answers Aias* reference 
to 'father Zeus' and the other gods, and his promise to defend the ships, with 
the presumptuous words '1 wish I were as surely the son of Zeus, and 
honoured like the other gods, as this day will bring evil to all the Argives'. 
T o Aias* forecast that he will flee to Troy by chariot, and to the bird-omen, 
he replies that Aias will glut the Trojan dogs and birds. In fact it is 
Hektor who nearly becomes carrion and raises dust on the plain, not fleeing 
but dragged behind Akhilleus' chariot (22.354, 22-399^-)-

834 Cf. "HpTj irrrTorrrls, TTOTOV T6V MOOOV F«ME$ (8.209); 6<panapTo«Trfis 
(3.215). T h e idea is of accurate speech: cf.oOxfiMdpTavf pv6cov(0*/. 11.511). 
fkn/ydit means 'you o a f or 'you ox', as at Od. 18.79 (Antinoos to the 
gluttonous braggart Iros). Ap. Soph. (52.1 iff.) rightly derived it from 
Pov-, 'big', like poirrrais or 'Acw-chestnut', plus the root of yalto, 'exult', 
which yields 'big fool' or the like; with the (Aeolic) a cf. Doric yafllw, Latin 
gdvisus (cf. Chantraine, Diet. s.v.). A link between pou- and Aias' oxhide 
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shield ill suits Iros. Ap. Soph, also records an interpretation 'plough-ox* (cf. 
the simile at 703ff.). The second element could come from yala/yj}, both 
from *gaya (Janko, HHH 234-6): cf. yâïoç, 'plough-ox' (Hsch.). Hence, no 
doubt, Zenodotu* read ^ovy^ïe (Did/AT). A b T ' s variant pouK<StÏE resembles 
pouxaTos, 'rustic', in Nicander (cf. Gow on Theocritus 10.1); POUKAKII in 
the O C T ' s app. crû. is a misprint. 

825-9 Were Hcktor the son of Zeus and Here, he would be immortal; 
EÏrjv fiucrra TTAVTO is equivalent to e. à6àvaros KCCI ày/jptoç FY IT. in his parallel 
wish at 8 . 5 3 9 (827f. = 54of.). It is fine to call another 'honoured like a god', 
but to refer it to oneself, adding that one would be equal to Athene and 
Apollo, smacks of presumption; it confirms Poseidon's words to Aias that 
Hektor Aièç EOX"' ¿P»cr6evfos TTAÏS eîvcu (54n.). Verse 8 2 7 adapts the ancient 
introduction to impossible wishes, aï y à p ZeO T« iràTcp xal *A8qvalr) Kal 
"AiroAXov ( 9 X Horn., e.g. 1 6 . 9 7 ) . For the syntax of the impossible wish aï 
y à p . . . cbç, 'if only . . . as surely as', cf. 1 8 . 4 6 4 - 6 ^ ; a ï is far better supported 
than fl. TCç/ioojiai (also 1 5 . 1 4 0 , Od. 22.217) is a fut. based on the perf. 
Tréçapai ofOïivco, 'slay', cf. çôvoç, from *g"hen-t 'smite': at 1 7 . 1 5 5 the same 
form is from çaivco. TaAàaoTjs, from * T A Ô - , is also rare ( 1 5 . 1 6 4 , 1 7 . 1 6 6 ) . 

830—a 66rrrra>, used literally of predators, is extended to the spear, which 
'feasts' on flesh as at 5 . 8 5 8 ; for animated spears sec 4 4 4 0 . Warriors' flesh is 
called 'tender* and 'white' at 5 5 3 , 1 1 . 5 7 3 = 'S-S'G and 1 4 . 4 0 6 (of Aias!) 
and 'soft' at Meropis frag. 3.3 B.; such epithets contrast their flesh with the 
spear that hungers for it, just as their necks are regularly 'soft* in the same 
situation. Aeipôciç is surely a poetic derivative of Acfpios, 'bright*, found at 
Bacchylidcs 1 7 . 9 5 i 5 0 v a n Leeuwen, Commentaliones Homericae 2 3 3 - 5 ) : cf. 
çaiSipôciç for ^afSipos ( 6 8 5 - 8 0 . ) . Atipiov, 'lily*, will mean 'bright (flower)'; 
with rioSa-AcIpioç, 'with flashing feet', cf. rrôSapyos, àpyÎTTOVç. Cf. Adpooç, 
'slender and pale', in Hesychius (read -»os). Bards took it as 'fine', 'delicate', 
or 'white', and perhaps already linked it with the Madonna lily native to 
Greece. Like ArmraAéos, it is transferred to the 'clear' sound of cicadas at 
3.152 (where see n.), and of the Muses at Theog. 41: cf. W. B. Stanford, 
Phoenix 2 3 ( 1 9 6 9 ) 3 - 8 ; differently R. B. Egan, Glotta 6 3 ( 1 9 8 5 ) 1 4 - 2 4 . 

From ôrràp, 8 3 i f , like 825ff., is repeated from book 8 (37gf ), when Athene 
and Here decide to intervene against Hektor's 'madness' 1 3 5 5 ) . 

833—7 Book 1 3 ends with the battle much as it was at 1 2 6 ! ! . , when the 
armies first clashed before the ships. The shouts on both sides betoken equal 
zest; we still cannot see who will win. With a masterly touch, (he poet has 
the sound drift skyward, leaving in suspense whether Zeus hears it - but at 
least Nestor does . . . ! As usual, the transition between books is smooth, with 
no sense of closure. The repeated motif of the din of battle articulates the 
eniire narrative (see on 14. iff.); on why Hektor's duel with Aias is delayed 
until i4.402ff. see n. there T o hrl, 8 3 3 C = 1 2 . 2 5 i f , the end of Hektor's 
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riposte to Pouludamas* warning about the eagle-omen (833 also occurs 3X 
Od.). The rest of 8 3 4 echoes 8 2 2 (cf. too 1 7 . 7 2 3 ) and brings the Trojans* 
cheering into balance with the Greeks'; note the chiasmus f ix i - Inl 5* 
lax« - lirlaxov - fjx^. A A 6 O V T O | AAICFFE adapts A . SI SovpiBo* A . ( 2 X , cf. 
7 2 0 - 2 0 . ) . 

837 This v. means more than AOTf| B* oOpavAv TKCI ( 1 4 . 6 0 ) . The unique 
expression Ai&s aOyAs reverts to the theme of Zeus's eyes, as at t3-3ff. 
ctOy^ is properly a 'ray' from a fire or the sun. Since vision by reflected light 
was not understood, Helios was thought to see with his rays (cf. 3 3 9 - 4 4 0 . , 

1 4 . 3 4 2 - 5 0 . , Od. 1 1 . 1 6 ) , and everyone else with invisible rays coming from 
the eyes: see HyHerm 4 5 ; Empedocles frag. 8 4 ; Plato, Tim. 4 5 B - C ; Onians, 
Origins 7 6 - 8 . This is a very old idea: cf. aOyA^opai, 'see* ( 2 3 . 4 5 8 ) , from 
auyi1), and Atvaoco, 'see*, from AcuxAs, once 'shining*. Hence Zeus's eyes are 
9a»v» (3), and 9&€a'means 'eyes' 3X Od. The concept of hearing was 
analogous ( 1 6 . 6 3 3 - 4 0 . ) . airyaf, 'eyes', is next attested at HyHerm 3 6 1 ; cf. 
Pindar, Py. 9.62. Someooe conjectured aOAAs (T), because of the 'court* of 
Zeus that Telemakhos imagines (Od. 4.74, cf. 'Aesch.' Pr. 122). But the idea 
of an all-seeing god is ancient (Griflin, HLD 1 7 9 ? ) , and is aptly evoked here. 
But we are still in suspense: the din has only reached his eyts, not his ears! 
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The structure of book 14 is delightfully clear, consisting of a concentric ring: 

A 1 - 1 3 4 the Greek leaders* council: the prospect of failure 
B 135-152 Poseidon's renewed intervention 
C »53-353 the seduction of Zeus by Here 
B' 354-401 Poseidon leads the Greeks into battle 
A' 402-522 the Greeks rout the Trojans: the prosp ct of success. 

The 'deception of Zeus', discussed in detail in my n. on 153ff-t gave book 
14 its ancient name (Ai6$ ¿nrrdrrrj); save for its sequel at 15.411., it could be 
thought of as a brilliant yet detachable episode. But it performs the same 
ultimate function as the rest of book 14, by retarding the relentless Trojan 
advance; even without Akhilleus the Greeks can hold their own, so long as 
Zeus is not actively hostile. The narrative presents both 1 - 1 5 2 and 153-353 
as simultaneous with the fighting in book 13, so that Aias' duel with Hektor 
picks up at 402 exactly where it left off at 13.836. On how this is achieved 
while the impression of sequential narration is pre rved, sec below; on why 
the duel is interrupted see on 402ff. Thus book 14 forms a natural unit, 
although a ring-structure at 14.506-15.4 overlaps its boundary. It is a 
paradigm of Homer's virtuosity in diverse types of traditional composition 
- debate, exhortation, genealogical and hymnic narration, and taut, sym-
metrically constructed battle-narrative with vauuts of stinging sarcasm. But 
above all it is the humour of the deception of Zeus, 'ill the more unquench-
able because it flickers against so dark a background, that makes book 14 a 
masterpiece. 

1-152 N si or, rous d by th din whil tending Makhaon in his hut, go s out to 
investigate. He meets the wounded leaders Diomedes, Odyss us and Agamemnon, who 
proposes to save the ships b launching them, Odysseus objects, and Diomedes persuades 
them to exhort those men who are holding back; Poseidon, in disguise, heartent 
Agam mnon with a sp ch and th Gre ks with a great shout 

1 - 1 5 2 Leaf thought the leaders' council 'in no way advances the action'; 
worse still, the situation Nestor sees (14C) - the Greeks in disorder, the 
Trojans advancing, the rampart breached - reflects the situation at the end 
of book 12, before Poseidon inspired the Achaean rally, even though the din 
thai rouses Nestor must be the same as that at 13.8341^ Thus Leaf saw book 
14 as an alternative sequel to book 12. The solution to the chronological 
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problem lies in Homeric narrative technique, and is best explained by C . 
H. Whitman and R. Scodel, J/SCP 85 (1981) 1 - 1 5 , especially 4? (cf. 
K rise her, Konventionen ! 14-17 , and B. Hell wig, Raum und&it 1 m homerischen 
Epos, Hildesheim 1964, 58ff.). It was discovered by T . Zielinski (Philologus 
Suppl. 8 (1901) 419?.) that Homer presents simultaneous actions as occur-
ring one after the other, as in Zeus's dispatch of Iris and then of Apollo at 
15:154-261. A scene which the poet sets aside is frozen into immobility, to 
be picked up later exactly where it left off; thus Poseidon's interventioo 
(13.10-38) seems to happen almost instantaneously, since the battle is frozen 
at just the same point. This is why Nestor, who began to drink in his hut at 
1 i.624ff., is still drinking at 14.1; his long carouse embarrassed the scho-
liasts, although D o o 1 already has the true explanation. T w o simultaneous 
yet sequential scenes likewise interrupt the battle at the ships. Both the 
council of war and the deception of Zeus break into (and thus augment in 
importance and suspense) Aias' duel with Hektor; heralded by the taunts of 
!3-8o9ff., this only starts at 14.402, where it has no preliminaries. Homer 
uses a simple but effective motif to separate these scenes, which at the same 
time makes them seem sequential: the shout or din of battle. The outline 
below adapts Whitmao and Scodel {art. eil. to), with 'simultaneous* scenes 
indented: 

Breach of the rampart (to 12.470); shout (12.471) 
Arrival of Poseidon (13.1-40); shout (13.41) 

Battle, leading up to Hektor's duel with Aias (13.42-833); shout (13.834- 7) 
Council of leaders (14.1-146); shout (14.147-52) 
Deception of Zeus and its aftermath (14.153-392); shout (14.393-401) 

Hektor's duel with Aias (i4-402ff.) 

That these shouts are not merely raodom is clear from the elaborate descrip-
tions of the last three, which frame far larger units of narrative than does 
that at 13.41. Moreover, it is the din of battle that rouses Patroklos from 
Eurupulos* hut at 15.390!?., when Zeus has awakened and reversed the effect 
of the Greek rally. Patroklos has been with Eurupulos even longer than 
Nestor was with Makhaon, yet emerges to find the situation the same as at 
the end of book 12, with the Trojans swarming over the rampart, and the 
Greeks in flight! 

Nestor was last seen persuading Patroklos to urge Akhilleus into battle 
(11.642-805); Patroklos, however, stops en rout to tend Furupulos (11.806-
48). By reintroducing Nestor, the poet ties up one of the two loose ends left 
in book 11, and also reminds us of that book by reintroducing the leaders 
who were wounded then. Although they cannot fight, their decision to 
exhort the others reinvolves them in the battle; their debate reveals the 
seriousoess of the crisis, showing Agamemnon's defeatism, Odysseus' prac-
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ticality and Diomedes' energetic decisiveness. The latter display the same 
attitude toward Akhilleus as they had the previous night, after the Embassy 
failed (9.676!^); neither suggests approaching him again (as Akhilleus ex-
pects), although he had in fact shown signs of yielding, by deciding not to 
return home (16.1- ioon.) . Their firmness, admirable as it is, contributes to 
the disaster. As R. M. Frazer saw (Hermes 113 (1985) 1-8) , the Greeks' 
leadership-crisis requires Poseidon's renewed intervention for its full resolu-
tion; moreover his encouragement of the army with a yell leads naturally to 
Here's intervention. The allusions to Akhilleus at 50 and 139^, as again at 
366, keep the latter in our minds; Agamemnon's awareness of Achaean 
anger with him over the quarrel picks up 13.111 f. and helps explain his con-
duct. On this scene see also Schadewaldt, liiasstudien 119-26; M. Schofield, 
CQ 16 (1986) 22-5. 

i - a 6 Even this smaller scene is framed by the din of battle-shouting in 1, 
the clash of weapons at 25f. Nestor's short speech precedes a brief version 
of the arming type-scene (9-12); another type-scene follows, that of ponder-
ing what to do (>3-455-8n.), with a fine simile. Cf. 10.iff., when Aga-
memnon lies awake and ponders (simile), decides to fetch Nestor, and then 
arms. 

1—8 After 13.837 (where see n.), it comes as a surprise that Nestor, not 
Zeus, notices the din. Essential details remind us why Nestor is in his-hut -
Makhaon's wound, the wine they are drinking and busy Hekamcde. Nestor 
gives him a reviving drink before his wound is bathed, because of his weakness 
(so bT). There is no discrepancy with 11.642, where they are said only to 
have slaked their thirst, not to have finished drinking. Nestor's words of 
comfort resemble Patroklos' speech to Eurupulos (15 399-404), which like-
wise opens with two verses noting the increased din, and then has AAAd ou 
(oi) |iiv . . . avrrdp tycov, but transfers the two extra verses, here about 
Hekamede, to the end. 

1 A compliment to Nestor is meant: although drinking and talking, he 
still hears the noise (bT). Nicanor (in A) rejected efforts to curtail Nestor's 
carouse by punctuating after forx^ and so making Makhaon the boozer. 
Others (in T ) made Makhaon abstain by rewriting 5 as plpvE KaftfiMcvos tv 
tcAialqai! For the scansion §Aa8?v lax^ cf. 11.463, fitiv (p)i(p)Axovros. 

3 - 7 For Asklepios' son Makhaon see 2.73i-2n. His name is an Aeolism: 
cf. Thasian Max&ov (Fraser and Matthews, Names s.v.). 6IE is a polite mode 
of address ( 6 X Horn.). 6TTCOS |<rrai TA6C Ipya occurs 7 x , thrice after 9pa£CO-

UE6* (notably at 61): cf. $p6£to here, and also 20.11 ^f. OaAepcbv al£r)cov is 
another formula (also nom. and acc. with T \ 5 X in all). TTTVI KaWjuevos, 'sit 
and drink' recurs at Od. 20.136. KmAdKctpos (p)EKaM^8Tj is at 11.624, where 
her tale is told. In fcpp& Aorrp6 (22.444, Pisander frag. 7 B. » 9 D., HyHerm 
268), 8. must be proleptic; Otpu^vrj Kal AOUOTJ plays on this phrase (note 
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contracted Aou-). A. <5m6 Pp6tov alyorrfarra (cf. 7 . 4 2 5 , 1 8 . 3 4 5 , 23.41) is 
based on an old formula, since Pp6ros, 'clot', found only once elsewhere, 
may be an Aeolic form (Chantraine, Diet. s.v.). 

8 Nestor expects to have to climb to a viewpoint (mpico-rrfi), e.g. a ship's 
stern, to see the fighting beyond the rampart. Aristarchus thought he 
actually did so (Arn/A on 13); but it is all the worse that he can see the 
batde from outside his hut, so near has it come (cf. bT). IA6o>v goes with Is 
mpiorrri^v, T<Srxa with cfaoiiai (from oT6a, not Upon): this is echoed by T. 
CTOI6CV at 1 3 , when he finds out even sooner than he wished! TrepiwrrV) 
recurs a x Horn, and in prose. 

9 - 1 9 Nestor need only snatch a shield and spear to be as fully armed as 
when he quit the field ( i t .517ff.); but he has to borrow the shield of his son 
Thrasumedes, who is using his father's. The motif anticipates how Patroklos 
borrows Akhilleus' panoply. Thrasumedes lent his own shield to Diomedes 
the night before, since the latter had left his shield behind (t 0 . 2 5 5 ^ . Such 
lifelike details need no deeper explanation, pace the scholia; this curious 
parallel also helps to prove the Doloneia genuine (Thornton, Supplication 
166). Nestor's shield was described at 8.i92f.; Thrasumedes has not yet 
appeared in the actual fighting (see 9 . 8 1 , 1 6 . 3 2 1 ) . — Ttrvyplvos describes 
armour nowhere else, cf. e.g. 66 below. Oddly, epithets like T., nonyr6s or 
*TUKT6$ do not specify that an object is W / made'; the same idiom is seen 
in Myc. Itetukhwohaf, 'finished', of wheels or cloth. Verses 9 - 1 1 rhyme be-
cause of the balanced formulae ufo$ k>To and ncrrp6$ ft., with the generic 
epithet IrrrroCApoio between. Unless 12 is omitted in a papyrus and a good 
codex by accident, it must be an interpolation from 1 0 . 1 3 5 , to emend away 
the oddity that Nestor has no spear (cf. 15.479-82^). 

13-15 The picture is confused at first, as we do not know to whom TO0$ 
ltiv and TOU? & refer; it is then made horribly clear by the breached rampart 
in the background, framed by Tpcoas . . . 'Axatdw (Eustathius 9 6 4 . 2 4 - 8 ) . 

Nestor himself remarks how hard it is to tell where the lines are, so confused 
is the battle (58ff.). Apart from this echo, 14 reappears at 15.7, when Zeus 
beholds the roles reversed. Ipyov shows us Nestor's viewpoint, subtly 
guiding our sympathies. The Trojans are CrnipOuuoi, in an apt use of the 
formula (5X nom., acc. also 15.135). The language does not distinguish the 
rampart's present ruin from its utter destruction by Apollo at 15.361 (lp«m€ 
6i TCTXOS 'Axaioov), but we are free to infer that only part of it is ruined (cf. 
bT); the motif is used with more attention to emotional effect than to 
consistency (see pp. 2 2 6 - 7 ) . Ipipnrro, from ¿pcftrco, is an odd pluperf. for 
expected •IpfipiTrro; cf. the perf. with passive force Kcrrepfipiirt (55). It is 
surely a form improvised at the caesura (cf. Beekes, Laryngeals 1 1 5 , 1 1 8 ) , and 
need not be Attic {pace Shipp, Studies 284^). 

16—19 Similes are rare in a type-scene of pondering; a monologue is more 
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usual (Fenik, T5S96f.) . V . di Benedetto (RFIC 1 1 5 ( 1 9 8 7 ) 2 7 2 ? ) adduces 
9.4ff., when the Greeks' anxiety is compared to the sea whipped up by two 
winds, in the introduction to a like debate involving Agamemnon, Diomedes 
and Nestor. The similes at Od. 4 . 7 9 1 , 1 9 5 1 8 or 2 0 . 2 5 are less comparable, 
as these pooderings produce no decisions. This image is paired with 
1 3 . 7 9 5 - 9 (where see n.), as if the squall there causes the ominous swell here, 
as indeed in the narrative it does. — The sea is personified with dictioo that 
fits a human decision: thtis Trop^upw recurs ooly io the metaphor -troAAdt Bi 
poi KpaSir) ir6p9upc (KIOVTI), 2 1 . 5 5 1 and 3 X Od. Here it denotes the water's 
turbid eddying, its literal sense (Chantraine, Did. s.v. qnipco). It coonotes 
'dark' like Trop<pup€os, ao epithet for waves or the sea ( 1 6 . 3 9 1 ) , which 
matches dark thoughts (cf. 1 . 1 0 3 ) w c " ** the hue of the wave. The swell 
is silent, not splashing as it does before a wind: note the assonance in TT, 
M and K. KGJ^AS means 'neither heard nor hearing', just as TV<J>A6S and 
caecus mean 'unseen* and 'unseeing'; it may already have been used of 
persons, although this is first attested at HyHerrn 92, when it means 'deaf' 
(cf. 2 4 . 5 4 ) . It means 'blunt' at 1 1 . 3 9 0 ( 1 5 . 3 8 8 - g n . ) ; Alcman applies it to a 
wave (frag. 14c). 6oo6jjevovf 'foreseeing', 'foreboding', and OOTCO$, 'vainly', 
strengthen the personification (cf. 1.105 etc.). Moreover the sea awaits a 
'decided' wind from Zeus (icacpiutuov); cf. Erga 670, «vxptv&s T* oupai, of the 
steady Etesians. 

Atykov drv̂ pcov recurs at 1 3 . 3 3 4 (simile), Od. 3 . 2 8 9 and, with Aaivfr)p& 
KtAevOa, at 1 5 . 6 2 0 (simile). The alliteration in A perhaps contributed to the 
remodelling ofal\yr)p6$ (from alvf/a) into Aatvpip6s: cf. Chantraine, Did. s.v., 
and the compouod olvfoipoxlAcudos (Theog. 379). "niAayos ptya recurs 2X 
Od.; At6s oOpov is dat. 2 x Od., 1 x Hy. 'Zeus' here expresses 'the sky'; but we 
of course perceive the irony that Zeus, as an individual god, is not paying 
attention - yet! Did/AT reports that Zenodotus, no doubt objecting to the 
syntax, read Trop^Opei; that 'some' replaced KC^U) with Trrjyw (from Od. 
5 . 3 8 8 , 2 3 . 2 3 5 ) ; and that Aristarchus upheld the generalizing epic TC in 1 8 

- a papyrus has the lectio falsa TT. 
ao—6 In a chiasmus, Nestor ponders whether to enter battle or seek 

Agamemnon; he decides to seek Agamemnon; meaowhile the battle goes on. Verse 
2 0 is a uoique variation of clos 6 TOCO©' cbppaivc K O T A 9p£VA XAL KAT& 0vp6v 
(7X Horn.), which follows mooologues (e.g. 18.15) more often than silent 
thought ( 1 . 1 9 3 , cf. 1 0 . 5 0 7 ) ; 48aT£rro 6vp6$ follows the storm-simile at 9 . 8 . 

6ix6d8ia is an adj. at 9.411, its sole recurreoce in the epos. The standard 23 
precedes pfjvcri frrr' Alvdav at 1 3 . 4 5 8 (where see n.). &AA/|Aous tvApi^ov 
marks a change ofscene, as at 11.337,17-4*3; it would be odd to show Nesior 
going about asking for Agamemoon. The din of clashing armour shows how 
close the fightiog is (with 2 5 cf. 1 9 . 2 3 3 ) . Verse 2 6 again describes close 
combat at 1 6 . 6 3 7 ; 13.146-80. waoopivcov follows a different case ( 0 9 1 ) ; 
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the usage anticipates the gen. absolute (Chantraine, GH it 322f.). The 
middle is reciprocal, like paAAophxov at 12.289. 

97-40 Nestor's meeting with the injured leaders frames a digression 
which neatly explains why they look so long to hear the din: other rows of 
ships separate theirs from the rampart. Now that the fleet is in peril, we see 
it more vividly. The leaders are coming inland (6VI6VT6S, 28) to see what is 
going on (37) when they meet Nestor: they must not be seen to be inactive 
in this crisis. The account of the camp is surely an ad hoc invention (Leaf), 
but the topography of the bay matches other indications in Homer and the 
geological evidence (13.675^). 

09 =380. All three were wounded in book i t : Agamemnon at 252, 
Diomedes at 376, Odysseus at 437. Strictly speaking, only Diomedes fM-
pAryrai, as the others were stabbed (so Aristarchus): cf. 11.66of. and p pAqpi-
vov at 63 below. 

3 1 - 3 Depending on the accentuation, 31 f. means either 'they had hauled 
up those [the leaders'] ships first on shore, but had built the rampart by the 
last (irpuyv^aiv) ships', i.e. those furthest inland, or 'they had hauled the 
first ships [to be beached] towards the plain, and built the rampart by their 
sterns (TTPUPVÎ mv)', with TC5C$ as the article. TTporrai vfjes is ambiguous too: 
at 75 the 'first ships' are those nearest the sea, but at 15.654-6 this phrase 
denotes those furthest inland - it depends on the perspective. Crates held 
the former view, reading irpuuvfjoiv (15.656^); but Herodian (in A), rightly 
objecting that irpupv6s never means 'last (of a series)' but only 'end (of an 
object)', e.g. 13.532, 13.705, read irpuuvrjaiv, 'sterns', a 'late' but Homeric 
usage. Indeed, if Homer meant 'last', he could have used Truiurr6$ instead; 
and mBlovBe means 'onto the plain', not 'onto the shore' - as Heyne saw, 
this is decisive. Willcock thinks the wall at the sterns is the one posited by 
Thucydides (1.1 i . i , c f . 7327-430.) , not that at 15 above. But Homer makes 
no use of any inner wall in the narrative; the attack on the rampart and that 
on the sterns are separate phases in the battle, tirl is vague enough to allow 
plenty of room between sterns and rampart. 

33—6 Since the beach (alyiaA6s) could not hold all the ships, they were 
drawn up in rows in a curve round the entire shore (fycov) of the deep bay 
(or6pa uaxpov) which existed between the two headlands, i.e. those of 
Rhoiteion to the East and Sigeion to the West, some two and a half miles 
apart as the crow flies (13.675^). The bay at Od. 10.90 has a narrower 
'mouth*. Aristarchus called the rows of ships round the bay 'like a theatre' 
in plan. TrpAxpoggon clearly means 'in rows' when Herodotus describes ships 
moored eight deep at Artemisium (7.188.1); it is from xp6croai, whose 
original sense must be 'echelon' or 'zig-zag' (see 12.258-60^). Zenodotus 
and Aristophanes read iroAAdv, Aristarchus wavered (Did/A), but the MSS 
have MOKp6v. O n the aor. owclpyaOov sec Chantraine, GH 1 328. 
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y j ¿NftfovTts, 'wishing 10 see*, the earliest known desiderative in -oclco, 
naturally takes a gen. (Chantraine, GH n 54). Zenodotus' reading 
ATOVTCS imports a more explicit excuse for the leaders' late arrival. Aris-
tarchus' unjust suspicion that he meant 6ydt I6vrts, with 'barbarous' 6vf/6 
for shows that his text had no elision-marks or written commentary. 
Ptolemy Epithctes (frag. 3 Montanari), so named for his attacks on Aris-
tarchus, defended Zenodotus by ascribing to him the yet worse conjecture 
06 vyavovTes (Did/A), supposed to mean 'not taking part (in the battle)'; 
Aristarchus' successors, driven into exile, lacked access to his predecessors' 
work (p. 22 n. 16). 

38—9 Diomedes and Odysseus are still limping and 'leaning on a spear* 
at the assembly next day; Agamemnon speaks from his chair ( 1 9 . 4 7 - 9 , 

7 6 - 8 4 ^ ) . The rest of 3 8 comes from the same context of assembly: cf. Od. 
1 6 . 3 6 1 , 2 4 . 4 2 0 . 6uu6s ivl a-rfj0«Tcn rarely begins a verse { 4 / 3 7 X epos). 

40 Meeting with Nestor alarms his comrades because they see that he too 
has quit the battle, as Agamemnon at once remarks. But 40 is so odd that 
Aristarchus athetized it, since the 'old man' in 39 is clearly Nestor, and "rrrrj£c 
means 'cower' not 'frighten' (at Theognis 1015 and Soph. O.C. 1466 it takes 
an interna] acc.). Others emended: some read TTAT̂ E, Zenodotus TTT̂ «, 
'froze' (T), which is in a papyrus. He also changed "Axaiwv to trafpeav, 
surely because Nestor is an Achaean too; but this yields an untraditional 
phrase, whereas 8vp6v . . . *A. |, clumsy as it is (especially before 42), occurs 
at 1 3 . 8 0 8 , Orf. 2 . 9 0 , and nom. at 9 . 8 1 5 . 6 2 9 . None of this helps: 4 0 repeats 
a phrase from 39, and is ugly even if we emend to 81416?. Either Homer 
nodded, or this is an early interpolation to bring in Nestor's name, or (better) 
Homer meant to say 8vp6s, i.e. 'the leaders' hearts cowered'. 

42—139 The leaders' debate consists of six balanced and varied speeches 
(see Lohmann, Reden t38ff.). Even their lengths are symmetrical: the first 
two are of 10 and 11 verses, the third and fourth are of 17 and 20, the fifth 
is shortest, the last longest (23 lines). Other patterns intersect. Agamemnon 
makes the first, third and fifth speeches; the second and third correspond 
structurally ( 6 5 - 8 1 n.), the third and fourth represent a false start, while the 
sixth, by Diomedes, the youngest present, adapts a remark of Nestor, the 
eldest (with 1 2 8 - 3 0 cf. 6 2 C ) . Diomedes counters Agamemnon's fear of 
Hektor's future success (in the first speech) with his own family's past glory; 
both speeches end with allusions to the troops hanging back (49-51, 13 i f ) . 
His implicit reminder of the leaders' duty, no less than Odysseus* attack on 
Agamemnon's defeatism as unfitting and impractical, persuades them to 
exhort those still able to fight. 

49-59 Agamemnon does not wait for Nestor to speak, but - after a 
respectful whole-line voc. - blurts out his question (cf. bT), and answers it 
himself; Nestor implicitly rebuts him at 62f. As usual, he despairs and rails 
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against others and himself; he distrusts even Nestor, seeing in everyone yet 
another Akhilieus. His speech is in ring-form (Lohmann, Reden i g f ) : 

A Nestor, why have you left the battle Uaf.)? 
B I fear Hektor's threats may come true (44). 
C He threatened to burn the ships (45-7). 
B' It is all coming true (48). 
A' Like Akhilieus, the Greeks will not fight, angry at me (49-51). 

43—8 With 4 3 cf. 6 . 2 5 4 . In 4 4 Aristophanes (Did/AT) read SciSia, which 
derives by analogy from the plural CtiSipcv; it occurs 6 x Horn., but only 
once in the first foot ( 2 1 . 5 3 6 ) , where original 6ci6co (from •6c8poya) survives 
11 x - a weird distribution (the M S S vary likewise at Od. 5 . 4 7 3 ) . He also 
read 6$ in 45, perhaps suspecting metacharacterism (p. 35 n. 62); but 45 
repeats hemistichs from 8 . 1 4 8 and 8 . 1 5 0 , which supports Hektor made 
his threats (or rather promises) the day before. Verse 47 picks up 8.182 (cf. 
1 5 . 7 0 2 ) , part of his exhortation, not his address to the assembly ( 4 9 7 F F ) ; 

since we heard this, we need not ask how Agamemnon did, any more than in 
Odysseus' case at 9.241 ff. For the odd scansion orrrovicoGai see 17.415n. For 
the usage ofaCrroOs cf. 7 . 3 3 8 , 2 4 . 4 9 9 . Verse 4 8 — 2 . 3 3 0 , Od. 1 8 . 2 7 1 , where 
the M S S have 6* t 6 a ( a ) ' or 6 ' d>s; as at 2 . 3 3 0 , Aristarchus no doubt 
read 0* with most MSS. Ptolemy of Ascalon (Hrd/A) rightly read the old 
demonstrative tcos, found at 3 . 4 1 5 , Od. 1 9 . 2 3 4 , Theog. 8 9 2 and 4X A$pis(\)\ 
cf. A's variant y ' d>s. 

49-5* For <3> TT6TTOI in the middle of a speech see on 13.99*^ With 
Agamemnon's concern cf. Poseidon's claim that the men are loth to fight 
from anger at the king's treatment of Akhilieus (t3.io9f.), and the latter's 
acknowledgement of the Myrmidons' resentment against himself (i6.203ff.). 
For Nestor's hoary epithets 'Gerenian horseman' see S. West on Od. 3.68. 

5 3 - 6 3 By saying that not even Zeus could alter what has occurred, Nestor 
means only that what is done cannot be undone (Eustathius 9 6 6 . 4 7 ) . For 
us there are the ironies that Zeus has caused it all, and that this at once 
follows Akhilieus' name; cf. 6 9 - 7 3 , when Agamemnon blames 7eus more 
justly than he can know. Nestor's account of the fighting by the ships soothes 
Agamemnon's fear that the Greeks are refusing to fight (65 shows that the 
king noticed this); its conclusion 'the shouting reaches the sky' takes us back 
to Zeus (cf. 13 833-7n.). Nestor calls for a debate; Leaf took 62 as a 
rhetorical suggestion that intelligence can do nothing, but b T do better to 
praise the example Nestor sets. By saying 'I do not bid us enter the battle' 
the old man includes himself among the disabled, as is reasonable; this 
tactfully refutes Agamemnon's insinuation ( 4 2 - 5 2 ^ ) . 

53—6 tToTpa Temrxcrrai means 'have come about' - the rampart has fallen 
and Greeks are dying ( 6 0 ) , cf. Od. 8 . 3 8 4 : IroTuo? means 'to hand' of present 
possibilities, 'certain* of future ones (e.g. 9 . 4 2 5 , 1 8 . 9 6 ) . naporraaaivopai is 
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a metaphor from carpentry: cf. ouv ntyrtv . . . T£KTF|varro (10.19), tiros 
TTapcrrtKTfivato {Od. 14.131). It leads up to the mention of the half-timbered 
rampart (cf. 12.29), f ° r which Nestor may well feel regret, since building it 
was his idea ( 7 . 3 2 7 1 ? ) . ' V e r s e 56 68; cf. eTXap VTJ&V TE KAL aOr&v (7.338, 
437). Here &ppr)icrov . . . «1. encloses the ships and men; the weak medial 
caesura enhances this effect. Since the 'unbreakable* rampart is broken, a 
pedant in T read Appcrrov, 'strong'; but this odd word, limited to Plato and 
Euphorion, is not Ionic io vocalism. 

5 7 — 6 3 AAlctcrrov once meant 'inescapable', < AtA£oiiai; but its conjunc-
tion with vtoXcuis in passages like this led to its acquiring the sense 'con-
tinual', which is already Homeric (LJgrE s.v.). Thus v. may be a gloss on it. 
OKOTTIA£CO refers back to 8; found in the epos only at 10.40, it forms another 
liok between the start of book 14 and that of book 10 (cf. on 1-26, 9 - 1 2 ) . 
For the confused rout cf. 14 above; 11.525?, Tpotes A p l v o v T a t ¿ m u l l ; . . . | ATas 

KXOV&I; 5.85, TV6ET8TJV 8* OUK &V yvolrjs troTipotot PRRDTI. Aristophanes 
read yvolrj (Did/AT), not recognizing the generalized second person sing., 
which Aristarchus often noted. For the second half of 60 cf. 2.153, 12.338. 
Verse 61 = 4.14, cf. Od. 13.365, 17.274, 23.117; see 3 - 7 ^ 

65-81 Agamemnon wishes to save at least some of the ships by ordering 
them to be launched, despite the fact (soon stated forcefully by Odysseus) 
that to do so while under attack would court total disaster. As usual, he 
miscalculates. At 2.1 ioff., leaning on his sceptre instead of a spear, he tried 
the army's mettle by falsely announcing a withdrawal, which was halted by 
Odysseus; at g. i7ff . , after the defeat of book 8, he proposed to the elders a 
real withdrawal, but a vigorous speech by Diomedes saved the day. Now 
his audieoce is yet smaller, the crisis is yet worse aod both heroes iotervene. 
His three speeches have similar structures, and are articulated by the same 
verses: 69 2.116, 9.23; 74 = 2.139, 9.26, but also occurs 4X elsewhere. 
But his account of Zeus's will and the details of his proposal differ. His speech 
also parallels Nestor's (Lohmann, Rtden 139?). Its first half responds to the 
first half of his, but in reverse order: fighting at the ships, the rampart (given 
a regretful emphasis: 68 = 56!) and Zeus's attitude to the Greeks. In its 
second half, introduced by AXXA, he proposes that they launch the ships by 
the sea now, and the rest at night; he omits the next shameful step, sailing 
away in the dark, but hints at it in the two gnomic verses about escaping 
from evil with which he uneasily closes. These counterbalance Nestor's 
apologetic maxim at 63. 

Winter ( M N O 120) holds that, in the face of such peril, withdrawal was 
the wiser course (cf. Odysseus and the Kikones, Od. 9.43!?.); the audience 
would not have tolerated so long and risky a battle with no mention of this 
optioo. But even if Agamemnon's proposal owes something to the needs of 
the plot, it is telling that it comes from him, not Nestor or Odysseus. b T and 
D think he means to test the leaders, preferring the odium of withdrawal to 
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that of destroying the army; the men will fight better if they stay of their 
own volition. Aristotle (frag. 142) offered a like extenuation of his conduct 
at 2.73; but Homer would have signalled such a deception, as in book 2. 
Perhaps the poet adapted the idea of sailing away by night from the Greeks' 
feigned departure before the fall of Troy (related in the Little Iliad, cf. 
'Apollodorus', Epit. 5.15). 

6 7 - 7 0 Cf. (Troy) F|S TT pi TTOXAA TTA6OV Aavaoi {Utile Iliad frag. 28 B. « 
1 D.). In one edition Aristarchus altered $ to oTs, to include the rampart in 
their toil (Did/AT), but ditch and rampart are felt as a unit, like a Roman 
vallum; the mention of both heightens the sense of disaster. Verse 70, absent 
in a papyrus, most early codices and A, is interpolated from 13.227 (where 
it follows a variation of 69) to specify what Zeus wants: but oOrto in 
69 refers backwards, as at 2.116 « 9.23. 

71—3 'I knew (it) when he willingly aided the Danaans, but I know now 
that he is giving honour' to the Trojans. Aristarchus* 6TC for A n in 72 
(Did/AT) tidies up the syntax without altering the sense; this needless 
conjecture has weak M S support, ¿re is purely temporal, as at 8.406, Od. 
16.424 (Chantraine, GH it 290). The 6ri-clause should not be taken as 
object of both $6ea and oT6a, i.e. 'I knew (even) when . . . , and I know now, 
that . . . ' Such cynicism may suit the king's character but is belied by 
T T P 6 9 P C O V , which implies real and not just apparent aid: cf. 357, TT. V O V 

Aavaofoi . . . tirApuvc; Erga 667. We find ironic his hyperbole that Zeus 
honours the Trojans like gods (contrast Nestor's understatement at 54): in 
fact Hektor longs for such honour (13.825ff.), but Zeus only aids the Trojans 
for Akhilleus' sake, and is not now helping them at all. Agamemnon feeb 
the Greeks' hands are tied, but Odysseus thinks of them as winding up wars 
like long skeins of wool (86): for the metaphor of binding, just before the 
proposal to launch the ships, no doubt with ropes, cf. Od. 4.380. icu6Avca 
beside -crfvo> is probably an archaism like olSAvco (Risch, Wortbildung 271, 
pace Shipp, Studies it isintrans. at 20.42. Verse 73 also resembles 12.166. 

7 5 - 7 T h e 'first ships* are those nearest the sea (31 -2n.). irAtyas means 'all 
these': contrast drrrAaas, 'the whole fleet', at 79. vfjes is more idiomatic than 
the variant vfjas: cf. 371. fAKtopiv, 'drag down', is opposed to Ip0a<rop«v, 
'launch', but means 'launch' elsewhere (e.g. Od. 3.153); the second half of 
76 is formular (1.141, Od. 8.34, and 2 x with the indie, instead of short-vowel 
subj.). In AAa/atOtpa CTcrv, the epithet retains the sense of the root *dei 
'shine', elsewhere weakened to 'glorious': it means 'of Zeus', god of the bright 
sky, at 9.538 and in Myc. di-u-ja = fDiwjaj (H aim worth on Od. 5.20). Ovfi 
means only 'afloat', not 'out to sea' (cf. CnpoG at Od. 4.785, 8.55); the sea is 
'up', cf. AvAyco, 'put to sea'. Ships were moored with anchor-stones (cOval); 
the Ulu Burun wreck yielded at least twelve. See O . Szemerenyi in Festschrift 
Risch 425-34; G. F. Bass, AJA 93 (1989) 12. 
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78-9 Agamemnon is so nervous that he thinks the Trojans may even press 
their attack after dark; traiTcr and the opt. ipuaalpefla show that he thinks 
the fate of the remaining ships hinges upon this. vv§ AppATT) is for v. APPPATTV 
cf. v. 907T' <Sp0poTos (Od. 11.330), the formulae ApPpoair) v. (3X Od.), 
WKTa 61* Apppoalr^v (5X Horn.), and also 2.57, i8.267f. v0£ 6Xof\ (Od. 
11.19, 2 x Theog.) has the same scansion. E. Tichy (Glotta 59 (1981) 35ft) 
deems A£PATTJ a late analogical form based on Ap9ippATr), and points to late 
Ionic next to it (for it kcv: Chantraine, GH11 28 i f ) . But context cannot 
date a formula, and this one is very old, since its scansion is among those 
which prove that syllabic r (as in Sanskrit amftah -» Apppotos) existed in 
early stages of the tradition (see p. 11). Tfj is not a dat. of the demonstrative 
pronoun, i.e. 'by reason of it (night)', but the demonstrative adv. 'at that 
point'. With ArrAaxcoirrai TroXipoio J Tp&£$ cf. 11.799C = 16.4if., 18.199c 

80-1 T o avoid the shame of saying that they should flee from battle, 
Agamemnon says 'flee from evil' instead, but adds 'not even by night', which 
shows that even this disgrace has not escaped him (bT). 06 vipcoif was a 
stock excuse for a shameful act: cf. 3.156, and oO v. Kal v|/r05os ¿rnip fuxTC 
AyopeOeiv (Pisander frag. 8 B. = frag. dub. 1 D.). For vipcais cf. 13. i20~3n. 
Speeches often end with maxims (e.g. 12.412). ^uyiciv KOKAV is elaborated 
in a second gnomic-sounding verse, where irpo^Cryi), 'escapes', justifies 
9€vycov alliteratively: on repetition and alliteration in proverbs see Silk, 
Interaction 224ft Cf. 'he who fights and runs away, lives to fight another 
day', 'well fight, well flight', AWjp 6 «prirycov Kal TTAAIV pax^arrat (Menan-
der, Monost. 56), and for the syntax 7.401, 15.51 i -2n. , Od. 15.72C, Erga 327, 
Ps.-Phocylides 130, 142. 

83—102 Odysseus reacts vigorously to Agamemnon's loss of nerve; cf. his 
effective reply to the king's harsh rebuke at 4.350ft (82f. *= 4.349c). He is 
well placed to do so, as the most practical and loyal of the leaders (cf. 
Agamemnon at 4.360c), and the one best aware of the right conduct for a 
king and the importance of leadership (cf. 2.203ft). Eustathius' analysis 
(968.4-24) is better than Lohmann's (Reden 33-6): 

A What a saying (TTOTOV hros) (83)! 
B Ruinous king, if only you ruled another army, not one as tenacious as 

this (84-7)! 
C Are you so keen to leave Troy (88C)? 
B' Let nobody else hear such words, unfit for a king (90-4)! 
A ' I blame you for what you said (olov fsims) (95). 
c You propose to launch the ships (96C), 
b so that the Trojans will win, while the Greeks stop fighting and are 

ruined (98-101). 
a Your plan will cause ruin, ruler of men (102)! 
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Verse 83 is picked up at 95, but also at 91; 6At6po$ (99) echoes OOA6IKVC 

(84). T h e sarcastic 'ruler of men' reverts to the criticism of Agamemnon's 
leadership, but avoids any mention of cowardice, thus leaving his honour 
unhurt. Such tactful yet forceful persuasion is typical of the man who 
prevents the Greeks from going home (2.i88ff.) and makes Akhilleus let 
them eat (19.155!^); on his tact see Hohendahl-Zoetelief, Manners 42-5. 

8 3 - 5 See 4.35on.; the formula is brilliantly apt, since talk of escape escaped 
the king's fence of teeth (Eustathius 968.61-3). One's mouth can be too 
small to let out a dreadful saying, cf. 91 and HyAphr 252f., O0K4TI poi crApa 
XCFATTON ¿(ovop^van | TOUTO. But henceforth Odysseus avoids that shameful 
word 9€uynv, substituting icaAAtfyciv (89). Some thought it too harsh that 
he calk Agamemnon 'ruinous'; Aristarchus replied that he does so for the 
king's own good and the army's. o6A6pcve means 'accursed', someone to 
whom one would say 6A010, since he causes 6Ac9po$. The voc. recurs at Od. 
17.484; the epithet also describes the Wrath and Atfc (1.2, 19.92). AeiidAios 
is next in the Od. (12X ); its context is innovatory, like much in this speech. 
<rr)iKx(v»v takes a gen. here only (Chantraine, GH11 57). 

85—7 Odysseus picks up the previous speakers' references to Zeus. Does 
he mean 'Zeus has granted that we wind up wars until (&9pot) we all perish', 
i.e. we are dogged fighters, unlikely to flee at a time like this; or . . so that 
we all perish', echoing Agamemnon's cynicism? This accords less well with 
his heroic resolve to fight till he falls (1 i.4o8ff.); in any case it would not be 
a jibe at Agamemnon, but a hit at Zeus to mollify a king too quick to blame 
the gods. Contrast 97, where typa sarcastically implies that Agamemnon 
wants the Trojans to win. R. Scodel (HSCP 86 (1982) 47f.) cogently detects 
an allusion to the tale that Zeus brought the heroic age to a tragic end with 
the Theban and Trojan Wars (Cypria frag, t, Erga 143-65, Cat. 204-95ff., 
with Thalmann, Conventions 104-6); cf. Diomedes' mention of Tudeus' 
death at Thebes (t I4)?ve6rns is rare (23.445, Cat. 1.13). TOAVTCOW, also at 
24.7, occurs 4X Od. in the formula IT6ACUOV TOAOTTCUOC (-a) |, here split over 
the verse-end. It denoted winding spun yarn into a ball (Chantraine, Diet. 
s.v. TOACTITTJ); connoting length, the metaphor is dead save at Od. 1 9 . 1 3 7 , 

where Penelope 'winds' tricks by weaving Laertes* shroud. In this context 
it evokes the thread that symbolizes one's fate (20.i27~8n.). With 87 cf. 
Erga 229. 

88-90 Verse 88 unites Tpcxov TT6AIV (6x Horn.) and rr. tvpvAyviav ( 5 X 

Horn.): cf. 2.t2f. Zenodotus (Did/AT) read farrrtpotiv for KaAAeUpctv, but 
Odysseus is already sarcastic enough. The first half of 90 •• Od. 19.486. 
Verses gof. uniquely split the verse-end formula pCOov AxoOoas etc. (27 x 
epos, and 3X in other positions), displacing AAAos 'Axaicov (5X at the verse 
end) as at 17.586, 20.339. 

9 1 - 4 Such a thing should not be voiced by a man (drvî p is pointed), let 
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alone ooe of sense, let alone a king, let alone ooe with an obedient people, 
let alone one with a people as numerous as Agamemnon's (Eustathius 
968.13-18)! T h e ascending scale climaxes at 94, which lays stress on his 
responsibilities: the second half of 93, used elsewhere for seers not kings (1.79, 
12.229), contributes to this effect. Verse 92 = Od. 8.240. Aristarchus (Did/ 
A) rightly read ¿rrlcrraiTo, which is subordinate to ftyorro (Chantraine, 
GH n 248); most M S S have unmetrical £TTIO IUIOCI. ftprta seems equivalent 
to aiatpa; both are used with oT8a ( L f g r E s.v.). 

95 « *7>*73> where vOv 84 follows a reference to Glaukos' former good 
sense. Since there is no such reference here, Aristophanes and Aristarchus 
athetized ( A m , Did/AT); Zenodotus did not, reading OE - or more likelv 
oc'(o) - in both places. It is easy to supply 'but as it is ( y o u said this, a n d ) 
I blame your wits'; the verse picks up 83, and is needed for the structure of 
the speech (83-1020.). cbvoaAprjv refers to Odysseus' reaction at the instant 
he heard the proposal (cf. KOSIKEO, 104); we use a preseot tense. T h e idiom 
is common (Chantraine, GH 11 184). 

96—100 Innovative phrasing. 8s KIAEOI is equally scornful at 12.235, 
18.286 (Hektor to Pouludamas). -rroAlpoio ouv€ora6TC>s Kal AOTfjs reverses 
and separates A . K. TT. (37), which in turn declines the formula AUT^J TE 

TTTAAEPASTE (etc., 4 X epos); o w i o r a p a i next means 'join battle' in Hdt. vf^as 
(¿uooiApous) AAa8* £Ak£uev (97, to6, 9.683) is declioed at too; for t. see 
Hoekstraon Od. 13.101. With the periphrasis EUKTA y£vr)Tcn cf. 194-70. and 
9UKTA/AVEKTA niAovrai (etc.) at 16.128, 3 x Od. IPTTTIS conveys the nuance 
'though the Trojans are already winning, you will give them what they most 
waot ' . For ahrvs AAsOpos, normally at the verse-end (24X , including acc.), 
see 1 3 . 7 6 9 - 7 3 ^ tiripp^rri} is a metaphor from weighing (balls of wool?); cf. 
86 aod Zeus's scales at 8.72, ££ITE 6* aTcnpov fjpcrp 'Axaicov. C o m m o n later, 
the metaphor next occurs io Alcman frag. 41. 

xoi—a Were the ships launched, the men would look to their own safety: 
cf. TT<fmrT)vtv 81 ixacrros ATTTJ <pvyoi altrvv AAsOpov (16.283). Trorrrralvco can 
connote 'be distracted' (Erga 444): see S. Lonsdale, Cjf 84 (1989) 325-33. 
T h e correct form is given by Plato (IJJWS 4.706E), Hsch., the scholia and 
M S 0 s . T h e other M S S have the unmetrical haplology ArTOTrravfouaiv, a 
nonsense-word already in D and A p . Soph. Plato's other departures from 
the vulgate here are owed to lapses of memory or wilful misquotation (G. 
Lohse, Helikon 7 (1967) 225). 8r)A^oETai is aor. subj. (Chantraine, GHn 225) 
or, better, a fut. with KE, 'in that case' (Willcock); as at HjDcm 228 (where 
see Richardson's n.), it is intrans., 'will bring harm'. Apxctpos, fossilized in 
the formula 6. Av6pd>v with its voc. form Apxaps Aaa>v, is cognate with o-ka 
(/orkhdf, = Apx^l) in the Pylos An tablets. 

1 0 4 - 8 Agamemnon is shocked into retracting with graceful brevity, 
stating that he would not have the Greeks launch the ships against their 
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will; he evades the practical difficulties which Odysseus just cited as decisive. 
KOWKCO 0UM6V tviTrfj blends TKSTO 6. | (3X epos) and 0. fviTtn | ( 3 . 4 3 8 , cf. Od. 
20.266); KOGIKAIKO recurs in Homer only at Od. 1.342, when it describes grief 
reaching the heart. Later usage shows that its literal sense is of hitting 
someone with a stick or lash (LSJ). iTrj 6$ means (may there be someone 
who\ cf. cTr) 6* 6s . . . ArrayyelAcie ( 1 7 . 6 4 0 ) . Diomedes' reply fcyyOs Av^p 
supplies the missing noun (this phrase also opens a speech at 2 0 . 4 2 5 ) . With 
108 cf. viot uaAaiol | (also fem., 4X Od.); this gives the youthful warrior 
his cue. Aopcvos recurs at 2 0 . 3 5 0 and 3X Od. in the phrase A. (-01) Ik 

OCCVATOIO, where it means 'saved', from vtopai; but it clearly means 'glad' 
here (cf. Heubeck in Studies Chadwick 2 2 7 - 3 8 ) . The idiom is the same as 
classical fcpol pouAoplvcf» etr), cf. Od. 3.227^ 21.115c 

1x0-33 Diomedes, the sole hero yet to speak, answers Nestor's call for 
opinions at 61, and even contradicts him over the wounded entering battle 
(62f . , cf. 1 2 8 ) ; injured himself, he is better placed to propose that they exhort 
the men while staying out of range (be fkAicov). Eustathius ( 9 7 0 . 8 - 2 0 ) saw 
that this reverses the situation at 9-32ff., when Diomedes rebukes Aga-
memnon for proposing to withdraw, as Odysseus does here, but is then 
chided by Nestor for making no positive proposal to replace Agamemnon's 
- a failure which Nestor ascribes to his youth (57ff.). Here Diomedes argues 
that his lineage and valour (126) make u p for his juniori ty; cf. his banter 
with Nestor about his age at io.i64ff. An allusion to book 9 is probable, 
since at 9-34f., in a speech no less brave but more optimistic in tone, he 
explicitly alludes to Agamemnon's rebuke at 4.37off. For verbal parallels 
sec 110- I2n. Nor is a reminiscence of book 4 excluded, where Agamemnon 
cited Tudeus' exploits to impugn Diomedes* valour; Diomedes now uses his 
genealogy to do the reverse, in opposition to a less than brave Agamemnon 
(cf. 0 . Andersen, Per Diomedesgestalt tn der ¡lias, Oslo 1978, 139-41). Diome-
des' tact in dealing with him, seen at 4.4i2ff., reappears in his omission of 
his own exploits. But he hints that Tudeus set a good example: rather than 
retreat, he died besieging Thebes ( 1 1 4 ) ; exiled to Argos, no doubt by Zeus's 
will ( 1 2 0 ) , he won glory there. So may Agamemnon yet! Diomedes* refer-
ence to Zeus is more positive than the others' (53f., 69, 85ff.). 

Willcock's complaint that Diomedes' proposal 'falls somewhat flat after 
the long genealogical build-up' misses the debate's formal structure (42-
132n.); as N. Austin says (GRBS 7 ( 1 9 6 6 ) 3 0 6 ) , 'in paradigmatic digressions 
the length of the anecdote is in direct proportion to the necessity for persua-
sion'. The poet could not have Diomedes review the military situation 
yet again (Lohmann, Reden i4of); his genealogy lends variety to the debate, 
and is brief and purposeful, like Idomeneus' at 13.449-54. It could have 
been vastly inflated, as at 6 . 1 4 5 - 2 1 1 or 2 0 . 2 0 8 - 4 1 ; Diomedes misses his 
chance to rehearse Oineus' deeds! The speech is bipartite, like the second 
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and third speeches, but also in ring-form, like the first (cf. Lohmann, Reden 

93f): 

I A Do not scorn my advice because of my youth (t 10-12). 
B I am of good family, as I am Tudeus' son (t 13f-)-
C My lineage - Portheus, Oineus, Tudeus (115-25) . 
B' So do not say I am of low birth (126), 
A' and disregard my words (127). 

II A We should enter battle, 
B although we are injured (128). 
B' As we are wounded, we should keep out of range (129C), 
A' but exhort reluctant warriors to fight (13«f.). 

n o — 1 2 pcrTEUw, 'search*, is next in Pindar; cf. poni<o, with Chantraine, 
Diet. s.v. The variant l^dnw for TrdOioGai (in Ap. Soph.) may come from 
9.61, where Nestor chides Diomedes. Other parallels are y c v c ^ t , cOxopcn 
tfvai and pOOov dnpfioEiE (9.58-62), cf. 127 below (this phrase does not 
rccur); KCXK6V KCT! AVAAKISOC «pAvrts (126) resembles 9.35, fpEv ArrriAipov 
nal A. (Diomedes alluding to Agamemnon's rebuke), cf. 8.153 (Nestor 
excusing Diomedes). Aristarchus, Traccri (Did/AT) and the vulgate oppose 
the trivializing variant veampos, derived from 21.439. 

114 This v. was suspected in antiquity, probably because, according 
to an Attic tradition first found in Aeschylus* Eleusinians, Tudeus was buried 
at Eleusis, where some Middle Hclladic cist-graves were enclosed as a 
heroon, no doubt already dedicated to the Seven against Thebes, in Late 
Geometric times (Coldstream, Geometric Greece 351). But he died at Thebes 
(6.222C). Homer knew the story of this war (4.376-98, 5.801-8, 13.663-
7on.), but avoids telling how Tudeus, frenzied and dying, sucked out the 
brain of his foe Melanippos, so that Athene decided not to immortalize him. 
This grim tale was in the Thebaid, which perhaps ended with the funerals 
of the Seven outside Thebes: see D on 5.126 = Thebaid frag. 9 B. = 5 D.; 
Pherecydes, FGH 3 F 97; Severyns, Cycle 219-24; Vermeule, PCPS 33 (1987) 
I38ff. — Verse 114 is needed to introduce the genealogy and give Tudeus' 
name. Athetized by Zenodotus, Aristophanes omitted it entirely (Did/AT); 
he was not always the more lenient critic (cf. 95n.). Aristarchus athetized, 
if we can trust A's obelus; as he deemed Homer an Athenian, he might prefer 
the Attic version. Three papyri and most codices read KAMA$* not KaACrrrrci; 
cf. Kcrr&yaTaKdAmpe (3X Erga), X^1^><a~rAy. KaXCrmoi (6.464). x- y . means 
a 'tumulus' (23.256^). 

1 1 5 — 2 0 The statement that Tudeus 'wandered' to Argos veils a bloody 
Aetolian saga. Hesiod (Cat. ioa.5off.) gives a similar genealogy, starting 
from Porthaon, the usual form of Portheus' name, 'sacker' (cf. Po-te-u, PY 
An 519); this comes from a noun *7ropWj, like Makhaon from pu&xq (Ruijgh, 
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Min s 9 ( 1 9 6 8 ) 112-15) . Porthaon begets Oineus, Alkathoos, Agrios, Mel as 
and Pulos; Oineus' son Tudeus kills his uncle to protect his father's rights, 
in a doublet of the tale that Meleagros, also Oineus' son, slew his uncle 
(9.566f.). In later variants Tudeus kills his usurping cousins, Melas' sons 
(Alcmaeonis frag. 4), or slays Agrios' sons and his own brother or uncle by 
mistake (Pherecydes FGH 3 F 122, in D, cf. T on 114). The result is always 
exile in Argos. 

Homer knew some such story, but makes Diomedes ignore it (pace 0 . 
Andersen, Symbolae Osloenses 5 7 ( 1 9 8 2 ) 7 - 1 5 ) : 1 2 0 proves this, for nobody 
'wanders' save perforce, and 'by the gods* will', a euphemism for 'by 
necessity', arouses sympathy for a victim (cf. Od. 16.64). The son exited for 
bloodshed and richly rewarded in his new home is a common epic motif, 
explaining the mobility of royal families between stales (13.694-7^) - here, 
Diomedes' control of Argos. Homer differs from Hesiod in that the brothers 
are fewer and Oineus is the youngest, which is why his pre-eminence over 
the others is stressed (for the use of TpiTcrros cf. 1 5 . 1 8 8 ) ; this is surely an ad 
hoc invention to support Diomedes' claim that his valour makes up for his 
youth. Mythological exempla are rife with such inventions (Willcock, CQ, 14 
( 1 9 6 4 ) 1 4 1 - 5 4 ) . Oineus' staying in Aetolia is contrasted with Tudeus' exile 
to make the Iatter's fate more pitiable, but he finally followed Tudeus to 
Argos, since Diomedes left him there ( 6 . 2 2 1 ) . The tale also explains why 
Thoas now rules Aetolia, a succession left obscure at 2 . 6 4 1 - 3 ; Thoas' father 
Andraimon married Oineus' daughter ('Apollodorus' 1.8.6). Oineus had to 
lose two sets of sons - Althaia's, including Meleagros, who is really Ares' son 
(Cat. 2 5 ) , and is thus mentioned separately at 2 . 6 4 2 , and Periboia's, Tudeus 
included. Oineus blends two distinct figures: the son of Phutios who dis-
covers the vine and is linked with the hunters Artemis and Meleagros (cf. his 
brothers Agrios and Melas!), resembling Otnopion with his son Melas and 
opposition to the hunter Orion; and the son of Porthaon, who sacks Olenos 
to win Pcriboia, and is a scion of furi us Ares (cf. Ares' son Owomaos). 

IFRYKVAVRO ( 1 7 X epos) governs the dat. only here, because the poet has 
mixed up two expressions, fTopOti yAp Tptls -rratBfS (laav) and FlopOrto . . -
T. TT. Auiruov« t£ty*vovro; cf. Tpwds BF a0 T. TT. A. I. (20.231, cf. Od. 8.118, 
419), beside xoOpai TTopOAovo? I. | T. (Cat. 26.5f.). For the form riopOft 
sec i5-339n. With 116 cf. 13.217 with n.; Oineus ruled Kaludon, his brothers 
Pleuron (bT). ircrrpAs IIAOTO TRORN'ip recurs at Od. 19.180 (a genealogy); with 
the rest of 118, where two papyri read AAAcov from 120, cf. Aprrf) 8' taav 
I§ox* Apwrroi (Od. 4.629 «21.187). With 119 cf. Od. 4.508. 

i a i Adrastos is a central figure oftheTheban cycle: cf. vol.1,180,211 and 
1 3 . 6 6 3 - 7 0 , 23«346-7nn. Pherecydes (toe. cit.) calls his daughter, whom 
Tudeus married, Deipule. It is rather incestuous, though good for the 
legitimacy of Diomedes' rule, that he too married a daughter of Adrastos, 
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his own aunt Aigialcia (5-412-15, cf. Arn/A on 11.226). Adrastos married 
his own niece ('Apollodorus' 1.9.13), but such a union is less odd (Hains-
worth on Od. 7.54-66). In Pisander, Oineus wed his own daughter to beget 
Tudeus (FGH 16 r 1, not in B. or D.)! Eyr)pc (h/ycnrpdjv, 'he wed (one) of 
the daughters1, adapts traditional phrasing like Trp€op\rrárrr)v 6' ámvic 8. 

122-5 Tudeus' demesne consisted of three parts: arable fields (6poupcn), 
orchards of olive-trees, fig-trees or vines (91/TÁ) and grazing for animals 
(TrpójJoTa). Heroes' estates often consist of the first two, e.g. Meleagros' is 
half vineyard and half arable (9.579?); cf. the formula TÉPEVOS - • - I KOAÓV 

«pvrraAirjs ical ápoúpns at 6.195, 12.314, 20.185. ' s unclear whether the 
royal lemenos at 18.550 extends as far as 589, to include vines, cattle and sheep 
as well as ploughland. The Mycenaean Untenos, which underlies the epic 
institution, was similar; the Pylian king's holding (not his lemenos) at Sara-
peda produced wheat, wine, figs and animal products (Ventris and Chad-
wick, Documents 266?, 282?). See further Hainsworth on Od. 6.293. F° r 

á<pv£ióv PIÓTOIO cf. 5.544, 6.14. ¿poupori | m/po^ópot is a split formula, cf. 
ápoúptft m/po^ópoto (12.314), TTE51OIO . . . IV. (21.602), and also Erga 549, 
Cat. 180.3: "irupTypópos (Od. 3.495) alters the adj. metrigratia. Willcock thinks 
&P9ÍS means that the orchards surrounded the fields, but it may merely stress 
the sense of fipxcrros, 'enclosure' (cf. Ipxcrros* 9paypós ¡o Hsch., the topo-
nym E/Orkhomeoos and Chantraine, Diet. s.v. 6pxos). tTpópcrra means 
'cattle' of all sorts (property which walks): cf. Erga 558, HyHcrm 571. The 
term is not limited to 'sheep' until Attic comedy (so Aristophanes frag. 122ff. 
Slater); cf. Schmidt, Glotta 57 (1979) 174-82. Aristarchus, followed by the 
O C T , read cl in 125, but the 6r¡pa>6Eis (Did/A), papyri and codices offer cos, 
rightly, el makes Diomedes more modest ('you have probably heard whether 
it is true'), and ¿TÉÓV follows el elsewhere (21 X ) ; but <*>s IS common after 
ÓCKOÚCO. 

127—8 One 'shows forth' a word by saying it, cf. 9011* 6* dcotS^v (Od. 
8.499); 9<2tv(o and 9T)pl, from the same root, preserve a close semantic 
relation (Chantraine, Did. s.v.). TTC9CKXP¿VOV has an odd, unetymological 
-a- (cf. the third person sing. Trá90tvTcn); see Schwyzer, Grammatik 1 773. 
6€Üte, the 'plur.' of 8€Üpo, is used simply to urge actioo, like ¿rye, rather than 
to call someone 'hither': cf. 7.350, Erga 2. 

130-2 With the phrasing §9* SAKEÍ EAKOS cf. 13.130-in. and trx\ Kép&ei 
xépSos, ípyov bu* Ipyw (Erga 644, 382). For ¿W)Cop€v, 'send into (battle)', 
A b T report a lectioJacilior ócvfjoopev, 'excite', which is pleonastic after ÓTpO-

vovTfs. The phrase 0vpw /jpa 9ipovTts (i.578n.) contains the petrified 
acc. of a root-noun *pTip-, 'favour': cf. the old formula Iplripes Halpoi; the 
Myc. name E-ri-we-ro (PY V n 130); Latin virus, German wahr, Hittite warri-
'help' (R. Gusmani, SMEA 6 (1968) 17-22). The noun must have meant 
'loyal service', 'favour' (related senses, pace J . Russo on Od. 18.56). 
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134—5 Agamemnon 'lord of men' now leads the way. fWrv 5* (£') Tpev, 
fjpXi 6" &pa 991 (v) recurs only at 384, when the chiefs marshal! the army and 
Poseidon leads them into battle. The god's reappearance links their debate 
with the divine scenes to follow. The first half of 135 comes from the 
type-scene of a god's intervention (13. io~38n.). At 13.10 the verse ends with 
KpclowtvoaixOwv (8x Horn.) not kXvt6$¿wociyaio? (7X ); these equivalent 
formulae persisted because the first can be extended by prefixing fOpO 
(11.751), but the second can be declined (acc. 15.173, Od. 9.518). 

136—7 Poseidon appears as an unnamed old man: so too Aphrodite takes 
the guise o f ' a n old woman' at 3.386, and Athene is merely a 'man' at Od. 
8.194. He does not take Kalkhas' shape, as at. 13.45, because Agamemnon 
distrusted the seer at 1. losff. (all the more, no doubt, because of his persuas-
iveness with the army); he does not turn into Thoas, as at 13.216, because 
Thoas is not senior enough for his words to carry weight (so bT). His age 
balances Diomedes' youth, and he offers assurances that Nestor could not 
give. T o supply a name, Zenodotus (Am/A) added 136a, dcvm&w Ooivmi 
«¡NTDOVI flT]Xctcjvos; this is surely based on 23.360 ( . . . ¿Trdtova Trcrrp6s I0T0) 
and Athene's adoption of Phoinix' shape at 17.555. Aristarchus rightly 
objects that abuse of Akhilleus comes ill from Phoinix. Reinhardt (iuD 284) 
thinks the god appears as an old man to make his ensuing epiphany more 
striking, but cf. 1 4 7 - 5 2 ^ Taking one's right hand was a gesture of welcome 
(Od. 1.121) or consolation, as here (cf. 7.108, 24.361, 24.671^ Od. 18.258); 
see H. N. Couch, TAP A 68 (1937) 129-40. 

139—46 Poseidon, rebutting Agamemnon's fears at 42!!., cheers him with 
the adhominem sentiment that Akhilleus must be glad at the disaster. Contrast 
13.11 iff., where, exhorting the army, the god hints that the king is to blame. 
In fact Akhilleus showed concern for Makhaon at least (1 i.59gff.); other-
wise, we are not allowed to glimpse his feelings until 16.17ff. Poseidon adds 
that the gods are not totally hostile, another half-truth; it is ironic that 
Agamemnon is unaware that a god is speaking. The speech falls into two 
chiastic halves, each of four verses: Akhilleus' attitude to the Greek defeat, 
the gods' attitude towards him, their attitude to Agamemnon, and the 
Trojan defeat to come. 

140—2 Contracted yrjOcT scanned — u makes the opening of 140 more 
innovative than Theog. 611, £coci (v <rrV)8eaai; alliteration makes its second 
half more vigorous than 21.134,96VOV Kal Aoiy6v 'Axai&v. With 141 cf. Od. 
18.355, 21.288. Verse 142 is vital to the balance of the speech, but someone 
in T (Aristarchus?) deemed it redundant (because too impolite?), and called 
019X60) post-Homeric (TCOV vtorripoov). <i>s, 'if only', introduces 6TT6XOITO to 
strengthen the curse, as at 18.107, Od. 1.47; cf. Chantraine, GH11 214. It 
should not be accented &$, i.e. 'thus', pace b T and Leaf. 919X6(0 is unique 
in Greek (cf. van der Valk, Researches 1491 - 3 ) . 019X65 meant 'infirm' in some 
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way: cf. TT66C a. (Ap. Rhod. (.204) and the 019X6V y£vo$ offish, 'blind' or 
'dumb' rather than 'greedy' (Oppian, Hal. 3.183). Callimachus applies it 
to Glaukos the Lycian, 'stupid' to swap gold armour for bronze (SH frag. 
276.2). Since Eustathius (972.36) says 019X6$ is Lycian for 'lazy* or 'inert*, 
this theory must go back to Callimachus at least; many words in 01- are of 
alien origin. The interpretation 'blind* may depend on its likeness to TV9X6S 
(-6co), but a possible cognate <xmaX6s could mean 'blind* rather than 
'deformed' (Callim. frag. 289), and blindness would be an apt punishment 
for Akhilleus' crime - watching the Greeks' ruin (so Ameis-Hentze). 

1 4 3 - 6 oO TTCO means 'not yet' (cf. IT» below), not 'by no means'. From 
Tpcixov, 144 = 10.301. Kovloovcnv TTCSIOV varies KOVUIV TTE5(O»O, i.e. 'they 
will make the plain dusty* in flight, instead of'raise dust across the plain' (the 
usual construction resurfaces in 147, cf. 22.26): Koviciv is also trans, at 21.407, 
22.405. T h e n-mobile is innovative, as is vcobv (13.723-50.). avrr6s, far 
superior to the lectio facilior onrrouj, hardly outlives the early codices (both 
readings are in papyri). 

147—53 Poseidon's great yell to hearten the army is typical: cf. Ens' 
or Akhilleus' (11.toff. , I8.2i7ff.); 5-859ff., Ares' bellowing when injured 
(86of. = i48f. here); and 2o.48ff. A shout like nine or ten thousand men s 
lifts morale like reinforcements of that strength. From 'Axotiotoiv, 151 f. = 
11.1 i f ; cf. 2.45if., Athene rousing the men. As R. M. Frazer saw.(// rme.% 
113 (1985) 7), the couplet that follows elsewhere ('war became sweeter to 
them than going home') is omitted, as it would dispel the spirit of defeatism 
too fast: Poseidon's exhortation at 364ff. continues the build-up towards 
victory. This is one of the series of shouts that articulate the narrative 
(1 — 152n.); the leaders pass from sight, and the effect is of a panorama of the 
battle (cf. 394-401). T h e shout also arouses suspense, as at 13.837, Irst Zeus 
hear it; in fact Here does. The poet pays a price for these effects: how can 
Poseidon stay incognito when he yells so loudly? Reinhardt thinks the god 
wants the Greeks to recognise his epiphany, just as at I3.66ff. (luD 283, cf. 
bT, D and Nic/T); but Homer does not signal this, perhaps because it would 
make the problem too obvious. Aristarchus (in T ) tried to evade it bv reading 
IvveA- and CEKAXEIAOI, supposedly 'with nine or ten mouths', from x^iXos, 
'lip': the god yells like nine or ten men only. Eustathius (972.61-4) rightly 
found this unimpressive: even the mortal Stentor yelled like fifty (5.785^)! 
It is also linguistically impossible. Perhaps Aristarchus found a spelling 
-XEA- (=-X®^") ' n MSS, since this is correct in Ionic, whereas -x»^- is 
an Atticism (see p. 35). 

Verses i48f. *= 5.86of, where they continue a sentence; but here a stop is 
needed after mBloio and a comma after "Ap^os, not the converse (pace 
Ruijgh, TC ¿pique 552f) . The comparison is drawn from its martial context: 
cf. i6.589ff., when the Trojans retreat 'as far as a spear-cast in battle*. On 
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repeated similes see 15.263-811. Aristophanes read 6* (Did/A); Aristarchus 
rightly kept T \ cf. Od. 5.400,6caov N YIYCOVE pofjaas etc. (Chantraine, GH 
it 242). Verse 151 has an innovative n-mobile and 'neglects' f - in blending 
ly^aAc (9* epic) with e.g. a0*vo$ cbpaev IxAcrrcp (2.451): see Hoekstra, 
Modifications 54. 

153-353 To keep £eus from noticing Poseidon*s intervention, Here arrays herself in 
all her beauty, tricks Aphrodite into lending her an irresistible love-charm and bribes 
Sleep to go with her to Mt Ida.-^jeus is seized with passion, and the divine couple sleep 
together beneath a golden cloud 

153-353 The Deception of Zeus is a bold, brilliant, graceful, sensuous 
and above all amusing virtuoso performance, wherein Homer parades his 
mastery of the other types of epic composition in his repertoire. Its merits 
have made this episode all the more offensive to those, from Xenophanes 
and Plato (Rep. 3.390c) onward, who do not expect gods to take part in a 
bedroom farce. Many of the ancients tried to explain it as an allegory: 
see 'Heraciitus', Homeric Problems 39; Buffitre, Mythes 110-15; H. Clarke, 
Homer*s Readers, Newark 1981,60ft; R. D. Lamberton, Homer the Theologian, 
Berkeley «986. Modern scholars have often seen it as the product of a 'late' 
and sophisticated 'Ionian' sensibility which had (like many of themselves) 
discarded traditional religious belief. But there is no good reason to think it 
a later insertion (Reinhardt, IuD 289ft). Here's intervention is not vital to 
the plot, since the poet could have left Zeus blissfully unaware for as long 
as he wished (Edwards, HP! 247); but it entirely fulfils its aim - to retard 
further Zeus's plan, while the ships' fate hangs in the balance. Its merits, 
and the fact that Zeus must not be worsted too easily, amply justify its length. 
The plausibility and charm of its circumstantial details enhance our wonder 
at the sudden shift to a different plane of existence; subtle characterization 
reveals the gods' human weaknesses without alienating our sympathies from 
them. 

This episode continues the themes and tone of earlier divine scenes. Zeus's 
quarrel with Here, which begins at 1.536ft and is shown to have deadly 
implications for Troy and Greece alike (4.5ft), was far from settled by his 
threat of force at 8.5ft Angry at the Achaean defeat, Here asks Poseidon 
to intervene, but he refuses (8.198ft); Zeus halts her own intervention 
(350-484). But now, far from obediently stabling Zeus's horses (8.440ft), 
Poseidon has driven out in perilous defiance (13.23ft). Here's new intrigue 
is parallel to Poseidon's, but more subtle and effective. Whereas he takes the 
disguise of others, she goes as herself; every jewel she dons assists her end, 
unlike Poseidon's golden chariot, which had to be left out at sea (she lies to 
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Zeus (hat she has left her own nearby, 307^). Her renewed resistance 
to her husband is all the more dangerous because it is founded on hatred, 
but clothed in love and achieved through submission; she perverts her 
function as protector of married love precisely by performing her conjugal 
duty. Before we deduce from this salacious tale that (as is likely enough) the 
poem's audience was largely male and all too ready to laugh at the schemes 
of the fair sex, we should note that Zeus too, by cataloguing his past amours 
(317ff.), appears in none too dignified a light, and ends up cocooned in one 
of the clouds that normally manifest his power. This episode undermines the 
proper order of the cosmos on all levels, the highest included; the poet 
confirms this by frequent allusions to trouble among the gods - Okeanos' 
cosmogonic quarrel with Tcthus (200-70.) and Zeus's near-overthrow by 
the Titans and Giants, which was related to Here's opposition to him (see 
on 250-61, 271-9, 295f-. 330-40, 15.18-31, 15.87^ »5-185-93. »5-224r-)-
This material comes from an early Titanomachy; Homer also derived 
inspiration from the judgement of Paris (214- ¡7n.). The list of Zeus's 
liaisons proves that he knew many other tales which cast the supreme deity 
as a seducer and Here as his vengeful wife. O n the episode's cosmic para-
doxes see Atchity, Homer's 'Iliad' 102-10; L. Golden, Mnem. 42 (1989) 1 - 1 1 . 

The generic origins of humorous narratives like this or 21.385-514 lie 
near at hand. The divine burlesques of Epicharmus and Middle Comedy 
(whence Plautus* Amphitruo) are merely later stages in a tradition attested 
as far back as the Hittites and as far north as Iceland; it is wrong to posit 
an evolution from crude brutality to playful comedy (Burkert, RhM 103 
(i960) i32f.). Hesiod's tales of Prometheus' deception of Zeus and the 
creation of Pandora, and the Hymns to Hermes and Aphrodite, show 
that traditional hexameter poetry, Boeotian and Aeolic as well as Ionian, 
could portray the gods humorously without making light of them. The levity 
of tone is usually counterbalanced by the serious issues on which these talcs 
touch, e.g. work in Hesiod or mortality in HjAphr. Demodokos' similar tale 
of Aphrodite's adultery with Ares {Od. 8.266-366) has thematic relevance 
for its hearer Odysseus himself, should his own wife turn out to have been 
untrue. 

If this episode seems to lack serious issues, it is surely because it is em-
bedded in a narrative of the utmost seriousness, rather than recounted in a 
separate 'Homeric Hymn': when Zeus awakens, Hektor is injured and the 
Greeks are heading for Troy; a little later, and they might even have sacked 
it without Akhilleus' help (see Erbse, Ausgewählte Schrißen 47-72). The 
allusions to myths about threats to Zeus's rule also counterbalance the 
humour. The gods' frivolity is, for Homer, the inevitable concomitant of 
their immortality. Even if, as seems likely, he turned some cruder details 
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into burlesque, adumbrating the 'expurgation* of myth practised by Ste-
sichorus and Pindar, he did not invent this flippant tone, which must go as 
far back into oral literature as do ritual abuse and obscenity in cults like 
that of Demeter at Eleusis; iambic verses like Archilochus* were the poetic 
counterpart of such rituals, as I am be's role at Eleusis proves. Indeed, like 
the Romans, the Samians celebrated weddings with abuse, supposedly 
because of Zeus's pre-marital relations with Here (bT on 296)! Few Greeks 
ever took their gods wholly seriously; this is, perhaps, the Greeks' greatest 
gift to civilization. Yet Homer depicts the wrath of an Apollo with no sign 
of disrespect; prophecies in his poems always come true, and those who scoff 
at them meet a bad eod. In no sense can his poetry be termed impious, nor 
would his audience have applauded an irreligious tone. 

The episode contains four scenes of increasing length, linked by Here's 
motion: 153-86, her toilette; 187-223, her interview with Aphrodite; 224-
82, her persuasion of Sleep; 283-353, her seduction of Zeus. Seduction Li a 
traditional story-pattern with a well-defined series of incidents: the epos 
contains several examples (Sowa, Themes 67-94). The pattern appears in 
embryonic form io Poseidon's seduction of Turo (Od. 11.235-57). She loves 
the Enipeus and roams by his banks; Poseidon takes the river's shape, wraps 
her in a wave, seduces her and reveals who he is wheo she awakes. Pandora 
and Epimctheus form an interesting variant (Erga 47-89). More complex 
cases are Aphrodite and Ankhises, Ares and Aphrodite, Odysseus and 
Penelope, and Paris and Helen; these share the following elements with the 
deception of Zeus: 

1. Motivation: Here's hate (153-8, with her plan, 159-65); Aphrodite's 
desire (HyAphr 56?); Ares' lust {Od. 8.288). 

2. Preparation: Here's toilette (166-86, with two extra scenes - her decep-
tion of Aphrodite and bribery of Sleep); Aphrodite's toilette (HyAphr 
58-65, elaborated in the description at 86-90); Odysseus' bath (Od. 
23.153-63); cf. Hephaistos' preparations (Od. 8.272ff.) and Aphrodite's 
toilette (Od. 8.362-6, shifted to the end); Paris' beauty (//. 3.391-4). 

3. Physical approach: 225-30,281-93; HyAphr 66-Ü3; Od. 8.285-91; cf. Od. 
¿3.164-72 (Odysseus asks to go to bed); II 3.383-94 (Aphrodite fetches 
Helen). 

4. Reaction of the seduced: Zeus's desire (294- 6); Ankhises' wonder and 
desire (HyAphr 84, 91); cf. Helen's wonder at Aphrodite but rejection of 
Paris (//. 3.396-412). 

5. The seducer's false tale: 297-311; HyAphr 92-142; cf. Od. 8.292-4 (Ares 
thinks Hephaistos is away); Od. 23.177-80 (Penelope lies about the bed). 

6. The other party's desire: 312-28; HyAphr 143-54; 8-295; 3-395i 
3.441-6. 
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7. T h r removal of obstacles: 329 45 (Zeus provides a cloud); HyAphr 155-
66 (Aphrodite undresses); Od. 8.293c (Hcphaistos' absence); Od. 23.181 -
204 (Odysseus reveals the secret of the bed); //. 3.413-20 (Aphrodite 
coerces Helen). 

8. Intercourse and sleep: 346-53; HyAphr. t66f.; Od. 8.296; Od. 23.205-343 
(expanded with conversation); //. 3.447. 

9. The rude awakening: 15.4^.; HyAphr t68ff.; Od. 8.296ff.; cf. Od. 23-344ff. 

Archilochus' seduction-epode (frag. 196a) includes only elements 7-8, but 
may reflect the same pattern; with I96a.3f. cf. 337f below, and the cloak 
with which he covers the girl resembles Zeus's cloud. The most similar 
narrative is the Hymn to Aphrodite, with much shared language; but it is more 
likely that both poets are elaborating the same traditional type-scenes, than 
that one imitates the other. The Hymn is more advanced in diction and 
may come from seventh-century Aeolis (Janko, HHH 151-80): see further 
A. Dihle, Homer-Probleme, Opladen 1970, 83-93; I" H. Lenz, Die homerische 
Aphroditehymnus und die Aristie des Aineias in der Ilias, Bonn 1975, 84IT.; P. 
Smith, Nursling of Mortality, Frankfurt 1981, 3. 

One may detect behind this episode Zeus's 'holy wedding' with Here 
(LIMC iv.t 682f.;C. Kertnyi, £eus and Hera, London 1976,55-113, 122-7). 
Their tryst took place on a mountain-top in the Argolid or Euboea (schol. 
Aristoph. Peace 1126, Steph. Byz. s.v. KApuoros), or in the garden of the 
gods near Okeanos (Pherecydes FGH3 F 16, Eur. Hipp. 742if. with Barrett's 
n.); see also G. Crane, Calypso, Frankfurt 1988, 144c According to an 
archaic story in Aristocles (FGH 33 F 3), Zeus took the shape of a cuckoo to 
seduce the maiden Here during a storm on Mt Thornax near Hermione; 
this was an aition for the cults of Zeus and Here there (Paus. 2.36. if.). Their 
wedding was re-enacted yearly at Knossos and Samos (Diodorus 5.72.4, 
Varro in Lact. Div. Inst. 1.17.8); cf. the Athenian Theogamia. Such festivals, 
in which tales like this could have played a part, go back to Mycenaean 
times, since Zeus's association with Here on Pylos tablet T n 316.9 shows 
that they had already married by then; cf. the jlekhestrStirionj, 'spreading of 
couches', at Pylos (Fr 343, with Palmer, The Interpretation of Mycenaean Greek 
Texts, Oxford 1963, 25if.). F. Robert (CRAI 1941, 293-7) held that the 
detail of Sleep taking the shape of a bird (290c) derives from a story like 
Aristocles', and that the whole episode is inspired by the clouds with fertiliz-
ing dew that often sit on mountain-tops, the cloud-gatherer's epiphany. This 
formed part of Aeschylus' thought; he describes the fertilizing marriage of 
Sky and Earth, in which Aphrodite is instrumental (Danaides frag. 44, with 
Radt's parallels adloc.\ cf. Virgil, Aen. 4. i6off.). Ida was the most impressive 
mountain for the Aeolians to the S., who would consider it the haunt of their 
weather-god (Wilamowitz, luH t4on.). Zeus's promiscuity (317-27) has its 
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cultic counterpart in the bevy of local goddesses with whom he was linked 
in the easiest manner; some cults tried to reconcile such alliances with his 
marriage to Here, whose jealousy was thus explained (YV. D. Furley, Studies 
in the Use ojFire in Ancient Greek Religion, New York 1981, 20iff., on the 
Daidala at Plataea). But such ideas are well in the background here (cf. 
346-53"-). 

153—8 Like Poseidon's intervention (i3.ioff.) , Here's is caused by what 
she sees from her own mountain-top and the feelings the sight arouses; the 
contrast between Zeus's aloof immobility and the bustling Poseidon below, 
and the repetition of CIOETSE and give 158 a particular air of finality. 
She 'of the golden throne' stands rather than sits, no doubt because it is 
harder to see Ida from Olumpos than from Samothrake; Ida b some 220 
miles away, far beyond the vbion of those mortals who now presume to scale 
these peaks. Homer stresses that she is bound to Poseidon by the closest ties, 
as his sister and sister-in-law (156), yet leaves unstated the fact that she b 
even more closely bound to Zeus, as if that fact b too horrid for Here herself 
to contemplate. For such touches of'subjective narrative' see on 162-5, 
15.422-5, i6.65of. 

153-5 The split formula " H p t j . . . xpuc66povo$ recurs at Hy. 12.1 (acc.), 
cf. t5.4~8n.; the epithet usually describes Eos (for whom such split formulae 
are common) but never male gods, who also sit on thrones. T h e bards no 
doubt derived it from 'throne', but it surely originated in 6p6vov, 'flower' 
(Cassola on HyAphr 218; Hainsworth on Od. 5.123). orao* OOAOinroio 
<STTT6 £>fov (cf. 225) goes closely with clotT6e; and ¿CTT6 are used with verbs 
denoting position when an action b done from that position. The second 
phrase defines where she b more exactly than the first (differently Jebb on 
Soph. Ant. 411). TTOITTVOCO, 'bustle', once meant 'pant', from the root of 
irvt(p)w (Chantraine, Diet. s.v.). 

157—8 Zfjva, unique in the Iliad, is an East Ionic innovation based on the 
original acc. Zqv (4X Horn.), which was usually replaced by Aicr, it entered 
the diction just before Homer's time, along with the analogical forms Zr)v6$ 
-I (Janko, HHH 62f.). Mt Ida's special epithet -rroAvmT8a§ recurs 4X acc. 
(e.g. 283) and 7X gen., the latter in two forms: TroAvrrriBctKos is the vulgate 
here and at 23.117, and is in papyri at 307, but an o-stem form in -ou 
predominates at 307, 20.59, 20.218, and b sole reading at HyAphr 54, 
Cypria frag. 5.5. Aristarchus, knowing its derivation from Tr!5a£, 'spring' 
(i6.825n.), called the form in -ou 'utterly stupid* (Did/AT), but it b known 
to Plato (Laws 3.68 IE) and dates back to at least the seventh century. Even 
the pre-Homeric tradition tended to transfer nouns and adjectives to the 
o-stem declension, e.g. xpwdopos for -<&<op (15.254-90.), 66xpuov for 6<&xpu 
(Leumann, HIV I57ff.), noAuBAxpuov for -U05 (17.192), xtpviPov for -a, 
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9uXcckos for ( 2 4 . 3 0 4 , 5 6 6 ) , 5i<5t»cTopos for -TCop (cf. the variant at Od. 
1 2 . 3 9 0 ) , u<5tpTvpos for -TVS ( 2 7 1 - 4 ^ ) . See schol. pap. on 7 . 7 6 and Janko, 
Glotta 5 6 ( 1 9 7 8 ) 1 9 2 - 5 ; perhaps Homer himself wavered. T h e locals re-
cognized the epithet's suitability for Ida (Strabo 1 3 . 6 0 2 , cf. Cook, Troad 
3 0 6 ) ; it is likewise called iri6^€aoa at 1 1 . 1 8 3 TTI6CCK6€IS in 'Hegesinus' 
frag. 1). <rn/yep6$ Bt ol firArro 6uy<f> uniquely adapts (xaf TOI) 9 I A 0 V ?. 6. 
( 1 6 . 4 5 0 - 5 ^ ) ; T 's variant IrrAfT* I6O0OTJ removes the repetition ofOupw, but 
spoils the symmetry vis-d-vis 156. Another T-scholium rejects 158, no doubt 
on moral grounds, but it is impossible to supply the verb from 154. 

159—61 The poet outlines Here's plan to ensure that we can enjoy its 
execution undistracted by doubt as to her aim. The standard verses on 
pondering are introduced into the larger story-pattern of seduction (153-
3 5 3 N 0 - Surprisingly, the first half of 1 5 9 ( 5 X Horn.) precedes 161 nowhere 
else; 2 .3-5 *s the closest parallel (cf. i3-455-8n.). Verse 160 blends the 
formulae Ai6s "¿OS and A. a l y 16x010: cf. A. v6ov ¿^orn^foKcov (7heog. 537). 

163—5 These verses show signs of clumsiness, perhaps embarrassment, 
but are succinct and vital to the story. Note the hiatus after eu and rare 
'neglect* o f f - in I (13.56 m.). Zenodotus read &oirrf|v (Arn/A), like ipcoirr6v 
at i .271 (cf. p. 24), perhaps an error for fyEoxrr6v (van der Valk, Researches 
115 if.). These Ionic forms are based on the contraction of §0 avrrou: the gen. 
and dat. in kov- are Hesiodic (Theog. 126, Cat. 45.4), but the closest parallel 
in Homer is oxrr6$ = 6 aCrr6$ at 5.396. With TTapa6pa6&iv 91A6TTITI cf. 
Ka9c06€tv (tv) 9. and Od. 20.88. XPO'̂ » unique in Homer, means 'skin' and 
so 'flesh', as at Cat. 43.73, Mimnermus frag. 5.1; like Xfx^S. it came to mean 
'colour' via 'complexion'. $ XP°LFI >s awkward after 9., as is drr^povA TC 

Aiap6v Tt applied to Zeus's far from harmless sleep; this phrase describes a 
breeze at Od. 5.268 s 7.266. Sleep is poured into his 9p£vs$, i.e. lungs 
(16.48m.), like a liquid: for parallels cf. Onians, Origins 3iff . The subj. X^D 
looks odd after the opt. lpclparro, since Here will only be able to put Zeus 
to sleep if he desires her, and the subj. should express the likelier contingency 
(cf. 18.308, 22.245f., 24.586, 24.654^ Od. 4.692, 6.286ff.); but it surely 
conveys that the idea of Zeus's desire is less vivid to Here than is that of 
attaining her ends (cf. i53~8n.). mw&Aipos, 'sharp* (cf. Chantraine, Diet. 
s.v. TTCVKT)), is fossilized in this usage with 9pc«rf; cf. 20.34-5^ 

166—86 T h e type-scene of adornment, here much expanded, hardly 
occurs outside the context of seduction; its closest cognates arc Od. 8.362-6 
and HyAphr 58-66, where, as here, the goddess first takes a bath. Here's 
plan is so secret that she has no divine beauticians to help her: contrast 
Aphrodite in the above passages and Cypria frags. 4f., Hy. 6 .5-13; Penelope 
at Od. 18.192-7; Pandora at Theog. 573ff., Erga 63ff. But this scene is also 
related, in purpose and even expression, to the arming of a warrior, espe-
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cially a goddess. Thus Apppoofg pèv Trp&Tov, first item in the list of beauty-
aids, corresponds to KVT}PÏ5OÇ piv vrporra (hence Zenodotus in Am/A is 
wrong to emend away the asyndeton by reading èrri&îoa in 169); an 
adaptation of 187 appears in a summary arming-scene ( 187n. ); and Athene's 
arming (5-733-44) draws on standard verses for men getting dressed and 
going out (e.g. 2 . 4 2 - 4 ) , from which come also 1 8 6 (7X Horn.) aod the 
first half of 1 8 8 (cf. Od. 2 . 4 ? « 4 . 3 0 9 ? ) , whereas sandals are omitted in brief 
scenes of women dressing like Od. 5 . 2 3 0 - 2 (robe, girdle, wimple). In this 
case Aphrodite's love-charm corresponds to the warrior's special weapon, 
like Athene's aegis or Akhilleus' spear ( 1 9 . 3 8 7 ! ? . ) ; Here's 'aristeia' follows (so 
H. Schwabl, WS 1 6 ( 1 9 8 2 ) 1 5 ? ) . O n dressing-scenes see Arend, Scenen 9 7 ? 

»66 "9 1 ike Aphrodite (HyAphr 60), Here prefers to titivate herself 
behind closed doors. This detail has extra poiot here: the account of her 
boudoir, which no other god can unlock, stresses her skulduggery and 
prepares for her crafty proposal that Zeus escort her to this chamber 
(330~40n.). Save at 339, doors arc not TTVKIVOI, but (OoAàpoio flvpai) 
ÎTUKIVCÔÇ âpapulai (etc., 9.475, 21.535, 7 * Od.): c? the adaptatioo at Od. 
2 3 . 2 2 9 , OOpas TTVKIVOG OaAàpoio. A KATJTS is a bolt or bar, as at 2 4 . 4 5 5 , where 
it is the same as the è"m0Af|Ç, or Od. 1.442; when it lost this sense, Tfjv was 
'corrected' in b T to T6V (SC. 66Aapov) or T6S (sc. OOpcrç). At Od. 4 . 8 3 8 

the keyhole is in the door-jamb, which may explain why the jambs are 
mentioned here: on Homeric locks see R. F. Willetts, Selected Papers, Am-
sterdam 1986, 18iff. OOpas hrtOriKE çacivâç is formular (etc., 6 x 0d.)\ ^ 's 
reading IRVAAÇ is from 4 . 3 4 . 

170— 1 Aristarchus insisted that ambrosia is a solid, but the basic idea is 
simply of a substance that prevents death and decay ( 5 . 3 3 9 - 4 2 ^ ) , like.the 
amxta consumed by the gods of Indie myth; it is used as an unguent to 
embalm ( 1 6 . 6 7 0 , 1 9 . 3 8 ) or immortalize (Cat. 2 3 3 . 2 2 ? , HyDem 2 3 7 ) . It hardly 
dif?ers from the tcàAAtï . . . ¿p^poolcp with which Athene wipes Penelope's 
face, and which Aphrodite uses herself (Od. 1 8 . 1 9 2 - 4 ) . Mortals cleaned 
themselves with olive oil; this is the divioe equivalent (c? HyAphr 61?), just 
as nectar is analogous to wine (Onians, Origins 2 9 2 - 9 ) . At Od. 4 . 4 4 5 ? 

ambrosia carries its own ?ragrance, the sweet scent natural to the gods (see 
S. West ad toe.); here the goddess uses a special perfumed oil. The two are 
really the same: at 2 3 . 1 8 6 ? . Aphrodite protects Hektor's corpse with 
66CVTI . . . tAata I ¿uppookp. Here's skin is 'lovely*, like Aphrodite's d colleté 
at 3 . 3 9 7 . Ipcpôcis elsewhere describes dance, clothes, scent, song or marriage, 
not the body; Homer coyly avoids saying that Here is naked. AOpara recur 
in the epos only at 1.314 (where see n.). For the etymological play in 
¿Aftyrcrro 64 Ahr' èAalco, which ?orms a ring with 175, see Chantraine, 
Diet. s.v. AITTO. 

172-4 The unique êôavéô was already obscure in antiquity: some linked 
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i( with f)8us, others opted for 'fragrant* (D). Now this passage is paralleled 
at HyAphr 6off.: 

£v6* F| y' cloeABoGaa OOpas ¿7RTOR)K£ cpativAs ( = >69). 
?v6a 8£ piv XaptTfs Aoöaav Kctl x p ^ a v £Aafaj ( = Od. 8.364f.) 
&pßpö-rco, oTa OEOUS ¿TTEVTJVOOEV alfcv I6VTOS, 

&ußpocr(a> ¿avcf) [W], TÖ p6. ol TeOucopivov f̂ cv ( = 172). 

The reading tocvw also appears in two quotations, Hesychius (glossed 'fra-
grant, or fine rlothing*) and a papyrus; a later one has 48av8£> altered to 
t&ccv& (inserting 8 twice), and the good M S Ve 1 has iavtb with 8 added 
above. Erbse (Scholia in 597) thinks ¿avcü has been erroneously introduced 
from 178. But 172 does contain the noun (f )e(h)ctv6s. 'dress' (cf. (f )iwvpt), 
as A. Hurst proved (£iva Antika 26 (1976) 23-5, cf. I. K . Probonas, 
MUKT)VAIK/J FRITUD1) TTOITJOT), Athens 1980, 56-65). At Pylos, oil was used in 
making perfume and treating clothes: thus on Fr 1225 Potnia is allotted oil 
as we-at-no-i a-ro-pa, 'ointment for dresses' ( = ¿avoTaiv dAouprj). In the Cypria 
(frag. 4), when Aphrodite prepares for the judgement of Paris, her atten-
dants dip her clothes 'in spring flowers', so that she 'wore scented clothes'. 
Therefore, argues Hurst, the true reading is ¿rpßpoalcp iavcö, '(oil) . . . 
scented for her immortal dress*. The formula &pßp6ato$ (p )kxv6* recurs in 
the acc. at 178 and nom. at 21.507; cf. vexTapiou ¿avoö (3.385), Apßpoofov 
6tä iTiiTAou (5.338). we-at-no is glossed 'fine linen' at Pylos (Un 1322); linen 
treated with oil 'becomes, not greasy, but supple and shining, and it remains 
so after washing' (C. W. Shelmerdine, The Perfume Industry of Mycenaean Pylos, 
Göteborg 1985, i28ff.). This Myc. practice also explains phrases like lavw 
Apyiyn ^ctEivtp (3.419) or tunics 'gleaming with oil' (18.595^ cf. Od. 7.107). 
Ouöco, 'make fragrant', is from the Myc. word for perfume, 8vos (PY Un 

219)-
However, it seems odd to say that, when the oil wäs 'moved' in Zeus's 

house, its scent filled heaven and earth alike (Ip-rrrft); do the gods run a 
parfumerie, stirring vats of oil? But to say that fragrance pervades the world 
when Here's dress moves as she walks vividly expresses the perfume's po-
tency. Moreover, 'for her immortal dress, which was scented' flows more 
easily. The phrase surely described clothing originally, as in &pßpoTa Etpcrr' 
ixcov TcOutopiva (HyAp 184) and T. clpcrra frrto (Cypria frag. 4.7), the sole 
other uses of this participle; cf. (Od. 5.564, 21.52, HyDem 231, 
277» HyHcrm 237). Since the masc. nom. ¿avös is attested only at 21.507, we 
must surely accept here a neuter tav6v, exact cognate of the Sanskrit neuter 
vdsanam. £8avco, then, is an error (EAN- > EAAN-) that was no doubt 
already standard in Alexandria. Athenaeus' quotation with ¿avo> (15.688F) 
comes from a pre-AIexandrian 'wild' text with XP&° ACVKTJV for AITT* iAalcfi 
in 171. 
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173 T h e M S S (four papyri included) read ITOTI, Aristarchus (Nic/A) 
KOTTA. It seems far better to say of Here's dress that it is in Zeus's house rather 
than to it; but Aristarchus* alteration is unjustified, since we are dealing with 
a misused formula. (At6s) w r i xoteopcrrfc 6d> recurs 5 * Horn., always with 
TTOTJ; it was triggered here by KIVUIUVOIO and the thought of fragrance 
reaching heaven. 8a> is an old root-noun *6c»>p, as is proved by Myc. 
do-dt, 'to the house* (cf. Heubeck on Od. 24.115). 

175-7 These w . are full of alliteration and assonance, reinforced by 
word-play in TTAOKAPOUS frrAe^f and variatio in ¿cp^poalous • • • A9avdrro»o; 
etymological plays continue in tav6v lea©', (cbaarro 64 (<ovr) (178, 181). 
&u(3p6atos appears 4X (170, 172,177f.), too often for the taste of Zenodotus 
and Aristophanes: both read itcri iicyAAous in 177 (Did/A), but cf. the 
repetition of KaA6$ (175, 177, 185) or of 'golden* in Poseidon's voyage 
(13.21-2n.J- yalTas is governed by ¿ActyapivT) and is supplied with TTi£a-
HIVTI: Here oils her hair, like HestiS in Hy. 24 - her locks are 'gleaming'. The 
custom is Eastern (Shelmerdine, loe. cit.). TTA6KOIIOS is unique in Homer, but 
its compounds are common. Kp6arros, paralleled at 19.93 a n c* Od. 22.218, is 
an ancient form with Aeolic a , older than Kap^ctTos and icpcrr6s; the latter 
appears in an adaptation of the same phrase at 1.530 * Hy 1.15, and dat. at 
Hy. 6.7, in Aphrodite's toilette. Cf. Nussbaum, Head and Horn 177: differently 
Wyatt, ML 100; Shipp, Studus 287. 

178-9 By weaving Here's dress even the virgin Athene aids her plot, with 
which she would sympathize (cf. 8.35off.); she made her own dress too 
(5.735). Her skill was traditionally contrasted with Here's beauty (Od. 
20.70-2). She 'finishes' the dress (AOKCTV, cf. Myc. a-ke-ti-ri-ja » jaskitriail, 
'finishers'); the last stage stands for the whole process. She does so by 
scraping the cloth, either to smooth it or to make a nap (so A b T ) ; cf. the 
Attic garment called a Lorimer (HM 378) thinks she may have 
woven figures into the cloth like Helen at 3.125-8, with a Homeric hysteron 
proteron in 179, but she surely smoothed and embroidered it, since the tav6s 
was of linen (172-4^); making a nap and weaving figures implies wool. 

180 The fact that Here pins her dress more than once 'at her chest' is a 
doubtful clue as to its type. Leaf rightly deems KCTTA OTT$O$ compatible with 
'E>oric' peploi fastened with long straight pins, whose heads lie in front of the 
shoulder below the collar-bone; cf. Soph. Track. 924ff. Such dress-pins with 
unprotected projecting tips are implied at 5>424f. and perhaps 734, where 
Athene need only unpin her peplos for it to slip to the ground. Lorimer (HM 
378ff.) thinks Here dons an 'Ionic' chiton with a wide V-shaped aperture 
for the head, like the later oxi<rr6s XITC*>V* since she plaits her hair first; she 
fastens the opening down the front with brooches of Anatolian (Carian?) 
origin. But this requires that 180 postdate c. 600 B.C.! In fact we cannot 
tell whether IVITOI are straight pins or fibulae: the word recurs only in 
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Callimachus (SH frag. 285.11), an<^ means merely something 'stuck in* 
(¿vftiiit). mp6vii means 'dress-pin' at 5.425, 'fibula' at Od. 18.293^ i9.226f. 

S. Marinates (Arch. Horn, A 1 9 - 2 1 ) holds that 180 recalls Myc. dresses 
sewn at the shoulders with V-shaped apertures for the head, and that these 
are shown in the Linear B ideogram ' 1 4 6 , a rectangle with a V-shaped 
notch at the top centre and tassels on the bottom, which stands Tor a textile 
and is surcharged we, perhaps short for fwehanosf (kavo$). Presumably the 
opening could be narrowed with a pin or fibula once the dress was put on. 
Small pins are known throughout the Bronze Age; large ones were found on 
some women's chests in the Shaft Graves (E. Bielefeld, Arch. Horn, c 38F.). 
Fibulae appear late in LHIIIB, long dress-pins worn at the shoulders during 
L H I I I C (Snodgrass, Dark Age 226); the latter signal the change from Myc. 
sewn dresses, seen on the figurines (Minoan fashions prevail in the frescoes), 
to the woollen peptos that is little more than a folded blanket pinned at the 
shoulders ('folded* is all -niiTAos means: Chantraine, Diet. s.v.). Bards equate 
TT4TTAO$ and tev6s (so Aristarchus and Snodgrass, Gnomon 41 (1969) 390H".), 
but the Myc. evidence suggests that they were once different garments. The 
short dat. in -13s is recent, but late diction can describe ancient objects (e.g. 
10.261 ff., the boarVtusk helmet). 

181 Here's belt is adorned with tassels, no doubt golden like those on the 
aegis (2.448f, cf. Hdt. 4.189). It is mismatched with thepeplos, whose ample 
folds would hide it. The only parallel is the Myc. princess buried wearing 
a girdle edged with gold, from which dangled 35 spiral pendants in sheet 
gold decorated en repeussi (A. W. Persson, The Royal Tombs at Dendra 1, Lund 
1931, 14, 40; Bielefeld, Arch. Horn, c 33). The fringes on the leather tunics 
of L H I I I C soldiers, e.g. on the Warrior Vase, are different. Gold-adorned 
belts reappear, under Oriental influence and seemingly with no fringes, in 
c. 800 B.C. (Coldstream, Geometric Greece i25f.). Aristarchus (Did/AT), with 
a few MSS, preferred ^covrj . . . ¿papufq to the acc.; the M S S oppose his 
similar preference at 5.857. Both constructions of £covwpi are known (dat. 
at 10.78, Od. 18.67, a c c - a t 23.130). 

182-3 Neither Mycenaeans nor Minoans wore earrings (Bielefeld, Arch. 
Horn, c 36f.); Here's are indubitably Geometric. TplyXr^vos, from yX^vrj, 
'eyeball' (8.i64~6n.), is a title of Hekate (Ath. 8.325A); cf. yX/jvca, 'jewels' 
(24.191 -2n.), and the necklaces the Athenians called Tpi6-rri6cs, 'with three 
eyes' (bT). pop&is means 'like mulberries' (p6po). It is not from p6pos, 
'death', nor, pace Hrd/A, from uop&o, 'toil*, a verb of Hellenistic invention; 
nor does it mean "gleaming*, pace P. G. Maxwell-Stewart (AJP 108 (1987) 
411-15). Like blackberries, mulberries have a number of separate seeds in 
a cluster; clearly the earrings had three protuberances somehow resembling 
mulberries. 

C . Kardara (A J A 65 (1961) 62-4) compared Assyrian earrings with three 
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oval projections from the hoop, as seen on a Syrian ivory of Late Geometric 
date from lalysos; this type was popular in Greece down to 500 B.C. But 
she reports S. Marinatos' insight that pop&is refers to granulation in gold, a 
technique reintroduced from Phoenicia in c. 850 B.C. Earrings with three 
projections, each shaped like a mulberry by means of granulation, have now 
been found at Lefkandi in an Early Geometric II grave (M. R. Popham, L. 
H. Sackett and P. G. Themelis, Leftandi 1, London 1980, 221, pi. 23id); a 
contemporary imitation from the same site uses three cones of coiled gold 
wire (Ä&4 77 (1982) pi. 30b). G. S. Korr es (Piaton 3 1 - 2 {1964) 246-58) 
compared Geometric earrings from Eleusis with three electrum lumps set in 
an arc, granulated decoration and dangling gold beads (Coldstream, Geo-
metric Greece fig. 25b, cf. fig. 13c; id. in H. G. Niemeyer, Phönizier im Westen, 
Mainz 1982, 261-72). Penelope wears earrings like Here's at Od. i8.297f. 
(298 183 here, cf. the variant at Theog. 583); in her own toilette, Aphro-
dite puts a pair shaped like rosettes, made of orichalc and gold, in her 
TprjToTCTi A6ßoiot (Hy. 6.8f.). But Eppa, ¿OTpiyros, TplyXr^vos and pop6ei$ 
recur nowhere else, and the double hiatus in 182 suggests improvisation. 

184 A KpAfouvov, as the word indicates (from n6pa + 6&0, 'bind'), is a 
kerchief or wimple covering the head and shoulders but leaving the face 
open, like the pavTlAa still worn by Greek countrywomen; the rendering 
'veil' is wrong. When Penelope holds it before her cheeks (e.g. Od. 21.65), 
this shows that it does not usually hide the face. Homer also calls it KaACrrrrpT) 
or KdkAuppa; as the following description suggests, and ¿06vai (3.141) and 
ArrropA Kp/jSepva (5X Od.) confirm, it was made of fine linen. Like its 
military equivalent the helmet, it is donned last (Od. 5.232). Hoekstra on 
Od. 13.388 well suggests that it once meant a kind of ribbon worn by ladies 
in Myc. frescoes. M. N. Nagler, Spontaneity and Tradition, Berkeley 1974, 
44-60, explores its simultaneous connotations of chastity and allure, and its 
metaphorical application to the battlements of a city (cf. 16.97-toon.). 
Andromakhe's headgear at 22.468fr. is elaborated to stress her anguish in 
tearing it off. 

185-6 vriyörreos describes a tunic (kc*A6v vTiydrrcov, 2.43) and a blanket 
(HyAp 122). The ancients guessed 'newly-made* or 'fine', but VTJ- suggests 
'not', and modern Macedonian dWjyorros, 'unworn', 'new', is our best clue 
(Frisk s.v.). The simile ^¿Aio? £>$ was perhaps traditional in toilette-scenes: 
cf. Od. 19.234 (whence the variant Aapirp6v here), HyAphr 89. ACVKÖ? means 
'bright' as well as 'white', cf. Od. 6.45 Atvncfi . . . aiyAT). Sandals were tied 
with laces passed under the instep (Fernandez-Galiano on Od. 2i.34of.). 

187—323 With a minimal preamble, we find ourselves in the first of 
two unheralded developments, all the funnier for their unexpectedness -
Here's request for Aphrodite's magic love-charm. Metaphorically, she needs 
Aphrodite's aid if Zeus is to desire her, just as she needs Sleep's if he is to 
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slumber; bul this is imagined, as usual, in anthropomorphic terms. Neither 
scene is strictly essential for Here's success; but, as often, the poet seizes his 
chance to poke fun at Aphrodite, who is tricked into helping the side she 
opposes (Edwards, HP! 248). T o further her request Here relics on her 
seniority, addressing Aphrodite as 'dear child'; Aphrodite acknowledges 
this, replying 'august goddess, daughter of Kronos' (194). After a disarming 
mention of their disagreement over the war, Here picks up this reference to 
Kronos, lying that she wishes to reconcile the yet more august deities 
Okeanos and Tethus. Her story is an ad hoc invention, like the gods' journeys 
to Ocean at 1.423?, 23.2051?; but it is also a favourite trick of Homer's to 
make his characters allude to other stories he knows (200~7nn.). That we 
never hear of the love-charm again is typical: it is enough that Here carry 
it, like Ino's magic kerchief or Hermes' herb (Od. 5.346!?, 10.287!?). Zeus 
need only look at her to desire her (294); b T think the charm also arouses 
Sleep's desire for Pasithee (276)! But, although this scene is dispensable, we 
would be sad to lose it. Its five speeches are formally symmetrical, like those 
at 301-45: Here's preamble and Aphrodite's reply fill three verses each; 
Here's lengthier request is matched by how Aphrodite's brief speeches 
frame a description of the charm (it might have seemed too precious to lend 
if she had described it herself). Her aim achieved. Here smiles (222?); she 
has the last laugh in her meeting with 'smile-loving Aphrodite' (211)! 

•87 T h e same verse ends Aphrodite's toilette at //y 6.14 (with KÓcruov 
JdTjKCfv): c ? Erga 76, TTAVTO 5éol xpot*.; Aphr. 64, 172; Hy 27.17. In structure 
it resemblescrírrápITTCI fi' ioaavTO ircpl x- vtópotra XCCAKÓV (383,2 x Od.) and 
is adapted to arming at 7.207, a . 4. trávTa IT. X- looarto Tcvx^a, c? TT. X-
cTporro ÉCTTO ( 5 X Horn.). Verses 186 and 188 come ?rom the type-scene o? 
dressing (166- 86n.). &TjKcrro, also at to.31, is a recent replacement o?8éro 
(Shipp, Studies 105). 

1 9 0 — 3 ^ vú poí TI TTIOOIO opens polite requests (4.93, 7.48); the opt. is 
half-way between a wish and a potential, as KCV ápW|oaio shows (Chan-
traine, GH 11 216). 'JDear child' is a common affectionate address to a 
younger person, e.g. Priam to Helen or Phoinix to Akhilleus (3.162, 9.437); 
Aphrodite's parents are actually Dion? and Zeus (5.370-20.), as the formula 
'daughter of Zeus' remiods us. She is called Aiós ©iryémip again at 224, 
rather than tptAoppsiS^s as at 211; the effect is to stress how badly she 
misjudges her stepmother's motives and the importance of her various 
relationships. Homer's divergence from Hesiod over her parentage accords 
with the likelihood that he knew a cosmogony with no castration ofOuranos 
(c? 200-7n. and Huxley, GEP 28?). 

194—7 Sleep repeats 194 at 243, but it is used with nom. 6vy<5rrnp at 5.721 
(where see n.). Trpéa£a, here still an ancient voc. of a fem. in *-ya, is nom. 
and means 'eldest' at 19.91, Od. 3.452. Verses 195? = 18.426?, Od. 5.89?, 
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ending speeches where an unexpected visitor is welcomed (cf. 208- ion.); the 
play on teAIw is attractive. trrfXeaMivov tori means 'it can be accomplished', 
with a participle replacing a verbal adj.: cf. I. Trc9uypivov, 'it can be 
escaped' (22.219 etc.), and 96-100, i3.269~7inn. Verse 197 » 300, 329, 
19.106 (Here beguiling Zeus); BoAofpovfovccr is especially neat here, as it 
introduces a devious reply to Aphrodite's a&Sa 6 *n 9povfcis. 

198-410 Every detail in Here's speech is calculated to trap Aphrodite, as 
b T saw. Her direct request falsely suggests that her explanation is equally 
direct. After a flattering reference to Aphrodite's power (198c), she lies that 
she is going to the end of the world (where she could scarcely harm the Greek 
cause), to reconcile a husband and wife - just what the patroness of marriage 
should be doing. Nobody could refuse to help, especially when she implies 
that she acts out of gratitude for the kindness Okeanos and Tethus once 
showed her (202f,); Aphrodite may well infer that Here will not forget her 
own kindness either. Verses 203C also remind Aphrodite that Zeus wonted 
Kronos; 213 confirms that she does not miss this hint of his superior force 
(which seems not to worry Here). At 301-6, when Here repeats her tale to 
Zeus but needs to suggest neither her own gratitude nor his might, she omits 
202-4. 

198-9 9IA6TT)S and Tpcpos are the first two powers in Aphrodite's love-
charm (216); they are not clearly personified, but cf. the formula t. alpcT. 
Hesiod makes Desire Aphrodite's companion, and Sex, like Deception, a 
daughter of Night (Theog. 201,224). The statement that Aphrodite subdues 
all gods and men was traditional (HyAphr 2 f , 34c, cf. Theog. 203c); Hesiod 
says this of Eros {Theog. 12if.), and it is applied to Night by Sleep (259), 
whom in his turn Here flatten as 'lord of gods and men' (233). This polar 
opposition is especially common, with variations, in later epos: cf. ¿tQotvdrrous 
TF OEOOS ©viyroOs T ' 4v0pCOTTOVS ( I X Hes., 2X Hy., also nom., dat.); (o08i 
TIS) A6OV6TCOV (o0&£ / TE IBfc) 0viyrd>v dvOpunrrow (HyDem 22, Cat. 204.104, 
cf. Hy. 14. v). Such phrases, clearly current in the hymns of Homer's own 
time, are not the sole elements in this episode likely tp derive from hymnic 
or theogonic poetry: Here's request, 66s, resembles the prayers which end 
many hymns (cf. Hy. 6, 10, 11, 26), and material from a cosmogony follows. 
For Homer's knowledge of hymns cf. 16.179-92^ 8apv$, so accented, is 
contracted from *6apv6c(a)ai (from 8apv6opai), like irtip$ at 21.459, 
24.390. Aristarchus (in T ) accented Sdyvxjt for •6dpva(a)cn, from 66pvt)pt, 
with a less harsh contraction (Chantraine, GH1 301). 

900-7 Here's lie that her journey aims to reconcile the estranged 'bonds 
of the earth', the sea-gods Okeanos and Tethus, parodies her real intent and 
alludes to a threat to the cosmic order of the sort she herself now poses. It 
may also recall traditions that she married Zeus in a garden near Okeanos 
(153~353n-)l but it derives, like her allusion to Kronos' punishment by Zeus, 
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from a theogony, one, moreover, wherein Okeanos and Tethus are the 
primeval parents (201,246), not merely the parents of all waters (as at Theog. 
337-70, cf. 21.196?). This differs from Hesiod, where Ouranos and Gaia 
are the first divine generation, but resembles an 'Orphic' poem which Plato 
cites (Crat. 402B): 

'(j^Kcavàs TrpâîToç tcaAAIppooç ^pÇe yàpoio, 
às (xx KaoiyW|Tnv èpoprjTOpa TrçBùv ômnev. 

An old tale he retells at Tim. 40E makes Okeanos and Tethus children of 
Sky and Earth, but parents of Kronos and Rhea. Yet at 5.898 the Titans 
are 'sons of Ouranos*: in this Homer agrees with Hesiod, for whom Okeanos 
and Tethus are Titans like Kronos and Rhea. Now another oddity of this 
episode is the importance of Night, whom even Zeus dares not offend (261 ). 
Aristotle says some early poets made her the first being or the first ruler 
(Metaph. 12.107 ib27,14.109^4): in fact Night ends the 'reversed theogony* 
at Theog. 11 -20, and in the Derveni papyrus, whose Orphic cosmogony 
cannot postdate c. 500 B.C., the first ruler Ouranos is the son of Night, 
and Zeus learns from her the secrets of his rule (cols, x, vii). O n these texts 
see G. S. Kirk, J. E. Raven and M. Schofield, The Presocratic Philosophers, 
2nd edn, Cambridge 1983, «3-33; Kirk deems these genealogies extra-
polated from Homer. It is simpler to suppose that the Iliadic and Orphic 
theogonies both adapt a myth which made the primeval waters, perhaps 
with Night as their parent, the origin of the world: so Damascius, De Principiis 
1319 Ruelle; O . Gruppe, Die griechischen Culte und Mythen in ihren Beziehungen 
zu den orientalisehen Religionen 1, Leipzig 1887, 614-22; J . Rudhardt, Le Thème 
de l'eau primordiale dans la mythologie grecque, Bern 1971 ; West, Orphic Poems 
116-21. Such cosmogonies prefigure Thaïes* idea that the earth floats on 
water, which is somehow the source of all things. 

Whence does this tale derive, and why does it differ from Hesiod's? There 
is no reason why divergent myths should not have been current, whereby 
the first separation, anthropomorphized as a quarrel, was between either 
Sky and Earth, or the aquatic parents of Sky and Earth (Homer extracts 
humour from the idea that, if their quarrel ends, the world will revert to 
primeval chaos). Both myths were known in the Levant by the early first 
millennium. The former appears in the separation of the Egyptian sky-
goddess Nut from the earth-god Keb, and in the Hittite Song of Ullikummi. 
Moreover Hesiod*s story of Ouranos' castration by Kronos, which ended 
his union with Gaia, resembles the Hittite tale of Kumarbi and the Phoeni-
cian theogony preserved by Philo, which both have a generation before the 
sky-god (West, Theogony 20-8); traces of a prior generation survive in Hesiod 
(Rudhardt, op. cit. 52ft). 

Oriental influence on Greek myth is almost as likely in the case of Okeanos 
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and Tethus (Lesky, Thalatta, Vienna 1947, 64-6, 80-5; Burkert, Die orien-
tedisierende Epoche 88ff.). In the Babylonian creation-epic En&ma Elii 1 4, the 
gods' parents are 'primordial Apsu, their begetter, and creator Tiamat, 
she who bore them all' (ANET6t). This exactly matches 201, since Apsu 
is the same entity as Okeanos, the fresh water which encircles the world 
and is the underground source of all springs and rivers (21 >195-7), whereas 
Tiamat personifies the salt sea, tiamtu, t'mtu or t'mtu in Akkadian; their 
mingled waters engender the gods, including Anu, the Sky, and Ea, the 
Earth. This tale influenced Genesis 1, wherein the basic elements are not 
heaven and earth, but darkness and deep waters (tehom — Tiamat), which 
God divides into the waters above and those below by creating the firma-
ment (Westermann, Genesis 26-34); the story surely reached Greece too. 
Burkert plausibly relates Tethus to t&mlu, dating the borrowing to the Ionian 
Renaissance, not the Late Bronze Age (in The Greek Renaissance 54). Okeanos' 
name likewise has no Indo-European etymology; its variants '(A)yi)v(o$) and 
'Ci)ytv6s again suggest a loan-word. The idea that Alcman (frag. 5) made 
the first being another sea-goddess, Thetis, is exploded by G. W. Most, CQ. 
37 (1987) 

200—9 »«301-3, with Epxopai for cTpi y<£p. The formula nc I parr a yafrjS 
(2X Od., Erga 168, Cypria frag. 9.10 B. «• 7.10 D.) is expanded with noXu^p-
Pou, a traditional epithet like TrouXup6rcipa; cf. y . iroXu^^pPou, HyAp 365, 
acc. 9.568, nom. Cat. 150.22 (Hesiod twice applies it to Demetcr). y lvwis 
recurs only at 246 in the epos. With 202 cf. eO I~rpi9cv ATITOXX* 

(|5c^6ucvos -11). 16.191, Od. 19.354, Cat. 165.6; ¿6̂ OCTO Tona . . . Tpc^piv 
drriTaXXipcval TC, Theog. 47gf. This phrase always describes infants, in the 
last case the baby Zeus; cf. ATITAXTCCS, 'foster-father* (Cretan). So Here too 
was an infant (see below). Aristarchus (Did/T) and most M S S read m' tv, 
but the lectio difficilior hut (cf. 16 .775-6^ and vander Valk, Researches 11190). 

203—4 Okeanos is suitably remote for a divine refuge; Hephaistos. saved 
from Here's rage by Thetis, dwelt by his streams (18.395!!., cf. 295~6n.). So 
too Here claims to have reared Thetis at 24.59! (cf. Cypria frag. 2). Zeus is 
usually held to have sent his bride away during the Titanomarhy, a unique 
detail; one naturally suspects ad hoc invention (so Wilamowitz, Kleine Schrifien 
v.2, 167). But the truth is odder. The formula in 202, and the facts that her 
mother Rhea, not Zeus, handed Here over to Okeanos, and that Here did 
not go on her own, show that she was a child at the time (cf. b T on 296). 
Gruppe (op. cit. 6i9f.) proposed that, in Homer's theogony, Rhea smuggled 
her baby away at birth to her parents so that Kronos could not swallow it, 
just as in Hesiod she entrusts her youngest child Zeus to her mother Gaia 
(Theog. 477ff.): cf. Orphic frag. 58, where Kronos ingests only the males. 
Now Here was sent away 'when Zeus overthrew Kronos', i.e. when he was 
adult; yet she is Kronos* eldest child (4.59). Apparently the gods whom 
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Kronos swallowed did not mature inside him; the weird logic of myth could 
require thai they remain babies during this second pregnancy, and as such 
they could be voided forth more easily (although the Storm-God grows 
inside Kumarbi : ANE T i 2 o f ) . When they are reborn, Rhea takes the infant 
Here away while Zeus, w h o was never swallowed and is therefore adult, 
does battle with Kronos. This also explains the discrepancy over whether 
Zeus is older than Poseidon ( 15.165-70.): the gods born before Zeus arc 
reborn after him, and are thus both older and younger (see HyAphr 22f. with 
F. Solmsen, Hermes 88 (i960) 1-13). Yet at 296 the poet says that Zeus 
and Here had intercourse 'in secret from their parents', presumably Rhea 
and Kronos; in this case they would both be mature before Kronos' defeat, 
as is also implied by the fact that the gods help Zeus against the Titans 
( Theog. 391, 6 i7 f f . , 'Apollodorus' 1.2.1, surely from the Cycle) . Even if the 
Ti tanomachy was a revolt after Zeus had deposed Kronos (Hyginus 150), 
the discrepancy with 295f. remains, probably because of an ad hoc invention 
there. 

T h e M S S read 'PEFRFT, Aristophanes and Aristarchus "PEIOS (Did/A). 'PEITI 

is the usual form (3X H es., 6X Hy)t although Hesiod has 'PEIOV or perhaps 
'Pcïâv (Theog. 135 with West's n.); 'Pkr\ appears at Theog. 467, HyDem 459, 
*Pf) in PherccydcsofSyros (frag. 9 D . - K.),'P^a with synizesisat 15.187. 'Pelas 
is surely an emendation based on the latter (cf. van der V a l k , TCO<ft). All 
these forms may go back to a nom. *Riyâ with a gen. in *-dJ, changing from 
• ' P f í á to 'Péa and 'PFJ by Ionic quantitative metathesis and contraction; 
'PELRJ and TÁRJ will derive by analogy from the gen. Cf. £tïa, 'easily', > £éa 
( I 3 - I 4 3 ~ 4 n - ) » o r > > yr^ beside y a ï a (Janko,//////234-6; Nuss-
baum, Head and Horn 4gf.). T h e formula órrpuyÍToio 8OA<JKTCTTJS, unique in 
Homer, recurs only in théogonie contexts, where it is conjoined with yalt^s/ 
y % (Theog. 413, 728, Hy. 22.2); the epithet describes both sea and sky, and 
means 'murmuring' , from TpùÇco (A. Leukart in Festschrift Risch 340-5). 

«05—7 = 3 0 4 - 6 . ¿beprra means 'unresolved', 'brought to no determina-

tion' (xpiats): cf. Éxpivav iiéya VEÏKOS (Od. 18.264), 5taKpivcÁH¿e6a v. (Erga 35) 

and LfgrEs.v. 
208—KO With 208 cf. Od. 22.213. Opposing his predecessors' emendation 

KEIVGOV y \ Aristarchus points out that tctip is an internal acc. (Did/AT): the 
best M S S rightly keep KEÍVCO y ' , ávécraipi is from 'set', i.e. 'restore' (cf. 
Od. 18.265);ser 13-^57". With 210 cf. ç f t o s (-v) T* U U alBoïôs (-v) TE | (2X 
Od., c f . 10.114)» OT. ( _ L ) TE <p. (-T)) TE (18.386 — 425 — Od. 5.88); l i k e 195^» 

this phrase derives from the type-scene of a visit, where it is an opening 
complimeni (cf. too 1.293). forms the climax to a repetition of the root 
91A-: if they resume ÇIAÔTTJS, Here will be their ÇFAQ. 

2 1 1 - 1 3 Hesiod puts 'smiles and deceit* in Aphrodite's province (Theog. 
205); she whose smile deceives others is now deceived herself. Aphrodite 
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naively accedes because Here sleeps in Zeus's arms: her reason befits the 
love-goddess's special interests, and amusingly foreshadows the result of the 
loan she makes! Aristarchus, following Aristophanes, athetized 213, claim-
ing that the value of her favour is lessened if she grants it for Zeus's sake, 
not Here's. This would leave 212 as a one-line speech, just as the verse 
reappears in a like episode (Od. 8 . 3 5 8 ) ; also, Zi)v6$ y&p TOC Aplonrou is a 
'recent' phrase paralleled io Hy. 23 (acc.). Yet 213 must stand: it is wonder-
fully ironic, since Aphrodite cannot know that Here's plan is precisely to 
sleep in Zeus's arms (cf. 3 5 3 ! ) ; in granting this favour for his sake, she 
is absurdly mistaken. Despite its suitability, her formula 9iAopiifi8^|s 'A9P0-
8i*ni, equivalent to Aids ©vyArnp 'A., may have been triggered by the four 
preceding uses of the root 91A-: on this doublet see Janko, Mrum. 3 4 ( 1 9 8 1 ) 

2 5 4 , and Hainsworth on Od. 8 . 3 0 3 . With (ZTJV6S) ^ dyKolvrjoiv lovcis cf. Od. 
1 1 . 2 6 1 , 1 1 . 2 6 8 , HyDem. 2 6 4 ; on laOw see Beekes, Laryngeal 5 7 , 1 2 9 , and 
Peters, Laryngale 3 4 - 4 2 . 

2 1 4 - 1 7 Aphrodite's love-charm has caused much puzzlement. Oriental 
influence again offers a better explanation than ancient allegories (cf. Por-
phyry 1.194.31?.). K«7T6S luAs means a 'decorated strap', of leather, cloth or 
even gold; cf. -RROAUKCOTOS 1. (3.371)« chin-strap of Paris' helmet, K. is 
not a noun, pace Callimachus (frag. 4 3 . 5 3 ) , who is chided by Aristarchus 
(on 3 . 3 7 1 ) ; it is a verbal adj. from KCVT&O, 'prick', 'stitch', not tct6£co, 'split' 
(Chantraine, Did. s.v.). This accords with its epithet TTOIKIAOS, often applied 
to dresses ( 5 . 7 3 5 etc.),-but also to armour, furniture and jewellery (HyAphr 
89); in Linear B fpoikilonuxf describes cloth. Verse 216 confirms that orna-
mentation is meant. The triple anaphora oftv recalls descriptions of Athene's 
aegis and Hephaistos' shields: IV 6* "Epts, Iv 6 ' 'AAKVJ, TV & . . . 'ICOKI1) ( 5 . 7 4 0 ) ; 

Iv ufcv yalav ITCU£\ Iv 6' ovpavdv, Iv 61 OAAaaaav (18.483); Iv 8" "Epis, Iv 81 
Ku8oip6s 6plAcov, Iv 8' 6A0V) K/jp (18.535, cf. Aspis 156). 6cAKT^pta conveys 
the idea of magic (2 x Od.); these powers are magically preseot in the object, 
like those depicted on the aegis or Herakles* shield, which function similarly, 
but arouse the opposite emotions. 

The 'strap* is not a belt, since Aphrodite undoes it 'from her chest'; Leaf 
thinks it is simply a loose amulet, since she bids Here put it in her K6ATTOS, 
which he takes as the fold ofhcrpeptos. But Aphrodite did not carry it thus; 
she is surely giving directions as to how to tvear it, like Ino at Od. 5 . 3 4 6 . C . 
Bonner ( A J P 7 0 ( 1 9 4 9 ) 1 - 6 ) adduces a series of Oriental statuettes of nude 
goddesses of love, who wear an ornament consisting of two bands, each 
passing over the shoulder and under the opposite arm, and joining or 
crossing the other band at the cleavage between the breasts (often with a 
fancy boss) and at the back, forming an X or 'saltire'. Such idols are koown 
from c. 3 0 0 0 B.C. to A.D. 2 5 0 , in Mesopotamia, Syria (Ugarit included), Iran 
and even India (le Comte du Mesnil du Buisson, LeSautoir eTAtargatis, Leiden 
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1947). In the Sumerian Descent of Inanna to the Nether World, the love-goddess 
is stripped of her 'breast decoration* as of all else (ANET 55). This sexy 
brassière enters Graeco-Roman art: a fresco at Pompeii shows Venus wear-
ing one made of pearls; cf. LIMC s.v. Aphrodite, pi. 1083 (Phanagoria, c. 400 
B.C.). Sixth-century Cypriot mirror-handles show Aphrodite with a breast-
ornament held in place by a single diagonal (ibid. pis. 372, 375). Whatever 
its origins in binding magic, such an object has a certain allure, like a garter. 
But, as F. E. Brenk says (Classical Bulletin 54 (1977) 17-20), Homer may 
have misunderstood it as a pectoral, such as existed in Minoan and Geo-
metric Greece (E. Bielefeld, Arch. Horn, c 17t., s6f.). 

Eustathius (979.61) guessed that Aphrodite wore this love-charm to Ml 
Ida for the judgement of Paris, a tale known to Homer (24.23-30^). Now 
the next scene contains parallels with the Cypria, since Here*s driving Paris 
and Helen off course to Sidon is like her driving Herakles to Kos, and her 
persuasion of Sleep with the promise of a bride (one of the Graces) resem-
bles Aphrodite's persuasion of Paris; the Graces helped Aphrodite prepare 
(1Cypria frag. 4f.). T h e plot of the Cypria surely helped inspire this episode. 
In 215 §v6a 8é must stand (cf. 13.21, Od. 21.9, HyAphr 59). 

2 1 6 - 1 7 For Sex and Desire cf. 1 9 8 - 9 ^ ôotpicrnjç, 'love-talk* (13.290-
in.), is personified nowhere else, but ôocpoi are among Aphrodite's concerns 
at Theog. 205f. With the unique Tr<fcp9aois cf. Trapaiqxxaiç and -It) (Musaeus 
frag. 5). T h e noun ought to be linked to those preceding by 'and'; the 
asyndeton makes 217 look like a disconnected gloss on ôapicrrvç. Aristarchus 
(Nic/A) took 6. irâpçoKJts as a hendiadys for 'seductive conversation', but 
the lack o f ' a n d ' reflects oral misunderstanding or improvisation (cf. 13.633-
5n.). With txAcvt* vôov, 'deceived', cf. Theog. 613; the second hemistich 
recurs at 9.554. At Od. 15.42 if. sexual experience itself is said to lead women 
astray. 

2 1 8 - 2 3 A form of X®'P often precedes tiros T* Içorr' IK T ' ôvôuotÇc, espe-
cially in the standard verse 232 below; the addressee's name rarely follows 
(Hainsworth on Od. 5.181). ri^, 'there', used when handing someone an 
object, is the instrumental of Ô (Chantraine, Diet. s.v. -rf\), an archaism 
restricted to Homer (7X ). Aphrodite confidently predicts that her talisman 
wilt work whatever Here has in mind (220 condenses 2 1 5 - 1 7 ) . T h e latter 
may well smile at this, since vague expressions uttered by those not in the 
know were taken as omens, e.g. at Od. 2.33ft, 18 .112f t (so Aristarchus). 
T h e repetition of Here's smile stresses her eloquent silence: cf. 2 i i - i 3 n . 
Another scene ends likewise at 1.595C ( & S çàrro, UCISTJOEV & 6EÀ AEVK&ACVOÇ 

*Hpn, I pciS^ooraa 84 . . . ) , and she emits a sinister laugh at 15.101-3. In 
¿rTrpr)KTÔv yc véEodat, 'return unsuccessful', the verb has acquired a future 
sense like tévori (cf. also 314-15^). 

223—4 T o remove the hiatus, Aristarchus (but few good M S S ) read piacf, 
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perhaps from 12.206 (Did/A; T says 'Zenodotus'). But £a> resumes TCCO 

(219). Hiatus before 16s (from *sewos, Latin suus) occurs at HyDem 286 in 
the same phrase, and is common in this formular pattern (e.g. 11.47, Od. 
4-338, 11.614, Theog. 464). It arose by analogy with * ' f 6 s , i.e. *swos (cf. 
Myc . wthjo = jhwoioj, P Y Eb 472), in paradigms like pt)Tp6s ifj$ beside 
MT^iipa flv; it spread because 16s is often used after the caesura, where hiatus 

• is common because of the jeu de formutes - cf. the case of 161 (347-8^). T 
took 6&ua with A»6s, assuming that Aphrodite is single and lives at her 
father's; but each hemistich is felt as a distinct formula. 

225-79 Here leaves for M t Ida, but meets Sleep (Hupnos) at Lemnos en 
route, apparently by luck (23m.); yet his aid is vital to her plan, and she 
bribes him heavily to get it. This unlikely coincidence, the sole structural 
problem in this scene, is the small price Homer pays for the chance to surprise 
and amuse us with another display of her wiles. Zeus, like the Greeks, must 
not be worsted too easily; but Here's acquisition of so invincible a weapon 
as Aphrodite's amulet, and so mighty an ally as Sleep, gives us a powerful 
impression of her cunning, resolve and prospect of success. Even so she is 
nearly foiled, comically, by her own past trickery. When she reminds Sleep 
that he did her this favour before, he reminds her of its unwelcome results on 
that occasion, tacitly spurning the throne which she offers as a quid pro quo. 
In response she offers an even better bribe, suited both to Sleep and to her 
role as marriage-goddess - one of the Graces for him to wed; luckily he turns 
out to be in love with one of them already. T h e narrator's reticence leaves 
us wondering whether Sleep was aiming at this all along, and whether Here 
knew it; this all adds to the scene's charm. Sleep makes her seal her promise 
with a terrible oath, before she resumes her journey in h b company. Edwards 
(HSCP 84 (1980) 25) detects elements of supplication, since she takes Sleep's 
hand (232) and hb initial refusal resembles that of Zeus or Poseidon (1.511 ff.. 
15.185^.); but her attitude to her underling differs vastly from that of a 
normal suppliant. 

225-30 T h e first leg of Here's journey takes her down the N.E. foothills of 
Olumpos (Pierie) and along the Macedonian coast (Emathie) to the 'snowy 
mountains of the Thracians' , which are neither the Rhodope range nor M t 
Pangaion behind Amphipolis (both too far N.E.), but M t Athos itself to the 
S.E., whence she crosses the sea, in the same direction, to Lemnos (see M a p , 
p. xxvi). Thence she will zigzag N.E. to Imbros, then S. down the coast of 
the Troad to Lekton, its S .W. tip (Strabo 13.583), now Cape Baba, before 
turning E. to reach M t Ida. Had she flown in a straight line, her mileage 
would have been halved; her itinerary is as erratic as Poseidon's at 13.1 off. 
In fact she b avoiding open water, as Greek sailors did (cf. C . Fries, RhM 
78 (1929) 54-7); the shortest bland-hopping route across the N. Aegean b 
precisely A t h o s - L e m n o s - I m b r o s (cf. E. Frankel on Aesch. Ag. 285). Know-
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ledge of such routes has affected Homer's geographical ideas. Cf. Hermes' 
dislike of long transoceanic flights with no cities en route (Od. 5.100-2)! 

Here's motion, a cross between flying and stepping from one peak to the 
next, is paralleled at 1 3 . a n d 281-5 below (where see n.); 225 * 19.114, 
where (in a denser narrative) this verse expresses the whole journey. When 
the goddess's name need not be stated, we find instead 07J 5 1 KOTT* OOAOMTTOIO 

Kap/|vcov At^aaa (7X Horn.). Like Hermes at Od. 5.50 (note the shared 
hemistich), Here still has her feet on the ground in Picric, mentioned only 
here in the Iliad and original home of the Pieres (Thuc. 2.99); cf. the Myc. 
fem. ethnic iPiwerisf ( M Y O e 103) and name /PiweridtSsf (PY Jn 389). This 
is the usual first stage of divine journeys: cf. HyAp 2i6f., nicplr^v irp&Tov 
<5nr' OOAUUTTOIO KcrrfjXOcs. I Afecrov T ' f)pa66cirra (Matthiae conjectured 
'HpaOiqv TC, but the poet surely misremembered 225f. and 284). Emathie, 
home of the Paiones (2.848-50, cf. Suda s.v.), once denoted the sandy coast 
of the Thermaic gulf; from &pados with metrical lengthening, it was later 
revived as a name for Macedon and even Thessaly. For the ITTTTOTTAAOI 

©pijKitS see 13.4-70. The Thracians seem further W. here than at 2.844-50, 
where the Paiones are furthest W., the Kikones are next, and only then come 
the Thracians; but Athos is called 'Thracian' at its sole other mention in 
early epic (Leto's wanderings between mountain-tops at HyAp 33), and 
Thracians held the coast opposite Thasos in Archilochus' day. T h e rhymes 
and assonances of 225-8, given majesty by VI^&VTOC rather than OKHJWEVTCI 

in 227, indicate the smoothness of Here's progress. She seems to hover over 
the peak of Athos (6,670 feel), when the poet tells us that her feet did 
not touch the ground (cf. 13.17-20^, HyAphr 125); thence she plunges 
seaward, a dramatic drop from the major landmark of the N. Aegean. 

«29-30 "A96oo is the gen. of *A86<os (restored at HyAp 33), which is for 
*"A0wos or -oo$ by diectasis after the vernacular had contracted it to "A0o>s; 
cf. K6o>s ( 2 5 0 - 5 0 . ) . The rest of 2 2 9 resembles 4s TT6VTOV I60CTETO xvpalvovra 
(Od. 5 . 3 5 2 and 3X with Crrr6), whence Zenodotus and Aristophanes read Is 
(Did/A); but 4s means 'into' and frrrl must stand, cf. 227. Thoas' city is 
Murine (bT), now Kastro, on the W. coast of Lemnos; as often in Greece 
today, the bland and its main town are synonymous (cf. 2 8 1 - 5 ^ , Od. 
8 . 2 8 3 ) . Thoas* grandson Euneos ( 7 . 4 6 7 - 9 0 . ) trades in wine, metals, hides, 
oxen, Phoenician metalwork and slaves ( 2 3 . 7 4 0 - 9 ^ ) ; this trade is attested 
in the Pylos tablets, since the palace had 'Lemnian' slave-women, i.e. women 
bought there (Ventris and Chadwick, Documents 410). H i e odd myths about 
Lemnos, and Hephaistos' link with it, have an unusually clear correlative 
in fire-ritual (Burkert, Homo Necans, Berkeley 1 9 8 3 , 7 1 , 1 9 0 - 6 ; cf. Hains-
worth on Od. 8 . 2 8 3 ) . Despite Thoas' Greek name, Lemnos was inhabited 
by the Sinties (1.594), who are called drypidfcovoi at Od. 8 . 2 9 4 . Hellanicus 
said these were half-Greek, half-Thracian (FGH 4 F 71); a Thracian tribe 
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called Sintoi lived on the coast opposite (Thuc. ».98). Were they the same 
as the 'Pelasgians' w h o occupied Lemnos until c. 510 B.C. (Hdt. 5.26, cf. 
16.2330.)? Thucydides (4.109) and Philochorus (FGH528* toof.) call these 
Tyrrhenians, and inscriptions prove that an Etruscan dialect was spoken 
there (J. Heurgon, CRAI 1980, 578fr.; G . and L. Bonfante, The Etruscan 
Language, Manchester 1983, 51). Lemnian traditions of massacres may 
reflect several changes of population. With TTÖÄIV Ocioio ©6OVTOS cf. TT. 0. 
MOvryTos (19.296); for 0., usually at the verse-end, see p. 14 n. 19. 

931 Sleep had no special business on Lemnos, which is merely a coo-
venient spot on Here's route; he had a cult only at Troizen (Paus. 2.31.3; 
D. M . J o n e s , CR 63 (1949) 83-5). If pressed, the poet would have said he 
was going trrl KAUTA 9OV Avöpdmcov (361), no doubt to scatter slumber like 
the modern 'sand-man' (cf. Theog. 762?). Elsewhere Hermes puts mankind 
to sleep (Od. 24.3?). T ' s plus-verse 231a, ipxouivcp KcrnJt 90X01 ß p o r ö v ITT* 
¿rrrtlpova yaTav, absent in three of four papyri, imports ao explanation 
where none is needed. D think Sleep frequented Hephaistos* isle to court 
the Grace Pasithee, whose sister was the smith's wife (18.382?)! Death is 
again said to be Sleep's brother at 16.672, Theog. 212 and 756fr (Kaolyvrprov 
Qavdroio); their mother is Night, as Homer implies (259?). T h e y are often 
compared (11.241, Od. 13.80, 18.201?, Hesiod, Erga 116, frag. 278.6, Ale-
man frag. 3.62, Heraclitus frag. 21). In one way Death is weaker, as he 
cannot subdue the gods; hence Here calls Sleep 'lord of gods and men*. C ? 
Vermeule, Death 145fr.; C . R a m n o u x , La Nuit et les en/ants de la Nutt, 2nd 
edn, Paris 1986. 

233—41 As Lohmann saw (Reden 84^), Here's request parodies a prayer 
(e.g. 1.37fr., 1.451 ff., i6.233f?), with (a) an honorific address, (b) a reminder 
of past favours, and (¿) a request for present help, here preceding a promise of 
gratitude (kharis) 'all my days' (235): but before Sleep can grant her request, 
X6pi? must be wittily transformed into the Grace (Kharis) Pasithee, whom 
Sleep longs for 'all my days' (276)! Moreover Here's promise of a throne, 
described in alluring sales-talk (238-41), is too grossly materialistic for 
Homer's audience to fail to laugh at the frank recognition of a kind of bribery 
in the do ut des principle of Greek religion. Prayer was often parodied later 
(H. Kleinknecht, Die Gebetsparodie in der Antike, Stuttgart and Berlin 1937). 
T h e parody exteods to the use of standard formulae. TTAVTOOV TI Ofwv IT. T' 
6v6pomcov is a hymnic phrase (c? 198-90.). Verse 234 blends parts o? 16.236 
and 238 (c? 1.453, 1.455), 6f) TTOT* 4p6v faro; bcAucs,... | f ß ' Hi ical vOv 
. . . T h e archaic ii*av ( f )bTos is replaced by IpsO ndpo$ at 1.453. 

2 3 5 - 6 Papyri and some codices read I8iw X^P1V> versus clSko x- in the 
6r)po)6<is (Did/A) and our vulgate. Aristarchus' text x- removes the hiatus 
and synizesis; his emendation slights the digamma. tl6£t*, replacing * f €l6co, 
recurs at Od. 16.236, Hdt. 3.140.2; a genuine Ionic form, it must be right 
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(Chantrainc, Morphologic historique du grec, and cdn, Pari» 1961, a6of.; van 
der Valk , Researches H 2 0 5 C ) . blends and T6co (Hoekstra on Od. 
16.236). T h e idiom is unique in the epos (cf. 11.243, fyAp 153); ZTIV6S is 
innovative too. Zenodotus* kn* forirrr* (Did/A), also found in a papyrus, was 
opposed by his successors. 

338—41 For the source of the motif of the gold banqueting-chair see 
256-6in. It is to be like Zeus's at 8.442; a 'throne* is not especially honorific, 
as other gods and men have them. Fancy chairs existed in both Myc. 
(Ventris and Chadwick, Documents 332ft) and Geometric times, e.g. the one 
inlaid with ivory, silver and glass paste from Salamis in Cyprus (V. Kara-
georghis in S. Laser, Arch. Horn, p 99-103), whose companion had legs with 
silver-gilt studs; cf. 0p6vov Apyup6rjAov (Od. 8.65, gen. 6x epos), metrically 
equivalent to 6. &<J>0ITOV aid. 8p6vo$ is already in Myc. to-no = j thomos/ or 
fthrnosf. Both M y c . and later chairs came with footstools (fthr&nuesf in Linear 
B), which could be inlaid with ivory or silver; these could be attached (cf. 
Od. 19.57c), and kept one's feet off the earthen floor. T h e custom that men 
dined reclining, while women and children sat, spread from the I evant in 
c. 650 B.C. (O. Murray, Early Greece, Glasgow 1980, 80). For ¿p^IYVFIEIS see 
Hainsworth on Od. 8.300. 

040-1 Aristarchus read TEV£EI, a fut. with KF (Chantrainc, GH11 225f) , 
not TCV£EI'(E); a fut., needed for this promise, is supported by fym. V a n 
Leeuwen conjectured Ttu^ti p ' ( 0 t o remove the hiatus. Orrd 6i ©pfjvuv troalv 
fjcret (with f)KE at Od. 19.57) is adapted from <J. 8. 6pf^vu$ it. fjev (18.390, 4X 
Od.). O n c e the chair arrives, Sleep could use it at feasts: hence the opt. 
£rri(7xo{Tft. Forms in -oli]v could have arisen at any date, by analogy with 
athematic verbs like yvo(r)v, and occur both in Attic and in Sappho, e.g. 
Aaxolt)v (frag. 33). T h e variant -OXOIES surely comes from Attic texts that 
used E for rj, as Alexander Cotyaeus proposed (in A) , -uxoias, likewise in 
papyri, also seems erroneous,^«« Wackernagel (SUH 14). Xmapous tt68o$ 
is also at Od. 17.410, cf. 186 (dat.). — After 241 'some' added aCrrdtp HTYJV 

8r) v&'i KCCT8VW)6EVTE !6T)AI, J AyycTXat TA8E Tr&vra NOAEIS^covi AVOKTI (in T ) . 
This is a pedantic explanation of how Sleep knows that he should tell 
Poseidon, as he does at 354ft T rejects it, since, if Here told him to do so, 
she peijures herself at 15.4^.; but she swears only that she did not inspire 
Poseidon to intervene. Yet the verses, based on I5.i58f. and Od. 4.421, are 
needless (Here reveals her aims at 265) and upset the structure of the speech; 
they fit better after 237 (Boiling, External Evidence I45f.). T*s own idea that 
Sleep exceeds his orders out of gratitude to Here is subtler than the problem 
merits. 

242 O n v^Bupos, created by misdivision of (?x6)~v fiBvpos, see 2.2n., S. 
West on Od. 4.793c fi- survives in Hesiod (frag. 330), Alcman and Simon-
ides, and the formula f\8upov Crnvov at HyHerm 241, 449. Mainland poets, 
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aware from their vernacular of the p- in "paBús (Latin sudvis, Engl, sweet), 
avoided the false form; this Ionic bard did not, as 253 and 16.454 P r o v c -

043-62 After an honorific address responding to 233, Sleep takes up 
Here's points in reverse order, totally ignoring the chair. The address 
( = 194), and innocent reference to Okeanos (cf. 201), recall the previous 
scene, when Here had an easier task because she could resort to lies; now 
she must hear an awkward truth, which raises the value of Sleep's last favour 
and the price of his next one. His allusion to the first sack of Troy shows that 
he knows why she is asking this favour, as she implies at 265. 

244—8 If Sleep can subdue even Okeanos, he can clearly do the same to 
Zeus, as 248 confirms; this makes his refusal all the more galling for Here. O n 
Okeanos as 'origin of all' see 200- he is imagined as the river that runs 
round the edge of a flat world. Hesiod thought he was wound round it like 
a serpent ( T h og. 79of., with Onians, Origins 315ff.). Thus a Phoenician bowl 
from Praeneste, whose circular decoration strikingly resembles that of Akhil-
leus' shield, has a snake encircling the whole (K. Fittschen, Arch. Horn, N, 
pi. vmb,«« no. E2 in G. Markoe, Phoenician Bronze and Silver Bowls, Berkeley 
1985). Crates (frags. 32f. Mette), keen to prove Homeric geography accur-
ate, held that Ocean is the salt sea that covers the globe (Schmidt, M'elibitd 
1 i i - 1 7 ) ; he adduced a very suspect plus-verse that explains návrtcrai, 
namely &v5páaiv 6to!S, TTA«ICTTT)V <T'> ITTI yaíav Irjaiv (Plut. Mor. 9380). 
For aUiytvÍTris, 'whose race lives for ever', see Hoekstra on Od. 14.446. 
TTOTCtpoIo £éc6pa (also at Od. 6.317) belongs to the suppletive formular 
declension *rr. ¿x>ácov/£o?}ct (4X ). The recent split phrase Zr)vós... KpovTovos 
recurs at Od. 11.620, beside Kpovloovos 7X epos: the metrical variation is 
typical (Chantraine, GH1 111). 

249 This v. is vexed by two problems, the sense of AAAOTEH and the 
verb. We expect Sleep to say 'on another occasion your command harmed 
me' or ' . . . made me do this'. The reading 6AAOTE is supported by ^pcrn TM 
at 250; moreover pt (ot, I) xcrt 6. is a standard phrase, appearing in a 
related context at 1.590, cf. 20.90, 20.187, Aspis 359. &. f) will then contain 
6s standing for 06s, as it may in the epos, pace Aristarchus (see West on Erga 
381); since *swos survives as the reflexive possessive of all three persons in 
Indo-Iranian and Slavic, this usage is inherited (cf. 11.142n.). But the third 
fool should not conclude with a word-end; so Brugman plausibly proposed 
that an original Ionian psilotic text had 6AAOT* If), which should have 
become &AA08' ti\ when Atticized, i.e. 'on another occasion your command 
. . . ' (cf. van der Valk, Researches n 625). Aristarchus (Hrd/A), followed by 
the O C T , sought to extract the same sense from &AAo TĈ I (for KOTT' 6XX0 
01 )̂, but &AAo can hardly mean 'on another occasion'. Zenodotus and 
Ptolemy Epithetes (frag. 4 Montanari) emended to make Zeus the subject 
(Did/A): 'he taught me another lesson because of your command' (*rcf) 
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ITTIWCTOSV hpcrpf)). Now TTIVOOOW, agreed by che ancients to mean 'admo-
nish*, has a ghostlier existence than ¿rmvOaoo) ( 1 5 . 1 0 - 1 3 ^ ) or TTIVOOKCO 

(Simonides 508.2 etc.). T w o papyri read hxtwootv , from frrri-vOoaco, at-
tested later with the sense 'prick', 'stab*. As O . Szemerenyi argued (Syncope 
in Greek and Indo-European, Naples 1964,58-65), this makes sense, i.e. 'already 
on another occasion your command pricked me on'; this is then resumed by 
vOv aO ToGnro p' ftvcoyas <5tpil)Xorvc>v &AAo TiÄlcrcrai (262). vOooco is certainly 
metaphorical, 'urge on (with words)', in late prose (LSJ s.v. 1 2; G . W. H. 
Lampe, A Patriotic Greek Lexicon, Oxford 1961, s.v. 4a). 'Prick' i.e. 'hurt' also 
seems possible. 

2 5 0 - 6 1 Herakles' sack of Troy is mentioned at 5.640-2, where see n.; on 
his role in Homer see Kulimann, Das H irken der Götter in der ¡lias, Berlin 
1956, 25-35. Zeus gives more details of his adventure at 15.260*.: he was 
blown right down the Aegean while Zeus slept; the god finally returned him 
to Argos (for Here's persecution of her stepson see also 1995fr.). Sleep does 
not say why Kos was a perilous place, let alone what Herakles did there; 
but 'apart from all his friends' (256) shows that shipwreck was not the 
danger. T h e poet in fact draws on an early gigantomachy or Herakleia; Erbse 
deems the whole talc invented (Götter 19-21), but it existed in several 
variants (F. Vian, Sileno 11 (1985) 255fr.). In Hesiod (Cat. 43.60fr.), Herakles 
fought Khalkon and Antagores, the sons of Eurupulos king of Kos; for a 
trivial reason (surely supplied by the weird cult-story in Plut., Mor. 304C-D), 
he sacked Kos on his return from Troy, before going on to fight the Giai.iS 
at Phlegre ( A T on 15.27 say 'Pallene'). Pindar twice mentions his sack of 
Troy , the Meropes of Kos and the giant Alkuoneus in this same order (Jtem. 
4.25-7, Isthm. 6.31-3). Eurupulos' wife or daughter bore him Thessalos, 
whose sons went to Troy - a genealogy already found at 2.678f, where see 
n. One of two versions in 'Apollodorus' (2.7.1) has Herakles mistaken for a 
pirate, injured in the battle and saved by Zeus, before going to Phlegre (cf. 
Pherecydes FGH 3 r 78, in A D ) . 

In fact there were giants on Kos itself, as we learn from Apollodorus of 
Athens' On the Gods (P. Köln HI 126). He quotes an anonymous local epic 
Aleropis, clearly of seventh- or sixth-century date; he judges it 'post-Homeric' 
(vEcoiipouTivös). This told how Herakles, fighting the Meropes, would have 
been slain had not Athene killed his foe Asteros and flayed his impenetrable 
skin to use as protection in future battles; likewise she flays the giant Pallas 
in 'Apollodorus' 1.6.2 or the monster Aigis in Diod. 3.70 (whence her aegis). 
Philostratus (Her. 289) confirms that the Meropes were giants; Asteros must 
be the same as Aster(ios), a giant slain by Athene (Aristotle frag. 637). In 
'Apollodorus' (1.6.if.), Herakles is the mortal ally vital to Zeus's defeat of 
the giants, who were linked with Kos; cf. Zeus's foes Coeum et Phlegraeis 
Oromedonta iugis (Propertius 3.9.48) - Koios was linked with Kos (250-50.), 
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and Oromedon is the local mountain. Before the Greeks settled Cumae, did 
they identify Phlegre with the nearby volcano Nisyros, where Poseidon 
buried the giant Polubotes and which had a toponym Gigantea? Our tale, 
an aition for how the Dorians took Kos (E. M. Craik, The Dorian Aegean, 
London 1980, 164-6), is one of the several myths of challenges to Zeus's 
power alluded to by Homer in this episode (153~353n.). See further 295-6n. 

2 5 0 - 5 Sleep does not think kindly of Herakles, avoiding his name; KITVOS 

gives the generic epithet CrnrtpOvuo? a pejorative nuance (cf. 5.604). fAcga 
means 'put to sleep*; with 253 cf. 23.63. Verse 254 resembles 13.795, Orf. 
11.400, 24.110, Hy 7.24, 33.14, all with AOTy/jv or AiAAas instead of AiVras, 
which occurs only at the verse-end (7 x epos, cf. especially 15.626, Erga 621). 
Verse 255 — 15.28. For K6cov6' Aristophanes* pupil Callistratus read K6ov6' 
(Did/AT). Kcos is contracted from *K6os: cf. the Myc. name Ko-o-ke-ne «• 
IKoogenisf ( M Y Oi 701), and the Titan KoTos < *K6ios (cf. West on Theog. 
134). KAoos is a compromise between the two forms, with epic diectasis (cf. 
*A66u>s, 229-300.). *K6os can always be restored (Cat. 43.57, 43.66, HyAp 
42), but must not be. K6ov6* is a conjecture depending on a theory of 
melacharakterismos (Barth, Kallistratos 119-32, 354). 

256-61 Sleep escaped lightly, since Zeus not only flung other gods about 
the house, but cast them from heaven in his rage (15.23?)! T h e fact that 
nothing actually happens to him suggests that his punishment is invented 
so that he can refuse Here's offer (B. K . Braswell, CQ,21 (1971) 22). West, 
quoted by Braswell, rightly thinks Sleep is based on Hephaistos: both marry 
one of the Graces (267-700.), and the story b set on Lemnos, where 
Hephaistos landed when Zeus threw him from Olumpos for protecting Here 
(i.586ff.). Homer knew a variant where Here casts him out (295-60.); cf. 
the punishment of At€ (19.130?). Now the lost Homeric Hymn to Dionysus 
told how Hephabtos, angry at being cast from heaven by Here, traps her 
with unbreakable bonds in a chair he made, until he b induced to release 
her, probably in exchange for Aphrodite's hand; likewise Sleep b nearly 
flung from Olumpos through Here's fault, is promised a chair made by 
Hephaistos, and is only won over by the pledge of Pasithee's hand! R. 
Merkelbach identifies P.Oxy. 670 as from thb Hymn 12 (1973) 2 1 2 -
15); c? Alcaeus frag. 349; Pindar frag. 283; Plato, Rep. 2.3780; LIMC iv. i 
692-5; T . H. Carpenter, Dionysian imagery in Archaic Greek Art, Oxford 1986, 
13-29. T h b tale surely influenced the lay of Demodokos (Od. 8.266 i f ) , and 
may be the source of the motif of the chair here. Sleep's role has been thought 
to derive from the tale that Herakles overcame the giant Alkuoneus with 
hb help, an exploit first attested on vases of c. 520 B.C.; the artists do not 
add Hupnos until later, but the way Pindar links thb exploit with the Koan 
adventure (250-610.) shows that there may be more truth in thb than 
Erbse allows (loc. cit.). 
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Night is Sleep's mother (23m.); no doubt she saves him by making him 
invisible (cf. 5.23, Od. 23.372). O n her importance, and why even Zeus fears 
her, see 200~7n. and West on Theog. 116. Zenodotus, Aristophanes and a 
papyrus read p^*mpa, which accords with the cosmogony that made her the 
first being. But rraaai read (Did/A,paceT), Sleep is TTorv6ap<irrc*>p at 24.5, 
and the extension of the suffix -(T)npa from agent-nouns is post-Homeric: cf. 
irptoftapa (HyAphr 32), iTapprf|T€ipa (Hy. 30.1, cf. Call im. frag. SH 303). 
O n why she is called ©of) see West on Theog. 481; 'some' (Did/bT) read q>IXr|, 
an attempt to explain why Zeus respects her will. £nrr<5t£w ( 1 5 . 2 3 - 5 ^ ) , 
Hfiytiiti and Spi'jTfipa are unique in Homer; Aioros, 'unseen', is Odyssean, 
<Scrro60ptos Hesiodic (Erga 710), cf. <5rrr6 (H/poO . . . Icrton, ¿K 6. -nw&iv ( 1 . 5 6 2 ^ 
23-595)-

263 O n the poet's choice between equivalent formulae for Here see 
I5.g2n. T say some texts substituted 1 .595+ 1.361; a like substitution 
appears in a Ptolemaic papyrus at 8.38, but it conveys that Here is relaxed 
and in full control of the situation, which is less amusing. 

2 6 4 — 6 Here's reply is heavily ironic, as her twin questions TITJ . . . 

indicate (cf. 6 . 5 5 ^ 15.244^ and f j 9/js at Od. 1.391). T h u s 6pr^P«v, in a 
papyrus and early codices, is better than -yip«v, i.e. ' D o you think Zeus will 
aid the Trojans in the same way (u>$) as he was angry over Herakles, his 
own son?' T h e same variants are at 13.9. T h e economy and force of-rrai66$ 
toTo make her argument irrefutable. T h e ancient acc. formula cOpOoira Zfjv, 
surely 'far-thundering* not 'far-seeing' (1.498^), recurs at 8.206, 24.331, 
Theog. 884, cf. i . Kpovf8r)v (3X); this is modified into a voc. (16.241) and 
a nom. (28X epos). Aristophanes and Aristarchus (in Choeroboscus on 
Hephaestion 225.19 Consbruch), unaware that Zt̂ v represents Proto-Indo-
European *dy¥my thought it stands for Zr^va with elision at the end of the 
hexameter - an improbable procedure employed, in what they fancied an 
imitation of Homer, by Roman poets (cf. West on Theog. 884). 

2 6 7 — 7 0 Here masterfully bids Sleep come (T61) rather than asks him, as 
if he is already persuaded (bT). W e do not hear how many Graces there are 
or w h o are their parents: cf. Callim. frags. 3 - 7 with scholia and Paus. 9.35.4. 
Hesiod makes their parents Zeus and Okeanos' daughter Eurunome (Theog. 
907-9). Hephaistos* wife is Aglaie, the 'youngest* (6TTAOT6TT), 946); Homer 
calls her simply Kharis (18.382). Perhaps Here is their mother, unless she 
disposes of them in her role of marriage-goddess. T h e y are linked with 
Aphrodite (Od. 18.194, Cypria frag. 4f.) or Desire (Theog. 64), since x^P'S 
often meant a sexual favour. For the etymology of ¿"rrA6T€pos, originally 
perhaps 'young' with contrastive -Ttpos as in Koup6repos, see M . Wittwer, 
Glolta 47 (1969) 63f., and S. West on Od. 3.465; bards reinterpreted it as 
'younger*, creating a superlative. Aristarchus, taking it as 'younger' here, 
posited two sets of Graces of different ages! Verse 268 derives from genealogi-
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cal epos: cf. (ISCOKC) . . . K€KAfjo6ai ÔKOITIV, 4 X Hes., HyDem 79 (cf. 3.138). 
Verse 269, an unmetrical interpolation (Tucipcai) to supply a name, is based 
on 276; it first appears in thirteenth-century MSS. Since 270 packs in three 
ideas, x^lPaTO " a unique modification to fît in Sleep's name; for this 
verse-structure cf. 17.33, Od. 24.513, HyAp 61 and M. Finkelberg, CPh 84 
(1989) l82ff. 

271—9 T h e oath Sleep demands is one of the fullest in Homer; cf. Arend, 
Scenen i22f. In its simplest form (4X Od.), a request for an oath precedes 

Eça6't 8 * . . . frrcôuwcv <bs bcéAcv« or the like (cf. 277c), and then crCrràp 
èrril P' ôpocrév (-<5CV) TC TEACCRRT)oév (-<itv) TÉ TÔV ôpxov ( = 280). Poets used 
three types of expansion: (a) giving the words of the oath, Tcrrco vOv TÔ61 
Taïa for gods, or I. v. Zcvç (irpcoTa) for mortals, with a list of powers, followed 
by fifvi1 ulv (Attic f j M V̂) to introduce the thing sworn (e.g. 15.36ft); or 
(6) putting the list of powers into the request (HyHem 519); or (c) including 
a sacrifice (3.245ft, 19.249ft). This scene combines a unique version of (a) 
with (6): Here's oath is given in indirect speech (she 'names' all the nether 
gods), yet the narrator creates variety by omitting the Stux and identifying 
these gods as the Titans. 

T o take an oath is in effect to invoke powers greater than oneself to uphold 
the truth of a declaration, by putting a curse upon oneself if it is false 
(Burkert, Religion 200). It is an ancient custom to touch as one swears an 
object embodying the power one invokes, e.g. the Bible in our courts or an 
altar at Athens (cf. 23.582-3^; Càssola on HyHerm 460-2). The Greeks 
called this object a ¿pxoç (cf. E. Benveniste, Le Vocabulaire des institutions indo-
européennes, Paris 1969,11 166-73). Thus the gods swear holding a jug of 
Stux-water (Tkeog. 783ft); to put herself in contact with the Titans under 
the earth and sea (8.478ft), Here must touch the earth and sea (cf. 9.568ft, 
HyAp 333ft). A deity herself, she can invoke only older gods; why choose 
the Titans, her own foes and prisoners? This, coupled with her oath by the 
Stux, makes sense only if Homer already knew a story told in Hesiod alone 
( Theog. 383ft). When Zeus declared war on the Titans, offering rewards to 
any who would join him, Stux was first to come, at her father Okeanos* 
suggestion; she brought her children Victory and Power, who dwell for ever 
with Zeus. As a reward, he made her the ôpxos of the gods, and with reason: 
if Stux and her children change sides, the Titans will oust the Olympians. 
So Here utters the dreadful curse that, if she neglects her promise, the entire 
divine order is to be overturned; her plot imperils Zeus's rule. 

Stux can also function as intermediary between the lower and upper 
worlds because her waters flow from Okeanos through the underworld up 
to the surface (2.755, Theog. 786ft). Men often swore by springs for the same 
reason (West on Theog. 400), Stux b the water of 'Hatred' or 'Shivering* 
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( 1 5 . 1 6 5 - 7 0 . ) , symbolizing the odium unleashed by perjury. Hesiod says this 
water sends a perjured god into a cataleptic coma, the divine equivalent of 
death. O n mortals, of course, it has an opposite effect, as an elixir of life -
or so Thetis hoped; in modem Greek folklore it has become 'the water of 
immortality' (West on Theog. 805). See further J . Bollack and R . Hiersche, 
Revue des études grecques 71(1958) i - 4 1 ; D. Blickman, Phoenix 41(1987) 350. 

271—4 Sleep demands the oath in sonorous language expressive of its 
solemnity. T h e old Aeolism àypci (cf. 5.765-6^) replaces the everyday d 
8* Aye (vOv uot &U0000V, 19.108). T h e obscure and sinister epithet ààcrroç 
recurs, scanned u — v j u , at Od. 21.91, 22.5; cf. the equivalent phrase 
APEIAIKTOV Z w y ô s 05cop (HyDem 259). From à - + *àfàyco (cf. CTTT), Aeolic 
du(5rra = *âfârrâ) , it is best rendered 'inviolable'; the ancients offer 'in 
which there is no deceit'. àvàcrros and &vdTOÇ mean 'unharmed' , 'harmless*, 
'unpunished' in later poetry and inscriptions. T h e hiatus after à-privative 
and the scansion are artificial or archaic: cf. ààox?ro$ and W y a t t , ML 78. 
T h e usual periphrasis Î T v y ô s 06o>p is the river's original name (West on 
Theog. 805). T h e weighty symmetry TT) é-répij.,. TTJ 8* Èréprç, earth and sea, 
is aided by the vivid epithets irouXuf&TCipav and uappap^v, 'shining'; the 
latter may be an improvisation (Page, HHI229), like its metrical equivalent 
7Top<pup€T|v at 16.391. Derived from papuaipco, it describes the aegis, a 
shield-ion and the doors of the Titans' abode ( 17.594, 18.480, Theog. 811). 
With 274 cf. 15.225. uàpTvpoi & a ( i ) is modified from p. fcrcov (fco-rl, f joav) 
a t !-338.3.280, Od. i.273,/ljpw2o;cf.?<rr€6è"iràvns| u. (2.301 f.). Zenodotus 
(Arn/A) tried everywhere to replace the o-stem form with uàprvs, first 
attested at Erga 371; but see i57~8n. Shipp (Studies 285) deems &01 (also at 
Od. 24.491 ) Attic, but see p. 18 n. 33. Herodotus omits the initial I- in some 
forms of the subj. of ilp( (dxn is in all M S S at 2.89.1), fc" ( »9-202, 3X 
Od.); the participle <S>v creeps into the epic diction from the Odyssey onward, 
usually in formular adaptations like this (Chantraine, GH 1 a86f.; Janko, 
HHH 117, i 4 4 f . ) . 

276 Cf. Od. 5.219. A Pasitheë is a Nereid, and thus Okeanos' grand-
daughter, at Theog. 246, the sort of context whence Homer could well have 
plucked the Grace's name. 

278-9 T h e gods below are not called Titans elsewhere by Homer, who 
names only Kronos and lapetos (8.479), but no doubt knew Hesiod's whole 
dozen (cf. 200-70.). O n their nature see West on Theog. 133. Homer perhaps 
connected their name with TÎVCO, TICTIÇ, i.e. 'those w h o exact payment for 
divine perjury': cf. Hesiod's etymology for them at Theog. 209f , with West's 
nn. T h e Erinues have this role among men (3.278-9^). OtroTapTàpioç, also 
at Theog. 851, means 'down in Tartaros'; nothing is lower (bT) . T ' s variant 
for 278,9«6v 8* ôvôprjvcv txaorov, goes with T ' s plus-verse ¿bpwi 6' èx 7téTpr)ç 
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Kcrr(aX)tip6ucvov Z w y d s 06cop; this must have replaced 279, not followed 
it (pace Eustathius 985.34, cf. 15.21-20.). But it suffices that Here 'swore as 
he ordered'; Homer cares more to interest us than to be pedaotically correct 
about her oath {pace Boiling, External Evidence 147). 

381-5 Here adopts so circuitous a route (225-300.) that a pedant in T 
excised Imbros by reading Af)pvoto iccrrdr u iya ficrrv in 281, but Lemnos and 
Imbros are also linked at 24.753, HyAp 36. The main town on each isle was 
homonymous with the whole: cf. 229-300. and the easier expression 'IOAKTJS 

KCRRDT &. {Od. 22.223). fjlpot tooajitveo is Hesiodic (etc., 3 X Erga)f but the p-
proves it an old phrase; the rest of 282 describes horses at 23.501, Od. 13.83 
(plur.), and Aphrodite flying to Ida at HyApkr 67 (sing., with 68 correspond-
ing to 283). Zeus's owo arrival at Ida is related io the same verse as 283, 
aod, in another ironic reversal, so is that of the loyal gods Iris aod Apollo 
(8.47, 15.151). Ida merits the description 'mother of beasts': it bred wolves, 
lions, bears, leopards and deer {HyApkr 70?), cf. 8.47-80. — Poseidon's 
angry strides made the hills shake (13.18); Here and Sleep travel more 
geotly, hardly touching the ground (cf. 228). It is a sadder world that no 
longer sees invisible gods' footstep» in the trembling of misty tree*tops; but 
this was perhaps only a blind-man's vision even then, since the recent 
scansion of CrrrtoflrTo (otico < *ky-)t like the hiatus before OXT) (cf. Od. 
5.257), suggests improvisation. IKIO8T)V governs After6v as a part of the whole 
(so too Tdpyapov at 8.48), since Ida was held to rise from there (225-300.). 

386-8 600c is probably the subject of I6fo0ai, not its object (cf. 15.147); 
Sleep is keener not to be seen by Zeus than not to see him. Ida's mixed forests, 
famous in antiquity, still thrive; ' Ida' means 'forest'. Sleep chooses for hb 
perch the tree that was then the tallest, a fir so lofty that it pierces the mist 
(&^p) 00 the hillside to the clear air above. The picture is vivid and natural. 
But Arbtarchus must have imagined the tree as gigantic, like the fir at Od. 
5.239 (oupavoy/pciis) or Mt Taugetos at Od. 6.103 (-TTEpiulpcrros), since it 
pierces the dfip to the aUtfjp above; he took these to meao, respectively, the 
lower atmosphere with the clouds and the clear upper air (Schmidt, Weltbild 
75-81). H b theory, largely based on 288, was dbproved by Leaf (Appendix 
H): &f|p means *mist* or 'darkness', and AL6^p is the clear air, in which clouds 
may float, below the solid firmament (o0pav6$). 

990—1 Sleep takes the form of a bird, as gods often do (13.62-50.). Far 
from being 'an unknown and perhaps fabulous bird* (Thompson, Birds 
i86f), the tcOiiiv&ts was a kind of owl familiar in Ionia, with an Anatolian 
name. Ida harboured many raptors (cf. 15.237), but a bird sleepy by day 
certainly suits Sleep best. T h b bird has talons (Aristoph. Birds 1181), and 
T say it is an owl (cf. schol. on Birds 261). Known for its call (Xiyvp/|), as 
Hipponax confirms (frag. 61), it is a mountain-dweller (tv 6pcoai), as 
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Aristotle agrees (Hist. An. 9.6t5b6ff.), adding that it is dark in hue, as big 
as a hawk, and has an Ionian name; he goes on to describe the eagle-owl, 
Strix bubo. Pollard (Birds 8if.) thinks this bronze-coloured owl is meant; the 
hawk-owl, Strix uralensis, is also possible. J. M. Boraston (JHS 31 (1911) 
24of.) prefers the long-eared owl (Asio otus), which frequents conifers. 

Why is this owl called xa^K 's by the gods but KÚpivSis by men? In Hittite 
and Icelandic, 'divine' speech is a more elevated register of ordinary speech 
(J. Friedrich in Festschrift A. Debrunner, Bern 1954, 135—9); it seems that 
poets sometimes invented the 'divine' name, or called it divine to explain 
why there were two names, stressing their privileged knowledge (Fowler, 
Phoenix 42 (1988) 98f). Thus Orphic frag. 91 says that the gods call the moon 
ceXî vT), mortals pi^vti; yet both terms were current, and of Indo-European 
origin (see also 1.403-4^). Now Heubeck (Kleine Schriften 103-g) proposed 
that «OpivSis (or KO ÎVSIS) was the bird's standard name, which Homer 
linked aurally with a girl called Kombe or Khalkis, mother of the Kouretes, 
after whom Euboean Khalkis was named: cf. Hecataeus, FGH 1 F 129; 
Euphorion frag. SH 442.4; H. Meyer, RE xi (1921) 1139-41 s.v. In fact 
Homer alludes to a tale that the girl turned into this bird. There was a bird 
called KÓppr) or kúp£t| (Chantraine, Diet, s.v.); a hawk-like bird appears on 
the earliest coins of Khalkis; Ovid mentions an avian metamorphosis of 
'Combe' at Pleuron (Met. 7.382C); and a Euboean local historian, Proxenus, 
said Khalkis, xvpivSi? and Kombe were one and the same (FGH 425 r 1, 
with A. Henrichs, Cronache Ercolanesi 5 (1975) 17f.). This explains why we 
are told what the divine name is: gods alone can recognize the owl as the 
girl Khalkis. The allusion is witty, because Sleep disguises himself as a bird 
that is only disguised as a bird, and is really a person. Homer and Hesiod 
knew of many avian transformations, but Homer tends to gloss over them: cf. 
the double-named Alkuoné (halcyon)/Kleopatre (9.561 ff.), the nightingale 
Aedon (Od. 19.578!^) or the tale of Alkuone and Keüx (Cat. loa.goff., tod). 
T suggest various metamorphoses, e.g. that of Harpaluke into a x0^*'* 
(Parthenius 13), to explain our passage. 

392—353 T h e climactic scene of this episode elaborates the traditional 
story-pattern of seduction, far transcending its origin in the myth and 
ritual of sacred marriage (i53~353n.). In typical Homeric fashion, dialogue 
advances the action, with brief descriptions only at the beginning and end. 
The couple's richly ironic conversation is symmetrically structured in both 
form and content; two distinct patterns provide strong defences against the 
ancient atheteses of 304-6 and 317-27. Formally, there is first a brief 
question from Zeus, then Here's false tale (11 lines), Zeus's list of his past 
amours (16 lines), Here's crafty objection (11 lines), and lastly Zeus's brief 
and impatient reply. Patterns of ring-composition cut across the changes of 
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speaker (Lohman, Reden 146-8): 

1. The reason for Here's arrival (298-311) 
(£««) a Here, why have you come from Olumpos (298)? 

b You have no chariot and horses (299). 
(Hert) c I am going to visit Okeanos and Tethu* . . . (301- 6). 

b' My horses are at the Toot of the mountain (307^. 
a' I came from Olumpos to ask your permission to go (309-11). 

2. £eus's proposition (312-31) 
(£eus) A Here, go later, let us bed down together in love (313f-)! 

B Never have I felt such passion (315f.)» 
C not even when 1 loved Ixion's wife . . . etc., etc., etc. (317-27), 
B' as the passion I now feel for you (328). 

(Heri) A' What an idea, to bed down together in love here (330-2)! 
3. Heri's counUr-proposal (333-45) 

a What if a god saw us and caused a scandal ( 3 3 3 - 6 ) ? 

b But if you wish ( 3 3 7 ) , 

c you have a chamber Hephaistos built with stout doors (338f.); 
b' let us go there, since you want to go to bed (340). 

(£ruj) a' Here, do not fear that a god will see us; I will hide us in a cloud 
(34«~5)-

393—3 For Gargaron, where Zeus took up his station at 8.48, see ad loc. 
It b no accident that Homer calls Zeus 'cloud-gatherer* each time he names 
him (293, 312, 341), since he ends up dormant in one of the clouds which 
symbolize his power! The epithet may be a caique from Ugaritic rkb 'rpt, 
(Ba'al) 'cloud-gatherer/-rider* (West, JHS 108 (1988)170). 

294 In arrival-scenes, the person who arrives usually finds the other (T6V 
6' fOpc . . . : Arend, Scenen 28). Instead, 7eus sees Here; the repetition of T6t 
stresses the departure from the norm. At last he sees, but only what Here 
planned he should see; he accosts her, as his standing up indicates, deeming 
him elf the seducer rather than the seduced. I.ove enters through his eyes: 
cf. 16.182, Cat. 145.13, HyAphr 56f , West on Theog. gto. In ¿>$ 6' TBtv, o>s 
. . . the first <b$ is temporal, the second demonstrative, not exclamatory; it 
means 'no sooner did he see her than . . .*, cf. 1.512, 19.16, 20.424 (Gow on 
Theocritus 2.82). As Onians notes (Origins 42of), love covers the sky-god's 
mind like a cloud (not a net, pace b T ): cf. 3.442, Ipco? 9pivat; ¿ii^CKdAwfe, 
when Paris recalls his first union with Helen, and HyAphr 243, wvKivdts 
9. <Stp9iKaXCrrrroi, beside vtyo; &M9€K<jtAvAff etc. (343, 16.350 etc.). The ex-
pansion -rrvKiv6$ 9.(also HyAphr 38) aptly stresses the intelligence that b 
overcome (cf. 217); the epithet often describes mental concepts, e.g. TTVKIVA 
9pccl not the mind itself, but cf. 15.461, Cypria frag. 1.3, Hes. frag. 
253, HyHerm 538. fpco? is found only before consonants (3.442, Hes. frag. 
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298), which confirms that it is a rcccnt arrival in the epic diction, replacing 
Aeolic fpos (Chantraine, GH1 211) . 

«95-6 Zeus's secret intimacy with Here lasted three centuries (Callim. 
frag. 48). b T ask how they had intercourse 'in secret from their parents' if 
Here was reared by Okeanos and Tethus, not by Kronos and Rhea. bT 's 
answer, that Here was adult before she was sent awav to Okeanos, is not 
easy (203-40.); nor can 'their parents* be Okeanos and Tethus. T h e motif 
serves as an amusing reminder that their relations are incestuous, and is 
transferred from an all-too-human intrigue. T h e thrill of secret sex is a topos 
(2.515,16.184, Od. 15.430,22.445), a n d 9'Xovs A^Oovté TOK^as seems formu-
lar: cf. <p. ArrávtUÉ T. (Theog. 469), A<5t6pa ^IXcov yov&ov (HyDem 240). 

Homer may have borrowed this discrepant detail from that same disaccord 
between Zeus and Here which he exploited earlier in this episode (250-
6in . ) . H e preserves decorum by making Hephaistos the child of their union 
(1.572,578), but is probably suppressing the tale that they quarrelled when 
she bore Hephaistos on her own, and Zeus produced Athene without her 
(Theog. 924ff.). T o d o so Zeus seduced Metis, daughter of Okeanos and 
Tethus, in secret from Here, and then swallowed her to prevent her from 
bearing a son mightier than himself (cf. 15.87-8^) or than his thunderbolt: 
see Theog. 886ff. with West's n.; 'Hesiod' frag. 343 with S. Kauer , Die Geburt 
der Athena im altgriechischen Epos, Würzburg 1959; M . Dctienne and J.-P. 
Vernant, Les Ruses de Vintelligence: la mitis des Grecst Paris 1974, !4off. She 
had helped him make Kronos vomit up the other gods ('Apollodorus' 1.2.1). 
In a variant at HyAp 305-55, Here, aided by Earth and the Titans, creates 
Tuphóeus to challenge Zeus's power, in anger at the deformity of their joint 
offspring Hephaistos and at the birth of Athene (she alludes to Metis with 
Mtyrfacai at 322, cf. 344); a similar story appears in b on 2.783. T h e detail, 
found at HyAp 318-20, that Here cast her lame offspring into the sea 
whence Thetis rescued him, recurs at 18.395-9. Now 'Apollodorus' (1.3.5^) 
mentions, betueen the births of Hephaistos and Athene, the storm with 
which Here buffeted Herakles (cf. 250-61), Zeus's punishment of her (cf. 
15. i8fT.) and of Hephaistos (cf. 1.590ft.), and his seduction of Metis. These 
tales were clearly interrelated in Apollodorus* main source, probably Eu-
melus* Titanomacky (West, Orphic Poems 122-6, dates the poem far too late). 
Since Homer draws on so much of this material, it is possible that the tale 
wherein Zeus secretly seduces Metis, thereby endangering his own rule, 
underlies this detail, the introduction of her parents Okeanos and Tethus 
at 200ff., and the wider episode. 

For TrpcirricrTov, in a papyrus and most M S S , Aristarchus read TrpwTÓv 
Trep (Did/AT) , a unique phrase. TTpcÓTov/-urrov are metrically useful alter-
natives after OTOVÓT* (9.447, Od. 10.462); Nauck guessed that the variants 
go back to irpcÓTurra with a hiatus. 
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998—9 Zeus's feelings are obvious; why ask where Here's chariot is, uoless 
he hopes that she has oone and will dally awhile with him? Her crafty reply 
that it is nearby to take her on her way (307?) can only fuel his ardour 
(bT). It is comical that he asks as a matter of course where her chariot is; 
00 mortal can drive up a mountain-peak! T h e metrical lengthening in KOT' 
OOAOUTTOU is innovative, by analogy with forms like OOXuyiroio, where it is 
needed to fit the word into hexameters (Shipp, Studies 40). T66' IKAVCI?, a 
common Odyssean idiom, meaos 'reach this (place)', i.e. 'arrive' (LSJ s.v. 
66c iv 2), not 'come on this errand' with an internal acc., pace Macleod on 
24.172; it is pleonastic in 309. Verse 299 » 5.192, with Impair)? for -TJV; 
Zenodotus, Aristophanes (Did/A) and a papyrus omit x\ a rarer construc-
tion (Chantraine, GH ti 249). 

300-6 These w . repeat 197 + 200C + 205-7 (where see nn.), omitting 
Here's request for the love-charm aod her reference to Zeus's defeat of 
Kronos, which might arouse in him emotions unsuited to the occasion. 
Aristarchus, following Zenodotus (Did/AT), athetized 304-6 as redundant, 
since she needs no excuse to visit Okeanos now that she has the love-charm; 
moreover she runs the risk that Zeus might take her seriously and go with 
her. But b T are right that Here's tale need not lessen Zeus's desire, but is 
calculated to make him think of sex and restoring conjugal harmooy; it also 
gives her an alibi for her presence on Ida to protect her later. Verses 304-6 
also increase the effectiveness of 309-11: her declared purpose is so innoc-
uous that her submissive request for leave to go seems all the more touching. 
At 8.477ff. Zeus said he would not care about her anger even if she went to 
the end of the world; now that she is going there, will he care so little? For 
formal objections to the athetesis see 292-3530. Nickau (%enodotos 93-6) 
thinks Zenodotus suspected a concordance-interpolation, like the insertion 
of 2o8f. after 306 in a papyrus. 

307-8 So brazen is Here that she falsifies not only her plans, but a 
verifiable fact - where her chariot is. The poet makes a virtue of his omission 
of a vehicle from this divine journey (cf. 13.10-380.). irpupvcbpcta, for 
tTpvuvdv 6pos 'the foot of the mountain', b unique in Greek; cf. its opposite 
(Stxpcopcta (a prose word), its syoonym Cnr&peta, the hill-town 'Avcii&ptta 
and Nereid Aipvcbptta (20.218, 2.521, 18.41). Iirl Tpa^tp^v TI xal CrypVjv 
(Od. 20.98, HyDem 43), literally meaning 'over firm and fluid', is an under-
represented formula for 'over land and sea': T., from Tpl^co, 'make solid' 
(e.g. of cheese), b an archaism (Chantraine, Diet. s.v. Tpt^co B). Cryp/), 'sea', 
occurs in two other stereotyped phrases (10.27,34-341» 3X Od.)t cf. yAavx/) 
(16.33-50.) 

310-19 For the rarer prrlrriiTa (4X Od.) Zenodotus and Aristophaoes 
read prr6rrta9c (Did/A), perhaps from 1.82, Od. 5.147; this variant b in a 
papyrus but few good codices. ftaOuppfov 'COwiavoTo, once *-p6po', b formu-
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lar (4X epos). Zeus is aptly called 'cloud-gatherer* (292-311.): Homer could 
have said Tfjv 6' fjpiipcT* ImiTa KpAvov tt&IS AyxvAopfjTtw or rfjv 6' aCrrc 
irpoatom na»f)p AvBpcov TI Oewv TI. 

313—28 Zeus's solicitation is a hugely distended version of Paris* (3.438-
46) - a dismissal of all else in favour of intercourse, because of the burgeoning 
desire he (eels. Paris recalls his first union with Helen; but the poet has 
already used this way to measure Zeus*s libido (295c), and lets the god 
merely allude to it at the climax of his list of past amours (327), which 
replaces Paris' recollection as the centre of the speech: 

3.441 AAA' d y e 6fj 9iA6tt)ti Tpcrrrcloptv 8VVT)(HVT€- (cf. 314) 

3.442 oO yAp ttw troii p* w6c y ' Ipcos 9plvas Ay^txAAuyev, (cf. 315C) 
3.443 0O8' AT« <n . . . , (cf. 317, 319, 321, 323, 326f.) 
3.446 oio vOv Ipapai xal pc yAuxus Tptpo? alpcT. ( = 328) 

Zeus's roster may well offend the religious sensibilities of a Plato; it is also an 
odd way to prove oneself a worthy lover, pace the archbishop (988.27). As 
Aristarchus says, his brief statement at 315f. would have sufficed to signal his 
ardour; his list would repel Here, not attract her, and is too long-winded for 
the god*s urgency. Hence he athetized 317-27, as had Aristophanes (Did/ 
A). But there are formal objections to the athetesis. This speech is the centre 
of the exchange (292 ~353n.); to reduce it to five lines, when Here's false tale 
and counter-proposal are much longer, spoils the balance. T h e list is also at 
the mid-point of the ring-composition, where exempla or genealogies often 
occur (cf. 1 io~32n. and J. H. Gaisser, HSCP 73 (1969) 1-43). The verses 
are genuine, despite their omission from Plato's inexact precis at Rep. 3.390c. 

Even so, such a roster would offend any wife; Zeus's must be especially 
galling to Here, who fell out with him over several of these liaisons. In fact 
he is made to list these amours precisely because they evoke old quarrels with 
Here, which he hopes are past; he means to flatter her by rating his present 
urge stronger than any he felt before. His tactic is gauche, since praeteritio 
mentions what it would suppress; there is also humour in the sheer length 
of the list, and in our impression that Zeus is running true to form. We 
wonder for a moment whether Here will be able to complete her mission, 
in the face of this new proof of his gross insensitivity, before we realize that 
she will perceive it as justifying her actions. As Edwards says (IfPI 249), she 
cannot afford to protest for fear of ruining her plan! 

The catalogue is ably constructed with variation the fine analysis by Eu-
stathius (988.41-59) is his forte and owes little to lost scholia. Spapai frames 
the list (317,328); Zeus avoids repeating the verb too often, as if dimly aware 
that this might annoy Here. First, three mortal women with their sons 
receive a couplet each. Ixion's wife is unnamed; Danae is named with an 
epithet and patronymic; Europe is not, but her father has an epithet and 
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she has an extra son. Next Zeus lists, in three chiastic verses, two mortals 
who bear him gods, Semele and Alkmene. He culminates with three god-
desses in just two lines, Demeter, Leto and Here; named without offspring, 
each is listed more briefly than her predecessor. Zeus's ascent from mortals 
to deities, ending with Here herself, and his increasing brevity, give his 
speech the urgency that Aristarchus missed in it. T h e proud father also 
names his sons in an ascending order: Peirithoos, Perseus, Minos, Rha-
damanthus, Herakles and Dionusos. 

Homer could be influenced by the catalogue of Ishtar's lovers in the Epic of 
Gilgamesh vi (Burkert, Die orientalisierende Epoche 95). Yet Zeus's list deftly 
adapts traditional catalogue-poetry, and especially a standard theogonic list 
of his marriages, as its structure, cognates and diction prove. T h e Greeks 
traditionally organized their genealogies around women; the prime example 
is Hesiod's Ehoiai, but the Odyssey includes a catalogue wherein virgins 
seduced by gods precede the wives of mortals (11.235^., 271 ff.). Hesiod too 
uses this principle: at Theog. 886-923 and 938-44 he lists Zeus's unions with 
seven goddesses, starting with Metis and ending with Demeter, Mnemosune, 
Leto and Here, and then with nymphs or mortals, Maia , Semele and 
Alkmene. Like Homer, he enumerates the children, and even uses the 
sequence Demeter - Leto - Here, plus Semele and Alkmene; but, for the 
emotive purpose we have seen, Homer reverses the order of deities and 
mortals, and omits the deities' progeny. Both catalogues are also unique in 
using two-line entries (Theog. 938f , 943f., 1017f.): elsewhere poets need at 
least three verses to say who wed whom with what result. T h e parallels 
should give pause to those who deny Hesiod the end of his Theogony. 

This list is a masterpiece of compression, only possible because both 
subject and verb are understood in each item, and because Homer controls 
the full range of genealogical formulae. T h e many parallels with the Odyssey, 
Hesiod and the Hymns prove that, far from being interpolated from a 
'mainland' school of catalogue poetry, this passage derives from the same 
ancient oral tradition of genealogical verse (see further Kakridis, Poetiea 5 
(<972> 152-63; West, Catalogue 3 - 1 1 ) . I /j rb<* (3X ) recurs 8x Hes. With 
' l ^ i o ^ s 6X6x010 cf. 'Ayotpiuvov*T)v/'E»cTop4T)v6&oxov, Od. 3.264, Utile Iliad 
frag. 21.2 B. = 20.2 D. 6C691V nfjorcop' 6-rAAotvTov (318) is nom. elsewhere 
(4X Horn., Cat. 190.7). With AOV6TH tcaAAtafOpov 'AKpiaicbvns, a fem. 
patronymic (Risch, Wortbildung t o t ) , c f . Aowir)vxaAAfc^upov (Cat. 129.14), 
K. *Ci)icfccvlvT)v (Theog. 507), naAAic^upov Eur|vlvrjs (9.559)» K- 'Apyflcovrjs 
(2X Cat.). In 320 the scansion TTepaf̂ CT before TTAVTWV dpiBeiKrrov 6v6poov 
(cf. 11.248, Cat. 196.2) is a sign of strain; the formula Kporrfp6v p^<rro>pa 
96^010 has the right metrical shape and describes Perseus at Cat. 129.15, 
but was avoided here because of 318. In the spondaic 321, TtiAtxAtiToTo 
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( < •-KAffET-) goes with Phoinix and not KoOpris, to judge by "Ixapíov Koúpq 
T. (Od. 19.546), Auyirf)osy6vef)T. {Aspis Cat. 141.13 lists Minos 6(tcaióv 
TE 'PaSáuavGw; contrast the generic »cal AVTIOEOV 'P. in 322. KpcrrEpó^pova 
yElvcrro traTBa (324) recurs at Theog. 509, Od. 11.299 (catalogue, in the 
dual). Herakles has the particularized epithet Opaoviiáijvova at Od. 11.267, 
but is again K. at Aspis 458. TÍKE x&ppa PporoTai (325) recurs at HyAp 25 (of 
Apollo); cf. T. BoOpa/Trffoja 0. {Od. 11.287, I 2 - , 2 5 » Cypria frag. 9.1 B. = 7.1 
D.), X- yoveOai {Cat. 193.19, Alkmene), x- V&Y' dcvdpcÓTroiai {Hy. 16, Askle-
pios), and oTa Attbvuaos 8cok' érvBpáot X-» of wine or grapes {Cat. 239.1 == 
Aspis 400). KOAAITTAOKAMOIO áváaaris (326) is a unique combination: &vao-
a a , a hapax in the Uiad, describes Demeter at HyDem 75, 492; her epithets 
Xpvooópou áyAaoScbpou {HyDem 4) 611 the same space but begin with two 
consonants. ATJTOOS épiicu6éo$ (uló$) is hymnic {HyAp 182, 3 X HyHerm)t 

entailing contraction of * Aiyróos; cf. k. (11.225). 

3 1 4 - 1 6 T h e aor. short-vowel subj. TPOOTCÍOUEV, from Téprroo, occurs in 
other seduction-scenes with EOVT)64VT€(S): see 3.441, Od. 8.292 with Hains-
worth's n. TrEpiTTpoxu&ls, a hapax in Greek, continues the image of love 
as a mist (294^). Demetrius (in T ) , styled Ixion for ungratefully jilting 
Aristarchus in favour of Crates (see Fraser, Ptolemaic Alexandria 47of., and 
Barth, Kallistratos 82), embraced TTtpmAex^S instead, a conjecture as obnu-
bilated as the monstrous ycvécoOcn he misbegot at 221. 

317—18 Zeus's list opens inauspiciously with his passion for Ixion's wife, 
called Dia by ol veompoi (schol. pap. in Erbse, Scholia in 556). F,vcn if he 
debauched her before her wedding, his phrasing makes him sound like an 
adulterer. Worse yet, 'Ixion and Peirithoos were both notorious rapists; if 
the son takes after his father, this reflects badly on Zeus! Ixion tried to ravish 
Here (to avenge himself on Zeus?); he perforated a cloud shaped like her, 
engendering the Centaurs (Pindar, Py. 2 .21-48 with scholia); these turned 
the tables at Peirithoos* wedding by raping the lady guests, a tale well known 
to Homer (1.263-50.). Peirithoos tried to ravish Persephone (first in *He-
siod* frag. 280.12ft., but cf. Od. 11.631). He is again called 'son of Zeus' at 
2.741; his name means 'very swift*, with metrical lengthening of mpl . Zeus 
allegedly took the guise of a stallion to sire him ( A D on 1.263). This is but 
the first of the weird transformations evoked by this catalogue. Hippo-
morphic matings are ancient: cf. the cases of Boreas, Zephuros, Kronos and 
Poseidon ( 1 6 . 1 4 1 - 4 , i6. i49~5onn.). 

319—20 Pherecydes told how Zeus took the form of a shower of gold to 
elude Akrisios and impregnate Danaé, who bore him Perseus {FGH 3 F 10); 
this tale, known to Hesiod {Cat. 135 .1 -5) , was no doubt already current. 
Danae's bronze-bound chamber with a chink in the roof and gold inside 
must be a fantasy based on a fabulously rich Argive tholos-tomb, with 
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bronze rosettes on its walls and its relieving-triangle opened by robbers. She 
is kin to the three women who follow: all descend from Bdos or his brother 
Agenor. 

3 9 1 - 9 The daughter of Phoinix, eponymous ancestor of the Phoenicians, 
is Europeia or Europe. Hesiod (Cat. 140?) told how Zeus took the shape of 
a bull to trick her and carry her over the sea to Crete; the mention of her 
son Minos implies this here (13.449-54n.). She bore Sarpedon too (p. 371). 
More often she is Agenor's daughter, sister rather than cousin to Kadmos 
('Apollodorus* 3.1.1). Rhadamanthus' name is obscure. Since he married 
Alkmene (id. 2.4.11) before going to Elysium (Od. 4.564), he had Boeotian 
coonexions, as did his mother (West, Catalogue 830., 146?). See R. B. 
Edwards, Kadmos the Phoenician, Amsterdam 1979. The usual epic acc. of 
Mivco? is -wa, which is in papyri but does not scan; Zenodotus, a papyrus 
and the vulgate have -co (also in Attic), with contraction. Aristarchus' 
Mivtov (Did/AT) has weak M S support and is more modern, beiog used by 
Herodotus aloog with a gen. Mlvco; cf. 'Apr)a/"Apt)v. 

3 9 3 - 5 Kadmos' daughter Semele and Amphitruon's wife Alkmene both 
bore (demi-)gods at Thebes. Dionusos may follow Herakles because there 
is no doubt as to his divioity (cf. 6.131): Homer makes Herakles mortal at 
18.117ff., but equivocates at Od. 11.602? (cf. West on Theog. 947-55). Both 
affairs gave Zeus trouble with his spouse. Homer just mentioned their 
quarrel over Herakles (250-610.). When first we hear Semele's full story, 
we learn that Here caused her incineration (Eur. Bacch. 6 - 1 2 with Dodds' 
n.); 'Apollodorus' (3.4.3) reports that she tricked Semele into asking that 
Zeus woo her in the same way as he wooed Here - io a chariot of fire, as it 
turned out. However, since Hesiod (frag. 217a) said Aktaion was slain for 
wooing Semele, there was surely a variant wherein she was blasted for 
yielding to him, as was Koronis for defiling Apollo's seed by going to bed 
with a mortal; each girl's divine progeny, Dionusos aod Asklepios, is saved 
from the flames (Jaoko, Phoenix 38 (1984) 299-302). Semele was once an 
Earth-goddess, wooed with lightning by the Sky-god: her name may mean 
'Earth' in an Indo-European satem language, perhaps Thracian, from the 
root *ghem-l- seen in Slavic zemlya (cf. x^M^A?); Chantraine compares 
neo-Phrygian 6cco$ (iiitAcos Kf, 'to the gods of sky and earth' (Diet. s.v.). 
Dionusos' name, once thought to have reached Greece very late, appears 
in Linear B; O . Szemerenyi derives it from Indo-European *DiwoS'SGnus, 
'son of Zeus' (Gnomon 43 (1971) 665). The rarity of Homer's allusions to the 
god (6.1300.) may ooly reflect his personal preferences, or his geore's. 

396—7 Demeter's child is Persephone (Theog. 912?); Leto's are Artemis 
and Apollo. The tale that Here drove the pregnant Leto all over the Aegean 
to prevent the birth is implied in the Hymn to Apollo (45ff., 9 5 f f ) , whose poet 
plays it down; contrast Callim. Hy. 4-55ff. It was surely as familiar to Homer 
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as was her labour by the palm-tree on Delos (Od. 6.i6af. with Hainsworth's 
n.). T o mention her in the same breath as Here is thus Zeus's worst gaffe of 
all. Hesiod lists Here's children by Zeus as Hebe, Ares and Eileithuia (Theog. 
922). Homer made Hephaistos their child too (295-6^). 

3 3 0 — 4 0 For the structure of Here's speech see 292-353^ Repetitions of 
4bed' (331, 337, 340) frame both its halves, the latter of which is a call to 
action opened by AAAA. With the pretence of embarrassment which 330, her 
stock address to Zeus (6x ), gains from its context, she evokes a scene just 
like Od. 8-32off., when the gods flock to see Aphrodite snared naked in Ares' 
embrace - a cause of quenchless mirth. Then the all-seeing Sun spotted the 
adulterers trapped in the chamber Hephaistos built (8.302); now Zeus 
reassures Here that even the Sun will not be able to peep at them, as he 
refuses her coy proposal that they go to just such a chamber. He rejects this 
from sheer impatience for intercourse, little suspecting the havoc that would 
have ensued: Here would have not only lured him far from Troy, but 
confined him in the chamber their son fitted with a lock which she alone 
could open (so bT)! With 338f. cf. i66f.; the description of this lock is 
omitted, since it would ill serve Here's plan to mention it. Plainly the same 
chamber is meant, which Hephaistos built for both his parents (despite ol 
at 166 versus TOI at 338) - otherwise its existence lacks point. Thus the end of 
the whble episode aptly recalls its start. Homer's allusions to gods imprison-
ing each other are certainly comic (5.385-7, Od. 8.266ff.), but adapt serious 
motifs: Zeus now risks suffering what he made the Titans suffer. He was 
gaoled and perhaps emasculated in an old version of the legend of Tuphoeus 
('Apollodorus' 1.6.3, surely from the Cycle, and Nonnus, Dion. i.i37<f.). By 
repeating TOI (4X in 337-40), Here stresses that it was Zeus who took the 
erotic initiative. 

331—3 For tv 9IA6TT)TI . . . euvrj&nvai cf. 314, 360, Theog. 380. Leaf's 
comma at the end of 332 rightly makes TTU>$ K' HOI the apodosis of two 
conditionals, the second contingent upon the first, and T6 8k TrpoTri9cnrrai 
inravTa a parenthesis: 'If you wish us to lie together on the peaks of Ida, 
where everything can be seen, how would it be, if one of the gods saw us 
and told the rest?' T o put a stop after 332 makes this phrase an apodosis 
with apodotic 54, laying too much stress on an obvious fact, to the detriment 
of iTtos k* toi. toi for cTti may be Aeolic (Shipp, Studies 81). 

3 4 0 KEIOVTCS is an old desiderative or subj. of KIUIAI with fut. sense, espe-
cially common as icaicxdovTfs (Chantraine, GH 1 453); the Aeolic form 
cuaBcv (p. 16) recurs at 17.647, Od. 16.28, 5X Hes., Hy. (cf. too Cat. 116.5). 
Zenodotus and Aristophanes (Did/A) prudishly read foiicv . . . tvvfjv, 'let 
us go to bed*, probably objecting to the sense 'since bed (intercourse) pleases 
you' (cf. 15.31 ~3n.); the unaccompanied acc. and parenthetic trrcl vO TOI 
fOaScv would both be untypical. 
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342—5 Zeus wraps the lovers in a cloud at the end of the scene, just as 
love clouded his wits at its start (2g4n.). A golden cloud, suitably opaque to 
divine vision (cf. 13.521-50.), is more romantic than a dark one. 960$ has a 
twin significance, Might* and 'sight*, derived from the ancient idea of vision; 
we see with rays oflight coming from the eye, and darkness is a mist through 
which such rays cannot pass (13.837^). The Sun, the greatest eye in the 
cosmos, sees all (3.276-8^; Richardson on HyDem 24-6). It is easy to take 
T6 yc as object of ¿vfcodai, but a parallel at 5.82 7f. shows it to be an adverbial 
acc., and 6. an explanatory inf.: 'have no fear in this regard lest anyone see'. 
The bad variants in three papyri come from recollection of 5.827f. 

346—53 This evocative description is framed by 346 and 353 (Ayxdcs . . . 
TrapdicotTiv - A. AKOITIV), although editors mark a paragraph at 352. Zeus 
literally, and the poet figuratively, draw a veil over the proceedings; this 
serves at once the plot's exigencies, the gods' privacy and the poet's usual 
coyness. With the cloud to cover them, the earth, unasked, throws up a 
carpet of spring flowers beneath the lovers, as if inspired by their divine 
potency and fecundated by the gleaming dew that drips down; this is a bold 
phrase, since we are not told outright that the dew comes from the cloud! 
Dew is as important as rain for the fertility of the land (Od. 13.245); cf. 
'53~353n- on the marriage of Earth and Sky as the basis for that of Here 
and Zeus. Nonnus (Dion. 7.146fT.) calls Zeus*s seed &por|; gulden mist hides 
the island when Zeus weds the nymph Aigina (Pindar, Paean 6.137fT.). O n 
dew*s connotations of fecundity see D. Boedeker, Descent from Heaven, Chi^o 
1984. Nature's reaction to the gods is integral to their function in the world, 
like the sea's joy at Poseidon *s epiphany (13.27-3 in.), the grass that grows 
under Aphrodite's feet as she steps ashore new-born (Theog. «94f.), or the 
ambrosia that Simoeis sprouts to pasture Here's horses (5.777); conversely, 
having sex in the fields enhances their fertility (West on Theog. 971). The 
idea already enters this context in Sumerian literature (S. N. Kramer, The 
Sacred Marriage Rite, Bloomington 1969, 59). 

347—8 Since iro(T) can denote plants in general, D may be right to say 
that the poet puts genus before species. Spring flowers are meant, as the 
hyacinth shows. 'Lotos' is not the Nile water-lily or the lotus-eaters' drug 
(Od. 9.82ff. with Heubeck's n.), but a wild fodder for horses and cows (2.776, 
Od. 4.603, HyHerm 107), associated with tarrrctpos (galingale), from lush 
plains or water-meadows (12.283, 3 i -35 1 )- B. Herzhoff identifies it as 
celandine (Hermes 112 (1984) 257-71) , but clover and trefoil are also 
possible; many species from diverse habitats bore this name (Theophr. Hist. 
Plant. 7.15.3). Greece has many kinds of crocus, yellow, white and purple 
(A. Huxley and W. Taylor, Flowers of Greece and the Aegean, I^ondon 1977, 
I54f). The hyacinth is either Hyaanthus oriental is, native to the E. Aegean 
and ancestor of our garden variety, or a grape hyacinth of the genus Muscari; 
others suggest a scilla or iris (Hainsworth on Od. 6.231). 
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Verses 347? are richly paralleled in post-Homeric epos, but this is owed 
to similarities of content, not of date. 06KIV6O$ is a hapax in the Iliad. 
6 i a is unique in the nom.: it appears in the acc. or dat. at 24.532, 3X Hcs., 
Aspis 287, Hy. 30.3 (the H y m o to Earth). v«)0r|Akj trolqv is another under-
represented formula: cf. a-rapAvovs vtoGqMas Avdioi •nolrjs (Theog. 576), 
ip\Qr]Kk<x TToir̂ v (HyHerm 27). vfoOriAfo, a metrically useful variant of 
(3X //., Theog. 30), recurs at HyHerm 82, Hy. 30.13; were these phrases 
traditional in Hymns to Earth? Cf. too HyHerm 107, AcrrAv . . . ipcr^EVTa 
Kumsipov; HyDem 426, xpAtcov . . . /)5' OAxtvGov; Cypria frag. 4.3, iv TS Kpdxtp 
iv T ' OaxtvOco; Hy. 19.25?, 4V POAOKO) Aeipcovi T66I tcpAtcos 06xtv8os | . . . 

KGrraployrrai &KptTa TTOITJ. T h e a l t e r n a t i o n b e t w e e n lip<rn a n d ¿panels is 

obscure (Peters, Laryngaie 3 i6n.) : c? Sanskrit varfdm, 'rain*. 16i never had a 
f as Cypriot inscriptions prove; since it usually follows the trochaic caesura, 
where the jeu deformules often causes hiatus, a hiatus may have come to seem 
normal to the Ionic bards. Homer treats it as if it had a f - 20/32 x (cf 16s, 
223-40.). 

349—53 T h e required sense is that, as dignity demands, the flowers keep 
Zeus and Here of? the ground, elevated by the so?tness we ?eel when we lie 
in long grass; this is best given by the vulgate's (and Aristarchus') Icpyc. T h e 
unobvious verb inspired the old variants 6cipc (c? 20.325, Od. 8.375), lipire 
(a graphic error) and TKQCVC (a patent conjecture, in the Chian text). Zenodo-
tus (Did/A), no doubt to make the lovers' elevation explicit, altered 349 to 
e n d tv* 6TT6 X®ov6s 6YKA^IO0R|v; this m a y b e b a s e d o n 17.722, w h e r e the v e r b 

has a different sense (Diintzer, De %enodoti studiis 125). He did no better at 
351 with his reading (Did/T) Avhrmrov instead of 6rr-, supposedly 'dew-
drops fell on (them)', perhaps a prudish attempt to remove the ambiguity 
mentioned above (346-530.). «rriAtrvds is unique in the epos. 'Some' added 
after 351 6i*) (xx T6T* tyOoAyoToi Ai6s X^"1"0 vfjCupos Cnrrvos, a statement of 
the obvious like the pedantic plus-verses after 231, 241, 278, 13.367, 13.433, 
15.5, 15.78, 16.607, 16.867, noted by T (c? Apthorp, MS Evidence 41?). 
ircmfjp is a metrically convenient periphrasis ?or Zeus, used only in the nom. 
and when he has just been named (West on Erga 84); contrast Kp6vov TT6I'S 
in 346. With 353 c ? 13.636. 

354-401 Poseidon, hearing that %eus is asleep, exhorts the Greeks, who exchange 
armour so that the best fighters are the best equipped. The two sides, led by Poseidon 
and Hektor, clash with a great din 

354—401 This scene has several functions. It forms a deft transition to Aias' 
long-delayed duel with Hektor. w h o must be beaten if the Greeks are to 
win. It explains how the stalemate of book 13 shifts to a Trojan rout: 
Poseidon makes the battle turn, as the poet says at 510. T h e god can now 
lead the army openly, as he began to d o at 147-52; he also reminds us about 
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the absent Akhilleus (366-9). T h e troops* exchange of armour is like the 
arming-scene in a hero's aristeia - the whole army will now excel itself. This 
scene also lets the injured leaders implement their decision to marshal the 
men, when they g o about the ranks exchanging pieces of armour (379-82) 
- the men could not do this themselves without disputes over w h o is better 
than whom. T h e din when the armies clash, expressed by superb similes, 
returns us to the exact moment when Alas' duel with Hektor was interrupted 
as the two sides noisily charged (13.833-7); the motif of the shout articulates 
the simultaneously concurrent and sequential scenes of these books (1 — 
!52n.). Leaf deems 363-401 interpolated, finding the exchange of armour 
'partly unintelligible, partly ludicrous', and Poseidon's leadership devoid of 
real result (but cf. 510!); he dislikes the equation of the god and Hektor as 
leaden of the two sides, and the sympathetic rush of the sea, the god's 
clement, towards the camp. Such objections will be met in their place. 

3 5 4 - 6 9 Knowing of Here's success must embolden Poseidon; but 'for a 
little while* (358) arouses suspense by making clear that his intervention 
cannot last. Sleep's message is not strictly needed for the story, but certainly 
forms a neat transition back to it. W e should not worry over how he knew 
to give this message (240-in.). irpA^pcov means 'with enthusiasm* (71-3^). 
flootlSadv for -<ov is the lectio diffidlior. T h e hiatus in f n cO&et, paralleled at 
7.217, 17.354, Od. 24.351, m a y likewise reflect improvisation; cf. plwvOA 
Ticp, oG TI |idAa 6/)v (3X Horn.). Verses 359f. resound with assonance of K 
and rj. For why Sleep is going about 'the tribes of meA* (361) see 23 m . — 
(hrl) KAVTA 9OV AvOporrrcov | is a formula just coming into use. T h e Odyssey 
uses 9. A. | at 3.282, 15.409 (t x Hes., 4X //>.), and its extension hrl x&ovl 
9. A. at 7.307 (6x Hes.); cf. HyApni$ t 355,537, and 231a above. Its metrical 
equivalent GvryroOs AvOpcorrov? | is confined to verses contrasting gods and 
m e n (198-9^). 

363—77 Although references to Hektor form a ring within it (364^ 375), 
Poseidon's speech belongs to a larger structure: 

A Exhortation of the Greeks (363-9) 
B Proposal of the exchange of armour (370-7) 
B* Proposal carried out (378-82) 
A ' Poseidon leads the Greeks into battle (383-7) 

W e do not hear what shape the god took, but his energy ill suits his disguise 
as an old man at 136, and he seems to have his own superhuman form at 
384-7. But Homer neither states this directly nor lets his characters remark 
on it; nothing must distract them - or us - from the impetus towards a swift 
victory for the Greeks. T h e god's fluent yet unformular urgings continue the 
themes of his previous speeches (t39ff., <3-47^*-, 13.95^-» 1 3 . 2 3 ^ . ) , i.e. 
slackness (364, cf. 13.95-! 24m, 13.234), Hektor's boastfulness and the 
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danger he presents to the ships (364ft, cf. 13.540.), the dispensability of 
Akhilleus (cf. 139ft.) and the need to boost morale by exhortation (369, cf. 
13.56). As R. M . Frazer says (Hermes 113 (1985) 7ft.), 'he speaks as Aga-
memnon should have been able to speak*, responding to the iatter's defeatist 
sentiments at 42-51. 

364—6 T h e M S S have 6' CCOTE; 8FJ OVTE is Bekker*s emendation. Synizesis 
in OO(TE) is invariable in Homer (14X ); the phrase conveys impatient 
reproof (Page, Sappho and Alcaeus, Oxford 1955, 13). With peflUpev Poseidon 
tactfully includes himself in the reproach (cf. 13.114). Zenodotus read 
SATrrrai, no doubt because Hektor has not overtly claimed victory; but 
cOxErat fits his boastful character, as Aristarchus says, and Poseidon over-
stated his braggadocio before (13.54). Zenodotus made a like change at 
8.526; differently Nickau, %enodotos i56f. 

370—7 Frazer (loe. ext.) sees the troops' controversial exchange of armour 
as a way to make them fight harder, adducing other cases where troops are 
so marshalled as to make them do their best (2.362-8, 4.293ft, 15.295-9). 
b T on 382 discern a moral point - the better the fighter, the more he deserves 
the protection of good armour, and the better his armour, the bolder he 
may be; but slackers are stripped of their good armour by their own 
comrades, and are thus punished for endangering the rest by being en-
dangered themselves. T h e best men have the best armour at 15.616. Clearly 
each man supplied his own panoply, as later (Pritchett, The Greek State at 
YVar iv 13). T h e ancients never objected to the exchange of armour; 376f. 
was athetized for other reasons. T o remove it entirely we would have to 
excise 370-82, which would leave 383 dangling, as Leaf admits. There is 
no hint that the men swapped body-armour, but it is hard to suppose that 
they could switch even helmets, shields and spears while the Trojan attack 
continued, or that this involved only slackers at the rear (contrast TTAVTOS 

at 381). T h e lack of realism is owed to epic narrative technique. Since this 
scene is concurrent with the others (354-401 n.), we may fancy that the 
armies enjoy a brief respite while the two sides form up; but cf. Glaukos* 
long conversation and exchange of armour with Diomedes in the midst of 
battle (6.230ft), or the arming while the Trojans advance at 4.22if. 

6crrrl6Es is idiomatically attracted into the nom. by the nearby relative 
clause, like VT)E? at 75; a superlative plus piyitrrai is normal (e.g. Hy. 
23.1), and with the rest of 372 cf. 15.296. But toadpEvoi of wearing shields 
is an odd extension of its usual application to body-armour; Heyne deems 
it justified by the shield-strap. N-mobile is a metrical makeshift in 372f.; the 
article appears in 373, as at 368. It is unclear how irAvaiOos, a hapax in Greek, 
denotes superior helmets; are shiny ones newer, or is the point that they 
are of bronze rather than leather? T h e longest spears are presumably best, 
but this too is left unsaid. With 375 cf. 13.40, 80, 15.604. T h e hapax PEV4-
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Xapiios is an improvised variation on i*evex6pt"K (6x //., Cat. 5.3, always at 
the verse-end); with the rest of 376 cf. &P9' d>potaiv §xct cAko? (11.527), a . 

| (15.474, cf. 125). xelpovi 9<OT( (also Od. 11.621) is acc. at 17.149, and 
shares a declensional system with xtfpovo? (-is) <5rv6p6s (-ts). iv ¿orrHSi pcl£ovi 
60TCO means 'let him put on a larger shield*; (tv)60co normally takes an acc., 
but cf. 10.254, 23.131. The oddities are not confined to 376f; the entire 
proposal seems untraditional, which does not prove it interpolated. 

3 7 6 - 7 These vv. were omitted by Zenodotus (and a papyrus) but athe-
tized by his successors (Did/A). Aristarchus deemed it absurd that the men 
did not have suitable shields to start with, and saw a contradiction with 382, 
where the better warriors receive better armour, not larger shields, which 
would encumber them (cf. Arn/A on 382); he also disliked iiev£x<xpuo{ (T). 
But 371 shows that the biggest shields are also the best. Despite his athetesis, 
he preferred §x«, a minority reading in our MSS, to the smoother vulgate 
f x g (also in a papyrus). The rhyme 66TCI>-60TW is emphasized by the 
chiasmus xefpovi f o r d - AOTTIC» pc(£ovi; 382 picks up this pattern (!6we . . . 
66OKCV). 

380 «= 29; Nestor is not listed because he is not wounded. 
382 The elegant double polyptoton (13.130-in.) makes the reallotment 

sound both natural and just; good and worse are conjoined at 1.576 «• Od. 
18.404. The old variant in h (x^PHf Si x^P01*0 &&MCCV) adds a fancy chiasmus, 
as in 377, but seems too sophisticated. Aristarchus (Did/AT), papyri and 
our vulgate rightly read 66oxiv; another papyrus has 66OKOV, which gives 
the leaders a larger role. 

383-7 Verse 383 « Od. 24.467, 24.500 (cf. 7.207); 378 and the first half 
of 384 «= i 3 3 f , when the injured leaders head for battle. Frazer (toe. eit.) 
notes how the situation has changed since then: Poseidon exhorts the men 
as the leaders have just begun to do - a good example of the 'dual motivation* 
of human action (cf. p. 4). Poseidon's sword is 'like lightning' (cf. 13.242, 
19.363, Aspis 322). Since lightning is properly Zcus's weapon (11.184), the 
sea-god is even now rather a fraud. His sword is so fearful (6EIV6V) that 
from fear (64o?, the same root) no man may engage him. This excludes a 
duel with Hektor; it also prefigures and explains the Greek success. Leaf, 
thinking Tcp must refer to the sword, renders 386f. as 'it is not permitted for 
him (it?) to join in the battle', or \ . . to join in battle with it', i.e. using it; 
but ucfyvupt with xtfpot understood, meaning 'join battle', can govern the 
enemy or his sword in the dat. (cf. LSJ s.v. 11.1; Chantraine, GH n 75). Since 
none dares face the sword, none dares meet its owner (so Heyne). 'Fine-
pointed' describes swords in the cognate phrase TavCrr|«s <5rop iretx^os napA 
Mt|poO (16.473, 2X Od.); a variant form •Tcrvaf(o)- is fossilized in the 
formula TavafyctY X0^*^ (6x epos). The old phrase 06 Oipis is no longer 
recognized in Myc. o-u-U-mi (i6.8o3n.). | iv 6at AcvyaMr) uniquely adapts 
tv 8. Avyp§ (2x //., a x Theog.). 
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388-91 Leaf objected that Poseidon and Hektor are treated as 'two equal 
powers', because they pull tight the rope of war (for the metaphor, frequent 
in these books, see 13.358-60^). But this does not mean that they are pulling 
strings from on high: it is used of the two human sides at 19.436 •» 15.413. 
They are named simply because they are leading the two armies; Hektor is 
built up by being opposed to the god (Heyne). Ap^ycov aptly describes the 
Greeks' ally Poseidon; it applies to Hektor by an easy zeugma (note also 
the chiasmus in 39of). KuavoxctfTa Tlocr£i64a>v also begins a verse at 13.563. 
The repeated 901(81110$ "Eicrcop is a type of blemish to which an outstanding 
bard like Homer is less prone than we literates may expect. 

392—401 The magical participation of Poseidon's element, the sea, which 
surges up towards the ships, increases the din from the Achaean side (bT), 
but may be more impressive than effective, like the god himself; for nature's 
reaction to gods' interventions see 3 4 6 - 5 3 ^ It leads us to expect stupendous 
strife, prefiguring the first of three negative comparisons - neither the sea 
nor the forest fire nor the gale is as loud as the armies' clash. Zenodotus 
(Arn/A), perhaps disliking how the sea at once reappears in the simile 
(Duntzer, De ¿jtnodoti studiis 155), transposed 394f to after 399. The whole 
is framed by the ideas 'Hektor', 'Trojans and Greeks' and 'armies clashing' 
(39°-3. 400-2). 

394—9 The cumulated images, familiar from e.g. 2.455ft., are especially 
forceful because they are packed into three couplets and held together by 
the overarching syntax of the negative comparison leading up to 400, where 
6oor), read by the Alexandrians but few papyri or good codices, avoids an 
oral anacoluthon; it may be conjectural (van der Valk, Researches u 194). 
Cf. the structure of 17.20-3: OUT' OOV -rrapBAAtos "tdooov OUT* A£OVTO$ 

| OOTE OV6S . . . | 6aaov . . . Nicanor, in A , keeps T6aor) with a stop after 
399; it is wrong to put stops after 395 and 397. Each image has the same 
point of comparison, noise (cf. the brief double comparison at 13.39); 0o<fc<?, 
Pp6po$, /)ttv£1 and Pp^prrai are picked up by <poovV)... dvadvrcov (fipouoav 
resumes 6pvupcvov and ¿bprro). The balance of each distich rests on o i m 
. . . T6<T(CT)OV (y€), but the second lines are deftly varied: 395 is a participial 
clause, 397 temporal, 399 relative. There is vivid personification: the breaker 
shouts, roused by Boreas' painful blast; the gale calls out, roaring in rage (Homer 
always uses xaXETrafvco of people, i 8 x ). The verses are rich in sound-effects 
(in p, v, IT and p) and evocative epithets. 

The army's din is compared to the sea at 2.209f., where K O U A . . . ©OAACTCTTIS 

and alyiaAcp pcydAco Pptprrai are like 394, 399; at 4.422-6 (very similar); 
and at 17.263-5, where TY6VES {JO6OOCTIV resembles 0odqt here (T admires 
both for their sound). The armies' clash is likened to that of two winds at 
16.765-9, where 766 resembles 397, as does 20.491, in a simile comparing a 
berserker to a forest fire (cf. too 2.455^ 15.605-9^). Here all three images 
are combined, and, as b T note, heightened: a strong N. wind drives the 
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wave ashore, ihe fire is at its fiercest, since it blazes up forested slopes, and the 
wind is not blowing freely but collides with tall oaksr 8aA6cr<rrtf fevpa, found 
in the plur. at Od. 13.88, is reversed 8x Horn, -rrvoifj Bopko AXeycivfi adapts 
phrases like irvotfi Bopkxo | (5.697, Od. 10.507); Bopta'(o) could be restored 
(3X Horn.), but Boptco is guaranteed in Hesiod (3X). m/p6$aldoy£voio (gx 
Horn.) is again split, albeit less drastically than in 396, at 6.182, Od. 11.220. 
o0pEO*£vfM}aai3cr(i)occur3only in similes in Homer (5X ); 8pv/alv 6yiK6uoiai 
is formular too (5X epos, nom. and acc. included). Zenodotus' pupil Aga-
thocles absurdly conjectured t^ofApoiai instead (frag. 10 Montanari, clearly 
from Porphyry). 

396 T h e vulgate has TTOTI where we expect 'is* (the O C T has TTOTI); I 
read TT6TI for rrp6a«JTI, like Ivi KFJSCA GUPCP for FVE<RN (18.53), e l c - Cf. the 
variant wiAsi in Et. Magn. 214.36; TT66I, in a papyrus and ht is another 
attempt to emend the problem away (cf. the variants for ITTI at Od. 12.209). 
Differently Allen, CQ.25 (1931) 23; Chantraine, GHu 13m. 

402-522 Aias knocks Hektor out with a stone: he is carried off thefield. In his absence, 
the Greeks gain the advantage a d the Trojans soon flee in panic, with heavy losses 

409-533 O n this scene see Winter, MMO 122-9. Fenik finds the return to 
Aias* duel with Hektor, clearly imminent at 13.809^, so abrupt that he 
leans to the Analytic view that 13.833-14.401 'has been inserted into an 
originally unified context, splitting it apart and arresting its conclusion' 
(TBS 156ft). But the Theomachy breaks off likewise at 20.155, to be 
resumed at 21.383. Homeric narrative technique explains what is going on 
( 1 - t52n.): but we must still ask why the poet interrupts the duel thus. This 
combat, awaited for most of books 13-14, is soon over, and now that it 
happens is de-emphasized; rather than have it cause the Trojan rout, the 
poet puts it first in a series of duels representing the mass battle that 
precipitates their flight. As Winter saw (AfJVO 124), the whole army is to 
win this victory, not Aias alone; Hektor's personal rout is deferred until he 
faces Akhilleus. Delaying the duel arouses suspense, and then subordinating 
it to a rush of exciting events raises more suspense: how long can the Trojans 
cope without Hektor? The sorry answer is soon clear. Wilamowitz (luH 
235f.) finds the rout at 5o6ff. too sudden, but in fact the Greeks have had 
the advantage since 440; they begin the killings, slaying three Trojans 
(elaborately narrated) for a loss of two of their own men (baldly told). After 
the first death, the fighting repeats the common pattern *A kills B, C aims 
at A but slays D instead': Pouludamas kills Prothoenor, and Aias aims at 
him but slays Arkhelokhos (449-74); Akamas, Arkhelokhos' brother (a neat 
linkage), kills Promakhos, and Peneleos aims at him but slays llioneus 
(475ff.). T h e deaths of Arkhelokhos and llioneus are grisly; Friedrich well 
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suggests that the crescendo of horror contributes to the rout (Verxvundung 
25). Yet the narration of both the stadil and the ensuing rout is brisk, in 
contrast to the full and weighty account of the menacing Trojan gains in 
book 13; as Winter says ( M N O 1 2 8 ? ) , this matches the fact that the Greek 
counter-attack achieves only transient success. 

402—39 Hcktor's duel with Aias, albeit understated so as oot to detract 
from the larger battle, arouses tension because, until 432, we are unsure 
whether he still lives, so grave is the blow he suffers (4 i8ffl); his revival and 
renewed fainting (433-9) are added to remove any doubt (Winter, A1j\0 
124). The duel follows the pattern where Trojan A fails to kill Greek B, and 
B then kills A (Fenik, TBS 11); thus we should sense from the start that 
Hektor will lose (so b T on 402). Cf. how Diomedes knocks Aineias out with 
a stone (5.297!?.); both victims are rescued and miraculously healed by a 
god. At 11.343!?. Hektor is stuoned by Diomedes; he is fainter here because 
his wound is worse, as the narrative requires it to be. As Reiohardt says (IuD 
209), his coma is directly consequent upon 7eus's. Aias, as usual, receives 
no overt divine aid; the sole mention of gods is in the ironic comparison of 
Hektor's fall to an oak hit by Zeus's thunderbolt (414- i7n.). 

402—8 Aias, his chest facing Hektor, offers a tempting target, but Hek-
tor's spear hits the spot where the straps for his sword and shield cross over. 
The strap of his body-shield likewise saved Sarpcdon at 12.400? Lorimer 
(HM 182) rightly deems this event, like Aias' formula o&cos f|OTS m/pyo$, 
a striking reflectioo of the use of a tower-shield aod no corslet in early Myc. 
warfare (15.645-520.), as seeo for example on the dagger from Shaft Grave 
IV depicting a lion-hunt. A sword-strap will naturally cross the right shoul-
der, as will that of the later round shield with central hand-grip, but that 
of a body-shield passes over the left, as does Aias' at 16.106?; this type o? 
shield, slung onto his back as at 11.545, must ooce have been meant. Homer 
never re?ers to Aias' corslet (Triimpy, Fachausdrdcke 32f?.): c? 12.400H'., when 
Sarpedon is hit on both the strap and the shield. Herodotus still knew of 
shields with straps (1.171.4), no doubt from heirlooms dedicated in temples. 
As Aristarchus noted, the poet does not know (or suppresses?) the tale that 
Aias was magically invulnerable save at ooe spot (c? 16.777-8670.): found 
in Hesiod (?rag. 250), Aeschylus (p. 207 Radt), Pindar (Is. 6.47?) and 
Lycophroo 455-61, this may go back to the Aithiopis (Severyns, Cycle 325-
8). Aias is never wounded in the Iliad. 

trpcoTOS AK6VTKT£ also opens duels at 13.502, 16.284. With TiTpcrrrro trp6s 
160 ol c? 13.542, hrl oT TFrpaupivov. Papyri read trpds I60v, i.e. 'towards his 
aim*, with the old noun 160$, 'directioo', limited to Homer (Chantraine, Diet. 
s.v.); but 160 can be an adv. as at 20.99, i.e. 'directly towards*. For the dat. 
c? KOT' 160 yovvaoi in Hippocrates (LSJ s.v. 160$ n 2). With 0O8* ¿^ayapTE 
supply xal pdAc (c? 13.159-600.). 9aoy6vov Apyvpo^Aou (405) is a later 
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adaptation, using unresolvable -ou, of the Bronze Age formulae qétryavov 
6pyvp6(p)i)Aov (23.807), Çlçoç à . ( n x Horn.). The phrase Ttpéva XP6° 
traditionally describes a warrior's flesh at the mercy o f a sharp spear ( 13.830-
2n.). From xw^orro, 406t. = 22.29if., w ^en Hektor fares yet worse, since he 
lacks comrades to cover his retreat. T h e hiatus before Hâxnov is caused by f -
(Chantraine, Diet. s.v. 4T6$). Eustathius (995.42) notes that ixçvyt is witty, 
since it implies that the spear left Hektor's hand of its own accord, like Ttoïôv 
at STTOS çûytv The personification is traditional, since there is a shorter 
version of this phrase, &Aiov fàéAoç Ixçuyc Xc|p6? (3 X )". cf. 454-70. Verse 408, 
a standard one for the loser's withdrawal (13.531-30.), likewise precedes his 
opponent taking a shot at him as he goes (àmôirra) at 13.566, a common 
incident (46 m.). 

409— i a Telamonian Aias, punningly saved by his TtAapeove, hits Hektor, 
who is backing away from him, on the chest with one of the stones used to 
prop up the ships. Such props are called IpiKrra, 'cairns', at 1.486, 2.154; 
cf. Erga 624 (for IxM« see 13.139».). T h e vivid detail conveys that they were 
dislodged by the fighting, like the helmet which a victim lost and a Greek 
found iiapvoiiivtjv prrà troaol ia/Ai\>Sonévr)v ( 13.579, cf. 13.526-30.); it also 
suggests how treacherous is one's foothold in such a battle. Only the strongest 
heroes use stones (Niens, Struktur 169). Verse 410 b elliptical and idiomatic, 
-rà means *<one of those} which', as in Od. 12.97, Kf}Toç â pvpla p&fKet; 
the construction changes in T&V FV Aclpas (cf. 6.293, Od. 15.106). O"rf}6oç 
PEpAV)K€t varies o. (&AE (5X ). His predecessors thought n-mobile should be 
added to pluperfects in -ti, but Arbtarchus (Did/A) and the M S S oppose it 
here; he was inconsistent over this (van der Valk, TCO 142, Researches 11 
igof.). Cmip ftvruyos means 'over the rim' of Hektor's shield (cf. 6.118). 

413 A <rrpôuf)oç (from crrpéçoo) b anything that twirls on its axis, here a 
spinning-top; the short comparison leads into the simile of the falling oak, 
which lends its subject, Hektor, greater dignity. He gyrates and then keels 
over. Some thought thb image describes the stone, finding it odd that a blow 
makes him rotate, and that a revolving warrior b likened to an oak which 
lies where it falls (bT). A spinning stone seems more natural, but the order 
of events favours applying the image to Hektor. So does the parallel at 
11.147, when Agamemnon lops off a Trojan's extremities and hurls his trunk 
'like a roller* into the mêlée (6Apov 6' loacvt . . . ) ; cf. too 11.354, when 
the stunned Hektor drvfôpapc. The bizarre effect shows the blow's force; cf. 
Patroklos' eyes whirling in their sockets (16.792). 

414-17 T h e oak resumes the previous image (398). A fallen warrior b 
often likened to a tree felled by an axe (13.178-800.); as Krischer saw 
(Konventionen 72t.), thb tree b an oak, the toughest to fell, and the thunder-
bolt replaces the axe to make its fall more awesome (Aspis 4 2 1 - 3 weakens 
the effect by making the tree an oak or a pine). The simile misleads us into 
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thinking that Hektor is dead. The comparison of Aias' rock to Zeus's bolt 
is ironic; Aias wins because Zeus is asleep. Moreover the oak is Zeus's sacred 
tree (16.234-5^); that Zeus strikes it, as he often does, is no less paradoxical 
than that Hektor falls on the day when Zeus promised him success. Verses 
4i6f. put an observer into the simile to show us how fearful the oak's ruin 
is, stress that it is Zeus who smote it, and give us our sole hint of the 
Trojans' reaction to Hektor's fall - otherwise, we hear only of the Greeks' 
(cf. Winter, MNO 123). 

^nrrffc, 'impact', is supported by papyri and parallels at 21.12 (a simile) 
and 12.462, when a gate shatters Ados 0rr6 ^nrifc. A's text irAriyffc looks like 
an attempt to remove the jingle ^»irfjs • • • ^ p h ^ U »* n ot from the same 
root, but poets may have imagined an etymological link. T h e other details 
increase our terror. The oak is uprooted (?rp6ppi£o$ recurs in the epos only 
at 11-157, ' n a simile); like the lightning-bolts at 8.135 and Od. 12.417 = 
14.307, it gives off a fearsome smell of sulphur (actually ozone from the 
electrical discharge); the very word 6&iov suggests a god's presence (16.228-
3on.). oirri)S is a filler, but the rest of 416 conveys the observer's fear by 
stating that it is not courage that possesses him (0p6oos is unique in the epos, 
versus 6<5rpaos 14X). Aristophanes rewrote the verse, but Aristarchus ex-
plains it aright (Did, Arn/A). brings us yet nearer to the source 
of dread; \dXm6s, 'hard to bear', again refers to the observer's emotions, 
while A i p c y d A o t o KEpauv6$ (acc., 21.198) explains the £«rf) A. and stresses 
Zeus's power. 

418-30 Verse 418 is based on y o u d "niaov (fWtAov) tv Kovlqcn (4X); cf. 
4.482, which introduces a tree-simile, and 7.38. The vulgate, Massaliot and 
Chian texts read dma (Did/AT), but Aristarchus had ¿>kv, which he took 
as cither an adv. or governed by p^vos; ¿>KU never recurs thus elsewhere and 
is much inferior. Since Hektor made a cast at 402, the spear he drops is the 
second of a pair of th rowing-spears. From Acmls to ol, 4 i 9 f = i3-543f, 
where sec n. But three papyri and M S A omit 420; this is a concordance-
interpolation based on 13.544 and 13.181, which follows a tree-image. There 
is no need for an indication of the crash Hektor makes when he falls, since 
there is none in the simile. 

421—4 T h e Greeks are heartened; their foes betray their fear only by their 
swift defence of their fallen leader. T h e enjambment 6apci&s | alxM&S, also 
at 12.44, *s n o t unusual since a numerical adj. is involved (13.61 t-i3n.). 
The irregular scansion of TIS in 423 suggests improvisation; cf. | AAA' oO TIS 
&UVOTO Tpcxov (3.451). O n "rroipiva Aawv cf. 13.598-600^ 

425—6 These w . recapitulate most of the Trojan leaders left on the field. 
Verse 425 lists those active in book 13; the Lycians were last seen at 12-387ff. 
Pouludamas led the first column jointly with Hektor (t2.88ff.); he alone is 
prominent in trying to avert the rout. Agenor was among the leaders of the 
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second, reappearing at 13.490,13.598. Aineias led the fourth (13.459-61 n.), 
the Lycians the last; comparison with I2.88ff. reveals the gravity of the 
Trojan losses. There is no reason to expel 426, which varies 2.876. Glaukos, 
shot by Teukros at 12.387, is still disabled when he next appears at 16.508; 
I suspect that Homer momentarily forgot his wound, although others may 
fancy that, like the injured Achaean chiefs, he stays on the field. 

427—32 Zenodotus altered TCOV 6 ' AAAcov to T & V T* no doubt to remove 
the 'contradiction' with 424-6. 6k^6€OCV looked odd to Aristarchus, who in 
one of his editions wrote -4acrr' (Did/A); but it is properly formed from the 
j-stem k^6os (Risch, Wortbildung 308), and more archaic thao ATTOKT]5-
ifcctvTf (23.413). O n ¿KrrrlSas cCTKUKAOVS see 13.712- i8n. Several comrades 
rescue a wounded warrior at 5.663!? (Sarpedon); from 6fp* onward 429-
32 *= 13.535-8, when Deiphobos is carted off. OTtv<ir)(OVTa is our first proof 
that Hektor still lives. 

433-9 Hektor's revival and renewed fainting resemble Sarpedon's, who 
is taken to the oak-tree (another laodmark of the plain) and has a spear 
drawn from his thigh, whereat he swoons (5.692-8), but at ooce revives; 
Hektor takes longer (15.9!?., 15.2390".). 

433*4 at 21.if. , 24.692? (but 693 is spurious). This is the first mention 
of the ford of the Xanthos or Skamandros; the audience is assumed to know 
that they are the same. T h e Analysts asked why the space between the camp 
and Troy has often been crossed before with no mention of so major a barrier 
as a river fordable only at certain points. Leaf thought 'the poet treats his 
topography with the utmost freedom, according to his needs for the moment' 
(c? Thornton, Supplication 154?). However, Homer mentions the ford as a 
watering-place (24.350?), not a barrier, save when Akhilleus drives part of 
the Trojan force into its deeper waters (21.3!?). The area under the walls 
was bounded by the confluence of the Simoeis and the Skamandros, which 
flowed on the left of battle, i.e. along the E. side of the Trojan plain 
(13.6750.). Homer uses the topography to suit his needs, but it does oot 
follow that his conception of it is inconsistent. 

T£ov replaced TKOV when the latter seemed insufficiently marked as an aor.; 
C. P. Roth derives it from the analogy topro-coport, TKTO-T£€ (HSCP 77 
(1973) 184!?). tuppcTos TTorajioto, an old formula also at 6.508 = 15.265, is 
from •WvppcpcAos, nom. *-p£fris; supplanted by the less anomalous tOp-
pctTTis and -poos, the epithet recurs ooly at Cat. 13.2. O o the etymology of 
'Xanthos* see 20.73-40.; for formulae for this river see 21. t -2n. For the rest 
of 434 see 2.74m. Zeus may be the river's father in the sense that his rain 
feeds it (c? BinTrr/|S. 16.173~5n.); Okeanos is the ?ather o?all rivers (21.196), 
Skamandros included (Theog. 345). 

436-7 Splashed with water, Hektor regaios consciousness (6PTTWV6T) is 
read by all MSS, as also at 5.697). But he coughs up blood and ?aints from 
the pain; he is also gasping for breath (15.10, 241). He has serious internal 
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injuries: the poet depicts the symptoms of a punctured lung or pleural 
effusion, which such a blow might well cause. tceAaivc^, in the same phrase 
at 16.667, i s from *KsXonvo-vc9^, 'dark-clouded', cf. du^opfü? for & P 9 1 9 0 -

pev?. It was originally a title of Zeus, later misapplied to blood (cf. 5.7g6-8n. 
and Chantraine, Diet. s.v. KtAatv6s). Instead of drnipeooev (in al TTXEIOVS, 

Aristarchus and the vulgate), Zenodotus (Did/A), papyri and some good 
codices read the conjecture irrrtpaaafv, 'wiped away*; both scholars clearly 
had M S authority. Aristarchus could adduce 15.11, where Hektor still 
'vomits' blood (Arn/A ad loc.)\ no doubt Zenodotus deemed this unsuitcd to 
a hero, but it is more dramatic and physiologically apt. Since he is not 
known to have altered 15.11, Nickau (£enodotos 193) thinks he had linguistic 
objections to ¿rniucaotv, but its 'neglected' p- and -era- are not odd. Others 
emended to ¿rrrictvfv, 'gushed < blood)' (T reads but cf. 5 . 2 0 8 ) . 

l£6ptvos 6" trrl youva means 'kneeling*, cf. TTpAyvu Ka6c£op£vT] ( 9 . 5 7 0 ) ; 

this was clearly an idiom (so Nie/A). 'Crouching' would be rendered 'sitting 
on his legs* (13.279-81 n.). 

438—9 Prompted by KsXcnv&p ,̂ 438c blend &U9I 8i 6o<r« wAaiin^ vu£ 
ExdAuvfE ( 5 . 3 1 0 — 1 1 . 3 5 6 ) with vc9&r) i. piAaiva ( 3 X Horn.); night is p. in 
the nom. only here (but in other cases 14x epos). Aristarchus (Did/A) read 
T U 84 ol 6OOE, to harmonize 4 3 8 with 1 3 . 6 1 6 etc., but 1 6 . 3 2 5 protects the 
vulgate KA8. As at 1 6 . 1 0 6 , he disliked apocope (van der Valk, Researches 11 

i 7 9 f ) . 
440—1 A description of the Greeks' new vigour opens the five 'chain-

reaction* killings that lead up to the Trojan collapse, likewise introduced by 
a standard couplet ( 5 0 6 C ) . The formula 1*6091 KIOVTCC (3X Horn.) ill suits 
Hektor, who is carried off (cf. 11.284); hence the variant V6C91V I6vra. Verse 
4 4 1 — 8 . 2 5 2 , when a brief Trojan rout begins; with 4 4 2 cf. 8 . 2 5 6 . 

4491—8 Last seen at 13.701FT, Oilcan Aias does well here, since he slays 
the first Trojan and kills the most in the rout ( 5 2 0 ) . His victim receives the 
standard tripartite news-item ( 1 3 . 1 7 0 - 8 1 ^ ) : a headline about the death, a 
brief but touching obituary, and the coroner's verdict of a blow to the flank, 
which hints that Satnios tried to flee (cf. 5 1 7 , 6 . 6 4 ) . Satnios' name, like 
Simoebios* or Skamandrios' (4.474, 5-49), b related to the river where he 
was born (Scherer, 'Nichtgriechische Personcnnamen' 33); the Satnioeis 
flowed by Pedasos ( 6 . 3 4 T ) . H b father, 'Brilliant', is a nobody dignified bv 
the repetition of his name; Homer invents three other sons of 'Enops* - two 
Greeks and a Trojan (cf. 16.401-ion.). Pathetically, Satnios is born in a 
bucolic setting, like Simoeisios, Aineias (5.313) and Pedasos (eponym of the 
town?), whom vvp9q j vT)T$ 'Aßapßap^ T£K" ¿rpupovi BOUKOAICOVI ( 6 . 2 i f . , 

where sec n.). Iphition too was son of a water-nymph (v0p9^ T!K£ VTJTS, 

2 0 . 3 8 4 ) . Since such nymphs are always localized, their sons* birthplace is 
always stated (Strasburger, Kämpfer 23). 

Verse 443 blends OÖTCKT« 6oupl | (12X ) with TYXC* 6£V6EVTI (13.584-5^). 
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The formular system of Trap* AX®01* ICTTVIACVTOS | (cf. 6.34) includes TTOTO-

poio/EAvtoio Trap* A. | (4X), tt. 6. loryyaploio | (3.187) and recent IT. 
6x^tjoiv ZipAevTOS (4-475). A papyrus and the vulgate rightly keep oOraoc 
KAA (•» KorrA) Acnrdpr^v in 447; this is also the majority reading at 517. T h e 
unique apocope, Aeolic in origin (Chantraine, GH 1 87?), is frequent in 
compounds like KaAAiltrco (cf. 438-90). oOra KOTA A . , in Galen and papyri, 
is a normalization based on 6.64, a similar verse. dvcTpdrrrro means 'fell on 
his back'. Verse 448 = 16.764, again describing a fight erupting over a body. 

449—53 The next killing is perfunctory save for Pouludamas* boast, which 
begins a series of four like the set of three at 13.374-454. The Boeotians are 
deeply involved io this battle (476, 487, 13.685). Prothoenor is one of their 
leaders (2.495); loss will be counterbalanced by that of Arkhelokhos, a 
man of similar rank. His father, Areilukos, looks like an ad hoe invention to 
fit the metre, since otherwise 451? » 13.519?, and a Trojan Areilukos dies 
at 16.308; but b on 2.494? make Areilukos the father of Arkesilaos (slain 
at 15.329), uncle of Peneleos and brother of Alegenor (the father of Pro-
makhos, as 503 shows, and of Klonios, who falls at 15.340). For Pouludamas* 
epithet-system see 13.756-9^; he is fcyxfcrnaAos only here. This apt epithet 
recurs at 2.131,15.605; Trrrrwpivos occupies the same space at 18.249, when 
he is giving good advice. For 453 see 458-90. 

454—7 Pouludamas* v a u n t is brilliantly sarcastic. He has his revenge for 
Aias* hit, as afrrc, 'in turn', indicates. His javelin 'leapt not in vain from his 
massive hand', as if it were animate (c? 402-80.); this adapts e.g. alxirf) • • • 
AAiov ori0aptfc ArrA xclP&? Apouorev (13.504?). He prolongs the metaphor 
in 456, where tcAptof xpof means 'took it away sa?ely . . . in his flesh!', as i? 
the spear needs a loving home; c? 22.286, tv XPOT TTCCV Koploato, also o? 
a spear. T h e poet himself answers this jibe at 463, where Arkhelokhos 
'takes home' Aias' javelin. Next Pouludamas wittily turns the spear into a 
staff for his victim to use 00 his way to the underworld; c? the chie?s' use o? 
spears at 38. axfjirTopat, 'use a staf?' (aKfjirrpov), occurs 3X Od.\ but from 
Aeschylus onward OK̂ TTTCO is ?ound with the sense 'hurl down', especially 
o ? a thunderbolt. Hence Pouludamas may also be saying, with a pun, 'I 
suspect that he, struck by it, will go down to Hades' house' - which is true, 
aod thus all the more provoking. 

458-9 »486? , 13.417?, with dif?erent names. In each case the couplet 
?ollows A's boast, within the pattern 'A kills B, C aims at A but kills D 
instead' (402-522^), just as 453 introduces vaunts at 478 and 13.413 (where 
see n.). T h e verses are designed ?or names shaped — w — ('AvTiAAx<t>, 
fTqveA&o); the scansion AlavrT may reflect the Myc. dat. in for this 
Mycenaean warrior (13.460.). 6at<ppovi is again separated from the name 
at 5.181, 16.727 . 

460 This v. looks like an afterthought to specify that Telamonian not 
Oilean Aias is meant; the slaying-pattern (458-9^) excludes the latter. The 
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unusual sense of ATcnnt in earlier stages of the tradition caused confusion 
over the Aiantes and Teukros (13.46^); all three are present in this battle. 
The article and the form TEAaucoviA6r)s (12 x Horn.), a post-Myc. remodel-
ling of TcAapcovios, are no reason to suspect the verse, pace Shipp (Studies 
286). Standing nearest a victim gives a warrior cause to be angriest at his 
death, albeit less so than being his guest-friend or relative; since the poet 
often cites no cause at all, it is silly to complain that this one is feeble. 

461-4 From ¿nT»6vTo$ 461 «= 13.516, in the pattern 'A aims at B but hits 
C*; a retreating foe is a common target (cf. 409,13.650). With the Lesbian 
form ¿cAevcrro contrast Ionic AAiaoOat (p. 16). Aixpiqtls &t£as, 'darting side-
ways', is used of a boar's oblique charge at Od. 19.451; cf. 5oxpco T ' ATOCTOVTC 

(12.148). The adv., a hapax in Greek, is related to A£xP»©S. 'oblique' (Chan-
traine, Diet. s.v.). Antenor's sons Arkhelokhos and Akamas (476f.) helped 
Aineias lead the Dardanians (2.823 = 12.100); Akamas is slain at i6-342ff. 
Any humour in xApiocv (454~7n.) is dispelled by the pathetic reference to 
the gods' plan for his death, a uniquely expressed but typical motif (e.g. 
2.834, 16.693, Od. 18.155^); cf. Griffin, HLD 

465-9 The grisly detail of the death-blow hides the implausibility that 
a spear-cast could inflict it. Aias' spear slices through Arkhelokhos' upper-
most vertebra and both tendons of his neck; his head flies off and hits the 
ground face down, leaving his body standing for a long moment (on behead-
ing cf. 13.201-30.). His head flies off in rapid dactyls; the spondees that 
follow suggest the terrifying pause until his legs crumple. The old formula 
drrr6 8' xlpac TIVOVTC describes the decapitation of Dolon, whose head 
falls in the dust while still speaking, and of Kuknos (10.456, Aspis 419); cf. 
4.521, 5.307. The parallel with Dolon proves that Arkhelokhos is beheaded 
rather than made to turn a somersault by the force of the blow, as some 
commentators fancy, auveoxu6s, 'joint', a hapax in Greek, is an ad hoc 
alteration of *owoxu6s < ow*x« metri gratia (Frisk, Kleine Schrijlen 329^. 
Klpcrc, more archaic than Ionic «Tpe, may be Aeolic (Risch, Wortbildung 
2490.). Zenodotus (Did/AT) altered the datives in 469 to accusatives, but 
ytycova always takes a dat. (12X Horn.). tytycovcv is an imperf. based on 
the pluperf. yeycbv« (Chantraine, Diet. s.v.). 

470—4 Aias' jibe is no less true than Pouludamas', whose taunt he caps 
by guessing truly that his victim belongs to Antenor's distinguished family. 
In this context, to pretend to praise a slain foe is to praise one's own valour. 
We marvel at Aias' guess - and then at the sarcasm of his question, when 
the poet adds 'he knew full well'! Aristophanes (Did/AT) replaces yevti'iv 
with ¿>a but it is clear enough that Aias recognizes him from his looks; 
translate 'he seemed very like (him) in family', i.e. in family resemblance 
(Willcock). A papyrus reads KC9aÂ v to meet the same difficulty. For the 
topos of a fair exchange of casualties see 13.446-540. 

475-8 It is the Trojans* turn to feel grief. This motif, and the fact that 
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Akamas is Arkhelokhos' brother (464), forms a neat transition to a reprise 
of the pattern 4 A kills B, C aims at A but kills D instead' (402-5220.). 
Akamas bestrides Arkhelokhos' body to protect it; brothers often fight 
together (16.317-29^). Promakhos' name looks invented, especially beside 
Botcirrtov, but cf. 449-5311. His demise is swift; nothing must slow the 
gathering momentum of the Greek success. He was dragging the body away 
by the feet, as often occurs (13.383-5^), not 'from under Akamas' feet'. 
Verse 478 recalls 453, just as 486f. recalls 458f. (where see n.). 

4 7 9 — 8 5 Akamas continues Pouludamas' ironic metaphors in 6C6UT)IIIVO$ 

cvSei | Eyxci, adapting 6. Orrvco (etc., 5X Horn.); cf. Erga 116, (MJOKOV 6' 
¿>06* \i. 6e6p^uivoi; 11.241, KOIM^CTOTTO x^Akeov Ottvov. For the relation of 
death to sleep see 23 m. He picks up several motifs from Aias* vaunt: tit for 
tat, 9p6£eo6c for 9p6£to, brotherhood and the family. He caps Aias by 
abusing the enemy en masse and flaunting his victim's name, but his jibe 
remains personal; Peneleos replies by predicting the Greeks* safe return 
home (505). For 16u<opos and (ĥ v see on 4.242, 13.620-5. With 'insatiable 
in (mere) boasts' cf. 7.96, where 4<mere> boasters' is an opening insult; for 
this sense of ArmA^ see 20.83, ^Jp^ 8-v- The n-mobile in otoimv y« betrays 
improvisation; with the rest of 480 cf. TT6VOV T' fyipcv KO! 6i£0v (13.2, Od. 
8.529), expanded from tt. k. 6. (cf. Erga 113, gen.). The fut. KOTOBCTavito6« 
in all MSS must not be replaced by -KTIV- (Chantraine, GH1 449f.). ATITOS 

appears in another boast at 13.414, with I as in AVTITOS and naAfvTiTos; 
the T here is unique and etymologically unjustified, but cf. TTOAv/TTTOS in 
an oracle (Herodotus 5.92.^.2). &TIUO$, 'unpaid', as at Od. 16.431, " a 

Renaissance conjecture. The scansion, eased by the I of TIvco, is another sign 
of improvisation. 

484—5 The vulgate ru ns TOO teal id TIS cOyrrai AWjp | yvarr6v M lityApotcn v 
&pAAmrf^pa Arrrtofat, 'hence a man may well pray that a brother be left 
at home to ward off war'. But in fact, when a man dies in battle, his avenger 
wards off the harm of being unrevenged; for the thought cf. Od. 3. t96f. The 
text presents two problems, (i) K£ never occurs with a pres. indie. MS A has 
KC altered to Tt; this must be a Byzantine emendation, pace Ruijgh (Tt ¿pique 
773f.). Eustathius and some later MSS omit kt entirely, no doubt by haplo-
logy after nod; Munro conjectured icaf T1? T\ The problem vanishes if, as 1 
propose, c$xsrai is an old short-vowel subj. of the athematic aor. cOyurjv 
(cf. COKTO, Thebaidfrag. 3.3). (ii) AAirrî pcs is also the vulgate at 1 8 . 2 1 3 , 

but 18.100 has Apfft AAtrTfjpa, 'defender against harm'; the latter phrase 
recurs at Aspis 29, 128, cf. Theog. 657. Hence Zenodotus read Apffc (Did/A); 
so too van der Valk, Research s 11 586-8. This does restore the original 
formula, as we shall see, but fails to explain the MSS. Aristarchus read "Ape« 
in all three places, but this too is conjectural; this Ionic form, absent from 
the MSS, first occurs in Archilochus (frag. t8). The truth is surely as follows. 
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Ap^, 'harm', of different origin from ap(F)^» 'curse', is an obsolete noun 
fossilized in two formulae, Apf)s AAinfjpa and Apfjv u u — u Auuvai | etc. (6x 
Horn.); as such it was confused with "Apr)?, who is in origin a mere personifi-
cation o f ' h a r m ' (cf. 13.444^, Ghantraine, Diet. s.vv. and Heubeck, Die 
Spreuhe 17 (1971) 15-22). T h e poet let the barely intelligible formula stand 
at 18.100, but here and at 18.213 he substituted "Apco$, a normal epic gen. 
of Ares, found in a few MSS; because of the substitution, it has to be scanned 
(uniquely) with synizesis. "Apccos will then be a superficial Atticism, also 
found as a variant at 19.47. W. Schulze takes Ap^s as the gen. of a neuter 
j-stem Apo$, 'harm*, found in Hsch. (Kleine Schrijlen, 2nd edn, Gottingcn 
»9^6, 3 5 9 " ) • 

489—505 Peneleos takes the grisliest reprisal yet for the death of his 
kinsman Promakhos (449~53n.). Akamas, a man of more words than deeds, 
dared not face even so mediocre a warrior as Peneleos; now Ilioneus' fate, 
with Peneleos' boast about it, precipitates the rout of the whole Trojan 
army. Ilioneus, whose name is from (W)ilios (501 ~5n.), appears only here, 
but Homer builds up his importance and makes his death more shocking by 
heaping up pathetic detail: his father, rich in flocks by Hermes' favour, has 
no other son to whom his wealth can pass. This is brutally juxtaposed with 
Ilioneus' ghastly death by the gouging out of an eye, normally fatal by itself 
(cf. 13.616f., 16.74iff.), and then decapitation (13.201 ~3n., cf. Peneleos' 
action at 16.339-41), while he spreads out both arms in a vain gesture of 
surrender or supplication (cf. 13.546-90.). The common pattern of an 
initial hit with a spear, followed by a death-blow with a sword (cf. 20.481-3, 
which also ends in beheading), leads up to a worse horror: Peneleos bran-
dishes the severed head on his spear-point, which is still in the eye-socket. As 
Segal remarks (Mutilation 23), since the impaling is by chance and the 
display is in the heat of battle, it does not approach the savagery of Hektor's 
reported threat to impale Patroklos* head (i8.i76f.). Yet its effect is almost 
as horrendous for us as it is for the Trojans, and makes their panic fully apt, 
even without Peneleos' claim, in his vaunt, that the Greeks will sail home 
safely (he does not speak of sacking Troy). J. T . Sheppard (The Pattern of 
the Iliad, London 1922, 145) thinks this scene recalls the start of this phase 
of the battle (13.156-205), when Meriones' spear-cast failed like Hektor's 
at 406, and Aias hurled Imbrios' head at Hektor. 

489-91 The MSS, A included, read nrjvcAioto (13.920.); Leaf and Ma-
zon rightly spurn the O C T'S reading -¿coo, from one very late MS. Since 
Phorbas* name is from 90pfM), 'fodder', his pastoral connotations are no 
surprise. He is an invention, like Akhilleus' slave | OAppccirros ©vydTTip 
(9.665) and Euphorbos (16.808-1 in.); cf. the Phorbas related to Helios or 
Augeias, both keepers of herds (Hoekstra, Epic Verse before Homer 62f.). T h e 
diction suggests that 49of. adapts a traditional hymn to Hermes, as does 
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i6.i8ofT., where TToAupVJAti | (DOACXVTOS (kry6rr)p bears the god a son; cf. the 
opening of Hy. 1 8 , 'I sing of Hermes, ruler 'APKCTBLTFT TTOAUU^AOU, | . . . 6V 

T4KE MaTa | 'ATAOVTOS 6 The particularized epithet IT., also at 2 . 7 0 5 , is 
metrically equivalent to pcyaOvpou; it hints at the father's tragedy in losing 
his son and heir (cf. 1 3 . 1 7 1 - 3 ^ ) . Hermes is already linked with flocks and 
herds (cf. Od. 1 4 . 4 3 5 , Semonides frag. 2 0 , HyHerm 49iff., 567ff.). 

493—8 The spear-point hits Ilioneus at the base of his eye, expelling his 
eyeball; traversing his eye-socket and brain it emerges below his helmet 
through the sinew at the nape of his neck (Iviov, also at 5.73: not 'occiput', 
pace LSJ). The repetition of 6960X1165 sharpens the horror of having one's 
eye poked out. Peneleos slices off the head helmet and all, like Akhilleus at 
2 0 . 4 8 2 . 

499—500 Zenodotus (Hrd/A) rightly read 6 84 9^ KCOBEIOV ¿rvctcr^dov, 'he, 
holding (it) up like a poppy . . . ' ; the comparison befits the scarlet object. 
For a developed poppy-simile in a like context see 8 . 3 0 6 - 8 , and cf. 1 7 . 5 3 - 8 ; 

Kco8cia is next in Theophrastus. 91*) (or 9^), 'like', is the instrumental of an 
Indo-European demonstrative otherwise lost in Greek (Chantraine, Diet. 
s.v.). Zenodotus was so keen on this rarity that, to obviate a hiatus, he read 
it instead of d>s at 2 . 1 4 4 . ' n reaction Aristarchus denied that Homer knew 
it; he read 6 6' 1911 in 499, i.e. 'he said, holding (it) up (like) a poppy', 
athetizing 500 as an interpolation meant to supply a verb of speaking, which 
was felt to be missing when (AE)OH was misread as 'like'. Such interpola-
tions did occur, but he is wrong here (van der Valk, Researches ti 53 ,444^. 9/) 
never recurs in Homer, but is less rare than Aristarchus thought, being found 
before Antimachus (frag. 121) at Cat. 2 0 4 . 1 3 8 , HyHerm 2 4 1 . Moreover, 
TR^paSc answers by deeds the taunt 9pd^EO6C ( 4 8 2 ) , just as K6PIOC at 4 6 3 

responded to 456. Aristarchus held that 9p6^Eiv never means 'say' in Homer, 
thus condemning 500 as pleonastic (Ap. Soph. 165.10); but it means 'show', 
as at 3 3 5 . 

501—5 Peneleos'jibe outdoes Akamas' ( 4 7 9 - 8 5 ^ ) . As if aware that Ilio-
neus is an only son, he stresses his parents* grief, an apt reprisal for the sorrow 
of Promakhos* wife: for the family's grief in vaunts cf. 17.27C, 2i. i23f. The 
Trojans are to take the news back home, because they will now flee! Note 
the parallelism ircrrpl 9(Acp - 6v5pl 9 . ; clTT^vai picks up 9p6£ect6e ( 4 8 2 ) , 

and Tpcocs-Tpolrjs form a ring. For Alegenor see 4 4 9 - 5 3 » » . Both infinitives 
in -ticvai are epicisms rather than true Lesbian forms (Chantraine, GH1489; 
Shipp, Studies 84). &yav6$ is an Aeotic derivative of &yapai (Hainsworth on 
Od. 5.1); ¿ryavoO 'lAiovqos goes back to *-oo f - , not *oi' ( f )- , since ¿ryauoO 
always precedes a consonant elsewhere (17 x epos) and *-oo offers a better 
rhythm. In 505 Zenodotus and Aristophanes (Did/A) wrote 4v for ouv; both 
expressions are Homeric, but otiv is standard in this formula ( 2 . 2 3 6 , 1 6 . 2 0 5 ) . 

506-29 T h e battle enters a short phase of flight and mass slaying, quite 
different from the clash of two solid front lines (the stadif) that has been 
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going on since 13.126. As Latacz shows (Kampfdar Stellung 210-13, 226fr.), 
mass hand-to-hand combat often leads to a rout, which consists in one side 
abandoning their formation to flee in chaos, and the other in pursuit making 
many easy killings unopposed; this hardly differs from the end of hoplite 
battles like that at Delion, when one seventh of the Atheoian force perished. 
There are verbal parallels with the beginnings of other Homeric routs: 
507 •• 16.283, where see o.; the old variaot for 506 is from 8.77. With the 
idiom EKAIVC MAX1^» 'turned the battle', cf. 5.37, Tpaxxs 6* IKAIVOCV Aavaof. 

508—10 Thornton links this turning-point in the battle with the next 
invocatioo of the Muses (16.112?, where see n.), arguing that these frame 
the greatest crisis in the Greeks' fortunes (Supplication 42fr). The poet invokes 
the Muses* help at another such transition, that from flight to the stadie, 
wheo the Trojans start to resist Agamemnon's onslaught (11.218). Else-
where he marks this transition with a questioo addressed as much to the 
Muses as to himself, Mta xlva TTpcÖTOV, Tlva 6' Ocrrorrov t^cvApi^c (5.7030.); 
catalogues follow, as we would expect (Strasburger, Kämpfer 53). O n such 
invocations see de Jong, Narrators 45-53, with bibliography; she well argues 
that they reinforce the superlative 'who was first?', thus strengthening this 
focusing-device. Leaf objected that 'the turning of the battle took place really 
with the wouoding of Hektor', but Hektor's removal did not at once cause 
the rout (402-5220.). As Aristarchus noted, AvßpAypia is a hapax in Greek; 
this fact led someone (evidently a predecessor) to athetize 508-10 (AbTV 
A. means 'spoils', i.e. what is stripped from a slain man, just as ßoAypia 
means '(leather) shields', i.e. what is flayed from an ox. It is probably an 
Aeolic archaism, since A y p t a is Myc. and Aeolic, and ßpoT&is, only here 
save in the formula Ivapa ßpoTAtvTa (8x ), is Aeolic (Chantraine, Diet. s.v. 
ßpÖTos). T h e allusion to Poseidon's activity is to 384fr. (cf. 354-401 n.). 

511—aa Each of the major Greek leaders still fighting receives his own 
mark of hooour in the roster of victories. Aptly, Telamooian Aias comes 
first with a couplet (cf. 12.378) and an enemy chief; Antilokhos, Meriones 
and Teukros make two kills each; Menelaos' slaying of Huperenor is the 
only death described in detail ('Atreides' cannot mean Agamemnoo, who 
is injured); Oilean Aias kills the most. The verbs for 'kill* are deftly varied 
too, as Eustathius saw (1000.1); yet eveo these display complex systems of 
extension and thrift, as E. Visser shows (Homerische Versifikationstechnik, Frank-
furt 1987). Other condensed lists o fmeo slain in routs are 6.29-36, 15.328-
42 (both with variatio in the verbs); elaborate examples are 5.37-84, 16.306-
50. Cf. the rampage of a single hero in his aristeia (e.g. 16.692-7). Both kinds 
of catalogue ofteo iovolve alliteration, here in u and TT (513-15: see Strasbur-
ger, Kämpfer 19). When at their sparest they are kept brief, so as not to 
become tedious. 

Four of the victims derive, with rather typical inaccuracy, from the list 
at 13.790-2: Phalkes, Morus, Hippotion (there the father of Morus!) and 
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Periphetes, there named Pofaphetes; a Greek Periphetes falls in the rout at 
15.638. Another 'father' slain with his son is Ekhios at 15.339, adapted with 
a like inconsistency from 13.422 (see n. there and Visser, op. cil. 124-39). 
The Mysian Hurtios son of Gurtios - a rhyme redolent of ad hoc invention 
- is unknown, being absent in the Trojan Catalogue (2.858); Scherer 
compares Hurtakos from the Troad, Phrygian Gordios, and the pre-Greek 
place-names Gurtone, Oligurtos and Gortun ('Nichtgriechische Personen-
namen' 37). Prothoon and Mermeros, also unknown, bear transparent 
Greek names; the son of another 'Frightful' purveys venom at Od. 1.259. 
Huperenor is thrice an epithet in Hesiod; here he is a distinguished casualty, 
if we trust Menelaos' later boast that he slew a Huperenor, brother of 
Pouludamas and Euphorbos (17.24-8). That Menelaos killed two men of 
this name appears unlikely; yet his memory seems faulty when he claims 
that Huperenor withstood him and insulted him - conduct more suited to 
the stadil than the rout. Aristarchus thought this might have happened here 
without Homer telling us about it (Arn/A ad loc.)\ In fact Huperenor is a 
mere cipher, whose death is elaborated without full consistency to fit Mene-
laos* needs in book 17. 

51a Koprcp66u|ios is sing. (6x epos) save at Theog. 378 (acc. plur.), but 
is used in the gen. plur. here to avoid the Greek epithet xcAKOXtrcbvwv; T ' s 
var iant ^apPopof ( ! )vuv comes f rom a.867. T h e Musoi a re also ¿ y i p u x o i 
and A y x ^ a x o t (10.430, 13.5). 

517-19 For 517 see on 442-8, 13.506-9. Aristarchus saw in oirraii*vr|v 
wTtiAi^v (also at 17.86) an etymological play, supporting his theory that 
Homer used dmiAVj of stab-wounds only (4.140^); word-play is not ex-
cluded, but the theory is wrong (Heubeck on Od. 24. t88f). Death, and the 
psuche (regarded as 'breath', as its etymology confirms), often follow the 
withdrawn spear (13.574-50.). 

521—a Eustathius (1000.13) saw that the compliment paid to Oilcan Aias 
is back-handed: it is no moral achievement to be fastest at killing men who 
are fleeing (Tpico = q*Oyco, cf. 13 .510-15^). When Aias' speed threatens 
to win him a prize, the poet makes him fall flat on his face (23.758ff.); at 
i6.33of. his victim has tripped, which makes his success less creditable. 
Whether or not Akhilleus is faster, this athletic braggart lacks his redeeming 
qualities (13.72^); cf. Ares, 'swiftest of the gods' (Od. 8.331) hut otherwise 
nasty. — In the phrase 'Zeus rouses them to flight' (split at 11.544), the god 
is invoked to explain an emotion beyond rational control: cf. 'Zeus roused 
them to battle' (13.794). Since he is in fact asleep, a pedant (in T ) emended 
his name away. But the irony arouses suspense, reminding us that Zeus'* 
slumber may end abruptly at any time; he awakens only four lines later -
in the middle of a verse (cf. 1.194 the surprise effect)! For TI 
with the subj. see Ruijgh, TC ¿pique 49if. 
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In this book, named after its opening 'the counter-attack' (iraAlt^ts), the 
poet faces the task of rapidly reversing the Greek breakthrough; to do this 
gradually would arouse less suspense. Yet he must also make the Trojan 
advance slow and painful, so as not to upset his pro-Greek audience. He 
must also bring the deception of Zeus to a dignified close, return Hektor to 
battle and keep us on tenterhooks by reminding us of Patroklos and Akhil-
leus. All these ends are deftly attained by a book that falls into four move-
ments, discussed more fully in notes at the start of each; the best account of 
the whole is Winter, MNO 130-77. 

In an opening scherzo (1 —261), Zeus, now awake and undeceived, puts 
Here and Poseidon in their places (with amusing characterization), and sets 
Hektor in motion again; in so doing he reveals to Here the future course of 
the action. This prepares us for Akhilleus' intervention, but also advances 
the divine sub-plot ahead of its human counterpart (56-77^): the quarrel 
among the gods is resolved in a grudging reconciliation between Zeus and 
Here; that among the Greeks ends only with the like reconciliation in 
book 19. But what a contrast between Zeus's majesty and Agamemnon's 
weakness! Zeus has successfully resisted another challenge to his rule; Homer 
repeatedly evokes his defeat of the giants and Titans (see on 18-31, 87f., 
•85-93), just ^ alluded to threats to the god's rule in book 14 (153-353"-)-
Ares' wild urge to avenge his son Askalaphos, and his amusing disarma-
ment by Athene, form a veiled commentary on the main plot: he wants 
to intervene, at great risk, to avenge one lost Greek; will Akhilleus refuse to 
intervene to avenge the many already slain, and to save the rest? Like Ares, 
Patroklos will be stung into action by pity (with 113f. cf. 397f.); his own rash 
intervention will end with his forcible disarmament by Apollo, and in the 
last moments of his fury he is likened to Ares (16.784!^). Moreover Ares* 
grieving and vengeful desire to return to battle sets the pattern for Akhilleus. 
This incident also prefigures Zeus's desire to save Sarpedon ( T h a l m a n n , 
Conventions 45). Thus this scherzo foreshadows the tragedy to come. 

In a brisk and brilliant allegro (262-404), Hektor, now awakened and 
restored to vigour (like Zeus), assists Apollo in a crushing counter-attack. 
The god leads a Blitzkrieg across the ditch and through the rampart. Thanks 
to Thoas* tactical advice (281-99), the Greeks retreat in decent order but 
with heavy losses. An ambiguous sign from Zeus (377ff.), in response to 
Nestor's prayer, keeps the divine background in our minds. This movement 
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ends with the Trojans at the ships and a glimpse of Patroklos' reaction: he 
finally leaves Eurupulos' hut to run to Akhilleus and urge him to fight 
(390-404). Throughout the long retardation which ensues, we know that 
Patroklos is on his way, just as we knew during the Trojan rout at 14.506ft 
that Zeus could awaken at any moment. Then the poet did not let us wait 
long; now he draws out the suspense of anticipation. 

Verses 405-591 must be called a largo. The pace slows as the armies fight 
before the ships, with the combat becoming hand-to-hand after 515; the 
Trojans gradually advance but pay a high price, losing two men for every 
Greek. Homer holds our attention by using all the diverse motifs of battle-
narrative at his disposal - similes, vignettes of minor warriors, paired ex-
hortations, dialogue between comrades and lists of victims. 

The finale (594-746) is an allegro con brio. It opens with a rapid recapitula-
tion of the scherzo (592-614), reminding us of Zeus's plan, but intermingles 
the themes of the allegro, since Hektor rages through the battle like the fiery 
war-god, driving the Achaeans back to the huts behind the first row of ships. 
A splendid set of similes vividly describes his rapid advance, but only one 
Greek falls; and from 674 the strains of the largo sound once more, in a 
renewed stalemate at the ships. But Aias' heroic resistance clearly cannot 
last; sooner or later, one of the Trojan fire-bearers must get through. We 
have already heard Nestor*» entreaties in this extremity (659ft.); since he is 
firmly linked in our minds with Patroklos, our anxiety must centre on when 
the latter will reappear. When will the burning of a single ship signal to 
Zeus that it is time for the Greek counter-attack, as we learn at 599ft? Must 
the fighting reach Akhilleus' own ships first, as the words of Zeus at 63f. 
(and of Akhilleus at 9.65 if.) misled us into expecting? It comes as a surprise 
when at 16.2, with no ships yet on fire, the scene shifts to Patroklos and the 
work's dominant theme, Akhilleus' wrath, is finally heard in all its grandeur, 
while Protesilaos' ship, about which we were so worried, becomes merely 
another reason for the maestro to enter in person. 

Much ink has been spilt as to when the rampart is broken (e.g. by 
Thornton, Supplication 157-60). Even C . H. Whitman and R. Scodel (HSCP 
85 (1981) gf.) assume that, although the Trojans enter its gates and sur-
mount it at 12.469^ the references to their breaching it in book 13 (50, 87, 
124, 679, 737) imply that it is undamaged, in contrast with 14.15 and 55, 
where Nestor sees and declares that it is ruined (TEIXOS . . . Korrcpfjpurcv). 
Worse yet, 345, when the Greeks pass behind it, and 384 and 395, when 
the Trojans swarm over it, seem to imply that it is intact, even after Apollo 
has wrecked it at 361ft ! Worst of all, how can anything remain for Apollo 
and Poseidon to erase later, when the rampart is said to have stayed intact 
'as long as Troy was unsacked* (12.10ft)? Critics think Homer nodded oft, 
but the error is theirs. When a fortification is breached, it need not be ruined, 
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even if it is wrecked from the defenders' viewpoint, as expressed by Nestor 
at 14.55; damaged in places, it may remain a barrier along the rest of its 
length (van Leeuwen, Mnem. 40 (1912) 85). Homer, as a poet, never says 
exactly how much of the rampart was wrecked: it would have reduced 
Apollo's majesty to specify that he razed ooly that part of it behind the 
causeway (358-61 n.), and that the Trojans fanned out on either side. If we 
assume, as is reasonable, that Homer deems it partly damaged, we cao see 
why it is sometimes a barrier, sometimes not, as oeed or characterization 
requires; Homerists too often spurn reasonable assumptions, despite Aris-
totle's waroing (Poet. i46ibi f f . ) . 

Thus there are no contradictions over the rampart, wheo books 1 3 - 1 5 
are treated as a siogle sequential narrative; but Homer presents several 
scenes which can be taken as simultaneous, even though he maintains 
narrative continuity (see 262-4040.). Whitmao and Scodel (loc. eit.) well 
argue that the various mentions of it fit into this pattern too (hence, perhaps, 
their deliberate vagueness): the references to its ruio at 14.15 and 14.55 make 
better sense if the poet 'regarded the two crossings of the wall as one. The 
taking of the wall is an actioo performed by both a god and a man, like the 
slaying of Patroclus in this poem, or the slaying of Achilles io tradition. But 
in order to accommodate the Achaean rally it is performed twice, ooce by 
Hector alone, once by Apollo alone.* 

/ -77 Zjeus awakens and is angry at Here when he sees the Trojans inflight. She cleverly 
swears that Poseidon acted of his own accord. %eus sends her to Olumpos to summon Iris 
and Apollo, who will reverse the rout; predicting the death of Hektor and fall of Troy, he 
reveals to her that his support of the Trojans is only temporary 

1—13 The picture of paoic flight in 1 - 3 adapts the phrasing of 8.343-5 t o 

fit a Trojan rout; cootinuing the rapid narrative of book 14, it shows how 
far they fled. Crossing the rampart, presumably, they pass the line of stakes 
and the ditch beyood it; when it is their turn to flee, the Greeks reach first 
the ditch and stakes, then the rampart (344?). T h e chariots that they had 
left beyond the ditch (12.85) form a convenient rallying-point, like the ships 
at 8.345. T h e parallels with book 8 continue, in that Hektor is described and 
a god pities the losing side; but there Hektor is a terrifying figure and Here 
pities the Greeks, whereas here Zeus awakens suddenly (14.521-211.) to see 
the Trojans routed and Hektor gravely injured. 

4—8 x ^ p o i irrral 8e(ou$, reminiscent of the formula x^wp^v 6£o$, recurs 
at 10.376 (sing.); Scious represents original *6plyeAos before a consonant, 
written AEOZ in the first M S S (cf. p. 34 n. 61). mipopnulvoi cannot go with 
0. 6., pace Nic/A; it picks up <p6{3ov at 14.522, and more remotely 14.506?, 
summing up the rout as a unit. Another ring, formed by paired mentions 
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of Zeus and Here, encloses what Zeus sees (4—13)^ xpuooOpóvou "Hprjs is 
a modified formula, found abo at HyAp 305 (separated); cf. the nom. at 
1.611,14.153 (separated), and the 'declension' AcuxcoAévou "H. {3X HyAp). 
The extra verse 5a ( = 2.42) is another of T 's pedantic interpolations 
( I4-349~53n-) : some prude felt that Zeus ought to dress before leaping to 
hb feet, but it is more dignified not to refer to his nakedness at all! With 6 
cf. Od. 13.197. Verse 7 14.14, when Nestor sees the opposite situation; to 
use it here the poet departs from the usual chiasmus, adding 'Apyclous to 
clarify which side is routed. The spectacle, and its effect on the observer, 
also recall the brief account of what Poseidon sees at 13.15c The full 
description amply motivates Zeus's ire. 

10-13 Aristarchus (Hrd/A) took clorro (EATO), 'they sat', as elcrro, sup-
posedly equal to fjaav, as also at 24.84, Od. 20.106; he did so because of the 
latter verse, where the subject is inanimate. Editors falsely restore fyno, but 
cf. clcrrat (10.100), Kcrticrrai (Hdt. 1.199.2). Hektor's shortness of breath 
ceases at 241 (for the phrasing cf. 16.109); his other symptoms were men-
tioned at 14.436c For órmvúaawv, 'insensible', Aristophanes (Did/AT) read 
dnmvCroKGav, found nowhere else (cf. 14.249^); ¿rrrivúaaco, 'be foolbh', occurs 
2X Od. The litotes 'not the weakest of the Achaeans' means the strongest, 
Aias. With 12f. cf. 16.431 f* w ¡ th n.; 'father of gods and men' brings out Zeus's 
power among the gods and paternal sympathy for men. 6«ivá (-óv) is used 
of scowling terribly in the same phrase at Aspis 445, Hy. 7.48: CrrróSpa IScov is 
felt as a unit which can take an adv. For the formula see 1.148-7in.; J. P. 
Holoka, TAPA 113 (1983) 1-16. 

14—77 Three speeches set in train the undoing of Here's plan. Lohmann 
(Reden 150C) shows that they contain a ring-structure which overlaps the 
changes of speaker: 

(Zeus) A Accusation: All this is your doing, Here (14c)! 
B Threat: You deserve another flogging; don't you recall... (i6f.) 
C Precedent: . . . how I punished you when . . . (18-30)? 
B' Threat: Let me remind you, so that you stop tricking me (31-3). 

(Herí) A ' Defence: I swear that Poseidon's intervention was not my doing 
(36-44). 

d Proof: I am willing to go and dissuade him (45f.). 
(Z*u) d' If you are willing to agree, then he will soon yield (49-52). 

e So go to Olumpos and fetch Iris and Apollo (52-5); they will set 
in motion events leading to the fall of Troy (56-71). 

d" I shall let no other god interfere until my promise to Thetb is 
fulfilled (72-7). 

This dialogue b climactic for the whole 1liad, provided that we retain 
t8ff. and 56-77. As often, verses athetized in antiquity lie at the centres of 
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ring-structures. Without 56ff. the reason for the divine reconciliation, and 
the removal of the last divine obstacle to the fulfilment of Zeus's plan, would 
be left obscure. Zeus conciliates Here by magnanimity in victory; seeing his 
power recognized, he reveals that his support for the Trojans is a tempo-
rary stage in their eventual ruin, which she ardently desires but has in fact 
obstructed with her wiles. This is why she is so angry in the next scene 
(Erbse, Gutter 201)! Winter regards his firm but benevolent explanation as 
an after-effect of the intimacy he has just enjoyed ( M N O 131 f.); paradoxi-
cally, Here's deception of Zeus leads to their reconciliation (cf. Atchity, 
Homer's 'Iliad* 109). That his anger focuses on her and not Poseidon enables 
the poet to restart Zeus's plan rapidly, and avoid a potentially undignified 
direct clash between Zeus and his brother (so Winter). 

14—17 Zeus's address to Here is as convoluted as her trick; it aptly 
introduces his sinister statement 'I rather think that again you may be the 
first to profit from your troublesome scheming . . . ' The epic hapax KC*K6-
"rcxvos goes with 56Ao$; for ¿rut'iycm see 13.726-9^ T 's pedantic variant 5' 
'AxaioCrs comes from 17 .596. KcncoppaqriTi AAcycivfj is dat. at Od. 12.26, cf. 
2.236; it is from the metaphor K<XK& ¿x5rrrreiv (3X Horn.). For ironic ifraupia-
Kopai cf. 1.410; IM<5KTCTCO is aor. subj. (cf. Theog. 857). 

18—31 Here's punishment, being hung in the sky with anvils on her feet, 
serves several poetic ends. Zeus underlines the reality of his threat by citing 
a precedent. Yet, precisely by giving the full story, he undercuts its force: 
he chastized Here for the sake of Herakles, his own son, which Hektor is not, 
whatever delusions of grandeur the Trojan may entertain (so Here to Sleep 
at 14.265^). We also gain another perspective, with new and amusing 
details, on their disaccord over Herakles, which Sleep gave as his reason for 
fearing Zeus (14.250-610.). It is almost predictable, and hence comic, that 
Zeus cites this same episode; like Here's crafty oath, this prolongs the 
humour of book (4. But real repetition is avoided (Eustathius ioo3.2ff.). 
Also, the gods' vain tugging at the golden chain recalls how Zeus debarred 
them from battle at 8.5ff., an earlier stage in the present quarrel; as Aris-
tarchus saw, Hephaistos reminded his mother of this same incident over 
Herakles at (>5goff., when this quarrel began. 

Leaf compares Here's torture to that of Melanthios, tied to a plank and 
dangled horizontally from a beam (Od. 22.173ft".); Willcock adduces the 
Roman slave manacled to a beam with heavy weights on his feet at Plautus, 
Asin. 303f. Here was beaten too, to judge from 1.588; Zeus's threats of 
violence against her at i.566f. and 8.403-5 find their climax here. Feminist 
critics may justly find them unfunny (K. Synodinou, WS 100 (1987) 13-22). 
The male chauvinists in Homer's audience will have been most amused by 
this tale's domestic aspects, but the story once had cosmic implications, even 
if they lie well under the surface here. T h e discussion below builds on Leaf 
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and on Whitman, HSCP 74 (1970) 37-42, who holds that this tale recalls 
violence between the sky-god and earth-goddess, comparing how Zeus 
lashes the Earth around Tuphoeus (2.782); Zeus's lash is his lightning 
(13.812-16n.). In some tales Tuphoeus' mother was Here herself, who bore 
him out of spite against Zeus over the births of Athene and Hephaistos 
(i4.295~6n.). Cf. too Here's binding by Hephaistos because she had cast 
him out (14.256-61 n.). 

An anvil appears in the space between heaven and earth, in a like context 
of binding and hurling gods headlong, at Theog. 717-25, when the Titans 
are cast 'as far below the earth as the sky is from the earth': a bronze anvil 
would take ten days to fall from the sky to earth, and ten days from earth 
to Tartaros. West thinks an anvil is chosen because heavier objects were 
thought to fall faster; but this does not explain the fact that 'Anvil' (Akmon) 
is a shadowy cosmic power. Some equated Akmon with Okeanos or his 
father (Callim. frag. 498 with Pfeiffer's n.); but in the Titanomachy (frag. 
2 B.), Alcman (frag. 61) and Antimachus (frag. 44) he was Ouranos' father, 
and Hesychius says he was Ouranos (see Calame, Alcman 613). The Indo-
European cognates of Axpcov explain this. Its sense 'anvil' comes from 'stone', 
cf. Sanskrit dSmanLithuanian akmu6t 'stone'; but diman- and Avestan asman-
also mean 'sky', evidently via 'vault of stone*. The idea of a solid firmament 
was widespread (Westermann, Genesis 117); early man deemed the* sky a 
stone vault, or indeed a bronze one (as Homer does), because out of it fall 
meteorites made of stone and metal (differently Maher, Creation and Tradition 
85-106). T ' s plus-verses (2i-2n.) made Here's anvils an aition for some 
liuSpot, 'lumps of metal', then shown by guides at Troy: the omphalos at 
Delphi was surely a meteorite too (West on Theog. 498ft.), and such stones 
were often deemed holy (M. P. Nilsson, Griechische Religion, 3rd edn, Munich 
1967, 201ft.). 

Thus Axpovcs were once meteorites, regarded as thunderbolts. This is 
confirmed by another sense of diman-, 'thunderbolt*, and its Norse cognate 
hamarr, '(stone) hammer', the weapon of Thor (called Mjelnir, cf. Russian 
molnja 'lightning'). A common Eurasian folk-belief explains thunder and 
lightning as the fall of a thunderstone, which can be a meteorite or a 
prehistoric celt: thus Pythagoras was purified with a Ktpawla A18os before 
entering Zeus's cave on Cretan Ida (Porphyry, Vit. Pyth. 17), and the Greek 
for a lightning-flash is now AoTpoireAiKi, 'star-axe' or (if for *&<rrpcnro-) 
'lightning-axe'. Cf. C. Blinkenberg, The Thunderweapon in Religion and Folk-
lore, Cambridge 1911; J . Hastings (ed.), Encyclopaedia of Religion and Ethics 
xi, Edinburgh 1920, 8 7 5 ^ Stith Thompson A 157.1. This belief may even 
explain Zeus's epithet alyloxo? as originally 'driver/holder of the thunder-
bolt', from atf and (p)ixw- also meant 'meteorite* (Aristotle, Meteor. 
34ib3); cf. the mysterious af£ oupavia mentioned by Cratinus as a source 
of sudden wealth (frag. 261). See further 308-1 in. 
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The punishment of Here soon gave offence. Allegorical explanations, 
making Here 'air* for example, survive in D and 'Heraclitus', Homeric Alle-
gories 40 (cf. Buffiere ad loc.), Zenodotus omitted 18-31 entirely (Did/A). 
His motive must have been dislike of impropriety; he athetized 1.396-406, 
a like story of violence among the gods. Nickau thinks he excised this one 
because of problems over Olumpos and how Here was suspended (Zjtnodotos 
206-8); cf. Apthorp, MS Evidence 8 5 - 7 . But T 's shorter version of 2 2 - 3 0 is 
highly suspect (2i-2n.), and other early texts contained the whole passage, 
sioce n a o a t read p£pvr) io 18 (Did/A). 

Shipp criticizes the diction (Studies 287), but its oddities 'can be paralleled 
from late but genuine sections of the poem* (Boiling, External Evidence 151 f.). 
f j ou plpvr) 6TE recurs at 20.188, 21 .396, Od. 2 4 . 1 1 5 ; cf. Shipp, Studies 142. 

T o avoid a diaeresis after the second foot we should read TE Kpipco (Bentley); 
for the contraction cf. Shipp, Studies 165. Axpcov is attested in the Myc. 
name ¡Akmoniosl ( K N De 1112). T h e end of 20 recurs at 192 only. The 
formula 6Ecrp£v Ir]Aa is otherwise Odyssean (etc., 3X ), like -trapaoTa66v. 
The synizesis in fjAdoTEOV, 'were upset* (cf. 12.163), is paralleled in verbs of 
this shape (Shipp, Studies 157). T h e formation of (SlTrraoKOV (23) is 'recent', 
but the subj. TKI)TCCI after a past tense is not odd (Chantraine, GH1 323, 11 
269). y f j is innovative for yaTa, but Homeric (14.203-40.). 68uvr) is sing, 
in the epos only at 11.398 (plur. 25X), but this ratio holds for Greek in 
general (LSJ s.v.). With the scansion | T6V OU £uv (26) cf. Od. 1.182, HyAp 
4 7 1 . £TT* ¿rrpOyETOV TT6VTOV modifies | tr. £rr* <5t. (7X Od.)> being displaced by 
•nilMfas. T h e unique scansion £>0CT6PT]V (29) must be an epicism influenced 
by ¿puco. T h e contraction of *&p e0- in AOAVjaavTa is 'late' but paralleled 
(Shipp, Studies 21). 

a*— a T report that 'some' read the following verses, which must have 
replaced 22-30; Custathius (1003.13) says some 'added' them (he misunder-
stood T similarly at 14.278?): 

Trpl v Y ' 6TE (T6TE T ) a' ¿ M I Avaa TTE6«)V (TTOBCOV T) , puBpous 6* tv 1 Tpotq 
KdpftaAov, 6<ppa TT4AOI<V>TO xal £a<a>op£voioi Tri/6£a6ai. 

The contracted gen. TTEBCOV and ending -OIVTO are 'late' (see Chantraine, 
GH 1 476?, for the latter); pu8po$ is next in Aesch. T 's other plus-verses are 
pedaotic or prudish interpolations (14.349-51^): did a rhapsode create 
these to remove what he wrongly deemed a repetition of »4.252!?, while 
explaining a local curiosity of the Troad? 

33—5 Zeus implies that he hurled several gods from heaven; since we 
know only of Hephaistos (14.256-61 n.), he is surely exaggerating for rhetor-
ical effect. ¿»IIRRAOKOV (5X epos) should be cither ÎTTTECTKOV or ¿»hfaoxov; 
c ? £>imr6£co (14.257), ^trrn&^EOKE (HyHerrn 279). TETcrycbv, ' s e i z i n g h i m ' , is 

an isolated aor. participle correspooding to Latin tetigi ?rom tango; it is 
?ossilized in the phrase adapted here, FBUPE ,rro66s T. 6rn6 (3rjAou (t.591, c? 
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Little Iliad frag, 2 i .4 B. — 20.4 D.). PrjA6$, 'threshold*, is from pafveo. 6Aiyi)-
TOA&OV, 'with little strength', recurs at 245, 2X Od.; cf. Chantraine, Diet. 
s.v. T h e lectio difficilior 6v/p6?t now in a papyrus, stands in apposition to 
660viy, this gives an easier enjambment. Aristarchus (Did/AT) and some 
good M S S read 8vp6v, i.e. 'ceaseless grief did not leave my heart1, with an 
acc. of respect (van der Valk, Researches n 105) . For ¿Cnxto see 4-433~5n. 

a6-S For Herakles' exploits on Kos see 14.250-61 n.: that 28 = 14.255 
confirms that the same episode is meant. Here drove him off course with 
the N. wind's help, having persuaded his gales (bT wrongly think Boreas 
joined her in persuading them). Bopfrft 6vcpo? (etc.) is formular (4X Od.). 
KOK& i*r)Ti6cocra | etc. (18.312, 2 x Od.) has other 'inflections' supplied by k. 
MrjxavAaoOai etc. 

3 1 - 3 Leaf thought aOris has no reference - why should Zeus remind 
Here 'again', when he has just done so? But it means 'am I to remind you 
of this <by repeating your punishment)?' The double final clause at 3if. is 
paralleled at Theog. i2"]t For the vulgate I8TJS see 13.448-gn. F)v is innova-
tive (Chantraine, GHn 28if.). xponopfj, ironic as often, is negated as always 
(e.g. 1.28), echoing in sense frrraOpTiai (17). Zenodotus and Aristophanes 
omitted 33 (Did/A), surely because it seemed sexually explicit: cf. their 
text at 14.340 (van der Valk, Researches 11 406). But 33, in all MSS, makes 
two important points. B y saying 'coming f r o m the g o d s ' , Z e u s impl ies that 

others were party to Here's plot, which provokes her denial that she made 
Poseidon intervene. Also, without 33 Zeus could mean that he will punish 
her for exploiting sex in general, not just for this misdeed (Apthorp, loc. cit.). 
Leaf plausibly takes fjv Myi t f as an internal acc. agreeing with iOvfy the 
unique construction seems clumsy (a sign of embarrassment?). 

35 = 89, yx Od.; cf. 145 below. The verse adapts masc. «pcoviVyas, slight-
ing the p- in tirccr. A papyrus has ¿MCiftoiihr); of the doublets xal iuv 9. t. 
TRTFP&VTA TrpooTjOSa (54X epos) and K. p. ¿pcif&ptvos I. TT. TT. (4X ), the 
former's prevalence is owed to its greater smoothness and flexibility of 
context, especially after the loss of f - . 

36—46 Here's oath purposely misses the point (so Aristarchus): Poseidon 
did intervene of his own accord, but this does not excuse her plot to aid him. 
She is not perjured, since she never told Sleep to urge him on: Sleep did so 
unasked (14.240-tn.). The poet creates the effect of collusion without its 
actuality. Verses 36-8 are a standard divine oath {Od. 5.184-6, HyAp 84-6); 
on such oaths see 14.271-gn. The poet avoids repeating book 14, where 
Here swore in other terms and indirect speech. Her unique oath befits the 
marriage-goddess, since she invokes Zeus himself and their marriage-bed, 
which she would never perjure; her phrasing is more dignified than Zeus*s 
9iA6tt)S tc Kctl c&Wj at 32 (so bT). Cf. how Odysseus swears by the hearth 
he has come to {Od. 19.304). Her oath is comical because of her recent 
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conduct, but also flatters Zeus as a power greater than she is and reminds 
him of their recent intimacy! Her excuse for Poseidon is rhetorically effective 
because she pretends to guess (TTOV) that he acted from pity for the Greeks, 
an obviously laudable motive which Zeus ought to share. 

3 7 — 4 4 The Stux 'drips down* from a cliff (Theog. 7 8 6 ) . 5rvy6s ( - u u ) 
06cop is moved from its normal place at the verse-end (4X epos), where the 
scansion u6cop is usual ( 5 9 x , HyDem 381 excepted); cf. 1. OBaros (3X 
Horn.). 6s in 37 agrees with its complement, not its antecedent. O n KE9OA/J 
see 1 6 . 7 4 - 7 0 . For Koupi6tos see on 1 3 . 6 2 6 ^ ; Penelope even uses it to describe 
her house (2X Od.). irf) with the indie, is normal in negative oaths (Chan-
trainc, GH n 331). 16tt)s is always dat. elsewhere (13X epos), 'by the will 
o f . . . ' : the causal use of S(a is rare and presumably recent (cf. 71; Chan-
traine, GH 11 96F.). Verse 44 blends 4TT1 vt}uolv 'Axai&v ( I O X ) with the 
pattern of pupopivous 6' 6pa TOUS ye l5cov iAirjac Kpovfcov (19.340, cf. 
17.441). KTC!VOII£VOVSS, read by the Massaliot and Argolic texts and Aris-
tophanes (Did/A), further heightens the Greeks' plight, but must be an 
'improvement'. 

4 5 — 6 Here would advise Poseidon too (xal) to assent. With cool effrontery 
she signals her own compliance with one word, as if to deny that she ever 
disagreed! With the phrasing cf. "rirj 8' ETS, $ a* &v tycb rap dyco (Erga 208); 
the voc. xcAaivftp^s is familiar (see 14.436-70. and Hoekstra on Od. 13.147). 
Following Zenodotus (Duntzcr, De £enodoti studiis 59n.), Aristarchus always 
advocated teal KEIV- rather than K&XEIV-; good M S S invariably back him, but 
the crasis is omnipresent too (cf. 179). Since IKEIV- was on the increase in the 
epic diction (Janko, HHH 2 3 7 ^ , the crasis should be correct, unless it is 
owed to superficial Attic influence (cf. 93~4n.). 

4 7 — 5 5 It is one of the charms of Homer's style that we are left to wonder 
whether Zeus smiles because Here agrees, or because he sees through her 
wiles, or for both reasons. O n the structure of his speech see 14-770. AAA' 
at 53 opens a call to action, as usual; Zeus neatly turns her profession of 
loyalty into a test of it. By making her go to Olumpos, he at once puts his 
plan into effect while remaining vigilant on Mt Ida, and avoids a direct clash 
with Poseidon. 

4 9 - 5 5 Despite Aristophanes (Did/AT), some good MSS support P O C O T T I , 

as also at 8.471, 18.357; the 1 is original (cf. pAoovpcb-ms at 11.36). yAav/K&>-
TTTS has followed the analogy of forms in -T8-. Toov Ipol 9pov€ovoa means 
'sharing my opinion', cf. T. t. PaalAcuc (9.616). Verse 52 means 'he would 
soon change his mind to follow your and my wish*. iKTaorp&pG) usually takes 
a direct object, e.g. at 10.107, but cf. Od. 2.67. Verse 53, the start of a huge 
paratactic sentence, blends EI ETE6V yc (8x ) and ¿rrptKECos ¿ryopcvcrco (8x 
Od., cf. 2.10). Verse 54 combines Epxeo vOv (etc.) PETA 9uAa OECOV ( 1 6 1 , 177, 

3X HyDem) with SsOpo KdXeoaov (-a), 4X Horn.; cf. especially Od. 17.529. 
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T's variant KAVT6V aOBî v in 55 is surely from a rhapsodic text, since it is 
Hesiodic (Cat. 64.15); Apollo's Homeric epithet KAUT6TO£OS recurs 3X dat., 
cf. Od. 17.494. 

56—77 Aristophanes and Aristarchus athetized 56-77, while Zenodotus 
omitted 64-77 (Did/A); T claim he did so because 64-77 resemble a 
Euripidean prologue (see further Nickau, Zenodoios 245-9). Aristarchus' 
reasons, however, are clear, being given in full by Arn/A and rebutted by 
bT. This provides a good test-case for his method in proposing an athetesis; 
the debate has hardly changed since antiquity (cf. Boiling, External Evidence 
152-6). 

Aristarchus objects above all that 56-77 needlessly anticipate events and 
are tritely composed; someone (in bT) adds that they are displeasing to Here 
(cf. 97). b T reply that the poet often gives summaries to comfort the 
philhellene audience (cf. Schadewaldt, Iliasstudien i n f . ) . Summaries of the 
action, sometimes looking ahead to the future, are indeed typical (13.345-
6on.); the next is at 231-5. The best parallel is 8.470-6, where Zeus mocks 
Here's resistance by predicting the battle's course (cf. too 11.186-94). This 
summary is longer and looks further ahead, to the close of the Iliad and 
beyond, as well as back to its opening, as befits its place at the central 
turning-point of the plot. Thus Duckworth shows that books 1 - 1 4 slowly 
increase the audience's foreknowledge, just as the Odyssey gradually reveals 
the future until, at 16.267-307, Odysseus reveals his agenda for the rest of 
the epic; each poem has an extended forecast just after its mid-point (Fore-
shadowing 39). Verses 56-77 continue the series of mentions of Akhillcus and 
help the singer and his audience recall where he is in the tale. Also, as we 
saw ( 1 4 - 7 7 ^ ) , Zeus finally lets Here understand that her intrigues are in 
vain, since Troy will fall in the end (he tactfully omits the death of her 
favourite, Akhillcus). Boiling thinks the summary ruins the suspense, but 
Homer derives his finest effects from the agony of expectation; the more 
important an event, the more often the poet presents it in prospect and 
retrospect (de Jong, Narrators 85). 

Aristarchus also criticizes Zeus's predictions as inaccurate: the Greeks 
never 'fall among Akhillcus' ships', nor does Akhilleus stir up Patroklos -
the converse is true. But, as Schadewaldt showed (Iliasstudien 110-1 inn.), 
Homeric summaries are often imprecise. The forecast that the fighting will 
reach Akhilleus' ships runs parallel to how the fighting reaches Meleagros' 
own chamber in Phoinix's exemplum, and is envisaged by Akhilleus himself 
(9-588,650-2); Zeus even said Patroklos would fall among the ships (8.475f.). 
That we have this prospect in mind increases our agony as the battle nears 
the fleet. But if the Trojans had attacked Akhilleus' own ships, he could not 
have let Patroklos lead his men into war and abstained himself! The account 
of Patroklos' motivation can certainly refer to our poem, where Patroklos 
gives Akhilleus the idea, but the latter then urges him to hurry (16.126). 
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Someone (in bT) also found it odd that Zeus dooms Sarpedon here, yet pities 
him later (16.433!?.); but Zeus treats Hektor likewise (22.i68ff.). Indeed, 
'my son* (67) is emphatic and prepares us for the pathos of a father losing 
his son, which even Zeus must undergo. A like objection, that Troy should 
fall because of Here's will, not that of the co-operative Athene (as is said at 
71), is also refuted by bT: Athene cootrived the Wooden Horse (Od. 8.493). 

Aristarchus' other arguments are stylistic, (i) Homer would not put Iris 
first at 56, since this violates chiastic sequence; but cf. e.g. 6? (so T ) . (ii) The 
sense o f l v . . . -niocoot in 63 is unhomeric; but c? 11.311 (so T ) . (iii) traAico^is 
has an unhomeric sense, 'flight', in 69, but c? T ad toe. (iv) Neuter "lAiov (71) 
is unique in Homer, instead o??em. "IAIOS (c? 16.89-96^); the neuter is 
standard later (Wackernagel, SUH 63). (v) -rrToAhropOos (77) never de-
scribes Akhilleus, who had not sacked Troy (c? 21.5500.); but in ?act the 
epithet is generic and describes Akhilleus 4X //. This test-case confirms that 
Aristarchus argues on the same basis as a modern Analyst; that he makes 
no appeal to M S sources ?or his athetesis; and that b T display a more 
developed literary sensibility than his (c? p. 27 n. 33). I? such was his 
method, can we believe that his predecessors did better? 

Linguistic objections have increased since Aristarchus' day, but their 
cogency has not. The ending -rjoi on sigmatic aor. subjunctives (3X) is 
'recent' (Shipp, Studies 117). The breach o?'Wernicke's Law' in pAxHv IS 
(59) is easily mended by reading EIS for EZ (Leaf, Appendix N) . Shipp (Studies 
287) dislikes the Aeolism AVOT^CTEI and contracted KTEVET (c? 13.285); ?or the 
vulgate TTOAEIS in 66 ( T T O A ^ in h) see 1 3 . 7 3 2 - 5 0 . The imprecision in IK TOO 

(69), over when the Greeks start to push back the Trojans, is paralleled at 
1.493, IK TOTO (so Willcock). T6Trplv ( 7 2 ) means formerly' elsewhere (Lea?); 
it adapts the pattern | pf) Trplv . . . | trplv (2.413?, 24.781 etc.), i.e. 'be?ore 
then . . . when', although Willcock thinks 'be?ore then' means the same 
moment as IK TOU. KdprjTt (75) is a 'recent' artificial form found in the gen. 
2X Od. (Nussbaum, Head and Horn 174?), and in the same phrase at HyDem 
466, cf. 169. 

58—61 Trav/oApcvov is acc., not dat., because it is governed by the infin. 
which follows; for the verse-ending c? Od. 14.153. AEA66T) is a causal aor., 
'make him ?orget' (Risch, IVortbildung 243); c? 2.600. Hektor ?eels pain in 
his lungs (9plvEs): c? 16.48 m. 

66—8 T h e ?ormula 'IAIOU irpoirdpoiBc (also 21.104, 22.6) once contained 
a gen. in *-oo, since "lAIov scans normally wheo we reconstruct *plAloo (c? 
p. 15 with n. 23). Verse 68 merges the ?ormulae "ExTopa 6Tov and 8Tos 
'AXIAAEUS; XapTiY)6ova 6tov is in 67! Homer relies heavily on stock phrases 
throughout this syoopsis; no doubt this style was common in the Cycle, 
which abounded in prophecies and bald narratives - a feature of his tradi-
tion which he transcended. 

69—7« For his more remote forecasts Zeus uses optatives. traAico^is, 
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'counter-attack' (601, 12.71), has an opposite, irpoico^is (Aspis 154); on its 
form see Chantraine, Diet. s.v. frdAtv. Did/A says ' Aristarchus' read 
haripooaow in 71, which obviates both the neuter lAiov and the hiatus after 
aliru; since this reading is not at odds with his athetesis, but offers another 
'solution' to the same 'problem', we need not emend to 'Aristophanes'. 5iA 
ftouAds recurs 3X 0d.t 5X Hes. (cf. 37-44^) . 

7 2 - 3 Zeus repeats his prohibition of 8.7ft"., but reveals that his wrath will 
cease when Akhilleus is honoured, i.e. when the latter renounces his own 
wrath (19.560*.); Zeus turns the gods loose at 2o.22ff. Thus the hero's wrath 
and the god's are brought back into parallel, TTOCUCTCO seems inferior to the 
strong variant TTOOCO read by Aristarchus (Did/AT), unless this comes from 
19.67. IvOdBe means simply 'here at Troy'; we need not fret about the 
geographical imprecision. 

75—7 Zeus gave his promise to Thetis (1.503ft*.), but both he and Akhil-
leus (16.237) accept that it was made to her acting at her son's behest and 
on his behalf. Aristarchus' atheteses rid the hero of blame for the Greeks' 
defeat; but his claim (in T ) that Akhilleus never prayed for their ruin begs 
the question (cf. 598-9, i6.236-8nn.). T h e hero cannot be excused so easily. 
If he receives no share of blame, more must attach to Zeus, which is 
undesirable from the poet's viewpoint; not for Homer the amoral crudities 
of the Cypria, where Zeus causes the Trojan War to lower the population 
(just as the Babylonian gods cause the Flood) and spawns Helen as the agent 
of doom. Verse 77 = 8.372, again omitted by Zenodotus and athetized by 
Aristarchus. 

78-150 Here goes to Olumpos to declare that resistance to Zeus is vain, yet enrages 
Ares by announcing the death of his son Askalaphos. Athene stops Ares from seeking 
revenge against Zeus. At Here's behest, Apollo and Iris go to Ida 

7 8 - 1 5 0 Here's compliance is grudging; she takes her time, and vents her 
frustration by urging obedience on the gods in such a way as to stir up revolt. 
Her provocation of Ares, and Athene's sharp warning to him, form the core 
of this scene; the defeat of his incipient revolt reinforces the divine obedience 
to come (Winter, MNO 133). 

7 8 - 9 Cf. i68f., 236c, each followed by a simile; these repeated descrip-
tions of divine journeys frame this whole scene and the next. T h e parallelism 
confirms that we must reject T 's pedantic plus-verse 78a, Zrjv' OrroTapf&-
/joaoa, v6o$ 8i ol &AAa pcvolva. The interpolator did not realize (as many 
have not) that Zeus has just given Here better cause to obey than mere terror 
of his might. Since T has corrupted Zfjv' to 'Zenodotus', Boiling (External 
Evidence 156) ascribes 78a to Zenodotus of Mallos, who added 13.731 (but cf. 
!4-349~53n-)- Verse 79 = 8.410 (spurious), 11.196. Its parallelism with 169 
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and 237 undermines the weak variant 6' for KOT*. Aristarchus favoured 
Kcrrd for descents from mountain-tops, but when a god flies from Ida to 
Olumpos, as here (Arn/A on 11.196). T ascribe 6' Zenodotus, who 
certainly made this emendation at 169, where it breaks Aristarchus* rule 
(van der Valk , Researches 11 43f.). Perhaps he proposed it wherever the verse 
occurred, but his successor drew distinctions. 

80—3 T h e magical velocity of a flying god was traditionally likened to 
that of thought, with brief phrases like d>s Tf v6iipa: so Apollo at HyAp 186, 
448, cf. Aspis 222 (Perseus), Thcognis 985, Thales in Diog. Laert. 1.35. T h e 
Phaeacians' ships speed 'like a wing or a thought* at Od. 7.36, which, as 
Porphyry saw (1.129.16), combines the referent and the imagery of this 
passage. Similes often describe.divine journeys (cf. 24-8o-2n. and Scott, 
Simile ! 7 f ) ; this image is apt for a horizontal journey, just as the next, Iris 
as hail (170), describes a vertical one (Krischer, Konventionen 21). But an 
extended comparison on this topic is paralleled only at HyHerm 43f., in a 
different context. T h e simile's language interacts with its setting: ATCTCTCO is 
often used o f a god's journey (e.g. 14.225), and pcpauTor picks up pevoiv^otie. 
hrl TTOAA#|V | yaiav is a separated formula, cf. (llvai) TT. T. y. 3 X Od. 9pcol 
7T£VKaAlur)ai (14.162 ~5n.) is moved from the verse-end as at 20.35. efr)v» 
'would I were*, gives the man's wishes in a unique 'quotation'. Aristarchus 
(in D) took it as the opt. of cTpi, 'go' (cf. 24.139, Od. 14.496); but cf. 
Chantraine, GH 1 285. He also read pcvoiv^rjot (Did/A) for the -/joeiE of 
nearly all M S S , a papyrus included. A n opt. is odd after an aor. subj., but 
so is a pres. subj., especially one formed like this (Chantraine, GH1 77); we 
are surely dealing with a conjecture. Pace the O C T and van der Valk (op. 
cit. 11 !98f.), the vulgate must stand, since the poet could easily slip into the 
aor. opt. after fTrjv. 

84—6 T h e assembled gods are drinking as usual; c f 4.iff. , when Zeus 
upsets their good cheer, or HyAp 2ff., when Apollo's arrival so alarms them 
that all leap from their seats. T h e y do so here from eagerness to welcome 
the flustered Here; cf. the greetings received by Zeus, Iris and Thetis 
(i-533f., 23.202f., 24.tooff.), or the envoys returning from Akhilleus' hui 
(9.67of.). 'Zeus's house' is merely another name for Olumpos (cf. 5.398). 
altrvv "OAvpirov and ¿Oav&Toigi ©EOTOI are transposed from the verse-end, 
where they occur 3X and 38x in epos respectively. For 6eiKav6«VTO see 
p. 35 n. 65. Aristarchus, followed by the O C T , rightly kept the archaism 
SHRACRCTI, unique for SCTTASCTCTI, and rebutted those who substituted K6AC6V 

TipivclsifrcaoTos (from 23.203), or 6€IKAV6OJVT* ¿TT&CTOI, an epic moderniza-
tion (Od. 18.111, 24.410) read by Zenodotus (so b). Cf. x***^ T ' &>i£»&ov-ro 
(Hy. 6.16). BifTas, Myc . di-pa, once meant a vessel larger than a cup; like 
many words for pots it is borrowed, perhaps from Luwian tepa (LfgrEs.v.). 

87—8 Here accepts the cup of Themis, who reaches her first. Since Homer 
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could have made her take anyone's, we must ask 'Why hers?' Themis 
presides at divine conclaves: hence Hesiod makes her Zeus's second wife 
(Theog. 90iff.), Zeus bids her call the gods together (20.4) and they both 
preside over assemblies in general (Od. 2.68f. with S. West's n.). An assembly 
is in fact called a themis (11.807). Her presence may also show that Right 
will now prevail on Olumpos (Winter, MNO i32f) . But her role may derive 
from the tales of dangers to Zeus's rule, which Homer exploits in the 'decep-
tion of Zeus' (>4* 153-35311.) • As a Titan who sided with him (D on 318), 
she shares his counsels (Hy. 23) and protects his power. When he strove with 
Poseidon for Thetis' hand, it was she who warned that Thetis would bear 
a son mightier than his father (Pindar, Is. 8.3off., with L. M. Slatkin, TAP A 
116 (1986) iff.). In the Cypria she helped Zeus plan the Trojan War, 
a vital prerequisite for which was Thetis' marriage to a mortal, which Thetis 
underwent to please Here; the result was strife among the goddesses at 
Peleus' wedding-feast (so Proclus* summary and frags, i f ) . Now too Zeus 
and Poseidon are at odds, indirectly, over Thetis, Here is angry and there 
is discord at a feast. The similarities are owed to shared story-patterns; any 
influence is surely from the tale in the Cypria rather than vice versa (not, 
certainly, from the text of our Cypria). — KaXXiirap^cp is the true spelling 
( H o e k s t r a o n Od. 15.123). 6£KTO takes the d a t . o f the g i v e r , e .g . 2.186 
(Chantraine, CH11 73f.); this athematic form appears in Myc. beside ¡dexatof 
( K N Le 64if.). Someone thought the august Themis should not 'run' to 
greet Here, and read <p£poucra instead (bT); but <5cvrlo$ f)X6t Oicov is formufor 
(3X , especially 17.257). Themis' name is a formant in the Pylian toponym 
te-mi-ti-jalti-mi'to-a-ke-i; cf. 20.4-50. 

90-1 A speaker may comment on an addressee's appearance at the start 
of a speech, with loixas at the verse-end (Od. 6.187, 8.166, 20.227, HyAp 
464). Aptly, Heri looks as if she has been routed by Zeus (¿rndJopivTj, 
¿960r)crc), as the Greeks will be. &s TOI AKOITTIS underlines the humour of the 
marital quarrel: for the phrasing cf. 14.346. How different the effect, and 
how much less fitting, if Homer had said dyKuXop^TCCD instead! 

93 This v. shows how the poet's subconscious memory of his previous 
choice between equivalent formulae can so affect his current choice that 
normal formular associations are disrupted; cf the phenomenon of phrase-
clustering (i3-97-8n.). The weird 0O&TTIS "ir6rvia "Hptj usually follows 
{TTCITO (8X , e.g. 49), whereas its equivalent 6E6 XcuxcbXcvos'H. follows finite 
verbs (15X, e.g. 78 — 14.277); but here the memory of6. X. *H. at 78 surely 
led Homer to select the 'wrong' doublet after I. The reverse occurred at 
14.263, where tt. "H. is apparently chosen because it had preceded at 222 
(Janko, Mnem. 34 (1981) 251-64). W. Beck thinks Here is 'cow-eyed' when 
she is at odds with Zeus or otherwise nasty (AJP 107 (1986) 480-8); this 
founders on cases like 18.239 or 20.309. Beck does show that fkroiTis is 
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avoided w h e r e other animals appear; this confirms Hainsworth's view that 
the alternative arose because o f ' t h e obscurity, or the embarrassment, of the 
sense o f {3oco-ms' (Tradition and Invention, ed. Fcnik, Leiden 1978, 41 50). Cf . 
pp. 11 - 1 2 above . 

93-9 Here 's speech has a double structure: (i) 'don' t ask me, since you 
know how difficult %eus is, but lead the feasC\ (ii) 'you' l l hear about ^«J'J 
evil deeds, and not everyone will be glad, if anyone still feasts serenely' {she 
means Ares in particular, cf. 110). Her reticence aims to arouse curiosity. 

93—4 Here tells T h e m i s not to ask in the words with which Zeus told her 
not to ask about his plans (1.550). ' Y o u know for yourself ' enlists T h e m i s ' 
own knowledge; Eustathius (1007.28-33) compares 11 .653?, when Pa-
troklos says something similar of Akhil leus, w h o can fault even the faultless 
(as A t h e n e will say o f Zeus at 1 37) . EKE(VOV is in the M S S here and in parallels 
at 1 1 . 6 5 3 , 1 8 . 2 6 2 , Od. 1 5 . 2 1 2 ; A r i s t a r c h u s ( D i d / A ) i m p r o p e r l y s u b s t i t u t e d 

Keivov (cf. 45~6n.) . <5NTT)VT)S, 'harsh 1 , comes from *&vos, ' face' , originally 
'with the face turned a w a y ' (IfgrE s.v.); for the phrase cf. 23.61 1. 

9 5 - 9 Here takes malicious pleasure in bidding T h e m i s begin the feast, 
but then spoiling it with ominous words (so Paley); dXAa opens her call to 
action. O n l y here docs 8CUT6S Eio-ps lack E8EUETO (9X Horn.); 96 adapts TTOKTI 
PET' 66avaTOiai (3X //., Theog. 449). For Triq>auaKO|iai, ' reveal ' , see 1 6 . 1 2 -
i6n. With the artificial fut. Kexapr)oipEV (intrans.), based on the perf., cf. 
Oupos KExap^cETa» {Od. 2 3 . 2 6 6 ) . OCTTE p p o T o T o i v | OUTE 8EOTS m a y b e s i m p l y 

a polar expression for 'everyone' , i.e. 'one which says, for greater emphasi«, 
"nei ther x nor y" or " b o t h x and y" -y being the opposite o f x - where 
the relevant notion is only cither x or / (Macleod on 24.45, biblio-
g r a p h y ) : cf. 10.249, Od. 15.72!. But mortals too are concerned with the 'evil 
deeds' Zeus predicts, since m a n y of them will perish; are they mentioned to 
allude to the real audience, w h o cannot remain unmoved by the song? The 
scansion IT! VUV is influenced by ETI 6(P)Ii)v. Contracted ei^ppcov (2 x Od., GX 
in later epos) is innovative; £09pov- and £u9pocruvT) occur 14X Horn., but 
not later (cf. p. 14 n. 19). 

100—3 ^ a speaker breaks off and resumes, the poet indic ates some odd 
circumstance (cf. 1.51 iff . , 584!?) - here, the goddess's forced laugh, con-
fined to her lips while she still scowls. She does not relax her PETGOTTOV, 
properly the bridge of the nose (13.615) . laivco, ' w a r m ' , normally describes 
appeasing someone's heart: cf. 24.11911., and, for the drastic formular innova-
tion, Hoekstra, Modifications 122. T h e metaphor is from w a x which softens 
when w a r m e d (Paley). T h e expression is unique; yvaOpoToi yEXcocov 6XK0-
Tpioiai (Od. 20.347) denotes the opposite kind of laughter, over which one 
has no control . T h i s laugh warns us not to take at fare va lue what Here says 
next; D. B. Lev ine (CJ 78 {1982) 9711.) detects 'an attempt to show self-
confidence . . . as she tries to cover up her defeat at Zeus's hands and pre-
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serve her dignity1. b T (on 108) think she waits to see if the gods will defend 
themselves against Zeus, and then bursts out in rage at their silence, but 
Homer had ways to say this; rather, she pauses to increase their curiosity 
and suspense. Verse 1 0 0 blends ^TOI 6 y* <2>s CITTGOVKOTT' &p' i£rro, used 6 x in 
Homeric assemblies, with |iiv <5tp' cS>$ EITTOOCT* ¿rni£t} (gx ). Verse 101, up 
to 6co(, = 1.570; for d>x®r)°rav see (6.48n. Zeus's brows are the hue of lapis 
lazuli at 1.528 » 17.209, Hy. 1.13; hair is often so described (cf. Kvavoxahrris). 
TTaalv 6i is innovative (p. g n. 6). Does Here 'speak among them, angry 
at all' or 'speak among them all in anger? A parallel at Od. 21.147 supports 
the former view; colometry, the latter. 

1 0 4 — 1 a Here overtly advises submission, but covertly stirs up revolt. 
Eustathius (1008.34-40) ably analyses her stinging rhetoric. By saying 'we 
gods are fools to be angry at Zeus', she leaves it unclear whether the gods 
deserve their troubles because of their wish to resist or their failure to do so 
effectively. By criticizing their efforts she indicts their ineptitude. Rather 
than acknowledge Zeus's superiority, she says that he asserts it; by announc-
ing Askalaphos' death, ostensibly as a warning, she purposely provokes 
Ares, as his reaction shows. This is no more accidental than is Athene's role in 
suppressing his fury. Although Ares is Here's son (5.8g2f.), she and Athene 
hate him for supporting the Trojans (5.7i4ff., 832ff., 2i.4i2ff.). This scene 
is foreshadowed at 13.521 - 5 , where we were expressly told that Ares was 
on Olumpos, unaware as yet of his son's death. Since Here did not visit the 
field, how she learned of his demise is obscure; since she has come from Mt 
Ida, which is in the right area, Homer counts on us to assume that she knows 
of it. At the cost of this tiny loose end, he can develop the major theme of 
the gods' resentful obedience to Zeus. 

1 0 4 W|7Tios-comments open speeches at 2t.gg, Od. 4.371. T h e variant 
¿pi8aivoitfv 6<ppov£ovrri (Did/T) destroys the ambiguity discussed above; as 
it introduces a hiatus, it may well be early. &9povko is unique in the epos; 
¿9pa6ko occurs twice, which does not support it here. 

1 0 5 - 8 With superb feel for character, Homer makes Zeus's truly Olym-
pian serenity (expressed by his physical apartness) the trait that really 
enrages Here. She tacitly confesses that her 'approach* to Zeus failed; 
comically, she calls the gods' methods 'either words or force' when hers was 
neither, but deceit, which mingles both. She is silent about his larger plan, 
although it fulfils her own eventual aim. Paired nouns and verbs form a 
chiasmus in f) iirei ^ OUK &Acy((ci | 0O6* 66rrcu (also at i.i8of.), xdpTit 
TC O0£V€t T€ (17.329); note the variety of dat. endings, including -cf for Myc. 
-(eh)ei. 66opai, 'worry', is rare and obsolescent (Chantraine, Diet. s.v.). Like 
ZT)V( and the contracted dat. FIRCT, ^TJALV y d p is innovative (p. 9 n. 6 ) ; for 
the end of 108 cf. 12.103. 
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1 0 9 — i a Lrafand Willcock take Ix6"1* a s a n imperative, 'acccpi': but this 
sense is odd, ?x w KOtK<* a l Od. 1 1 does n o t support it, and Here is too 
angry to urge patience without heavy irony. There must be an ellipse: 'hence 
you have whatever evil he sends (because you do not challenge him)'. She 
maddens Ares by feigning not to be sure whether his son is dead; for her 
ironic EXiropoti, 'I expect*, of present or past events, cf. e.g. 13.309. ÎATCCTOS 
dvSpcov is pointed, 'dearest of men (to him)'; this phrase appears on Zeus's 
lips when he faces the death of his own son Sarpedon (16.433). Verse 112 is 
needed to give Askalaphos* name; Here's addition 'whom Ares says is his 
<son)* twists the knife in Ares' wound, since it casts doubt on whether he is 
Askalaphos' father - he asserts that he is, just as Zeus asserts his supremacy! 
T o prove his paternity, she implies, Ares will need to take revenge on Zeus. 

113—14 Slapping one's thighs signals extreme vexation and grief; cf. 
12.162, 16.125, HyDem 245, Meropis frag. 3 B., Xenophon, Cyr. 7.3.6, Poly-
bius 15.27.1 i ,Plut. Tib. Gracch. 2, Jeremiah 3 1 1 9 , Ezekiel 21.12. See further 
Onians, Origins i83f; Lowenstam, The Death of Patroklos. From TrrrrA^yrTO, 
v 13f. = 397f., Od. i3.i98f.; it has an antique ring, since the dual ptipco is 
limited to this context, like the formula xtP^l Kcrrcrirptiv^aa* (cf. 16.791-
2n.), and the old aor. IT. is replaced by TrA^orro at 16.125, HyDem 245, 
Meropis toe. cit. Hoekstra explains the rare elision KcrronTpTiv&TC* by positing 
that 6Ao9up6pcvos 6* ?TTO$ rjuSa has ousted the archaic formula 1. 6' 6Ao<pv6-
v6v Itmf (3X ): see Modifications 63-6, SFS 5of. But, although Aristarchus 
and Traoai (Did/A) read 6* ?TTOS i]06a, only A and some late MSS follow 
the learned editions. The situation is identical at 398, Od. 13.199; the 
Alexandrians* text may come from the parallel at 12.163. They surely-
abandoned our vulgate 51 TTpoovjOSa (with its papyrus support) on the 
ground that it lacks an addressee in the acc., but this can be supplied from 
the context (cf. e.g. 5.871); so van der Valk, Researches 11 161 f. hros T)Cr6a 
occurs 12x elsewhere, but its p- is never 'neglected*. 

1x5—19 Ares is reckless, as ever, but aware of his folly; the contrast with 
Athene, who typifies another aspect of war, brings this out. In accord with 
his function, he has a morbid fascination with death, which he indulgrd 
before (5.886). I6VT* is surely an acc. governed by the infin., not a dat. (cf. 
58-61 n.). For 6po0 with the dat., 'together with*, see Chantraine, GH11 149; 
prr&, 'among', with a sing, noun is rare and expressive, cf. p. crrpo^dAiyy« 
Kovhft (21.503) beside fcv aTporri xal Kovlrjai (Od. 22.383). For Ares* sons 
'Panic* and 'Rout' see on 13.299c; since 119 is ambiguous, Antimachus 
deemed them his horses (frag. 37)! 

tat— 4 Athene checks Ares' rashness because she embodies realism and a 
sense of responsibility (she fears for all the gods); so too, prompted by Here, 
she stopped Akhilleus from drawing his sword (1.194fT.), halted the Greeks* 
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rush to the ships at 2.155!!". (fv0a KEV 'Apyefoioiv Crnippopa V6<TTOS trO^Biy, el 
pf| 'A0Tivaitiv...), and yielded to Zeus's threats at 8.426ff. The contrafactual 
conditional emphasizes the gravity of the crisis; her action averts a more 
grievous wrath 'from Zeus against the gods' (Trip Ai6? ddavdrotoi). The 
rapid dactyls and hysteron proteron in 124 lend excitement - she is in the foyer 
before she rises from her chair! With 121 cf. Od. 4.698. In the weighty phrase 
X6Ao$ teal IAT̂ VIS the terms are equivalent (x- is literally 'gall'); it reappears 
in the gen. at HyDem 350, 410 (cf. 13.459-6 in.). T o fit in iraai, 'AGVJVTI 

replaces -alq; the short form is moved from the verse-end (244X ) only 9X 
Horn, (counting oblique cases), but is already in Myc. (KN V 52). 8I£k, 
unique in the Iliad, occurs 12X Od., 4X Hy., usually with a gen. in -010, not 
contracted -ov (cf. Od. 21.299). 

125—7 No doubt Athene disarms Ares and rebukes him simultaneously 
(so T) . He is imagined as fully armed, in accord with his impetuous nature; 
since he has no arming-scene to dignify him, the stress falls on his shameful 
disarmament by a female. She removes his armour in standard order (cf. 
Od. 14.276^, no doubt standing his spear in a spear-rack against a pillar 
(cf. Od. 1.128). crri0apf)s <3rrr6 Xc>p6? (etc.) describes arms hurling objects 
elsewhere (6x epos); if a. hints that Ares resisted, it is as apt a formular 
usage as is 6o0po$ here or at 142. Most MSS read £K for ¿rrr6, rightly (cf. Od. 
14.277). | Eyx<>S • • • I X^AKIOVsplitsx* cf. 22.286; for KOGATTTCTO see 1.5820. 

128—41 As her father's daughter, Athene takes Here's speech at face value 
and draws out its implications: Ares has no al8cb$ - his selfish folly imperils 
the other gods, guilty and innocent alike. The Leipzig scholia on 128 note 
that she makes the same points as Here, but to opposite effect; both mention 
first Zeus's power, then Ares' anger and lastly Askalaphos. 'Madman' picks 
up 'fools'. 

128—9 'Madman, deranged in wits, you are ruined; you have ears to hear 
in vain . . .* One of Ares' traits is martial frenzy (5.717, 831, Od. 11.537). 
9pfra$ is short for 9. /)Ad (Od. 2.243, 14 464). is related to 
fjAipcrros, 'vain', and perhaps AAdopai, 'wander* (Chantraine, Diet, s.v.); 
the unique may have replaced Aeolic fiAAos, 'mad', cf. &AAo9povtcov 
(23.698). SityOopa, an intrans. perf. like 6AcoAa, recurs in later Ionic (LSJ 
s.v., III). 

130—4 Here returned from Zeus in a bad temper, alone; Ares would 
return in a worse state, bringing an angry Zeus after him! Zr)v6s 'OAupiriov 
is a recent formula (8x epos, separated uses included); the Iliad has *OAOp-
TTIOS only in the nom. or voc., usually without ZEUS (15X ). O n AvorrrAfyras, 
with its dead metaphor, see 4.1700. With the end of 133 cf. 12.178; words 
shaped u often displace Axv0pcv6s from the verse-end. In 134 Zenodo-
tus read ©EOTS p£ya TRÎ pa (cf. Theog. 792) for KOK6V P. -rrSai, read by his 
successors (Did/AT) and the vulgate. iraai is essential to Athene's point, 
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and the metaphor CPVTEUEIV governs KOK6V ( - 6 ) 6 X Od. Zenodotus' coojecture 
squeezes in GEOTS, ensuring that TOTS AAAOICTI couid not be wrongly referred 
to the mortals mentioned below (Diintzer, De ^enodoti studiis i I2f.). 

135—6 Luckily for Zeus's dignity, Athene's forecast of his rage is not put 
to the test. Homer relegates such traditional behaviour to his characters' 
speeches, rather than vouch for it himself (cf. 22?, 14.256!?.): contrast the 
Cycle, where even Zeus dances (Titanomachy frag. 6 B. = 5 D.). Athene aptly 
applies the standard epithet irnip8vpos to the Trojans (cf. 1 4 . 1 3 - 1 5 0 . ) . 

KUSOIIJ&O, 'throw into tumult', must be trans., not iotraos. as at 1 1 . 3 2 4 , its 
sole other appearance: Oopuf&o varies likewise. 

1 3 8 i/Tos fcfjos, 'your soo', recurs at 2 4 . 4 2 2 , 5 5 0 , cf. 7Tai86s 1 . ( 1 . 3 9 3 ) , 

6v8p6s I. ( 1 9 . 3 4 2 , Od. 1 5 . 4 5 0 ) , q>coT6s I- (Od . 1 4 . 5 0 5 ) , always in speeches. 
In the Odyssey, and perhaps at 2 4 . 4 2 2 , we must read Iqos, 'good', adapted 
from (*eswos), gen. of £0$: see Hainsworth on Od. 8 . 3 2 5 ; Beekes in 
Festschrift Risch 3 6 6 ? 'Good' is clearly its original sense; but here, pace 
Aristarchus, it is used as a second-person version of the formula 7rai86s/uTos 
kdiOy 'his son' (6x epos). Bards reinterpreted Ifjos as an equivalent of TEOIO 

that conveniently begins with a vowel; verses like this or 2 4 . 4 2 2 show how 
this could happen. Zenodotus (Arn/AT) read toTo wherever the context 
demands 'your'; van der Valk (Researches n 72) well suggests that he is 
extending by conjecture the obsolesceot epic use of los and 6s as a second-
person possessive ( 1 4 . 2 4 9 0 . ) . 

1 3 9 — 4 1 After abusing Ares, Athene consoles him. Her argument re-
sembles Akhilleus' harsh but true saying to Lukaoo, 'Patroklos too is dead, 
who is far better than you'; cf. also Here's rebuttal of Zeus's parallel wish 
to save Sarpedon, 'many gods' sons are fighting at Troy, so where will the 
process eod?' ( 2 1 . 1 0 7 , 1 6 . 4 4 8 ? ) . Athene tactfully omits Askalaphos' name; 
her generalizations reduce the emotional shock of his death. She ought to 
refer specifically to protecting men begotten by gods. Willcock understands 
'you can't protect everyone's children, even if the father is a god'; but Homer 
is surely using the formula TT6VT<OV AvOpcotrcov 'everyone's' where it is not 
fully apt (c? 95~9n., 1 6 . 6 2 1 , HyAp 1 6 2 ) . Van Leeuwen wrongly emends to 
66av6Tcov. |31T)V Kal x^P0^ 6PE1VCOV mixes two formular patterns, p. u u — u 
6. (1.404, c? 11.787) and piqical xsp^f e t c - (3-431» 4 X Hes.). For TTE^OETai 
see 1 3 . 8 2 5 - 9 ^ ; ?or athematic £>0o8ai c? Myc. ¡wruntoij(PY An 6 5 7 ) and 
Chantraine, Diet. s.v. Ipupai; ?or the ?ormula yevt^V TE T6KOV TE see 7 . 1 2 7 - 8 1 1 . 

1 4 3 — 5 T o avoid a glaring discrepancy between public bluster and private 
obedience, Here calls Iris and Apollo outside to hear Zeus's message; Heyne, 
too charitably, thought she wants to avoid enraging the gods in general or 
Ares in particular. Apollo has been on Olumpos since the divine council at 
8 . 2 , save ?or a brief foray at 1 0 . 5 1 5 ! ? It is unclear whether to read SEOTOI 

PET' 6yyeAos, 'messenger among the gods' (Hrd/T), or 8. p^TotyyeAos; Leu-
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mann (HW 69) thinks the compound, attested at 23.199, Cat. 204.58 and 
HyDem 441, arose from phrases such as this. The former reading makes the 
extra point that Iris carries messages between gods. For 145 cf. 35n. 

1 4 6 - 8 CT9C0 is probably elided 09&Y (1.574^). Following Aristophanes 
(Did/A), Aristarchus athetized I47f., deeming the verses out of character -
the gods would obey Zeus even if Here had not told them to, and her request 
would make more sense if she asked them to do what she wanted, not its 
opposite. b T do better: her unexplained order reveals her scorn, just as we 
angrily say 'do what you want', and her curtness confirms her displeasure. 
A one-line speech would be too curt even for her (Leaf). 

1 5 0 T h e poet does not elaborate this journey because a more important 
one follows at 169. clvl 8p6vo> (also 8.199) reflects Myc. *4v 66pvco (Hoekstra, 
Modifications 145), unless clvi arose by metrical lengthening to admit words 
of iambic shape (cf. EIVI OvpTjm, 3 X 0d.)y by analogy with phrases like EIV 

AAi with Myc. consonantal h- (see p. n ) . TCO 6' dt^onrrc Trrrio6r)v adapts 
T & 8* OCTK &KOVTE Tr., used of a chariot-team IOX Horn. 

151-280 Zeus on Ida sends Iris to Poseidon; she persuades him to withdraw. He then 
dispatches Apollo to revive Hektor, who recovers and re-enters the battle 

151—280 These twin scenes are a fine example of events that would in reality 
be simultaneous but are narrated consecutively, the bards' usual device for 
maintaining full comprehension (cf. 14 .1-152^) . There is no reason why 
Iris and Apollo cannot descend at the same time, although it makes better 
dramatic sense to dislodge Poseidon from the field before reviving Hektor 
(so T on 157). The same technique appears whenever Zeus sends two 
messengers: cf. Thetis and Iris at 24.ti2ff. or Athene and Hermes at Od. 
t.84ff. and 5-28ff., where the gap between the two scenes led Homer to 
recapitulate the divine assembly. The plan to send two messengers is always 
announced in advance, to orient the audience and, no doubt, the singer 
himself (cf. 54ff.). Cf. Krischer, Konventionen 94c, 103. 

1 5 1 — 4 The gods reach Ida in the same formular verse as had Here 
(151 = 14.283, with lKicr0Tiv,cf. 8.47). With 152 cf. 1.498,24.98; for E^pOoTta 
cf. 14.264-8^ Zeus, still sitting in the cloud he created at 14.350, is aptly 
called 'cloud-gatherer'! Shipp (Studies 288) thinks 153 was added by some-
one who liked that cloud, but did not see that it had lifted by 6f., when Zeus 
leaps up and sees the battle. But neither Zeus nor the poet is befogged by 
his own creation: it evaporates when unwanted, and recondenses to clothe 
Zeus in majesty. 6I/6EIS, unique in Homer, recurs 3X HyDem; Guccis (6x 
epos), the older form, is correctly formed from the neuter Ovos (cf. 13.685-8, 
t4.t72nn.). 

1 5 5 — 6 The litotes conveys that, far from being vexed, Zeus is pleased, 
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and not with these gods only: their presence shows that Here obeyed him. 
A papyrus replaces 155 with 1.332, a concordance-variant which ineptly 
stresses their fear. 09C01V is an acc. governed by ¡6cov, not a dat. with 
EXOAGOCTCCTO (cf . 1 3 . 3 2 6 - 7 ^ ) ; w e m u s t n o t r e a d CT9GO8 (in l a t e M S S ) , pace 

C h a n t r a i n e , GH 1 2 6 7 . W i t h 1 5 6 cf. COKCC epoTs CTTEECTCTI niQovTO (3X Od.). 

1 5 8 - 9 Homer avoids having Iris fetch Poseidon, so that the sea-god does 
not confront Zeus directly (so T ) ; she performs her task so ably that even 
Poseidon praises her (2o6f.). T h e first half of 158 is formular (4 x ); Iris' 
epithet aptly stresses how fast she should go. Verses 158 and iGof. remodel 
54 and 57I"., when Zeus announced her mission. With the epic hapax yeuSay-
yEAos cf. HETayyeAos (144), ETr)Tupos ayyeAos (22.4.38, HyDem 46). Etymolo-
gical play and assonance enliven 159. 

160-7 These w . arc repeated to Poseidon, with adjustments for the 
second person, at 176-83, save that iG^f. is rephrased as 179^ Verbatim 
repetition is the usual means of conveying a message, as at 2.8ff., 8.402H"., 
1 i.i8(>ff. (de Jong, Narrators 180-92). aAoygw, common in Ionic prose, is 
unique in the epos. O n the negatives in 162 and 164 see Chantraine, GH n 
333' 336. Verse 163 = Od. 1.294 (9pa££or0ai...), with an etymological play 
between this verb and 9pr|V. For TaAaaexo see 13.825-911. 

1 6 5 - 7 Superiority and seniority are linked, as at 2.707 and 13.355 
Zeus). Zeus masterfully puts the argument from his superior force before 
that from his seniority to Poseidon; the end of his message aims to inspire 
not fear but respect (so b'l ). Aristarchus athetized i()6f. as an interpolation 
based on what he deemed Iris' tactful invention at 182!.; he thought i66f. 
more suited to someone who mentions his rank out of fear, like Agamemnon 
at 9. i6of. But Zeus also ends with soothing words at 8.407 (so T ) , and he is 
very different from Agamemnon: at 1. i86f. and 9. i6of. the king ends speech-
es with appeals to rank, not respect. In contrast with the tragic disparity 
between his sti lus and his mediocrity as leader, the divine hierarchy corn-
bines rank and prowess in one person. T h u s the verbal parallels between 
1 (S3 -7 and i.i8fif. are no accident, but this time the established authority 
prevails; on the similarities see further Reinhardt, luD 2 8 5 ^ Zeus is the elder 
here and at 13.355; at Od. 13.142 and in Hesiod Poseidon is his senior. For an 
explanation see 14.203 4n. — O n the rare £0 cf. Chantraine, GH 1 58; 
Hrd/A T, a papyrus and A offer the usual late Ionicism EO. Verses i66f. mean 
*his heart does not shrink from deeming him equal to me, whom others 
dread" (cf. 182!".); for odopai see 105-811. Tin- original sense of aTuyico was 
'shivei (from fear)'; see Chantraine, Diet. s.v. With 167 cf. 7.1 12, 8.515. 

168—72 These vv. neatly adapt 78 83, altering the simile; at 8.409c Zeus 
sent Iris from Ida in different phrases. T h e first halves of 169 and 173 recur 
in the next divine journey (237, 243). For Zenodotus' text in i(>y see 78 911. 
T h e hiatus before COKEOC Tlpi$ (1 72) arose because the poet had no alternative 
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formula. Its internal hiatus is owed to f - : Tlpis appears as BTpis in Laconian 
dialect (Paus. 3.19.4). 

170-1 Iris* plunge to Troy (more exactly, to the plain) is aptly likened 
to snow or hail driven by the N. wind (6iiTrrcnro resumes TrriVrai); this 
suppresses her gentler connotations as the 'rainbow*. Boreas is the strongest 
and coldest wind in Greece (cf. Ergo. 504ft); born in the clear sky over 
Thrace, he sweeps down the Aegean, blowing from the clouds he amasses. 
His origin, and the icy weather he brings, both relate to the context: the 
clear sky and clouds are the realm of Zeus (cf. 154, 192), from whom Iris 
brings a chilling threat. Frankel (Gieichnisse 33) adduces 3.222, where words 
painful to hear are likened to snowflakes; the poet compares missiles to 
snowflakes sent by Zeus or to wind-driven snow at 12.278ft, 156ft. Similes 
at 10.5-7 and I9.357f. juxtapose hail, snow and Zeus (cf. too 22.i5if.). 
alGpTjycvfjs is surely passive in sense, 'born in the clear sky', like most 
compounds in -yevfjs; " describes Boreas in the same verse at 19.358 (with 
tf/vxpal), and is modified to alOpriycvfrris for metrical convenience at Od. 
5296. 

173 Only here does the addressee's name and epithet follow AyxoO 8' 
lorapivrj (-05) -rrpootyri ( I O X Horn.); this is because ir65as COK£CX *lpis (4X 

in this speech-formula) would be clumsy after <*>. 1 . in 172, not because we 
need to be told who is addressed. 

174-6 Iris tactfully greets Poseidon with honorific titles and calls her 
errand a message, not an order (so bT); cf. Hermes' tact at Od. 5.99ft O n 
Kuavoxarra cf. 13.562-3^ In 176 some ancient texts must have had k£Xc-
Tal <rc for a' bc&cucrE, since some good M S S read unmetrical at k.; like bdkeut 
(in papyri and A), this aims at consistency with 180, where there is a variant 
fivcoyc for - « (see van der Valk, Researches 11 167^). 

179-80 Iris makes explicit the threat Zeus hinted at in hri6vra (164); 
since 164 transposed into the correct person would run ( f ) ' o08i Kperrcp6v 
TTEp I6VT* ¿7TI6VTCX TaX&ACNRIS» one can see why it is recomposed. KOCI KETVOS 

stresses that he would come not voluntarily but as the result of provocation 
(so bT); Leaf detects a hyperbaton, 'he too threatened to come' standing 
for 'he threatened that he too would come'. In tvavripiov TT(T)OXEMI§WV 

(etc.), a fut. is found at 10.451, 20.85, a P r c s- a t 2 1 -477 ( a " variants, 
as here!). Zenodotus (Did/AT) read -i£cov, Aristarchus -l£cov, which is more 
minatory, as it adds that Zeus will come with that intention. Pace the O C T , 
-f£cov is surely the lectio difficilior; van der Valk prefers it (Researches 11 172), 
since the fut. is given by iXEVCEodai. The confusion goes back to early Ionic 
texts wherein Z resembled E (cf. p. 36). 

185-217 Since Poseidon refused to help Here at 8.200ft, but then inter-
vened of his own accord, it would be odd if he yielded without protest; his 
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claim that he has as much right as Zeus to affect events, and his threat to 
ensure Troy's fall (2i3ff.), dignify his exit. 

1 8 5 - 9 3 Unable to deny that Zeus is the elder (cf. 165-7^!) , Poseidon 
cites their natural equality as brothers: Kronos' sons drew lots for the 
universe, leaving earth and Olumpos as common property. T h e division of 
a patrimony into shares agreed to be equal, which are then allocated by lot. 
is a system used in ancient and modern Greece (Od. i4.2o8f.; Stesichorus, 
1Thebaid' 22off.; 'Apollodorus' 2.8.4; H - L- Levy, TAP A 87 (1956) 42-6; E. 
Friedl, Vasiiika, New York 1962, 60-4). This cosmic division has a Babylo-
nian antecedent (Burkert, Die orientalisierende Epoche 87): 'the gods had 
clasped hands together, had cast lots and had divided. Anu had gone up to 
heaven, [ . . . ] had given the earth to his subjects; [the bolt], the bar of the 
sea, [they had given] to Enki* (Lambert and Millard, Atra-HasTs 43). Paral-
lels in 'Apollodorus' (1.2.1) and the Orphica (frag. 56) prove that Homer 
drew this tale from an early Titanomachy, like other allusions in the deception 
of Zeus (»4.153-3530.); in both texts the lottery at once follows the Titans' 
defeat, to which Zeus refers at 224c Pindar adapts this idea when he says 
that Zeus and the gods divided the earth (01. 7.55). Hesiod surely knew the 
tale, but altered it because of his bias toward Zeus: he says Zeus allotted the 
gods their Tipaf after Kronos* overthrow (Theog. 73c, 881-5). 'Heraclitus' 
places the lottery at Sikuon (Homeric Allegories 41.5); Mekone, where Hesiod 
locates a no less important division, that of the first sacrifice by Prometheus, 
is an old name for Sikuon (West on Theog. 536)! 

1 8 5 - 8 CrnipoirAos, 'arrogant', recurs at 17.170 (in a similar speech-
opening) and 4X Hes.; cf. Chantraine, Diet. s.v. &ya86s irep Ecbv again 
presages disagreement at 1 . 1 3 1 , 1.275, »9- »55- T h e hapax ¿M6TIMOS is com-
mon in prose. Aristarchus had to insist on T* £K Kp6vov (Did/AT); a comical 
haplography TC K. (known in papyri) made Zeus Kronos* brother. 'Pla, with 
synizesis and a notable a , is a recent but correct Ionic form (14.203^): cf. 
T£K6TO ZEUS | ( 5 X epos). T£KE *PEIT|, which we might have expected, lacks 
support. For the structure of 188 cf. 14.117; Theog. 850 expands its ending 
to ivtpoioi KATA<P8IM£voicnv AVACTCTCOV, cf. &va£ £v£poov 'AIBCOVEUS (20.61, 
HyDem 357). 

1 8 9 — 9 3 These vv. presuppose a flat earth and sea with Hades below and 
the sky above, not, as Crates held, a sphere with its S. pole in eternal night 
(i.e. Hades). The verses provoked much allegorizing. Critics thought 'all 
things have been divided* contradicts 'earth is common to all'. Hence 
Stesimbrotus (FGH 107 F 24), a fifth-century rhapsode and allegorist, read 
TTAVT* fit S & a o r a i , 'all the things which have been divided', adducing the 
psilosis in ¿TTIOTIOV (cf. p. 35). Crates (in A) adopted this sophism, worthy 
of the Derveni allegorist (identified as Stesimbrotus by Burkert, 62 
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(1986) 1 - 5 ) ; cf. Bufftere, Mythes 134? Aristarchus deemed -»rAvTa redundant, 
as in 'nine in all' at 7.161 or 24.232 (cf. Porphyry 1.203.8). In fact Homer 
was careless with fractions and remainders, as in the notorious 'more than 
two-thirds of the night is past, and a third is left' (10.252?); irdvTor 8£8aorat 
(etc.) is a useful formula (6x Horn, at the verse-end), whose transposition 
caused a 'neglect' of f - in fKocrros. The old perf. Ipuope, found in the 
formula I. Tiuffc (etc.) at Od. 11.338 and 6 x epos, preserves the Aeolic 
treatment of *-im-(Chantraine, GH1 174?); contrast elpapTO. In 192, as at 
3.364, Zenodotus read oOpaviv alm/v for the formula o. supuv (45X). 
Aristarchus objected that a . better befits a mountain, and rightly inferred 
that Olumpos is attached to the earth - it would otherwise belong to Zeus 
alooe. He was concerned to refute the view that Olumpos was in the sky 
(Lehrs, De Arislarchi studiis 164fr.; Schmidt, Weltbild 81-7 , 101-5). Zenodo-
tus surely altered the text to further this view, pace Nickau, Zjmodotos 2070. 

194 Literally 'so I shall not live by Zeus's wits', i.e. 'according to his will', 
ao odd idiom (LSJ s.v. 9p/jv 4). ßfopai is a subj. from *gmeyH9-t 'live': cf. ßfrj, 
16.852, 24.131, and ßclopat, 22.431; Uotermann, Sprache 145. Opposing 
Aristarchus, Demetrius Ixion (in D) derived it from ßcrivco. ßTöpeoOa at HyAp 
528 is corrupt (Janko, HHH 123?). 

195—9 By saying that Zeus should stay in his third, Poseidon lays himself 
open to the retort that he should stay in his; so he adds that Zeus ought not 
to try to scare him (cf. 2.190), implying that he will meet his match if he 
does. He concludes, as had Zeus, with the topic of seniority; he is not to be 
bossed about like one of Zeus's children, who must obey him! This is not an 
insult to Iris, who is not Zeus's daughter (Theog. 266); but it fails to meet 
Zeus's point, which she at once raises, that he is the elder. In 197 Ovyorri-
pcooTv y d p combines a unique form with a recent use of n-mobile (p. 9 n. 6). 
Aristarchus and some M S S read ß£Vrepov, Aristophanes KÄAAIOV. The pa-
pyri, ancient vulgate (called ol clxatÖTEpot in Did/A) and codices have 
KlpStov, which is confirmed by the echo at 226 and is formular in this phrase 
(26X Horn.), unlike the scholars' emendations. V a n der Valk (Researches 11 
609) well suggests that they deemed tclpStov 'unseemly when applied to the 
supreme god (it is too materialistic)'. So too learned editions, one of Aris-
tarchus' included, altered ic£p8iov to KAAAIOV at 22.103, 22.108 (Did/AT). 
dvAyxTj refers to blood-ties: cf. ¿every KCCIOI, 'relatives'. 

201-4 Iris is a perfect diplomat. Rather than advise Poseidon to agree, 
she asks 'Am I really to carry such a message?', reducing the issue to a matter 
of protocol; with 'Will you change your mind?' she appeals to his goodness, 
asking him to yield not as subject to king, but as younger brother to elder 
(cf. bT). For her apt elaboration on her message cf. how she extends Zeus's 
threat at 8.423? (Erbse, Götter 54-6). Verses 201? are a question; y£p 
is usual in rhetorical questions casting doubt on the previous speaker's 
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words (Denniston, Particles 77). 9p4vas is easily supplied with pETaarptyEis 
(cf. 52); for the maxim see 13.115-1711. The Crinues punish breaches of 
respect in the family, here the violence of younger brother against elder; cf. 
on 9.454, 21.412. 

206-8 O n the structure of Poseidon's speech see 16.49-63^ He grants 
that Iris is right, praises her tact and excuses his anger on the ground of 
Zeus's tone. T say Zenodotus 'marked' 206, i.e. athetized it (for the expres-
sion cf. b T on 4.117). He perhaps found it redundant, especially given that 
he read ETTTIJ for (I6Q in 207 (Did/A), but we need to hear the god assent. 
From (|i<5tXa) TOOTO, 206 belongs to a system wherein KOCT& poTpav (2X Od.) 
can be replaced by vrjuepTis (3-204) or OvpaAy^s (2X Od.) as needed. Verse 
208 = 8.147, 16.52, Od. 18.274. 

209—11 Poseidon reasserts that he is Zeus's equal, having received an 
equal lot. p6po$ and aTaa have their original sense 'portion' (Chantraine, 
Diet. s.vv. ittlpotKxi, alera); neither alludes to fate or death, pace Porphyry 
1.105.13. TT€Trpc«Juivov aTorij recurs at 16.441.22.179, but with the developed 
sense of aTaa; cf. OOVATOV 84 ol a. -nirrpcoTai (Cypria frag. 8 B. = 6 D.). The 
verb once meant 'allot': cf. trropov, Latin pars, portio, Sanskrit purtdm, 'gift'. 
(p)Ia6popos is a hapax in the epos for the vernacular -poipo$, which does not 
scan; it is wrong to restore the p- by removing &v. — Verse 210 is based on 
a set pattern; cf. VEIKEIEIV V V — V 6VEI6EIOIS fcnieooi ( 2 . 2 7 7 ) ; X A ^ € " T T O ' A I 

Ka6arrr6pEvos4. (Erga 332); VEIKEIOV (etc.) u u - u xoAanroialv4. (Od. 22.26, 
225); VEIKEIEOKE x- 4. (4.241). 6VEI5EIOIS and XOXCOTOIALV are used according 
to whether a consonant or vowel precedes. * f iirEaat can be restored after 
¿VEISEIOIOI, but not after XOAOOTOTOTV, where the use of Ionic n-mobile proves 
that the artificial Aeolism -¿Eaai was so metrically useful that it continued 
to spread even during the Ionic phase (cf. p. 19 n. 35). Aristarchus (Did/A) 
wrongly altered KE to YC in 2 1 1 (Denniston, Particles 159). VEJIECTCTTJOEIS means 
'though indignant', not 'from respect'; cf. vOv |i4vTOI 4ycbvCnroEi^opai aCn6s | 
X<O6PEVOS (23.602^). 

212—17 Aristarchus called 2 1 2 - 1 7 'trite in style and thought', athetizing 
on three grounds: (i) it is illogical that Poseidon agrees to withdraw and 
then adds a threat; (ii) he knows that Zeus plans to ruin Troy in the end; 
(iii) someone interpolated the names of the pro-Greek gods from 20.33-6, 
to strengthen the opposition to Troy, but Hermes and Hephaistos have no 
stake in the outcome. T o (i) b T reply that Poseidon adds a threat to 
offset his concession; his retreat is dignified because his anger is only post-
poned (and he never has occasion to feel it). Akhilleus follows up a conces-
sion with a threat at i.297ff. As for (ii), only Thetis and now Here know 
that Zeus's plan involves temporary help for the Trojans as well as long-term 
willingness to see Troy fall. Poseidon is plausibly depicted as mistrustful 
about its future; his forecast at 14.143ft. is vague and aimed at a Greek 
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audience. But his doubt matters less than the reminder to us of Troy's 
eventual fate (van der Valk, Researches 11426). Objection (iii) is a mere guess; 
Poseidon names as many gods as he can to stress his warning. The excision 
of 2 1 2 - 1 7 would also render vuv in 211 senseless. 

For AyeAelri see 4.128n. 'Epudco is a unique contraction of 'Eppclao, but cf. 
¿OpiiEXico, Bopico; 'Epi^cp (ax Hy.) represents a yet later stage (Hoekstra, 
Modifications 38,40). AT*s variant 'Hqxxlcrrov TC KCTI "Eppclao avoids this but 
splits the old phrase 'H^altrroto &VCXKTO$ (ax Horn.), introducing con-
tracted -ou. vcbiv means 'between us two', i.e. Poseidon and Zeus: for vcoi'v 
of strife between two parties cf. 20.251, Od. 18.13, 366. For the metaphor in 
Avfyc«rros cf. 5.394, 13.1 i5n., Theog. 612, Erga 283. 

218—19 The swift narration of Poseidon's exit conveys his chagrin, con-
trasting with his elaborate entry at 13. toff. Its understated sequel - that the 
Greeks missed him - is rendered forceful and ominous by its lapidary 
concision: cf. the technique of KOCKOU 6* &pa ol IT£AEV DPX^ (• 1.604). A lesser 
poet would make Iris report to Zeus; the omission speeds the narrative up 
and implies that Zeus could follow events from the peak of Ida, an implica-
tion more impressive than a direct statement would have been. For the 
formulae Aadv 'Axaiucdv and ^pcots 'Axaiol see on 13.345-60, 628-30; the 
repetition stresses the Greeks' loss. 

220—35 Zeus, as a mature paterfamilias, is glad to have avoided open 
conflict with his brother, but leaves no doubt of the resolve with which he 
would have acted if necessary. He did not send Apollo, since this would have 
made a younger god confront an older one - exactly what Zeus dissuaded 
Poseidon from doing (bT); Apollo is the best god to send to Hektor, being 
pro-Trojan and a healer. So too Zeus sends Apollo to rescue Sarpedon's 
body; there are verbal parallels (with 22of., 236^, cf. t6.666f., 676^). 

223 The formula (els) &Aa 6Tav is displaced from the verse-end (11 x 
Horn.) by the adapted phrase dAeudpcvos y&kov almrv: cf. nfjviv dAeudptvos 
(2x ), x&Aos alvds | (22.94, cf- HyDem 354). olrrvs must mean 'dangerous', 
like xocAnrds; it is found with other nouns of this shape (SdAos, irdvos, q>6vos). 
For the metaphor see 13.769-730.; it is surely evoked by the god's 'sheer' 
descent. 

224-5 ^ e 'lower gods' are the Titans (cf. 14.274,279, Theog. 851). Does 
Zeus say that they would have heard (KE . . . frrufovTo), if he had fought 
Poseidon, or that they have experienced (TC . . . I.) battle with him (and lost!)? 
Editors prefer KE, with most MSS; but the sole scholium (D) and most early 
codices read TE, rightly (Ruijgh, TE ¿pique 740). Although the din of theo-
machies reaches even the underworld (cf. 20.6ifT., Theog. 68iff., 85off.), 
reading KE makes 228 redundant and anticlimactic. A reference to the 
Titans' defeat is apt, and continues the allusions to their revolt and other 
dangers to his rule (185-93^); in one version the aegis, mentioned at 229, 
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is the weapon he used to defeat them (308-1 in.). As at 5.898, Zenodotus 
altered (t)vtpTcpos to a superlative, no doubt thinking that a comparative 
implies that other gods are lower yet. Aristarchus refutes this (cf. 14.278-
9n.): -Tipo* is simply contrastive (14.267-70^). T h e form vlp-repo*, unique 
in the epos but read by both scholars, has good M S support (cf. Chantraine, 
Diet. s.v. IvcpOc). 

228-30 That CTTT6E«̂ € governs an acc. is unique, but 228 is needed to say 
that the struggle would have been fierce. Avi8pa)il, a euphemism for 'blood-
less*, is next in fourth-century prose. For the 'tasselled' aegis see 308-1 in. 
Trj goes with «po^lciv, i.e. 'rout the Greeks with it by shaking (it)': cf. 4.167. 

231—5 Following Aristophanes (Did/A), Aristarchus athetized 231-5 , 
deeming it untimely and unwelcome to Apollo for Zeus to hint that Hektor 
may only repel the Greeks as far as the ships; but Zeus reveals only that he 
will ponder what to do from then on (with KEIOCV cf. ¿K TOO at 69). Zeus 
seems to be addressing us as much as Apollo, to remind us that the attack 
on the ships (whose ships?) will mark a major turning-point, and that the 
Greeks will gain a respite (so Wilamowitz, luH 233c). The poet avoids 
repeating Zeus's full prediction (Eustathius 1014.11). 

231—2 ¿xorrnPAAos is used without Apollo's name (found with it 15X 
epos) because it is placed between two other formulae: cf. Hy. 9.6, where 
Artemis is meant, and the usage of JKOTOS ( 1 . 3 8 5 , 2 0 . 7 1 , 4 x Hy.) or §KTI0AAOS 

(3 X It-* 5 X Hj-)- All three epithets are metrical adaptations of *fcKAp6Aos, 
'he who shoots at will', which bards reinterpreted by association with bc&$ as 
'he who shoots from afar' (5-53-4n.). Aristarchus (Did/A), with a papyrus 
and a good codex, read TA^P* for &9P*; this removes a hiatus at the price of a 
post-Homeric usage, since TA9pa can only mean 'then*, not 'while' (cf. 
277-8n. and van der Valk, Researches 11 188). T66I is first used for 661 by 
Mimnermus frag. 11 a. 1, Stesichorus frag. S 8.3 and Hy. 19.25, -rAOfv for 60cv 
by Aeschylus, and TA^pa for &9pa by Antimachus (frag. 3.2). 

a33"*5 2 33 = 18-150 (with TKOVTO), cf. 23.2, 24.346. The camp is ima-
gined as facing S. towards Troy, with the sea at the rear (13.675^). But the 
name 'Hellespont' proves nothing about its site: Helle was ancestor of 
various Macedonian tribes (16.234-5^), and her sea was at first the N. 
Aegean and perhaps Propontis (cf. Hdt. 6.33 and Strabo 7 frag. 57 Jones). 
With Aucrrrvcvcraxn TTAVOIO (cf. 19.227), 'have respite from battle', cf. AvA-
TTVTUOIS TTOAIMOIO (»1.801 = 16.43); TTAVOS means 'battle' not 'pain', pace T . 

236—43 A divine journey marked with a simile opens this scene, like 
the two preceding (78-9^) : the same type-scene has shared formulae at 
1 i . i95ff. , when Iris obeys, flies down, finds Hektor and gives her message. 
Instead of ov6* Apa "ircrrpAs AVT)KO0CTTT)O£V 'ATTAAAGOV, Homer could have 
said 0O6' ¿rrri6r|crcv Aval; AiAs u!6$ 'A., on the model of the previous scenes; 
his choice seems to stress filial obedience but may simply be the standard 
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phrase for Apollo, since 236? (to ôpkov) •= 16.676?, when he rescues Sarpe-
don's body. écvriKoucrréco is more recent than vrj- (2p. 14 only); vq- is from 
*N-, 'not', cootracted with the o-coloured laryngeal seen in AKOOCO, with 
à-privative added to ensure that the word was felt as a negative, just as 
àvcoçcAfis replaced Myc. ¡nSphetisKBeekes, Laryngeal 98ff.). Earlier poets 
perhaps said *IVT)KOOOTTJO€. 

2 3 7 - 8 Apollo is probably Mike a hawk' because of his speed, not because 
he takes avian shape; yet he does turn into a vulture at 7.59? T h e descents 
of Thetis and Athene are similarly described (18.616, 19.350); cf. Poseidoo's 
departure (13.62-50.), but also Patroklos* charge iptlKt èoixcos | ¿»eft 
( 16.582?). T h e simile is apt: Apollo will bring the Greeks the death a hawk 
brings fleeing pigeons or doves (bT). çacrcxoipôvos, a hapax in Homer, was 
later the name of a type of hawk (Thompson, Birds 300-2); J. M. Boraston 
thinks of a falcon killing rock-doves (JHS 31 (1911) 226?). Cf. the similes 
where a dove is chased by a raptor, likewise called èAaçpôrctTos TreTeqv&v 
(22.139?.), or an eagle b called KàpTienrôç T€ KOri âtcicrros IT. (21.253, c? 
24.293). Homer is ?ree with such superlatives (13.365—711.). TTFT€TIV6S is a 
poetic lengthened ?orm o?ir£Teivôs (Risch, Wortbildung IOO). 

340-1 Hektor, no longer supine as at 9, is sitting up and recognizes his 
comrades; his symptoms o?ioternal injury, seen at to? aod 14.436?, are 
abating (in reality this would take weeks!). Here and at 21.417 lacryelporro 
6vp6v, 'he had regained consciousness', is superior to the imper? read by 
Aristarchus but few good MSS: he must awakeo before he cao sit up (as 
often, the aor. has pluper? ?orce). Cf. êç çpéva Oupès àyép6r) (22.475, 2 X 

Od.), Oviiqycpécov (Od. 7.283). véov means 'just (now)', as at 13.211, 24.475 
etc. Chrysippus (io T ) read ¿cpçicytvcôoKcov, supposedly 'be io doubt': 
Aristarchus tacitly refutes him. For further cases of Chrysippus' mishandling 
of Homer see SVF111 769!?.; Crates' methods largely continue his. 

243-3 Zeus aids Hektor ?rom afar, in tandem with Apollo; c? how he 
snaps Teukros' bowstring or rouses (lyeipc) Hektor (461 f?, 594?, 603?). The 
Greek defeat is owed ultimately to Zeus, as references to him at these key 
moments remind us. Such divine telekinesb is less rare than Leaf thought: 
cf. 13.434-60., Od. 24.164. It is an impressive sign of Zeus's power that 
Apollo finds Hektor already recovering (Eustathius 1014.350*.). Homer 
surely used bc&pyos instead of Atôs v/los because A. preceded (c? 252-30.). 
Bards could avoid repetition: cf. on i6.297ff. 

244—6 Apollo's question, to which he already knows the reply, is like 
Thetis' to Akhilleus at i.362ff. (c? 16.7-190.). The scansion "Eicrop viè 
TTptdpoio (also at 7.47, 11.200) b not rare ( 16.2 in.); it adapts | - vl6ç f î . etc. 
(c? 239, 5.463?, 21.34 etc.). Democritus' reading K«O' àAAoçpovécov (?rag. 
68 A tot) is a misquotation based on 23.698 (van der Valk, Researches 11 
338?); ?or ôAiyTyrrgAécov sec 23-50. Verse 246 = 22.337 (where see n.), c? 
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16.843 (of Patroklos); with ¿AiyoSpavecov cf. Spaivco, 'be strong' , at 10.96 
(Chantra ine , Diet. s.v. 5paco). 

247—51 Hektor alone sees the god: cf. 1 .198, 24.169ft". ^ a n e P * c 

convention to ignore bystanders (Fenik, TBS 75). H e is a w a k e enough to 
express surprise that he still lives, and thai the deity does not know w h a t 
befell him. H e easily recognizes a god's presence, but gods are easy to detcct 
when they so c hoose (13.70-211.); his lack of a w e is typical o f epic heroes, 
w h o often meet gods (Hoekstra on Od. 16.184!'.). Parallels at 6 .123 and 
•24.387 show that Tis 5E a u ECTCTI, <pEpioTE, GEGOV is the right punc tuation; <p. is 
a lways a respectful voc. in the epos, save at 9 .110. (3of)v dyaOos is again used 
with Aias, instead of with names shaped u u - u , at 17.102 (13.124-511 .) . 
ETravcTE 5e 6oupi5o$ ¿Aiais denotes a warrior's death at 1 7.81; it leads natu-
rally to Hektor 's statement that he expected to die when he passed out (for 
¿(pdpr)v, '1 thought ' , cf. 13.83-900.) . Scop' 'At8ao (also at Od. 12.21) is a 
useful variant o f ' A . 56pous etc. (14X Horn.): cf. v£i<uas tcai ¿TEpTTEa x & p o v 
(Od. 11.94). 

252-3 Aristarchus, followed by the O C T , read î EoGcci (Did/A); cf. the 
variant at Od. 17.448. But ovyEofloci accords better with the stress on sight 
here (yivcboxcov, OCVTTJV); when we faint, we arc a w a r e a b o v e all of our failing 
vision. Hektor , expect ing to see Hades, beholds instead the unfamil iar figure 
of Apol lo . D and Eustathius (1014.55 ^o) rightly take oc'iov fjTop as 'I 
breathed out rnv soul'. Aristarchus equates a . with 6Tco, 'perceive ' (248), 
c o m p a r i n g TtAriyfis ¿TOVTES (11 .532); though identical in origin (Onians, 
Origins 7-|f.), it must mean 'breathe ' here. Cf . y v x ^ v exam/aaE (22.467), 
Qupov ¿cTTOTrvEiwv (4.524, 13.654, cf. HyAp 36i f . , T y r t a e u s frag. 10.24), an<^ 
especially 6. aio^E (16.468, 20.403) with the aor. of the same verb, cognate 
with dr)m, ' b l o w ' (Pokorny, / / W 8 3 ) , as is Hektor 's 'pant ing ' (&o6pa). 6up6s 
(LatinJunius) at first meant 'breath ' or 'smoke 1 , like yuxr) or 'spirit' (Brem-
mer, Soul 56). For its alternation with fjTop cf. 320-211., p. 3 n. 6 and 
Gunov/fj. ¿TTT^upa; for the separated formula cf. cpiAov GDAECTE 6. (2X ). ocva£ 
¿Kaspyos 'A-rrdAAcov (also at 21 .461) may be chosen instead of a . Aios uios 
'A. {7.23, 7.37, 16.804, 2 ° - 5 ° 3 ) because 'A. preceded ( 2 4 2 - 3 0 . ) . Y e t oc. A. 
ui. 'A. follows 'Zeus ' at 16.804, an<^ precedes A. uIe at Od. 8.334f. (cf. 
14.190- 311.). T h e doublets arose by analogy after + ,pEK(5tpEpyos lost its f - . 

254-61 Reassurances from divine visitors are a topos ( 2 4 . 1 7 1 - 4 , Od. 
4.825 8, HyAphr 1 9 3 - 5 , Hy. 7.55, L u k e 2.10), but A p o l l o gives Hektor good 
reason for courage; not only is he here 10 help him, but he has come at Zcus 's 
bidding. Hektor 's trust in these gods deepens his tragedy (Reinhardt , IuD 
301). N o w , in contrast with the T r o j a n s ' decision at i2.8ofF., A p o l l o bids 
Hektor lead rhem against the ships in their chariots (where they rallied at 
3 above) ; he promises to smooth the w a y , i.e. to level the ditch w h i c h had 
dic tated their foot-slogging tactics. Zeus did not mention this, but a chariot-
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attack suits his order that Apollo make the Greeks flee. This makes the battle 
both more dramatic and more equal, since the Trojans are now a better 
match for the Achaeans in terms of height (so bT): they can fight from their 
chariots, the Greeks from the ships (386t). Apollo does not of course relay 
Zeus's promise to give the Achaeans a respite (235). 

954—9 Aocrorprfip is an old agent-noun from Aoacrciv, 'help*, first found 
in Moschus: its root *(sm-)sokm-t 'ally (together)', is seen in Arrdwv, Latin 
socius (Chantraine, Diet. s.v.). T h e second half of 255 recurs, transposed, in 
a like context at 21.231. 'AirAAAtova xpuaAopov, 'with golden sword', adapts 
*A. xpv<räopa {Erga 771, HyAp 123); xpvoAwp passes for metrical con-
venience to the o-stem declension, with a gen. in -ou (5.509, HyAp 395, Hy. 
27.3) - a common shift (14.157-80.). This odd epithet later describes 
Demeter (HyDem 4) and Artemis (in Hdt. 8.77). Wyatt takes it as 'with 
golden mist' (ML 97f t) ; since Pindar uses it of Orpheus (frag. 128c. 12), it 
is clear that, like D and bT, he already took it as 'with golden (lyre-)strap' 
(dopT^p). The Phoronis (frag. 6 B. = 5 D.) called Athene 8oAix<5topos, which 
is equally odd because she uses a spear; so we learn in P.Oxy. 2260, surely 
from Apollodorus' fltpl 6E£>V (cf. 'Heraclitus', Homeric Questions 7 .12t , with 
Buffifcre's n.). Lorimer thinks Apollo bore the epithet because his Anatolian 
ancestor used a sword (in Greek Poetry and Life: Essays presented to Gilbert 
Murray, Oxford 1936, 25-8); but, to the extent that he had an oriental 
antecedent, it was the Semitic plague-god and archer ReSef (Burkert, Reli-
gion 145). — The phrase almiväv TrroÄleOpov is unique beside TT6AIV/"IA»OV 

al-rrciv/jv (etc., 6x ), but has no metrical equivalent (cf. 10 voci6p£Vov/tüKTi-
ptvov ?r.). trroTpuvco usually takes an acc., but a dat. is used at Od. 10.531, 
Erga 597, and perhaps at 16.525 and in HApoioiv trroTpirvas ¿KiAcuat 
(etc., 6 X Od.). iroA&AAI is odd; does it replace TTAVTCCTOI, to avoid an ugly 
cadence? Verse 259 blends vrjucrlv t m yAa^upfjcnv ¿AavMytv (3X) with 
lAavvopev COK£O$ TTTTTOVS (12.62, cf. 5.275), cf. lAaOvrre pcbvuxocs t. (11.289, 
cf. 23.536). 

262-404 Hektar rejoins battle, to the Greeks' alarm. On Thoas* advice, they send back 
the rank andfile, keeping the best warriors to slow the Trojan advance. The line holds 
until Apollo routs them. While the Trojans strip the fallen, the Greeks pass within the 
rampart. The god ruins the ditch and rampart behind it; Hektar leads his men against 
the ships, wherefierce fighting erupts. Hearing the din, Patroklos runs from Eurupulos' 
hut to urge Akhilleus into battle 

263—404 Homer needs to restore the situation to where it was before the 
Greeks, inspired by Poseidon and with Hektor removed, drove the Trojans 
from the ships. He uses divine intervention to help the Trojans return 
rapidly, and with a vengeance: Apollo arranges that they bring their char-
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iots. His choice of the brisk narrative style seen at the end of book 14 
avoids a tedious repetition of their slow retreat. The battle has four stages, 
each shorter than the preceding, articulated by brief speeches of increasing 
importance: 

262-80 Hektor returns to battle, to the Greeks* alarm 
281 - 99 Thoas' tactical proposal 
300-45 Stadie in the plain, leading to a Greek rout 
346-51 Hektor"s exhortation 
352-66 Apollo leads the Trojans through the ditch and rampart 
367-8g Nestor*s prayer to £etis 
379-89 T h e Trojans reach the ships 
390-404 Patroklos' speech to Eurupulos and departure to Akhilleus 

Winter ( M N O 137) saw that the battle in the plain and rout to the rampart 
correspond to book 11 (also recalled by the reappearance of Nestor and then 
Patroklos); the easy slighting of the fortifications corresponds to their ard-
uous penetration in book 12; and the fighting at the ships corresponds to 
the battles before the ships in book 13. When Patroklos sees the Trojans 
pouring over the rampart at 395f, the din he hears hardly differs from that 
heard by us at 12.471 and by Nestor at 14 .1-15 , since it has the same cause 
- the rampart is breached. Nestor needed the whole of book 13 to notice 
this; Patroklos takes even longer! As I argued ( 1 4 . 1 - 1 5 2 ^ ) , Homer in fact 
presents simultaneous scenes while preserving the impression of a sequential 
narrative, using the repeated motif of the din of battle to move from scene 
to scene. If Patroklos hears at 396 the same shout that was raised at 12.471 
(so Whitman and Scodel, HSCP 85 (1981) 8f.), he is with Eurupulos for only 
470 verses; the intervening events of books 1 3 - 1 5 vanish, at the risk of 
discrepancies over chronology and the state of the rampart (see pp. 226-7). 
Thus Homer has deftly constructed a narrative wherein a whole Greek rally 
takes place while he freezes the main action (Patroklos and Akhilleus); once 
the rally is over, he recapitulates the breach of the rampart to lead us back 
to that same point, yet lets us think that the story is advancing! For Odyssean 
parallels see Hoekstra on Od. 15 .1-3. 

This scene resembles others where the Greeks are routed (Fenik, TBS 185, 
223f). At 8. i3off. Zeus drives them back with thunderbolts; Here asks 
Poseidon to help them, but he refuses on the ground that Zeus is far stronger 
(2o8ff.); this has its counterpart in Poseidon's withdrawal above. T h e Greeks 
flee to the ships, but Agamemnon prays to Zeus and is heard, just as is Nestor 
here (376 = 8.244; with 380 cf. 8.252). Teukros* exploits at 8.309ff. are also 
paralleled (445-65^), and 367-9 = 8.345-7. At i7-593ff. Zeus terrifies the 
Greeks by shaking the aegis and thundering (cf. Apollo shaking the aegis 
and yelling at 321); they flee to the ships, but Aias prays to Zeus, who hears 
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his prayer just as he hears Nestor's at 377? Antilokhos takes a message to 
Akhilleus (17.65iff.), and the ensuing fighting allows time for his errand; 
he arrives at 18.2. Cf. Patroklos' mission to Akhilleus, which begins at 405 
and ends at 16.2; this framework admits, of course, the elaboratioo of other 
patterns in the intervening battle. Schoeck (Ilias und Aithiopis 51) notes that 
355-98 correspond to 645-16.125: after a Trojao attack, Nestor beseeches 

•Zeus or the men (372ff., 66iff.), a god reacts, Aias fights at the ships and 
Patroklos appears, first with Eurupulos and then with Akhilleus; Patroklos 
first, aod theo Akhilleus, slap their thighs in anguish at what they see. 

262 = 20.110, cf. 10.482, Od. 24.520; Apollo breathes into Hektor the 
vital streogth he had almost eotirely breathed out. Cf. the god's restoration 
ofAineias to battle or his healing ofGlaukos (5.512^, 16.527^). Forfroiuévi 
Aacóv replacing a name see on 13.598!?. 

263-8 » 6.506-11, where see n. Homer repeats eight major similes, all 
but one in the Iliad (Scott, Simile 127-40; Nickau, Jfynodotos io6n.). Given 
that there are some 180 similes, repetition is rare, and this image is no less 
apt than in book 6. Similes often open battle-scenes; this one belongs to a 
pair of images marking Hektor's return to battle and the Greeks' panic 
thereat. Moulton (Similes 35) compares 16.351-67, a like turning-point, 
where the first image depicts the Myrmidons' attack, the second the Trojan 
rout. Equine similes are typical at such junctures: 22.22? liken Akhilleus to 
a prize-winning horse, just after he is undeceived by Apollo, and 269 
resembles 22.24 (Krischer, Konventionen 41-3) . This image advances the 
narrative, since it lets the poet relate Hektor's return swiftly, and puts the 
spotlight 00 him alone; this makes the Greeks' defeat less shameful than a 
general Trojan victory would have been (van der Valk, Researches 11462?). 

Aristarchus athetized 265-8, thinking them better suited to Paris' foppish 
arrival from Helen's boudoir than to Hektor's resurrection from a coma. 
But Hektor may well exult, since he is aided by two gods (so T ) . Zeoodotus 
left out 266-8 (Did/T). The view that he omitted 265, and 265 alone, rests 
on a false emendation: see Nickau, %enodotos n8ff . , who deems 266-8 
interpolated from 6.509-11. However, as he admits (op. cit. 106), of the 
six similes Zenodotus shortened, all but 17.134-6 are repetitions. V a n der 
Valk thinks he kept 265 because Hektor, like the horse, was just by a river 
(14.433). Hektor becomes as swift as the charioteers to whose company he 
runs like a stallion galloping to joio its peers. Fránkel (Gleichnisse 77) thinks 
the steed's release from restraint is more apt here, although otherwise book 
6 is the better context. A t this instant Paris and Hektor are alike, but the 
larger situation underscores their difference (Bowra, Tradition and Design 92). 
Repetition inheres in the oral style; if we lacked book 6, nobody would 
criticize this simile. Neither cootext is 'original'. 

269—70 With Aatvf/ripá . . . évcópa c? 22.24; turning A. into an adv. like 
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xpamvd, it neatly expands A. yoOvorr't. (ax ), cf. A. TT yoOva | (2X ). A 
pedant in T read the fut. ¿Tpuvkov, because, strictly speaking, Hektor must 
return to his men before he can exhort them. b T take hrel OeoO IKAVCV aOSi'iv 
as 'when he heard that it was the voice of a god', to explain Hektor's zest; 
but a parallel at Od. 2.297, when Athene has hidden her identity, shows that 
it means 'when he heard what the god said'. 

271—6 This vigorous simile, forming a pair with the preceding, is itself 
resumed by 323-5: here Hektor is like a lion who scares hunters from their 
prey, but there he and Apollo resemble two beasts attacking cattle when the 
herdsman is away. This shift reflects the Greeks' increasing weakness 
(Moulton, Similes 69f.). The simile itself contains a progression which fore-
shadows events and is explicit in the so-Satz (277-80): the hunters chasing 
their quarry are like the Greeks routing the Trojans, and the lion who makes 
them turn is Hektor. Moulton (Similes 46n.) compares 11.474-81, where 
jackals devour a wounded stag until a lion scares them off; thus the Trojans 
beset the injured Odysseus until Aias frightens them off. Cf. too 3.23-6, 
where Menelaos sees Paris with the joy of a lion finding a dead stag or goat, 
even if dogs and men chase him off (272 = 3.24, almost); this prefigures 
Menelaos' ultimate failure. A lion driven hungry from a farm mirrors Aias1 

persistence and then reluctant retreat (11*548-55: 272 » 11.549). 
Many details are typical. Wild goat and deer are paired at Aspis 407; a 

'horned* deer should be male, but poets neglected this detail (cf. Slater on 
Aristophanes frag. 378). That the goat inhabits the rocks and the stag the 
forest may be supported by 13.102 (so A T ) . IAa<pov tapa6v is standard in 
similes (3X), like kOVCS TE Kal ¿RVTPES (cf. 17.65, 17.110). Aypiov aTya is 
paralleled at 4.io5f. (a digression), Od. 14.50. &ypoiarrai are rustics, not 
specifically hunters (cf. Od. 16.217f.). ^Al^orros describes TrirpTi (IOX epos) 
and lofty caves or trees (Theog. 483, HyAphr 267, Aspis 422): cf. alyiAuy, 
another equally obscure epithet ofidhrpT). 860x105, unique in the Iliad, occurs 
with uAti at Od. 5.470, 2X Hy.\ it is a haplology for *6aovoKios (cf. O . 
Szemerenyi, Glotta 33 (1954) a6of). With 274 cf. 21.495, ' n ® simile of a 
dove escaping a hawk by flying into some rocks; the imperf. with &pa conveys 
the predator's disappointment, a nice touch of subjective narrative. Als 
f)vy4vttos recurs at 17.109, 18.318 (similes); the epithet surely denotes the 
long hairs ('feelers*) round a lion's muzzle. S. West on Od. 4.456 thinks it is 
based on V^Cxopos and means 'with fine mane'. Whiskers are a less obvious 
feature of a lion; but y t v c i o v denotes facial hair, f|Oy£v€ios describes whiskery 
Pan at Hy. 19.39 and cCry£vEio$ is so used in prose. It cannot be a form of 
evycWis: the lengthened grade VjO- seems ancient (Beekes, Ijaryngeals 287ff.), 
cf. fjO^covos (Little Iliad frag. 21.6 B. = 20.6 D.), -yevqs (HyAphr 94), -64p£©Aos 
(Hy. 30.1). Did it once mean 'strong-jawed', from y£ws, 'jaw'? For 666s, 
'way' not 'road', cf. Od. 10.158. 
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37a Aristarchus and ¿rrraaai read tocm/avTO (Did/A), with a good MS; 
at 11.549 he too read the vulgate -ovnro. Van der Valk thinks he took it as 
an imperf. there but required an aor. here (Researches It 172). ¿aotvAprjv is 
acceptable beside koav\xr\v, cf. ocucrro (6.505), yet an imperf. seems better 
both times, i.e. 'they kept chasing1. Leaf (on 11.549) deems an imperf. 
impossible in a simile; it is surely easier when aorists follow, as here (if 
not at 11.549). He thinks all the thematic forms, lareOovro included, are 
aorists, but cf. Chantraine, GH 1 385, and K . Strunk, Nasalpr&sentien und 
Aoriste, Heidelberg 1967, 91. 

« 7 7 - 8 i7.73of., with Tpcoes for Aavaol; for 278 see 13.146-80. Zeno-
dotus (in T ) , no doubt to remove hiatus, read TCICOS, but ilcos can mean 'for 
a t i m e ' (e .g . 12.141, 13.143). C f . his e q u a l l y false Tci>s for d>s at 12.75, 
Aristarchus* T69PA for fypa (23i-2n.) and Aristophanes' TOT4 for 6TI at 
17.178. 

3 7 9 - 8 0 Does Hektor 'range' his own ranks or 'assail' the foe's? Both senses 
ofinolxopai are known (16.155, 24.759 etc.). The former is better, since the 
attack only begins at 3i2ff. That the Greeks' 614165 sinks to their feet again 
shows the interchangeability of 'heart ' and 'spirit' in Homer (252-3^); cf. 
10.94, 22-452» when hearts leap from the chest in fear, in one case into the 
mouth. Here there is an obvious allusion to running away (Leaf). For rrficrTv 
64 see p. 9 n. 6. The metrically useful form trapai was once a loc.: irap6 was 
the acc. and nApos the gen. of the same noun (Untermann, Sprache 108). 

3 8 1 — 9 9 Thoas' proposal that the best warriors screen the others' retreat 
correctly anticipates a crushing Trojan attack. Hektor's fearsome resurrec-
tion is seen only from the Greek viewpoint (Winter, MNO 1360".); Thoas 
expresses their collective shock (so the Leipzig scholia on 286). T h e first half 
of his speech corresponds to their dawning understanding: seeing Hektor, 
they infer the work first of a god, then of Zeus. Fenik ( T B S 63^) compares 
5.590ft, when Hektor advances and Diomedes, identifying Ares as his 
helper, orders a retreat. 

Rejecting 263-305, Leaf finds Thoas' proposal futile and untimely, 'when 
it would seem that every nerve should be strained to defend the wall'; how 
can some have retreated, when the Greeks resist AoAA&$, are called a Xa6$ 
and are likened to a herd (312-23)? But this 'inconsistency' is minor; Homer 
draws on standard language for the start of battle, and the best warriors are 
no doubt still numerous. Nor is the proposal inept; if the rampart is no 
longer defensible, the ships are the sole rallying-point left. Inferior troops 
might be too prone to panic in this crisis; an orderly retreat is better, 
especially with the ditch in the way (so b T on 295). The poet deftly returns 
the Greeks to the ships without a shameful, uncontested rout; his compro-
mise also avoids a direct repetition of the events of the previous books. The 
aristoi save the whole army from ruin; we admire the courage of those who 
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risk »heir lives to protect the rest (so Winter). Cf. Hek tor's holding action at 
16.362?, or how Diomedes and Odysseus screen the Greeks' escape at 
11.31 off. 

2 8 1 — 5 Thoas is a respected older figure below the first rank (cf. 1 9 . 2 3 9 ) ; 

Poseidoo took his form to exhort Idomeoeus ( 1 3 . 2 1 6 - 1 8 0 . ) . Fie docs not 
reappear in this battle; we saw his prowess with the javelin at 4 . 5 2 7 . Since 
the counsellors Nestor and Odysseus are not fighting, he is an apt substitute. 
T h e laudatory introduction merely shows that his advice will be good; cf. 
those at 1 . 6 8 - 7 3 (Kalkhas), 1 2 4 7 - 5 3 , 9 . 9 3 - 5 (Nestor), 1 8 . 2 4 9 - 5 3 (Poulu-
damas), Od. 2 . 1 5 7 - 6 0 , 2 . 2 2 4 - 8 , 7 »55~8» , 6-394~9. 2 4 . 5 1 - 3 , 2 4 . 4 5 1 - 3 , all 
of which eod 6 091V 40 9povtov Ayop^aaTO . . . (see de Jong, Narrators 
199). The device was first designed for mioor characters who have not yet 
appeared. 

The 'best of the Aetolians' already died at 5 . 8 4 2 ? , in the person of one 
Periphas; liberality with superlatives is typical of heroic epic ( 1 3 . 3 6 5 - 7 0 . ) . 

The ascending tricoloo of criteria for Thoas' excellence - javelin, stadie and 
assembly - blends traditional contrasts between various kiods of fighting 
and between fighting and speaking. Thus Teukros, best with the bow, is 
good in the stadii (13.312-i4n.); Hektor knows how to fight with chariots 
and in the stadie ( 7 . 2 4 0 ? ) ; others are 'good io assembly and at war* (Cat. 
2 5 . 3 7 ) or 'worse at war, better in assembly' ( 4 . 4 0 0 , c? 1 8 . 1 0 6 ) . FRIRURRAPEVOS 

takes either a dat. or a gen. (Od. 2 1 . 4 1 ) 6 ) . Verses 2 8 3 ? re?er to vying to make 
the best proposal; the Greeks always loved to compete. Thus the court-fee 
goes to the elder who judges best ( 1 8 . 5 0 8 ) , and Nestor is told Ayop§ vixgs, 
yipov, ulas 'Axaicov ( 2 . 3 7 0 ) . Verse 2 8 4 exists to fit in the run-over verb vlxoov; 
icoOpoi used alone is a clumsy improvisation, since it wrongly conveys 
that the middle-aged Thoas competes with youths. It is short for K. 'Ayaicov 
(c? T ) ; the poet avoided this because o?TToaJpoi 'A. in 283, but clearly had it 
in mind, on the pattern o? 2 . 3 7 0 . 

286—93 The fact that Hektor is on his feet frames the first half of Thoas' 
speech, before AAA' ( 2 9 4 ) opens a call to action, just as UEVOIVCOV . . . UEUOCOTO 

rings its second half. Verse 286 = 13.99 etc., where see n. 6' aOr' 4£O0TI$ is 
emphatic, 'yet again' (c? 1 4 . 3 6 4 - 6 0 . ) : Diomedes complains that Apollo 
saved Hektor likewise (11.363, where ironic f j 6i*|v follows), and the god 
affirms that such is his practice ( 2 5 6 ? above). In a monumental epic, Hektor 
must not be killed off too easily! Verse 2 8 8 blends pAAa 6 i 09101V IATTETO 

6vp6s | (3X ) with plvos xal 0vp6v tocdo-rou ( n x Horn.), which is itself 
recent, as the neglected p- and contracted gen. in -ov prove; c? 701,1. 6vp6s 
tvl <rrf|8F<JOiv k. The hiatus in tppOocrro *al IOACOOEV ( 2 9 0 ) , also in IpOoorro K. 

4. (Od. 2 2 . 3 7 2 ) , is avoided in tpOaarrat oacooci ( 1 0 . 4 4 ) , Ipvacrro xal u' 
¿AIT^CE (Od. 1 4 . 2 7 9 ) . ZTJVAS ¿plySovrrov, with integral enjambment, innova-
tive ZTJV- and contracted -ou, derives ?rom (ZEOS . . . ) IplyBoviTos TTAOIS "Hpris 
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(yx Horn.);cf. Zrjv6stpiyBovmoio {TAro^. 41, Hy. (2 .3)^165vl6v i (5.672), 
Z. pfcv i (12.235). As we can expect of a recent creation, two equally new 
equivalent phrases appear elsewhere, Z. IpiPpcpiT^) (13.624) and Z. ¿pioOe-
vio% (Erga 416). irpAuos toTcrrcn means 'stands forth as champion' (trp6ua-
Xos), cf. 7.136, 22.85; ®he f ° r m cf. T/|X£pos short for TRJALUAXOS. UEVOIVACO 

normally takes an infin., but cf. Homeric Epigram 11.4. 

2 9 4 - 7 Verse 294 = 14.370 (9X Horn.), just as 300 =s 14.378 (i4X Horn.). 
Surprisingly, these verses are not paired elsewhere: note that 296 is parallel 
to 14.371. Thoas' proposal here is as odd as was Poseidon's there. For the 
division 7rArj0vs/Api<rTOi cf. 2.488f., 11.304c Avcb^opev, ipj^opcv and CTTEIOUEV 
(see pp. 35-6) are aor. subj.; cf. Av&^at (Od. 10.531) and the fut. at Od. 
16.404, with Risch, Worlbildung 345. Verse 297 means 'in case we can hold 
him off at first' ( T r p o r r o v ) , not 'hold off him first', pace T . The adv. proves 
that a rearguard holding action is proposed. 

3 0 1 — 5 T h e leaders of this action were prominent in the recent fighting, 
especially Aias. He, Teukros and Meges play a large part in the sequel, but 
the Cretans vanish until i6.342ff. Meriones and Meges are with Thoas at 
19.239. Zenodotus and Aristophanes (Did/A) read ATOVTE, but have weak 
M S support. Diintzer (De J£enodoti studiis 8gf.) holds that Oilcan Aias was 
prominent too; but so was Menclaos, who is omitted. Cf. ATavTa xal M60-
ucvfja (ftvaxra) at 10.53, 10.112. Zenodotus made the same change at 
12.342c (see further p. 24 n. 23). 6oufvr|v tymrvov means that they built a 
firm front line, cf. AptOvGtj 61 pAxi (11.216), 09&XS avrroOs ApTvvavTfS 
(13.149—5411.). This holds fast until 326ff., when they are routed and 'the 
battle is scattered'. irtojOOs also takes an article and plur. verb at 2.278 (&s 
<pd<rav F) TT.). hrl vr^as 'Axai&v, usually at the verse-end ( i 8 x ) , is also 
displaced at 1.371,14.354, 24.203, 24.519. 

3 0 6 - 7 The massed Trojan advance faces the massed Greeks, just as 306 
is balanced by 312, with which cf. 5.498; 3 0 6 » 13.136, 17.262. For the 
formula paicpA Pif&s, from *(Mpaiii, see i3.8ogn. As at 686 a few MSS, h 
and papyri included, have the more reccnt Pi^oov from f3if}Aco. The epos 
prefers nom. masc. Ptf&s (7X Horn., Aspis 323, a x HyAp), but other forms 
in -co- (5X Horn.), save for pi{3Avra (13.371) and irpoptp&v (HyHerm. 149); 
for some reason bards avoided the innovative forms in the nom. sing, 
masc. Aristarchus read -As at 7.213, but -GOV here with TTACTCU (Did/A); van 
der Valk emends Did/A to make him consistent (Researches It 136n.). Zenodo-
tus ineptly conjectured fto&v, since Apollo 'himselfshouts' at 321 (Did/AT); 
this is based on 2.224 (Diintzer, op. cit. 131 f.). 

3 0 8 - 1 1 Apollo alarms the foe with an appearance like Akhilleus' at 
18.203ft, where Athene puts the aegis on his shoulders and a golden halo 
round his head; both gods then give a shout. The cloud about Apollo's 
shoulders suggests invisibility: this is certain at 5.186, VC9&IJ clAvp^vos <5>povs. 
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Yet elsewhere this is specified as a 'dark* cloud (17.551, HvHerm 217); at 
20.150 the gods don an impenetrable force-field, &ppT]KTOv vc^&qv couoloiv 
ioavTO. 

The purpose of the aegis is equally nebulous. Fenik (TBS 78) likens its 
fearsome effect to that of Kris' iroA^poio Tipas or Poseidon's sword (11.4, 
14.385); Griffin (HLD 31) compares Athene's aegis at Od. 22.297c I sug-
gested above (i8~3in.) that the aegis was originally a thunderbolt, whence 
its connexion with Zeus and Homer's treatment of it as an offensive weapon 
which alarms the foe when brandished. But its obvious sense is 'goatskin', 
and bards once imagined it as a primitive shield with a shaggy fringe: hence 
its unique epithet ¿pquSdcrcia (2.446-5in.). Zeus used the aegis, the hide of 
the goat Amaltheia, to defeat the Titans (D on 318 = P.Oxy. 3003). Goat-
skins were also used in weather-magic (see Braswell on Pindar, Py. 4.231, 
and Fowler, Phoenix 42 (1988) loaff.). 'Goats' of some kind are linked with 
several northern thunder-gods ( i3 .8 i2- i6n.) . Yet Indo-European *atg-
means 'oak', the thunder-god's tree (Friedrich, Trees i32f ; Nagy in Ge-
denkschrift Guntert 113-32). alyis also meant 'heartwood' and 'squall' (cf. 
Korraiyls). Not even Zeus's thunderbolt destroys the aegis (21.401); it symbo-
lizes his power, although Homer no longer knew exactly why. He believed 
that the 'aegis-bearer* held it, with Ix00 3°8, 3*8, 361 etc.), but sec 
'3-43~5n- He also thought of it as metal like a shield: Hephaistos forged it 
for Zeus; with alyf6a OoOpiv cf. 6cmi6a 8. (11.32, 20.162); with 309 cf. 
12.295, a bronze shield; and it is called tphrtpos (361, 2.447), an epithet 
used of gold or tripods (9.126 « 268, HyAp 443). 

Separate aitia existed for Zeus's aegis and Athene's (14.250-6in.), but 
none for Apollo's; since he borrows his father's (229), it is not really his own. 
Aristarchus thought Zeus alone possesses one and athetized Apollo's use of 
it at ¿4.2of., but cf. T on 229. For the rare use of Is with a final sense, 'to 
put men to flight*, see Chantraine, GH11 104. fjyf|aorro Aawv recurs at Cat. 
234.1, cf. fjy/|Topa A. at 20.383, 3X Cat.; post-Homeric epos belongs to the 
same oral tradition, to the last detail. 

3 1 3 — 1 7 Animated weaponry enlivens this panorama of the start of battle. 
The aegis was called 'furious'; now arrows 'leap' (as at 470) and spears fall 
short 'longing to glut themselves on flesh* (cf. 13.444^). Verses 3i4f. resem-
ble 1 1 . 5 7 1 f., 7 6 64 SoOpa Opaatidcov <5nr6 XE<P&V I &AAa ptv tv <T6KCI jjttyAAaj 
TrdycvdpuEva Trpdaaco, and 3 i6f. = n -573f. This version involves repeating 
Xpci>S, but 11.570-4 repeat n«r(<r)TiyO. With 315 cf. 8.298. Apqi66tov criCrjwv 
(also at 20.167) belongs to a system with 6toTpc<p£cov/6aA€pu>v a. (ax each); 
at 20.487 dpT|tOoos could be a name or an epithet ( 1 3 . 2 1 1 - 1 3 ^ ) . XP6° 
ACUK6V replaces X- KOA6V (15X epos) only in 3 1 6 = 1 1 . 5 7 3 , because flesh is 
traditionally thought of as vulnerable to the spear, 'white', 'tender' or 'soft*, 
in such contexts (13.830-2n.). Does frrocupeTv, supposedly 'touch', 'graze' in 
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such passages but 'partake of ' , 'enjoy' elsewhere, mean 'enjoy' here too, 
enhancing the personification (so Eustathius 1017.45)? 

318-19 The first, long-range phase of a Homeric battle could be lengthy 
(Latacz, Kampfdarstellung 119-29); missile exchanges continue until the two 
lines edge so close to each other that hand-to-hand combat begins, or, rarely 
one side breaks and runs, as here and at 8.66-77. Such sudden panic is 
•ascribed to divine agency - here Apollo, later Pan. Verses 3i8f. adapt to 
this context a standard couplet used to mark when the battle turns, part of 
an oral system deftly crafted to admit battles of varied timing and duration. 
If the combat begins early, we find 6<ppot p4v f|cl>s fjv xal <5ti§rro Up6v fjpap, 
| T 6 9 P A p<5tA* AUUPOT^pcov ^TTTFTO, TTTTTTE 64 Aa6$. | ijpos 84 . . . It may 
climax at noon ('but when the sun bestrode the middle of the sky', 8.68) or 
a little later ('but when the wood-cutter prepared his lunch . . . ' , with 
elaboration, 11.86-9). At 16.777ft there is stalemate from noon until the 
sun declines (16.777 3:5 8.68, but with ttypa p4v for f̂ pos 8*); at Od. 9.56ft 
battle begins early (56 = 8.66) but turns when the sun sinks (58 = 16.779). 
Even in their simplest forms, such passages create suspense. drp4pa is unique 
beside -as (8x Horn.); both forms appear later, even in prose. 

3 3 0 — A T h e hapax KOT' 4vcbtra, 'in the face', modernized in els ¿OTTO I84a6ai 
( 4 X Horn.), includes 4v governing the fossilized acc. dma; KOT6 was added 
once the force of Iv was lost. Cf. tvcoTraSico? 4a(6carKcv (Od. 23.94). The shift 
of 4v to 4vs (sis) is post-Myc., being absent in Arcado-Cypriot and the 
Northern mainland; 4vcbira predates c. 1000 B.C. (Risch in language and 
Background 98). The apodosis to the when-clause begins with TOTOI 84. With 
the split formula 6up6v | 4v o-nfyteaai cf. f)Top | 4v a. (Od. 17.46^. For 
'bewitchment' see 12.255, I3-434 -6n. Chrysippus' variant (SVF 11 906) 
96pou 8' 4pW|aa6' 4xa<rros is linguistically innovative. 

3 2 3 — 5 This simile develops the themes of 2 7 1 - 6 (where see n.). The 
Greeks are no longer the hunters but the prey; the 'beasts', i.e. lions, are 
now two instead of one, just as Apollo now helps Hektor; the night is deep 
and dark; the lions' attack is sudden; and the shepherd has left his flock, just 
as Poseidon has left the Greeks. All this heightens the terror (so bT). So does 
the viewpoint: since nobody is defending the sheep, the attack is seen from 
their angle. Conversely, when 'a lion comes upon sheep with no guardian 
and leaps among them with evil intent' (10.485^, this puts us into the 
beast's mind so that we do not regret the dormant Thracians' deaths. For 
the simile's placing at this turning-point cf. 630ft, when Hektor routs the 
Greeks as if they were a herd of cows with a bad drover; 16.352ft, when 
wolves snatch lambs from the flock 'throiigh the shepherd's folly' and the 
Trojans flee (with 357 cf. 322 here); and 5.136ft, when Diomedes resembles 
a lion attacking a flock left in the pens by a craven shepherd. Pairs of warriors 
are likened to pairs of lions (13.198-200^), and two lions raid a herd at 
18.579ft. 
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T h e diction, typical of similes, is formular. ßocöv AytA^v ^ Trä)ü ply ' olcov 
recurs at Od. 12.299, tf- 3- *98 ( a simile), 11.696; it is 'declined* into the plur. 
as ß. AyeAal Kal -moca ot. (etc.) at 11.678, 18.528, 2X Od2X Cat. (cf. 
Hoekstra on Od. 14.100?). PEACCIVTJS WKTAS ApoAya), a phrase impressive 
because 6. is so obscure (11.173n.), is modernized to p. v. tv d>pT| at Hylierm 
67; cf. VVKTCT piAaivav (9X epos, dat. 5X ). In seven occurrences of VUKTÖS 

A., all four in the Iliad are in similes; so are all uses of !A6Avr' i£omlvr)s etc. 
( 5 - 9 9 - 6 » I7-57)- OTlpAvrcop, properly 'leader' (4.431, Od. 19.314) as in the 
post-Homeric formula 8ECOV orjpAvTopi (-a) TTAVTOOV, is transferred from war 
to the pastoral world (Fränkel, Gleichnisse 6on.): cf. the pfjAa Aa^pavTa of 
10.485; the horses who lack a orjpAvTcop, i.e. driver, at 8.127, or who have 
AVCCKTES, 'masters* (16.370-in.); and 'shepherd of the people'. 

3 3 6 - 4 2 T h e Greeks are not naturally 'without courage' (326), but be-
come so oow; the adj. is almost ao adv. in force. The rout is ominous: we 
know that every Achaeao to die will be one of the best (so bT). With 327 
cf. 12.255, !6-73°f again at the start of routs. Verse 328 — 16.306, indicating 
the killing usual when 'battle is scattered', i.e. one side's line breaks and the 
other scatters io pursuit (cf. 301-5, 14.506-2200.). Each time, Homer 
moves from the general to the particular; but the casualty-list is much fuller 
at 16.307fr. This catalogue resembles 14.511-22, although the victims' 
pedigrees are more detailed — these are Greeks, after all, aod elite» troops. 
As there, the constructions and verbs for 'slay' are varied (Eustathius 
1018.26ff.; Nieos, Struktur 240-2). Agaio the greatest warriors, Hektor and 
Aineias, kill the most importaot victims, and prove their worth by slaying 
two each; ample obituaries emphasize their kills. Three lesser Trojans each 
fell a lesser Greek in a single couplet; Strasburger (Kämpfer 58!?.) compares 
the hierarchy of victors at 6.5fr. The final victory, Paris', is adorned with a 
vignette of the death-wound, which, however, reminds us that his minor 
victim was running away; this degrades his feat, like that of Oilean Aias at 
14.520fr He was last seeo at 13.660? T h e other Trojans all took part in 
the recent fighting, except Polites, last seen at 13.533 (where see n.); since 
Pouludamas, Aineias and 6Tos Agenor all appear in 14.425, Homer perhaps 
had that verse in mind now. 

The identifiable victims are all from units in the 'mainland catalogue' 
(13.685fr). Arkesilaos and Klonios were among the Boeotian leaders (2.495); 
two of their kinsmen have just died (14.449-530.). T h e Athenian Stikhios 
was io Menestheus' entourage at 13.691 (cf. 13.195-70.). Mcdon, 'ruler* of 
the Phthians, appeared in the same verses at 13.694-7, where see n. The 
pawns are so shadowy that their homelands are obscure. T claim that 
Deiokhos* descendants colonized Samos from Atheos (for the traditioos c? 
Sakellariou, Migration 93fr). Mekisteus is not Ekhios*s comrade but his son 
at 13.422 (where see n.); for another such incoosistency in a rout see 
14.51 *-22n. 
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330-6 T h e Boeotians are 'bronze-shirted' only here, but the epithet is 
common and probably generic: cf. ATOVT', 'Apycicov fiy/|Topc XOAKOXITC¡>VCÓV 

(4.285= 12.354). T h e variant KapTcpoOOpcov is from the previous rout 
(14.512). Verses 333-6 = 13.694-7; the departure from chiastic order (cf. 
329-31) neatly separates the Athenian casualties. 

337-8 Despite his archaic-sounding descent from Boukolos, lasos finds 
no echo in Attic or other traditions; this suggests ad hoc invention. Wilamo-
witz thinks he was ancestral to a noble Attic clan like the Bouzugai or 
Eteoboutadai (Homerische (Jntersuchungen, Berlin 1884, 2490.). An lasos from 
Orkhomenos was grandfather of Neleus' wife (Od. 11.281-6); Athens' links 
with the Pylian royal line are well attested (13.689-9in.). But the name 
was common: cf. the Argive lasos, father of lo (cf. "laaov "Apyos, Od. 
18.246); the founder of (Mycenaean) lasos in Caria; the Cypriot at Od. 
17.443; Atalante's father (Theognis 1288); Demeter's Cretan lover Iasion/ 
Iasios (Od. 5.125, Theog. 970); and, at Pylos, jltvasosj (Cn 655), the group 
called l¡wasoi¡ in the An tablets and the flwasiotaif (Cn 3). Any link with 
Athens is as faint as the Athenian presence in Homer generally (cf. p. 32 
n. 54). S9TÍA0S means 'Strong' (von Kamptz, Personcnnamen 233). KOMCTKTTO, 

here only beside KOA&OKC, is regular (Chantraine, GH1 322). 

3 3 9 Mrpciorf) for -f ja is less isolated than it seems: cf. MTJKKXT^COS vlós at 
2.566 and 23.678, where -éos is a strong variant. Editors wrongly read -f̂ os 
(cf. 2.565-60.). Like Atreus, Peleus, Portheus etc., 'Mekisteus' was clearly 
declined -áa-éos-ét: cf. Tu8fj, 'Apapvyxla, 'AXIAAéT, '06\jo&)$ (4.384,23.630, 

23.792, Od. 24.398). T h e innovation is helped by its metrical utility (cf. 
Shipp, Studies 6 5 - 8 ) ; the ending -éos is known in Chian dialect, whereas 
Ephesos and Miletos used -écos (Ruijgh in Linear B 17m.). Cf. also 660, 
16.2 inn. 

340-a TTptimj évúarpfvri, 'in the forefront of battle' (also at 20.395), shows 
that Polites is among the fastest in pursuit, vdcrrov copov means the base of 
the shoulder, not its top by the neck. 9€Úyovr' év Trpopáxotot is an ironic 
formular adaptation of OOVOVT* IV TT. (I 1.188, 203) from another context, 
the aristeia. Since champions by nature fight in front rather than flee, 
Deiokhos' disgrace troubled the ancients; some read TrupáToioi, others 
referred TTpopdxoicn to the Trojans (bT). Dei'okhos is hit with a spear: 
Siorrrpó 81 lAawev implies that this is Paris' weapon, not an arrow 
as at 13.662. Though he is making a rapid escape, Paris' cast overtakes him. 

343—51 Luckily for the Greeks, who manage to escape as Thoas planned, 
the Trojans stop to strip the fallen, a normal temptation during a rout 
( 1 1 -755)» t o which they rarely get the chance to yield; hence Hektor's threats 
to any who do so. Nestor was less strident in a like situation (6.68-71), t>ut 

Eustathius (1019.3, 21-3) rightly deems the grisly warning appropriate; cf. 
the threats of death for slackers or deserters at 2.357-9, 2.391-3, 12.248-50, 
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13.232-4, and later laws against burying traitors (Parker, Miasma 45). Segal 
thinks Hektor is overcome by the war's intoxicating savagery, in accord with 
his presumption towards Zeus (Mutilation igf.); but all ancient generals had 
to deal with their men's lust for metal armour, which was both useful and 
valuable. The threat of being left unburied is common in vaunts over victims 
(11 .452-4,21 .122-4, 22.335f); Hektor makes it vivid to his men by adding 
that dogs will tear them before their own city (cf. Priam at 22.66ff.). 

343—4 With 343 cf. 12.195. IpTrAVjaaco, 'dash against' an obstacle, well 
expresses the Greeks' panic flight hindered by their own outworks: cf. 12.72, 
Od. 22.469 (birds caught in a net) and IpirAfiySTjv, 'madly' (Od. 20.132). 
6pv/KT^ (7X with T<&9pos) stands apart from its noun because 'trench and 
stakes' is seen as a unit, like a Roman vallum. 

346—7 Verse 346 = 6.110, 8.172; at 6.66 txlKArro paxp6v &0aa% intro-
duces a like speech by Nestor. Does I. govern 347 (as at 18.343, Od. 19.418), 
with direct speech starting abruptly in 348, or does it begin in 347 with 
infinitives for imperatives? Zenodotus read §TTICTCT£U£O6OV for -ofloti, emend-
ing the latter option into the text, but was rebuked by Aristarchus for using 
a dual to stand for a plur., an innovation he proposed elsewhere (13.626-
7n.). It was usual not to punctuate at the end of 346: so, rightly, Nic/A, 
[Longinus], On the Sublime 27.1 and [Plutarch], I-ife of Homer 57, who citc 
346ff. as an example of a shift from narrative to 'mimetic' mode. [Longinus] 
thinks Hektor's order, being irphrov, is voiced by the poet himself, who then 
puts the grim threat into direct speech. The truth is simpler: the poet, 
deciding to extend the speech after he had begun in oratio obliqua, shifts 
brusquely to direct speech, as at 4.30iff., 9.684^ 23.854ff., Od. 1.38!?., 
15.424^ HyHerm 523ff. For £av 6* Svapa PpoT6evra cf. 17.13, 14.508-ion. 

348—51 £6£AovTa (in citations and a papyrus, but no good codices) is a 
concordance-variant from 2.391, 8.10; it replaces fripooOi, redundant after 
'away from the ships', with a hint that Hektor will spare those with reason 
for absence, but he is too angry for such niceties. irup6s AcAAxoxxi, 'give him 
his share of fire', is a euphemism for 'bum his body' (also at 23.76, cf. 
7-79f. ss 22-342f.); it must be of post-Myc. date, when cremation became 
the rule. For the reduplicated causal aor. cf. AeAAOco (58-610.). After the 
fut. or subj. ptyTloopai, this subj. underlines the threat's personal tone, and 
the archaic fut. indie. ipOouai presents as fact the result of the preceding 
proposition (Chantraine, GH11 210). For Ipuco cf. 11.454, 22.67 (identical 
contexts), with Risch, Wortbildung 352; Aristarchus deemed it a pres. with 
fut. sense. 

352—4 Hektor is now in his chariot, as Apollo had enjoined (258f.); 
warriors mount and dismount so often that it is taken for granted, especially 
in a rout. Cf. 8.348, where we were not told that he remounted to chase the 
Greeks. In his rage, he lifts his whip high to lash his horses (so bT). 
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KaTcopa66v means 'down from his shoulder', as in 23.500 (pdtm 6* atev 
f Aawe k.) and 23.431»quoted in 358-61 n. For hrl otIxos h has KOT6 a. from 
11.91. hrl is best taken as '(shouting) across the ranks', not '(drove) against 
the (enemy) ranks', pace bT. Despite the 'neglected' p-, l x o v must meao 
'drove': cf. Aspis 369, -os hx^uev ¿pucrdpucrras ITTTTOUS. The epithet recurs only 
at 16.370 (nom.), when the chariots recross the treoch io the other direction 
(cf. Delebecque, Cheval 153). It may remodel *ptpu<T6pMOvcs (Risch, Wortbild-
ting 226). It surely became obsolete when its loss of initial p- made bards 
doubt whether it began with a vowel or a consonant; Homer uses, respec-
tively, ¿piavx«v€S -as, 5 * (or Oyrix^S -as, 2X ), aod KaAAlTpixes -as (14X). 

356-7 Apollo smooths the chariots' path by kicking in the spoil-heaps 
either side of the ditch to make a causeway (y^upa) , and flattening the 
rampart. For yttpupdo* (also at 21.245) cf. 5.87-80. k6TTETOS for oxdirrros is 
a 'ditch' round a vineyard or a 'pit' for a grave (18.564,24.797); cf. LSJ s.vv. 
Perhaps it has a derogatory sense when compared with Td9pos, to belittle 
the ditch as it is wrecked (Leaf): T69P010 pa0Efqs does fill the same metrical 
position at 8.336. Zenodotus read x^P^v, making Apollo push the soil with 
his hands; Aristarchus replied that it is better not to make a god stoop. His 
kicks better reveal how easily gods cao slight men's puny efforts (cf. 365). 
Zenodotus surely based his conjecture on 364 (Diintzer, De £enodoti studiis 
109), but the boy wrecks the sand-castle with his feet too. 

358-61 Apollo flattens only part of the ditch, which still hinders the 
Trojans' retreat at 16.3690*. Yet the causeway is wide - as wide as the 
spear-cast of a sportsman testing his strength by throwing as far he can (cf. 
16.590, quoted below). Albracht (Kampfschilderung t 22, it 15) estimates this 
as a mere 10-15 paces, but using light javelins modern athletes can cast over 
250 feet; the Greeks probably equalled this (H. A. Harris, Greek Athletes and 
Athletics, London 1964, 95-7) . The Trojans can pour through the gap in 
ranks (9aAoryyti86v, cf. 13.126-35^), not io a narrow column, as Eu-
stathius saw (t020.11). T h e same measure of distance, 6aov T* hrl 6oup6s 
ipco^), describes Akhilleus' leap at 21.251. It belongs to a set of quaint 
expressions: 6. T* hrl AAAV Irjai ( 3 . 1 2 ) , 6. T* hriid6vaTai /|COS (7.451). 6. T* 

hripaoa Kopcovq | Txvos hroirjoE (Erga 679?), 6oaov T* hrl oOpa irlAovTat | 
f|pt6vcov (10.351?, cf. Od. 8.124). Its extension into a full simile by the 
addition ofyivrrai , which recallsITOAIMOV 6' oOylvrr*¿pool*) (ax ), resembles 
6CTOT) 6* alyavhjs Tccvaoio -rfrvKTai, | fjv ¿>6 T'6vf]p 69IT) "rreipcbpEvos 

tv 6£6Acp | V^ xal Iv iroAlpcp (16.589!?), and 600a 61Cfaxov oOpa Kcncopa-
6!oio -niAovTai, | 6v T* al(q6s 69TIKEV 6W)p irEipc&UEVOS F^riS (23.431?, c? 
23.845?); c? too O&VEOS TWipf)cropai (Od. 21.282), in a context o?games. 
O n similes expressing measurement see Scott, Simile 20-4. The subj. fjot, 
contracted ?or f)fl(ai), is 'recent* (Shipp, Studies 167); ?or parallels see Chao-
traine, GH143. The ending is properly -fieri. 9aAayyr)86v recurs in Polybius. 
For the aegis see 308-11 n. 
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362—7 Only now do we realize, with a shock, what Apollo meant by his 
promise to smoothe the Trojans' entire path (261). They strained through 
book 12 to break the rampart; Apollo, or rather the poet, playfully does so 
in a few verses. The simile of a boy wrecking a sand-castle closely follows that 
of the athlete, heightening the contrasts between these sports and the Greeks' 
peril, the ease of god and the toil of man. T h e similes and address to Apollo 
(which turns out to be his envoi) mark the gravity of the crisis. But this 
image also saves Homer from showing the rampart's ruination in detail, 
which might be too slow for the narrative or too taxing to the imagination. 
He has carefully prepared us to expect the rampart to be slighted. At 
7.443-64 Zeus gave Poseidon leave to wash it away and bury the shore 
with sand; the latter and Apollo did so after the war (12. toff.). This idea of 
its vanishing into the sand surely prompted this image of a sand-castle. It 
now disappears from the action; it is ignored during the Trojan retreat of 
16.367!^, as if Homer may conveniently forget the edifice he himself created 
(cf. Aristotle frag. 166 and E. Dolin, HSCPfy (1983) 130). Nor are we sur-
prised that Apollo vanishes too, now that he has kept his promise (VVilamo-
witz, IuH 238). 

362—4 Similes often describe gods' wondrous deeds: Poseidon's wave 
wrecks a ship as a wind scatters thistledown (Od. 5.368^. This one 'conveys 
the poet's sense of the pathos of vain human effort, and also the divine scalc, 
on which nothing achieved or endured by men can be really serious' (Griffin, 
HLD 130); the ease of divine action is a topos (13.90^), and the same point 
about human toil was made at 12.29. Moulton (Similes 7if.) compares 
Apollo's scorn for mortal affairs at 21.462ff. T h e image achieves its effects by 
both contrast and similarity. The boy's playfulness contrasts with the men's 
effort, his innocence of war with their martial role (cf. 2.337^ 6.4670*.), just 
as the previous athletic image contrasts with its military setting, although 
the javelin evokes it. The rampart is by the sea, like the sand-castle; just as 
the Greeks cause its ultimate ruin by failing to sacrifice when they build it 
(7.450), so the boy ruins his own work. Homer ran a risk in likening Apollo 
to a mere boy at such a moment (so bT), but the apt observation of the 
changeless patterns of children's play is a brilliant success (cf. 16.259- 6sn.). 
Other images of children describe protection by a stronger ally or odd 
conduct, e.g. 16.7-10 (Scott, Simile 74). 6$ *r' trrrcl extends other similes at 
680, 17.658, 24.42. &Guppa and 660pco are unique in the Iliad; VTJTTIIT) means 
'childishness' at 9.491 but 'folly' at 2 0 . 4 1 O d . 24.469 (on its form see S. 
West 011 Od. 1.297). Ttoolv Kal x®p<riv, with innovative n-mobile, uniquely 
adapts 7T65OS Kal x^'P0^ etc. 

365-6 T h e emotive address to Apollo expresses his power (but cf. 20.150-
2n.). <Vi€ is restricted to such apostrophes (20.152, HyAp 120); for ancient 
explanations of it see Hrd/A and F. Williamson Callim. HyAp 103. It reflects 
the ritual cry (HyAp 517) or lf| \t (Pindar), which became a *voc.' Ifjie, 
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whence the adj. Ify'os: cf. Dionusos' epithet cOios from ihe joyful whoop cuoT. 
With KApcrrov Kal Aî Ov cf. KapArov Ka i Ai(Cro$ {Erga 177), TT6VO$ ( Y Y - ) 

Kal Ai£us etc. (5X epos). auyx«*S picks up ow^xeve (364). 9v£av tvcopcas 
fulfils verbatim Zeus's prediction at 62; we await the next step, that the 
Greeks fall amid the ships . . . of Akhilleus! 

3 6 7 - 9 sss 8.345- 7 (starting ol pfcv 8^), another Greek retreat under divine 
pressure (262-404^). There, however, the words of the prayer arc not 
given. The ships arc the only place left where the Greeks can regroup, just 
as the Trojans gathered by their chariots at 3. &s 'thus* is awkward, since 
their regrouping has not begun (Leaf on 379); we must regard IpTyrOovTO 
as inceptive. It is wrong to end 367 with a stop, not a comma. 

3 7 0 = 659, where Nestor again embodies the whole army's concern, 
besceching the men to fight for their families (653-73n.). Since he is too old 
to fight himself, prayer is apt for him: i p y a vkov, fJouAal 61 ptacov, cvxal 8£ 
ycpAvTov (Hes. frag. 321). His reappearance leads up to Patroklos* by 
recalling book 11 (262-404^). For repVjvtos oupo$ 'Axaicov sec 8.8on. Verse 
371 — Od. 9.527. x«P* — X£*PE: the Greeks raised both arms to pray. 

3 7 3 — 6 Nestor's prayer takes the usual form: (i) an invocation, here a 
simple voc. rather than KAG8I, reinforced by 'OAOPTTIE; (ii) a reminder of a 
past favour (introduced as often by cf TTOTC) which is, as often, the burning 
of victims' fat-covered thigh-bones (cf. 1.40, 1.503, 11.773, Od. 4.763^ 
19.366); (iii) a request for present help (with t w v pvfjaai cf. 22.84, Od. 
4.765). Zeus must help if he granted that the Greeks return, when they 
prayed to him in Argos (i.e. in Greece, before leaving). CITTOTITIS purposely 
understates the fact that they all prayed for this, and that, as Nestor holds, 
Zeus agreed; his nod makes his assent immutable (cf. 1.514, 524ff.). Verse 
376 = 8.244 (not spurious?), the end of Agamemnon's prayer to Zeus, which 
belongs to the same narrative pattern as Nestor's (262-404^). 

kv "Apyct Trcp TToAvmvpco is unusual, since iroACmvpos is a mid-line epithet 
for toponyms shaped — VJVJ —, Bouprasion or Doulikhion (11.756,3X Od.); 
it recurs at the verse-end at Od. 15.406, describing Syria (SuriS). The 
redundant filler m p betrays improvisation; 'even in Argos* makes no sense, 
and TTcp cannot go with cl (Denniston, Particles 487). Homer could have used 
trou^cvTi instead. Aristarchus preferred olAs and oleov to Ai6$ and Aicov 
(Hrd/A on 3.198), and Sanskrit Atyas proves that o!A$ is older (from *owy6s). 
Yet bards did evolve forms in AY- by analogy with the nom., e.g. ctpoirAxois 
Atcaoi for *-o»aiv Apiooi. Zeus is called simply 'OAOpmc by other gods (3X 
Horn.); since he is the Olympian par excellence, the adj. is a useful substitute 
for his name (1.353 etc.). The gods as a group are rarely called 'OAOPTTIOI 
(1.399, 20.47). 

3 7 7 — 8 0 Zeus thunders in reply to Nestor, but the Trojans think the omen 
favours them and redouble their efforts (so T , cf. Schadewaldt, Jliasstudien 
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92). The pro-Greek audience will welcome this hint, soon amplified by 
Patroklos' reappearance, that the battle will turn. Nestor had to be given 
some sign, but Zeus could not simply assent, being bound by his promise to 
Thetis (so bT). There are multiple ironies: just as the Trojans cannot know 
that Nestor prayed to Zeus, so Nestor is unaware that his prayer may yet be 
answered, since Patroklos has yet to appeal to Akhilleus; nor can Nestor 
know that Zeus's assent involves a still greater Trojan onslaught. Cf. (I. 
Stockinger, Die Vorzeichen im homerischen Epos, St Ottilien 1959, 4 1 - 3 . Arn/A 
says Zenodotus read M ŷor 8* §kAu€: but how can Zeus 'hear loudly'? Diintzer 
(De Zenodoti studiis 20) well argues that he read TOO 6' making 377 
e q u i v a l e n t t o 16.249, 24.314 o r Od. 20.102, a n d o m i t t e d 3 7 8 - 8 0 , e m e n d i n g 

away the 'contradiction' over which side the omen favours. Aristarchus' 
rebuttal shows that he too misunderstood: Zeus heard the Greeks' prayer 
but was not persuaded, since he was hostile to them. Verse 380, with 'Greeks' 
for 'Trojans', = 14.441,8.252, when the Greeks react to the omen Zeus sends 
in reply to Agamemnon's prayer (cf. 372-6n.). 

381-4 This fine simile marks the climax of the Trojan onslaught and 
advances the narrative from the rampart to the ships. The Trojans, no longer 
merely by the sea like the boy at 362, arc now a great wave within it, as if 
the ships float in a sea of attackers. The danger is like a storm, and the 
half-timbered rampart resembles the ship's side-wall over which the wave 
washes (cf. bT). The end of the simile subtly shifts to the noisy squall that 
whips up the waves; the squall presumably comes from Zeus, like the 
thunder just heard. Moulton (Similes 69) notes that this simile is resumed 
by the next, when the stalemate at the ships is likened to a shipwright's 
straight line (4ioff.). T h e nautical images continue at 6i8ff. For other 
similes where the wind stirs up the waves see 4.422ff., 9 4ff., 11 .297^ 
11.305*^ and i4-394f. 

Verse 381 blends u£ya icupa (17X Horn.), K. 8aA<5tacrns (7X) and 8. 
cupvnr6poio (Od. 4.432, Naupaktia frag. 2). Od. 12.2 combines the last two 
formulae. 6. c. is equivalent to "rroAi^Aolafioio 8. (12X epos); this is the sole 
breach of the tendency to economy in the Iliad*s formular system for 'sea' 
(Page, IIHI227). R. Schmiel thinks ir. connotes the sea-shore, e. the sea as 
a path to home ( L C M 9 (1984) 36f) . But either phrase would be apt 
here; context is not the main factor, but Parry's jeu deformules. 8. €. arose in 
cases like this, when 8. is part of formulae like KOUO 8. or 8Tva 8. (normally 
at the verse-end), and the poet wants to end the verse with an epithet. Since 
TT. 8. avoids any hint of a spondaic 'verse-end* at the bucolic diaeresis, it 
remains standard. — toixos denotes a ship's side-wall at Od. 12.420, that of 
a house elsewhere (Kurt, Fachausdriicke 107). Korro^f|orrai is surely aor. subj.; 
an old desiderative may underlie it (Ruijgh, TC ¿pique 593). With irntp 
TO(X<*>v K. cf. TEIXOS CmcpKcrrlpTioav (13 .50), just as the Trojans KCTTA T. 
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Ißatvov (cf. 13.737); they kept coming over the rampart and down from it 
towards the ships (most codices have I., versus ißfi0orv in 3/5 papyri). | Ts 
ávépou (also at Erga 518) adapts Is ávépoio | (17.739, simile; 3X Od.). 

385—9 T h e poet clumsily extends the sentence to contrast (i) the Trojan 
infantry scaling the rampart with their leaders driving through the breach 
in it, and (ii) the Trojans fighting from their chariots with the Achaeans 
fighting from the ships' tall sterns. T o explain how such a combat can be 
'at close quarters', he adds that the Greeks used long naval pikes. The image 
is of a sea-battle on land or chariot-battle at sea (bT). Aristarchus rightly 
found it striking, but thought the Trojans backed their chariots up to the 
ships with their horses facing Troy (449-5 in.)! 

386—7 T h e unique combat required some reshuffling of formulae. | tyxe~ 
aiv ápipiyvois adapts I. &p<piyúotaiv | (13.146-8n.); cf. 18oópaai T' áptptyúots 
(Eumelus frag. dub. 19 B. «* 4 D.). píAaivácov¿erró (¿rrl) vrj&v J (8x epos) is 
modified as at Od. 6.268, v. öirÄa p., cf. [v. 8ÉJ p. impair) (Cat. 204.110); as 
a result, Ö4/1 is oddly placed and árró v. oddly conjoined with taißävTCS 
(hence dnroß- in papyri). 

388-9 Naval pikes with sections glued together reappear at 677t (£u<rróv 
péya vavpaxov . . . KoAArjTÓv ßXiVrpoia»), where see n.; they were evidently 
used against boarders at sea or on the beach. Pace D. Gray (Arch. Horn, o 
131), boarding tactics were known: the suitors take spears and shields for 
an ambush at sea (Od. 16.473t). Bundles of spears appear at the bows or 
sterns of Iron Age ships (Ahlberg, Fighting 45t; O . Höckmann, Arch. Horn, E 
304t). Pikes are also seen in the bows of the Bronze Age ships conducting 
armed landings in a Thera fresco and a stone rhyton from Epidauros 
(S. P. Morris, AJA 93 (1989) 525t., figs. 6 - 7 ) . Aias' pike was twenty-two 
cubits or thirty-two feet long (678); this may be epic exaggeration, like 
Hektor's spear of eleven cubits (6.319 — 8.494), but the Macedonian sarissa 
varied from twelve to at least fourteen cubits (M. Andronikos, BCH 94 
(1970) 102-7), the Khalubes had pikes of fifteen cubits (Xen. Anab. 4.7.16), 
and the Theran warriors have very long spears. Kurt (Fachausdrücke 177t) 
equates the ^UOTÓV with the pole (KOVTÓS) with which one pushes off a ship 
(Od. 9.487), but (;. is a synonym for 'spear' (13.496-5010.). For xoAA^cts 
beside -TJTÓS, also at Aspis 309, see Risch, Wortbildung 154. orópa means the 
'point' of a weapon: this is next paralleled, with famous ambiguity, at Soph. 
Ajax 651; cf. Eur. Suppl. 1206; LSJ s . w . errópa, -óa>, -copa; 'the great mouth 
of piercing war' (10.8); and KC09ÓS, 'dull' (cf. 14 .16-19^, Eur. Or. 1288). 
The spear's 'bronze-clad' tip is a unique metaphor, as if this weapon wears 
armour; cf. the 'bronze-helmeted' spears of 3.18, 11.43, and 13.444^ 

390—404 This brief but crucial scene is placed where it arouses most 
suspense, at the climax of the Trojan advance and the start of the long 
stalemate by the ships; for this, and the motif of hearing the din, see 
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262-40411. Homer gives just enough detail to remind us that we last saw 
Patroklos in Eurupulos' hut (11.848), where he still is, and to reveal that 
he will indeed take Nestor's message to Akhilleus; thus 403? adapts 11.792? 
(Nestor's main poiot). Io this crisis Homer avoids slowiog down the story 
to explain why Patroklos dallied there, e.g. by describing his conversation 
or sending Iris to hurry him on; this would also have highlighted the problem 
that, 00 ooe level of this simultaoeous and sequential narrative, he has stayed 
incredibly long with his injured comrade, like Nestor with Makhaon (14. t ff.). 
T h e lack of divine intervention also stresses his tragic respoosibility for his 
actions; he simply hears the din. Homer sets him io motioo again so that he 
can reach Akhilleus when the Trojans are about to burn the first ship (16.2). 
Just as he is stirred by the Greeks' plight after the rampart has fallen, so 
Akhilleus will be moved yet more by the ensuing battle for the ships. By 
delayiog the heroes' reactions until he has portrayed each stage of the 
fighting, Homer makes us experience for ourselves the moral pressure to act 
which each must feel; by presenting Patroklos' reaction now, he builds 
suspense as we await that of Akhilleus himself. 

3 9 1 - a T«ix«os Ay^epAxovro means 'they fought for the wall* (cf 16.496 
and Chantraine, GH11 88); with an acc. it would meao 'fight arouod'. This 
corresponds to the events of books 12-14 (Winter, M N O 147). For the split 
formula 8o<Stcov - u u vqwv cf. 685, 14.410, and the modernization vecov 
u u - u f l . ( i 7 - 4 0 3 , 19.356). 'Hospitable' is the staodard epithet in the gen. 
with names shaped — u u — u (13.756-90.), despite any appeal this virtue 
might hold for 'kiod' Patroklos. 

3 9 3 Patroklos cheers Eurupulos with cooversatioo, as well he might after 
operatiog on the latter's thigh (11.844!?.); cf. 11.643, where Nestor consoles 
Makhaon. Reinhardt (luD 306) deems Nestor a better person to be telling 
anecdotes (c? 11.643), hut this is to misioterpret IrtpTre A6yois (for the 
phrasec? Od. 4.239,8.91,23.30i).T's conjecture Aovrcov is inspired by 14.6?, 
where Nestor's servant will wash Makhaon after Nestor leaves. Patroklos 
dried the wound and stopped the bleeding (11.848); he would not please 
Eurupulos by soaking it now! Eurupulos' servant will cootioue to cheer his 
lord with talk (401, c? 393). — Aristarchus noted that X6yo$, like 009!^ at 
412, is a hapax in the Iliad; he did not athetize the scene in consequence, 
unlike Wilamowitz (IuH 238?) or Shipp (Studies 289), who dubs A6yos 'one 
o? the most important hapax legomena in the Iliad*. Save to Alexandrian poets 
in search o? novelty, hapaxes matter little, given our scant evidence for the 
early Greek lexicon; some Myc. words vanish until Hellenistic times. A6yo$ 
recurs at Od. 1.56 and 5X in Hesiod, who is not, after all, much later; see 
Krischer, Konventionen 157. It may be 'recent', but the Iliad has a Homeric 
hapax every nine verses (M. M. Kumpf, Four Indices of the Homeric Hapax 
Legomena, Hildesheim 1984, 206). Trust io these as a sigo of interpolation is 
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misplaced; the Chorizontes denied Homer his Odyssey because it lacks the 
word 009(11 (T on 412)! 

3 9 4 - 8 dKf)|Jorra, in apposition to 96ppcaca, is also a hapax. It is read by 
the whole paradosis save Aristarchus, who wavered (Did/AT): dcKtopctTa is 
the form known from Pindar onward and is etymologically expected, cf. 
<5CK£CTT6S (Risch, Wortbildung 50). Yet DTK^pcrra must stand, since it may be 
based on an Aeolic verb in -rjpat formed from the ¿-stem &KO$ (E.-M. Hamm, 
Grammatik zu Sappho und Alkaios, Berlin 1957,141). For Patroklos' medicines 
cf. 1 i.846ff.; for the phrasing cf. 4.191, 19.49. 9<5tppaKov appears in Myc. 
(PY Un 1314). Verses 395f. == 12.143C (with ¿V6T)CTCCV), where we must 
translate 'charging at the rampart'. Leaf deems 395f. crudely interpolated 
thence, without the requisite change of TETXOS to vfjas. But here it means 
'rushing over the rampart': this corresponds to the events of 352-66. Verses 
397f. *= i i3f. (from mTrX^yrro), where see n.; Kai & adapts *Kai ^co. 

399—404 With the structure of Patroklos' speech cf. that of Nestor to 
Makhaon (14 .1 - 8n.). trappcvtpev repeats the root for 'linger' (cf. Od. 9.97, 
20.330); for the rest of 400 see 13.120-3^ iroTnipmo is unique in Greek; 
troTi- conveys 'continue' (cf. Chantraine, GH11131). Verses 403f. » 11 -792f. 
(with ¿plvco for -oris). 

405-591 Both sides fight hard for the ships, the Trojans proving unable to break the 
Achaean line that protects themy the Greeks unable to repel the attack 

405—591 This indecisive combat deftly builds suspense while Patroklos is 
on his way to Akhilleus; cf. the shorter delay while Antilokhos runs to 
Akhilleus (17.702-61). Hektor and Aias are the main figures. After an 
opening picture of equal battle, emphasized by a simile, Aias kills first, then 
Hektor (cf. 5 i 5 f ) . A pair of exhortations by both (484-514) divides the 
scene in two, with close fighting replacing missile warfare from 515; towards 
its end another speech by Hektor is balanced by Aias' reply (553ff.). The 
scene begins and ends with the deaths of cousins of Hektor, and other cousins 
die at 516, 543; his attack costs him dear. Although we are led to expect an 
equal fight, the Greeks lead by six victims to three; cf. their advantage during 
the deadlock of book 13 (13.540-672^), which is recalled by the reappear-
ance of Menclaos and Antilokhos. In the Iliad, 208 Trojans but only 61 
Greeks are slain (C. B. Armstrong, G&R 16 (1969) 3of.). b T on 10.14-16 
are right that 'the poet is always a philhellene', although he was surely more 
restrained than was traditional: for the controversy over this see de Jong, 
Narrators 25on. Vigorous speeches do much to sustain the narrative. 

The nature of the combat has caused confusion. Leaf thinks it silently 
shifts from the Greeks fighting from the sterns as at 385-9 to a normal battle 
on level ground, save that at 435 a Greek falls off a ship. Winter ( M N O 
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147 g) thinks 408!". predicts the close-range melee that actual ly begins at 
515U"., while 415f i . matches the l ighting at 385- 9; Latacz , in a fine account 
of the whole scene (Kampfdarste Hung 206 8), deems 385 9 an ancient depic-
tion of chariot-warfare (!), followed by a missile battle between promachoi 
evolving, as usual, into hand-to-hand combat . Both these Unitarians feebly 
explain a w a y part of the text. Perhaps H o m e r brought the Trojans too near 
the fleet for his present ends, anticipating its destruction, and quietly edges 
them back; but it is better to suppose that the Greeks fight both from the 
stems and in a line before them (cf. ^08, 494), so that they can shoot d o w n 
over their o w n men to stop the T r o j a n s from scurrying under the hulls with 
fire, as does Aias by spearing K a l e t o r at 41 yf. 

405 The transitional verses at 17.700 and 18.1 J.8 use the formula TTO8ES 
cpepov to describe those in great haste (Kustathius 1022.35). Here it also 
seems to express a conflict between Patroklos' wish to stay and his need to 
go, as if his feet act of their own will: cf. 13.510-1511. , on Idomeneus" 
reluctant retreat. 

406—9 Cf. the stalemate with the Lycians at 12.4 1 7 - 2 0 , when the phras-
ing is purposely repeated as at 416 -18 below; for the repetition ofeSOvavTo 
cf. 22.2oof. T h e Greeks o u t n u m b e r the Trojans , whose allies redress the 
balance {2.122H., 8.56, 13.739). 'This reminder of thru greater number is 
meant not to hint at martial weakness, but to reassure the pro-Greek 
audience. There are huts behind the ships, as is clear from 478, (>5(>; we 
should imagine that each contingent built its huts by its fleet, with alterna-
ting rows of each ( L e a f ) . From the 'Tro jan viewpoint ' the huts nor even the 
ships' is a hysteron proleron; this is a good reason to keep the vulgate O\J5E in 
409 (also in a papyrus) , VEECTCTI artificially combines the old Aeolic dat. with 
Ionii metathesis of quant i ty ; save for 414, it recurs only in the phrases ETTI 
Trpuiiv^CTi v. and TrovTOTropoiCTi/coKUTropoiCTi v. (4X each: . Forms in VE- are 
often linked with the huts, which confirms that Homer is developing a 
Iargelv novel idea in the attack on the c a m p {Iloeksira, Modifications 129). 

410—13 ' A s a line makes straight a ship's t i m b e r . . . ' ; the carpenter straight-
ens the wood, using a string to d r a w a line along which he cuts it. T h e final 
p a n o r a m a before we focus on individual duels is, like the previous scenes, 
summed up in a simile. Like the last image (381 ff.), this one draws on its 
martial context, evoking the peaceful building of the ships now facing 
destruction; A t h e n e stands in the background, as does Zeus in the narrative. 
Similes depict ship-timbers at all stages of production (13.389 91 n.). The 
poet moves from negative ( 'neither side could') to positive, as at (iiKfT., when 
two nautical similes, even more closely juxtaposed, depict the attack 011 the 
fleet, or 12.42if f . , when paired images describe an equal fight: men with 
yardsticks dispute a b o u n d a r y , and a w o m a n with a balance (crraQnos) 
weighs wool (413 = 12.436). I eaf thinks the equality of the battle 'is svmbo-
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lized by the equal straining of the "ropes'* by which the two armies are 
moved' (this is how he lakes the metaphor in 413); yet 'the point to be 
illustrated is the equality of two strains, while the simile gives only the 
intensity of ooe*, i.e. of the carpeoter*s line. But in 413 the battle-line is 
pulled taut like a single rope, with neither side yielding at any point (cf. 
13.358-600.). T h e simile illustrates this exactly; the poet admires the 
straight edge, hard to achieve with simple tools. 

D gloss <rrA6yrj as 'a carpenter's tool, also called KorrcvOuv-rnpia; with this 
wood is kept straight. It is a thin string smeared with a red or black pigment.' 
T h e pigment served to transfer the straight line onto the plank when the 
string was twanged. T h e <rr<5c0yt} could be confused with the line it left, or 
with the xavtov, 'ruler': see Pearson on Soph, frags. 330, 474 P. It reappears 
in the phrase £TTI arAOpqv I6vn*, of carpenters (5X Od.% especially 5.245): cf. 
Theognis 805. ¿£t60vco recurs in Hippocrates. 6o/)ucov (23.671, 3X Od.) is a 
pointed epithet: Scftppcov could have replaced it. T h e gen. with oT6a is 
normal: cf. Od. 5.250, 40 cltxbs TEKTOOWAOOV (Chantraine, 67/11 55?). As at 
1.385, the transposition of the verse-end formula I. il. etc. entails contraction 
of £0 (p. 14 n. 19). 009(1], sole instance of this root in Homer (393n.), next 
occurs at Erga 649, of poetic skill, but is used in archaic verse of arts like 
riding or helmsmanship (see West ad loc.). Stesichorus spoke of the 009(0 of 
the carpenter Epeios (frag. S 89.7?); cf. the Cyclic tag 0 0 9 6 S fyxxpc T^KTCOV 

('Homer' frag. 2 D.). Athene imparted this skill (cf. 5.60?, Od. 6.233?, 8*493* 
Erga 430, HyAphr 12?); 0TTo6quoa0vr|aiv 'AWjvris recurs at Od. 16.233. 

414-15 Verse 414 was at 12.175 (with TTOÂ OI for vicoot); M6)(W 4MA-
XOVTO recurs at 673, cf. 18.533, Od. 9.54. Polyptoton and etymological play 
make 414 an effective focusing device, showing that similar combats are 
erupting all along the front line. Hektor swiftly engages Aias. AvTot, 'against', 
governs a gen. (cf. 16.621); Woorro derives from (F)(euai not 4(P)(OKCO, cf. 
'O6vaf)os tcfacrro xvBaAipoio (Od. 22.89). Homer does not say whose ship 
is involved. Pausanias (10.14.2) thought it was Protesilaos', cf. 704ff.; yet at 
685ff. Aias leaps from ship to ship, and the proximity of Teukros' hut at 
478ff. suggests that his own ship is meant. As Willcock says, oral poets can 
be vague at first and specific later, as in Zeus's forecasts. 

416-18 These vv. restate the impasse with more economy and balance 
than did 406-9. Three infinitives depend on SOVOVTO, and the repeated 6 
TAV is brief in the extreme; Hektor's identity is showo by reminders of his 
aim, 'to b u m the ships', and of the fact that a god brought him near, which 
makes him harder to repel (cf. 21.93). Cf. the stalemate at 22.200?, oOr' Ap' 
A TAV SOVCRRAI &rro9e0y«IV o06' A 6ICOK€IV, | <2>s A TAV oO 60vorro UAPTFAT TTOOIV, 

066' As AA0£AI. Verse 418 is also like the impasse at 12.419?, OOTC . . . 

£60VOCVTO I TEIXEOS AVF dxraoOat, trrel T A Trpana TrtXaodev; the preceding 
battle there resembles the sequel here, since Aias and Teukros are involved 
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(cf. Winter, MNO 152-4). Hektor's contest with Aias over a single ship 
(416) prefigures 704ff. Aristarchus conjectured vfja in 417, for consistency 
with 416 (Did/A); but vigors is better, since Hektor aims to burn the whole 
fleet (cf. 8.182, 235, 12.198, 14.47, »6.82, all with vijas). vfja enters a few 
later M S S from the scholia. Conversely, some MSS have unmetrical vfjas 
in 420 (so T and a papyrus). 

419—21 Like Priam, Klutios was Laomedon's son (525-4311.); so his son 
is Hektor's cousin (422). It is no accident that, when Hektor and Aias next 
slay each others* followers, Aias kills a Laomedon son of Anterior (5i6f.). 
Most of the Trojan elders listed at 3.146-8 lose sons in 419-591 , as if Homer 
based his casualties on them (Fenik, Homer and the Nibelungenlied 186). Kale-
tor, like Kalesios (6.18), would be an apt name for a herald (cf. 638-52^). 
Borne by a Greek at 13.541, it recurs as an epithet for a herald in the phrase 
KT'ipuKa KaA^TOpa (24.577), where in fact Homer has surely forgotten Idaios' 
name (24.325,470) and calls him Kaletor; at 24.701 he calls him Astubootes! 
Aias is <paf6t}Jos 6 x , Hektor 29X ; the epithet is generic, cf. <p. "ATXas [Cat. 
169.3). Kcnr& crrf}8os f}6cAc 6ovp( (11.108) also precedes BoCrrrTjaEv 84 raacbv 
at 13. i86f., where see n. The poet can be inventive in the second hemistich, 
where 'his armour clattered about him* is often replaced by 'the spear 
quivered in his heart', 'he hit the ground with his forehead', 'great grief 
seized the Greeks' etc. Here 'the torch fell from his hand' recalls the threat 
to the ship»; this phrase too belongs to a substitution-system, cf. T6£OV 8i ol 
ektt«7€ XE TP6$ (also with 8£rras, CTKUTOS, VExp6s, CTxf}TTTpov). O n 8aAos see 
i 3 - 3 i 9 - 2 ° n -

422—5 Hektor's exhortation is introduced as at 4&4f. (with the traditional 
4v6t}CT£V for ET6ev): 424c = 485^ cf. 11.284-7. His speeches frame Aias' 
dialogue with Teukros. Just as he sees Kaletor fall in the dust before the 
ship, so he makes Lukophron fall in the dust from the ship (434f.), a 
tit-for-tat killing. Homer calls Kaletor 'his cousin' to show us Hektor's 
viewpoint (dejong, Narrators 103). Terms expressing kinship often have this 
aim (e.g. 13.207, 14.156, 20.419, 21.469); for like effects in Hebrew tales see 
R. Alter, The Art of Biblical Narrative, New York 1981, 7, 180. 

426—8 Hektor's order not to yield precedes the usual call to save the 
corpse, TTCO means 'not at all'; 'not yet' would be absurd, TTCO preserves 
its former identity with TTWS, as at e.g. 1.124 (where the Alexandrians 
emended to irou), 3.306 (pace the n. there), 12.270: cf. oura>(s), COOTE/GOTE 

(Alcman), and d>s used of both time and manner, pAxqs goes with xACeoOe. 
OTETVOS denotes the narrow gap between either the ships and the chariots 
(bT) or the ships and the rampart, as at 8.476 (Eustathius 1023.40); at 12.66 
it means that between the rampart and the ditch. Verse 428 = 16.500; VECW 

ivAyoovi maintains the original sense of Aycbv, 'gathering' (cf. 16.239, '9*42 

and 24.141, 4v VTicbv&yupEi), whence derives its post-Homeric sense 'contest* 
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(LfgrE s.v.). The innovation VE&V results from adaptation in the preceding 
hemistich of phrases like Ttux e a cvAfjoas (Hoekstra, Modifications I27f.); so 
too mo6irra vc6$ in 423 modifies m a w v VT)6$. 

429-35 It is common to slay someone other than one's target (13.183-4^). 
Lukophron's death follows the usual schema (biography, death-wound), 
save that the initial death-notice is omitted to build suspense, producing an 
oral anacoluthon (6 5* I M I T A . . . T6V 2PAAE, cf. 1 I.i22ff., 1 3 . 4 2 4 - 5 4 ^ , 
16.401-4, 16.463-5, 17.306-9, i7.6ioff.). T h e full p a t h o s o f his n o d o u b t 

fictitious story is reserved for Aias' speech (438^: the Aiantcs honoured their 
(tep&rrcov 'like their parents', i.e. he was a generation older. Phoinix too was 
exiled for murder and honoured as a fcp&rrcov by those who took him in; cf. 
Patroklos or Medon, slain at 332 (13.694-7n.). With Lukophron's name cf. 
Lukomedes: the wolf's cleverness was proverbial. His father Mastor has a 
related name, 'Tracker* (von Kamptz, Personennamen 250); the wise Ha-
litherses aptly receives the same patronym (Od. 2.158). 

431-a Kuthera, off Cape Maleia {Od, 9.81), is not in the Catalogue of 
Ships, like many isles; it is unclear who held it. Sparta took it from Argos in 
the sixth century; Andron (FGH 10 F 11) guessed from Od. 4-5i4ff. that 
Aigisthos lived there! Autolukos gave a helmet he stole in Boeotia to a 
Kutheran, who gave it to a Cretan (to.266ff.), but why Lukophron fled to 
Aias at Salamis is obscure. T 's emendation Ku0i*ippiov is an attempt to 
explain this: Kutherros was an Attic deme (van der Valk, Researches 1455f) . 

Kuthera, a major entrepot between Bronze Age Crete and the mainland, 
appears in a tribute-list (really an itinerary) of Amenhotcp III, along with 
Amnisos, Phaistos, Kudonia, Mukenai, Thebes, Messene (?), Nauplia, Knos-
sos and Luktos in the lands of the Cretans (Kfliw) and Danaans (Tny): see 
Coldstream and Huxley, Kytheir a, London 1972,33; Stella, Tradizione micenea 
170; W. Helck in H.-G. Buchholz, ed., Agaische Bronzezeitt Darmstadt 1987, 
2i8f.; S. Wachsmann, Aegeans in the Theban Tombs, Louvain 1987, 95f. The 
slaves at Pylos included 'women from Kuthera', no doubt bought at a 
market there, like those from Lemnos (14.229-30^), Miletos, Knidos, 
Chios and Assuwa (Chadwick in Studies E. L. Bennett, Salamanca 1988,91). 
Phoenicians founded the island's cult of Aphrodite (Hdt. 1.105.3). They 
surely came for the purple dye boiled from the sea-snail Murex brandaris for 
which they, and Kuthera, were famous (P. Cartledge, Sparta and Lakonia, 
London 1979, I22f.); on their presence in the Aegean see 23.74o~9nn. 
Aphrodite's cult-image was armed, which accords with her descent from the 
war-goddess Astarte (Frazer on Paus. 3.23.1). Hesiod derives her epithet 
Ku&peia from 'holy' KuOrjpa, implying that her cult there antedates that on 
Cyprus (Theog. i92ff.). Homer may have this in mind when he calls Kuthera 
¿/JtOCGC, but this adj. can describe places that are not especially holy, e.g. Nisa 
or Pherai; lEp6$ is used with equal licence (e.g. 2.625, 4-378n.). 
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4 3 6 - 9 436 — 466 (with Tcvhcpos), a significant repetition since 436 lacks 
other parallels. For niti-ov, rare with a name in the voc. ( 5 . 1 0 9 , 1 6 . 4 9 2 , Aspis 
3 5 0 , cf. Od. 9 . 4 4 7 ) , see 1 3 . 1 2 0 - 3 1 1 . Aias' iteration vcoi'v-vcbi stresses Teukros' 
share in their mutual loss. §v8ov I6VTOC conveys that Lukophron came to join 
their household (13.363^). The topos of a young stranger granted the same 
honour as one's sons, as at 9.481 ff. (cf. 13.170-8in.), exalts that person 
without demeaning one's family. Here 'parents' replaces 'children' to suit 
Lukophron's age. Zenodotus conjectured T&CEOOIV (Arn/A); no doubt he 
thought a retainer must be junior to his lord, comparing 551, 5.71. 

4 4 0 - 1 Hektor is pcy&hsiios only here: the epithet, generic before names 
shaped u | (4X), is moved from its usual place. Aias is reproachful; 
with TTOO vu TOI lol cf. ir. Tot T6£OV ( 5 . 1 7 1 ) , TT. TOI <5rn€tAaf ( 1 3 . 2 1 9 , 2 0 . 8 3 ) , 

all in dialogues where X chides Y for not fighting, Y explains, and X 
persuades him to enter battle (13.206-45n.). Here Teukros' exploits inter-
rupt this pattern, postponing Y's explanation and X's reply to 467ff. Arrows 
are again 'swift to kill' at Od. 2 2 . 7 5 : elsewhere cbKupopos means 'swift to die' 
( 1 . 4 1 7 etc.). Apollo likewise gave Pandaros and Herakles their bows ( 2 . 8 2 7 , 

Cat. 3 3 . 2 9 ) , yet Pandaros obtained his bow for himself (4 . io5ff.). Aristarchus 
saw this as figurative, i.e. the god gave Teukros his skill; no doubt he thought 
Apollo should not help his foes, the Greeks. But Apollo can give archers both 
their bows and their skill, just as the Muses gave Hesiod and Archilochus 
both their equipment and their talent (cf. West on Theog. 2 2 - 3 4 ) . The bow 
is useless without the skill, and vice versa. For 'gifts of the gods' see 4 320, 
9 . 3 7 - 9 , i3.727ff., Od. 8 . i67f ; S. R. van der Mije, Mnem. 4 0 ( 1 9 8 7 ) 2 4 1 - 6 7 . 

Teukros already made good use of his bow in this battle ( 1 3 . 1 7 7 - 8 ^ ) : 

Geometric vases depict archers mainly as defenders of ships (Ahlberg, 
Fighting 107). 

4 4 3 — 4 Cf. Od. 2 1 . 1 if., 5 g f , up to the Iliadic hapax (086X05. The epos had 
an elastic formular system for bows, using sing, and plur. forms: Kainrv-
Aa/AyxvAa T6£A, iraAlirrova T . ( 8 . 2 6 6 , Hy. 2 7 . 1 6 ) , T . TT. ( 1 0 . 4 5 9 ) , T6£OV 

oov. Teukros* swift volley proves him a good archer. T h e synizesis in 
P&Ea is paralleled in ODX^A ( 4 . 1 1 3 ) , crr^B^a ( 1 1 . 2 8 2 ) and several words at 
the verse-end (Chantraine, GH 1 56); full contraction is seen in TEVXI» 
TtpivT], alvoiraOf] ( 7 . 2 0 7 , Od. 1 1 . 1 8 5 , » 8 . 2 0 1 ) . 

445—65 Teukros* exploits resemble 8 . 3 0 9 - 2 9 (Fenik, TBS 2 2 7 ) , when he 
kills Hektor's driver (for whom Hektor finds a substitute) but fails to kill 
Hektor, who hurls a stone that snaps his bowstring; here he kills Pouluda-
mas* driver (whom Pouludamas replaces), but misses Hektor when Zeus 
snaps his bowstring. There are verbal similarities ( 4 5 2 = 8 . 3 1 4 ; with 4 5 8 , 

4 6 5 cf. 8 . 3 0 9 , 3 2 9 ) . See further 2 6 2 - 4 0 4 ^ 

4 4 5 - 5 1 The victim's usual biography is replaced by the pathetic detail 
that Kleitos was slain because (explanatory asyndeton) he was having trouble 
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with his horses, since (yâp) he had steered into the worst fighting to please 
Hektor. Kleitos looks like an invention, cf. Klutios (419): two minor char-
acters are called Peisenor (Od. 1 .429,2.38). The choice between àyAa6ç ul6s 
and AAKIUOÇ U., formulae also found in the acc., is affected by the father's 
name: names in -éo$ and -lov precede ¿tAxipos 15/21 x in the epos, whereas 
those in -ovoç and -opoç precede àyAaôç 25/36X, âAxiiioç never. O n Poulu-
damas* epithets see 13.756-9^ 

449—51 Pouludamas is not far from his chariot, as 454 implies; Kleitos 
dies for his folly in driving towards the thickest mêlée, where Hektor is, 
rather than staying near his leader, as drivers should (see on 13.383!^)- He 
is hit from behind, presumably because he had turned his chariot round in 
order to move to another sector of the battle. Pouludamas bids the substitute 
driver stay close and watch him (456f.) - this calamity must not recur! 
Aristarchus athetized 449-51 on two grounds, (i) Verses 449f. recur at 
• 7.29if., where they describe an ally who fights 'to please Hektor and the 
Trojans*; this ill suits a Trojan fighting for himself and his father. But a 
Trojan can surely wish to help Hektor and the Trojans win; thus at 744f. 
Trojans act X^P,V "Eicropoç. (ii)# Kleitos cannot be hit from behind if he is 
driving forwards. In his book On the camp (13.68m.) Aristarchus retracted 
this objection, arguing that the Trojans backed their chariots towards the 
sterns, with the drivers facing Troy and the warriors facing the foe, protect-
ing their drivers' backs with their shields (cf. b T on 385-7). Aristophanes 
emended this 'problem* away by reading irpôo6c for frmota (Did/T)! In one 
of his editions Aristarchus had the majority reading lcuévco (Did/A), an error 
after ol; Uiiévcov arouses pathos (differently van der Valk, Researches 11 117). 
Arrows are TTOAOOTOVOI only here; cf. 0éÀea crrouôevTa (5 x epos), OTOVÔEVTEÇ 

ÔÏOTOI ( 2 X Od.). For the wounds they inflict see on • 1 - 3 7 5 ^ -

459—60 For the pathetic detail of empty chariots rattling about the 
battlefield cf. 16.377-90. Trojans named Astunoos die at 5.144, Little Iliad 
frag. 13 B. — 14 D.; the unknown Protiaon is based on the archaism TrpoTl. 

Note the etymological play <rx<tààv\oxtw (456). Teukros would indeed have 
stopped Hektor from fighting, had he slain him! Aristophanes, missing the 
understatement, read ÊTTOUO* pàyrjv (Did/A), which is in few MSS; I. liâxiS« 
in Zenodotus and the vulgate, is the expected phrase, cf. 15, 250, 17.81. 
PaAùv êÇcIXETO Ovpôv 'conjugates* p. èx 8. IAOITO etc. (4X ). 

4 6 1 - 7 0 Zeus acts from afar, by means obscure and terrifying, to make 
Teukros* bowstring break and save Hektor. O n such interventions cf. 
I3.434~6n. and de Jong, Narrators 7of.; thus Athene deflects Pandaros' 
arrow, Apollo makes Teukros miss Hektor and Zeus saves Sarpedon from 
Teukros' shot (4.127ff., 8.311, 12.400-3). We call these accidents, but bards 
had little idea of chance and no word for it; every event is willed by a 
god, even if there is also an obvious human cause (see pp. 3 - 7 ) . Unlike his 
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characters, the poet knows which god is at work. Teukros, finding the event 
unexpected and unwelcome, blames a daimon (468), which connotes sudden, 
malevolent interference; the more objective Aias speaks of a theos (473); 
Hektor, utterly confident, ascribes it to Zeus (489ff.), but has to add that 
his ioterventions are easily detected (see Erbse, Goiter 259*?, especially 267; 
de Jong, Narrators 157-9). 

4 6 1 - 5 Ai6s TTUKIV6V v6ov splits the formula A. v. (atyidyoio), as at 16.688, 
17.176; IT. enters from phrases like TT. hros (4X ), u/)6ca TIVKV6 (3.202), cf. 
Zqv6$ TTVKivd^pova FLTOUAV)v (HyHerm 538). cOxos means not 'prayer* here -
Hektor has not prayed - but 'glory'. It belongs to the same substitution-
system as k05OS, i.e. EVXOS ?6coK£/Apia6ai/6pi£i] etc. (Muellner, EYXOMA1 
to8fT.); cf. k. CrnipTcpov (3X ) beside 0. eftyps (11.290). The verb once meant 
'declare*: cf. Latin f&ri beside fSma. For ¿uorpc^s, here of a bow-string, see 
i3-599n.; the material would be ox-sinew (4.122). ¿0<rrprTrro$ describes 
leather halyards at Od. 15.291. A . A. Parry (Blameless Aegisthus 100) asked 
why the bow is 'blameless*, since all other epithets of bows denote physical 
qualities; but this gives the mishap an apt emphasis (de Jong, Narrators 
157-9). T V ' n 4^4 denotes Hektor, and ¿puovn goes with ol; the repeated 
ol stresses Teukros' lost control over his weapon. 16? xo^KoftapV)? recurs at 
Od. 21.423; x- otherwise describes peAlr) (3X Horn., cf. 11.96) or 6opu (Od. 
11.532), cf. 6ior6s | (4.126). 

467—70 Teukros* reaction resumes the rebuke-pattern (440-10.). He 
shudders, as had Aias when he urged him to use his bow (436-90.); Teukros 
refers back to this as 'our plan of battle*. From Trdyxu, 467 ~ 16.120, where 
a like setback befalls Aias himself: Hektor lops the end off his pike; Aias 
shudders, recognizing Zeus*s action, and retreats. For the metaphor frd . . . 
Ktfpctv, 'curtail', cf. 6iOKclpctv at 8.8. Teukros reveals his growing alarm 
by proceeding backwards from the fact that a god has dashed the bow from 
his hand via its broken string to the fact that he had fitted a new one that 
morning, knowing that many arrows would 'leap' from it (cf. 313-170.) . 
vttSorpo^ov, a hapax in Greek, and the Homeric hapax Trpcoiov both make 
this clear. tOcrrpo^ov (in Did/A), an easy error after 463, is a genuine form 
(13.5990.); but, as Eustathius saw (1025.43-5), Teukros' speech carefully 
varies the preceding narrative. No doubt to remove the 'problem' that a oew 
string snap», Zenodotus read Trpcjjqv (better Trpwqv), 'two days ago' (cf. 
2.303); Aristarchus wavered (Did/A), but in Am/A well replies that Teuk-
ros' string broke during the rout the day before (8.328), so he would just 
have fitted a oew one that morning. 

4 7 2 — 5 Aias bids Teukros arm for close combat: he is good at this too (cf. 
13.313?). Aias' call to action, which begins at once with 6AA6, is calm and 
calming. A god has 'set at naught' Teukros' bow (cf. 366), not 'broken' it, 
and 'grudges' it to the Greeks (cf. 23.865), instead of 'hates us' or the like: 
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supply pi6v with both verbs. Verse 472 adapts the phrase pi6$ KAL T A P 9 & $ 

lot (1 1.387» Od. 22.246). Leaf thinks 473 m a y be interpolated to supply an 
infin. to go with la , like 20.312 or 24.558, both spurious; but Idco often 
governs a runover infin., especially KETOOCH (5.684^ 5.847^ 8.125f., IG.8f). 
Teukros must take in his hands a spear, and a shield on his shoulder: note 
the chiasmus and zeugma. The epithet 'long1 (4X Horn.) shows the spear's 
virtue: a naval pike is not meant. 

4 7 6 - 7 ' M a y they not take the ships without effort, even if they defeat us' 
(5AUOK7C76PEVOI is middle). Cf. 8.512, FJRF| u&v AcrrrouSd yc VEU>V liri^aicv 
lxr|Xoi, or 22.304. 'The wish is perhaps tinged with an asseverative force, 
and " I swear they shan't" lurks beneath "may they never" ' (Denniston, 
Particles 332). Leaf implausibly discerns a concessive opt., 'though they may 
take the ships, at least it surely must not be without effort'. A<nrou8«l is an 
old loc.; A's spelling -61 is wrong (Risch, Kleine Schriften 167-75). 

4 7 8 T h e scansion 6 61 T- is caused by the bard recollecting 442, 966*, 
6 since the rest of 442 is remodelled in 483, framing this brief arming-
scene; 6 6* aO, a 'correction' metri gratia, is in no M S prior to Eustathius. On 
the huts' location see 4 0 6 - 9 ^ 

4 7 9 — 8 a These w . resemble Od. 22.122-5, when Odysseus, out of arrows, 
dons those parts of the panoply not used by archers (cf. 13.714^, in the 
standard order - shield, helmet and spears; a like scene at Aspis 135f. reverses 
the spear and helmet. These versions of the arming type-scene (3.330-8n.) 
omit the greaves, corslet and sword, because archers already wear them. 
Thus 479 condenses 3.334f. = 16. i35f. = 19.372^ to exclude the sword (for 
TFrpaO&vpvov see 13.130-in.); 48of. = 3.336f., 16.137^ Od. 22.123^ but 
481, absent in papyri and most good codices, is clearly a concordance-
interpolation. Verse 482 recurs at Od. 1.99, 15.551 and 20.127 ¡ n another 
type-scene, that of a civilian dressing and going out (carrying a spear was 
still necessary, cf. Thuc. i.5-3ff.); at 10.135 and 14.12 it is used of Nestor, 
who is really a non-combatant. A warrior usually takes two spears or one 
'which fits his palm' (16.130-9^). 

Wilamowitz (IuH 241) asks why Teukros arms at alt, when he achieves 
nothing and never reappears. Winter ( M N O 152) well replies that his 
arming leads up to the close combat at 5150".; his aristeia must have its 
arming-scene, but this is placed at its end because, as an archer, he needs 
no panoply. Also, this scene undercuts Hektor's exhortation, since we al-
ready know that Teukros is still in the fight; our last view of him is of his 
confident return to battle. 

4 8 3 - 4 For 483 see 478n. and cf. Od. 22.99, 112, again in the context of 
arming an archer. eT6iv Tev/KpoOfJ- is innovative (cf. 4 2 2 - 5 ^ , 16.818). 

4 8 5 — 5 1 4 Fenik (TBSgof.) shows that Hektor's exhortation parallels two 
sequences where a Greek retreats and is seen by Hektor, who boasts that 
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Zeus is aiding the Trojans (8.172ft., 11.2840".); each time the opening verses 
resemble 484-7 (cf. too 424!"., 17.183-5). His speech, and Aias' equally fine 
reply, both aim to make the men engage at close quarters, forming a dense 
line; as Latacz proved in Kampfdarstellung, this is the usual purpose of such 
speeches. Thus &yxiU<*XHTal a n t^ AoAXics on Hektor's lips are matched 
by a u T o a x ^ f l on Aias\ and by the latter's thesis that it is better to decide 
the issue at once by coming to grips, than to endure slow attrition by a 
weaker foe (5ioff.). TJiis change in tactics explains why we hear of stab-
wounds as well as missile-wounds in the ensuing battle. The balance between 
the speeches, of similar length, is maintained in the poet's summary of each 
(500 = 514). 

4 8 6 — 9 9 6XX& at 494 bisects the speech, as often. Lohmann discovered the 
ring-structure in 486-94 (Reden 67n.): a central maxim at 490-2 is framed 
by references to Zeus's aid, with exhortations on either side forming a 
preamble (486-8) and call to action (494ft.) respectively. Mentions of the 
ships at the beginning (488), middle (494) and end reinforce this pattern: 
the last two frame Hektor's call to die gloriously to save one's country, 
family, house and property. We are often reminded that the Trojans are 
defending their wives and children (8.57, 10.422, 17.223, 21.587); Nestor 
bids the Greeks recall their 'children, wives, property and parents' at 663. 
As Winter saw (MNO 155), Aias matches Hektor's trust in Zeus by restating 
the Greeks' natural superiority (518); both leaders understand their own 
strengths, since both themes persist during this battle. 

4 8 9 Ai60ev, also at 24.194, 24-5^(> arose by analogy with ©-stems, as did 
TTcrrp60£v, &A60EV or A€tucov68ev; such forms are common later. For the 
original form of the suffix cf. Arcadian OOofcv, 'outside', from Ovp- (M. 
Lejeune, I^es Adt>erbes grecs en -6ev, Bordeaux 1939,59, 104). Cf. the spread of 
-091 to KOTVAT|8OV6<PTV (Od. 5.433). pAo^G^vrcr means 'sent off course*, 'hin-
dered' (cf. 647, 16.331), not 'damaged', because Hektor refers to the arrows, 
not the bow; he knows that these are no longer coming at him, but cannot 
see the bowstring snap. PA&TTTGO, often used of gods (22.150.), first means 
'harm' in Hesiod (IfgrE s.v.). 

4 9 0 - 3 For several reasons, the poet makes Hektor think of Zeus rather 
than Apollo, who aided him at 355ft Hektor has trusted in Zeus's support 
ever since 11.200ft; Apollo has dropped from view because stress must now 
fall on the plan of Zeus in action; and, as Hektor says, Zeus ultimately grants 
victory or defeat: cf. 20.242^ ZEUS 8' ¿pcTfjv &v8pEoxrtv 69&A« TE UIVUOEI TE, 
| 6TTTTG>S KEV WiAflot, and I7.I76-8(cf . 16.688-900.). It can be hard to detect 
a god or know his mind (13.720., Erga 483^. Hektor blends the formula 
(beta 8* dpIyvcoTos etc. (4X Od.) with the hymnic theme of how easily 
a god can humble or exalt, give or take away; cf. Erga 6, ¿>EID 8' <5rpl£qAov 
litvv&i Kal <5t6r)Xov or Theog. 442f. with West's nn. After stating the 
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antithesis in a distich, he applies it to the Greeks and Trojans in a single 
verse; the forceful chiasmus fcyyvaAi^q - ptvOOr) - pivOfoi - Api'jyEi and the 
varied constructions lead up to the emphatic &MM* 8* &p/)yei. 

tyyuaA(£co is from a root yv- , '(curved) hand', seen in fcyyvs, 'at hand', 
¿yyvri, 'pledge', pEoriyu, 'between (the hands)', Orrdyvos, 'present' (see 
I3.i46-8n. and Nussbaum, Head and Horn 59f) . The innovative synizesis in 

•/jpfcv 6T̂ OICTTV (with n-mobile making position) is paralleled in the sing, at 
6 6 4 , 1 2 . 4 2 8 (cf. Shipp, Studies 8 0 ) ; Leaf, misinterpreting Hrd/A, invents a 
variant &TO»<XIV. For K08OS CrrrfpTtpov see 4 6 1 - 5 ^ The variant pivOOrjai is 
an error by anticipation of OOK £6£AT)OI, which forms a single idea, 'refuses' 
(otherwise we would expect 

494—9 Lycurgus (330 B.C.) quotes these stirring verses from memory or 
a rhapsodic text (In Leocr. 103); his departures from the vulgate are all 
inferior. His Siainrcpl? removes the call to close combat conveyed by AoAA&s 
( 4 8 5 — 5 1 4 1 1 . ) ; his W|ma l i x v a (cf. 5 . 4 8 0 , 1 7 . 2 2 3 ) conveys the vulnerability 
of orphans, but the loftier TTOTSES ¿TTICTO-CO stresses the continuity of the 
warrior's family (cf. bT); Od. 14.64 supports OTKOS teal tcAf)pos (he reverses 
the nouns); his TKCOVTCH for OTXCOVTOH imports the Greek viewpoint. Note the 
ample doublets PA^UEVOS f̂c TVTTEIS (for the difference cf. 1 3 . 2 8 8 - 9 ^ ) and 
Odvarrov KAL TT6TJJOV, which exalts death as something fated: cf. 6. TE p6pov 
T6,0. K. Kfjpa(s), ©dvaros Kal poTpa and 16.684-7«. The repetition TCCVATCO -
TcOvdpEv, in emphatic runover position (cf. 3 . 1 0 2 , 2 2 . 3 6 5 ) , is matched by 
'safe' and 'unharmed' in the emotive list of wife, children, home and prop-
erty (cf. Callinus frag. 1 . 7 ) . Verse 4 9 9 = 7 . 4 6 0 ; Eustathius ( 1 0 2 6 . 6 2 ) quer-
ied the redundancy o f ' b e gone with their ships' - how else can the Greeks 
depart? But this is not a clumsy misuse of a standard verse, but sets up Aias' 
reply that they cannot walk home without the ships (504^. Hektor's de-
mand that they go is more reasonable than his actions, which give them no 
option but to fight to the end; we are meant to notice the discrepancy. 

Patriotism for one's polis is certainly present in Homer (Greenhalgh, 
Historia 2 1 ( 1 9 7 2 ) 5 2 8 - 3 7 ) ; at 2 4 . 5 0 0 Priam says Hektor died 'fighting for 
his fatherland'. Lohmann (Reden 1 ign., i68n.), denying this, thinks oO ol 
. . . TE6V6MEV (496f.) is interpolated from Tyrtaeus, along with 1 2 . 2 4 3 . This 
is to reverse the truth, as Latacz shows (Kampfdarstellung 1 -10,232ff .) . Opkov 
is normal ( 7 . 1 5 9 , 3 X Od.y 4 X //?.), beside OPEICOV with metrical lengthening 
(4X Horn.); it will not scan otherwise. Cf. fjpkov, fjpelcov (IOX , 4X), and 
p. 8 n. 2. xAfjpos with the sense 'property* evolved from the 'lot' used to 
share out the patrimony among the heirs (185-93^). This sense is 'late' (2X 
Od.% 3X Hes.); many Greeks derived it from a supposed primordial allot-
ment of land (so D). ¿TK^porros, 'untouched*, is from Kqpaivco, as at Od. 
1 7 . 5 3 2 ; it denotes 'unsullied* water at 2 4 . 3 0 3 . Its etymology is disputed (see 
IfgrE and Chantraine, Diet. s.v.). 
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500— x Despite ¿KACTTOV with 'neglected' p- (as at 505) and contracted 
-ou, 500 is formular (9X ); with 501 cf. 13.489 (Aineias). 

503—13 Aias is a blunt and forceful orator, asking whether the Greeks 
think they can walk home, if Hektor takes the ships - he is urging his men 
to fight, not to dance! As Hektor cited Zcus's aid as a source of hope, so Aias 
appeals to the Greeks' sense of shame at losing to an inferior foe (513). He 
does not even mention flight; only later (563f.) does he invoke the fact that 
more are slain in a rout than when men stand firm. By unmasking Hektor's 
intent, he shows that they have no choice but to fight: Hektor aims not to 
repatriate them but to annihilate them by burning the ships (494-9^). 
Events have already proved this true (419C); Hektor's own words do so at 
557f. Hence Aias rightly urges that they avoid lengthy attrition and come 
to grips at once, when their superiority will be most telling. Ring-composi-
tion structures the speech (Lohmann, Reden 20). Appeals mentioning the 
ships and the choice of death or salvation mark its opening and close. Then 
follow two scornful questions about the ships (cf. 735f , 5 .465^, and two 
statements about fighting; Aias raises and dispels any illusions his men may 
have. He shifts the emphasis from feet, with which we walk or dance (or 
Bee!), to hands, with which we fight (510). Hektor's speech flowed smoothly: 
Aias* asyndeta convey the urgency of the crisis. 

503—6 O n the rallying-cry aUkos see 13.95,120-3^ 'Now it is sure that 
we perish or . . .*; for this sense of &pxios cf. 2.393 and Chantraine, Diet. s.v. 
Apxko. With the phrasing of 502f. cf. 1.117, *7-227f. Verse 504 resembles 
* 1-315, which has ET KEV for f̂ v (contracted from cl &v). Since fiv, standard 
in Herodotus, is not rare in Homer, it must stand, pace Chantraine, GH n 
28if.; contraction entered the epos fastest in small words used with the most 
fluidity. ¿i*pa66v recurs in Pausanias; cf. the joke to visitors to Ithake, 'I 
don't suppose you came on foot' (Od. 1.173 and 2X ). Verse 505 adapts 
^v/irplv TrcrrplSa ya iav TKEOGCXI etc. ( 1 4 X Od.); to admit T^coOai, Ixacrros 
ousts the verb from the verse-end, as its 'neglected' f - confirms, ir. y . besotou 
itself extends tt. y . | (78 x ). Verse 506 blends &Tpuve 8 k Aa6v inravTa (16.501, 
17.559) with ¿TpCrVOVTOS &KOVCTOV (ax Od., cf. 199). 

508—10 Dance and massed battle are opposite poles of group activity, 
just as sex and duels are antithetic forms of intimacy (on the comparison 
of war to sex see 13.290-in.). Thus Aphrodite says Paris looks as if he is 
going to a dance rather than coming from battle; Hektor boasts that he 
knows how 'to dance in War'; Aineias mocks Meriones, who eluded his 
spear, by calling him a tumbler; Patroklos taunts a victim for somersault-
ing like a dancer; and Priam praises his sons' skill at dancing - they are 
useless in b a t t l e (3 .392ff . , 7.241, 16.617, '6-745, 24.261)! T h i s p o l a r i t y per-

haps led to the interpolation of 13.731. v6os»<al pfyns is formular: cf. 7.447 
(acc.), Od. 19.326 (acc., separated), 'Homer* frag. 11 D. fi after TOUSE is 
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pleonastic but aids comprehension. With CCVTOCTXESII] supply pAx^: bT's 
variant -lr|v, an adverb, is the usual form (12.192, '17.294, Od. 11.536, cf. 
oxeBiqv at 5.830), but that does not prove it right. 

511—ia 'Better either to perish once for all or to survive, than to suffer thus 
in vain for a long time . . .' (so Aristarchus, Nicanor). Ancient readers were 
confused by the two senses of and the asyndeton usual with ß£A*rcpov: cf. 
*4.8I, 18.302, 22.129 (ß- P̂1®1 £w£Aauviu€v 6TTI TDXURRA), Erga 365. 
2va xp6vov is a unique idiom for 'once for all*: cf. xp^vov meaning '(for) a 
while' (LSJ s.v., 3a), and ßouAop' &"rra$ . . . ¿cnb 9up6v dteooai, | ^ 8q0& 
crrp6v>yccr6aj ¿cbv Iv vi^aco tpfjiiT) (Od. i2-35of.). crrpevyoncti, 'be distressed', 
next in Timotheus, may come from an Indo-European word for 'wear 
away' (Chantraine, Diet, s.v.); Aristarchus glossed it crrpayyl^caOai, 'be 
squeezed' drop by drop (<rrp&y£) 'and perish slowly', perhaps comparing 
<rrpay(y)£uouai, 'loiter'. 

515—91 The close-range killing (405-59in.) begins with the alternation 
Greek-Trojan-Greek, with participants of high rank; this pattern is rare in 
disjointed lists (Strasburger, Kämpfer 62). Contrast e.g. 6.29-36, where all 
the dead are Trojans. The list soon becomes a chain, where each death causes 
the next (520ft): Meges, seeing his follower fall, slays a Trojan in revenge; 
Dolops attacks Meges as he strips the body, but is speared; Melanippos 
advances to avenge him, but is speared by Antilokhos. The leisurely narra-
tive conveys the deadlock: elaboration stresses how Meges is saved by his 
corslet, while antithetical speeches by Hektor, Aias and Menelaos mark the 
importance of Melanippos' death (545-9 in.). 

5 1 5 - 1 7 It passes belief that Hektor slays two Phocian leaders called 
Skhedios - the son of Iphitos (2.518) at 17.306, and Perimedes' son here. 
Only by renaming Skhedios' father did Homer avoid killing the same man 
twice, a crime he committed elsewhere (13.643-590.). Aristarchus held as 
usual that this is merely a case of two men with the same name. T record 
another evasion: if we alter 'Phocians' to 'Athenians', and 'Stikhios' to 
'Skhedios' at 13.195, the problem vanishes - but so docs the text (cf. 
Zenodotus'conjecture at Od. 3.307). Kulimann (Quellen 122t) thinks Homer 
erred because in pre-Homeric saga Skhedios was not slain: traces of his nostos 
survive in later sources. Laodamas is one of Antenor's sons, who are readily 
invented for cannon-fodder: of the eleven in the Iliad, seven die. Homer 
reshuffles the same onomastic elements to create the Antenorids Laodokos 
and Iphidamas (4.87, 11.221); he already had Antenor's father Laomedon 
in mind (419-21, 525~43nn.). Minor Odyssean personages are called Lao-
damas and Perimedes, which was an everyday Myc. name. For Laodamas' 
unique title 'leader of the infantry' cf. 5 .743-4^; -rrpvAfes hardly means 
Trpöiiaxoi, who have no specific leader. He surely receives this title simply 
to put him on a par with the Greek victims listed either side, since the poet 
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could give his unit no geographical name. irpOAis once meant a 'war-dance', 
whence TrpvAfes came to mean simply 'warriors' (cf. 508- ion. and Triimpy, 
Fachausdriieke 179). 

5 1 8 — 1 9 The Cpean leader Otos is unknown; a namesake is son of Aloeus 
(cf. 13.478-80^). He is from Kullene, the port of Elis opposite Meges' island 
realm (not Mt Kullene in Arcadia, 2.603); Meges' father Phuleus, at odds 
with Augeias for not paying Herakles, led a group of Epeans from Elis to 
Doulikhion (13.685-8^), and Otos may have joined this exodus. Kullene, 
on the N. side of Cape Khelonatas below the Myc. citadel probably called 
Hurmine (2.615-17n-)» *s n o w Killini/Glarentza, once Angevin capital of 
the Morea; Middle Helladic sherds are known and Myc. occupation is likely. 
T h e port appears in a tale about the early Arcadian king Pompos (Paus. 
8.5.8).SeeJ.Servais,BC//85 (1961) 123-61 and 88 (1964) 9-50; differently 
J. A. Richmond, CQ, 18 (1968) 195-7. Verse 519 blends the patterns of 
5.534, ALVCLCO ?Tapov pcyaOOpou, and pcyaOOpcov <5cpx&? 'Apdvrcov (2X ). 

530—4 Short clauses with constant changes of subject express the rapid 
events of 520-4; contrast the flowing periods and parentheses of 525-34. 
In a typical case of dual causation, Pouludamas evades Meges* spear-thrust 
because he recoils and Apollo protects him (cf. 5.662, 8.311, i3-554f.). Leaf 
thinks this implies that Pouludamas was a seer: cf. his understanding of 
omens and ability to see 'past and future' (i2.2i7ff. , 18.250). His father was 
allegedly a priest from Delphi (Don 12.231)! OiraiOa, 6 x //. only, means 'out 
from under', < Crrral + -8(f)v: cf. 2i.255f. T h e hiatus in fTdv8ov vl6v (also 
17.9, 17.59) comes from *riav86o' (see p. 18 n. 34). Kroismos is a unique 
name, perhaps Asiatic (cf. Kroisos). For the formulae of523f. cf. 16.593-9^; 
the latter half of 524 recurs at 6.28, 22.368, as one of many sequels to 
SouTrnorev TTEacbv (cf. on 419-21 , 539-44). lovAa is an inceptive imperf., 
cf. 17.60. 

535—43 Dolops matches Meges* onrush and his blow (525, 528 replicate 
520, 523), but not his success; he sustains a wound like Kroismos', and is 
stripped likewise (with 540-5 cf. 520-4). It is typical that Meges is attacked 
while stripping a victim, rare that he hits back (13.383-40 in.). A Dolops 
son of Klutos dies at 11.302 (cf. Dolopion at 5.77); the name is no doubt 
related to the Dolopes, an obscure Thessalian tribe (9.484). This Dolops is 
Hcktor*s cousin, since Priam, Lampos, Klutios(!) and Hiketaon are all sons 
of Laomedon (cf. 3.146^ where Panthoos also appears, and 20.237^; Klu-
tios lost a son earlier (419-21 n.), and Hiketaon's son dies next (576f.). Again 
Homer just avoids killing the same man twice (515- i7n.). 

Dolops' lineage is neatly crafted, with an outer ring formed by alxufjs tO 
EI6O>S - ¿0 EI66TO 8oupi5os AAxfis, an inner ring of sonorous patronymics, and 
his father Lampos at the centre reinforcing the assonance. His fine pedigree 
stands in pathetic contrast to the sequel. First we hear that the corslet which 
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saves Meges' life was his father's, and a more useful inheritance it is (this is 
framed by ^ptccoc ©cbpr|£ - fjptcta* 6Xc6pov); next we see Dolops docked of 
his pretensions (Meges shears off his crest) and cheated of his hopes by 
Menelaos' spear, the weapon with which Dolops is supposedly so skilled. 
His lack of success and continuing expectation of it characterize him as a 
fool like Peisandros, also slain by Menelaos (with 539 cf. 13.609). With the 
latter's intervention cf. how Adamas smites Antilokhos' shield but is hit by 
Meriones, or how Harpalion dies (with 528f. cf. 13.561^, 646c). 

526 T h e patronymic AauTrrri6T|s is oddly derived from AAUTTOS. Leaf 
deems AAMTTOS a Kurtform of AAUTTCTOS: both names are historically attested. 
Lampos was an equine name (8.185, Od. 23.246), Lampetos was a hero from 
Lesbos (Ap. Rhod. frag. 12 Powell) and Lampetie was the Sun's daughter 
(Od. 12.132). But long and short forms of names rarely denote the same 
person (16.1 in.). Homer gives the name 'Lampos' to make clear that it is 
not 'Lampetos* (Eustathius 1030.22). AapfTrrlBiis is formed metri gratia, 
since *AaMTrl8r)s scans — u —; cf. AainrFr6<ovTi (1.104 b Od. 4.662), an epic 
adaptation of the dual AAMTTITOV comparable to i\>xrr6covTO, ipxcrr6covTO 
or vatrrdco (Leumann, HW 178-87). Many patronymics are altered to fit 
the metre, e.g. ACVKOAISTK (Janko, Giotto 65 (1987) 71). Dolops' incapacity 
belies the variant ^tpTorrov AvSpoov, which T explain away as '(best) of his 
own sons'; this shows how the old reading ul6v arose, ^iprcrros A. is the 
best text: it is easy to introduce an acc. to bring ct66ra closer to its noun, 
but in this context Lampos needs to be glorified, not his son. 

5 3 0 — 4 T h e corslet's story stresses its value as a life-saver, and that of the 
institutions of*enia and inheritance by which Phuleus has secured his son's 
safety: the noble aims of the otherwise unknown Euphetes are fulfilled, and 
534 subtly presents the event from Phuleus' viewpoint ( o l . . . 7*01865). The 
poet gives, as usual, a brief detail of the object (its yOaAoi) and an account 
of how it entered the family. Cf. the histories of Apollo's aegis, Agamemnon's 
sceptre, Arei'thoos' club, Meriones* boar*s-tusk helmet, Akhilleus* spear or 
Odysseus* bow (309^ 2.ioiff . , 7.138!^, io.266ff., 16.144^, Od. 21.13-38). 
Like Meriones* helmet, a corslet 'fitted with plates' must be a Myc. heirloom. 
The Dendra corslet has two large plates of bronze front and back, with extra 
ones to guard the neck, shoulders and belly; in the Pylos Sh tablets, corslets 
have twenty big and ten small /opawortaf, i.e. plates 'attached' to a cloth or 
leather backing, as in the Dendra specimen (Ventris and Chadwick, Docu-
ments 376f). Plates from true scale-corslets appear at Mycenae only during 
L H I I I C , later than in Anatolia, the Levant or Cyprus. The Late Geometric 
corslet from Argos, consisting of two well-shaped bronze plates, proves that 
such armour was made in Homer's day, but Meges clearly wears an heir-
loom validated by its history and craftsmanship. Cf. on 5.ggf. and H. W. 
Catling, Arch. Horn, E 7 7 - 1 1 7 . 
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531 O n e Ephure was in Thessaly ( 1 3 . 3 0 1 - 3 ^ ) , another was Corinth 
(6.152-311.), but this Ephure must be in Elis. It is surely Phuleus' place of 
origin, and thus forms another reference to his move from Elis ( 5 1 8 - 1 9 ^ ) , 
explaining, for any who have forgotten, why Otos of Kullene in Elis was 
among his officers. Hippias of Elis knew of Elean Ephura (FGHGr 12); from 
Strabo 8.338? we deduce that Demetrius of Scepsis located it at or near 
Oinoê, 120 stades S.E. of Elis town, and equated the Selleeis river with the 
Ladon (cf. D and T , with Crates in D on 11.741). Demetrius adds that 
Hcrakles captured his bride Astuokheia at this Ephure {2.659, almost iden-
tical with 531); there too lived Agamede, venomous daughter of Elean 
Augeias (11.739!?), and Odysseus got his poisons (Od. 1.259!?, 2.328?). 
There is no need to assume that Homer knew of the Thesprotian Ephura, 
later Kikhuros, which appears in Pindar („Vem. 7.37) and T h u c . 1.46.4; 
'Apollodorus' {2.7.6) and Diodorus (4.36.1) say Herakles won his bride at 
this Ephura, but call her father, whom he slew, Phulas or Phuleus. Like his 
pupil Apollodorus (sec FGII 244 F 179 81 with Jacoby's nn.), Aristarchus 
thought Homer mentioned the Selleeis to show that he meant Thesprotian 
Ephure; both scholars linked the name with the Selloi (16.234-511.), but it 
could just as well be cognate with Sellasia in Laconia or the Messcnian river 
Sellas. Another Selleeis was near Arisbe in the Troad (2.838?), yet its 
eponymous hero Arisbas belongs in Crete or Boeotia, where there were other 
places called Arisbe (cf. 13.36311., Hcs. frag. 257, Suda s.v.)! 

5 3 3 - 4 ¿tAECopr), found in the same phrase at 12.57, remained current in 
Ionic. r]pKEi, in a papyrus but few good codices, comes from 13.440; the aor., 
needed here, is supported by 529 (cf. 13.371, 397 and the formula rçpKEae 
Auypôv oÀEÔpov, 20.288-91 n.). Someone in T deemed 534. redundant after 
529; antiquity never liked ring-composition. 

5 3 5 - 6 T h e noun KOppayos surely denotes the '(curved) plate' of a helmet. 
K. recurs only at 5-385?, where it is an adj. describing a driver falling 
'head-first' (EKTIEOE 8Î9pou | K. èv xovirçai), Like Callimachus (frag. 195.29), 
Homer perhaps linked that usage of it with KOPicrraoo, 'tumble (head-first)', 
since another driver falls from his vehicle 'like a tumbler* (16.742-5) . Both 
senses are surely related toKÙp|3r), *pot', 'head' (cf. Latin testa > French tête), 
KUP|3r)TIDCO, 'hurl headlong1, and other words for curved objects like K0U|3OÇ, 
'hollow', KÙppaÀov, 'cymbal ' , kv^T), 'head' and KÛ9ÔÇ, 'stooping', with a root 
of non-Proto-Indo-European form *khu(m)bh- (yet cf. Sanskrit kumbhàh, 
Irish cum, 'vase'). Its suffix can be Greek, c f orôpaxoç, oûpiax°S- Leumann 
[/¡IV 2 3 1 - 3 ) deems the noun original, the adj. a poetic misunderstanding: 
c o m p a r i n g t h e p h r a s e s ÙTTTIOÇ èv KOVÎT^OI | KCOTTTECTEV ( 3 X ), K. èv KOVI^CTI ( 5 3 8 , 

cf. helmets at 12.23) and ÊÇEKUÀÎCT6TJ | TrpTivrjs év K. (a driver at 6.42?), he 
thinks Homer used it as a fancy substitute for TrpT)vr)ç at 5.586. O . Szemer-
ényi (Die Sprache 1 1 (1965) 1 - 6 ) detects an Eastern loan-word, comparing 
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Hittite kupahi-, Hebrew (Philistine?) qdba\ 'helmet*; Hoekstra takes it as 
'crest-holder' (Modifications 98). For the epithets for helmet and spear see on 
13.5841"., 13.712-18. 

537—8 T h e crest which Meges lops off the helmet itself (cnlrrou) is of 
horsehair, cf. A6<pov lTrmoxotlTt)v (6.469); crests of various types were used 
in both Myc. and Geometric times, but their large role in the formular 
system for helmets must be old. There is pathos when the newly dyed plume 
falls in the dust: cf. the befouling of Akhilleus' crest or of his horses' manes, 
or of the lovely hair of the dead Euphorbos and Hektor (see on 16.794ft.). 
Sea-purple, the fastest known dye, was precious (cf. 4 3 i - 2 n . and R. J . 
Forbes, Studies in Ancient Technology iv, Leiden 1956, 114-22); in Homer it is 
used on cloth, leather and ivory. 

539—45 It is Dolops who still hopes to win, not Meges, despite the rapid 
shift of reference in 540 (ol = Meges). Having darted forward to make his 
thrust (529), he ought to retreat to safety, but is fool enough not to (for the 
irony cf. 525-43^) . He is no doubt turned sideways to face Meges, and thus 
fails to see Menelaos approach behind his back from the other side (for cOpd^ 
see 1 1 .25 M . ) : 6TTIO0CV cannot mean 'behind his shield' (Leaf), since he sinks 
face-down, and a fugitive was hit 'in the shoulder from behind' at 341. — 
As usual, the good M S S rightly have unmetrical Icos and f)A*rrrro with con-
traction over a lost f - (cf. 701 and p. >7f.). O n the variant tiropOvTcop 
see 13 .383-5^ For the demonic spear of 542f. cf. 5.661, 13.444^ lAidoOri 
was used differently at 520. tcioAoflrjv is from Tcpat, 'be eager*, not IfoKco, 
'suppose,' 'decide', despite Aristarchus' doubts: verbs connoting eagerness 
often take a fut. inf. (Chantraine, GH n 310). xoA^pris, formular of arrows, 
spears and helmets (535), describes TcOxca only here, in a drastic remodel-
ling of the formula <5rrr' &pcov Ttux6' krOAa (524 above - another echo of 
those verses). 

545—91 This scene begins and ends with attempts to strip a Trojan 
corpse. Its structure depends on twin antitheses between the opposing 
leaders Hektor and Aias and between the speeches of reproach, with an 
elaborated death for Melanippos; Hektor picks him out for rebuke as a 
relative of the slain Dolops. His reproach is balanced both by Aias' exhorta-
tion to the troops in general and by Menelaos' rebuke of Antilokhos in 
particular (since Menelaos slew Dolops, he has a right to talk). The insertion 
of these speeches transforms the expected tripartite narrative of Melanippos' 
death, since his death-notice is omitted, his biography is at 547f t , and his 
death-wound is described only at 576t; lest his sad story be forgotten, he is 
addressed with an apostrophe at 582. The Greeks close ranks in reaction to 
Aias' speech, but Zeus rouses the Trojans (565ft); this foreshadows their 
repulse of Antilokhos and the account of the god's plans (589ft), thus 
introducing the next scene. Wilamowitz (luH 241, 517n.) thought this one 
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encompasses too much; in excising 560-7, he did not see how these verses 
heighten the crisis, remind us of the ships and lead up to the next scene (cf. 
Winter, MNO isgf.). 

545—6 Kctcriyvr|TOI include cousins here - an Ionic usage (Hdt. 1.171.6); 
cf. the synonymic phrases K. TE ITCH TE (etc., 3 X ) , 1. K a l AVEIFIOF (9.464). 
When 66EA9E6S became the usual word for 'brother*, the lonians gave K. a 
wider sense (cf. the fate of 9pam,|p); some dialects kept it as 'brother' (Bowra, 
JHS 54 ( 1 9 3 4 ) 65). Leumann (HW 307) derives Herodotus* usage from 
Homer, but both reflect a shifting vernacular. IV^VITTE is a reduplicated aor. 
of Ivlirrco/lvlaaco, hardly less odd than /|vl7ra7T€ (2.245 ctc-)> unique a t the 
verse-end, it recurs 14X Horn., 8x as at 552. 

547—51 Mclanippos too is Hektor's cousin (525-43^). From Pcrkote on 
the Hellespont (2.837-9^), he may well be invented, pace Schoeck, Itias und 
Aithiopis i27f. As Fenik saw (TBS i47f.), three 'other* Melanippoi end lists 

of persons - two Trojan victims and a Nestorid (8.276, 16.695, ,9-24°)i *be 
name is used simply to fill up catalogues. It is rare enough that a speaker is 
described (281—5n.), let alone an addressee who does not reply. In fact 
547-51 , framed by 4V£VITTEV, turn out to be Melanippos* obituary (545-
gin.); his pastoral life in peacetime, his renown among the Trojans and 
Priam's respect for him all evoke pathos. The audience, knowing the conven-
tions, will have expected the worst. Other Homeric princes supervise cattle 
(5.313, 11.106, 1 4 . 4 4 5 , HyAphr 76fT.). | T9G1110S is a rare epithet with names 
shaped U U - ( U ) , e.g. MEVIACTOV ( 1 7 . 5 5 4 ) . ¿9pa is used like loos, 'for a while' 
(277 8n.). On EIAITTOBOS POOS see 6.424m; with the alliteration (and etymo-
logical play!) in P. | P&JKE cf. 21.448, |3o0s (JOVKOAIEOKES. Verses 549 51 = 
13.174-6, where see n.; 551, absent in two papyri, may be lost by accident, 
but is surely a concordance-interpolation. 

553—9 Hektor appeals to Melanippos* atScos at seeing their cousin slain 
and, worse, the enemy handling his armour: IvTplTTopai, 'pay heed* (cf. Od. 
i.59f.), is but a step from its modern sense 'feel shame'. Aias will exhort the 
Greeks in like terms. For the cognate theme of slackness (PE6/)<?OIJ£V) cf. 
13.95!!". Hektor's call for close combat deepens the sense of crisis (<5nrocrra66v 
is a hapax in Greek, cf. ¿rrrooraBA, Od. 6.143), confirming Aias* claim that 
he plans to fight to the death (502-130.) - it is kill or be killed (cf. 
12.172). Note the harsh assonances of 557f , and the forceful combination 
'lofty Troy from top to bottom' (also at 13.772^; so intent is he on slaughter 
that he leaves us to supply the necessary changes of subject. &VEV|/IOO KTAPL-

voto reflects *-T6o KT-, with -T- lengthened to preserve the Dark Age formula: 
cf. A6EA9E10O KT- for *-E6O KT- (5.21) and p. 15 with n. 23. Verse 559 = 
11.472, 16.632, again after rebukes. 

561—4 =5.529-32 (Agamemnon speaking), save that 5.529 ends Kal 
AAxipov F|Top IAEOGE, whereas 561 = 661 below. This change makes 562 
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redundant: absent in two papyri and a few good codices, it must be a 
concordance-interpolation, pace van der Valk (Researches it 517-19) . Aias 
means that more die when the ranks break and men flee than when they 
stand firm (cf. Tyrtaeus frag. 1 1 . 11 -14) ; this was just as true of Geometric 
as of later battles (14.506-22^). Aristarchus rightly left 6' out to make 563 
more emphatic (Did/A); it is in nearly all MSS. 

567 A 'brazen fence* is a line of armed men; cf. 4.299. The metaphor 
recurs in 'fence of teeth', 'fence against spears' (a shield, 646, cf. 5.316) and 
'fence of the Achaeans* (Aias, 3X , and Akhilleus at 1.284). 

568-71 Verse 568 recalls 560, as if to show that both speeches answer 
Hektor's. Menelaos is depicted as Antilokhos* friend (Willcock in Milanges 
Delebecque 47gff.). Antilokhos saves his life; he sends him to bring Akhilleus 
bad news; and he rejoices at Antilokhos' concession in their quarrel, owning 
his debt to him ( 5 . 5 6 ^ . , 17.685ff., 23-596ff.). A. Parry, noting that Mene-
laos is unusually aware of his own middle age, finds his reference to Anti-
lokhos* youth condescending (HSCP 76 (1972) 18). But 'no Achaean is 
younger or swifter' is a hyperbaton for 'no young Achaean is swifter' 
(Heyne): Antilokhos 'beat all the young men at running' (23.756), yet does 
not win the race. His speed will be needed for the attack. With the phrasing 
cf. v€c*>T£p6$€liu | otTo (Antilokhos to Menelaos, 23.587^); oG TI$ creio ppoTobv 
6Aoc*>Tepo$ &AAo$ (23.439, Menelaos to Antilokhos); and 10.165, Od. 3.111 f., 
io.552f., Erga 445. The rare parenthesis co$ ov comes from the phrase-
structure ofcb$aOx€AcO«s (7X Horn.). Ford opening a wish, here amounting 
to a polite request, see Chantraine, GH11 214. 

573—5 = 4.496-8, from KOC(; Antilokhos looks about, to check that nobody 
leaps out to cast at him in his exposed position before the front rank (bT), 
but the Trojans 'back away' ( 0 i r 6 . . . KEKASOVTO). This is not from xA(opai, 
but cognate with the aor. active at it .334 and fut. at Od. 21.153, 21.170 
('deprive o f ) , cf. £K€K/)6€I, 'had withdrawn* (Hsch.). The hunter*s successful 
shot (581) may imply that Antilokhos casts at Melanippos, as if he heard 
Hektor*s exhortation, and not at random; the same question arises at i6.284ff. 

576—8 O n Melanippos see 547-5in . ; he is coming to join the fight, as 
Hektor ordered (556). For the phrase vl6v Cm£p8upov u u | cf. 4.365; 
it is nom. at 5.376, Od. 3.448, and reshaped as | vl6v CmcpOupou VJVJ — u u 
at 5.77, 8.120, where the contracted gen. betrays innovation. ir6Aeu6v8e 
means 'to battle': cf. Upcvov TT. F&Ac oTfjOos irapdc pa£6v and vioApcvov TT. 
KOT& CT. P . 8oupf (8.313, 13.186). Verse 578 = 13.187; its absence in three 
of four papyri and some codices, like the existence of a variant 'darkness 
covered his eyes', prove it a concordance-interpolation like 5.42, to make 
clear that the blow is fatal. 

579-91 Antilokhos* rush forward and wise retreat, the pathos of his 
victim's fall and the mounting fury of the Trojan attack are conveyed, first, 
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by a fine pair of similes that convert him from a hound fetching a slain fawn 
into a lion retreating before a crowd can gather; second, by the address to 
Melanippos which the similes frame; and by the Trojaos ' progress, in the 
continuing series of animal images, from being like a fawn, which evokes 
timidity (13.102-411.), to resembling men driving off lions (588), lions them-
selves (592) and then a lion scattering cows (630fr.). These images herald 
and then frame the next scene, a Greek rout (Moulton, Similes 69?). 

579—81 Antilokhos leaps out as had Meges and Dolops (520, 525); the 
hunting-dog symbolizes his obedience to Menelaos* behest. Melanippos' 
body is likened, ignobly, to a dead fawn. A like image describes the Trojans 
trying to snatch Patroklos' body, but their failure is conveyed by how the 
simile ends, not by a second image (17.725fr.): Tövaav 84 KVVEOOIV 4OIK6TES, 

ol T' 4trl KcSrrrpco | ßAqp4vco 6t£c»xxi 7rp6 KoOpcov 0qpqTi|pcov... T h e dog starts 
the fawn from its den (cf. 22.190). T6V is governed by ßaAobv, since TuyyAvco 
takes a gen. (cf. 23.726). 

582—5 A n apostrophe to so minor a hero as Melanippos is unique; its 
emotive tone evokes his sad biography (547-5in.) . It is often applied to 
Menelaos, whose name gravitates to the same metrical slot (see 4.127, 
13.602-3™!.). UEVcxApMIS, 3 * of Antilokhos, adorns other names shaped 
— KJKJ — (11.122, 303); though generic, the epithet is apt. With 584 cf. 
17.257; 585 appears with Aineias' name at 5.571. 

586—8 This simile resembles the scene on Akhilleus' shield where lions 
raid a herd of cattle defended by drovers and dogs (18.579fr.); this reflects 
the realities of life io Ionia. As if to autheoticate the Nemean lion, lion-bones 
are known from Mycenaean Tiryns and Keos; lions roamed Macedonia 
throughout antiquity and Turkey until the sixteenth century A.D. (Hdt. 
7.125?; B. Helly, REA 70 (1968) 275-82; P. Warreo, J HS 109 (1979) 1230.; 

J . Boessneck and A . von den Driesch, Archäologischer Anzeiger 1981, 257?). 
T h e lion is the par excellence. A t 11.546fr. Aias retreats Orjpl 4OIKCO$ (cf. 
3.449); a full simile two verses later likens him to a lioo driven by men and 
dogs from a farmyard full of cattle. Here the expansion 6. KOKÖV £4£avn 4. 
turns the usual brief image into the start of a full simile. Leaf takes K. simply 
as 'harm', but Eustathius (1031.63) thinks the lion flees as if it knew it has 
done 'evil'; Virgil made this explicit in his adaptation at Aen. 11.809fr., 
where a wolf is conscius audacis facti. Touches of 'subjective narrative' from 
the animals' viewpoint enter other similes (323-50.); Moultoo (Similes 114) 
compares 24.42?, where a lion ßLQ KAI &yV|vopi 6vpä> | EI£O$ ETO' 4irl pfjAa 
ß p O T t ö v Iva 6 a l T a Aäßqoi, 'as if the lion may be conceived as having better 
instincts, which would sometimes restrain him* - he knows he should keep 
to wild prey and not eat mutton for 'dinner' (cf. p. 23 o . 20). Zenodotus 
read ol OUT« for ßÖEoari; this removes the indication that the dog or cowherd 
is defending the herd, which is why they are offered as alternatives. He surely 
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disliked the word-play poOxoAov-pdccrcri (cf. 547-5111.). Aristarchus rightly 
objected that ol aCrrco is too distant from 6oAAio6f)pev6i. 

589-90 =8.i58f. , from frrl; the Trojans rain weapons at Antilokhos' 
back as he runs to his own lines. Verse 591 «= 11.595 (spurious?), 17.114. 

592-746 In accord with Zeus's plan, Ilektor drives the Greeks from the first row of 
ships: Aias leaps from ship to Ihip fending off the enemy with a pike. Hektor finally 
grasps the stern of Protesilaos' vessel and calls for fire; Aias, driven back to the centre 
of the ship, keeps killing Trojans as they bring up blazing torches 

593-746 Hektor wins his greatest victory - greater than his defeat of Pa-
troklos - with agonizing effort; even at 746 he has yet to set any ship aflame, 
and his final triumph at 16.112 is undercut by our knowledge that Patroklos 
is about to counter-attack. T h e Greeks, still naturally the stronger, are 
beaten only by his supreme effort with Zeus's backing (Winter, MNO 161). 
The more the god and the man are united for the moment, the more their 
ultimate goals diverge, as Homer reminds us by summarizing Zeus's com-
pliance with Thetis' prayer and foreshadowing Hektor's death (596ff., 
61 off.; so Reinhardt, luD 304f.). These interventions in the poet's persona 
frame a graphic depiction of Hektor gone berserk (605-9), giving his 
frightful assault a context tragic for both him and the Greeks; the elaboration 
of past and future deepens and extends the crisis. The narrative advances 
through three splendid similes. At first the Greeks resist as a cliff resists the 
waves; then Hektor attacks them as a wave swamps a ship, whose crew 
expects death; finally they flee like cows before a lion (this recalls the 
lion-image at 592, framing the whole of 592-630). Like this lion, Hektor 
kills but one of them, Periphetes; references to their terror frame his elabo-
rate death (637,652). Thus plot-summary and similes, not battle-narrative, 
convey the collapse of their line before the ships. 

Verse 653 opens a new phase: 653-16.125 correspond to 355-404 (see 
262-4040.). Panoramic descriptions frame Nestor's plea; the Greeks stand 
firm behind the first row of ships, and Athene lifts the mist from their eyes 
so they can see the full extent of the peril. Then the focus shifts to Aias and 
Hektor; similes glorify both (674ff.). An account of both sides' hopes and 
fears leads up to Hektor grasping Protesilaos' ship; 704 and 716 frame an 
overview of the contest for it. Aias reacts to Hektor's call for fire with an 
exhortation, and the scene ends in deadlock. Homer uses a striking variety 
of means, especially the alternation of panorama and close-up, to heighten 
the grandeur and suspense, with little change in the impasse since 4i6ff., 
where Aias and Hektor first contest a single ship, and Aias first kills a Trojan 
carrying fire. Fenik ( T B S 178) compares 592-638 and 696-715 with the 
retreat at 17.722-61 (five similes but no individual duels), or the pursuit of 
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Hektor at 22.(37 -207, with its similes, surrealist general narrative and 

descriptive digressions. 
593-614 Summaries of the past and future are typical ( i3-345-6on.); 

this one is unique in that it frames a depiction of Hektor, but it resembles 
Zeus's forecast at 56ft*. in its wide temporal perspective, from Thetis ' request 
to Hektor's death. Its initial mention of Zeus's commands (593) is clarified 
only to a limited and tantalizing degree. W e hear not that the Greeks will 
fall amid Akhilleus' ships (as at 63f.), but that the Trojans will set fire to the 
fleet, and that a burning ship is Zeus's signal for the counter-attack (597f.). 
It is sublime that Homer makes Zeus part of the audience ( b T on sggf.); 
we can infer that the god shares our anxiety. In contrast to 64ff., we hear 
nothing of Patroklos or Sarpedon; to listeners who cannot read and reread 
the text, their reappearance will thus seem a surprise that is somehow also 
expected. As b T saw, Homer's forecast of a change in the Greeks' fortunes 
comforts an audience fretful at their losses, as does his description of Thetis' 
request as ' immoderate'; by heralding a counter-attack, he makes his hear-
ers eager for something they would normally hate to sec, a ship ablaze; and 
by announcing Hektor's doom he gives him our sympathy. Ancient readers 
were 'tortured' with suspense here: on bT*s fine understanding of fore-
shadowing see Duckworth, AJP 52 (1931) 320-38. 

593-5 This lion-simile is one of a set (579 - 91 n.); the same image extends 
into a second verse at 5-782f. » 7.256c Aelovnnv for M- (22.262) obeys the 
rule that words shaped u and starting with a group of consonants can 
lengthen the first syllable; A- is treated as a cluster (Chantraine, GH1 101 f.). 
Aids 6* ¿riAciov ttprrpAs is part of a substitution-system: cf. A. 6* AAlTcopai I. 
(24.570, cf. 586), A. 6* trcAdrro f)ouAf) (1.5, Od. 11.297, Cypria frag. 1.7), A. 
6' T^tfpero fiovA^V, A. 6* AAEOjpcSa/¿>TT(£rro pfjviv. With 594c cf. 12.254^ 
22.(8. 

596-604 Like (3.345-60, this summary is delimited by repetition, here 
o f ' P r i a m ' s son Hektor* and 'give glory' (5g6f., 602-4). Three references fix 
our gaze on the ships - fire cast upon them, Zeus waiting to see a ship burn, 
the Trojans driven from them. Hektor and Thetis at one side, Trojans and 
Danaans at the other, frame Zeus in the middle; we gain privileged access 
to his eyes and ominous thoughts (599-603, cf. 17.198-209). T h e whole 
is splendidly adorned with vivid epithets. 

596 = 1 2 . 17 4 ; the sentence is extended with j llpiapl&q, separated from 
"EKTOpi (cf. 13.157 = 803): contrast 604 etc. TfOp | . . . AKAPOTOV is another 
split formula. Homer sought grandeur by using both the paired formulae 
for fire, A./6ttrrri6afcs Ttvp | ( 9 X and 8 x respectively, and in successive verses 
at 21.34 i f ) : cf. HpJJaAovA. IT. J (16.(22), | tppAAoi atOApevov6aA6v ((3.320). 
For a like case see 704-6n. O n 6tcrm6orf|s see Chantraine, Diet. s.v. 
fcorrknos. 
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598—9 Many arc shocked that the poet endorses Agamemnon's ruthless-
ness towards the Trojans at 6.62 (alaipa -rraptimbv), and now condemns 
Thetis' request to Zeus (1.503^) as ¿gatctos, the opposite of aTaipos: it was 
'immoderate' and thus wrong. De Jong thinks her request is seen through 
Zeus's eyes (,Narrators 139); it 'shows that Zeus's patience with Achilles' 
intransigence is sorely tried' (Thornton, Supplication 52n.). So too Aga-
memnon's advice at 6.62 could be 'right' from Menelaos' viewpoint. But we 
may so admire the fine characterization of Akhilieus as to forget that he 
may be in the wrong; in rejecting the embassy, and in asking Zeus (via 
Thetis) to ruin his own side, Akhilieus may arguably be considered traitor-
ous. Zeus's reluctance to agree warns us that the morality of his request is 
not clear-cut (cf. 75-711.). t^alaios is unique in the Iliad (cf. Od. 4.690, 
17.577, in speeches). ¿iif&Aoi is in a papyrus, but -t| should be kept (cf. 
Chantraine, GH11269); the subj. makes setting the ships ablaze a more vivid 
fact than the fulfilment of Thetis' prayer, which is in the opt. The form 
9£rios, found in quotations and A, is in Pindar; Homer has dat. ©ITT 

(18.407), acc. ©£TIV, but gen. ©¿TI6OS (4X each). ¿TTIKP^VEIE is contracted 
from -tcpTjT)- (Chantraine, Diet. s.v. Kpeua(vco). 

€01-4 All M S S have EticAAc. Did/AT says Aristophanes read ptAAe; even 
he removed some augments (p. 25f. nn. 27, 30), but the name should prob-
ably be 'Aristarchus'. For iraAfedfi? see 6 9 - 7 i n . tcG6o$ ¿p££civ picks up 596, 
whencc the variant 6pi£ai. The poet shifts vqualv ¿ t tI yAaqjupfjoi, 1 2 X at 
the start of the verse (and before lysip- at 8.531 = 18.304), to the second 
hemistich (cf. 8.180), extending it by replacing vqvoi with W|cooi; the same 
modification appears with Kopcovloi (3X ) and 6orjcn (12.112, 13.320), both 
found 12X with vt)ual. With 604 cf. 14.375: pAAa rap pcpa&Ta, 3X at the 
verse-end, is displaced by a phrase shaped u , a frequent adaptation 
(cf. 651, 13.317); in the nom. it becomes pAAa m p pcvealvcov (617, Od. 
5.341). As if aware that the words are related, Homer moves from PEMOC&S 
to MOtlvrro. That Zeus urges on Hcktor, who is eager anyway, typifies dual 
divine and human motivation (cf. 13.46^). 

605—9 Hektor is frenzied like Ares or a forest fire; we sec his foam-flecked 
mouth, fiery eyes and flashing helmet. His frenzy appears elsewhere (8.355, 
12.462-6,13.53n., 21.5). Others go berserk too, e.g. Diomedes and his spear 
(5.185, 6.101, 8.111, 16.75). Such warriors are often likened to Ares (cf. 
8-348f.), one of whose traits is madness (i28~9n.). Rather than expand this 
comparison, as at 13.298!^., the poet adds another, the forest fire, with 
enough detail to convey that the fire is fierce, because it has plenty of fuel 
and can burn up the slopes (a terrible, unforgettable sight); this too is a 
traditional image (14.394-9^). The simile's continuation means that Ares 
rages 'in the mountains' and the fire is personified; the fusion of war-god 
and fire is apt amid the roar of the narrative. b T think the verses also evoke 
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a wild beast: the foam at Hektor's mouth resembles 20.168 (a lion) or Aspis 
38gf. (a boar with blazing eyes), but burning eyes are a normal sign of 
battle-madness (8.349, 12.466, of Hektor). 

tyX&rrTaAos is a rare epithet (2.131, 14.449); its twin, BouplxAvros, starts 
with a consonant. T h e under-represented formula 6Ao6v irup is reversed at 
13.629, gen. at Od. 12.68. 0a0ffTis Tdp9€aiv 0AR)s (in a simile at 5 . 5 5 5 ) has 
become Pa04qs to admit tv; cf. p. at 5.142, 21.213, always at the caesura, 
and the 'declension* (kx0iqv... OArjv at 16.766 (Hoekstra, Modifications 119). 
This Ionic innovation appears in Herodotus; cf. Homeric ¿bxte for -iTa, 
irAkov for TTACIWV, Ktcrrai for Kclcrrat (Chantraine. GH1 73). TDPCPTA, 'thick-
et*, confirms the etymological link of ToqapOs with Tptipco (Chantraine, Diet. 
s.v.). ¿9Aoiaix6s, 'foam', also in Cuphorion and Aetolian dialect (so D), may 
be cognate with 9AoTapo$ from 9A016-, 'swell', 'bubble' (Chantraine, Diet. 
s.vv. <J>AFCO, 9AoTopo$; cf. bloat). pAoovp6$, 'fierce', is especially associated 
with the face (3X //., 4X Aspis); it means 'hairy' in Phocylides (frag. 2), 
which fits its use with eyebrows here (cf. on 7.212f., 11.36). For the forceful 
enjambments cf. 647F. and TW 84 ol 6AOC | AapTr4o<h)v (19.365^; here 
apepSaA4ov describes the helmet's sinister glitter, cf. 13.805. Aristonicus (in 
A T on 21.5) notes that one might have marked 21.5 to support paivoptvoio 
here, since 'some' read papv-, which is in fact in almost all MSS; ergo 
Aristarchus read paiv-, which looks like a conjecture inspired by 605. 

610-14 The foreshadowing of Hektor's death is typical and effective 
(592-6* 411.). A warrior's short life is a standard pathetic motif (1.352, 1.505, 
4.478 = 17.302,21.84f.); Hektor is exalted by Zeus to contrast tellingly with 
his death, as at 16.799^, where he wins Akhilleus' helmet because his doom 
is nigh (Schadewaldt, Iliasstudien 107). Both passages belong to a crescendo 
of allusions to his death (68, 17.20iff., 18.96, 18.133); see Duckworth, 
Foreshadowing 53f., 6of. Aristarchus athetized 610-14, which Zenodotus 
had omitted (T), on three grounds: (i) 'of Hektor' is redundant, since we 
know he is meant; (ii) 6 1 0 - 1 4 interrupt the vigorous narrative of his attack; 
(iii) 61 o repeats 6o3f. in a way typical of the Cycle. b T also object that 'from 
heaven' is odd, because Zeus is on Mt Ida (but heaven is his sphere of 
control); Leaf dislikes poOvov46vra (but Hektor is picked out for glory), and 
how Athene 'carries out the work of fate' in 613 (but she is the goddess 
of Greek victory, cf. 71, 22.214ft.). The athetesis spoils the ring-structure of 
592-614 (592-7460.). p<Spoipov fjpap (also Od. 10.175) forms a pair with 
aloipov f\. (5X epos); it is more dignified than its metrical equivalent vqA4e$ 
fj. would have been. As it is a synonym for 'death', trr6pvupi can govern it 
(cf. Od. 7.271). rTaAAAs has been linked with Semitic ba'alal =« TT6TVIC* (see 
Hainsworth on Od. 6.328), but appears as Myc. Qp-raf ( T H O f 37-8). 

615—17 Hektor attacks where the enemy is strongest, as if from pride: did 
Homer know the military principle that the whole line will break if worsted 
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at its strongest point? otIxos dv&pcov, 14X at the verse-end, is displaced as 
at 12.47 (a lion-simile). 'Not even so' is apt, since pAAa ircp pEVEafvcov (cf. 
604) signals his special effort. 

618-56 Rather than extend his tower-image for the firmness of the Greek 
ranks (cf. 13.126-35^, and for 6pr|p6TES cf. 13.800, 16.212-14), Homer 
adduces another stone object, a cliff; this begins the set of three related 
similes which advance the narrative to the rout at 636 (592-746^). Sets of 
similes may depict the same event (14.394-400) or successive ones, e.g. the 
pairs at 1 i.548ff., i6.482ff., or the series at 17.725-59 (Scott, Simile 113f.); 
the technique marks a climax. The idea of reversal and the nautical content, 
apt for a battle by the ships, unite the first two similes. The second and third 
both shift from Hektor at the start to his foes at the end: so Winter (MNO 
162), who notes that the second gives their inner reaction to him (fear), the 
third their external reaction (flight). 

618-22 Similes often depict resistance: cf. the Greeks as static clouds 
(5-522ff.), warriors as oaks (i2.i32ff.), Aias as a ridge blocking a torrent 
(17.747^-) or Odysseus 'firm as a rock* (Od. 17.463). But cognate images 
can serve other ends: the army's din is like winds and waves lashing a rock, 
Hektor lops off heads as a squall whips up spray, or the ranks advance as a 
gale drives waves shoreward (2-394ff., 1 i.305ff., i3-795ff.). For f|Aip<rros 
see 271 -6n. For 620 see 14.16- ign.; Aiykov Avipcov and KupcrrA T I T P 0 9 6 -

Evra recur at Od. 3.289f. (a shipwreck), cf. ?p6<pi Kvpa (t 1.307, simile). 
TP096EIS is a metrically useful creation like 9ai5ip6sis (13.685-8^), based 
on the original sense of Tp&pco, 'make big'; Herodotus still uses Tp6<pis for 
'big', 'adult' (4.9.4). As if aware of the etymology, Homer says tcCpa . . . 
6vEpoTp£9£? at 624f. Aristarchus read TPO<P£OVTO at Od. 3.290, and there is a 
variant Tpo^fovTa here, but the late and rare Tpo9ico is transitive. The 
well-fed waves 'belch' at the rock; the metaphor recurs at Od. 5.403,438 (a 
wave 'spits' spray at 4.426). Aristarchus (Did/A) preferred the vulgate 
aCrrfjv to ¿ncrfj, a conjecture made when aCrrfjv had weakened in force and 
was felt to be unbearably flat (contrast van der Valk, Researches 11 1 i8f.). 
Verse 622 = 5.527, after another wind-simile; the variant &A6s* ¿>5 
Aavaot, also spurned by him, is another effort to reinforce the end of the 
image, this time by ensuring that OOTV)V is not its last word. 

623-9 Hektor's armour blazes: cf. that of Diomedes or Akhilleus (5.4, 
19.3740*., 22. i34f) . He now attacks the line at every point, not just its 
strongest (cf. 616): IT6VTO6EV goes with EvOope, not Aaim6uevos. Just as 
Homer shifted from tower to rock, so now, rather than develop a fire-image, 
he likens Hektor's onset to a wave swamping a ship. In this context of 
burning the fleet, fire naturally evokes a nautical simile, especially after the 
previous image: the Greeks are turned from a solid rock into sailors on a 
fragile craft that is, as b T note, barely seen amid the storm. Just as wind, 
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cloud and waves collaborate to terrify the crew, so Hektor with Zeus's 
support alarms the Greeks; but we may not see their panic without a hint 
of their final salvation - the sailors 'just escape death* (cf. the foreshadowiog 
in the simile at 1 6 . 7 5 3 ) . This image amplifies that at 3 8 1 - 4 , where see n.; 
cf. 9.4-7 (9.8 = 629), 11.297?, 1 t.305ff. Like the previous image, it shares a 
verb with the oarrative, so that we cannot miss the progression: cf. M^VEI... 
pivov ( 6 2 0 , 6 2 2 ) , tv 8 ' ITRCAC ... tv vqt -niafloi ( 6 2 4 ) . Likewise 6vpos ( 6 2 9 ) 

resumes 9p£va ( 6 2 7 ) , whiih enters the next simile in AAoo9peov ( 6 3 0 ) . Crrral 
VE9&0V AvepoTpe^s explains AA£pov: the wind and clouds 'feed* the waves, 
unless 0. v. means 'touching the clouds', cf. 16.375 (Chantraine, GHn 141?). 
6. describes a spear at 1 1 . 2 5 6 , where see n. 8EIVAS leads up to its cognate 
8EI8I6TE$, implying that the noise terrifies the sailors. With Crnix GOCVATOIO cf. 
2 0 . 3 0 0 , Hesiod frag. 3 0 7 . 1 . 

6 * 6 The ship is hidden by spray, like the coast at Od. 5 . 4 0 3 ; &XVT), read 
by Zenodotus (Did/AT) and nearly all MSS, is nonsensical. It is harder to 
choose between 8EIV6$ A^TTJ, an odd agreement, and 6 . <W|TTIS, an odd 
noun-formation. Aristarchus, followed only by A , read 8. AfprT], adducing 
KAUT6S *LTRUO8DU£IA ( 2 . 7 4 2 , cf. Od. 5 . 4 2 2 ) . ArjTT|(s) governs a fem. adj. at 
Erga 6 4 5 , 6 7 5 (in the modification NATOIA TE SEIV&S AiVrors), plus 4 X in 
Sappho and other lyric, but is masc. io Hellenistic verse. At Od. 4 . 5 6 7 the 
vAlgate has ZE9UPOIO AIYV TRVTIOVTAS AI^TAS, but Aristarchus read TTVEIOVTOS. 

Van der Valk (Researches 11 176?) thinks he emends both times, but Risch 
(Wortbildung 34) is right that the fem. is older and A^TT) the lectio difficilior. 
8Eivf) was surely avoided for euphony; cf. OsppAs AOrpf) (HyHerm 110), f)8us 
A. (Od. 1 2 . 3 6 9 ) , ©f̂ Avs AUTT^ (Od. 6 . 1 2 2 ) . Callimachus makes the best com-
ment with his joke OFJAVS AtVrris (frag. 1 1 0 . 5 3 ) . The scansion 8 I 8(F)EIVAS is 
innovative. 

€30-6 This simile, the last in its set ( 5 9 2 - 7 4 6 0 . ) , likens Hektor's attack 
to a lion raiding cattle. T h e elaboration is grand, the similarities and 
contrasts telling: the lone victim is like the single warrior who falls and the 
cows stampede like the Greeks. Eustathius ( 1 0 3 4 . 4 5 ! ? ) notes how Homer 
ends the simile with them, but returns to Hektor slaying a single victim, as 
if to unify the double point of comparisoo. O n similes where the flocks of 
foolish or absent rustics are raided with impunity see 3 2 3 - 5 0 . ; for lions see 
on 5 8 6 - 8 (they attack tv trpcaTTjoi pAcoot at 1 8 . 5 7 9 ) . A t 11.172f? the Trojans 
flee like cows be?ore a lion, who kills one; cf. 5 . 1 6 1 ? , 1 6 . 4 8 7 ! ? . , i7 .6t f? 
AAo69pcov lets us see the lion's mental fury; the adj. also describes a snake 
and a boar ( 2 . 7 2 3 , 1 7 . 2 1 ) , as well as evildoers like Aietes ( 3 X Od.). oO TTCO 

( = TTCOS) aA9a E18O>$ cooveys the drover's despair over what to do. Note the 
etymological play vipovTai - VOUEOS and assonance in -rjoi. 

631 = 4 . 4 8 3 (a poplar simile, with F) . . . T ^ O K E I ) ; swamp and water-
meadow is the best land for cattle in Greece, and a 'large' marsh is needed 
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for so big a herd. IAIKOS PO6$ declines the formula !AIKCC$ poOs (etc., i6x 
epos), as at Od. 12.355 (nom. plur., separated), 22.292 (gen. plur.); for the 
epithet sec S. West on Od. 1.92. <j>ova(, 'carnage' at 10.521 and in tragedy, 
means 'carcase' here, not 'place of slaughter', pace bT. CKTTATIOS (also at 
8.353) ** modified metrigratia from Ocrrorros, like Hellenistic poets' pecraAnos 
for -TOS: cf. irvparAv TE Kal Ocrrorrov/ (3X); TrpcbTAv Tt Kal 0. (etc., 4X 
epos); Tlva TT., Tlva 8* 0. (etc., 3 X ) ; T ! TT. TOI ImiTa, T! 8' OOTATIOV 

KarraX^co (Od. 9.14). ¿poorlyac* is also innovative; Bekker proposed ApoO 
CTTIXAEI ( forOMOI-), comparing Ap' forixAiovro pAcacrtv at 18.577, but this 
leaves the odd active ending. This is the sole Uiadic verb in Apo-, but cf. 
Odyssean 6prjyvpi£opai, Apofpovko and the variant ApoTpoxAcovrra for Apa 
T p - at Od. 15.451. It presupposes an adj. *Ap6crri^. 

637 Constant reminders that Hektor and Zeus are working together exalt 
the hero and stress the risk to the Greeks (cf. 596, 603, 610, 694). D gloss 
the epic hapax ftarrrEolcos 'divinely', which is how the bards took it; from the 
root *8€CT- of 8c6$, plus *s(e)kw-, 'say' as in A-CTTTETOS, fwrrrc, it once meant 
'divinely inspired', cf. ©¿0900-05. 

638—53 Periphetes' death, anticipated in the simile, follows the usual 
pattern of announcement (638), biography (639-43, recapitulated after the 
typical excursus on his father, cf. 526f., 16.328^, and manner of deat^ 
(644ff.). He may be an ad hoc invention, like Euphetes or the Trojan 
Poluphetes « Periphetes (532, 13.789-94^); his name suits a herald's son, 
cf. the herald Periphas (419-21, i7-322-6nn.). His father Kopreus comes 
from sagas about Herakles, on which Homer drew above (25ff.). Eurustheus 
employed Kopreus son of Pelops as a herald to take his orders to Herakles, 
since he was too timid to go in person, like Agamemnon vis-d-vis Akhilleus 
at i-32off. ('Apotlodorus' 2.5.1). Herakles was traditionally linked with a 
Kopreus: in the Thebaid (frag. 8 B. 6 D.) he received the horse Arion from 
a Boeotian king Kopreus (cf. Cat. 70.29). Kopreus' name, borne by several 
Myc. and later Greeks, is less malodorous than it might seem: it is from 
xAtrpos in its extended sense 'cow-yard' and merely means 'farmer' (for 
manuring cf. Od. 17.299). Did the conjunction of a herald's name with the 
bovine simile waft Kopreus into the poet's mind? Homer certainly smelt 
opprobrium in his service to Eurustheus (see 8.363^), since he takes care to 
build Periphetes up, calling him good at everything and even that rarity in 
the heroic world, a son better than his father. Even if he dies to pay for his 
father's sins, like Phereklos (5-59ff.), his end is pathetic, since he 'gives 
Hektor glory* by the merest chance, betrayed by the clatter of his helmet 
(with 644 cf. 491, 12.437): it is no credit to Hektor that he kills his victim 
only because the latter trips up. Periphetes dies near his comrades, who 
cannot help him despite their grief - a tragic version, surely, of 23.774^ 
where Oi'lean Aias nose-dives on some cow-muck (kopros) and loses the race, 
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to the onlookers' delight: Kopreus' son is a good runner too! Another warrior 
dies when he trips at 16.330^. 

639-43 fivaicros qualifies Eurustheus at Hy. 15.5 also, hinting at his rule 
over Herakles; the 'neglect* of p- is no argument against it. The variant 
&6Acov, in three of four papyri but few codices, surely derives from 8.363 or 
19.133, and was introduced as being less polite to Eurustheus and more 
precise in specifying Herakles' labours as the orders Kopreus used to bring. 
For AyyeMqs» 'messenger*, see 13 .251-3^; Zenodotus emended it away by 
reading AyycAlqv, but Aristarchus objects that this leaves oTyvEcrxc dangling. 
For periphrastic proper-name formulae cf. 13.246-80.; with "HpaKAqdf) cf. 
Myc. jEtewoklewehiosj (PY Aq 64). Such forms help bards use metrically 
tricky names in -KA4T)S- For an acc. of respect coordinated with an infin., as 
in 642, cf. 1.258; the combination of martial and conciliar virtues is best 
( 1 3 . 7 2 6 - 9 1 1 . ) . 

645—52 Only Periphetes is called a 'Mycenaean* in the epos, but it is by 
chance that his ancient body-shield is of a type we call Mycenaean; Hektor's 
oxhide shield is imagined likewise at 6.117f., where its rim taps his heels and 
neck as he walks (see ad toe.). Periphetes catches his foot in his shield-rim 
and falls on his back; that he is stabbed in the chest makes his death seem 
less ignoble. Verse 650 uniquely adapts prra<pp£vcp tv 86pu Trfj^t (etc., 5 X ) , 
as if the poet is aware of turning him over by this unique mishap. He seems to 
wear no corslet; the use of a body-shield without one is an Early Myc. 
reminiscence (cf. on 11.545, 14.402-8). ¿tonrrlsdoes not denote only the later 
round shield (13.158^). 

T h e unique TTAATO, glossed ¿VCITAAKEI, 'was entangled', by D, is an un-
recognized aor. middle of the rare Ionic verb *iraAko, 'be disabled', 'be 
wrecked', which functioned like a passive of PA<JCTTTCO: cf. TraArjcrEie, 'suffer 
loss' (Hdt. 8.21) and mrraAiitvos* p60Aapu£vos in Hsch. It may be related 
to -n-AAq, 'wrestling* (once 'entanglement*?), iraAcuw, 'decoy* (once 'en-
trap*?). Leumann derives TT&ATO from a misdivision of ITT-OATO from &AAo-
uai, 'leap* (HW 60-4), but it is resumed by pAcHpOcis, 'entangled', in 647 
(cf. 6.39). T h e lectio difficilior Tro6r)V€Kl'(a) is read by Ap. Soph, and M S Ve 1 . 
The adj. should agree with ¿orris, not IpKos; cf. Slppa AfovTOS . . . tto6tiv€k£s 
( i o . 2 4 f ) , 2. AK6VTCOV (4.137, with 567^). Its root is IVEK- in its intrans. sense, 
'extend' (cf. CIQVEKI'js, fcvtyxElv). With 647f. cf. 6o8f. T h e latter half of 
649 = 442 only. Verse 651 blends A)(v0pEv6s frralpov (3X ) with oO TI 
6wf)aonai <Jt. ir. | xpatapcTv (1 -588f., cf. 24if.); adaptation proceeds, as often 
(601 ~4n.), by the addition of a word shaped \J at the verse-end. 'They 
feared Hektor' picks up 628 and 637, rounding off this section. 

653-73 T h e battle's course is clear, but has caused dispute. The Greeks 
retreat via the gaps within the first row of ships, chased by the Trojans (TO! 
6' ¿TT^XWTO), and make a stand at the huts behind it. Homer exactly delimits 
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how far they retreat in the rout of636ff., using his usual technique of alter-
nation between detailed incidents and general scenes (see Winter, A/JVO 
164-7). The next scene contrives further to delay their total withdrawal 
from the first row of ships - Aias leaps from ship to ship with his pike. When 
Porphyry (1.207.14) asks why the Trojans do not burn the first ships they 
reach, he misunderstands the situation. Critics have also disliked how Athene 
supports Nestor's exhortation by lifting the mist from the soldiers' eyes, but 
the passage follows the pattern (262-4040.) where the Greeks flee, a Greek 
prays and a god answers, once by lifting the mist (for Aias, I7.645ff.): 
653-71 resemble 343-78 above, where the men flee, Nestor prays and Zeus 
replies with thunder. Verse 659 = 370; Nestor's tone is yet more urgent now. 

653—4 'They came within the ships, and the ends of those ships confined 
them which were drawn up first', i.e. furthest inland: at 14.75 the same 
phrase oaai -rrporrai clpOcrro denotes, with an easily intelligible reversal of 
viewpoint, the ships nearest the sea. clocotrof has been taken as 'within sight 
o f the ships (cf. D, bT), but this interpretation (popular among Analysts) 
is impossible; the Trojans have been near the ships since 385. Leaf rightly 
holds that -COTT6S has lost its force, as in ¿vcbiria, 'inside (walls)', at 8.435, 
OTEIVCOTR6S for CTEIV6S (23.427) or Euripidean I^COTTIOS, 'outside'. For the 
enjambment ¿bcpai | vfjts cf. I2.5if., 17.264^ 13.61 i - t 3 n . ; is not a 
synonym for irpdrrat, but predicative. 

656 A papyrus, some early codices and h read the innovative form 
-rrpcoT ĉov; Crates cited 656 with this text to refute the heresy that there were 
only two rows of ships (in b T on 14.3 i f , whose unclear wording led Lehrs, 
De Aristarchi studiis 222, to ascribe this heresy to Crates). Indeed, Akhilleus' 
ships were five rows deep (16.173~5n.). But the vulgate irpoTipcov, in two 
papyri, is surely the lectio difficilior and gave rise to the theory of two rows of 
ships; rrpcoTkw is a conjecture after irpcrrai in 654, meant to confirm that 
there were many rows (van der Valk, Researches 11 87). But trporipcov does 
not disprove the latter view: it means only '(the ships) that were in front'. 
O n the proximity of the huts see 4ogn. 

657—8 T h e Greeks feel too much shame before each other, and too much 
fear for the ships, to give up; to these emotions Nestor will add shame and 
fear for their families. For al6cb$ cf. 13.120-30.; for both feelings together 
cf. Macleod on 24.435, Richardson on HyDem 190 and Cypria frag. 18 B. = 
24 D . For the artificial form 6(J6KAEOV see 1 2 . 5 9 ^ 

660 Old Nestor aptly adjures the men by their parents. Crnip means not 
'in place of ' , pace Nic/A, but 'in the name of ' , as usual: cf. 22.338, Macron' 
Cnrip . . . TOK^COV; 24.466^; HyAphr 131, irp6s Zrjv6s yowA^opai T . 

Innovative TOKICOV (juxtaposed with -/jcov at 663) recurs at 21.587, in 
another rhetorical reminder of one's family; cf. contracted lir-raTs (11.151) 
and names in -cOs (339«.). TEKICOV is a Byzantine 'correction'. youvoOpoi 
is metaphorical, cf. Od. 6.149. 
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661—6 Nestor begins with a standard verse (661 = 561), but varies Aias' 
theme of shame by specifying that the Greeks should feel it toward their 
families. O n such appeals see 494-9^; for an appeal to absent kin cf. Od. 
1 i.66f. T h e unusual thought that their parents might be dead is expressed 
with the novel forms ÖTEW (490-30.) and KORRATEGVRJKCKTI (cf. Shipp, Studies 
112). Leaf rejects 664 as an afterthought added because many warriors must 
be orphans after so long at Troy; but at his age Nestor would be well aware 
of mortality, xal, not again resumes f\vkv at 670, Erga 339. For TpooTräoÖE 
cf. 11.568 and p. 17. 

6 6 8 — 7 3 As if responding to Nestor, Athene scatters the mist from the 
Greeks' eyes on both the side of the ships and that of the battle, so that all, 
fighters and slackers alike, can see the peril (Winter, MNO i66f.). Divine 
mist is a traditional dramatic effect: see 5.127-300. and Kakridis, Homer 
Revisited 89-103, with parallels from modem Greek folk-song. Athene lifts 
the mist from Diomedes* eyes so that he can tell gods from men (5.127?); 
Poseidon befogs Akhilleus' vision so Aioeias cao escape (20.32iff.). Gods 
send general darkness to help one side (5.5061?, 21.6?) or to honour the 
dead (16.567?). The best parallel is when Zeus pours gloom on the battle 
and lifts it in reply to Aias' prayer (17.269?, 643!?). Aristarchus athetizcd 
668-73 because no mist was mentioned be?ore, and Zeus's threats should 
deter Athene ?rom interfering (8.5fr.); but Zeus conceded to her this sort of 
non-physical intervention at 8.36fr (Erbse, Götter 151). — For ¿poltos c? 
13.3580.; on Hektor as ßoijv &ya66s c? 13.124-50. Lea?deems the division 
of the Greeks into those fighting by the ships and those hanging back (cf. 
13.738, 1 4 . 1 3 2 ) at odds with 655? and 675, where, he thinks, they are not 
fighting at all; but &<p£crraaav means simply 'stood back'. Only some had 
been fighting, but now all have retreated to form a new front line. 

®74~7®3 A brilliant device extends the suspense: Aias holds of?the whole 
Trojan army by leaping from ship to ship with a huge naval pike. Similes 
pick out him and Hektor, leading into another panorama. 

6 7 4 — 6 T h e generic epithet p e y a A f | T o p i , also used of Aias at 17.166 (gen.) 
and 626 (acc.), stresses his courage; for the scansion ATOVTT see 14.458-90. 
^v8avc is contracted from but *&v8avs must not be restored (see 
p . 1 7 ) . fcpia, originally 'supports', 'scaffolding', are the raised half-decks 
seen at the prow and stern of Geometric ships: see D. Gray, Arch. Horn, c 99, 
with the figures at G 61, and Kurt, Fachausdrücke 128fr. Homer mentions the 
front deck at Od. 12.229? o n t y i r e a r deck could hold both the helmsman 
and the dormant Odysseus (Od. 13-73^?)- For ßißäoScov see 13.8090. 

677—8 For Aias' pike see 388-90.; it is made o?sections glued together 
with pins through the joints. The unique pAryrpov is o?ten taken to be a 
'clamp' or metal band round the joints; but it occurred in other contexts, and 
meant something driven in like a peg or wedge (c? D, Ap. Soph, and Hsch. 
s.v.). Greeks still use it with the sense 'bolt', 'peg* (Chantraine, Diet. s.v. 
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pdAAco); it may have a Myc. cognate (Ventris and Chad wick, Documents 
504). With SvooKaiEucoohnixv cf. -iprrpov (23.264); this number is handy 
in hexameters (2.748, Od. 9.241, 10.208). 

679-84 As Frankel explains (Gleichnisse 79!*.), the retainer must select four 
horses at the stud-farm and bring them to town; rather than yoke his team, 
he harnesses them together and rides each in turn, to avoid overtiring any 
one horse or just to show off, changing mount as they gallop, to the amaze-
ment of wayfarers on the road. Does he leap to the ground and run beside 
his steeds, a trick practised by the AvafMrTai (Paus. 5.9.2)? O r does he ride 
bareback standing up, leaping from horse to horse without slipping (&-
090X4$) like a Roman desultor or a circus artiste? This is more exciting and 
more apt; Aias is too high up to leap to the ground before he vaults onto the 
next ship. Ships are called 'horses of the sea' at Od. 4.708; a ship's steady 
speed is likened to a quadriga's (&o9aX4co$ . . . finrc8ov, Od. 13.86, c f 
I3 . i4t-2n.) . But these ships are static, whereas the horses are galloping; as 
if aware of this and wishing to prove his image apt, Homer calls the ships 
'swift' in 685, reminding us of their true nature. 

Homer rarely refers to riding: Odysseus rides a ship's timber 'like a 
race-horse' (K4XTJS) at Od. 5.371; he and Diomedes ride stolen hoises at 
io.499f., 10.513, 1 o-529» Adrastos fled Thebes on his steed Arion in a like 
emergency (Thebaidfrag. 7 B. =» 6 D.). KeXiyrl̂ co is unique in the epos. Aris-
tarchus guessed that Homer knew of riding but avoided it for his heroes, 
just as he eschewed trumpets, boiled meat, fish or quadrigas (cf. 16.407-8^ 
and Schmidt, Weltbild 23iff.). Archaeology confirms this: cf. J . K . Ander-
son, Ancient Greek Horsemanship, Berkeley 1961, ioff.; J . Wiesner, Arch. Horn. 
F 11 off.; Crouwel, Chariots 45ft ; Greenhalgh, Warfare 53ft. Depictions of 
riders and Centaurs appear in L H I 1 I B - C ; a L H I I I B sherd may show a 
warrior standing on a horse and guiding it with reins (ibid. 44-6). Myths 
about the Centaurs and Pegasos may reflect awe at this new and magical 
skill, practised with no saddle or stirrups. But if these four horses are meant 
for a single chariot, the simile has a Late Geometric background. The lack 
of quadrigas until then, proved by archaeology, confirms that Homer avoids 
them as an anachronism, although they creep in at 5.271, 8.185, 1 '•^99» 
23.171, Od. 13.81 (cf. 1 6 . 1 5 2 - 4 ^ ) . — The city is big, so it can support many 
horses and a highway (this evokes Ionia); the road is populous to give the 
rider an audience. Aao96pos is next in Herodotus (X«o-). iroX&s T4 4 Ori^aav-
TO is formular (cf. Od. 8 . 1 7 , Erga 482), as is &v4pss fj84 YWAIKES ( 3 X epos). 

680 D and all MSS read awayElprrai, i.e. 'he gathers together four horses 
out of many'. From b T and the second-century A.D. Atticist Philemon (in 
Porphyry 1.287.14ft) editors accept avvaElpETai, 'harnesses together'; cf. 
0vW|Opos, 'joined together', ouvcopis, 'pair', Trap^opos, 'trace-horse' and auv 
8* fyipEV tu&n, 'harnessed them together' (10.499). Porphyry rightly objects 
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that 'gathers' makes good sense, since the horseman has to choose and herd 
together the steeds he wants. Indeed 'four out of many is odd with 'harnesses', 
which must be a clever conjecture. Now Philemon, claiming that Homer's 
text is often corrupt, calls -ccytlprrai 'dull and very stupid* and proposes 
'harnesses', adducing 10.499. Since he continues with an argument for 
Aristophanes* conjecture &s at 21.127, latter may be the source of both 
emendations. Erbse assigns -aripcrai to Aristarchus, avowing that Aristo-
phanes* textual reasoning never survives at length (Beiträge zur Überlieferung 
der Jliasscholien, Munich 1960, 20-22, 30); but this misses Aristophanes* 
textual arguments over Od. 4.336 (in the schol. on 339), Alcaeus frag. 359 
and Anacreon frag. 408 (frags. 367, 378 Slater), plus the fact that these 
conjectures all concern animals, in which he took great interest. Cf. van der 
Valk, Researches n 620. — irlovpots reflects *kweturns, cf. Sanskrit caturah; this 
is an Aeolism used for metrical convenience, since its closest cognate is 
Lesbian Trio(a)upEs, with m - < *k"e-. T h e -1-, constant in Homer in both 
nom. and acc. (6x ), may be a development within the Kunstsprache, perhaps 
by assimilation to Ionic -if- in the next syllable (Hainsworth on Od. 5.70), 
unless it reflects a zero-grade or the Myc. shift of« to 1 next to a labial, as 
in the relation of *irevuT6s to TTIWTAS, qe-to to xrOos (cf. Householder and 
Nagy, Greek 65t) . 

685-9 Txpta . . . paxpA ßtßd$ forms a ring with 676. Aias* shouts (687 = 
732) introduce the Trojans' &pa6os, '(noisy) throng*, which in turn in-
troduces the simile about the traditionally noisy waterfowl (cf. 2.459fr). O n 
Oodoov — v j u vfjcov see 39t-2n.; for ßißäs see 306-7n. Verse 687 = 732; 
ouEp8v6$ (also at 5.742) and oytpSaAios, 'terrible* (painful?), are cognate 
with English smart (Chantraine, Diet. s.v.). Tpdxov u u — TTOKCC Ocopr)KTAU>v 
recurs at 739, cf. 12.317. Adding tr. is a neat way to extend a phrase: cf. 
(IT.) TroirjToTo. After 689 'some' (so T ) read 22.459 ^ Od. 11.515, 'but he 
kept running far forward, yielding to none in his might' - a feeble explana-
tion o f ' h e no longer stayed amid the throng', anticipating the simile. 

690—2 An attacking warrior is often likened to an eagle or hawk chasing 
birds or other prey (16.582^, 17.460, 21.252^ 22.308-10); eagles were 
especially partial to geese (Od. 15.161, 19.543). Geese, cranes and swans still 
feed together in water-meadows like the delta where the Greek camp was 
(cf. the related simile at 2.459fr). The iong-necked' birds evoke the ships* 
thin curved prows and sterns (cf. 716-17n.) ; Geometric vase-painters often 
put such a bird by the ends of a ship, as if to make just this comparison (see 
D. Gray, Arch. Horn, o pis. v i - i x ) . Again a simile probably has a Geometric 
background, although L H I I I C vase-painters certainly knew the Sea-
Peoples* bird-headed ships (Bouzek, Aegean 177-80, 202f.). aTOcov also 
describes bulls, lions, oxen, horses, cauldrons, hunger and iron; it means 
'tawny* (S. West on Od. 1.184), but Homer exploits its etymology 'fiery* 
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here, when Hektor is bringing fire to the ships as the eagle brings death to 
the birds. Cf. Hektor's horses Aithon and Lampos at 8.(85 (names surely 
borrowed from the steeds of Helios, cf. Titanomaehy frag. 7 B. = 4 D.). 
is used of winged creatures (2.87-93^). 6pvis can be fern. (9-323f., 14.290), 
but TTCTfr)v6s has fern, endings elsewhere; the poet surely changed the gender 
of 6. to fit in the metrically useful ßocrxopcvötcov (for blatant cases of this see 
Theog. 910, Aspis 7, where Hesiod treats ßA£<papov as fem.). The euphonious 
692 ( = 2.460) continues the assonances in -tov: 5ouAix66npos is unique. 

693—5 Homer does not identify the ship as Protesilaos* until 705, as if by 
a sudden inspiration; yet see 7 0 4 - 6 ^ The 'recent* formula ved$ KvavoTrpo>-
poto (also 8x Od.) is modified at the caesura from vr)6s K. (ax //., 3X 
elsewhere): see Hoekstra, Modifications 125^ and cf. v«6s . . . TrovroTröpoio 
(704), adapted from VTJ&S ...tr. (5X epos). Aristarchus* text äxstv (Did/A, 
cf. bT), in few MSS, makes more vivid (or indeed grotesque) the image of 
Zeus*s 'long arm'. But the vulgate £>p<rcv (in a papyrus) smooths this 
metaphor for Zeus's power and is apt: cf. 4.439 and 9.4 i g f , where xtfpc 
Cnrcpiox® express his protection of Troy (wrongly Erbse, Götter 220). At 1.97 
the M S S read XoipoTo ßapeias xcipas (cf. 1.89, 21.548), but Aris-

tarchus had AavaoToiv ¿cixla XoiydvArrwaei! A. K . Gross (Gymn. 77 (1970) 
365-75) cites Near Eastern parallels for the 'hand of god'. 

696—8 6pi|i0s, 'fierce', originally 'acrid', is also metaphorical at 11.270, 
18.222, Od. 24.319, Aspis 457; pöxT)v 6pipEtarv is a Hesiodic formula (3X ). 
OOTIS refers to the renewed fighting 'by the ships' after the retreat of 655, 
not to 385fr. Fresh warriors have more strength (i6.44f.). Direct appeals 
to the listener are rare and dramatic: see 14.58^ 17.366^ and de Jong, 
Narrators 54fr For «prjpl meaning 'think* cf. 700, 13.83-90^ Tyrannio 
(Hrd/A) accented 6nrr£oQai, rightly: all forms of this verb are explicable as 
aorists (LfgrE s.v.). 

699-703 A parenthesis gives both sides' thoughts as at 17.412-23 (with 
n.), where direct speech reveals their equal determination, or 13.89, where 
the poet lets us see the Greeks' despair; cf. too summaries of the action on 
the divine plane like 596fr. For 701 see on 286-93, 539"45- t f ia^aaav 
dtXA^Aotoiv forms a ring with 6 g 7 f , but denotes the closeness of men on the 
same side at 13.133 = 16.217. 

704—6 Hektor's grasping of the stern, heightened at 7i6f., frames the 
struggle for Protesilaos' ship, emphasized by her three epithets. Homer 
marked her for destruction at 13.681-3, by saying that the rampart was 
lowest near her (this chimes ill with any idea of a wide berm between 
rampart and ships). She is almost superfluous; since her captain is dead, her 
loss cannot disgrace him (cf. bT). The allusion to his death in 706, of which 
2.6ggff. is a more openly emotional version, gains its force from under-
statement (cf. Griffin, HLD 109); 'failure to return' is a traditional pathetic 
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motif (T's variant àçlKCTO is from the otherwise identical 13.645). O n VÎÔ$ 

. . . TROVTOTTÔPOIO see 693-50. TTOVTÔTTOPOS/WKÛCXAOS vr|0ç | arc complemen-
tary formulae (4X and 2X Od., never //.); Homer had the pair in mind 
when he added CJKUAAOU, just as he exploited the pair dtKApcrrov/9€o~m6aÉç 
irvp (59611.). cb. is usually taken as 'swiftly leaping', from âAAopai, but 
Homer linked it with &Aç, i.e. 'swift at sea', since he includes it, with 
'AyxiaAoç and "ApçlaÀoç, among the nautical names at Od. 8.11 iff . He may 
even be right: cf. TrpwrôaAoç- irpcoTàtrAous (Hsch.). 

709—19 T h e list o f weapons enhances the importance of this moment (cf. 
b T ) . So too Archilochus predicts that the Euboeans will not fight for long 
at a distance with bows and slings, but will soon come to close quarters with 
swords (frag. 3). Both passages reflect the normal evolution of contemporary 
battles from long-range to haod-to-hand combat (16.772-50.) . T h e rare 
AÏKI*!, 'rush', is from the root ofàtooco, with T metri gratia: Apollonius Rhodius 
(4.820) treats it as a consooant-stem, no doubt comparing xopu6-, TroXv-àïf. 
¿pçlç pévov meaos 'endured on either side'; 0Ù8' IT' is better than ov6é T' 
(Ruijgh, TC épique 706). oT Y ' deootes both sides, but ?va 6upèv ?x o V T t S 
(16.219, 17.267, Od. 3.128) means that each side is 'of one mind'. Lorimer 
thinks only the attackers would wield axes, whereas the Greeks would use 
swords and spears ( H M 305?); but the defenders of the ships at Marathon 
used axes ( 7 1 6 - 1 7 0 . ) . T h e mention of swords is needed to introduce 713? , 
as Diooysius T h r a x ooted (Arn/A) in refuting Aristarchus' athctesis of 712. 
His mentor had claimed that 712 is 'ordinary' and does not maintain the 
battle's peculiarity, since warriors always use swords and spears. T h e verse 
never recurs in exactly this form (cf. 13.146-80.). 

713—15 For the vivid detail of weapons dropped underfoot cf. 13.578?; 
the ground traditionally flows with blood in the mêlée (cf. 4.451 = 8.65, 
17.360?, 20.494). Verse 713 expands | çdccryava KwnYjcvrra (in a Cyclic verse 
in the Contest of Homer and Hesiod 126), c ? Çîçei — u u KCOTrfavn ( a x ) . T h e 
swords have dark hilts (bT) , bound no doubt with leather, c ? pcÀâvSeTov 
¿top at Aspis 221. Some took the epithet as ' iron-bound', but it may well be 
of Bronze A g e origin; xo^KÔSrroç is in Linear B. Luxury M y c . hilts had silver 
or gold rivets and ivory or horo decoration (2.45^; S. Foltiny, Arch. Horn, E 
238?). T h e 'dark' hilts and earth evoke the colour o?the blood. For Aris-
tarchus' text rrtaov see 13 .616-190. He argued that the swords fall to the 
ground when axes lop through warriors' shoulders or wrists. Erbse wrongly 
deems 'wrists' absurd and emends to 'straps'; but it does not follow from 
Aristarchus' athetesis of 712 that he thought swords were not in use. T h e 
swords can fall 'from their hands' when violeot blows koock them away. 
Had Homer meant that severed limbs were everywhere, he could have said 
so; yet we cannot exclude an understatement of this idea. 

716—17 ovyl , which is tragic and Attic, recurs in the epos only at 16.762 
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(in the same hemistich), versus OOK! IOX ; but the inherited suffix -yi may 
already appear in Myc. o-u-ki (Chantraine, Diet. s.v. oO). Zenodotus read 
OOK ¿PEOITT to emend it away (Arn/AT, cf. p. 24); forms like ¿KA&^rro or 
£K60EV6C, which he read at 1 . 6 8 , 6 1 1 and Od. 6.1, exist in later Ionic (4K60T)TO, 

Hy. 7 . 1 4 ; FMrrlrro, Hdt. 1 . 1 2 ) . Another 'remedy' was oG TI (schol. Ap. Rhod. 
1.1089, from Didymus; h at 16.762). The ¿«pAaarov Hektor grasps, a kapax 
in the epos, is the carved stern-post, later AxpocrrdAiov (so Apollodorus, FGH 
244 F 240). This appears as a forward-curving 'horn* in pictures of Geo-
metric ships (cf. 690-2^); it was some seven feet off the ground (J. S. 
Morrison and R. T . Williams, Greek Oared Ships, Cambridge 1968,47). These 
posts are called &xpa K6pu j j f t a at 9.241. While grasping the &$Aorcrra of a 
departing enemy ship at Marathon, as the Greeks called for fire to burn the 
Persian fleet, Aeschylus' brother had his arm severed by an axe (Hdt. 
6.114). 

718-35 Hektor's jubilant call for fire marks a new development - Aias' 
retreat from the poop-deck; his boasts of god-given success ring his speech 
(cf. Winter, M N O 169). But his words also show his folly, to which he alludes 
unwittingly at 724^ We know that the ships did not arrive against the gods' 
will; nor was it the 'cowardice' of the Trojan elders that kept Hektor and 
his men from the camp in the past, but fear of Akhilleus, as we hear from 
the gods and Akhilleus himself (13. io5~6n.), a l though Pouludamas displays 
such caution at I2.2i6ff., i8.254ff. Willcock deems Hektor's claim an ad hoc 
invention (HSCP 81 (1977) 48). — oTaert is an imper. of the mixed aor. in 
cr with thematic endings, like P^orro, 6£rrf (Risch, Wortbildung 250). These 
began asdesideratives (C. P. Roth, Glotla 48 (1970) 155-63,52 (1974) 1 - 1 0 ) . 

means 'battle', not 'war-cry': in reaction the Trojans redouble their 
efforts (726), not their shouts. irdvTcov &£iov means '(a day) worth all (the 
rest)'. With 722 cf. 14.51. Ioxav6co is a metrically useful modification of 
lox(6v)c«>, like tpuKocv6c«> from tpvnc(6v)ci> etc. (Risch, op. cit. 321 f.); only here 
is ¿pTiTvopat middle, not passive. For pA<Srrrrco cf. 489m With 725 cf. 
16.690 — 17.178 (again describing Zeus). 

737 « 16.102, enclosing within this ring Aias' retreat and speech, which 
balances Hektor's, and Patroklos' plea to Akhilleus; 16.102-11 resumes the 
situation seen here. 

738-30 Aias retreats slightly, and only for the best reason (cf. on 699ff.): 
he expects to die if he stays (for the phrase cf. 4.12, Od. 20.21). The 
'seven-foot bench' is a wide cross-bench amidships (so Ap. Soph. 88.15), 
which bonded the central ribs of the hull to prevent the ship from breaking 
her back and to support the mast, like the pca66pt) at Od. 2.424 (D. Gray, 
Arch. Horn, o 99; S. Marinatos, ibid. 151). Seven feet is the right width 
for a penteconter: Greek feet were 11 .5-13 inches long (West on Erga 423). 
A rower's bench, £uy6v elsewhere in Homer, is later termed 8paviov; this 
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Opfjvus must be called 'seven-foot' because the other benches were much 
shorter and did not straddle the ship. Aias presumably retreats by stepping 
from bench to bench: there was no half-deck above the rowers, as their 
vulnerability to Scylla proves (Od. 12.24.5f.). Since Opfjws also meant 
'footstool' and originally 'support' in general (cf. Chantraine, Diet. s.v. 
6p6vos), Morrison and Williams (op. cit. 48f.) and Kurt (Fachatisdriicke 1 igff.) 
aver that it is a stout beam across the stern, projecting each side outside the 
hull below and forward of the helmsman's seat, on which he could put his 
feet (his seat could not itself be seven feet wide). This makes Aias retreat 
only a step, not far enough to blunt the force of the missiles hurled at him. 
Leaf imagines a 'bridge' between the fore and after decks, seven feet above 
the floor of the hold. For the form ¿ntan65r)s (also at Erga 424) cf. ¿icra-, 
T p i - , 018I-TT68T}S ( H e s i o d ) . 8E8OKT)P£VOS, f r o m t h e r o o t o f 6£xopai a n d SOKECO 

('expect* > 'think'), means 'watching' (cf. SOKEVCD); resumed by Btbtyvivos 
at 745, it recurs at Aspis 214 and in Hellenistic verse. 

73a =687, but now introduces Aias' full reply to Hektor's speech. After 
a standard opening (733 occurs 4X , 734 jx , but not together), twice calling 
the men <ptAoi, he poses two rhetorical questions, answers them with two 
couplets (one negative and one positive), and draws the obvious conclusion, 
in a verse of gnomic concision, that salvation lies in strength. As usual, he 
is blunt, brief and effective, including himself within the paraenesis. For 
exhortations based on twin rhetorical questions cf. 504ff. (Aias), 5.464-9. 

735—6 'Do we think there are some allies behind us, or some wall better 
O b a n this>?', i.e. than the defence they now have. Apciov is not for 'Ap/jiov 
(see 4.407n.). 

737—40 Hektor lamented that he had been penned in the city (722f.); the 
Greeks feci the lack of just such a city, since the one nearby is hostile. I prefer 
Aristarchus' TT (Did/AT, with a few good MSS) to the vulgatc T15, an easy 
dittography. ¿TcpaXKla 6f\pov means 'a people with other strength' to turn 
the battle: cf. i. VIKTJV (16.358-63^), and for the phrasing 17.330. With 739 
cf. 685~9n. TTAVTCO KEKAI^VOI is an odd idiom: cf. i6.67f., where the Greeks 
£iyypivi 8aAAaoT|S | KEKAlcrrai, or M p v i j KExAiptvos (5.709), of a man 'living 
by a lake*. The ancients linked the forms with KAE(CO, i.e. 'cut off*, 'surround* 
(Porphyry i.2ogf.), but they are from tcAlvco, as is clear from how islands 
AAl KEKAlorrai (Od. 4.608) and a shore is Els &Aa KEKAipivrj (Od. 13.235, cf. 
HyAp 24). Bards misunderstood islands or shores 'sloping' into the sea as 
'lying* by it (P. Janni, Quaderni Vrbinati di Cullura Classica 3 (1967) 7-25); 
cf. KAEITUS, Latin clfvus, 'slope'. The sense may be pejorative, like that of 
fjpEOa: 'lying' and 'sitting* are postures better suited to 'luxury' than war. 

741 At 508 Aias told the Greeks they were at a battle, not a dance; now 
he says their salvation is in their arms, not in PEIAIX(T)- This too alludes to 
sensuality: 'luxury' appears with 'pleasure' and 'sex' among Aphrodite's 
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interests at Theog. 206. T o gloss it 'supplication* (Hsch.) creates an un-
wanted reminder of surrender. Aristarchus, taking it as 'mildness' or 'sloth*, 
rightly read piiAtxiq (with several good MSS) and took iroMpoio with 96005. 
Dionysius Thrax, reading -(11, punctuated after 9. to produce the forceful 
maxim 'there is no mildness in war' (D and Nic/A), like oCrx {605 ICTTI, 'there 
is no time to sit* (t 1.648); cf. van der Valk, Researches 11 194^ For 'light' as 
a metaphor for salvation see on t6.297ff. 

7 4 2 — 6 For 6£U6£IS see 1 3 . 5 8 4 - 5 0 . irvpl KT)AEICO uniquely varies IT. KT^AICO 

(8x ), yet - to? is the newer form. xrjAdco has replaced *KT)faAk>$, cf. Aeolic 
KAI / a X t o s in Hesychius (Chantraine, Diet, s.v.); -E(- is by metrical length-
ening. T h e contraction recurs in TrcplKTjAos, 'combustible* (2X Od.); the 
frequency of KTjAfco is odd, but cf. that of VEGOV for VTJGOV. The use of \ 6 p i v 
as a preposition, foreshadowed here only in Homer, is next approached at 
Erga 709 (cf. Semonides frag. 7.104); for the phrase 'a favour to Hektor' cf. 
449, 5.2M. T h e reading lyxfiV liorcpo) (8x Horn.) is preferable, since 745 
resumes 730; 6££t yoAxcp (36 x ) is used more often because it can apply to 
swords as well. With 745 cf. 21.402. Aias' success in killing twelve Trojan 
fire-bearers amplifies his slaying of Kaletor at longer range (419^. Twelve 
is a standard epic number (cf. 18.230, 336); but more Trojans run up 
continually, and sooner or later one will get through. 
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BOOK S I X T E E N 

Patroklos* presence defines and dominates book 16, whence its title Pa-
trokleia. T h e poet must save the ships from Hektor's assault. We know that 
Patroklos is en route to Akhilleus, and hopes to persuade him to rejoin the 
war (15-39off.); we now expect the hero simply to agree, even though Zeus's 
forecast that his own ships would come under attack is still unfulfilled 
(15.56—7711.). But Homer has grander plans, which lead his hero to disaster. 
Although moved by Patroklos* passionate speech, Akhilleus is too concerned 
over losing face to join the fighting himself with no personal apology from 
Agamemnon. The Greek leaders ought by now to be here, offering res-
titution in person - but clearly cannot, if they are as badly wounded as 
Patroklos says. So Akhilleus tries to buy time for another, humbler embassv 
by accepting the compromise proposed by Nestor (11.794ff.), and advanced 
by Patroklos as if his own idea, that he send Patroklos in his own place at the 
head of his men. He can thus assuage his guilt (not unmixed with Schaden-

freude) that the Greeks are imperilled because of his refusal the night l>efore 
to end the quarrel when he had the chance, even though that entailed terms 
he found intolerable - and when the concessions he made, tacitly retracting 
his threat to sail home, went unnoticed after his initial outburst. Torn 
between anger and pity, he now accepts the compromise which he should 
have rejected, after rejecting the compromise he ought to have welcomed. 
He is consistently and plausibly characterized as brusquely hiding his pity 
for Patroklos and the Greeks, and as willing to shift his ground but loth to 
admit it (7-10, 72~3nn.). 

Thornton (Supplication 123) notes that, by his continued refusal to fight, 
Akhilleus brings about the intervention of the Prayers, who, when scorned, 
supplicate Zeus to send Ate (9.502ff.): Patroklos* death is the punishment 
for his intransigence. Yet, with the moral ambiguity that makes the Iliad a 
great tragic poem, it can also be seen as the result of a set of misunderstand-
ings. In Phoinix* paradigm of Meleagros (9.529-99), the angry warrior 
refuses to help until his own chamber comes under attack, when his wife 
Kleopatre persuades him to do so; by waiting so long, he forfeits the gifts he 
has been offered to make him end his strike. But Akhilleus acts as if Melea-
gros had sent out his own closest philosy Kleo-patre ( = Patro-klos; on this 
equivalence see 9 .561-3^) . Akhilleus excuses his own refusal on the ground 
that the war has yet to reach his own ships (6iff.). His acceptance of this 
half-measure is logical enough, but fraught, as he senses, with a double 
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risk: should Patroklos do too well, Akhilleus would lose the glory he might 
have won himself; should things go awry, he could lose his friend. Akhilleus* 
culpability in endangering him is reduced by Patroklos* neglect of his 
command not to advance too far - even if that order was given for the wrong 
reason; Patroklos* responsibility for the idea is lessened by the fact that 
Nestor first proposed it, and that both act for the best possible motive. 
Patroklos was perhaps stirred by Nestor*s tale of his own exploits, but his real 
wish is to rouse Akhilleus, as he told Eurupulos (i5-402ff.). T h e plan misfires 
badly; all the protagonists are somehow to blame - Akhilleus, Agamemnon, 
Nestor, Patroklos and even Odysseus, who misreported Akhilleus* reaction 
to the Embassy as totally obdurate. Akhilleus* silence (save for the reminder 
at 237) about the fact that he did in fact pray for the Greeks' ruin helps us 
sympathize with him as he makes a hard choice. In short, we have a tragic 
hamartia of the kind so well analysed by Aristotle in the Poetics (so Redfield, 
Nature and Culture 91-8; cf. R. Scodel, CPh 84 (1989) 91-9) . T h e opening 
scene, and Akhilleus* secret prayer to Zeus, brilliantly depict the psychology 
of a fierce, proud but not basically unreasonable hero. 

By having him accept this compromise, Homer forges the vital link 
between Akhilleus' wrath and Hektor's death: his wrath causes Patroklos' 
death, which he must then avenge. Without this link we would have first, 
a talc of angry withdrawal and restitution, a traditional pattern (cf. 13.459-
61 n.); and second, a tale of revenge, an expansion of the traditional incident 
in battle where A kills B and G kills A to avenge his comrade or relative, 
as in the story of Memnon (see below). The effect of merely juxtaposing 
these two simple tales is seen in the dull and episodic narrative of Dictys of 
Crete, where Akhilleus' wrath ends before Hcktor ambushes Patroklos and 
Akhilleus kills him in revenge. It is unlikely that this reflects the traditional 
story as Homer received it; yet cf. Allen, Transmission 177ff., and Lord, Singer 
i58ff. Akhilleus' fateful and largely unexpected compromise is in any case 
the linchpin holding the poem's two halves together. 

T o this compromise Homer adds another twist: Patroklos will wear Akhil-
leus' armour (130-54^). This is an innovation which the poet has not fully 
harmonized with the tradition. At the end of the Iliad Akhilleus owns two 
divine panoplies, one each for Aias and Odysseus; the story of their strife 
over his armour must be older, and betrays the innovation. In folktale, 
whence the motif comes, his armour was impenetrable - hence Apollo must 
strip it from Patroklos before he can be slain; but Homer suppresses its 
magical properties, and his inconsistency over whether Patroklos' body still 
wears the armour may reflect unease about them (777-867^). Again, 
earlier songs probably used the theme of armour as disguise, protecting its 
wearer by scaring the enemy, as Nestor proposes to Patroklos. But this idea 
is not developed: the Trojans are at first alarmed, but Sarpedon is soon 
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asking w h o this warrior is, and Glaukos koows it is Patroklos (280,423,543). 
T h e r e is good reason for this: disguise in battle contradicts the heroic ethos, 
since one's glory depends on recognition by others (cf. Reinhardt, IuD 
3 1 6 - 1 9 ) ; and it would be bathetic for Hektor to kill Patroklos and only then 
find that his victim was not Akhilleus (Edwards, HP 1255)! 

T h e risks of introducing the divine armour are vastly outweighed by the 
gains, most evident later. T h e panoply visibly identifies Patroklos as Akhil-
leus' substitute; his inability to use Akhilleus' spear underlines his inade-
quacy in Akhilleus* role. W h e o Apol lo strips his armour of f and he stands 
helpless in the battle, we again see his frailty, and that of all mortals 
confronted by the divine. W h e n Hektor dons it he makes visible his presump-
tion and fatal overconfidence; he is no more worthy to wear it thao is 
Patroklos. Its loss brings disgrace on Akhilleus, giving him further cause for 
rage; but he cannot fight without armour, so there is a delay while He-
phaistos forges a new set. This gives Homer the chance to depict Akhilleus' 
shield, retarding the plot so that the next climax, his duel with Hektor, is 
not too soon after Patroklos' death. T h e poem's structure is based 00 
advances and retardations: books 1 ,9 , 16,22 and 24 are the main advances, 
but the rest slow down the action, giving it 'magnitude*, in AristotIe*s term. 
Finally, when Hektor is at Akhilleus* mercy, the fact that he wears this 
armour dooms his plea that his body be spared mutilation. O n the 'armour 
see further the Introduction to book 18, where it is argued that this theme 
comes from the tale of M e m n o n (see below). 

Whitman well analyses the ring-structure of book 16 (HHT 28if.). Bal-
anced scenes with dialogue depict Patroklos' despatch and death respec-
tively (see on 1 - 1 0 0 , 1 0 1 - 2 7 7 , 777-867) . These scenes frame two battles, by 
the ships and by the wall of T r o y (278-418, 684—776). These battles, in 
turn, frame this book's central episode, the duel with Sarpedon and its 
aftermath, which begins and ends with scenes on Olumpos (419-6830.) . 
T h e fighting is analysed by Fenik, TBS 190-218. 

A glimpse of the failiog defence of the fleet by his cousin Aias reinforces 
Akhilleus' decision: in a short but powerful sceoe, the Trojaos at last ignite 
a ship ( 1 0 1 - 2 4 ) . Leogthy preliminaries, including a list of the Myrmidons' 
leaders, show the importaoce of their returo to war. T h e tragic outcome of 
Patroklos* aristeia is foreshadowed in his arming (130-54) and Akhilleus* 
prayer (220-56). Patroklos' arrival heartens the other Greeks, causing a 
general success; his personal aristeia begins when he kills so m a o y of the 
routed enemy that he attracts Sarpedon's notice. Sioce Sarpedon is the 
leading T r o j a o ally, a son o f Zeus and second in importance only to Hektor 
(as book 12 established), killing him proves Patroklos a worthy secood to 
Akhilleus, but also contributes to his death. Swept away by this success, he 
forgets Akhilleus* warning; moreover, if Zeus cannot save his own beloved 
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son, he will certainly not stop Apollo from intervening against the man who 
slew him. Formally, Sarpedon's death prefigures both Patroklos' and Hek-
tor's. Patroklos kills Sarpedon's driver and then Hektor's; Zeus ponders 
saving both Sarpedon and Hektor. All three heroes speak after the fatal 
blow, their opponents win their armour, their bodies face the threat or 
reality of mutilation, and there are long battles for Sarpedon's and Pa-
troklos' corpses. T h e supernatural removal of Sarpedon's body to Lycia 
meets the needs of local cult, but above all raises for the first time the theme 
of proper burial. These parallels underline the causal nexus linking the three 
major deaths in the poem with the yet greater one outside it, Akhilleus', 
which must soon follow Hektor's. 

Perilously elated, Patroklos drives the Trojans back until Apollo inter-
venes to stop him from taking Troy. Since Homer warns us of his death, we 
await the fatal blow; but he prolongs our agony by delaying this by means 
of a duel with Hektor and a fight over a body, this time that of Hektor's 
driver (684-776). Apollo's final intervention against Patroklos is the most 
terrifying scene in the lliad\ as well as sympathizing with a man stripped 
defenceless by a god, we admire Patroklos for defying Hektor with his dying 
breath. His prophecy and death prefigure those of Hektor in book 22 
(830-630.). The fact that Euphorbos first wounds Patroklos lowers Hektor's 
stature, but this can be built up later; what matters now is to make us feel 
Patroklos' loss as keenly as if we ourselves were Akhilleus (Owen, The Story 
of the Iliad 155). Book 16 amply achieves this by combining scenes of great 
psychological depth with a martial narrative of superb clarity and power, 
articulated by many of Homer's finest similes; accelerating to a final climax, 
it dies away as Patroklos' life ebbs. But there is no true closure; the poet 
makes clear that Patroklos is right to predict that Akhilleus will slay Hektor. 
Our sympathy now shifts to both these adversaries until the poet makes us 
see, with the vision which Akhilleus so painfully acquires, that even our 
deadliest foes are human beings too. 

Neo-analytic scholars have placed almost beyond doubt the theory that 
Patroklos' aristeia and death are based on those of Akhilteus himself. Accord-
ing to the Ailhiopisy Akhilleus slew the Ethiopian hero Memnon to avenge 
the death of his friend Antilokhos, but was then killed at the Scaean Gate 
by Apollo and Paris, having ignored a warning from Thetis. Antilokhos 
died when Nestor's trace-horse was slain: this incident is drawn upon at 
470-5 (where see n.). Patroklos' death resembles Antilokhos', since Akhil-
leus avenges both, but it also prefigures his leader's. Like Akhilleus, Pa-
troklos is hit from behind near the Scaean Gate by Apollo and Euphorbos, 
who is an invention based on Paris (777-8670.); Hektor's role in the tale is 
secondary - he too was created to replace Paris, who was once the leading 
Trojan warrior, able to vanquish even Akhilleus (Severyns, Homère 83f.). 
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Zeus's son Sarpedon resembles Memnon, a major Trojan ally and the son 
of a deity, Eos (Theog. 984^; as the son of Priam's brother Tithonos 
(20.237), Memnon is Hektor's cousin. Sarpedon's role is invented: tradition-
ally, he lived much earlier and was slain by Tlepolemos (419-6830.). He is 
heroized, but Memnon (with the profligate generosity of the Cyclic tradi-
tion) is immortalized. The motif of Sleep and Death transporting Sarpe-
don's body perhaps belonged to Memnon, whose mother Dawn might 
naturally have such beings at her service; it is apt for her to wash her son's 
body, less so when Apollo bathes Sarpedon's (666-83n.). Before Memnon's 
death, Zeus weighed his fate against Akhilleus'; the motif of Zeus's scales, 
alluded to here (658^), is developed before Hektor's death (22.2ogff.). 
Thetis prophesied to Akhilleus that his own death would follow Memnon's: 
he joined the fray only when Memnon killed his friend Antilokhos. The 
motif of such a warning appears here (49~5on.), and is developed when 
Akhilleus decides to kill Hektor; Thetis' interview with her son to warn him 
about Memnon underlies not only 18.70-126, but also Akhilleus' warning 
to Patroklos (83-ioon.) and even his simile at 7 - 1 0 . Thus the theory that 
a 'Memnonis' lies behind the Iliad explains much in book 16. But neither 
the Iliad nor any part of it need postdate the version of the story recorded 
in the Aithiopis; Homer knew a mass of traditional tales, many first attested 
in sources far later than the Cycle. Nor does this background diminish his 
achievement; if this story was indeed a major source of his inspiration, we 
are ail the better placed to see his skill in adapting it. See further the 
Introduction to book 18. 

Patroklos is often deemed Homer's own creation (von Scheliha, Patroklos 
236-51; Erbse, Hermes 111 (1983) 1 —15). But he first enters as 'son of 
Menoitios' (1.307), as if he is well known already; he has some old epithets 
(2on.), and appears in the legendary background of Akhilleus1 family (168-
97n.). Menoitios was in Phthia when his son left for Troy, as if he too 
belonged there (11.765-90); this is at odds with Patroklos' Locrian origin 
(18.324-7, 23.85f.), but cf. 13.694-7n. The Cypria told how Patroklos sold 
Lykaon on Lemnos (cf. 21.40), and perhaps how Telephos wounded him 
and Akhilleus healed him: cf. the cup by Sosias, c. 500 B.C. ( L I M C s.v. 
Achilleus, pi. 468), and Pindar, 01. 9-7off. See further Kullmann, Quellen 
44f. Now Hesiod made Menoitios Peleus* brother (Cat. 212a), and perhaps 
included Patroklos among Helen's suitors, since Akhilleus was too young 
(cf. 'Apollodorus' 3.10.9); the fourth-century writer Philocrates said Pa-
troklos was Akhilleus' nephew (FGH 601 F 1). Akhilleus calls Patroklos a 
Myrmidon at 18.10. He once avenged a kinsman, not a friend; but Homer 
suppresses any blood-ties. There is good reason to think that he greatly 
enhanced Patroklos' importance for Akhilleus and for the Iliad, remodelling 
his role to match that of Akhilleus' other friend Antilokhos (E. Howald, Der 
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Dichterder I lias, Zurich 1946,638".). Homer explicitly says that the latter was 
second to Patroklos in Akhilleus' heart: Patroklos' ashes were mixed with 
Akhilleus*, whereas Antilokhos' were not (Od. 24.76^). Incidentally, this 
especially obvious revision of the tradition supports my view (first reached 
on linguistic grounds) that the same poet composed both epics much as we 
have them; only a bard who had already created an Iliad wherein the two 

• heroes were to be buried together (23.83!^), with a Patroklos who played a 
far larger role than before, would have troubled to endorse this version of 
the story and deny the other. Epics based on the theme of heroic friendship, 
like the Chanson de Roland, are rare. In pre-Homeric tradition, as von Scheliha 
says (Patroklos 283^.), Akhilleus was better known for erotic exploits than 
friendship. Perhaps this theme was inspired by the tale of the half-divine 
Gilgamesh and his friend Enkidu, who dies in his stead (on the similarities 
see Lord, Singer 197); David and Jonathan swapped clothing and weapons 
to mark their amity (1 Samuel 18.4). For Akhilleus* later history as a 
character see King, Achilles. 

1-too Patroklos begs Akhilleus to intervene to save the ships, or at least to send him 
in his stead. Akhilleus, still refusing tofight himself bids him borrow his armour, lead 
the Myrmidons to battle and return when he has driven the Trojans from the ships 

1—100 Akhilleus sent Patroklos to ask after the wounded Makhaon 
(1 i-599ff.) - a sign of concern for the Greeks after his rejection of the 
Embassy, as Nestor realized (11.656). Patroklos' errand was overtaken by 
his meeting with Nestor (644ff.), who urged him at least to propose the 
compromise he now advances (794-803). He runs back to persuade Akhil-
leus, but stops en route to tend Eurupulos (8i4ff.), only leaving his hut at 
i5.39off. His journey takes the rest of book 15; Homer makes him arrive just 
before the first ship is ignited, so that by then the suspense has already shifted 
to the counter-attack. This also allows his conversation with Akhilleus to be 
more relaxed than it could have been were a ship already ablaze. Save for 
an opening simile and the foreshadowing of Patroklos' death at 46f., the 
whole scene consists of dialogue - Akhilleus' brusque and ironic inquiry, 
Patroklos' passionate charge that he is pitiless towards the Greeks and his 
acceptance of Patroklos' compromise, based on a typical vacillation between 
continuing concern for his honour and an unstated wish to save them from 
ruin (cf. Wilamowitz, luH 1 t g f ) ; he bids Patroklos do only the minimum 
necessary. O n this scene cf. Schadewaldt, Iliasstudien 128-30; von Scheliha, 
Patroklos 257-9; Owen, The Story of the Iliad 146-55; D. E. Eichholz, AJP 
74 («953) 137-48; E. W. Williams, CQ.51 (1957) 103-8; Whitman, HHT 
i96ff.; Lesky, Gesammelte Schrijien 72-80. For a trenchantly Analytic view 
see Page, Hill 305ff. O n the place of this scene in the structure formed 
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by 15.653-16.125, and how it corresponds to 15.355^, see 15.262-4040.; 
for structural parallels between 1-324 and 18.1-242 see R. M. Frazer, 
Hermes 117 (1989) 381-90. 

1—3 T h e transitional line 1 is not paralleled exactly. Such verses often 
begin books (bT cite books 9, 12, t8,23 and Od. 6, 7), but the book-divisions 
are owed to editors, not to Homer. Patroklos' entry motivated the book-
division, which has a certain logic, but there is a full continuity as usual 
(above all at i02ff.). The ship is Protesilaos' (15.704-60.). T h e imperfect 
Trapio 1 a 10 makes Patroklos* arrival coincide with the fighting: Leaf renders 
it *was coming up', IT. -TTOIU&U Aacov recurs at 5.570, 19.251; Akhilleus 
receives this generic e p i t h e t ooly here. Homer could have said i r a p l o T c r r o 
8drxpua Aelfkov (cf. 6.405), but preferred the expaosioo 6. 6Epp& xtosv (etc., 
6 x Horn.), which next describes Antilokhos and Akhilleus himself weeping 
for Patroklos (18.17, 235)- 'Hot tears' cootrast beautifully with the chill 
rivulet to which they are compared. 

3 - 4 = 9.14?, from where the simile describes Agamemnon's grief 
and humiliatioo at the Greek defeat, symbolized by the watch-fires at 
8.554ff. (cf. the fire at 15.744); it introduced the Embassy. Moulton thinks 
we are meant to contrast Patroklos' selfless motivation here {Similes 103?, 
cf. V . di Benedetto, RFIC 115 (1987) 273ff.). Well may Patroklos weep at 
what he has heard and seen; Phoinix already wept for the ships the day 
before (9.433, cf. T ) . But this simile leads up to further imagery. It is a 
spriog's nature to pour forth water, which suggests that tears are the natural 
response; it was not improper for a hero to weep, save from fear or physical 
pain (S. West on Od. 2.81). Yet it is as surprising to see a tough warrior weep 
as to see water pour from a cliff (Fraokel, Gleichnisse 21); thus Akhilleus 
chides Patroklos' tears, calling them girlish and babyish (7?). In reply 
Patroklos likeos him to a son of the sea and cliffs for his harshness (34?); 
Eustathius saw this connexioo (1043.1 iff., cf. T on 7). Schoeck (¡lias und 
Aithiopis 89) remarks that, in book 16, Akhilleus will play the role taken by 
his mother in the Memnonis - that of spectator; thus he equates himself with 
the mother in the simile. Water is usually 'dark' (cf. piAav 06<op, -jx epos); 
does it reflect Patroklos' mood (de Jong, Narrators i26n.)? I imagine it as 
flowing down the grey Iimestooe typical of Greece, against which rivulets 
look like black streaks. 

5 23.534, > • .814 (of Patroklos). Akhilleus' pity, which redeems him 
in the end, leads him to disaster here. ¿pKTipc, the rarer verb in Homer, is 
equivalent in shape and sense to £A£i]9C. Aristarchus read GAiif^oe iostead, 
claiming that Akhilleus would not have jested io his questions to Patroklos 
if he had pitied him (Did/T). This misjudgement removes the central theme 
of pity from this ceotral scene of the Iliad, and coofirms that Aristarchus 
could emend on improper grounds (0. is in no MS). 
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7 - 1 9 Willcock calls Akhilleus* spccch 'a deliqate combination of friend-
ship and irony'; Edwards (HPI257) compares the 'aggressive impatience' 
with which he affected not to know the real reason why Athene had come, 
and ironically advanced another (i.202fT.). Faced with a Patroklos too 
overcome to speak, he mocks his tears with a friendly rebuke. Ironic ques-
tions form the kernel of his speech - 'Have you or I bad news from home?' 
— to which he himself gives a negative reply; thus he ends, naturally, with 
the question that gives the true answer - 'Do you grieve for the Greeks?' 
It is standard epic technique to ask 'Is it x ory?' when it is in fact neither, 
e.g. 1.65, 93f.: 'Is Apollo angry over a vow or a hecatomb?' . . . 'He is angry 
about neither a vow nor a hecatomb, b u t . . . ' ; 6.378-86, 'Has she gone to 
visit xy j , or *?' . . . 'No, she has not gone to visit x, y> or z, but . . . ' ; Od. 
2.30-45, 'Has someone had news, o r . . . ? ' . . . 'I have had no news, n o r . . . , 
b u t . . . ' This focusing devicc stresses the true reason; Akhilleus' inclusion of 
that reason, after discounting other possibilities, shows that he knows it and 
dislikes that knowledge. T h e device comes from folk-poetry and is typical 
of oral traditions, e.g. modern Greek (yicrrl Scocpu^cis . . . ; | ui*)va mtvas, 
pi*)va Sivyas, pf|V §X«S Kcnd) pdrva; | - MI*)T£ TTCIVCO, M^TE 6IVF&, M^T' §X«O Kccxfj 
p<Jrva...). Ours is a sophisticated example, being within one speech: contrast 
50-2, which answer 36-8 in a variant of this pattern (see Kakridis, Homeric 
Researches 108-20; Macleod, Iliad XXIV 41). 

7—10 Akhilleus 'utters more similes than any character' (Moulton, Similes 
100): cf. 59, 9.323, 9.385, 9.648, i8.i09f., 21.282, 22.262. This is 'a fully 
intended aspect of his characterization', which Moulton links with his 
singing to the lyre at 9.t86ff.; Homer gives him the acute perceptions of a 
bard - imagery is the proof of poetic genius (Aristotle, Poet. 145937). 
Moulton also shows that the motif of parent and child pervades the similes 
describing Akhilleus and Patroklos, starting at 9.323, when Akhilleus likens 
himself to a mother bird bringing food to its young: cf. 17.4, 17.133, i8.56f., 
18.318, 23.222. He is usually cast in the protective parental role, Patroklos 
in that of the protected party. It is all the more ominous when Patroklos is 
sent out to protect the Greeks; Akhilleus will blame himself for failing to 
protect him. Figuratively, Patroklos is clasping Akhilleus' knees in supplica-
tion, just as the toddler grabs her mother's skirts; she has to run to keep up 
with her busy mother (bT). Homer closely observes children's behaviour, 
like Astuanax' fear of his father's helmet (6.467ff.) or the boy with the 
sand-castle (i5.362ff.); cf. /jCrre Koupt) | Wpnos (2.872^. vryirlq evokes its 
original sense infans\ it is a baby-talk form of vryn\rno$, from fVrrOco, 'speak'. 
Akhilleus alludes to Patroklos' inability to speak through his tears (7 and 
11 form a ring); the poet soon calls Patroklos v^irios in its other sense, 'fool', 
for what he says (46). 

Since Akhilleus weeps over Briseis (1.348), but chides Patroklos for weep-
ing at such terrible events, b T infer that he is brusque on purpose, to deter 
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Patroklos from his request (cf. his «illusion to the Greeks' transgression at 18, 
and Patroklos' reply pf) vcpecra); people who are harsh see those who are 
reasonable as womanish, and the latter deem the former savage, cf. 35 (based 
on Aristotle's ethics, this may reflect his Homeric Questions). We may indeed 
imagine that Akhilleus gruffly steels himself to resist by reminding himself 
that the Greeks are in the wrong and that the only death which should move 
him is one in his own family. For 5£8ctKpupai, 'be tearful ' , cf. -22.491 , Od. 
2 0 . 2 0 4 ; Ghantra ine , GH n 1 9 7 . elavoO is a unique metrical lengthening of 
¿ocvos, 'dress' { 1 4 . 1 8 0 1 1 . ) . O<pp' OCVEATITOCI, 'until she is picked up ' , stresses the 
child's insistence. 

11 ricrTpOKAos is the short form of FiaTpoKAET^s, a metrically convenient 
variation; cf. 'l<piKA£r)s/-KAos, *EXEKAET|S/-KAOS. Kwzformen keep only the in-
itial consonant (s) of the second part of the compound name, e.g. Tr|A£pa-
XOS/TT)AEPO5 (von Kamptz , Personennamen 3 - 1 3 ) . They rarely denote the 
same person. Akhilleus' driver Alkimedon is also called Alkimos, perhaps to 
avoid a jingle with Automedon, at 1 9 . 3 9 2 etc. ybut cf. 1 9 3 - 7 ^ ) ; the same 
man is called Diokles/-klos at HyDem 1 53, 4 7 4 - 8 . O n formulae for weeping 
see 3 . 1 4 2 1 1 . ; for Saxpuov cf. 1 4 . 1 5 7 - 8 1 1 . ; for eipoo see S. West on Od. 4 . 1 5 3 . 

12—16 'Have you news for the Myrmidons or for me, or have you heard 
a message from Phthia ( t ha t concerns you ) alone?' This interpretation is 
confirmed by the chiastic order of the persons mentioned next - Menoitios, 
Patroklos' father; Peleus, Akhilleus' father; and lastly the Greeks, who, by 
the logic of the chiasmus, concern the Myrmidons in general. Akhilleus 
can envisage nothing worse than losing his old father far off over the 
sea (cf. 1 9 . 3 2 1 - 5 , 24-486ff., 2 4 . 5 0 7 ! ! . ) - he does not imagine the loss of 
Patroklos at all. For irupaucrKopai, 'proclaim', cf. 21.99, Od. 2 . 3 2 ; it is cognate 
with <pa(p)os, <paivco and <pr|pi (Ghantraine, Diet. s.v. <pa£). Fustathius 
(1042.27FT".) noted the variatio £COEIV 90TCRI . . . £COEI, like that in PEPATITOCI -
otrracrrai - p. at 25- 7. O n TE0vr}cbs/-Eicbs see p. 36 with n. 66. 

1 9 = 1 .363, cf. 1 8 . 7 4 , dialogues where Akhilleus tells Fhetis that he 
has lost (respectively) Briseis and Patroklos. T h e verse follows TEKVOV, TI 

KAOIEIS; "ri 6E QE <pp£voc$ IKETO TTEVOOS; (cf. 7 ) , and precedes TT}V 6E Papu 
<TT£v<irxGov "TTpocrapTi (cf. 20). Dcmeter addresses a variant of it to Persephone 
at HyDem 3 9 4 , where TEKVOV precedes; it was surely typical of paren i -ch i ld 
interviews - an apt resonance here. 

20 T h e poet applies the rare apostrophe especially to Menelaos and 
Patroklos, unusually sympathetic figures ( 1 3 . 6 0 2 - 3 1 1 . ) . It is used of Pa-
troklos 8 x , always in book 16; its greater frequency near the end confirms 
that it is emotive as well as metrically convenient. Such addresses fall into 
a sort of formular pattern (4.1 2711.). With TTPOCTEQ^S, RFOCTP6KAEES ITTTTEO 

( 3 X ) c.1". TT., E0nai£ CTUPCOTOC ( 1 5 X Od.); ITTTTEGS is not voc. elsewhere, but 
cf. iniTOTa, iTTTTTiAdtTa and other fossili/ed vocatives used as nominatives 
( 1 3 . 5 6 2 - 3 1 1 . ) . Patroklos' old epithets MITEUS and ITTTTOKEAEUQOS { 1 2 6 - 9 ^ ) 
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support the view, argued above (pp. 313-14), that he was a traditional figure 
who has been built up in the Iliad or just before, by a poet sympathetic to 
such loyal, sensible and altruistic characters as receive apostrophe (cf. Page, 
HHI286; Hoekstra, Modifications 139). The M S S have norrp6KAcis; editors 
restore -KACE;» since the oldest texts must have had -KAEE, but the contrac-
tion cannot be removed at 693, 859, unless we were to scan flcrrpoKAiis, cf. 
TTorrpoKAI at 19.287 and 554~5n. M . Baltes thinks the variation of 20 at 744 
and 843, with IITIKCOTOPICOV and 6Aiyo8pavfcov replacing |3ap0 crrivdycov, 
marks the stages of Patroklos* aristeia - pity for the Greeks, overconfidence 
and death ( A & A 29 (1983) 47?). 

31-45 Patroklos' speech, well analysed by Lohmann (Reden 275), falls 
into three parts. T h e first and third repeat the opening and close of Nestor's 
speech in book 11, like a repeated messenger-speech (cf. de Jong, Narrators 
180-5); but Patroklos does not admit that he is relaying a message, replacing 
Nestor's central exemplum of his youthful exploits with a passionate denuncia-
tion of Akhilleus: 

A 2 1 - 9 The Greeks' plight (24-7 = 11.659-62; 23? and 28f. form a 
ring) 

B 29-35 Akhilleus' pitilessness (29 and 35 form a ring) 
C 36-45 Patroklos* request ( = 1 1 . 7 9 4 - 8 0 3 ) 

Lohmann thinks 29-35 continue the theme of Akhilleus' savagery broached 
by Aias at 9.628!? and 636ff., as if Patroklos must combine Aias' friendly 
yet severe rebuke with Nestor's practical advice before Akhilleus can be 
moved; parallels between Akhilleus' replies to Aias and to Patroklos confirm 
this (49-630.). Patroklos is persuasive (cf. bT). After an emollient opening, 
where he begs indulgence not for his tears but for his request, he elevates 
Akhilleus by listing the wounded leaders who have failed to save the Greeks, 
but at the same time aims to shock him with their number: as if from tact, 
he names Agamemnon neither first nor last, but does not omit him entirely. 
Then, as if upset by his own list, he rebukes Akhilleus in terms as harsh as 
any Aias used: doctors can tend the wouoded, but he is incurable (29); 
posterity will not gain from his valour if he does not save the Greeks; he may 
claim to care for Peleus, but his parents were the sea and cliffs, so harsh is 
his mind. This leads naturally to Patroklos* request, via the thought that 
Akhilleus may be holding back because of some prophecy: as b T say (on 
41), this imputes cowardice to him, but Patroklos at once adds a reminder 
of his superiority - he could rout the enemy just by appearing to them, as 
he does at 18.215!?. 

ax 19.216, Od. 11.478 (spurious). Editors print T7r)Afto$ vll, i.e. uil (so 
too 1.489, cf. on 13.275-8, 15.244-6); but -fjos is in only a few late M S S 
each time. The rest of the paradosis has -kos or -¿05. Since | —KJKJ riqAlos 
vte (etc.) is found 6 x , should stand (c? 15.339^). Verse 22 •» 10.145, 
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when Nestor apologizes for waking Odysseus; with 29 cf. 10.167, from the 
tatter's grumpy reply. T h e word-play 'A/iAcO - 'Axaicov - &x°S reflects the 
etymology of Akhilleus' name (173-8, 8t8-22nn.). 

«3—7 = 11.658-62 (where see nn.), from Apicrroi onward; Patroklos 
replaces Nestor's opening words with Eurupulos' formulation, which he 
heard at 11.825. Nestor began 'Why does Akhilleus grieve for the Achaeans? 
- he knows nothing of the suffering that has arisen', and described the 
woundings that occurred in book 11, ending with the doctor Makhaon, 
ostensible cause of Patroklos' mission; but the latter mentions instead the 
doctors' power to heal. Patroklos' omission is apt, since Makhaon was a 
mere pretext: Akhilleus was concerned as to how the Greeks were faring 
(1 - ioon.). Eustalhius (1044.7) thinks Patroklos purposely misrepresents the 
wounded leaders as being out of action, when in fact they have been 
exhorting the men (14.134ff., 379f.); but Patroklos cannot know this because 
he has been in Eurupulos' hut acting as a doctor, in an effort to help as best 
he can without fighting. Hence he describes the Iatter's wound in detail at 
27 ( = 11.662, probably spurious). 

28-31 TroAu<p<ipuaKos also describes the witch Kirke (Od. 10.276, Hes. 
frag. 302.15). &M^xavoS> 'impossible to deal with' (13.726^), has overtones 
of'incurable' here (R. P. Martin, Heating, Sacrifice and Battle, Innsbruck 1983, 
30). y ' oOv, here with the restrictive sense of Attic yoOv, recurs in the epos 
only at 5.258 (Denniston, Particles 448). Akhilleus stores up his bile like a 
precious wine: the metaphor in q>vAAaoco is rare. Aristarchus equated X ^ ° S 
and ut)vis (cf. HyDem 350, 410), but see 13.459-61 n. alvaptrn ' s the voc., 
like *ATP€15TI or vyay6pt|, of an adj. in -rjs, glossed by Aristarchus as irr\ 
KCCKW Tfjv Aprrfjv §xcov; if so, it is an oxymoron like Svoxxpia-roTAMia (18.54), 
mixing praise and blame in one word. For the compound cf. atvo-Trafrfc, 
-popo?, -Trapis (Alcman), -yapos -Xocrpos -TTATTIP (Aesch.). But if Ainarete, 
'praised for valour', not Enare(t)e, was a name (that of Aiolos' wife), the 
word might be a sarcastic compliment. T h e conjecture alv'- ApeTfjs, re-
jected by Aristarchus, is in no MS; nor can one read aTv' ApETfjs, 'cursed in 
your valour', pace Leaf. Nestor ended his exemplum with the thought that 
others will not gain from Akhilleus' valour (11.763, oTos Tfjs Aprrns Arrov-
/jorroi), adding that he too would suffer if the army perished; Patroklos 
means that posterity (A^lyovoi) learns from ancestral examples (cf. 3.353). 
Note the urgent asyndeta in 3 1 - 3 . 

33—5 For the old notion that mankind sprang from trees, rocks or earth 
cf. Od. 19.163, Cat. 234, Asius frag. 8, PMG 985 (surely by Pindar), West 
on Erga 145, Theog. 35, 187 and 563, where pcAlai means 'men'; the Myrmi-
dons came from ants {Cat. 205). Patroklos blends with this the idea that the 
elements are unfeeling and harsh; this is already undercut by the simile of 
the weeping rock (3f.). Telemakhos calls Penelope's heart harder than stone 
(Od. 23.103, cf. 4.293, 5.191); Apollo likens Akhilleus' savagery to a lion's 
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(24.4iff.). Cf. too Trtrpas Kal iroAlas 8aAAacras T^KVOV (Alcaeus frag. 359), 
in a riddle about a limpet! T h e sea and cliffs evoke the habitats of Akhilleus' 
parents (so T ) , in a 'reversal of personification' (Edwards, HPI 257). The 
sea-goddess Thetis turned into water in her shape-changing struggle to 
resist Peleus' advances (Sophocles frag. 150; cf. Frazer, Appendix x). Folk-
etymology linked Peleus with M t Pelion, where his nuptials took place and 

' Kheiron reared Akhilleus ( 1 4 1 - 4 ^ ) . In fact TlqAEVs is from not TTaAiov but 
Aeolic irqAe = -rî Ae (cf. Myc. Qf-re-wa = TqAlcts), like Orjpeirs for ©T)pcOs (J. 
L. Perpillou, Les Substanlifs grecs en -EVS, Paris 1973, 183); yet Homer may 
have compared 'AAwcOs < 'AAcoYov, ' O i A < *plAios. At 142-4 he also 
relates 'Peleus* torrfjAai, 'shake'; bards are not limited to a single etymology, 
and later poets linked Peleus with TrqA6s. With the phrasing and thought 
cf. 203c, OX^TAIE TfqAlos wli, X^Aco &pa a ' ?rp€9E PI'JTRJP, | VT}AE£S (Akhilleus 
quoting Myrmidon complaints), and 18.33if. 

yAaux^ describes the sea only here in Homer, but is the name of a 
sea-nymph at 18.39 Theog. 244 (with Thetis in the same verse); cf. 
Hesiod's rAotuKov6pq 'Dweller in the yAamdj', his kenning for the sea, 
yAorvxfjv 5u<rnip9£Aov (Theog. 256, 440), and the like use of Oypi*) (14.307-
8n.). Page (HHI229) censures yAaux^, claiming that we expect TroAifj . . . 
OdAaaao (4X Horn, in acc., gen.); but here rr. would suggest old age, 
and in other contexts y . might have metrical advantages. Glaukos is a Myc. 
and later name; the adj. means 'blue-' or 'grey-(eyed)*. P. G . Maxwell-
Stuart notes that such eyes can seem sinister to dark-eyed races (Studies 
in Greek Colour Terminology 1, yActux6s, Leiden 1981, io8ff., 124ft); thus 
yAauKuSco means 'glare' (20.172), and blue averts the evil eye among the 
Greeks and Arabs. <Snrqv/js, 'harsh', is Akhilleus' term for Agamemnon 
(1.340), cf. 15.94, 23-4^4, 611 , Od. 18.381. For&TI, 'because', Aristarchus 
(in T ) read 6TE, 'since', a needless change lacking M S support. 

36—45 These vv. repeat 11.794-803 (where see nn.), with adaptations 
for the second person. Trpdes &X'» 6' ftAAov Aa6v fiiraaaov (cf. 18.452) 
is for -rrpotrco, &pa 8' AAAos Act6s hr4a8a) (elision at the caesura replaces 
hiatus!); in 39, innovative F)v TTOU replaces at KCV (cf. 8.282), and 40 wholly 
remodels 11.798. Verses 4 1 - 3 recur (adapted) at 18.199ft., when Iris asks 
Akhilleus to appear at the trench (but 201 may be spurious). O n the armour 
see above pp. 3 1 0 - 1 1 . Patroklos' request is modestly phrased, but Akhilleus 
still deems it needful to warn him against pressing the Trojans too hard. 

46—8 T h e poet stresses Patroklos' blindness in seeking his own death-
warrant: he is v^mos not, as Akhilleus charged, for weeping (7- ton.) , but 
in a more tragic way. T h e pathos is yet greater than at 11.604, where his 
innocent emergence from his hut to answer Akhilleus' call elicited the poet's 
remark 'that was the beginning of evil for him', v^mos-comments refer to 
present ignorance (v., 0O8' lv6qoEV, e.g. 22.445^ or future suffering, e.g. v., 
0O6' 6p' IpeAAc . . . FLTVY irrrovoorVjoEiv (12.113ft.) or WJTTIOI, 0O6' &p' IMEAAOV 
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Avaiiico-ri y i vicoflai (17 497); for u l y a v/)TTIO$ cf. Od. 9.44, 3X Erga (see 
further 684-9111. and d e j o n g , Narrators 86f) . AlTeoflai is a pres. infin. (cf. 
Hy. 16.5), not an aor.; the 'parallel' AITOIU^V at Od. 14.406 is illusory (read 
AAITOIU^V). Yet, for the nuance of destiny needed here, a fut. would be better 
(cf. Chantraine, GH 11 308?); the poet has clumsily adapted the formular 
system ©drvcrrov nal Kfjpa utAaivav etc. (684-7^) for the sake of the etymolo-
gical play Aioo6ucvos - AlT£o6at. This oddity led to a variant AmfoGai; Leaf 
rejects 46? With oT crirnp cf. Erga 265 and Cat. ioa.62 (| tv B' a. 8av<5rrou 
Tault^s). J. Audiat takes ¿ x ^ a c t 5 as 'irritated' (i?£i4 49 (1947) 41-57) ; S. 
Scully (TAPA 114 (1984) 2off.) thinks it evokes Akhilleus' semi-divine 
status, but cf. 17.18, Od. 15 325! 

49-100 Lohmann (Reden 60-4) well analyses Akhilleus* reply into three 
parts, each to be discussed ad loc.: 

A 49-63 Akhilleus explains his continuing absence from battle. 
B 64-82 He gives Patroklos his permission. 
C 83—too He explains why Patroklos must not exceed his orders. 

Akhilleus' abrupt shifts from topic to topic mirror his character; but the 
structure is in fact carefully controlled. 'The whole speech in its present 
form, with its alternations of penitence and passion, is as perfectly conceived 
and perfectly executed as any other literary piece io existence' (Leaf). T h e 
frequency of periodic and integral enjambment reflects Akhilleus' passion 
(Kirk, r C S 20 (1966) 129). Ancient objections were mostly against 8gf. and 
93-100; the Analysts attack 69-79 and 84-6, or argue that 6of. and 8 4 - 6 
presuppose an Iliad without book 9. 

49—63 Lohmann (Reden 274?) shows that the first part of Akhilleus' 
speech falls into three parts, forming a reprise of his reply to his cousin Aias 
at 9.644ff.: 

A Patroklos, I do not refrain from 
battle because of a prophecy 

( 4 9 - 5 0 -
B But pain reaches my heart at 

how Agamemoon has treated 
me like a dishonoured refugee 
(52-9) -

C But let bygones be bygooes. I 
said that 1 would not end my 
anger until the battle reached 
my ships . . . (60-3) 

A Aias, your words please me 
(9.644?). 

B But my heart swells with anger 
at how Agamemnon has 
treated me like a dishonoured 
refugee (9.646-8). 

C But tell the Greeks that I will 
not end my anger until the 
battle reaches my ships 
(9-649 55) • 

Poseidon's speech at 15.206-17 has a like structure (52 = 208); he acknowl-
edges what was said, restates his grievance and yields with a threat. Akhil-
leus' threat not to intervene until his ships are attacked is in fact a coocession 
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in book g - at least he is not sailing home; here too it tacitly introduces 
another concession, but also explains why he himself will not yet fight. Just 
as he hides his pity for the Greeks, so he does not admit that Patroklos has 
moved him, but implies that it is unnatural to be angry for ever (6of), as if 
his own nature, not his regard for Patroklos, is the cause of his yielding 
(Eustathius 1046.3). His restatement of his grudge, even though Patroklos 
knows it, is in character too. Patroklos spoke as if he did not know the cause, 
when he asked whether he was holding back because of a prophecy (so bT): 
hence Akhilleus' protest <£> poi (49), although he is also pained at the hard 
choice he must make. Lohmann (Reden 6on.) remarks on his rising emotion; 
he starts with a negative priamel and generalities (50-4) to focus on the 
Greeks and Agamemnon (with passionate asyndeton at 55f ) , until he reins 
in his anger at 6of. 

49-50 For a speech opening & p o i . . . olov femes cf. 8.152, when Nestor 
scorns Diomedes' fear of being mocked for cowardice (52 — 8.147); w i th 
other addressees the verse may begin <2> TT6TTOI instead ( 7 . 4 5 5 , Od. 13.140). 
Sioycvts is a generic voc. used 5X of Patroklos, and also of Laertiades, 
Telamonios, Meleagros or no name at all (9.106, Od. 10.443). Akhilleus 
denies that he has heard of any prophecy, rephrasing 36f. in a variant 
of the traditional device 4Is it * o r y ? \ 'No, it is not * o r y but (7- ign.) . 
Were this not a tragic epic, he would surely seek prophetic advice; his denial 
accords with his anguished recollection - too late - of Thetis' prediction that 
the best of the Myrmidons would die before him (i8.gff.). He is not allowed 
to recall this here, nor do the listeners yet know of it; Homer gives his 
characters only such knowledge as suits the dramatic needs of the moment, 
and keeps their motivation on a human level, in contrast to the Epic Cycle. 
Willcock sees ad hoe invention here (HSCP81 ( 1 9 7 7 ) 4 9 ) ; b T think Akhilleus 
refers to 9.410-16, where he said that Thetis told him he has two fates -
an early but glorious death at Troy, or a long but inglorious life. But this 
detail, like so much in book 16 (pp. 312-13) , surely derives from the tale of 
Akhilleus' own death. In the Aithiopis, Thetis predicts to her son KOTA 

T6V Mipvovot (Proclus); as Welcker saw, she must have warned him that his 
death would ensue if he slew Memnon (cf. i8.G5~6n.; Schoeck, ¡lias und 
Aithiopis 87). Such a prophecy is only hinted at here: Homer postpones the 
full revelation until 18.96. Akhilleus' denial matches our knowledge: until 
i7-4o8f. we never hear that Thetis told him of Zeus's plan - as Reinhardt 
says ( luD 34), such a scene would have made us ask why he is not warned 
about Patroklos' fate. Aristarchus altered fjv to E! (in no MS) to make his 
knowledge of a prophecy explicit, deeming it more in character if he knows 
of one but ignores it (Did/AbT). But cf. OOTE ©EOTRPOTRLRIS Ipird^opai (-£6ME6') 
fjv (Tiva) at Od. 1.415, 2.201. 

52—5 These vv. are marked off by repetition of alv6v &X°S> with anti-
cipatory T66E and retrospective T6. Verse 52 = 8.147, 15.208, Od. 18.274; 
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like Poseidon at 15.1850*., Akhiileus complains that an equal has tres-
passed on his rights. Aristarchus altered bi\ to TIÇ (Did/T), again no doubt 
trying to make him be more explicit; but ATTITOT* (K*V) 6F) occurs 1 2 X , cf. 
62. T h e article in TAV Apoiov is a 'late* usage, cf. ¿>Ç alfl T. A. Ay«i 0EAS <BÇ T. 

A. (Od. 17.218). ForAplpaai, 'rob' , cf. 13.339-44^ ATÉ,'since', should prob-
ably be read ATE (Ruijgh, TÍ épique 810-23), as the following subj. confirms 
(Chantraine, GH n 286); by someone who KpAreí Trpopepifycrç, Akhiileus 
means a man with more status, like Agamemnon (cf. 6 . i 2 5 f , Aspis 354f.). 
With TTAÔOV AAysa 6UYÂ> cf. 18.397, Od. 13.263; Akhiileus used it of his 
thankless martial toil (9.321). 

56-9 With Akhiileus' summary of his humiliation cf. 9 .367^ Thetis 
repeats it (18.444^, omitting the emotive verses 57 and 59. He remarks at 
9.343 that Briséis was BovpucTTyiYj, stressing his toil and his right to profit by 
it (9.325ff.). Her town of origin is Lurnessos at 2.690, but Pedasos in the 
Cyprin (frag. 27 B. = 21 D.); yet her name links her with Brisa on Lesbos 
(Erbse, Hermes 111 (1983) 2). icreATicroa, 'acquired' (4X Od., Eumelus frag. 
3 B. = 2 D.), is an epic innovation based on the plur. icréorra. T h e archaism 
cCrrclyca is remodelled to -€ov at 1.129 a n d 5 X t o avoid hiatus (Meister, 
Kunstsprache 1 6 ) ; even so, the scansion TTÓXTV suggests innovation (cf. 69). 
Verse 58 means that Agamemnon was personally to blame for removing 
Briséis, not that he fetched her himself (t . i85n.): note the contrast between 
the active IÇeAov and middle ÎXrro. 64/ ( = Latin abs) stresses his high-
handedness - the booty had already been distributed {IfgrEs.v. B ic). 

59 = 9.648, where Akhiileus likens himself to a refugee (for the poor 
treatment of refugees cf. Tyrtaeus frag. io.3ff.). Here we must supply pt, in 
thedouble-acc. construction usual with verbs of removal: Agamemnon 'took 
her back (from me), as if ( I were) a dishonoured migrant'. So Aristarchus, 
no doubt refuting the conjecture offered by Rhianus and the Marseilles text, 
who have MÎTOVACTTIV (next in Philo) denoting Briséis (Did/bT). T h e harsh 
ellipse may point up the irony that Akhiileus* woes are trivial compared to 
those which war inflicts on such captives. AT1|AT|TOS and lirravâarrjs next 
recur in prose, but cf. Myc. jmetaktitaif (PY An 610). 

60— K 'But let us leave these matters in the past. It is, after all, impossible 
to be furiously angry . . . ' Verse 60 = 18.112, 19.65 (ending with Axvvpevol 
Tttp), as Akhiileus renounces his wrath more and more publicly, èAaopcv is 
aor. subj.; the plur. associates him with all who feel likewise (V. Bers, Greek 
Poetic Syntax in the Classical Age, New Haven 1984, 49). Since TITVKTCM 

approximates to 'is', TrpoTrrvx&N means 'to exist in the past' (trpó). A-
OTTtpxés is from «rrrépxopai, 'hurry', 'be hasty (in temper)', with A-intensivc; 
cf. the torrent ZTOPXCIÔÇ and A. pcvcaivco (4.32 etc.). It does not mean 
' u n c e a s i n g l y ' , ^ / D. T h e imperf. with Apa signals an unexpected outcome: 
cf. 33, 23.670 (Chantraine, GH n 192). 

61—3 2<pqv is often taken to refer to 9.650-5, where Akhiileus said he 
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would not end his wrath until the war reached his«ships (so T , cf. p. 234); 
but Aristarchus well remarks that it means 'I intended', with the implication 
that this was always his plan (cf. 13.83-90^; Page, HHI 329^). He omits 
his former stipulation (9.653) that the ships must be ablaze - another sign 
of weakening resolve. pr}vi0p6s, from pqvlco, recurs in Greek only at 202 
and 282 (cf. 13.459-6in.). After oO irplv we expect Trpfv, 4I will not desist 
. . . until' (cf. g.65of.), but 'until' is replaced by 'but when'; this makes 
Akhilleus' promise to fight more definite, at the price of convoluted syntax. 
AUTT^ TF TTT6ACU6$ T€ is formular (etc., 3 X epos). 

64—82 Lohmann (Reden 60-3) skilfully detects another ring-structure 
here, which undermines the Analysts' objections to 69-79 o r 74~9; 

A 6 4 - 5 Arm and lead the Myrmidons to war. 
B 66-70 The Trojans have penned in the Argives by the shore. 
C 7 1 - 7 For I am absent (because of Agamemnon's attitude), 

Diomedes is absent to repel disaster, and Agamemnon's 
orders are unheard. 

B' 7 7 - 9 But the Trojans, urged on by Hektor, are defeating the 
Achaeans. 

A' 80-2 So attack, to stop them from burning the ships. 

Repetitions of 'ships' and trrtKpcniws (67, 81) reinforce the ring; so does 
section C , with its symmetrical references to Agamemnon. T h e lack of 
Akhilleus' helmet, Diomedes' spear and Agamemnon's orders makes the 
disaster vivid; Akhilleus' elaboration of this picture evokes a man torn 
between Schadenfreude at his enemy's discomfiture and alarm at the crisis 
he has caused. Aristarchus thinks he mentions Diomedes because he had 
heard of the latter's bold sayings against him (9.698ft), but T adduce his 
aristeia. 

64—5 TVVTJ (6x //., 3X Hes.) is an emphatic form of oO, once T 0 as in 
Doric. T h e same suffix, in Laconian TOUVTJ, lycovq (Hsch.) and Boeotian 
TUVTI, TOOV, survives in modern Cypriot (l)ox>Ovq, TYCBVT), Pontic Irrouve and 
Euboean (Kimi) TOUVTJ (Shipp, Vocabulary 542f.); like TC6$ for 065 or 46S 

for 65, it must be an archaism,'not a Dorism, pace West, JUS 108 (1988) 
t67f. At Theog. 36 it signals a like transition; West (ad loc.) notes its per-
emptory tone, also audible at 19.10. The generic epithet «ptXoTrroAiMOioi 
(1 o x ) again describes the Myrmidons at 23.129; gen. at 17.224, it precedes 
the caesura at 90, 17.194. 

66—9 el 8^ implies a fact, not a hypothesis: 'since now'. Someone (in D, 
bT) read $ 6/j, so that Akhilleus bids Patroklos attack where the fighting is 
densest. Frequent integral enjambment reinforces our sense that he utters 
an unstoppable torrent of words (cf. 9.335ft). Repeated f&prpci links the 
metaphors xudveov Tpcbcov vfyos and T. TT6AIS. A cloud is often dark blue, 
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and may 'bestride* a peak, c? V€94Aq 84 uiv ¿tuqxf&pTiKC | Kuav4rj (Od. 12.74?); 
but a mass of birds or troops is called a 'cloud' (4.2740.), the ranks are 
Kudvcai at 4.282, a 'cloud' of death or grief may cover one (345-500.) and 
there is a 'cloud' of war at 17.243. The epithet brings out the metaphor's 
sinister connotatioos (cf. Moulton, CPh 74 (1979) 290). It is resumed by the 
cloud-simile at 297ff., when the fire is dispelled from the ships (so T ) . TT6AIS 
is a metaphor for the towosfolk as at Erga 240; the scansion Tr6AT? suggests 
adaptatioo of the formula Tpcbeov TE nr. KC*1 VT}ES 'Ayaicov (20.60, 2X acc.). 
¿-rriKporrkos, also at 23.863 and in Hesiod, contrasts with the cloud-image, 
recalliog the violence it betokens. O n KExAfcrrai see 15.737-400. 

70—1 For SApowos see on 13.821 - 3 . The 'forehead* of Akhilleus' helmet 
is its front; the metaphor, common later, is barely felt (LSJ s.v. n). A mere 
glint from it would rout the Trojaos (cf. i8.203ff.), who would sooo fill the 
torrent-beds with corpses; like 2.86of., this may refer forward to the mas-
sacre by the river at 21. iff . In Homer's day the plain (whatever its extent) 
was crossed by chaonels which were dry in summer, as is still the case. 
IvavAos recurs only at 21.283, 312 with the sense 'torrent-bed', < otuA6s: so 
Aristarchus (Did/A), who evidently rejected a variant ¿TTCCOAOUS, 'sheep-
folds' (cf. Od. 23.358). Dionysius Thrax glossed it 'hollows' (schol. pap. on 
21.283). At Theog. 129 and 4X Hy. it denotes deities* 'haunts*, < aiM|. 

73—3 ' . . . if Agamemnon had kindly feelings towards me'. Akhilleus 
refers to his miscooduct in book 1 and general attitude (Schadewaldt, 
iiiasstudien 129?); the rights and wrongs of his own refusal of the Embassy 
are irrelevant. But kindness is the last quality to be expected of Agamemnon 
(cf. e.g. 6.55!?). Page {HHI308?) thinks the poet of 72?, 84ff. and 1 i.6o7ff. 
knew nothing of the Embassy, but, on the easiest reading of the text (and 
given Akhilleus' tacit shifts of position in book 9, which Page misses), 
Akhilleus is hoping for another, humbler approach, and seeks to buy time 
for it (M. Lynn-George, Epos, Londoo 1988, i68f.). Even if Page were right 
to claim (against Schadewaldt) that Akhilleus renounced the gifts for ever 
at 9.378!?., it does not follow that he cannot make concessions when his 
temper cools aod the situation alters (cf. Kirk, Songs 214?; O . Tsagarakis, 
Hermes 99 (1971) 257-69). He is prepared to shift his ground but loth to say 
so (cf. Aristotle frag. 168 and Eustathius 1046.57?). His frustration, and 
awareness of what he could achieve were he reconciled, flashes out again; 
on his implication that only in his absence do the Trojans dare venture out 
see 13. i05~6n. orporr6s has, as ofteo, its original sense 'camp' (Chantrainc, 
Diet, s.v.); 'army' evolved from this, like the use of "TT6AIS for 'citizens' at 69. 

74—7 With 74? cf. Diomedes' boast that his 86pu pcrfvrrai 4v traAdurjai 
(8.111); for the 'persooified' spear see 13.444^ For theabl.-gen. with Aotyov 
ApOvai instead of the usual dat. c? 80, 21.539. Akhilleus does not extend 
the parallelism of oO ydp TV8EI6ECJ> - O08E TTCO *ATPE(8EU> (with innovative 
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genitives) to include their activities: aptly from his viewpoint, Agamemnon 
does not wield a spear but only barks orders. 6rr6s fxAvov a06^aavTO$ blends 
(p)6. I. (22.451) with I. av. (etc.), 4X epos; the phrase is old (Hoekstra, 
Modifications 74n.). With *ATPE(6ECO . . . cxu. cf. "Eicropos... KEÄEUOVTOS (77f.). 
Leaf, comparing f̂ Oocv ¿oov KE9<xAf) 9cot6$ (11.462), thinks the phrase 
'hateful head' is used because the head is the origin of the voice; but 'head' 
is an idiomatic synecdoche for 'person', e.g. 8.281 (TevxpE, K.), I 1.55, 
15.39, 17.242,18.82 (Taovipfi ke9oAQ), 18.114 (9!Arjs K^aAfjs = Patroklos), 
21.336, 23.94. Later too it can have a good or bad sense, as in Demosthenes' 
f) piapAKal &vat6f)s<xvht) K£9aXf| (LSJ s.v. 2). For&v6po90votosee 7 i6-2on. 

78—9 These vv. seem clumsy and untraditional: the contraction in 
VIK&VTES is irresolvable. We must supply 64/, 'voice', from 76. Hektor's voice 
'bursts out all round': the metaphor recurs in TTEpl 6i 09(011/ Aywrro f)x& 
(Aspis 279, 348); ßpovral TTEpitppt ' iyvuvTo (Plut. Crass. 19); KcrrEpp^ywTo 
u a s 6 TÖTTOS 0TT6 TOÖ Kp6"rou (Polybius 15.32.9). T h e phrase is usually taken 
to mean that the sound 'goes all round' (Ap. Soph. 130.24); Leaf derives it 
from waves on a beach. The Trojans 'fill' the plain with shouting {LfgrE s.v. 

§X« u 7). 
8 0 - 1 'But even so' refers back to Akhilleus' reasons for not aiding the 

Greeks, which he last mentioned at 72f.; this transition is not too abrupt for 
him, since his in jured pr ide is never far f rom his thoughts . T h e construct ion 
TTvpös . . . vfjas fviTrp^actxri ( 6 x ) , rather than irupl. recurs at 9.242 etc. 
(Chantraine, GH11 52). 

83—100 Lohmann (Reden 63f.) shows that another ring-structure shapes 
the third and last part of this speech, Akhilleus' advice to Patroklos, which 
is marked off by 83. His analysis constitutes a strong defence against ancient 
and modern atheteses, and runs roughly thus: 

A Introduction: Do as I command, to win for me honour and recompense 
(83-6). 

B Warning: a Drive them from the ships and come back (87). 
b But if Zeus gives you glory (87f.), 
c do not wish to fight the Trojans alone (8gf) , 
d lest you reduce my honour (90). 
c' Do not lead an attack on Troy (9if.), 
b' lest a god, Apollo, intervene (93f). 

a' But turn back when you have driven them from the ships 

(95f-). 
A ' Wish: If only we two could sack Troy alone (97-100)! 

This impossible wish is linked with the introduction by means of the idea of 
shared honour; Akhilleus wishes he could share the glory of sacking Troy 
with Patroklos alone, yet sharing his honour is just what he refuses to do. 
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By refusing to fight, he risks winning no glory at all. The theme of re-
compense also recalls the start of his speech, viz. the slight he suffered (52ff.). 
Patroklos' disregard for his warning is based on how Akhilleus himself 
ignored Thetis* prediction and assaulted Troy, with fatal results (Whitman, 
HHTi 01). 

83—8 Replacing a traditional verse like &AAo 64 TOI 4p4co, ov 64 axivQto tcaf 
peu ¿bcovaov, 83 (with an irresolvable gen. in -ov) insists on obedience -
Akhilleus puts the 'completion* or 'fulfilment' of his words into Patroklos' 
mind; for the phrase cf. 630, 9.56, 9.625, 19.107, 20.369. His foreboding is 
of course fulfilled, not his orders, as the poet says at 685ff. Eustathius 
(i047.6ff.) notes the poetic justice that, just as he neglected Phoinix's advice, 
so Patroklos ignores his. Although he spurned Agamemnon's attempt to 
buy him off (9.378ff.), he is still anxious not to miss restitution from the 
Greeks. Some (in bT) thought he sinks to Agamemnon's level of greed and 
lust by mentioning the gifts and concubine, and is jealous lest Patroklos win 
glory which should be his; but in the heroic world no warrior can be glorious 
without due recognition from his society. 

TrEpiKaXA4a Koupr)V recurs at Cat. 193.11. ¿rrrovalco is stilted, as it means 
literally to 'settle' someone elsewhere, cf. the middle at 2.629, Od. 15.254. 
and METOvdcrrTis. T h e unreliable Morgan papyrus reads drrroSdoococrn/; this 
is no better" than its dvarrp^acooi at 82. Note the n-mobile preceding a 
consonant, an innovative trait (p. 9 n. 6). The formula 4ply5ovmos TT6CTIS 
"Hprft is preferred to 'OAOMTTIOS AATEPO-rnyrVjs because it is used in prayers 
or wishes (13.149-540.). 

89—96 As Aristarchus tells us, Zenodotus replaced 89-96 with 

PR) ou y ' &yaAA6pevos TTOA4PCO KOI 8R)IOTFJTI (cf. 9 1 ) 

Tpwas 4vaip6pEvo$ TTpoTl "IAiov a im; 6(eo$ai (cf. 92), 
pi*) a* ¿nroyupvco84vTa Ad^rj KopuOatoAo? " Eicrcop (cf. 93-6). 

His motives were mixed. He surely omitted 89f. and rewrote 91 because it 
seemed improper for Akhilleus to say that Patroklos' success would reduce 
his honour (so van der Valk, Researches 11 22), not because it is inept for him 
to forbid Patroklos to fight alone, when he is sending him out to do just that 
{pace Nickau, ^enodotos 226f.). But Sgf. are needed to express Akhilleus' aim 
(so Aristarchus). His abrupt orders leave 'the Trojans' to be supplied with 
4A<&cto$ in 87 and 'the Myrmidons* with f|yEpovEUEiv at 92 (unless the 
verb is used absolutely), whereas Zenodotus' smoother a im; 6(Eo6at lets us 
supply Tpcoas from earlier in the verse; but the conjecture, perhaps based 
on 12.276, is betrayed by the neuter "IAiov, found only at 15.71 but in-
troduced by Zenodotus at 18.174 a^so (differently Hoekstra, Mnem. 31 
(1978) i 5 f f . ) . 

Aristarchus castigates the replacement verse for 9 3 - 6 as 'ordinary in style 
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and sense*. T quotes it with ¿rrrououvtoOévra, but -yupva>6évTa (cf. Od. 
1 0 . 3 0 1 ) is guaranteed by Dionysius Thrax (in T ) , who said that Zenodotus 
should have put Sàxrç for a homoerotic joke is unexpected from this 
austere grammarian. Zenodotus surely wished to remove the repetition of 
87 in 9 3 - 6 (required by the ring-structure), and to evoke Patroklos* death 
stripped of his armour (793ff., 815). His rewriting makes Akhilleus* warning 
too vague. Nickau thinks it reflects recension, since changes of reading as 
well as omissions are involved; Boiling (External Evidence 159ff.) and Wilamo-
witz [IuH 12of.) share this petitio principii. 

95-6 For TpWTTctoflai see p. 17; Tpoiràacrôai is original here, being read 
by Apollodorus, Hrd/A and the vulgate. TOOS 8* IT* fâv is better than the 
variant TOUCTSE 6* lav; so Ruijgh (TE ¿pique 7 0 0 ) , who thinks it may overlie 
TOÙS 8* làav, like TÔVBE 6 ' ICCOKE for T6V 8 ' Idaoxe ( 2 4 . 1 7 ) , or pr)8l lâv for 
Uti6* l<kav (Od. 1 0 . 5 3 6 ) . But contracted lav is attested ( 1 5 . 3 4 7 ) . 

97—100 Exasperated by all this folly and the absence from fighting it 
entails, Akhilleus wishes that both sides could perish so that he and Patroklos 
might alone sack Troy. Wilamowitz (IuH 122) notes the irony that neither 
hero will see Troy fall, as Apollo declares at 707ff. Akhilleus' wish expresses 
the contradiction in his position: he still wants glory yet would reject the 
heroic society which can alone confer it (cf. King, Achilles 35f.). Like his 
prayer at 237, his wish serves as an oblique reminder that he did curse-the 
Greek army, and underlines the moral ambiguity of his stance. The impos-
sibility of his wish, and his knowledge that it is impossible (explicit at 
i7.4o6f.), is signalled by 9 7 , which opens other such wishes ( 2 . 3 7 1 , 4 . 2 8 8 , 

Od. 7 . 3 1 1 ), especially longings for one's lost youth ( 7 . 1 3 2 , 2 X Od.); cf. 
13.825-90. Von Scheliha (Patroklos 259f.) compares how, before his fall, 
Hektor fantasizes about making peace with Akhilleus (22.11 iff.). Yet sack-
ing a city single-handed is a typical heroic feat: Diomedes ends a speech by 
saying that he and Sthenelos will take Troy alone, if need be (g.46ff.), 'one 
of many ways in which Diomede corresponds to Achilles and stands in for 
him in the earlier part of the Iliad' (Macleod, Iliad XXIV 25n.). Kakridis 
(Gymn. 7 8 ( 1 9 7 1 ) 509f.) thinks Homer had in mind the earlier sack of Troy 
by Herakles and Telamon, although the poet never mentions the latter's 
role in it; cf. too Peleus' sack of Iolkos (Pindar, Nem. 3.34). 

Heroic friendship is a firm bond; Homer never states that Akhilleus and 
Patroklos are lovers, but could be suppressing some such tale (cf. 1 i.786n. 
and K . J . Dover, Greek Homosexuality, London 1978, i94ff.). 'Let everyone 
perish but us' is paralleled as an erotic motif in modern folk-song (Kakridis, 
toc. cit.). Recalling their explicit portrayal as lovers in Aeschylus* Myrmidons 
and later, Zenodotus and Aristarchus (in T ) athetized 9 7 - 1 0 0 as the work 
of an interpolator with this view of their relationship. Plutarch too objected 
(Mor. 25E). T cite other criticisms - the wish is childish, the Myrmidons 
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had done nothing to merit it, and sacking a city with no defenders is no 
great feat. But as far as Akhilleus is concerned, the enemy, and the Greeks 
who allowed his humiliation, can both go to the devil (cf. 1.410); he is 
sending Patroklos only because his friend wishes it (cf. bT). Thornton sees 
ooly 'an outburst of rage and merciless hatred' (Supplication 1 3 3 ? ) , but the 
poet leaves us free to interpret his harsh posture as intended to conceal, from 
Patroklos and perhaps from himself, real concern about the disaster. 

Some inferred from Athene's inclusion in 97 that Homer was Athenian 
( 1 3 . 1 9 5 - 7 0 . ) , but these gods were so widely worshipped that this standard 
verse was surely developed for audiences of mixed origins; Aeolic at y 6 p 
confirms its antiquity. Aristarchus perhaps objected to vcoiv as nom. (cf. T ) , 
but the form has parallels ( 1 3 . 3 2 6 - 7 0 . ) . 4K60|JEV is an opt. with *-vi- con-
tracted to -0-, like Calvuro at 2 4 . 6 6 5 (Chantraine, GH 1 5 1 ) . With 1 0 0 cf. 
Hoekstra on Od. 1 3 . 3 8 8 (Tpolrjs Auopev XmapA KpV)5epva); the breaching of 
the citadel's ring of walls is compared to a captive womao's headdress being 
torn off (on the nature of'head-binders' see 1 4 . 1 8 4 0 . ) . Similarly Thebes' 
ring of towers is likened to a diadem (crTE<fx5tvr|) in the epithet £0<rrfcpavos 
( 1 9 . 9 9 , Theog. 9 7 8 with West's n.); cf. the metaphor TTOAICOV Kcrri AVAE K a p q v a 

(2.117). lep& replaces traditional AnrapA here, no doubt because of phrases 
like Tpolrjs Up6v TrroAteflpov (Od. 1.2). 

101-277 The Trojans set fire to a ship. Akhilleus bids Patroklos arm; he takes 
Akhilleus* whole panoply save the hero's great spear, and his driver Automedon harnesses 
the divine horses. Akhilleus exhorts his men, whose leaders are listed. Returning to his 
hut, he prays to £eus that Patroklos will drive the Trojans from the ships and return 
safely. Patroklos leads the Myrmidons into battle 

101—277 I n a masterly use of overlapping scenes to maintain suspense, 
the firing of the first ship, anxiously awaited for so long (15.592-7460.), 
becomes merely an exciting prelude (dignified, certainly, by an appeal to 
the Muses) to Patroklos' arming and other preliminaries; these are duly 
elaborated in anticipation of the major events to come. We learn the names 
and pedigree of Akhilleus' horses, see his troops thirst for war like wolves, 
meet their five leaders, and watch them close ranks in impressive array; in his 
solemn prayer Akhilleus reveals his concern for Patroklos, acknowledges 
that Zeus has granted his original request in book 1 and asks for con-
tinued favour. The foreshadowing of Patroklos' doom continues (46?, 14off., 
250-2). The pattern of simile, preparation and exhortation or, in the second 
case, prayer, appears thrice, each time more briefly (i56ff., 2t2ff., 259!?.); 
in the first case a long catalogue is interposed. 

101—24 This brief but crucial scene concludes what has now become the 
sub-plot, just as the vignette at 15-390-405 reintroduced Patroklos and 
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prepared for the shift away from the battle at the ships as the centre of the 
action. It is ringed by the transitional verses 101 and 124, and by references 
to Aias' withdrawal (102, 122) and Zeus's will that the Trojans win (103, 
121). It at first recapitulates Aias' gradual retreat, vividly depicted at 
15.727-46 (102 — '5-727), where the stress fell on his endurance; here it 
falls on the terrible bombardment he is under. His suffering symbolizes that 
of the whole army, innocent victim of Akhilleus' wrath. At the scene's 
mid-point Homer deepens the crisis by asking the Muses to tell how the first 
ship burned, but even now Aias' defeat brings no disgrace; Hektor merely 
lops off the tip of the pike with which his foe has been fending the Trojans 
off, and Aias retreats out of range, beaten as much by Zeus's will as by his 
foes. For Zeus's role in this disaster see 1 5 . 2 4 2 0 . ; Protesilaos' burning ship 
marks the end of his support for Hektor (15.597ft.). The single Greek, 
driven back by many Trojans, is in a typical situation and never gets hurt 
(13.550-9^); but Hektor's failure to harm Aias is telling, like his defeat by 
him while Zeus sleeps at 14.402ft - he is not even given the honour of being 
first to set a ship ablaze. This is Homer's response to the difficult task he 
undertook - to persuade his partisan audience to accept the Greeks' defeat. 

10a—8 T h e line-internal stops in 102-7 evoke the constant bombardment 
(Kirk, TCS 20 (1966) 132). So does the chiastic repetition, peA&oat -
PAAXOVTES - paAAop4vr| - pdXXcro - PeXicaai, which is spoilt by the variant 
TVTTTETO (Arn/A) for P&AAETO; in no MS, this must be a conjecture to remove 
repetition, like that at 14.177. Since i04f. are so quoted by Aristarchus 
(Did/A), *r. was surely Aristophanes* text (differently van der Valk, Re-
searches n 175f.). Aristarchus rejected it because it confounds his distinction 
between hitting at long and at short range (13.288-9^). 

104—6 Kirk (art. cit. 110) thinks the complex Violent* enjambment of 
i04f. may reflect 'literate intervention', but parallels exist (13.61 i - i 2 n . ) , 
and i04f. adapt traditional material like 13.805, ¿pupl 84 ol Kpo-nfyotai 
«pativf) CTEIFTO TRFJAR^; I5.6o8f., 6. 84 TT. | aptpSAAEov K. TIVACTOFTO; 6 4 7 ^ A . 

84 *rr. | a. Kovdprjcrc mpl KpoTcnpoiot. The wide separation of SEIV^V from its 
noun is paralleled at Aspis 226f., BSIVF) 84 it. K. &VOKTO$ | KETT' "AV8OS KW4T); 

this creates the elegant pattern 8EIV#JV - 9 0 1 ivf) - tr^Aq? ~ KOCVOX^V (the gap 
led to the obvious error 8EIV/|). For the idiom k. 4xe» 'made a din', cf. 
794, HyAp 185, Tyrtaeus frag. 19.20, Semonides frag. 7.20. Aristarchus' Kal 
9dAapa for K&TT 9. (so all MSS, papyri included) is plainly a conjecture; he 
deemed PAXAETO 6* orUI a parenthesis (Arn, Nic/A), i.e. '(Aias) was con-
stantly being hit', but '(the helmet) was constantly hit (on its plates)' makes 
better sense. For the apocope cf. K<JTTT TTESIOV (2X), K&8 6 - , xdcA Aorrrdpqv 
(14.438-9, i4.442-8nn.). 9<iXapa (unique in Homer), often taken as metal 
bosses or disks on a leather helmet, are best explained as the metal plates of 
which the helmet is made, like 9 6 A 0 1 (see on 5-743f., I3 . i32f) . The innova-
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tive contraction of 10- in EtlrnoiryTos recurs at Od. 13.369, HyAp 265, Aspis 
64, always neut. plur. (contrast tOrc. at 636, 5.466 and 5X epos); cf. the 
modifications EU^ARCP, cOcpy^s, EOKTIPEVOS, EOOKOTTOS (402, 743, HyAp 36, 
HyAphr 262) and p. 14 n. 19. 

106—1* Aias 'was weary in his left shoulder, always holding steady his 
dappled shield . . . ' The Trojans fail to 'shake (the shield) around him bv 
pressing (it) with missiles', i.e. to knock it away from him to expose his body. 
He may be imagined as using an early Myc. oxhide body-shield with the 
hair left on the outside, hence 'dappled* (cf. 7.222); but this epithet was 
reinterpreted as 'glittering' and adapted to the^wari'ip (4.215). T h e T h c r a n 
ship-fresco depicts dappled tower-shields (S. P. Morris, A J A 93 (1989) 525, 
fig. 6); the figure-of-eight shields in frescoes at Knossos are dappled too. A 
strap passed over the left shoulder supported such shields (14.402-811.). 
Whatever his shield's shape, it is rightly imagined as very heavy; earlier he 
had bearers to support it when he needed a pause from 'toil and sweat' 
( i 3 . 7 i o f ) , but he has no rest now. With 109 cf. 15.10; K&6 61 ol 16pci>s | 
TT&VTOOEV £K PEAICOV iroAus Eppecv elaborates phrasing like 23.688f, £. 8' I. | 
ndvroOev £x p., and Od. 11 -599f, Kcrra 8' I. 11. £K p. For the metaphor 'evil 
was set upon evil' cf. 1 9 . 2 9 0 , 8 ¿ X * T A I KGCK6V £K KOKOO aid; for the polyptoton 
cf. KOK&S KOK6V fjyrjA&^ci (Od. 17.217), <p£poucra KOKCO KCCK6V (HyAp 354) and 
13.130-in. 

11a—13 The Muses are invoked at other turning-points, 11.218 and 
14.508, where the same formular verse as 112 appears (also at 2.484, cf. 
Theog. 114, Cat. 1.14). Marked by asyndeton, this is often held to signal a 
great crisis. Here Zeus waits to see a ship burn as the signal for the Trojan 
tide to ebb (15.599^), but even this event is largely symbolic now that we 
know Patroklos will intervene. T h e Muses are usually asked for information, 
and a catalogue often ensues as if in reply (cf. 14.508- ion.); but here, instead 
of 'who first... *, 'how first...' follows. This is a rare but traditional variant: 
thus most of the Hymns begin 'Sing of X , who . . . *, but Hy. 7 opens *I shall 
recall Dionusos, how he . . . ' As W. W. Minton says (TAPA 91 (i960) 300), 
this 'invocation stands out with a kind of impersonal detachment, suggesting 
. . . the working of some independent force on the firing of the ships', namely 
Zeus's will. This pause in the action contrasts with the welter of events in 
114-24, which are so heavily enjambed that the scene ends in mid-verse. 

114—18 Aias* spear is called 'ashen* not 'brazen' because emphasis falls 
on its wooden shaft (13.597^), which Hcktor severs behind the socket 
(KOUA6$) of the spearhead (ctlxM^, in its original sense): see on 3 1 3 - 1 5 , 
13.162. Pace R. M. Frazer (CPh 78 (1983) 127-30), Homer may have 
forgotten that Aias was using a huge pike (i5.676ff.), since Hektor stands 
'near' him to strike: the references to Aias* spear at 15.730, 742 and 745 
were ambiguous. With Hektor*s great slashing-sword, &opT ptydAcp, cf. £i<pEi 
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p. etc. (5X) and 13.577^ Aristarchus held that he cuts only part-way 
through the shaft, and that the spearhead drops off when Aias shakes the 
whole weapon; thus 'he sheared it right through* is a summary of the entire 
event, which is then told in detail. But, however unlikely it is that Hektor 
could lop off a spearhead in one blow, heroes must be allowed such exploits. 
Homer narrates this one with a superb slow-motion effect (cf. 13.434.-6n.). 
For the long instant between the blow and Aias' realization of what it has 
achieved, he wields his weapon just as before (aCrro>s), unaware that it is 
useless: T 6 PIV contrasts the blunted shaft (KAAOV 86pv) with its tip, which 
falls far below his perch on the ship until it clatters on the ground, alerting 
him to what has happened (for the significant sound-effect cf. 794f., 13.526-
3on., Od. 18.397). KAAOS, 'docked*, properly of an animal with its horns cut 
off, is unique in the epos (cf. K. m&)01> the old title of book 8); KOAOVCO is used 
metaphorically to mean 'cut off short' (20.370, a x Od.). 

119—ai Aias now suffers the fate that befell his brother at 15.461 ff., when 
Zeus snapped his bowstring: 120 resembles 15.467, whence the variant xclpct 
rejected by Aristarchus (Did/A). LikeTeukros, Aias shivers when he recog-
nizes divine intervention cutting off his options as sharply as Hektor cut 
off his spearhead (Eustathius 1049.24 noted the witty metaphor). KOTA 

6upAv ApOpova recurs 2 x Od., but 'blameless* never appears with other cases 
of6upA$; it is adapted from verses like k. OvpAv Apupovo? AlyloGoio (Od. 1.29, 
cf. 4.187). £lyqcr«v can govern Ipyo and need not be parenthetical: cf. 
-nAAepov (5.351). With 121 cf. 7.21, I2.67f. 

122-4 Aias' retreat frames the scene (cf. io i -24n. ) ; the ship's stern can 
now be set ablaze. For the phrasing cf. 15-597f and q>Aoyl . . . Aof&rup 
(i7.88f.); A. has no separate fem. elsewhere, Ap^hrco, 'attend on*, is meta-
phorical as a I 18.348, yacrrpf)v TpiiToSos m/p &P9ETTE. 

124—5 For ^ c rapid shift of scene at the bucolic diaeresis cf. 15.405 and 
Zeus*s rude awakening at 15.4. Akhilleus slaps his thighs in alarm, as had 
Patroklos (15.397); the scene is structurally parallel (15.262-4040.). For his 
gesture and the innovative form TrAq^Apcvos see on 15.113f. 

«26—9 Akhilleus* role is as active as he thinks the situation allows; he will 
gather the troops while Patroklos arms (cf. Wilamowitz, luH I23n.). In this 
crisis he need not say that the panoply is his. His orders Apoco and Suoeo 
frame their cause (the blazing ships) and their aim (to save them); his 
multiple asyndeta (Nic/A) and end-stopped verses (Kirk, YCS 20 (1966) 
124) convey urgency (cf. 22 .41-3^) . Verse 128 is a separate sentence, not 
subordinate to 126 with 127 parenthetical (so Nic/A; contra, Chantraine, 
GH11 353). 

At this solemn moment he blends Bioyivfcs TTarpAKAftt (-49-50^) with !"l. 
lirrroKlAfv©* (584, 839). 1. must mean 'charioteer', like lirrreO (aon.); cf. 
Chantraine, Diet. s .V. K4ACU6OS, and lirrroioi xiAsuOov . . . Xciavfco (I5-26of.). 
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Icoî v, which means 'roaring blast' at 4.276, 11.308 (both with hiatus) and 
'sound' elsewhere, is read by Aristarchus (as I infer from Did/A), Apion, 
who glossed it 'flame* (Neitzel 3 1 1 ) , a papyrus and some good codices. A 
lost p- surely caused the hiatus; A. Athanassakis links Ico ĵ with (p)fcpai 
{AJP 89 (1968) 77-82) . O n how it means both 'sound' and 'blast' see 
Onians, Origins 69. T h e Marseilles text (Did/A) and vulgate read tptaVjv, 
'rush', elsewhere used of spears. Since this never has any sign of initial p-, it 
surely arose via the haplography A H I O I < O I > ( A ) H N (differently van der Valk , 
Researches 11 8f.). — O n the innovative scaosion 5fjoio or 8f|Ioio sec Chan-
traine, GH 1 107. OVKETI 9 U K T A -rriXcovrai is impersonal, 'there is no escape' 
(see on i4.96ff.). T h e middle 8VCTCO is used when TCVXEOT &VCO (etc.) is moved 
from the verse-end, as at Aspis 108. T h e subj. Ayelpoo is a virtual fut., but 
takes Kf, 'in that case', because it follows an imper. (Chantraine, 67/ it 
211): Akhilleus' actioo depends on Patroklos* readiness to arm. After 129 a 
few M S S add a verse based on 39, no doubt to make explicit the hero's 
sympathy for the Greeks; absent in papyri, it is redundant after 128. 

130—54 Major arming-scenes also open the arisleiai of Paris, Agamemnon 
and Akhilleus. T h e basic sequence is always greaves, corslet, sword, helmet 
and spear (for full discussion see on 3.330-8, 11 .15!? , 19.3560*.); many verses 
are standard, which must have been relaxing for both poet and audience 
after the drama which preceded. For a later version of this type-scene see 
Aspis 122-38; many of the same verses recur, despite two centuries' evolution 
of the oral tradition. Homer includes three telling modifications: first, the 
traditional extra verse about the corslet consists of a reminder that it is not 
Patroklos' but Akhilleus' ( 1 3 4 ) , just as Paris borrowed Lukaon's ( 3 . 3 3 3 ) and 
Herakles wore Athene's (Aspis I25ff.); second, the poet adds that Patroklos 
cannot wield Akhilleus* great spear ( 1 4 1 - 4 ** 19-389 -91); and he adds a 
scene where Automedon yokes Akhilleus' immortal steeds, attaching a 
mortal trace-horse which the hero won as booty (cf. 19.3920*.). These details 
hint at Patroklos' unfitness for his task (both horse and hero are slain), and 
stress his inferiority to Akhilleus. Both the divine armour and the horses will 
be defiled in the dust (795ff-, »7-439?)- Krischer (Konventionen 29) thinks the 
hero's armour ominously fails to glitter, but cf. 134, 279. J . I. Armstrong 
(AJP 79 (1958) 346?) notes that the smoothness of 130-9, which follow the 
standard pattern, makes the distinctive i4off. all the more effective in 
presaging Patroklos' tragic limitations (cf. Reinhardt, luD 3 1 0 - 1 6 ) . 

Homer probably ioveoted the idea that the armour was a gift to Peleus 
upon his marriage; originally, Thetis brought it to Akhilleus when he left 
for T r o y (see the Introductioo to book 18, and 19.12-130.) . T h e poet also 
says the gods or specifically Poseidon gave Peleus the horses (867, 23.277?), 
although he does not call them wedding-gifts (867a below is spurious). T h e 
scholia to Pindar (Pj. 3.167 Drachmann) say Poseidon gave horses, but 
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Hephaistos a dagger; in the Akastos tale, Peleus already had a knife made by 
Hephaistos (Cat. 209 with schol. on Pindar, JVVm. 4.95 Drachmann). In the 
Cypria 'the gods gathered on Pelion for Peleus1 wedding with Thetis; they 
brought Peleus gifts at the banquet, and Kheiron cut a flourishing ash-tree 
and gave it as a spear; they say that Athene polished it and Hephaistos 
assembled it* (frag. 3, = A D on 140). Pindar surely innovated when he made 
Peleus cut his spear himself (JYirm. 3.33). Akhilleus used it to wound Tele-
phos. After his death it went to Neoptolemos; the Little Iliad (frag. 5) said it 
had a gold ring to bind the socket to the shaft, and a double point. This 
strange weapon clearly had a long prehistory before the Iliad (Kullmann, 
Quellen 232-6). 

W. R. Paton (CR 26 (1912) 1 -4) brilliantly discerned behind this a 
traditional story where Peleus received three magical gifts, a standard 
folk-tale motif: impenetrable armour, a spear which returns to its master 
and divine horses (cf. Stith Thompson D I 381.3.3,1840; D 1428.2; B F 84.1.1). 
This is why Patroklos must be stripped of the armour before he can be killed 
(793ff.); Akhilleus must have it replaced (Patroklos' own suit would clearly 
fit him!); he has to find an unprotected part of Hektor's body to kill him 
(22.32 iff.), and is himself slain when Paris shoots him in his unprotected 
heel, a tale known to Homer (777-867^). The poet does not spell this out, 
in accord with his rationalizing genius (cf. p. 1 n. 2), just as he makes a 
god return Akhilleus' spear to him when it misses, rather than have it come 
back by magic (2o.322ff., 22.276ff.). His armour rendered the hero in-
dispensable; hence the strife over it after his death, a tale older than our 
Iliad (see pp. 3 1 0 - n ) . For similar arguments see Ph. J . Kakridis, Hermes 89 
(1961) 288-97. 

X 3°*~9 With 130 cf. 7.206, where one verse encapsulates Aias* arming, 
and 19.364; ¿SOOTTO vcopotra XCCAK6V is part of the same formular system 
(2.578, n . t 6 , both of Agamemnon). All four major arming-scenes share 
' 3 ! ~ 3 and I35f., save that 11.29-40 expand on the sword and shield; 
the corslet is elaborated upon in all the scenes save 19.371. Verses I37f. 
appear in Paris' arming, but also in Teukros' and Odysseus* (15.479-82^); 
137 « Aspis 136. Homer could have continued with eTArro 8' AAxipa 6oGp€ 
Buco K£Kopu8p£va (« ,*43 35 Od. 22.125), or it. 6* ftAxipov fyxos 6 ol 
TraXdrpq<piv Api^pci (3.338 m Od. 17.4), but mixes both verses; the unique 
result contrasts Patroklos* twin spears (an armament of Geometric date) 
with Akhilleus* single great (Myc.?) spear, leading up to the point that 
Patroklos cannot use that weapon, which does not 'fit his palm*. 

•34—5 A shield is trowdAos at 10.149; armour is often TroixlAa x<*Axa>, 
as if made of leather with bronze rivets, like some L H I I I C corslets (Bouzek, 
Aegean n o ) , dorcpdcis elsewhere describes the sky and Hephaistos* house 
(18.370). Leaf compares a cauldron called 6v6ep6ct$, 'adorned with rosettes' 
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(23.885), but H. W . Catling prefers to take the epithet as 'gleaming* [Arch. 
Horn, E 76); the images in Akhilleus' arming-scene support this (19.362!?.). 
The formula TTOS&KCOS Alax(6ao ( i o x Horn.) belongs to the same set as 
TToSwxta (-T) nqXeTcova (-i); poets seem not to worry that Aiakos was Akhil-
leus' gram/father. AloKl6rjs describes Peleus 3X //., a x Hes., and Aiakos' 
descendaots generally 2X Hes.; metrical utility encouraged its extension to 
Akhilleus. T ' s variant KGEK&V pcA^cov dcAccap^v (cf. 15.533) is an obvious 
attempt toemeod away the 'problem' that Patroklos takes exactly Akhilleus' 
size io corslets; Aristophanes parodies this (Cyclic?) phrase at Wasps 615 (cf. 
Bolliog, External Evidence i6if . , and van der Valk, Researches 11 8of.). Since 
Hephaistos forges Akhilleus 00 sword in book 18, T infer that Patroklos took 
his own, but Homer commits a small oversight there (cf. on 791!?). 

141-4 — 19.388-91, where see n. for the motif of an object that only 
one man can wield (Stith Thompson d 1651.1.1); this stresses Akhilleus' 
strength. Megaclides (fourth century B.C.) read 140-4 (so A); hence 7eno-
dotus' athetesis of 140 and omission of 141-4 (Arn/A) is likely to rest not 
on M S evideoce {pace Nickau, jjenodotos 74?), but on his dislike of repeated 
passages. Conversely Aristarchus obelized 19.388-91, claiming that the 
verses are needed here to explain why Patroklos does not take the spear. 
Leaf thought Homer should describe it only when it is being taken! It would 
indeed be awkward if Akhilleus* most distinctive equipment were lost; but 
Homer wishes to foreshadow Patroklos* failure ( i o i - 2 7 7 n . ) . 

O n the legends about this spear see 130-540. It is made of ash simply 
because this flexible wood was the usual aod best material, as io the tradi-
tional epithets ¿vuiicMqs, pciXivos; just as 56pu, once 'tree*, came to mean 
'spear', so did pcAiq, both regarding Akhilleus* weapon (8x in books 20-22) 
and at 2.543,3X 0</., Aspis 420. The Iliad's habit of using p*Alq for Akhilleus* 
spear is owed merely to the formula rirjAi66a ucXiqv (4X , nom. at 20.277), 
whose scansion confirms its age (cf. Iv/upcAlqs); differently R. S. Shannon, 
The Arms of Achilles and Homeric Compositional Technique, Leiden 1975, 32fT. 
Homer plays 00 the meaoing of T7TJXI6S, offering as cogoates rrfiXai, fTtiMov 
and no doubt fTqXtOs; its true origin is surely flqAlov (cf. 33~5n.). Like 
Athene's spear (5.746 == 8.390 »= Od. 1.100), Akhilleus* is 'heavy, long and 
strong'; when the same phrase describes Patroklos' spear (802), it empha-
sizes the strength of Apollo who shatters it, but may also reflect a slip by 
Homer, implying that Patroklos has Akhilleus' spear (cf. Baonert, IVS 18 
(1984) 27-35 ar>d Eormen des Wiederhotens 159-67). 

Save for Kheiron's role in teaching medicine (4.219, 11.832), which fits 
his name (from Xcfp)> Homer ignores the 'justest of the Centaurs'; Hesiod 
says he dwelt on Pelion (as Homer implies) and raised Medeios, lason, 
Akhilleus and Aktaion (Theog. 1001, Cat. 40.2, 204.87!?, P.Oxy. 2509 with 
Janko, Phoenix 38 (1984) 301). Kheiron rears \khilleus in seventh-century 
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art ( L I M C s.v. Achilleus, pi. 2t); cf. 203-611. In the Titanomachy Kronos 
became a stallion to sire this hybrid (frag. 10 B. = 9 D.); Homer as usual 
quietly ignores such tales (but cf. 149-50!). Von Scheliha (Patroklos 222ff.) 
well suggests that he invented Phoinix to replace Akhilleus' rearing by 
Kheiron after Thetis abandoned her baby (cf. Kullmann, Quelien 371). Also, 
by suppressing Kheiron in favour of Peleus, Homer is able to reinforce the 
leitmotif of the aged father, vital to the whole poem (13.658-gn.). 

Aristarchus (Did/AT) wavered between T&pt, which fits the Cyprians tale 
of Kheiron felling the ash, and ir6pe, which alliterates in p-. Good codices 
read Tr6pe here but Tdpc at 19.390, yet papyri offer the reverse. irApc is 
formular, as in norrpl <p(Ao> liropov (17.196), TT. qriAa qjpovicov ir6pc Xefpcov 
(4.219); the two verses surely had different verbs, a typically oral variation 
which Aristarchus tried to standardize. He read ¿v Kopu9ffc both times 
(Did/A), but this lacks M S support (cf. t3 . to- i2n.) . Note the Aeolisms 
f p p t v a i f|pCO£CT<7t. 

145—8 T h e ring lirrrous 8* AirroplSovTa - ACrroplScov . . . 1. introduces 
Automedon son of Diores (17.429), who is first seen, with his superiors, at 
9.209. Both honour him most after each other (cf. 24.574^. As third in 
command, he serves as Patroklos' driver, just as Patroklos is Akhilleus'; so 
too Kebriones, Hektor's charioteer, himself has a driver, as does Merioncs 
(12.gif., 17.610). After Patroklos* death he and Alkimos again yoke the 
divine horses (19.392); perhaps present at Akhilleus' death (864-7^), he 
became Neoptolemos' charioteer (Virgil, Aen. 2.477). APOKAV) means 'order* 
here, not the enemy's 'shouting* (pace LSJ s.v.): cool obedience is a driver's 
main virtue. The scansion £cvyvGp£v (contrast 15.120) is an improvisation, 
like 6i6oGvai (*= -o-) at 24.425: elsewhere Avcoya (etc.) always follows an 
infin. in -o$ai. For £>r)t;/)vcop see 13.322-5^ 

149—50 Xanthos and Balios are 'Bay' and 'Dapple'; for other horses 
called 'Bay* cf. 8.185, Alcman frag. 25, Stesichorus frag. 178 (with Podarga). 
'Podarge' probably means 'White-foot', not 'Swift-foot': her foal Xanthos 
is TT65OS OCI6AOS (19.404), and Podargos, a hipponym at 8.185 an<* 23-295* 
is the name of a lumbering ox on Knossos tablet Ch 899. Zenodotus, taking 
Aprruia as her name, read Tr65apyos; Aristarchus refutes this by citing 
19.400. &., 'storm-wind', is a title, like vrtfs 'Apappaptr} (6.22). 

These, the best horses at Troy (2.770), 'used to fly with the breezes' 
because both their parents are winds; Xanthos' boast that they run &pa 
T r v o i r j Ze<pvpoio (19.415) means that they are as fast as their father. Zephuros 
clearly took equine form, like Kheiron's father (141 ~4n.); Boreas adopts this 
shape to cover Erikhthonios' mares (20.223ff., 14.317-i8n.). It was 
widely held that the wind could impregnate oestrous mares (Aristotle, Hist. 
An. 6.572ai4ff.; Varro, De Re Rustica 2.1.19; Virgil, Georg. 3 . 2 7 ^ . ) . Equine 
pedigrees were traditional: c f those of Aineias' steeds (5.265-72) and of 
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Arion, sired by Poseidon in the shape of a horse (Thebaid frag. 8 B. = 6 D., 
with Janko, CQ, 36 (1986) 5 1 - 5 ) . The Harpuiai, 'snatchers', personify the 
gales' demonic force, as comparison of Od. 1.241 and 20.77 4-727 a i , d 
20.66 shows; Hesiod calls them Aello and Okupete, al Avipcov Trvoirjai... 
&m" lirovrai (Theog. 2 6 7 ^ cf. Cat. 155). Atalante runs i ike a harpuia (Cat. 
76.18). The form 'Ap£m/iai, in a vase-inscription and a gloss, may link them 
with the verb AvqpE(i)vyavro, but see Hoekstra on Od. 14.368-71. For the 
Myc. and later cults of the winds see Heubeck on Od. 10.1-79. 

153—4 The trace-horse Pedasos exists mainly to give Sarpedon a major 
victim. He forms a sad contrast to the immortal pair; Sarpedon will kill him 
in Patroklos' stead, as if to symbolize the latter's mortality (466ff.). The fact 
that Akhilleus won him from Eetion's city Thebe, with Khruscis and other 
booty (6.395-7^), may enhance the pathos, but above all reminds us of the 
hero's glory. Literary and archaeological evidence confirms that Pedasos is 
a recent addition to the story (cf. J. Wiesner, Arch. Horn, F 20-3, 90, 99). 
Heroic chariots usually have two horses (one has three at Od. 4.590); 
chariots with three horses and then four, invented in the Levant in the ninth 
century, reach Greece and Etruria by the eighth (Greenhalgh, Warfare 
27f.; 15.679-84^). Trace-horses are rare, anachronistic and dispensable in 
Homer; only these horses die in the fighting (8.87-91 n.). At 8.8off. a dead 
trace-horse disables Nestor's chariot; he tries to save himself by cutting the 
traces with his sword, like Automedon below (472ff.). The extra horse was 
not yoked, but was controlled by traces (TTapr^oplai) passed through a ring 
in the yoke (470-5^); irapfjopos means 'harnessed alongside' (15.68011.), 
but reinterpretations at 7.156 and 23.603 show that the word was poorly 
understood (see adloc.). Pedasos is not a spare, as he is the only mortal steed. 
Delebecque (Cheval 98-102) deems trace-horses a poetic fiction, to get 
two-horse chariots into dangerous but not fatal crises: such a horse could not 
pull and would ruin the steering. But there clearly was a transitional stage 
in the evolution of the quadriga, which was effectively a two-horse chariot 
with a trace-horse on either side. Dionysius of Halicarnassus (Ant. Rom. 
7.73.2) records that the three-horse vehicle survived in Roman ritual. 

A Trojan warrior and a local town are called Pedasos (6.2i-2n.); cf. 
Hittite Pitassaand later toponyms ( 1 3 . 1 7 1 - 3 ^ ) . Since Homer at once refers 
to another such town, Thebe, the name was perhaps evoked by this rather 
than by the similar-sounding Pegasos (first at Theog. 281), unless it is from 
TTr̂ BAc»), 'leap' (von Kamptz, Personennamen 155). No other Homeric horse is 
'blameless'; see further 13 .641-2^ 

155—6 Akhilleus tours the huts telling his men to arm; mentions of this 
frame the wolf-simile, just as allusions to the harangue which he finally 
delivers at 200 frame the list of his officers (168-97). 8cop/|oac»> is causal, 
'make to arm', as at 2.11; T 's conjecture K6apr)o,EV, 'marshal', suits the open 
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field, not the huts (cf. Frankel, Cleiehnisse 73). oOv TcOxcai is added as in the 
phrase a. T . OCOPQX&VRES ( 6 x ) , which precedes ^COOVT' at 1 1 .49 (the same 
verb is delayed here until 166). Zenodotus read TTAVTT) (Did/A), perhaps 
comparing 1.384, 6.81. 

156—63 This simile, expanded to suit the gravity of the moment, is one 
of Homer's best; on the larger structure here see i o i - 2 7 7 n . Some deem it 
too independent of the narrative and unsuitable in detail (e.g. Scott, Simile 
54n., 6in.); Frankel's fine discussion refutes this (toe. eit.). Attacking warriors 
are often briefly compared to wolves, as at 4.471, 11.72 (cf. names like 
Areilukos); wolves prey on deer in a comparison at 13.103; and the Greeks 
attack like wolves snatching lambs or kids at 352ff. Given the wolf's reputa-
tion for sneak attacks, this image may reflect the unexpectedness of the 
Myrmidons' onslaught (cf. Schnapp-Gourbeillon, Lions 50-2). As often, this 
simile serves to advance the narrative. At 155^ the Myrmidons, hungry for 
battle after long abstinence, are arming for war, and at i64ff. their leaders 
(and plainly they too) rush to assemble; so too the wolves hungrily feast on 
a stag and then rush down to drink. For this technique cf. 15.27iff. (a stag 
hunted by dogs) and especially 11 -474ff., where jackals chase and eat a 
wounded stag until a lion suddenly appears (there are close verbal parallels). 
Repeated words and ideas create a pleasing symmetry: the wolves' fierce 
and carnivorous nature appears at 157 and 162f; the gore round their snouts 
reddens 159 and 162; atpcm q>oiv6v - pcAavOSpov - piAav OBcop - 96VOV 
aTpcrros form a chiasmus. Epithets paint a vivid picture: the wolves lap the 
dark water's surface with their narrow tongues, staining it with the gore 
they belch forth (cf. the Kuklops* bloody vomit at Od. 9-3730- The stag is 
'big' so that it can feed them all. Leaf objects that a glutted wolf is cowardly, 
'in a pack' is inept in a comparison that covers the leaders only, and troops 
should not be sated before battle begins. But zoological imprecision does not 
justify athetesis (cf. on I3>i98ff.). The simile includes the men; the shift 
to their leaders at 163 serves to introduce the catalogue. T h e wolves' 
meal anticipates the battle, which is likened to a feast elsewhere (e.g. Cat. 
206); a meal often precedes a battle, and this simile may replace one 

( I 9 - I 4 5 ~ 2 3 7 n - ) -
T h e innovative use of n-mobile before a consonant (3X) is, as often, 

associated with integral enjambment (p. 9 n. 6). For ¿ i i o f d y o s cf. 11.479 
(simile), HyAphr 124; with the end of 157 cf 4.245 (simile). 86nrrw is used 
specifically of animals, like German fressen (5.8580.). With alporri q>oiv6v cf. 
aT. 9oivtK6iis (23.717, Aspis 194), <po(viov alpa (Od. 18.97), <poivf|«s (12.202) 
and 8a9oiv6s; 901V6S recurs at HyAp 362 and in Hellenistic verse. Homer 
deemed it cognate with 96VOS (cf. 162), but see Chantraine, Diet. s.v. For 
«pdvos, 'gore', cf. 10.298, 24.610, and LSJ s.v.; aTpon-os is gen. of material. 
T h e 'declension' KpV v̂qs pcAccvOSpou | (also 21.257, simile) entails a con-
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tracted gen. sing.; the formula occurs in other cases (4X epos), and recalls 
the very different image at 3? For ¿rrpopos cf. 5.126. Pace Aristarchus, 
TrcptcrrivrTai stands for -OT£VH (Hy. 1 9 . 2 1 , cf. Oppian, Hal. 5.209); the wolf's 
belly 'growls* like the lion's heart at 20.169. T h e middle replaces the active 
metri gratia (cf. Meister, Kunstspraehe 31). A lion's ya<rrf)p bids it attack at 
Od. 6.133 (simile). 90iv6s, AycAT|86v, AATTTCO and TrcpKnivopat are Homeric 
hapax legomena. 

161 Zenodotus read AAifavres, i.e. 'they come from the spring after drink-
ing' iostead of 'they come to drink from the spriog'. Aristarchus, claiming that 
the word-order misled him, rightly objects that this spoils the effect. Frankel 
(lot. cit.) notes that the fut., very rare in a simile, is protected by 13.493, 
where sheep go to drink after pasture (cf. Od. 10.159?, when a stag visits a 
spring after feeding); also, the wolves would lose their goal had they already 
drunk - our last view of them would be of aimless motioo. They are 
fiercer before they drink (van der Valk, Researches 11 61). The future scene of 
their drioking is so detailed that we see it as present (it is admired by 
'Demetrius', On Style 220, cf. 94); so too we will sooo see the troops glutted 
with war. 

164—7 T h e vv. frame the simile (155-60.). Verse 165 = 17.388; the idea 
that ©Ep&TTcov is cognate with Hittite tar passa-1 larpan {alii)-, 'ritual substitute', 
is implausible, pace e.g. Nagy, BA 292. With 167 cf. 2.554, where see n.; on 
AoTTiSicoTrjs cf. Risch, Wortbildung 35? 

168-97 Catalogues stress the importance of an impending attack, as in 
the Catalogue of Ships (2.484ff), where similes precede, as here; cf. too the 
marshalling at 4.2500"., 11.56ft'. Akhiiieus has fifty ships, as at 2.685, and 
2,500 meo; his army has five uoits, each with its own leader. Homer and his 
audience probably assumed that contingents have a set of subordioate 
officers: cf. H. van Wees, £(¿36 (»986) 285-303. T h e Boeotian and Pylian 
forces both have five leaders (2.494?, 4-295^-)i ooe leader per ten ships is the 
usual ratio (Latacz, Kampfdarstellung 60). In the list at i2.86ff. the Trojans 
are divided into five battalioos, each with more than one leader; the last 
three entries arc the fullest. Here they grow briefer; despite the details about 
Meoesthios, Eudoros and Peisandros, none reappears. 

In fact this catalogue is a well-disguised remodelling of a standard Myrmi-
doo muster-list headed by Akhiiieus aod his erstwhile kinsman Patroklos, 
whom Homer did not iovent (see pp. 313-14) . Menesthios, soo of Peleus' 
daughter Poludore and a river-god, has replaced Akhiiieus, son of Peleus 
and a sea-goddess, who likewise abandoned her baby in the traditiooal 
tale (Schoeck, I lias und Aithiopis 54); at 21.184ft'. Akhiiieus boasts that his 
own descent is better than that of a soo of a river. A Polumele, here the 
mother of Eudoros, is lioked with Peleus' family elsewhere, either as Aktor's 
daughter and Peleus* first wife (Pindar frag. 48), or as Peleus* daughter who 
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married Aktor's son Mcnoitios to bear him Patroklos (Philocrates, FGH 601 
F 1); or else Peleus begot Akhilleus by PAt/o mele, daughter of Aktor (Dai-
machus, FGH 65 r a)! The names could be ad hoc inventions, as they are 
common (another Polumele is at Cat. 38); but since these tales seem too early 
and complex to derive from Homer, the poet has surely based Ekhekles, son 
of Aktor, and his bride Polumele on Patroklos (-kles), grandson of Aktor (14) 
and son, presumably, of Polumele. Patroklos eliminates his Doppelgknger, 
now a Trojan named EkheAr/or, at 694 (cf. 570-8on.). My theory is con-
firmed when Peisandros, the third leader listed, is called 'best spearman after 
Patroklos' (195). 

168—72 T h e list's preamble, in ring-form (168, 172), stresses Akhilleus* 
power over his men, contrasting the many and the one. It was traditional 
to tally up items which contain fifty of something else, using the phrase tv 

ixdoTT) (-<f>): thus Helios* seven herds contain fifty animals each (one for 
each day of the year), twelve sties each hold fifty pigs, and nine gatherings 
have 500 men in each (Od. I2.t29f, 14. t3ff., 3.7); cf. also 2. t23ff., Hes. frag. 
304. In a Cyclic passage quoted at Certamen 143^., the army at Troy 
had fifty hearths each with fifty spits, each spit roasted fifty morsels, and 
there were 900 men per morsel! A crew of fifty who both rowed and (ought 
was normal for a ship of Homer's era, a 'penteconter' (cf. 2.719, Od. 
10.203-9). Crews of twenty are also known (Od. 4.669): cf. D. Gray, Arch. 
Horn, o to8f. Aristarchus (in T ) , thinking it odd that Akhilleus has but fifty 
when the Boeotians had 120, proposed that only the rowers are meant; 
but the latter figure must be a hyperbolic compliment to the Boeotians, 
supposedly 6,000 strong (2.509- ion.). Thucydides (1.10.4) an<* Dionysius 
Thrax (frag. 59 Linke) deemed 120 and 50 the maximum and minimum. 

Most good MSS offer £v 8' &p' bcAcrTTi, despite h> 51 ft. 4X elsewhere; 
'neglect' of f - in a typical oral variation is no reason to reject the vulgate 
(¿v 6' &p(a) occurs in this place 27x epos). kAtjT6€S are not 'benches' but the 
thole-pins (later cncoAiiol) to which the oars are tied with leather thongs 
(Od. 8.37, 53; D. Gray, op. cit. 98). With 172 cf. Theog. 403, avrr&s 61 p lya 
Kpcrrcl ¿tvdaoti, which 'maintains' the p*-, and 1.288, where it is 'ne-
glected'; *fp<5tvacxae must not be restored (cf. 572, 10.33,2x 0d.t 2X Cat.). 

173-8 Another invented Menesthios appears at 7.9; the name is short 
for -sthenes, like Menestheus, -sthes, -sthos or -stho (von Kamptz, Personen-
namen 209). The Sperkheios, Akhilleus' local river (23.142), debouches by-
modern Lamia; it is 'tireless' because it flows even in summer (cf. 60-in.) . 
Other rivers have human offspring at 5.544ff., 21.157 (cf. Od. 1 i.238ff.). 
Menesthios' mother Poludore is aptly named after the gifts she will win 
(178), like Alphesiboia or Polumele; cf. the naming of Pandore (Erga 80-2) 
or the formula ficAoyos iroA06copos (3X). Eudoros below is named for the 
gifts his mother would attract (190). Typically, Aristarchus deemed Polu-
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dorr's father not our Peleus hut an unknown namesake; otherwise Homer 
would have called her Akhilleus' sister (Zenodotus, in T , renamed her 
Kleodore, probably because she had this name in Hesiod, Cat. 213). Yet 
Odysseus' sister appears but once (Od. 15.363). Poludore is surely a child of 
Peleus' first marriage, which Homer suppresses in favour of his union with 
Thetis; Akhilleus must remain, for him, an isolated figure. Her mother was 
Antigone, granddaughter of Aktor (cf. 1 8 9 ! ) , in Pherecydes (FGH 3 F 6 1 ) 

and 'Apollodorus' (3-13-1-4), or, according to Thessalian writers (in T ) , 
Eurudike, Aktor's daughter, or Laodameia. Other girls named Poludore 
have local links: one bore Druops to the Pencios or Sperkheios river (Phere-
cydes, FGH 3 F 8, and Nicander frag. 41); another, alias Laodameia (!), 
was Protesilaos' bride (Cypria frag. 26 B. = 18 D.). Behind them all stands 
the fruitful Thessalian earth-goddess Pandora or Anesidora, ancestress of 
mankind (see West on Erga 81), especially if Peleus was popularly linked 
with TTT)A6S, 'mud* (33-50.); Pandora was IK TTrjAoTrAdtrrou anippcrros 
OvTyrfi yvW| (Aesch. frag. 369). 

Böros son of Perieres opens another vista of legend. Hesiod (Cat. ioa.27) 
knew of a Perieres son of Aiolos; Hcllanicus (FGH 4 F I 25) makes a Boros 
the father of a Penthilos, descendant of the Aiolid Neleus and ancestor of 
the Neleid leaders of Athens and of the Ionian migration (cf. Paus. 2 . 1 8 . 8 ) . 

Hardly by chance, a tribe called BcopcTs, whose eponymous ancestor will be 
Bcopos, existed at Ephesos, Miletos and the Samian colony Perinthos (Sa-
kellariou, Migration 73f., 256FR.; von Kamptz, Personennamen 3 2 2 ) . An allu-
sion to the Neleids would flatter audiences in those cities (cf. 13.689-9111.); 
Aeolic Lesbos would applaud one to the Penthilids who ruled there until c. 
610 B.C., and would welcome a relationship to Akhilleus (his name, 'grief to 
the people*, means the same as Penthilos and his female Doppelgänger Penthe-
sileia, whom he kills, cf. Nagy, BA 7on.). A Maeonian Boros appears at 5.44. 
fTcpi^ptis is from *f f jp- , 'favour' ( 1 4 . 1 3 0 - 2 ^ ) . 

173—5 Elsewhere *CTTI£ means a 'line* (<pAAay5) of warriors, from <rr€{xw 

(Latacz, Kampfdarstellung 48f., 6 0 - 2 ) . But the sing, recurs only at 2 0 . 3 6 2 , 

and H. van Wees (^Q.36 ( 1 9 8 6 ) 2 9 3 ) thinks 'column* would make better 
sense. In fact *trri^ must mean a line of ships here; hence their number, fifty, 
is given (Latacz). The ships are drawn up in five lines of ten, with one leader 
per decade. For Ta see p. 17 n. 2 8 . aloAo6a>pq£, also at 4 . 4 8 9 , is equivalent 
to opxapos 6v6pa>v, 6£os "Apqos or (p)la66to$ 9005; did Homer have Me-
nesthios' Aiolid descent in mind? Note the assonance in the four-word 174. 
8iiTTETios TTOTapoio, a fossilized formula used 8x in the epos, is usually taken 
as 'river fallen from Zeus', who may be the father of rivers because his rain 
begets them (so T) : see Strabo T.36 and Porphyry 1.213.6fr *8IFEITTET/|S 
entails an Arcado-Cypriot use of the Myc. dat. Aipsl as an abl. (cf. p. 11 
n. 1 0 ) ; the spelling 8IEI-, invoked by Risch to support this view (Wortbildung 
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220), rests on the poor authority of Zenodorus, a scholar cited by Porphyry 
(Erbse, Lexica Graeca Minora, Hildesheim 1965, 253ft.). Whatever its sense, 
it was soon reinterpreted. HyAphr 4 applies it to birds 'flying in the sky* (from 
TT^Topai); Alcman alters it to BiamnYis, of a star 'falling through' the sky 
(frag. 3.67); others took it as 'radiant' or 'translucent' (e.g. Eur. Ba. 1267, 
Rh. 43). See also 17.263^, S. West on Od. 4.477. Aristophanes, Aristarchus 
(Did/A) and some M S S read 6v in 175, as is usual with TIKC; a papyrus and 
the vulgate have a lectio difficilior T6V, with asyndeton (cf. Cat. 25.20). 

176—8 T h e collocation of woman and god, vividly expressing their union, 
is a standard device in catalogues: cf. 6c6 PpoT$ euvqOcTaa (2.821), West on 
Theog. 380. ¿TT(KATICTIV, elsewhere in the formula i. KOEA&OKE (etc.), 'gave as a 
nickname' (7X, counting 7.138), here means 'in name', as at HyAp 386; 
Poludorc's marriage reconciles propriety with the welcome inclusion of a 
god in the family, just as Herakles was Zeus's son in fact but Amphitruon's 
in name, Poseidon's sons the Aktorione were formally Aktor's (Cat. 17) or 
Jesus was nominally Joseph's. The suitor gave the bride's father gifts to 
win his consent (13.365-7^); for the formula cf. 190, Od. 19.529, Cat. 
198.10. For ult (Hrd/AT) papyri read ulcT, a recent form also at the verse-
end in Od. 14.435, Cat. 217.2. Brandreth held, not implausibly, that 6s & 
has replaced 6s f ( t ) , which gives 178 a direct object; 6va9avS6v is hapax 
legomenon. 

179—92 Menesthios and Eudoros are doublets (Heubeck, Kleine Schriften 
1 igf.); cf. i68~97n. Like Poludore, Polumeie has a bastard son by a god; 
she too is married off for wealthy gifts, but this time the baby is reared by 
the grandfather, not the step-parent as at i75ff. or 5-7of. She too is xotA^; 
like Peisandros (193), her son ¿cp^tos f|yep6v£ve. But Homer deftly varies 
the pattern by adapting hymnic material. Eustathius (1053.54) saw that 
he aptly links Polumeie and swift Eudoros with Hermes, god of flocks, swift 
runner and giver of good things. In fact he draws on the proem of a Hymn to 
Hermes like those in our Homeric Hymns (4, 18): 'sing, Muse, of Hermes . . . 
ruler of Arcadia rich in sheep, whom Maia, Atlas' daughter ("ATAOVTOS dvydrrrjp, 
cf. 181) bore . . . in secret . . . and brought to daylight* (its Tf 960*5 firyaytv, cf. 
188). 'ApKa8ir)s -TroAvu^Aou is turned into 'Apyc66r}v fToAOitt)Aov at 417; here 
too the epithet may have become a name. Eileithuia brings Apollo 'forth to 
the light' (<rrp6 960x78c) in a hymn glorifying his birth (HyAp 1 15-19; ; cf. 
19.118, in a like context. For Homer's knowledge of hymns cf. 14.198-9, 
14.347-8, 14.489-91 nn. The details are typical. Hermes espies Polumeie at 
a dance in honour of Artemis, the quintessential virgin, just as he snatches 
another girl from another such festival (HyAphr 1 i8ff., where 118 resembles 
183 here); at dances well-born girls escaped their usual seclusion and looked 
as lovely as Artemis herself (Od. 6 . 151-7) . T o see her sufficed to fire his 
ardour (cf. 14.294^). He sneaks into her room to debauch her secretly, like 
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Arcs and Astuokhe (2.514?, cf. 184 here); women dwelt above to keep them 
from harm (on the risks of letting one's wife live downstairs cf. Lysias 1.6ff.). 

«79-81 Aristarchus noted that Jhiprjs is for BEinipTjs, which would not 
scan; that "irap04vios means 'born of a (supposed) virgin' - as in Pindar, 01. 
6.31, and the irapOcviai, bastard sons of Spartan mothers who settled Taras 
(this ambiguity of Trap04vos begot the Christian myth of a virgin birth); and 
that xopq> KCCA/| goes together, 'lovely in the dance*, like KctXAlyopos. As 
Homer explains, Hermes fell in love with Polumele at a dance; she did not 
give birth at one! tcporrvs 'ApyfY^Avnis (9X epos, here only //.) is the first of 
several ornate formulae for gods, which help make 181-8 stately and nu-
minous; their very obscurity would evoke awe at the limits of ordinary 
knowledge and the scope of the bard's. Aristotle called this important effect 
T6 £evu<6v (Poet. 1458321); cf. Parry, MHV 240-50. T h e epithet-system for 
Hermes, though ancient, is not fully represented in the tradition before the 
Hymn to Hermes (Janko, HHH 2iff.). The bards took 'Apysiqxbirrris as 'slayer 
of Argos', since 6v8p€i96vTTis is based on it (S. West on Od. 1 -37ff.). 

183 This v. was athetized because Hermes should have shown Artemis 
more respect (so T ) ! O . S. Due (C&M 26 (1965) 1 - 9 ) explains both her 
epithets (cf. 20.70-10.). Her noisy hobbies, listed at HyAphr i8f. aod Hy. 27, 
motivate KCAO&CIV̂ ; the ancients rightly refer this to the din of the huot. 
f|XaK<5rTT) already meant 'spindle' in Myc. , since the tablets mentioo ¡Qlaka-
teiaif, 'spinning-women': Homer interpreted XPuotlX6xaTOS thus at Od. 
4.122, since at 131 he gives Helen an impractically heavy golden distaff (see 
S. West adloc.). But the wholly undomesticated virgin-goddess is no spinster. 
In accord with her epithet tox&xipa or her golden bow at Hy. 27.5, D and 
b T rightly suggest 'with golden arrows'. Iodeed /)AOK6TT| first meant the 
giant reed Arundo donax, apt for the shafts of both arrows aod distaffs; this 
sense is first in Theophrastus (LSJ s.v.), but cf. TTOAv/TJAAKCXTOS, 'reedy' 
(Aesch. frag. 8). Arrows were made of 'reed-cane' at Ugarit (ANET 151) 
and in Bactria (Hdt. 7.64). 

185—7 Aristarchus saw that AKAKTITOC is a fossilized voc. used as a nom. 
(cf. 13.562-30.). It recurs at Od. 24.10, Cat. 137.1 (with 'Epp&ov, a Pelo-
ponnesian form) and Theog. 614 (of Prometheus, another herald and fire-
god). Like Callimachus (Hy. 3.143), Eratosthenes derived it from Mt Akake-
sion in Arcadia, where some said Hermes was reared (Paus. 8.36.10). In 
reply Apollodorus (echoing Aristarchus?), vainly denying that divine epi-
thets can relate to cult-places, upheld a derivation from 6- aod KOCKOS, 

comparing 6 & T o p 16Cov (FGH 244 F 353); cf. 6X6X65 (Aesch., Pers. 855). 
No doubt Homer took it thus. T h e epithet is surely prior to the title 
Akakesios and derives from the Bronze Age Pelopoonese, just as ¿pioOvqs is 
based on ao old Arcado-Cypriot root oOv-, 'run', and KuAA^vios is from 
Hermes* other birthplace, M t Kulleoe. TT6piv 84 is innovative (Hoekstra, 
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Modifications 8911.); ócyAaóv vlóv follows a father's name everywhere else (etc., 
35X ). Verse 186 Od. 3.112 (nom.), 4.202, with Antilokhos' name instead 
- a striking coincidence given the parallels between him, Patroklos and 
Eudoros (cf. t68~97n. and pp. 313-14) . 8eUtv is for •teftptv or -eAtv. For 
Eileithuia see 1 i.27on., J . Russo on Od. 19.188; poyoa-TÓKOs, 'giving birth 
<only> to pains', is based on the acc. plur. •póyovs, cf. CiKaa-TróXos (Risch, 
Wortbildung 220). 

188-92 TTpó 960008«, read by Zenodotus and most MSS, has hymnic 
parallels (179-9™.) . Like Aristophanes (Did/A), Aristarchus read 90x008c, 
no doubt deeming -rrpó redundant; he let frp6 stand at 19.118, since Eur-
ustheus was born prematurely. But rrpó means simply 'forth', and 90x006c 
is a false conjecture (van der Valk, Researches 11 73). Once the vernacular had 
contracted 960s to 90^, bards said 96(05 when metre allowed (p. 17); 9&$ 
first enters the epos at Cat. 204.150, HyHerm 402. T h e ancients never under-
stood the cause of diectasis (cf. their conjectures at 13.191, ' 4 - 2 55) - Note 
the (pre-Homeric) formular innovation VjcAlou (f )!6cv cróyás beside Crrr' a. 
fjtAloio (4X Od.): cf. I a . T" ^EAÍOU (HyDem 35). Mother and baby go their 
separate ways in the leisurely catalogue-style wherein Homer was fully 
fluent (14.313-28^): with 189 cf. 7.38, 23.837, Cat. 16.9, 252.6; with 190 
cf. 22.472, Od. 11.282, 15.238, Cat. 26.37, 43 3i ; with 191 cf. i4-2oo-2n. 
Phulas rears the child like his own son: cf. 5-7of, Cat. 180.2. 

193-7 Peisandros is introduced like Eudoros (179), but far more briefly. 
For Trojans of this name see 13.601-42m A Peisandros led Aiolian settlers 
to Lesbos with Orestes (Pindar, Nem. 11.33); this name too had reson-
ances for Aeolic audiences. Maimalos' name may come from paipáco (von 
Kamptz, Personennamen 245); Myc. Ma-ma-ro (PY Cn 655) can equally stand 
for ¡Marmaros¡. Patroklos is meant in 195. Phoinix needs no description (cf. 
g.t68n. and his life-story at 9.447}^); he is next seen at 19.311 (cf. 17.555). 
The epithets LTTTTT)A<5rra and lTnróTa often adorn aged heroes or those of a 
prior generation, as if by a folk-memory of early Myc. chariot-fighting (cf. 
808-11, 4.301 -gnn.) . Alkimedon, also called Alkimos, becomes Autome-
don's driver when the latter takes command (17.467^). O n the two forms 
of his name see 1 in.; I think Homer simply invented and then reinvented 
him as a doublet of Automedon (cf. the case of Idaios/Kaletor, 15.419-
2in.). Another I«aerkes is at Od. 3.425; for the formation 'defender of the 
people' cf. Inertes. 

•98—9 Akhilleus 'set them all in order with their leaders, choosing well'; 
this completes the marshalling he began at 164-7, framing the whole 
catalogue. 

199-909 Akhilleus is stem: xpcrrcpáv 6' frrl p06ov f-rtAAs denotes threats 
at 1.25, 326 and 379, cf. 8.29, 9.431. His tone again conceals the concession 
he is making. O n the surface, he is reacting to his men's threats to sail home, 
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insubordination which no leader can allow; thus 205 closely resembles 2.236, 
where Thersites urged the Greeks to sail away. Yet his past toleration of such 
grumbles shows his mildness (so bT): cf. Thersites' taunt at his forbearance 
towards Agamemnon (2.24if.). Both complaints point out that this quarrel 
hinders \ictory, imply that he was wronged by the king (the Myrmidons 
reproach him only for keeping them from battle), and note his capacity for 
anger, excessive or, in Thersites* view, deficient. He is Thersites* opposite 
and mortal enemy (Nagy, BA 259-62, 279), yet both Thersites and the 
Myrmidons parody his reaction to Agamemnon (Thalmann, TAP A 118 
(1988) igfT.); he too threatened to sail home (9-356ff.), and has since 
'forgotten his threats' (cf. 200). 

Lohmann (Reden 21) detected a concentric ring-structure in his speech. 
His quotation of his men's complaint forms its core, framed by mentions of 
x6Ao$; he bids them fight in an outer ring, of three verses each time, 
reinforced by the repetition AeAa©£o©to... Tpcoeaai - T . pax&rfko. They now 
have what they wanted - war. Exhorting them to be consistent and seize 
their chance is effective, whatever light it sheds on Akhilleus' own in-
consistency in refusing to lead to war those whom he once threatened to lead 
home. 

200-a Reminders of past threats are a typical provocation: cf. 7.96, 
I3.2i9f., 14.479, 20.83. A prohibition with a third-person aor. imperative 
recurs only at Od. 16.301 (Chantraine, GH11 231). For the jerky rhythm at 
the end of 201 cf. 6.477, 13.175, 1 3 - 4 5 4 - For OTTO with an acc. expressing 
duration cf. 22.102 and Powell, Lexicon to Herodotus s.v. A 11 2. 

303—6 Akhilleus knows how to dramatize others' views as well as his own; 
the powerful image of his mother rearing him on bile, not milk, shows his 
sensitivity to Patroklos* charge that he was born savage (33ff.). Does Homer 
wittily allude to the tradition that Kheiron fed him on the guts and marrow 
of savage beasts ('Apollodorus* 3.13.6)? We did not hear of his men's 
complaints before, but could infer them from his own longing for war and 
their restiveness (1.492, 2.773ff.). So too we hear of the army's anger at 
Agamemnon only from Poseidon and the king himself ( 13 .107-14^); for 
self-reproach put into others' mouths cf. 22.107 (Hektor). oxirAtc, often in 
the middle of a speech (e.g. Od. 4.729, 9.351, 13-293), opens oratio recta only 
here: it once meant 'obstinate*, < *crxi-©A»os (Chantraine, Diet. s.v.). 
here alone literally 'bile*, has an exact Avestan cognate (cf. English yellow, 
gold)\ elsewhere, save perhaps at 9.646, supplants it in this sense. 

307-9 M* is for pc not pot, since takes an acc. (9.58^, Erga 186). 
Crates* follower Hermias (Hrd/A) and papyri read TOV©' &p*, wrongly 
anticipating ©dp*; cf. the variant at Od. 4.686. Aristarchus* typical deletion 
of the augment in (Did/A) has, typically, no M S support (cf. p. 26 
n. 30); before vOv Bi the past tense needs to be well marked. With 207f. cf. 
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11.734, 12.416. ¿ w is an artificial form for by analogy with 6ou (from 
*6o) and the possessive éós/6$; cf. tk for ¿ (2X) and Seas for cT$ at Theog. 
145, also at the caesura, ¿páaofa too looks improvised (cf. ¿pácoxe at Cat. 
30.32): athematic ipapai is older, TIS means effectively 'each', cf. 200, 
2.38 iff. 

ato—56 These vv. form the second occurrence of the thrice-repeated 
pattern of simile, preparation and speech, on which the preliminaries to this 
battle are based (101-2770.). Thus 210 = 275, which closes the third in-
stance of this pattern. Akhilleus' visits to his hut delimit his prayer: with 221 
cf. 254; 257? pick up 218-20. 

a n — 1 7 T h e troops are close-packed, in both directions, like stones in a 
wall tight enough to exclude the wind, though the house be lofty. The 
builder of such a wall resembles Akhilleus, whose order has a like effect: 
repetitions of ápapfoKco and TTVK(I)VÓS stress this. V e n e 2 1 3 = 2 3 . 7 1 3 , in a 
simile of a builder. Dense formations are likened to a tower or fence at 1 3 . 1 5 2 
and 1 5 . 5 6 7 (cf. 1 3 . 1 2 6 - 3 5 0 . ) ; 2 1 5 - 1 7 were used at 1 3 . 1 3 1 - 3 to describe 
how the Greeks close ranks to halt a Trojan charge with the weight of 
their armour. Conversely, the impact of this solid mass will break the Trojan 
line. With 2 1 4 cf. Od. 1 9 . 3 2 . The aor. fipapov is intrans. ooly here and at 
Od. 4.777, perhaps by analogy with perfect forms like érpapuTa, in a verb 
obsolete in the vernacular; for the reverse process see Erga 4 3 1 aod the 
variant at Od. 5 . 2 4 8 (cf. LfgrE s.v.). 'The same loss of feeling for trans. f)papov 
produced the sigmatic fjpaa* (Shipp, Studies 2 9 1 ) ; &p6cv at 2 1 1 is unique. 
For 0u9aA0€is see 13.190-40. Verses 214? form a chiasmus, helmets - shields 
- shields - helmets. 

a i 8 - a o Patroklos and Automedon stand out from the mass, as if seen 
through Akhilleus' eyes; Patroklos' reappearance aptly leads into the next 
scene. T h e variant Ocopfjooiofov, perhaps inspired by 12.421, has no better 
support than ¿«pitcccrOov at 13.613 (where see n.). 

a a o - 3 a Having given Patroklos all the practical help he cao, Akhilleus 
resorts to prayer. His elaborate preparatioo underlines the importance of 
this moment; his libation is 'a regular cult act transformed into a pure 
expression of emotion' (Griffin, HLD 17?). He keeps a gold cup, dedicated 
to this sole purpose, in a chest brought from home, as was Nestor's gold cup 
(11.632!?.). Peleus used such a cup for libations to Zeus (11.774); 
was surely the function of the gold cups given to various gods in Pylos tablet 
T n 316. *Nor do we fail to see the pathos of Thetis, the careful mother, 
packing for her doomed son the human comforts of warm clothes; these 
garmeots are worth mentioning because the poet relies on his audience to 
understand that they are the vehicles of profound emotioo' (Griffin). 

Aristarchus noted that Homer makes Thetis stay with Peleus until her son 
is adult, whereas later poets (ol vftfrrepoi) made her leave her baby when it 
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was twelve days old, no doubt because Peleus thwarted her efforts to 
immortalize it (see Ap. Rhod. 4.869ft. with Vian's n.; Richardson on HyDem 
237ft; Frazer on 'Apollodorus* 3.13.6, with Appendix x; cf. 'Hes.' frag. 300). 
Her abandonment of Peleus was traditional, since it motivates Kheiron's 
role in raising Akhilleus (cf. Cypria frag. dub. 35 B.; Severyns, Cycle 254-61; 
Jouan, Chants Cypriens 89-91). Since Homer knew of Kheiron, as of Peleus1 

first marriage (141-4 , I73~8nn.), he surely knew of Thetis1 'divorce* too, 
despite Aristarchus* denial (so van Leeuwen, Commentationes Homericae 109-
19; von Scheliha, Palroklos 240). By quietly contradicting this story Homer, 
as usual, makes the mermaid's son less weird than had the folktale (see 
further Severyns, Homfre 86-95). 

» 1 - 4 Clothes and valuables were stored in chests (24.228ff., Od. 13. iof.). 
AvcpooxfrrVis, unique in Greek, is formed like dvEpoTpcq^s: cf. xtaturcv 
. . . &Af£6vcpov (Od. 14.529), oxfriras . . . dvipoio (4X Od.), and 213 above! 
Tdrrryres are rugs used to cover furniture or for bedding (9.200, 10.156 etc.). 
ovAos, 'curly', 'thick', is a standard epithet for cloaks (24.646, 6 x Od.), but 
rugs too are made of wool (Od. 4.124). In 223 Zenodotus and Aristophanes 
(Did/AT) read 16VTI, with a hiatus, for dyeoOai, perhaps to enhance the 
pathos of Akhilleus' departure or to prevent dyco from governing an inani-
mate object, as does happen in Homer, despite Aristarchus' dogma (Lehrs, 
De Aristarchi studiis »37f-): yet the latter kept dyeoOai, no doubt as a meta-
phor from animate entities (cf. Arn/A on 11.632). 

a a5*"7 T h e syntax makes us expect 'nor did anyone else, either man or 
god, drink from this cup', like ov84 TI$ dAAos | FLSCEV OOTE OECOV OOTE . . . 

dvOpcbirew (18.403^ cf. Od. g.52of); but no Olympian can sip a libation, 
hence the anacoluthon at 227. O n the rationale for the rite see Burkert, 
Structure and History in Greek Mythology and Ritual, Berkeley 1979, 4 1 - 3 . The 
irrevocable gift of part of one's drink, the simplest type of offering, often 
precedes prayers before a journey: cf. Od. i3.38fT., 15. i47fF., 15.258, Pindar 
Py. 4 .193ft , Thuc. 6.32. The most telling parallel is how, before leaving for 
the Greek camp, Priam washes a cup and prays to Zeus for a safe return 
(with 24-3o6f. cf. 23if. here!); see on 24.281 ff. Aristarchus' reading 6TI P^, 
'except' (Did/A), a common idiom in Herodotus and later, has no Homeric 
parallel; &TE PI*I is supported by 13.319, 14.248 etc., and (rrriv5eoK€ is easily 
supplied. 

aa8—30 Sulphur was a holy substance; its name 6£ciov was linked with 
fe6s (Plut. Mor. 665c), its smell with the thunderbolt (14.414-170.). Its 
volcanic origin increased its mystery: Greeks could find it on Melos, Nisyros 
or Lipari. See R. J . Forbes, Arch. Horn, K 10; Parker, Miasma 227f. Odysseus 
fumigates his blood-stained palace with it (Od. 22.481 ff.); such cleansing is 
both physical and religious, like the hand-washing. Priam libates to Zeus 
after rinsing his hands (24.302ft); Hektor refuses to do so with bloody 
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hands (6.2580"., with runover j irpcoTov, ETreiTa as here). The scansion | T6 
£a is paralleled at 22.307, Od. 22.327 (b £'). Apollonius Rhodius used the 
spelling T 6 p p a (1.769, 3.37 with scholia); Aristarchus avoids it (Did/AT). 
Papyri offer another Solution', TAV £A. 

2 3 1 - 2 ~ 24.306^, to EICTOVIBCOV; the rare statement that the addressee is 
listening arouses suspense and shows the occasion's importance (cf. 8.4,492). 
Like other Homeric houses, Akhilleus' hut is imagined to have an enclosed 
yard with an altar of Zeus; the god's ear is best caught in the open, by calling 
up into the sky (cf. Peleus' prayer to him auAfjs tv y i p f c o , 11.774). fpKEi 
implies his title Herkeios, guardian of the home. Odysseus' yard had an altar 
of Zeus Herkeios where one could seek asylum (Od. 22.334?., 379); Priam 
was slain by his own such altar (Sack of Troy in Proclus and Little Iliad frag. 
16 B. = 17 D., in overlapping narratives; Virgil, Aen. 2.512!^, 55off.). See 
further Jebb on Soph. Ant. 487. Greek prayer is an act of drawing attention 
to oneself, not of submission: cf. the twin sense of cOyouai, 'pray' and 'boast' 
(13.54m). oupocv6v claavt6<bv, with a 'neglected' f", may adapt o. clcavtcov 
(7.423, Theog. 761); Ala is innovative too (14.157-8^). TEpmKipawos, 
'rejoicing in the thunderbolt', should be *TEp4>i-; hence Nagy derives it from 
*perk*i-peraunos, 'striking with the thunderbolt', with metathesis (Gedenk-
schrift Giintert 128). 

233—48 Akhilleus' prayer, the most solemn in Homer, follows (he usual 
structure of invocation (233-5), claim for attention (236-8) and request 
(239ff.), as seen at e.g. 1.451 fT. (cf. 14.233-41^). T h e invocation is long 
and weighty: &va, 'lord', is a rare religious archaism (3.351, HyAp 179, 526, 
lyric, tragedy). Akhilleus' claim that Zeus has honoured him and hurt the 
Greeks exactly echoes Khruses* at 1.453: but he fails to end their woes as 
Khruses ended the plague, because he will not intervene himself. Thus his 
wrath and Khruses' now diverge, with grim results for him. Lowenstam 
(Death of Patroklos logf.) likens his double wish - for glory, and for Patroklos' 
safe return - to his own 'choice of fates' at 9.4 toff.; neither hero's life may 
be both glorious and long. 

233 Akhilleus prays to Zeus of Dodone, which lies far from Phthia over 
the Pindos range below Mt Tomaros, twelve miles S. W. of modern Yannina. 
Dodone rivalled Delphi in claiming to be the oldest oracle (9.404-5^, Hdt. 
2.52). This matches the archaeological evidence; dedications are known 
from the eighth century onward. The site has a long prehistory (H. W. 
Parke, The Oracles of £eus, Oxford 1967, 95ff.) and a non-Greek name, 
like other places in -6he and -ini (perhaps both from -Una). Akhilleus has links 
with Epirus: in the Nostoi his son returned from Troy overland to Epirus, 
not to Phthia. As we saw (23t-2n.) , he is praying to Zeus Herkeios, the god 
symbolic of home and one's deepest roots: Athenian youths being admitted 
to citizenship were asked where their cult of Zeus Herkeios was, along with 
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their ancestral tombs (Aristotle, Alh. Pol. 55.3). Thus Homer derives Peleus' 
family from Dodone. 

Even more oddly, Homer seems to explain 'Pelasgian' by saying that the 
Helloi live there. Hesiod frag. 319, Aco5cbvr)v <pTjyov TE, FLEAAAYCOV ISpavov, 
explodes bT's conjectures iTeXapyiKi or -acrriKi. Aristotle says the ancient 
land of Hellas was around Dodone, 'for the Selloi dwelt there and those who 
were once called Graikoi and now Hellenes' (Meteor. 1,352b!). T h e odd fact 
that Hellenes occupy Phthia and Pelasgian Argos (2.529-30, 2.68inn.) is 
paralleled at Dodone. The Pelasgoi were a prehistoric tribe in parts of 
Greece and the N.E. Aegean, regarded as indigenous (Cat. 160, Asius 
frag. 8, Aesch. Suppl. 25off.) and speaking an alien tongue (14.2300., Od. 
19.175ff., Hdt. 1 -57f.). D say Pelasgians settled at Dodone when driven from 
Boeotia by Aeolians from Arne in Phthiotis; Herodotus (1.56) contrasts the 
settled Pelasgians with the Hellenes who moved from Phthia to the Pindos 
and then returned as Dorians (cf. the Dorian name 'Pindar'). This passage 
proves that Homer knew of some such movement (Severyns, Homlre 88). 
Links between the Aeolic and N. W. Greek dialects confirm that the peoples 
of Thessaly and Epirus were akin (see pp. 15-16) . 

Many tried to make Akhilleus invoke a more local deity, just as Pandaros 
invokes Lycian Apollo or Priam Idaean Zeus (4.101, 24.308), by positing a 
Thessalian Dodone: so we learn from Steph. Byz. s.v. A local writer, Suidas 
(fourth-century), read OtyycovaTc, claiming that Zeus had a cult under that 
title at Skotoussa, whence the oracle moved to Epirus (FGH 602 F 11, cf. 
Cineas, FGH 603 F 2). Others read BCOSCOVCCTE, from Perrhaebian Bodone (cf. 
Apollodorus, FGH 244 F 189), a town perhaps imagined by analogy with 
Aeolic 'Belphoi' for 'Delphi' (from *C*-). But Homer places Zeus's oracular 
oak in Thesprotia (Od. x^.^if. — 19.296^, and puts Dodone in Gouneus' 
realm at 2.749-51, a g a ' n calling it 'wintry'; the site is some 1,600 feet up 
and exposed to the N. Zenodotus (in T ) altered Suoxciplpou to TroXurrlBotKOS, 
either because he deemed this adj. more fitting (cf. Callim. frag. 630 with 
van der Valk, Researches 11 64), or (better) because he accepted Suidas' 
alleged Thessalian Dodone here, since he too read <J>iyycovaTe (Steph. Byz. 
toe. cit.). TTJX66I valcov adapts Zeus's epithet al9£pi v. ( 5 X epos, in a prayer 
at 2.412). 

234—5 'Around you dwell the Helloi your interpreters, with unwashed 
feet, sleepers on the ground.' Since early Dodone had a holy oak but no 
temple (Parke, op. cit. 1 i6f.), Zeus was believed to dwell in the oak itself; 
Hesiod perhaps said that he vafei 8' kv TTV6U£VI <pr|yoO (Cat. 240.8; vaTov 
MSS). T h e oak is also implied by 'interpreters'; in early tales it could speak 
for itself, like the Dodonaean plank in the Argo (Aesch. frag. 20, Ap. Rhod. 
1.527), and not through doves or dove-priestesses (women replaced men in 
this role by classical times: Parke, op. cit. 55, 75). The sky-god was widely 
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linked with the oak in pagan Europe (Frazer, The Golden Bough, 3rd edn, 
London 1911 — 13,11 356ff., cf. p. 261 above), but rarely in Greece: cf. the 
'oak of Zeus' (5.693, 7.60) and his title EvScv&pos (Hsch. s.v.). 

T h e priests' weird customs must be taboos, not mere signs of back-
wardness; W. Potscher (Mnem. 19 (1966) 143-5) thinks they drew strength 
from the earth as does an oak. Alexander Aetolus (in AD) claims they were 
descended from Tyrrhenians and followed ancestral custom: for the equa-
tion Pelasgians =• Tyrrhenians (Etruscans) see 14.230m Their practices re-
cur amoog the Romans and the pagan Prussians. T h e Flamen Dialis had 
to sleep with mud smeared on the feet of his bed, and might not pass three 
nights elsewhere (Aulus Geliius 10.15); this w a s surely a substitute for 
sleeping on the earth itself. The priest of Potrimpo, a god who dwelt in the 
holy oak at Romove, had to pass three nights on bare earth before sacrificing 
to him; the Prussians held that gods lived in tall oaks, which might give 
enquirers audible answers. See Frazer, op. cit. 11 43, with CR 2 (1888) 322; 
H. M. Chad wick, Journal of the Anthropological Institute 3 (1900) 22-44. 

Does IEAAOI mean ZcAAoi or o ' 'EAXol? Aristarchus argued for 'Selloi' 
like the river Selleeis, which he wrongly located io Epirus (15.53 m.); 
Sophocles (Trach. 1167) and Aristotle (Meteor. 1.352b!) speak of Selloi. 
Callimachus knew both forms (frags. 23.3, 675, cf. Strabo 7.328), but the 
(H)elloi have Pindar's support (frag. 59.3). Their Thessalian ancestor, 
Helios the wood-cutter, founded the shrine (bT, D); Hesiod calls its environs 
(H)ellopiS (Cat. 240). Apollodorus' claim (FGH 244 F 198) that the locals 
derived this name from the oearby marshes (lArj) supports the //-. I^esky 
( ^ 4 6 (1927/8) 48-67, 107-29) rightly upholds 'Helloi', adducing Hello-
tis, a title of Europe (who, some said, founded Dodone); Helta, a name of 
the shrine (Hsch. s.v.); Helle, ancestress of some Macedonian tribes; and 
Hellenes, with the N. W. Greek ethnic suffix -avss- G . Restelli implausibly 
deems 'Selloi' an archaism for 'Helloi' (RIL 104 (1970) 3 - 1 8 , 537-90). The 
sooorous repetition of valw evokes Zeus's local title 'Naios' (probably from 
vdco, 'flow', of rain); cf. the rain-god Zeus Hellanios on Myrmidon Aigina, 
and further D. Evans in G. Larson (ed.), Myth in Indo-European Antiquity, 
Berkeley 1974, 99-130. For the internal correption in xaMoicv}vai cf. xa~ 
MaiewdBcs (2X Od.) and later y&v&Jv<xl-T\t with 13.275-80. &vnrr6"?ro5€S 
recurs as a name for temple prostitutes of Zeus in Roman Lydia (cf. Mon-
tanari, RIL 110 (1976) 202-11) . 

336—8 = 1.453-5, where Khruses replaces Im&v linos, an old phrase in a 
old verse (cf. 14.234), with contracted IpcO ir&pos. T h e claim on the god's 
atteotion may be either past worship or the favours he has granted; the 
epos is rich in expressions for it (Nickau, £enodotos 810.). Like Khruses 
(233~48n.), Akhilleus aptly cites the god's fulfilment of his prayer for a 
Greek defeat, which Thetis conveyed to Zeus at i.5ooff. The Alexaodrians 
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rejected so unpatriotic a prayer. Zenodotus omitted 237, which his succes-
sors obelized (Did/T); Aristarchus, believing 237 to come from 1.454, held 
that the hero never prayed thus, but was honoured because of Thetis1 

request and mentions past favours generally. This cannot excuse Akhilleus 
from responsibility (15.75-7n.); Boiling (External Evidence i64f.) and Nickau 
defend the athetesis, but miss 18.74-8, where Thetis says her son prayed for 
a Greek defeat. Tip/jaas should be accented as a participle, not a second 
person aor. sing., pace 1 . 4 5 1 - 6 ^ Tvyoco (*lTrropai), 'harm', is cognate with 
(drrrco, which has reduplicated the initial laryngeal (Beekes, Laryngeals 129). 

239—41 O n ¿rycbv, 'gathering', cf. 15.426-80. For 7T6AECTTV see 326-90.; 
the latter half of 240 = 23.60, Od. 11.495. With 241 cf. K08OS Ivf/rrai 
(4.415), K. ¿ird^civ; Evpuona, originally acc., is voc. only here and at Hy. 
23.4 (14.264-6^). 

242—8 *. . . so that Hektor will learn whether Patroklos knows how to fight 
on his own, or his unspeakable hands rage (only) then, when I enter the 
battle (with him)'. If this contradicts Akhilleus' order, implicit at 83ff. and 
overt at i8.i3f., that Patroklos is not to fight Hektor, the contradiction lies 
in his own position (Ferrari, Oralitd 38f.). Cf. 8.1 i o f , 6<ppa «at "Eirrcop | 
ETOETCCI EI teal 86pv paivErai kv -rraAApqcri: for 6. with a fut. in final clauses 
cf. Od. 17.6 and Chantraine, GH11 273. Verses 244c again allude to Akhil-
leus' refusal, and wish, to fight; it is an ironic result of his refusal that he 
never fights beside Patroklos again. Since he knows how well Patroklos fights 
when with him, he uses the factual indie, paivovrai beside the more hypothe-
tical subj. ¿rrlCTTTyrai. Aristarchus rejected Zenodotus' indie. tmcnicrTat , 
claiming that all such endings in -orrat are plur. But some bards falsely 
extended them to the sing.: most M S S read 6E& KExapolcrro at Od. 3.438, all 
have vopos 0EpM)<rrai <«>8ffc at HyAp 20, and Hellenistic poets followed 
suit (cf. Pfeiffer on Callim. frag. 497). Zenodotus' reading, like his Trrnroifo-
Tai at 6.56, is an over-eager extension of such forms (van der Valk, Researches 
11 47). For fienrros see on 13.317^; for the abl.-gen. vorO<pi cf. 281, 2.794 anc^ 
13.588-900. pAxqv tvoir^v TE is part of a synonymic system for 'battle', cf. 
251, 12.35, 20.18. &OKTJ8I^S, perhaps an exact cognate of 'unscathed', sur-
vived in Aetolian (soT) and Arcadian. For Ayxipcrxos cf. 13.4-70. 

249-52 The old verse 249 concludes the related prayer at 24.314. cf. 
1.457 (Priam, Khruses). We catch our breath at 'Zeus heard him', which 
means that the god agrees; but the poet adds, with devastating concision, 
that he agrees only in part. T h e order of Akhilleus' requests followed that 
of Patroklos' sortie and return; the repetition of this sequence stresses Zeus's 
refusal to let him return safely. T o refuse, he 'nods upward' with that toss 
of the head and raising of the eyebrows (Od. 9.468) still used by the Greeks; 
likewise they still 'nod down' to agree. As at 9.681, Aristarchus (Did/A) 
wavered between cr6ov and cr6ov. The epic forms in 00- arose by diectasis 
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when the vernacular had contracted *odpos to crtos, just as 9&05 replaced 
*qxifos after it became 900$ (i88-g2n.); the M S S rightly read a6ov. 

9 5 3 - 6 Akhilleus' return to his hut frames his prayer, forming a ring with 
22off. T h e statement that he re-emerged because he still wished to watch 
the battle lets us infer the mingled longing and concern which he must feel; 
with 256 cf. 4.65, 5.379-

357—77 This is the third, last, and briefest of the preliminary scenes built 
on the same pattern of simile and exhortation (101 -277n.). T h e Myrmidons 
charge the Trojans twice, which frames the scene (258, 276); the simile and 
exhortation are simultaneous (cf. 14.1- i52n.). T h e poet stresses their high 
morale (258,266), which Patroklos' speech augments. Chantraine {Diet. s.v. 
OTEIXCO) takes Icrrixov in 258, unique in Homer, as aor. not imperf., rejecting 
as erroneous the pres. orrlxco (Hsch., M S S of Hdt.). 

259-65 Just as the Myrmidons were like a wolf-pack (i56ff.), so they 
now resemble wasps. Again their number is not the main point of compar-
ison, but their mood (264-6) and movement (with 259 cf. 267); i^eyiovro 
does not imply a chaotic mob (Latacz, Kampfdarstellung 252ff.). Swarms of 
insects describe hordes of warriors at 64iff., 2.87ff., 2.46gff.; at i7.57off. a 
hero stands firm with the bravery and persistence of a blood-sucking fly. 
The image of 12.167-70 is no less psychological: two soldiers stand fast like 
wasps or bees which 'make their homes by a steep pa th , face the hunters 
and defend their children' (cf. 261, 265). Other similes evoke animals* 
dogged courage in guarding their brood, e.g. I74ff . , ' 7 *33ff.> Od. 20.i4f.; 
Homer often grants them emotions which many wrongly deem exclusive to 
humans. These wasps have a home (not a nest), brave hearts and children to 
defend: cf. the 'brave-hearted' wolves or lions of 157, 17.111, 20,169. 

Wasps' irritability was a topos (M. Davies and J . Kathirithamby, Greek 
insects, Oxford 1986, 75f.). Provoked by boys' repeated teasing, they bravely 
beset any wayfarer who chances to brush against their nest, built no doubt 
in a tall sage-bush; so too the Myrmidons, their ferocity increased by long 
abstinence since the leaders' quarrel, attack the Trojans who are, in this, 
innocent outsiders, since their assault has not touched Akhilleus' own ships 
(cf. 6t~3n.). Both the provocation and the bravery are needed here (Kri-
scher, Konventionen 46c). Some hold that 260-2 contains a 'double re-
cension', and that the simile fits better if the wasps are unprovoked. This is 
refuted by Kakridis (Homer Revisited 138-40) and M. Marcovich (AJP 83 
(1962) 288-91), who admit to Balkan boyhoods amusingly misspent in 
making trouble for others by teasing wasps' nests. Homer knowingly de-
scribes this game (cf. 15.362-4, the sand-castle simile). Eustathius (1059.10) 
saw wit in the wasps' roadside animosity: at 6.15 a man 'who lived by the 
road' gave hospitality to all comers. O n the free modal syntax, typical of 
similes, see Chantraine, GH11 355. 
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261 This v. explains in chiastic order the rare words 86co, 'be wont' (9.540, 
cf. €Íco0a), ¿pi6uafvcú (next in Hellenistic verse, cf. Risch, Wortbildung 290) 
and E!VÓ8IOS {Cat. 23.26, cf. 6.15). Homer explains other compounds of his 
at 737. I 2 3 8 » 2 2 1 2 . 5 - 6 3 . 5-88, 8.527, 9.124, 24.488, Od. 1.299, 2 65, 5.67: 
cf. L. P. Rank, Etymologiseering en cerwante Verschijnselen bij Homerus, Assen 
1951, 74-84. The repetition also mimics the boys' repeated teasing, as may 
the assonance in -OVT-. Following Aristophanes (Did/A), Aristarchus athe-
tized 261 as redundant, adding that KEpTopElv properly describes words, not 
deeds; but it can mean 'tease' non-verbally, e.g. Eur. Helen 619 (J. Jackson, 
Marginalia Scaenicay Oxford 1955, 26). He, árTraoai and some good codices 
keep IXOVTOS; the easy error -OVTCS is in papyri (cf. van der Valk, Researches 
" 195)-

262—5 For runover vryirfaxos cf. 2.337^ a simile contrasting soldiers with 
boys innocent of war. T h e old third plural TIBETCTI is for -EVTI, retained in 
Doric (Chantraine, GH1 298): its subject is the boys, not the wasps. 6v6pco-
TTOS is rarely used with another noun, in contrast to <5tWjp XOAKEVTS etc.: cf. 
¿SITÓCOV óvOpcÓTtcov {Od. 13.123) and Schwyzer, Grammatik N 614. Verse 265 
buzzes with alliteration in rr, a and T. For its typically oral syntax cf. 20.166, 
Aypópevoi iras 6fjpos: the phrase ftAxipov fj-rop ?XOVTES cases the shift to the 
sing. (Chantraine, GH 11 15). 

266-77 Patroklos' speech, tactically effective, is strategically ruinous 
(8.t72ff. is verbally similar). He invokes the men's loyalty to Akhilleus, the 
best leader of the best troops, as Glaukos grants in the same words (17 .164^. 
But this underlines the inconsistencies that Akhilleus is not leading them, 
and that fighting to give him honour will hardly make Agamemnon admit 
that he dishonoured him (cf. 84ff.). Patroklos does not, and cannot, tell his 
men not to fight too hard or too long: Akhilleus' compromise is thus doomed 
to fail. With 267 cf. Epigonoi frag. dub. 7 B.; 268 blends éTápoioiv £K¿KAETO 
(4X ) with I. uoKpóv AOaas (9X ). Verse 270, found 7 X , as usual follows a 
whole-line address (4X ending in áyxiuaxtyral, cf. <5ryx¿uotxoi at 272 with 
13.4—711.). From 6s, 27if. = 1 7 . 1 6 4 ^ each time with the ellipse 'Akhilleus 
who is best . . . and <so are> his retainers'; Seleucus athetized 272 (in T ) . 
Verses 273f. = 1.41 if., Akhilleus ending a speech with a threat; 6nrj, origi-
nally 'satiety' like x6pos, evolves into 'folly', 'delusion' and 'ruin' (sec on 
19.85!^). Verse 275 = 210 (sec 2io~56n.). Verses 276f. = 2.333^ from 
¿119!; all the Greeks cheer, not the Myrmidons only. 

1178-418 Unnerved by Patroklos' appearance, the Trojans are driven from the ships and 
flee across the ditch with heavy losses 

278-418 T h e Trojans, though alarmed by the arrival of a figure they take 
for Akhilleus (28if.), resist for a while (301 ~5n.); Patroklos and eight other 
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Greeks make an unbroken series of kills, until they can bear no more 
(351 ~7n-)- Hektor at first stands fast to protect his men, then flees by chariot, 
chased by Patroklos (364-93), who storms unchallenged over the plain, 
making fourteeo kills in succession (394!?.). Fenik (TBS gf,, 19if.) well 
compares how Diomedes' aristeia starts during a battle (5.1 -94) . Both heroes 
unnerve the enemy with an initial kill; then other leaders take turns, a simile 
sums up the effect, a rout, and each wreaks havoc uotil he meets an obstacle 
- there Pandaros* arrow, here Sarpedon (see further 306-570.). The Greeks 
seem to need only the stimulus of Patroktos' first kill to succeed in repelling 
the Trojans; again Homer takes pains to mitigate their defeat. The narrative 
is swift but full; wolf- and weather-similes mark its key stages (297ff., 352fT., 
364X., 384^.), reminding us of Zeus's role in bringing the cloud of war upon 
the ships. A parallel narrative is 15.312-66, where the Trojans and Apollo 
rout the Greeks: cf. too 11.1 -283. 

278-93 Verses 278-83 are a glance back at the Trojans during the 
Myrmidons' charge, and 284-92 describe Patroklos* action during that 
charge, before 293ff. state its results (Latacz, Kampfdarslellung 251). T h e 
Trojans take Patroklos for Akhilleus aod Automedon for Patroklos, 'glitter-
ing in their armour' (cf. 13.331, 801): gleaming armour is a traditional 
detail early in an aristeia (cf. 130-540.), but their natural supposition that 
Akhilleus is fighting, because he has ended his wrath (true) and been re-
conciled (false), proves that we are meant to recall the exchange of armour 
(see further pp. 3 1 0 - 1 1 ) . 

280-3 Traoiv6pM*r|8vu6s denotes panic (5.29, 18.223?). With 4Att6mcvoi 
it is easy to supply 'the Trojans' (so Aristarchus). Zenodotus (in T ) read 
-pcvai to agree with 9<5tAayy«s; cf. his 'corrections' at 1.251, 2.626. The rest 
of 281 « 8.474 (in Zeus's first prophecy of Patroklos' death); vaOfi is abl.-
gen. (242-8n.). Anger is imagined as a burden to be cast off, as at 9.517. 
Verse 283 » 14.507 (Od. 22.43 ' s spurious), aod sounds traditional (Hoek-
stra, Modifications 74n.); the Trojans do not flee immediately, but pick out 
escape-routes. Aristarchus admired how their alarm precedes their flight 
(T), and Aristotle called this 'the most terrible of Homer's verses' (frag. 130); 
'each' puts us into the mind of a warrior in a moment of mortal fear. 

284—92 Eustathius (1060.15) saw wit in the death of'Fire-spear' when 
the threat to the ships is averted. Patroklos' success is typical (Fenik, TBS 
192). As usual we hear who kills first in a new phase of battle (cf. 13.1700.): 
284 blends *rrpu>TO? <5oc6vrt<?f (13.502, 14.402, io duels) with A. 6oupl 9crcivu> 
(14X , thrice, as here, before | xal pAta, cf. 13.159-610.). He casts into the 
ranks, seemingly at random (cf. 15.573-50.); the hero of an aristeia often 
attacks the densest mass (with 285 cf. 5.8, 11.148, 15.448), here by Protesi-
laos' ship (15.704-60.). Naturally, Patroklos hits a leader; that his victim 
is an ally prepares for Sarpedon's fate. Puraikhmes' death typifies Beye's 
tripartite pattern of basic statement, biography of the victim and account 
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of the wound (13 .170-8 in.). His fall is standard (with 289^ cf. 4.522,13.548, 
Od. 18.398), as is his men's panic at their leader's demise: the Epeans flee 
at 1 i.744ff. when they see fall fjycpdv' iTrrnfcov, 5s ¿Pictteucctke p«frx€<T0ai 
(cf. 292), and the Paiones flee at the death of 'the excellent* Asteropaios 
(21.2050*., cf. 6-5ff.), who takes Puraikhmes' place ( 2 1 . 1 5 5 0 . At 17.351 
another Paeonian 'was the best fighter' after Asteropaios. In the heroic 
world the king always fights best, with the problematic exception of Aga-
memnon leading his unique coalition of armies. 

287-90 With 287f. cf. 2.848f. with nn., TTupalxpqs fTafovas AyxuAo-
t6£OVS I TT|A60EV . . . £k>vros (as 288). T h e Paiones are 6yxuA6To^ot at 10.428 
also, where the Maiones arc lTrtroKopuoTal ( 4 3 1 ) ; they are 'equippers of 
chariots' here and at 21.205. This equivalent epithet is generic (cf. 2.1 » 
24.667), but Mimnermus says the Paiones raised horses (frag. 17). Juvenal 
(3.69) lists Amudon among real places in the Aegean; Strabo equates it with 
a fort called Abudon which the Macedonians razed (7 frags. 20, 23). 
N. G . L. Hammond places it at Vardaroftsa on the E. bank of the Axios 
near its mouth (A History of Macedonia 1, Oxford 1972, I76f., 296, 432). A 
Paeonian is called Mudon at 21.209. — As part of Aristarchus' war on 
augments (see p. 26 n. 30), in which he was reacting against 7enodotus 
(15 .716-17n. ) , he read Ap^l 96pq0£v (Did/A); papyri and most codices have 
¿M9C-. He also altered AvfxupPaAia^ov and CrrrcaticTO (379, 14.285). 

3 9 3 - 6 Protesilaos' ship, ablaze since 123, is still only half-burnt; we 
glimpse the smoking hulk as the battle surges by it, a vivid symbol of Trojan 
failure. T h e phrase al66pcvov rrOp arose by analogy with nvp6$ alBopivoio; 
it breaches the tendency to formular economy, which is no reason to accept 
A's variant AxAncrrov Trvp (9X elsewhere). Conversely Hesiod uses both 
irup6s P^vos AxcqjiAroio and tr. p. at6oph>oio (Theog. 563, 324); cf. G . P. 
Edwards, The language of Hesiod fa. i|pi6crfjs, formed like 0«rnri8aV|S (Risch, 
Worlbildung 81), recurs in Hellenistic verse. Verse 296 = 12.471; Leaf deletes 
it, disliking the repetition of &jia8os. But 12.470 ends Aavaol 6' i<p<i>0r)6€v, a 
phrase which Homer has divided between 294 and 295, anticipating his use 
of 6pa8os in the process; a similar anticipation in 298 suggests his excitement 
here (cf. 301 ~5n.). 

397—300 Moulton (Similes 33f.) shows that this is the first of a trio of 
storm-images which reflect the shift in the battle (364!., 384!^); Zeus's 
presence in all three hints that his plan caused this shift. Cf. too Whitman, 
HHT 150!!'.; V . di Benedetto, KFIC 115 (1987) 267^ 'The sudden gleam of 
new hope is magnificently compared to a sudden burst of light through 
clouds hanging over a mountain peak, as though a cleft were opened into 
the very depths of heaven' (Leaf) . 'Light ' is a metaphor for salvation 
(Braswell on Pindar, Py. 4.270): cf. 39, 15.741 or Aias' prayer to Zeus for 
light, the granting of which presages success (17.6450*.). Also, a 'cloud' is a 
c o m m o n metaphor for a crowd of warriors (66—gn.); do the ships' high sterns 
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evoke mountain-tops (15.690-2, 7iynn.)? Homer had a range of cloud-
similes for different occasions. At 5.522fr warriors stand firm like windless 
clouds which Zeus sets upon a peak; here Zeus moves the cloud a little and 
the foe gives ground; at 11.305fr he scatters the clouds with a gale, just as 
Hektor routs a mass of men. 

Verse 297 =» Aspis 374; cf. Od. 9.481, Hy. 33.4. With 298 cf. TTUKIVÖV V£<J>OS 

(5-751 == 8.395). crrepoTniycptTa, a unique makeshift to avoid the usual 
epithet vcqrcXriycptTa after VE^ATJV, is gauche: Zeus gathers clouds, not 
lightning, and here he is clearing a cloud away. So too Homer avoids TTÖSCCS 

¿»KV? in 23.168, ueyäOvpos 'AxiAAevs | ¿S TtöSas (F. M. Combellack, CPh 71 
(1976) 54); cf. I5.242~3n. The cloud evoked 'cloud-gatherer' in his mind, 
or indeed represents an anticipation of it; he forgot that the rarer phrase 
ZEUS TEptriKipauvos (4X ) would also fit here. A poet using writing could 
easily have avoided this oddity. Parry ( M H V t87f.) rightly denied that 
«rrEpoirrvycpfra is meant to suit its setting: Eustathius' idea (1060.44ft*.) thal 

the mountain is lit by lightning, the wrong image in this hopeful context, 
shows the risk of such an approach. Verses 299c = 8.557^ in the star-simile 
describing Trojan watch-fires; Moulton delects 'an echo which nicely under-
lines the reversal ofthat earlier high point of Trojan confidence', and may be 
right even if the couplet is traditional, as parallels at HyAp 22f. and I44f. 
suggest (iraooi 8k oxoiTial kjkj— teal trpeboves Axpoi | uyr|Acbv 6picov). 
irpcbovES is by diectasis for TTpfjovES after the Ionic vernacular had contracted 
it to -rrp&vES via ••nrpkovES-

301—5 As Nestor foresaw (11.800), the Greeks can now 'catch their 
breath' and redouble their efforts. At 283, 2gof. and 2g4f a rout seemed 
imminent, but now we hear that the Trojans still resist. b T think more losses 
are needed to make them flee, especially after such an offensive. But the poet 
hesitates over this rout, giving signs of it at 306, 308, 313-15 , 331 and 342t; 
he has surely anticipated it in his excitement (293~6n.). ¿pcol) is in the same 
phrase at 17.761 (cf. 13.776, 17.422); Chantraine (Diet, s.v.) well argues 
that it first meant 'departure', 'swift motion', which evolved into both 
'escape* or 'respite' and 'rush*. From Tpcbes, 303 = 6.73, 17.319. The unique 
irpoTpoTr<5t8qv recurs in prose. 

306—57 T h e breaking of the Trojan ranks implies a rout (cf. 17.285), but 
see 301 ~5n. Cf. the serial killings in routs at 15.328ft*. (much condensed, 
since the dead are Greeks - 328 = 306 here) and at 5.37ft". (see 278-4i8n. 
with Strasburger, Kämpfer 63ft*.). The participants are alike: in book 5, 
Agamemnon, Idomeneus, Menelaos, Meriones, Meges and Eurupulos; 
here, Patroklos, Menelaos, Meges, four others and both Cretans (warriors 
prominent in books 13-15) . Both scenes end with a generalizing verse (351, 
5.84), and begin by saying who killed first (with 3o6f. cf. 5-37f.); this 
duplicates 284. Patroklos, who has already killed once, is in Agamemnon's 
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place because the latter is injured (so Strasburger); 358? explain the omis-
sion of Aias - he is faring Hektor. Book 16 has fewer pitiful anecdotes but 
more grim wounds: our shock at these makes the Trojans' panic more 
convincing (for this technique see on 14.489!?). Kustathius (1061.33!?) 
notes the variety of injuries and phrases for death; simple and complex 
slayings tend to alternate, but motifs are often adapted from one to the next. 
The style is fluent and traditional, with few oddities of diction. 

3 0 7 - 1 0 Arcilukos is hit while turning to flee, as often occurs (5.40, 
12.428); a Greek has the same name (14.449 53n.). Nicanor (in A) noted 
that one can put a stop after 307, with EAEV supplied; 308 then starts a new 
sentence, cf. Od. 4.220. EYXEL O£UOEVTI, found y x at the verse-end, is trans-
posed as at Od. 19.33; for its sense cf. 13.584-511. With 31 of. cf. 413?, 579?, 
21.118. 

311 —12 Thoas dies facing his foe Mcnelaos, last seen at 15.540 -68 with 
Megcs and Anlilokhos. Thoas ' name is common, but was perhaps suggested 
by how the Greek Thoas appears with \leges and Nestor's sons (13.92?, 
19.238?). Verse 312 = 400. For his wound, when he carelessly exposes his 
chest behind his shield, cf. 4.468; yunvcoOEis also has this sense at 12.389, 
Aspis 418, 460 (regarding an arm, neck and thigh). This usage may date 
back to carl) Myc. times, when warriors lacked corslets and relied on 
body-shields (15.645 5211.). 

3 1 3 - 1 5 Phuleus' son Mcgcs gets his blow in first, c f 322, 23.805; (£yxe0 
opEyopai, 'reach', comes to mean 'hit'. 'Amphiklos' is short for -kles (1 in.); 
both forms are in inscriptions. He dies not only facing the Greeks, but 
attacking. Like Arcilukos, he is hit in the thigh: Trpuuvov OKEAOS means the 
top of the leg, just as rr. ppaxiova is the arm by the shoulder (323, 13.532). 
Death would soon follow the severing of his femoral artery; the rending of 
his gluteus maximus, which is indeed the thickest muscle in the body, would 
not itself cause it. Fenik (TliS 196) thinks this wound implies a shameful 
blow from bthind, as if he were fleeing, another hint of a rout (301 -511.). Cf. 
13.545(1., when Antilokhos hits Thoon U€TaoTpe<pGdvTa SoKeuaas. Aristo-
phanes emended the problem away by reading OqjoppTjOEvra (not found in 
the epos), supposed to mean 'withdrawing' (Did/bT). T h e word CTKEAOS, 

unique in the epos, hints that Thoas merits contempt (cf. the use of SEppa 
at 340?). It is a vulgar synonym for nous, related toaKoAios, 'crooked', Latin 
scelus\ later verse (save comedy) continues to avoid it unless an animal's leg 
is incam, and it often enters pejorative contexts (e.g. in discussing trousers). 
LS J miss this: contrast Hsch. s.v. It describes the 'legs' of a tripod at Pylos 
(Ta 641). pucov recurs at 324 and in Hellenistic verse. £yx£os alx^ri (20.416), 
parallel to Soupos ¿kgokti (323 and 7X ), preserves the original sense o fa lxuq: 
cf. M y c . jenkhessi-qe aixmansj, 'points for spears* (PY J11 829). 

317—29 Nestor's sons slay two comrades of Sarpedon, which makes us 
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expect their lord's intervention. Maris' wound recalls Amphiklos* in detail 
and phrasing, but 'a unique combination of familiar details' neatly avoids 
the monotony of a fourth unconnected killing (Fenik, TBS 196). The death 
of two brothers is typical (5. i48ff., 5« '52ff'> 5.159f. etc.), even when one tries 
to avenge the other (11.221-63, 1 i-426ff.); two Greeks slay a warrior and 
driver at 5-576ff., 1 i.32off., 1 i.328ff.; the more prominent Greek kills first 
(Antilokhos and Thrasumedes are still together at 17.378); the scene ends 
with a pathetic comment on the fraternal deaths (cf. 5-559ff., 1 i.262f.) and 
the motif of the bereft father, common when brothers die together. Many 
fight as a team, especially as warrior and driver (C. A. Trypanis, RhM 106 
(1963) 289-97). But this is the only time when two brothers kill another 
such pair, and when, in such a duel, a man dies trying to avenge his brother: 
the outcome signals the Greeks' superiority (contrast the tragic duel of the 
Dioskouroi and Apharetidai in the Cypria). 

Amisodaros and his sons bear real Anatolian names (Scherer, 'Nicht-
griechische Personennamen' 41-3) : cf. locpEvSapo; (Caria), Ift^Sapos (Ly-
cia), fh^coSapo? (both areas), Oua6apo? (Pisidia), names in -da-ro in the 
Knossos tablets, and perhaps Pandaros and the town Amisos on the Euxine. 
Xenomedes of Ceos (FGH 442 F 3, fifth century) said Amisodaros was the 
ruler of Caria (not Lycia) whose daughter married Bellerophon; the fact 
tha t he 'reared* the Khimaira does indeed imply this. Thus his sons are 
Bellerophon*s brothers-in-law and Sarpedon's uncles (6.197): the chrono-
logical problem proves that Homer has redated Sarpedon (pp. 371-3) . The 
king, unnamed at 6.172ff., was called Amphianax hy Pherecydcs (FGH 3 F 
170) and probably Iobates by Hesiod (Cat. 433.88); both place him in 
Lycia. Clearly this king was traditionally anonymous, which is why Homer 
could give him a local name. 

'Atumnios* resembles the Carian name Tumnes, Lycian A/Epp«8upvos 
and the border-towns Tumnos and Tumnessos; a Paphlagonian bears the 
name at 5.581 (in a similar slaying). In legend this and cognate names are 
linked with both Sarpedon and Apollo, who are related in other ways too 
(p. 372). Sarpedon quarrelled with his brother Minos over a beloved boy 
called Miletos or Atumnios, who was the son of Apollo or Zeus ('Apollodo-
rus' 3.1.2); he founded his Lycian realm and Miletos as a result (cf. Hdt. 
1.173 a n c* S. Marinatos, RA 34 (1949) 11-18) . The Gortynians worshipped 
an Adymnus, brother of Europa (Solinus 11.9); an Atumnios was Apollo's lost 
beloved, bewept in Crete (Nonnus, Dion. 11.131, 258, 19.183^. A Cretan 
called (A)thumbros% akin to Sarpedon, settled and was honoured in Caria 
(Etym. Magn. 44.17flT.); cf. Apollo Thumbraios, Thumbra etc. in the Troad. 
Clement of Rome (Homilies 5.15) says Apollo was the lover of Tumnaios* son 
Brankhos, founder of the oracle at Didyma. T h e Minoan colony found at 
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Miletos confirms the links between Crete and S. W. Anatolia; this passage 
must reflect local saga, like Sarpedon's duel with the Rhodian Tlepolemos 
(p. 371), since Atumnios is slain by an ancestor of the Neleids who finally 
ruled Miletos, replacing the Carians (see 2.8671*.; Hdt. 1.146; 'Apollodorus' 
3.1.2; Sakellariou, Migration 362ff.). Bryce (The Lyeians 33) well argues that 
the saga arose in the Bronze Age in the area round Miletos, whence the 
Lukka later migrated to Lycia. That Cretans and then Mycenaeans settled 
in Miletos, which must equal Hittite Millawata, is certain (K. B. Godeken 
in French and Wardle, Prehistory 307-15). O n the historical background see 
further 6.168-7on. The notion of Sarpedon's beloved dying in battle, which 
helps provoke his intervention, anticipates the effect of Patroklos' death on 
Akhilleus: cf. that of Antilokhos' death in the Memnonis (see p. 312). T h e 
name Maris is like Greek Maron and Mares, but appears in Hittite and later 
Anatolian tongues; Homer's knowledge of Anatolian names confirms his 
East Ionian origin. 

317-25 For the typically oral apposition and anacoluthon in 317f. cf. ol 
64 80co OX6TTEAOI, 6 p4v . . . T6V 8' frcpov (Od. i2.73fT.). OOTOOXEBA is unique 
for -6v (8x ), cf. &P90t6<5r/-6v. Thrasumedes, seen in this battle only here (cf. 
14.10), again has the generic epithet &VT(6EOS at Od. 3.414, but is ALYPQTI^S 

at Cat. 35.10. In a neat variation on Meges' blow (314-16), he severs at the 
equivalent place an arm instead of a leg. ¿fyap, 'quickly* (cf. ¿fyvco, 'sudden-
ly'), sounds odd at the end of a clause: cf. ©od>s at 5.533 (LfgrE s.v.). The 
spear 'rent the top of the arm from the muscles' which join it to the 
shoulder, and 'utterly smashed the bone' (for this sense of &xpiS see 4.5220.). 
Verse 325 echoes 316: xcrrdc 84 uniquely replaces T6V 64 ( I I X in this phrase). 

326—9 Duals stress the pathos of the brothers' last journey together. 
Erebos, Night's daughter (Theog. 123), is the subterranean 'darkness' where 
the dead dwell {Od. it .564, 20.356); the phrasing is unusual and thus 
powerful. &KOVTioTf}S is next at Od. 18.262. For the Khimaira, and its 
separated epithet Apaip<5tKFros, 'raging' (from paipdooco), see 6.179-830. 
and A. Leukart in Festschrift Risch 344. 7T6XECT!V is innovative (Hoekstra, 
Modifications 730.). 

330—4 The unknown Kleobouios dies because he 'tripped' in the rout 
(PAa99ds, 15.4890.): cf. Periphetes, who trips in the rout at 15.645!^, or the 
Trojans caught and slain when their horses stumble or get out of control 
(6-37ff., 11 .127ft) . In this rapid narrative the poet does not let him beg for 
his life; in any case such pleas, always made by Trojans, all fail in the Iliad 
(cf. 6.45n.). Typically, his mishap undercuts Oilean Aias* achievement (cf. 
14.521-2n.); Meriones* success at 342f. is more impressive. In a common 
hysteron proteron, the salient fact of the killing comes first, the blow second: 
contrast 11.240, Aopi ttAt^' av>x4vaf AOcre 84 yvTa. From ^(^ci, 332-4 = 
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20.476-8, with fiAaoi for aOx^va: the victim is one EkheAAv, the context 
another slaying-catalogue. The heating of the sword by hot blood up to its 
hilt shows that it was buried in Kleoboulos' neck; this deep slash into the 
neck recurs in the next killing (339f). For Kcomfcts sec 15.713- 15m With 
333f. cf. 5-82f. (in another androktasia), Little Iliad frag. 21 -4f. B. = 20.4f. D.; 
polpa Kporrai^i (11 x epos) is based on the original fern. *Kpcrraia of xporrOs 
(cf. nA<5rTaia from it Acnv$), whence the epos formed Kporrai6s (Risch, Wort-
bildung 74). 

335-41 At I4.488ff. Peneleos missed Antenor's son Akamas (14.461-4^), 
but beheaded another Trojan; now Meriones slays Akamas, and Peneleos 
beheads the unknown Lukon. T h e pattern 'A misses B, B misses A, A kills 
B with a sword' is adapted to an attack with simultaneous spear-casts like 
those at 5-655ff., 2i.i6iff. Initial misses occur with a simultaneous charge 
at 462ff., 13.6o4ff. and 22.248-330, Hektor's duel with Akhilleus. This duel 
ends with a horrific spectacle like I3.6i6ff., where see n. 

335-6 T h e warriors* failed spear-casts appear in a flash-back (framed by 
o w & p a p o v ) to explain why they charge at each other (so bT); note the 
contrast 'spears* - 'swords*. Repetition of ideas is basic to traditional oral 
narrative, extending from double clauses, as seen in 336 or 'when they had 
sworn and concluded the oath', through paired nouns like 'death and doom' 
down to noun-epithet formulae themselves, where the epithet, by express-
ing an essential quality of the object, as it were expands the noun: for Irish 
and Greek examples see K . O'Nolan, CQ, 28 (1978) 23ff., with H. A. 
Paraskevai'des, The Use of Synonyms in Homeric Formulaic Diction, Amsterdam 
1984. 

338-40 Like Menelaos' at 3.362^ Lukon's sword shatters on one of the 
plates of his foe's helmet. Verse 338 blends ITTTTAKOMOJ tc6pu6ts ( 2 1 6 « 
13.132) with xApufos <pAAov ̂ Aaocv (13.614), introducing a contracted gen. 
in -ov in the process; for 9&A0S see 13 .132-3^ Editors read KOUA6V, deeming 
KOA6V, in m o s t g o o d M S S , a c o r r u p t i o n a f t e r 96A0V. B u t KOVA6$ n e v e r m e a n s 

'hilt' elsewhere (i3.i62n.), and the enjambment xaA6v 19&ayavov is paral-
leled (13.611-i2n.). 9. and £(90$ were already synonyms for 'sword' in 
Myc.; swords were not kept distinct from daggers (cf. S. Foltiny, Arch. Horn. 
E 232-4). With 340 cf. 2 1 . 1 1 7 f , irav 6i ol claco | BO the entire width of 
the sword sank into Lukon's neck, since (telvco is used ofslashing, not stabbing 
(Triimpy, Fachausdrucke 97ff.). 

340—1 'Only his hide held fast, but his head dangled', i.e. only a flap of 
skin held it. Cf. the warrior hit in the chest whose head lolls like a rain-sodden 
poppy (8.306). loxcfo is intrans. (cf. 12.461, 13.608). 6£pua, from &peo, 
'flay', has a vulgar nuance like cnc£Ao$ at 314 above; the epos uses it 17X for 
an animal's hide, but applies it to skin only when Athene turns Odysseus 
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into a shrivelled old gaffer (Od. 13.431). It finally displaced XP^S ('complex-
ion' > 'skin' > 'flesh'). The pejorative touch is meant to amuse the poet's 
pro-Greek audience. With TrapTjipOri, from irapadpco, 'hang beside', cf. 
irap^opos ( 1 5 2 - 4 ^ ) . UTTIAUVTO 8£ yvTa extends AOVTO 6 . y . ( a x ) , cf. 
(CRRRI)AUCTE 8. y . 

342—4 Cowardly at 14.488, Akamas now tries to flee, but Meriones, who 
often kills in routs (5-59ff., 14.514), is too fast for him (cf. 13.249-50^). 
kixe($ is the participle of *K{xqpi, 'reach', cognate with Engl, 'go'; it was 
replaced by KIXAVGO (Chantraine, Diet. s.v.). The rare formula TTOCT! Kaptra-
Aipotoi recurs at HyHerm 225, Nostoi frag, n B. = 8 D.; cf. 7r66eaai (TC) K. 
(809, reversed at 22.166). Verses 343f. = 5.46^, but with orvycpAs 6' Apa 
Uiv OKOTOS cTAc: KOTA 8* 6<p8aApcov Kkyyr' AxAOs is at 5.696, cf. 20.421. 

345-50 Erumas' vivid death should scare us as well as the Trojans. The 
spear of Idomeneus (last seen at 15.301) enters his mouth to traverse the 
base of his brain and stick out at the back, emptying his mouth of teeth and 
filling his eyes with blood; he vainly blows the blood from his nose and 
mouth, gaping as he gasps for breath. Wounds involving teeth are inflicted 
at 5-72ff. (from behind), 29off. (from an angle), 17,6170". (from the side). 
Von Kamptz (Personermamen 193) derives Erumas from 4pu-, 'protect', cf. 
Erulaos (411), Erumelos; T 's variant 'Orumas' is an attempt to emend away 
the 'problem' that, through an oversight by the poet, another Erumas dies at 
415! Yet the pre-Greek toponym Erumanthos appears with an O- at Pylos 
(Cn 3), cf. E/Orkhomenos. T h e runover verb repeats 343; the rest 
of 346 = Od. 10.162. Save for the formula AOTLA AEVKA, the powerfully 
assonantal description has few parallels (for a list of head-wounds see 
11 .95- 6n.). AVA crrApa xal KOTA ¿>?va$ neatly expands (AV) a. TE TC ( 3 X ) ; 

the 'black cloud of death* recurs at Od. 4.180, with ©OCVATOIO for the innova-
tive OOVATOV 81 (for the metaphor cf. 17.591, 2 0 . 4 1 7 ^ ) -

351—7 Verse 351 rounds off the slaying-catalogue: cf. 306 and the end of 
the Catalogue of Ships (2.760). A simile sums it up, but also opens a new 
phase, Trojan flight. Moulton (Similes 35) compares the sequence, again 
with similes, at 15.262-80; finding Hektor*s brief holding action intrusive, 
Fenik ( T B S I93f.) athetizes 358-63, but it is no accident that Thoas pro-
poses a like action at 15.28iff., where see n. 

352—5 T h e Greeks fall upon the Trojans like wolves upon lambs, a 
standard image (cf. 4.471, 8.131, 11.72, 13.102^, 22.263^; the Myrmidons 
were likened to wolves at 156-63, where see n. (a single hero is instead 
compared to a lion or boar). Sheep and goats, often pastured together in 
Greece, are collectively pfjAa, perhaps cognate with small (i.e. 'small ani-
mals'); cf. io.4&5f. The shift of gender in p^Acov . . . al, as if A'ies preceded, is 
paralleled in reverse at 5.137-40; it may add pathos - they are mothers, 
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deprived of their children by the foolish shepherd who let them scatter. The 
bad herdsmanship, often to blame for such losses (15.323-50.), evokes 
Hektor's folly, èuéxpaov, 'beset* (also 356, Od. 2.50), is related to £axpi^5 
(t3.682~4n.); for ohrnis see 20.1650. 

356-7 These w . form a chiastic antithesis, based on uirfiaaoOc/XàôovTO 
8è 6oûpi6oç àAxqç (7X, 15.322, cf. 602). Warriors scream most in the rout, 
when most casualties occur (14.506-220.): the pursuers yell too (cf. Artemis* 
epithet KcXaScivf), i83n.). BuoxlAaBos describes Envy at Erga 196 and the 
Erinues' song at Aesch. Seven 867. 

358—63 Aias still opposes Hektor, who is now the one under fire (contrast 
1 (4ff.); for Hektor*s holding action see 35t-7n. Aias is called 'the great*, as 
in 'great Telamonian Aias* ( 12X ), to distinguish him from Oilcan Aias, who 
is 'smaller' and 'swift' (2.528?, 10.110). The unique article in ô péyos signals 
an innovative adaptation of Aias TC P . (9.169), Aïcrvra péyav (2X). For 
(f )i6pctT) see 7.197-90.; Hektor brags of his skill with his 'oxhide' at 7.237!?. 
(for 'oxhide shield' cf. 13 .159-610.). A neat chiasmus includes SoOrrov 
AKÔVTCOV ( 11.364 » 20.451): the whistle of arrows conveys their speed, the 
thud of javelins their weight (so bT). Hektor 'watches for' these sounds: note 
the synaesthesia (c? 13.8370.). OKéirrouat (also at 17.652), a metathesis o? 
•crrroy- (Latin specio), is used in Ionic prose but replaced by OKOTTICO in Attic. 
For ftTcpaXxIa vlxrjv, 'victory with help from others*, later reinterpreted as 
'victory for the losing side*, see 15 .737-400. and A. Casabona, Annales de la 
Faculté des Lettres d*Aix 43 ( 1967) 1 - 1 1 (differently 7 . 2 6 - 7 ^ ) . The imper?ect 
o<ko (also at 21.238, imperative a x Od.) is ?rom athematic *ar<kopi, not 
•00600 ( > èaàcoaa) : Chan traîne (GH 1 307) adduces the second person 
oàejç in Alcaeus ?rag. 313. 

364—93 Many find the simile difficult, and the ditch a deeper obstacle 
than did the Trojans; Lea?excised 364-71. It is bad enough that the rampart 
is ignored (cf. 15.362-70.), worse that the ditch lets Hektor's chariot pass 
yet stops the Trojan masses, who (Leaf assumes) are on foot; the situation 
was reversed, he thinks, at I2.6tff., when they left their vehicles on their 
side of it. But Homer at once clarifies why the ditch now stops them - their 
chariots are smashed in it (370?): on its military purpose see 12.65~6n. Sincc 
Apollo erased a part o?it to let the Trojans cross in their chariots ( 15.358?), 
we may in?er that Hektor flees through that gap, whereas his men run foul 
of it elsewhere (Albracht, Kampfschilderung 11 14?). But Homer wanted to 
contrast his withdrawal with his laborious advance. T o make it more 
inglorious, Hektor must abandon his men: the ditch offers an easy way to 
arrange this and to fulfil Pouludamas* warning that they would retreat 
in chaos by the paths they had taken to advance (12.225!?.). Verses 364-93 
also shift attention from Hektor's past clash with Aias to his future duel with 
Patroklos, who already seeks him out (382?.). They display a neat ring-
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structure (Thalmann, Conventions 17I".): 

A 364-7 The Trojans flee (weather-simile with XaïAœy) 
B 367f. Hektor flees (*Eicropa 6' t-mroi | I x ^ P O V CÙKVTTOBCS) 

C 368-71 The Trojans* chariots break in the trench 
D 372t. Patroklos pursues (| fTdrrpoKAos 6 ' . . . ) 
E 373-6 The Trojans choke the paths in flight 
D' 377f. Patroklos makes for the densest mêlée (| flArpoKAo* 6" . . . ) 
C 378Î*. The Trojans* chariots are in chaos 
B' 380-3 Hektor flees, chased by Patroklos (TÔV 6* IXÇCPOVDSKÉÉÇLTTTROI) 

A' 384-93 The Trojans flee (weather-simile with ÂaïAavy) 

364—5 'As when a cloud enters the sky from Olumpos, after bright air, 
when Zeus extends a squall . . . * The cloud starts on Zeus's mountain-top 
and moves off the peak just as the Trojans are driven off the ships, the image 
of 297ff.; but now Zeus is blowing up a storm, as in the next simile (3840*.). 
Thus the storm evolves as the Greek assault, backed by Zeus, gains force 
(cf. 297-3000.). Pace Chantraine (GH11 99), alôipoç IK 8lqç means simply 
xafter clear weather*, IÇ ev81os; cf. KorOpcrros 'after heat* (5.865, in a 
cognate simile), IK VUKTWV, 'after dark* (Od. 12.286), IK 81 alOpiqs TE xal 
vrivcplqs awSpaptiv IÇcnrlvqç vi^ca (Hdt. 1.87.2, cf. 7.188.2) and LSJ s.v. 
IK 11 2. For the phrase cf. Od. 19.540, HyDem 70: 8ïa is aptly formed from 
9diw-t '(bright) sky*, 'Zeus*. Many, taking IK as 'out of*, complain that the 
cloud cannot come both 'from Olumpos' and 'out of the air', but cf. Leaf's 
Appendix H. Ancient comments (*al6f|p may stand for 6rqp', Nic/A) reflect 
Aristarchus' false belief that the aKtfip could not contain clouds ( 14.286-8^). 

366—9 The Trojans flee from the ships and recross the ditch (364-930.). 
From ylvETO, 366 12.144, 15.396 (cf. 373,4.456). TTTFTOI | — u u ¿OKÛTTOBEÇ 

(etc.) is a split formula found 4X : cf. ITTTTCOV | CÔKVTTÔSCÛV (etc.), I. U>. (etc.), 
6x each, and u u 1. (ax epos) - the phrase is unusually flexible, crùv 
TEOXKTI implies that the horses managed to bear Hektor away despite his 
heavy armour. For Âaôv | Tpcaixôv cf. 17.724, 21.296. 

370— 1 The Trojan failure to cross the trench contrasts with Patroklos' 
success (380). Their chariot-poles snap at the weak point behind the yoke 
(!v TTpcÔTco ¿>up£>) when the horses try to climb the side of the ditch; this 
leaves the pair free to run (cf. 6.40, 23.393). For technical details see 
Crouwel, Chariots 93-6. On the expanded formula Ipv/odpiicrTEÇ <Ô>KÉES) 

ITTTTOI see 1 5 . 3 5 2 - 4 ^ After "iroAAol the dual âÇavr' is odd; many chariots 
break, so we need a plur. denoting many pairs. This could be a dual 
replacing a plur., a usage possible at 1.567, 3.279 and 9.i82ff., certain at 
HyAp 487 and recognized by Zenodotus; for Ionic bards' problems with 
dual verbs see 13.3460. But the hemistich surely comes from contexts like 
6.40, where it denotes one chariot and pair; cf. 17.387, where TraXdaarro 
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liapvaptvouv describes two armies but is derived from duels between two 
men. For the 'neglect' of P - cf. 507, where AITTOV firppcrr' ¿VAKTCOV denotes a 
single vehicle (cf. 13.533-9^); the &VOKTES are the horses' 'masters' (cf. 
I5'323~5n-» Od. 10.216 and the name 'Hipponax'). 

37a—6 With aq>E6av6v, 'violently' (3X ), cf. 0966pa; with 373 cf. 367, 783. 
T h e Trojans scatter and fill the paths over the plain, raising dust-clouds that 
rccall the cloud-similes. Paths are notoriously dusty (13 335); dust is the 
usual atmosphere of a retreat, especially by chariot. diAAti (from &r)iu) 
means a 'swirl' of it; dust is likened to a OvsAAa at 23.366. A nom. in -a 
appears at HyAphr 208 and in Alcaeus (¿rviAAa), but Hesychius' entry AclAii 
shows that the form in -q is not merely a unique epicism based on the oblique 
cases. T h e dust rises up to the clouds: the M S S read imal in this phrase 
(15 .625, 23.874), n o t Crrr6 ( v i ^ o s is n o t f r o m *sn-). F o r TOVOOVTO see 23.323-

5n., for pu>vu€ 5.236^ The first half of 376 = 12.74, whence A's variant 
here; but other parallels protect the vulgate (45 = 11.803, 14.146). 

377-9 Patroklos heads for the most chaotic sector, where he can do most 
damage. t x E ' s fr°m F^X«, 'drive' (13.326-7^). &vaKuypaAtd£a>, a hapax in 
Greek, is obscure. T h e context suggests that it means 'overturn', a cause of 
the Trojans' falling from their vehicles, or 'rattle', its result; it may be 
cognate with KOpftaxos, 'headlong', or tcvppaAov, 'cymbal' (cf. i5-535-6n.). 
Both renderings are ancient (Hsch. s.v.). Chariots overturn at 23.436C, 
and rattle away empty in routs (11.160, 15.453); LfgrE s.v. think 'overturn' 
would require a middle verb, but the incident may be parallel to 6-37ff., 
where a Trojan is flung out face down when his chariot-pole snaps (cf. 371). 
At 1 1 . 5 3 4 a vehicle drives over corpses. 

380-3 T h e shift from the Trojans* chariots back to Patroklos* becomes 
clear only at 382; 381, absent in a papyrus and most early codices, is 
interpolated from 867 to show whose vehicle is meant (866 =» 383!). This 
shift looks like an improvisation to introduce the heroic feat of leaping the 
ditch, which Hektor vainly boasted his chariot could do (8.179). Perhaps 
Homer momentarily forgot that at 370 he had made the Trojan chariots 
fall foul of the trench, and then adds 382 to explain that he means Patroklos*. 
Delebecque imagines a confusion with horseback riding (Cheval 77f.). Other 
signs of clumsiness are the chiasmus of cbtdc; ITTTTOI and L€o6oti with different 
referents, and the need to supply IcoBai with K£KAETO (cf. 22.206). FTAA&IV 61 

t trro 6vp6$ (8.301, 310, cf. 13.386^ is reshaped as k. 8., 11. y&p 0. 

384—93 A fine storm-simile brings to a climax the set of cloud-images 
describing the intensifying Trojan rout (297ff., 364~5nn.). A rout is likened 
to a rain-fed river in flood at a like stage in Diomedes* aristeia (Fenik, TBS 
20, on 5.87ff.); cf. 5-597ff., 1 i.492ff. Images of torrents often depict noise 
(4.452-5). This one has burst the usual banks of an extended simile to flood 
nine verses; in a standard oral technique, its paratactic construction loosens 
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as it sweeps on (Scott, Simile I55f). Zeus's AaTAcny (365) has now hit the 
earth; the torrents do fearful harm as they rush seaward, 'groaning loudly*. 
Noise is the explicit point of comparison, since the Trojan mares 'groan 
loudly* as they flee; 391 rhymes with 393, but OTCVAXCO is no mere metaphor 
for their neighing - it signals their grief and pain. The implicit point 
of comparison, however, is controversial. The Trojans rush from the sea, 
not to it; they suffer as they go, rather than do harm; but they too are 
driven by Zeus, just as Hektor charged like a rock dislodged by Zeus*s rain 
(13.1370*.). The storm shows Zeus's wrath at men's crooked judgements; 
this is stated in three verses, too many for a redundant detail. Van der Valk 
(Researches 11 475n.) and Moulton (Similes 35-8) compare 21.522-4, where 
a Trojan rout is likened to a city destroyed because of the gods* anger; 
here the Trojans are linked with wrongdoing, and the poet comes near to 
an open justification of Troy's fall, all the more persuasive because we are 
left to infer it for ourselves. 

The Iliad's tragic vision emphasizes the amoral gods of myth, but we 
sometimes glimpse 'an underlying conviction that these powers are on the 
side of right and justice' (G. M. Calhoun in Companion 449; cf. Lloyd-Jones, 
Justice of J^eus iff.). In such contexts 'Zeus' and 'the gods' arc rarely distinct. 
Cf. Zeus's interest in the Abioi as paragons of justice, Menelaos' faith that 
Zeus Xenios must punish the Trojans, the muted criticism of Paris* morality, 
or the gods' wrath over an unburied body (13.4-7, 13.620-39, 13.660-
72nn., 22.358). The Odyssey, for its own poetic ends, is more overtly optimis-
tic, both in its main plot and in detail: gods travel incognito to watch human 
conduct (17.485-7), abhor evil acts but honour justice (14.83^, and grant 
the righteous and pious king a flourishing realm (19.109-14, with the classic 
statement by Hesiod at Erga 225-47 and West's n. ad loc.). Conversely, the 
injustice of a few can ruin a whole society (Erga 240). 

The Hesiodic parallels and rarity of references to such beliefs in the Iliad, 
where Zeus cares above all for guests and suppliants, have led many to 
suspect this simile. Dodds (The Greeks and the Irrational 32) termed it 'a reflex 
of later conditions, which, by an inadvertence common in Homer, has been 
allowed to slip into a simile'; H. Munding detects a sententious 'Hesiodic' 
interpolation (Philologus 105 (1961) 161-77, refuted by L. Bertelli, Atti 
dell'Accademia delle Science a Torino, Classe di Scienze morati 101 (1966/7) 
371- 93); Leaf deleted 387^ claiming that they spoil the simile's balance. 
But, as Griffin says (HLD 41), this image is less isolated than it seems: when 
Zeus grieves for his son he sends bloody rain (459), when he plans a grim 
battle he thunders all night (7.478), and when angry he lashes the earth 
until she groans (2.781-3). I doubt the old view that the Iliadt Odyssey and 
Erga reflect successive stages in the evolution of the idea of justice, and 
of Zeus's concern for it (E. A. Havelock, The Greek Concept of Justice, Cam-
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bridge, Mass. 1978, 214?). Linguistic data prove Homer prior to Hesiod 
(see pp. 13?.), but in traditional societies concepts change slowly; bards chose 
from the common stock those ideas suited to their current poetic ends. We 
forget at our peril how few of their songs survive. 

384-5 The heavy rhythm KcAatvf) ptpptOf x & w varies yaia pIXaiva; cf. 
KcAatvQ . . . aTrj (Aspis 153) and also k. AalAcrm Taos (11 -747). The water, not 
the clouds, weighs down the eajth: cf. Kov^oucrav fipoupav of dry tilth (Erga 
463). Elsewhere the earth is heavy with crops, gold or people (HyDem 472?, 
HyAp 135?, Cypria frag. 1). Rainfall weighs heavily (frmppfcrg) in the related 
simile at 5.91, cf. 12.286. Greece receives a third of its rain in November 
and December alone; cf. Ai6s ¿p^pco J iroAAcp ¿mcopivcp (Erga 676?, cf. 674). 
X̂ ct 06cop recurs at 4 9.15 (simile). 

386—8 The hiatus after 6/j, kept in many good MSS, is protected by 
6.306, 10.536 etc. KOTCCToApfvos x<*Xrrr/jvir) recurs at Od. 5.147 (of Zeus), 
19.83. The rest is paralleled in Hesiod: cf. Theog. 85, BiotxplvovTa 0ipi<rras; 
Erga 221, OKOAI^S 6 1 8IKTJS Kplvaxri 6 . ; 251, 6s£>v 6TT»V OUK 6AiyovTes; and 
personified 'Justice' is expelled at 22off. (cf. 256ff.), unless this merely means 
that the 'case' (6(KT)) is refused and the plaintiff forcibly driveo away 
(Havelock, op. cit. 136?; for this sense cf. Erga 39 etc.). Homer too uses 
personification, as in the Litai (g.502ff.), but 388 is too vague to prove it 
here. Oral precedents (6ipior«s) formed the basis for decision by judges 
whose duty it was to pick (Kplvciv) the right ones and decide accordingly; 
thus Sixai and MUIOTCS are equated at Od. 9.215, cf. Theog. 235? On the 
sense and etymology of SIKT) see further 18.497-5080., LfgrE s.v., Richard-
son on HyDem 152, Hoekstra on Od. 14.59. M. Gagarin (CPh 68 (1973) 86) 
takes it as 'legal process' here and at Od. 14.84; M. W. Dickie (CPh 73 
(1978) 91 -101) defends the usual view that it means 'justice*, but we cannot 
exclude 'case* here. Properly, the kiog, elders or others agreed upon by the 
parties decide (i8.497ff.); here they impose a bad ruling by force, heedless 
of the gods who watch over human conduct (Griffin, HI A) i7gff.). In the 
Iliad the gods more readily gain amusement from this than punish sinners, 
but the latter idea is ancient: the formula 'gaze of the gods*, Occbv 6ms, 
already connotes 'punishment' (as also at Od. 14.88, 20.215 and 3X Erga). 

389-99 Two couplets, rich in assonance (especially at the verse-ends), 
state the same basic idea. First come the rivers flowing in spate, then the 
torreots eroding the slopes aod last, implicit in the first couplet but overt in 
the second, the harm they do to the terraced fields on which humans subsist 
(the simile at 5.87!? also stresses this). Soil erosion, placed last for emphasis, 
is a fit requital for our maltreatment of nature; it was far advanced by Plato's 
time (Critias I I I C - D ) . TTOTOUO! ITA/)6OUOI ££OVTES is paralleled at 4.452, 
5.87, 11.492, Od. 19.207 (similes). The torrents aptly 'cut away* the hills: 
the same verb described the Trojans scattered in rout (374). KATTOS has 
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replaced KAWTOS, perhaps by analogy with KATVCO (Wackernagel, SUH 74!".). 

T h e sea is Trop<pvpeos only here (yet cf. 14.16—1911.), but the epithet often 
describes a wave; this may be an ad hoc adaptation like &Aa uapuapárjv 
(14.271-4^), cf. ócAnróp^vpos (Od., Alemán). For the earth or sea 'groan-
ing' see 2.95, 2.781-4, 24.79, Theog. 843, 858. The unique K<5tp means 
'headlong* (cf. Latin praeceps): cf. á v á KÓp in Hippocrates, glossed els TÓ &vo> 
liépos by Galen (19.79 Kühn). Aristarchus took Káp as short for tcápa; the 
same form appears as a loc. in Old Hittite kit-kar, '(here) at the head*. 
Nussbaum (Head and Horn 75fr, 261 ff.) shows that it is an adverbialized 
relic, a loc. or perhaps acc. in origin, which has become one word like Trpóxw/ 
from Trpós + y ó w (cf. Peters, Ijaryngale 234). yivúQco is intrans. (cf. 17.738, 
Erga 409). ?py' <5cv0pómojv (19.131, Od. 6.259) means 'fields', especially the 
laboriously constructed terraces so ubiquitous in Greece. 

394—8 T h e carnage which ends this phase of Patroklos' aristeia (278-
4i8n.) starts with a reminder that he is still obeying his orders (83fr) by 
blocking the Trojans' front ranks from their retreat and driving them back 
upon the ships: cf. the tactics used at 10.363^ 21.1 ff. (Akhilleus). This device 
also lets Patroklos rout the foe again, fatally extending his foray (Krischer, 
Konventionen 29). He exacts that requital for prior Greek losses which Poulu-
damas had feared (13.745^.: on this usage of -rroiWj cf. 13.658-9^ The 
killing-ground is between Troy to the S.E., the ships to the N. and the 
Skamandros to the E. (13.675^); the need to cross the river to reach 
the city is not mentioned, perhaps because it was not a serious obstacle 
(14.433~4n.). -rclxeos CnyqXoTo means the Greek rampart at 512, 12.388, but 
the Trojan wall, as here, at 702,21.540. ¿irncclpco, 'cut of f ' , was metaphorical 
at 120; misunderstanding of it gave rise to a variant ¿rríia/poc. TTOAIMTTET£S 

recurs in Od. 5.27 and Hellenistic poets. iróAqos . . . tmßaivijxev, 'enter the 
city' (cf. Od. 6.262), is so phrased because early towns were on elevated sites 
(cf. Thuc. 1.7.1). 

399—418 This catalogue of Patroklos' victims is an expanded version of 
the massacres, consisting largely of lists of names, caused by minor warriors 
elsewhere: cf. 693-5 (Patroklos), and Teukros at 8.274-7, Leonteus at 
12.188-94, both summed up by the same verse as 418. Here the structure 
is that X falls first (399), V second (402), then Z (411) and then nine others 
(415-17) . The narrative speeds up with the death-rate; the victims, all 
unknown, bear Greek names, but Sarpedon's reaction shows that many are 
Lycians. 

399—400 Pronoos is facing Patroklos, who has turned about (394-8^), 
but dies because he exposes his chest behind his shield (400 — 312). Eu-
stathius (1067.6) saw word-play in that TTpó-voos falls TT porros. The name 
may be related to Thestor, 'seer', the next victim, who is his driver. Oddly 
enough, a Pronoos slew the seer Alkmaion ('Apollodorus* 3.7.6), who had 
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a son called Amphoteros (cf. 415); this Arcadian saga might also be evoked 
by the names 'Emmas' (415) and 'ApytdBrjV noAOpqAov (417), cf. Eru-
manthos (345-500.) and 'ApKa8lqv TroAOpqAov (179-92^). At 12.394 
Sarpedon kills an Alkmaon son of Thestor! Soupl factvcp (also at 409), XOorc 

yvia and Borrcpov 6ppr)6Eis recur in the reverse situation at 465-7, when 
Fatroklos first slays the driver and then engages Sarpedon. 

401—10 The unique introduction of a new victim after BoCrrrqatv 64 
ircatov may signal Patroklos* speed, like the oral anacoluthon in 402, where 
the verb is delayed until the sentence has restarted at 404; Ferrari (Oralitil 
40) discerns a break in an oral poet's verbal flow, rapidly corrected (cf. 
15.429 35n.). Enops, who begets much cannon-fodder for both sides 
(14.442-8^), is soon reforged back into an epithet for bronze (407-80.). 
Thestor's death is typical. He crouches in his chariot, no doubt too scared 
to try to turn it round; cf. how one driver is too alarmed at his leader's death 
to turn his vehicle, another is hit and releases the reins, and two Trojans 
drop them in panic (13.394ft., 5.580ft, 1 1 . 122ft) . This last parallel begins 
with a like anacoluthon, when biographical detail interrupts the killing. 
Patroklos spears Thestor in the mouth and yanks him forward over the rail; 
he dies gaping like a fish hauled ashore by hook and line, a grotesque, apt 
and unflattering image. So too Patroklos mocks Kebriones, who falls from 
Hektor's chariot, by likening him to a diver, and Peneleos raises the severed 
head ofa Trojan whom he had speared in the eye (746ft., 14 .498^. Erumas, 
whose name is reused at 415, received a like blow to the mouth at 345, where 
see n. 

409-6 For tO^orco 4vi 6(9pcp see 17.464-50.: here cO- is irresolvable (cf. 
104-60.). The hiatus before /|tx8q<*av is anomalous, unlike that before 
(p)aAc($; avroO has its weakened anaphoric sense (Chantraine, GH ti 157). 
The vulgate has I A M in 406, but CIAKE in 409 as usual (save at 18.581); 
Alexandrian poets kept the latter usage. Aristarchus (Did/AT) read IXxt (cf. 
p. 26 n. 30), but augmented forms are better, being closer to the bards' 
vernacular; early texts had simply EAKE (see pp. 33-4). 

407—8 Supply CTXKE from the main clause. Caught fish epitomize pathetic 
helplessness (5.487, Od. 10.124, 22.384). Angling, rarely mentioned by 
Homer, is practised only as a last resort (Od. 4.368^ 12.330ft.); this oddity 
of the heroes* diets, already noticed by Plato (Rep. 3.404B) and Eubulus 
(frag. 118), was used as an argument by the Chorizontes. Aristarchus well 
replied that eating fish - or vegetables - was simply deemed unheroic: see 
Arn/A on 747; 15.679-84^; Schmidt, Weltbild 182-7; Montanari, Studi 
Ctassiei e Orientaii 25(1976) 325-31. The blessings of a wealthy realm include 
plentiful fish (Od. 19.113); fishing enters the everyday world of the similes 
at 24.80-2, when Iris dives into the sea like a weighted fish-hook, and Od. 
12.251-4, when Scylla hauls men ashore just as an angler, fishing from a 
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point with rod and baited hook, hauls fish from the sea (literally 80pa£e, 
'outdoors*, with a dead metaphor, as here). This image is no less grisly. The 
angler is using a rod, which corresponds to Patroklos' spear, and a flaxen 
line with a bronze hook; he sits on a jutting rock because the catch is best 
there ("irpo|3A/|s occurs in a simile at 2.396 and 3X Od.). 

The ancients debated why this fish is called Up6$ (cf. Pfeiffer on Callim. 
frag. 378). Hellenistic poets identified it as the ACOKOS or as the K<5TAAIX8VS, 

also called &v6fas and xptarappus (dorado). Clitarchus equated the latter 
with the TropTrlAos (cf. A . W. M a i r o n O p p i a n , Hal. 1.185), which was called 
'holy* ('Epimenides*, FGH457 F 22, cf. Dionysius Iambus and others in Ath. 
7.282A-284E): he claimed it was so called because it escorted ships to port 
(ibid.). Aristotle, who is not discussing Homer, offers a like report about the 
dvOlas: since, when it is present, sponge-divers do not fear to dive, they call it 
'holy* (Hist. An. 9 - 6 2 O B 3 3 ) . Oppian applies this story to the K<5CAAIX&US, also 
called KcrAAicbwpos (Hal. 5.627ff.). Hence this fish may be meant: see 
Thompson, A Glossary 0/ Greek Fishes, London 1947, s.vv. Homer's next 
marine simile concerns a diver (742ff.). 

Aristarchus denied that any specific fish is intended, claiming that Up6s 
means merely 'well-fed* and so 'big*, just as a holy ox grows fat by grazing 
freely! Since tepAs is cognate with Sanskrit ifirdh, 'strong', a sense sometimes 
still seen, in Homer (e.g. 10.56, 24.681, or lep6v uivps), the fish may be 
'vigorous* or 'active' (see J . T . Hooker, IEPOE in Early Greek, Innsbruck 1980; 
S. West, J . Russo on Od. 1.2, 18.60). Otherwise Itp6s is merely a metrically 
useful filler, as at 17.464, lepep iv\ 8l9pa> (where see n.). Leaf thought it is 
'holy' because the early Greeks had a taboo against fish: but the taboos 
amassed by Frazer (on Paus. 7.22.4) relate mainly to the Levant and Egypt, 
^vo-rn xccAxcp describes cauldrons at 18.349 = Od. 10.360. The obscure fjvovy 
once began with f - (cf. 401); it clearly means 'bright', and is an archaism 
obsolescent beside atOoTrt (i2X epos of armour). 

411—14 For Erulaos' name see 3 4 5 - 5 0 ^ Patroklos must be on foot to 
grab a stone (cf. 734, and TrapaarAs in 404): Homer takes for granted that 
he often mounts and dismounts in rapid pursuit, save when he jumps down 
to fight Sarpedon and Hektor (427, 733). With the latter half of 411 cf. 511 , 
12.388, 20.288 (all with ¿TTcaovusvov, not -os); 412 = 20.387 (cf. 20.475). 
From K£9oAV)v, 4 1 2 - 1 4 = 578-80 (with VEKpco for yalf l) , describing the next 
minor casualty. O n 414 see 13.541 ~4n. 

415—18 Patroklos kills as many Trojans as all the preceding warriors 
together (311-50). Lists of victims* names almost always precede a hostile 
intervention, often resulting from divine help: cf. 692ff., where such a 
catalogue heralds Apollo*s intervention, or 5.677, 5.703, 8.273, ! l-299> 
21.209. Such lists contain seven or nine names; more would be tedious, and 
fot the enemy not to react would be implausible (Fenik, TBS 68, 120). 
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Brumas is reused from 345, Ekhios from 15.339. Aristarchus distinguished 
Amphoteros from &P9ÓTEpos by altering the accent, a dubious expedient 
(Hrd/A); for the name, common in Ionic inscriptions (Fraser and Matthews, 
Names s.v.), see 00 399? Epaltes and Ekhios evoke sinister beasts, Ekhios the 
snake, Epaltes the owl, like Ephialtes (13.422, 13.478-80^».). Tlepolemos, 
presumably a Lycian, is surely based on the Tlepolemos slain by the Lycian 
Sarpedon (see below). Damastorides is a handy patronymic reused 4X Od. 
Like Ipheus, Puris is unknown: cf. Lycian Puresi and Purihimeti = nupipcrris 
(L. Zgusta, Kleinasiatische Personennamen, Prague 1964,437), flupts in Thasian 
inscriptions (Fraser and Matthews, Names s.v.) and Pu-ri at Knossos (B 799 
etc.). Euhippos and Polumelos have similar meanings and are both used as 
epithets (see on 399?): ¿Onrtros is at Cat. 150.21, HyAp 21 o, but "Eú- cannot 
be restored here (cf. to4~6n.). Names in -ITTTTOS are post-Myc.: see P. H. 
Ilievski in Res Mycenaeae 210. The historical Argeadai were a Macedonian 
clan with a name based on "Apyo*. For 418 see on 399? 

419-683 Sarpe on intervenes. Zeus, to avert his son's doom, suggests wafting him away 
alive, but Here persuades him to have Sleep and Death rescue his body. Sarpedon kills 
Patroklos' trace-horse, but is slain by Patroklos. A fierce fight eru Is, until the Greeks 
strip Sarpedon of his armour. £eus sends Apollo, Sleep and Death to convey his body to 
Lycia for burial 

419—683 This episode, prepared for at 317-29 and predicted by Zeus at 
15.67, neatly achieves several important effects (Wilamowitz, luH (35ff.; 
Reinhardt, iuD 341 ff.). Patroklos* exploit is needed to make him push his 
success too far and neglect Akhilleus' warning; by slaying Sarpedon, second 
in rank to Hektor and the only son of a god on the Trojan side (Aineias 
excepted), Patroklos shows himself a worthy deputy to Akhilleus. With 
Sarpedon we also find the fate of the slain man's body aod armour becomiog 
a major question. Patroklos wins the armour but oot the body, the same 
outcome as in his own case; it is ironic that Sarpedon's panoply becomes a 
prize io Patroklos* funeral games (23.7g8fT.). Since Hektor does not kill 
Patroklos explicitly to avenge Sarpedoo, there is no direct anticipation of 
Hektor's owo death. Yet Zeus makes Hektor his agent in avenging his son 
(649), and by killing Sarpedon Patroklos gives Zeus no choice but to kill 
him. The whole Patrokleia has a symmetrical structure, with Sarpedon*s 
death (preceded by that of his charioteer), then the fight over Sarpedoo's 
body, theo the death of Hektor's driver Kebriones, a fight over his body, 
and Patroklos' death (to be followed by the fight over his corpse). Wilamo-
witz excised 432-58, 491^-503« and 508-658, but such cuts ruin the 
balance of the narrative, with its anticipation of Kebriones' fall and Hektor's 
own intervention. The episode is in ring-form (M. E. Clark and W. D. E. 
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Coulson, MH 35 (1978) 65ft): 

A 419-30 Sarpedon's entry into the action 
B 431 -61 Zeus considers saving his son 
C 462-507 Sarpedon's death 
D 508-62 Glaukos' intervention 
C 563-644 The battle for Sarpedon's body 
B' 644-65 Zeus ponders his son's death 
A' 666-83 The removal of Sarpedon's body 

Sarpedon has been built up as a powerful and sympathetic figure. He slew 
Herakles' Rhodian son Tlepolemos and breached the Greek battlements 
(5.628ft, 12.307ft); his true awareness of noblesse oblige in his speech to 
Glaukos ( 12.31 off.) makes his fall all the more tragic. As head of the Trojan 
allies (12.101), he is loyal to Hektor but unafraid to rebuke him; his status 
in the army, closely analogous to Akhilleus', is one reason why Homer made 
him Patroklos' greatest victim. 

As the only son of Zeus before Troy, Sarpedon is too prominent to be the 
poet's invention. Now his fate is adumbrated when Tlepolemos deals him a 
grave wound, but 'his father still warded ruin from him', and 'it was not 
fated' for him to die (5.662, 5.674^; he begs Hektor to save his body from 
the foe and to let him die in Troy, if he may never return to Lycia (684ft.), 
but his appeal falls flat, since his wound is not fatal. Homer already had his 
death and transfer to Lycia in mind, and knew a local saga wherein Tlepole-
mos slew him in Lycia (so M. Valleton, De Iliadis fontibus et compositione, 
Leiden 1915, 126); cf. the Milesian saga behind the death of Sarpedon's 
beloved Atumnios (317-29^). There was a tradition that Tlepolemos 
survived: like Askalaphos, he takes part in the battle against Penthesileia in 
Dictys 4.2; [Aristotle), Mir. Ause. 107, says he finally went to Italy. The poet 
warns his hearers to revise their expectations, by saying that Sarpedon is 
not yet fated to die (cf. 12.402t.). In Hesiod, the Sarpedon who fought at Troy 
is a son of Zeus and Europe, and thus Minos' brother (Cat. 140t., cf. Aesch. 
frag. 99, Hellanicus FGH 4 F 94, [Eur.J Rhesus 29); Sarpedon's comrade 
Glaukos has the same name as Minos' son. Homer surely introduced Sarpe-
don from an earlier era so that Patroklos could kill a god's son (so Severyns, 
Homère 82t., and E. Howald, MH 8 ( 1951 ) 111 f t) ; the fact that Sarpedon's 
comrades include the sons of Amisodaros, his own grandfather, confirms 
the anachronism (317-29^)! Homer evaded the problem by renaming the 
hero's mother Laodameia (6.199); for this device cf. 13.694-70. Others 
posited a homonymous grandfather and grandson (Diodorus 5.79.3), or 
made Sarpedon live three generations ('Apollodorus' 3.1.2, probably from 
Cat. 140.20)! 

Since Homer wishes to give Sarpedon respect like that which he shows 
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for the Aineiadai, no doubt because his cousin Glaukos was ancestor to 
ruling families in Ionia (508-3in.), his body is spirited to Lycia. This 
motif could be traditional, but may come from the Memnonis, where Mem-
non's mother Eos obtained immortality for her son; in Quintus of Smyrna 
(2.550-92) the winds bear his body away, but in a vase of c. 480 B.C. the 
bearers are Eos, Sleep and Death (LIMC s.v. Eos, no. 320). The Aithiopis 
also made Thetis snatch Akhilleus from the pyre and take him to the White 
Isle. In Sarpedon's case his foe Here insists that he must not be immortalized, 
but proposes the rescue of his corpse. H. Pestalozzi (Die Aehilteis als Quelle 
der Iliast Zurich 1945, 14), Schadewaldt (Welt 155-202) and Kullmann 
(Qjtellen 34) deduce that his death is based on Memnon's: cf. pp. 3i2f. for 
the close parallels between the two tales. Fenik suspects that the resem-
blances are multiforms of typical elements, in which no version is basic (TBS 
231-40), but the similarities are too great for coincidence (so Clark and 
Coulson, art. cit.; L. M. Slatkin, TAPA 116 (1986) 2ff.). 

Sarpedon's background suggests that he was once a »on-Greek god (cf. 
H. E. Zwicker, RE nA (1921) 3 5 - 4 7 ) . His name was borrowed into Greek 
as Zap-rratkov, before the Ionic sound-shift of a to r|; it appears in Lycian as 
zrppudeine (Bryce, The Lycians 26f.), cf. the Lycian name ZtptroSis (von 
Kamptz, Personennamen 313). Demes were named after him at TIos and 
X a n t h o s (Bryce, toe. «'/.); his cult a t X a n t h o s no d o u b t centred on his 
supposed tomb (Appian, Bell. Civ. 4.78, with Nagy in C. A. Rubino and C. 
W. Shelmerdine, edd., Approaches to Homer, Austin 1983, 194?.). A Cilician 
hill named after him had a shrine of Apollo Sarpedonios and Artemis 
Sarpedonia with an oracle (Strabo 14.676, Diodorus 32.10.2); Hermippus 
of Bery tus reports a dream-oracle of his in the Troad (Tertullian, De Anima 
46.11). Hills, headlands and islands were linked with him, as with Apollo 
(cf. HyAp 30-44): the Gorgons' isle was called 'Sarpedon* (Cypria frag. 32 
B. = 26 D., cf. Stesichorus frag. 183), as was a windy headland in Thrace 
(Simonides frag. 534, Pherecydes FGH 3 F 145, Aesch. Suppl. 869ff., Hdt. 
7.58, Ap. Rhod. 1.21 iff. with schol.), where a brute named Sarpedon lived 
until Herakles slew him ('Apollodorus* 2.5.9; Tlepolemos is Herakles' son). 
Since, in Cretan/Lycian legend, either Apollo or Sarpedon loved Atumnios 
(317~2gn.), Apollo Sarpedonios may be a syncretism based on a Cretan and 
Anatolian god akin to "Lycian* Apollo (so L. Preller, Griechische Mythologie 
11, Berlin 1875, 133); hence, perhaps, the role of Sarpedon's brother Apollo 
in sending him to Lycia. Popular etymology probably linked his name with 
the winds via the Harpuiai, 'snatchers* (149-50^): Vermeule compares the 
Harpy-Tomb at Xanthos, on which harpies bear away the dead, adding 'it 
is not too surprising that Homer makes Sarpedon the object of the only big 
snatch in the Iliad, though he transformed the carriers from lady birds to 
Sleep and Death, to match the more familiar configurations of epic mor-
tality' (Death 169). 
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I conclude that Homer or a predecessor made Sarpedon die at Troy 
because that was where a great Asiatic warrior had to die, just as the 
Nibelungenliedfalsely synchronizes Attila and Theoderic (cf. Bowra, Tradition 
and Design i57f.); but, needing to return his body to Lycia as local cult 
required, the poet adapted the tale of Memnon's death. In his Sack of Trov 
Stesichorus transferred the motif to Hekabe, whom Apollo conveyed to 
Lycia, no doubt because Hektor was Apollo's son (frags. 198, 224); 'EicAPq 
is from the god's epithet *&<apAAos (716-200.). 

4x9—21 The rare adj. AprrpoxlTcov, 'with unbelted tunic' (cf. Aristotle 
frag. 584 and Nonnus, Dion. 48.507), attests an unknown peculiarity of 
Lycian everyday attire; Homer could have said £uKvqpT8as. Cf. atoAopiipr)S 
(5.707), the epithets denoting the special hairstyles of the Abantes and 
Thracians (2.542, 4.533), and 'IAOVES IAKEXHCOVES (13.685). If the piTpq 
meant the metal plate which guarded the belly (4.137-8^),. we would need 
to take x>Tcbv as metaphorical with no sign that the 'tunic' is of metal, as in 
XCxAkoxItcov. Hesiod uses plTpq of ladies' girdles (Cat. 1.4); it also came to 
mean a woman's headband (Calame on Alcman frag. i.67f.). With 420 cf. 
434» 452- Verse 421 is like 12.408; KcxSorrrrApevos is used absolutely as at Od. 
2.39, 24.393 * - 5 8 2 N - ) » and the datives go with K£KAFTO. 

422—5 Sarpedon's protreptic is powerful: 422 contains three distinct 
ideas. For appeals to al8cos see 13 .120-3^ Bool IOTE is an order: his men 
must do their best because he will set an example (AvWjcxco yAp lyco . . . ) . 
8065, originally 'sharp', means 'keen', 'swift <in battle)' (494, 5 536, 5.571, 
15.585); cf. 8oAco, 'sharpen*. Sarpedon knows only that his opponent is not 
Akhilleus; the theme of tricking the enemy with the hero*s armour receives 
little emphasis (see pp. 310-11) . Verses 424f. = 5-i75f. (where see n.), at 
the same point in Diomedes' aristeia, when Aineias bids Pandaros shoot 
whoever is doing the damage. Thus a typical detail may be adapted to fit 
Patroklos' 'disguise'. 

426 = 4.419, and occurs 6 x with airriKa/'EKTcop 8'. With 427 cf. l-rfpco-
8ev A<J>* TTTTTCOV AATO XAM&IE at 733 and 755, where it precedes a simile 
likening Patroklos and Hektor to lions (cf. the raptors here); it is altered, 
with contracted Sltppou, to admit lirel (F)T5EV, so that its content balances 
419 + 426. Homer neglects to say that Patroklos had remounted ( 4 1 1 -
l4n-)-

428—30 T h e well-matched warriors are likened to two great birds of prey, 
alyvmof (13.531 -3«.) . This begins a set of similes describing Patroklos, 
which lengthen as the climax ncars: he defeats Sarpedon as a lion overcomes 
a bull and chases the foe as a hawk chases birds; he and Hektor are like rival 
lions, and Hektor defeats him as a lion worsts a boar (487, 582, 756, 823). 
M. Baltes analyses the thematic development (A&A 29 (1983) 36-48); 
he notes that similes where animals of the same species fight never recur, 
and deems the lions a deliberate heightening of the raptors. Sarpedon is 
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Patroklos* first adversary of equal calibre; thus the weapons of both birds 
(talons and beaks) are mentioned to show the mutual danger, whereas at 
489, where he is likened to a victorious lion and his foe to a bull, only the 
lion's claws appear. T h e birds fight on a high cliff, just as the warriors excel 
the rest in valour. The simile also advances the duel, so that it can form a 
background for the divine scene (Krischer, Konventionen 64): the overt point 
of comparison is the din the warriors make while charging. KA6£CO, the same 
verb as KCKX^yovTCS, can describe both birds and warriors (Silk, Interaction 
16). 

438 = Oct. 22.302, the start of a simile depicting the attack on the 
suitors; 428f. = Aspis 405 f., where duellists charge each other (430 = Aspis 
412). yamf/cbvuxos replaces -tovu£ in prose. Most M S S and lexica rightly 
offer AyKvAox«TAai, 'with hooked beaks', in all three passages plus Od. 
19.538 (alrTfcs AyKuAoxriAtis), not the minority reading -xnAai, 'with hooked 
claws'. -X^IA- was written -XEA- in both Attic and Ionic script (p. 33), since 
X«Aos is from *x£^"v" or *xc*~CT~ (Chantraine, Diet. s.v.). F. Bechtel deems 
-Xtf Aai a misreading of-xfjAai when written in Attic script: the formation is 
wrong for x^Ao? (-x«»Acis is expected), and "X^Arjs was in Aristophanes' text 
of Homer, since Pupoalrros ¿ryia/AoxelAqs at Knights 197 (so most MSS), in 
a parody of an oracle, is explained at 204^ as T! 6' ¿rywAox^Aqs tcrrlv; . . . 
6TI ¿tyxuAais TOIS x c P ° l v ¿pir<St£cov «PIPCI (Lexilogus zu Homer, Halle 1 9 1 4 ^ 7). 
-X?iAai is certainly right at Batrachomyomachia 294, when it describes crabs 
with claws (van der Valk, Researches 11 632). But Eustathius (1068.50) 
already noted the resultant tautology with yauufcbvu£; poets do use X£IA°S 
of a bird's beak (Eur. Ion 1199, Oppian Hal. 3.247). Aristophanes surely 
deforms -xelAqs to make his pun (so LfgrE s.v. and Shipp, Studies 121; 
differently G. Russo on Aspis 405^). 

430 Aristarchus and some good M S S keep the Aeolic perf. participle 
KEKA^YOVTCS. -C5T€5 was read by his other edition and al TTAEIOUS (Did/AT), 
i.e. most of the emended texts (so too at Od. 14.30); other good M S S have 
unmetrical -6TCS here and at 12.125 v a n der Valk, op. ext. 11 5 f ) . T h e 
Aeolism survived in the plur. because of its scansion (8x epos, often with 
-Cms as a variant); in the sing, all M S S confirm that bards had replaced 
-cav with the metrically equivalent -&>s (9X epos). See Wathelet, Traits 
324-9, and, for like variants, 13.59-61 n.; on how Aeolisms persist for 
metrical reasons cf. pp. i6ff. 

431—61 A divine scene interrupts the duel, which resumes exactly where 
it left off (462 echoes 430). Fenik (TBS 202) compares how, at 20.290-317 
and 22.167-87, major duels are interrupted by dialogues where one god 
asks another about his plan to save one of the combatants (from Icitrcs, 
440-3 = 22.178-81, concerning Hektor). Here lets Poseidon rescue Aineias, 
but dissuades Zeus here: cf. how Poseidon dissuades her in the brief exchange 
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at 8.200fr. Sudden shifts of scene to Olumpos also occur at 4.1, 18.356, Od. 
13.125, 24.472. 

The contemplative, pitying Zeus is familiar: cf. 644fr., 17.198fr, 17.441fr, 
18.356fr (another dialogue with Here). Zeus's pity for Sarpedon dignifies 
both opponents and arouses the suspeose ofaoticipation (cf. bT). Sarpedon's 
death is foreshadowed several times (above, p. 371); when Zeus predicts it 
to Here at 15.67, his words 'my son' already betray his anguish. Even the 
king of the gods must share the lot of the bereaved fathers whose grief is a 
leitmotif in the poem. His protest against fate does not prove that he can 
reverse it, although Here implies this; the question of relative power, though 
posed, is left unanswered. His words reveal his feelings: Here's reply upholds 
the order of the Homeric cosmos, and indeed that of the plot - although her 
death-sentence on her stepson does have the air of a jealous wife's vendetta; 
when Poseidon wants to save Aioeias she raises no objection (20.310fr.)! The 
purpose is dramatic, not theological: nothiog ever happeos beyond fate in 
the Iliad (see p. 5). Nor may Sarpedon gain heroic status without death, 
in Homer's tragic vision; contrast the Aithiopis' handling of Memnon and 
Akhilleus. As Eustathius notes (1069.23fr.), Homer neatly evades a di-
lemma: if Zeus saves Sarpedoo, the story fails, for then Thetis could save 
Akhilleus, as Here hiots; but if Zeus does nothing, he looks implausibly 
feeble; so he must yield to a higher power. See further pp. 4fr. and £rbse, 
Götter 287? 

Zenodotus omitted the whole dialogue (so T); mptypd^pct (Arn/A) could 
mean that he only athetized 432-58 with a large bracket, but a parallel in 
Arn/A on 2.156-69 points to omission (Nickau, £enodotos io f ) . Plato had 
attacked the portrayal of Zeus feeling pity {Rep. 3.388c, misquoting 433? 
with a! at); Zenodotus' rationale was more trivial — Here was last 00 
Olumpos (15.150), yet Zeus is on Ida (Arn/A). Similarly he altered 666 and 
left out 677 to make clear that Zeus calls to Apollo from Ida (!); he added 
17.456a to take Zeus to Olumpos, and athetized 17.545? because it implies 
that he is still 00 Ida (cf. p. 23 o. 19). Nickau takes his chaoges seriously (op. 
eil. 140-54). Aristarchus well replied that Here returned to Ida tcorrä T6 
oico-rrcopcvov, i.e. the poet did oot bother to oarrate her return, any more 
than Apollo's (cf. Arn/A 00 666) or Iris' at 15.218? Yet oral poets cao 
err on such details. Perhaps Homer imagined both gods in their usual place, 
as at 22.167fr., or had in mind Thetis' supplication of Zeus on Olumpos 
when her son fought Memnon (Schoeck, Ilias und Aithiopis 59?). 

431— a With 431 cf. 15.12. The more popular Trorrfjp (6*) 6v6pcov i t tewv 
TC (36X epos) is replaced by its metrical equivalent Kp6vou ir&s ¿ryxvAo-
U^TCCO ( 8 X II. ooly), which everywhere else follows aorists io -KC (^KC, 6O>KC, 

Oqicc); it surely came to mind because of&yKi/Aox«Acn at 428 (cf. 15.10-130.)! 
Despite its contraction of -ao to -cco (replacing Lesbian -a?), it souods 
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archaic and might be expected to drop out of use, like fta&mis Tr6ivia "Hpr|. 
Verse 432 resembles 18.356, Hy. 12.3: the traditional phrase reflects Here's 
twin claims to respect (cf. 4.58?.). 

433-9 Here sarcastically called Askalaphos 'dearest of men' when she 
told Ares of his son's death (15.111). Verses 434 and 438 adapt 420, framing 
the speech and giving Sarpedon's death more weight than his rescue, espe-
cially since the latter option is in second place; Here will reverse this 
sequence. Verse 435 is a unique version of the theme of pondering (cf. 
13.455-81».): 8lx©or recurs at Od. 1.23, Hy. 22.4, 9pcolv ¿ppalvovn (etc.) at 
10.4, 2X Od. For the apt SaKpvoiooqs (instead of Ku6iocvc(pqs) see 13.765-
gn. AVKITJS . . . niovi S/jticp recurs at 514, 673, 683, cf. 455. 8fjnos is extended 
from 'people' to a place where people live. Verse 439 * 4.25, 8.462, 14.330 
(43gf. «= 1.55if., i8.36of.). 

441—3 =* 22.179-81, when Athene dissuades Zeus from saving Hektor; 
the repetition may link his death with Sarpedon's (Thalmann, Conventions 
46). T h e defiant 443 = 4.29, 22.181, both times at the end of rebukes. The 
word-play 8VT)T6S - 6<5rvcnros makes mortals' deaths seem inevitable. For 
TT67Tpc*>ii£vov aTcrq . . . l^otvaAOoai see on 15.209-11, 22.180; I. depends on 
the idea of fate as a cord or thread (cf. Onians, Origins 382-9). O n 8UCTJX*)S 
see 2.686n.; Thetis longs to hide her son from Bavd-roio 8v<rqx^°S (18.464). 

444—9 As often, 'I'll tell you something else* introduces a clearer state-
ment of consequences, not a new point: cf. 1.297 or 4.39, where Zeus tells 
Here 'if you insist on my city being sacked, 1*11 sack yours*. Athene dissuaded 
Ares from avenging his son by saying that it would be hard to protect all 
gods' mortal offspring ( 1 5 . 1 4 0 ^ . In fact few sons of gods are at Troy: 
Menesthios, Eudoros, Ialmenos, Askalaphos, Podaleirios, Makhaon, Sarpe-
don, Aineias and Akhilleus. £cov, in Aristarchus (Did/A) but few good 
MSS, is contracted from *£cof6s as at 5 . 8 8 7 , Hdt. 1 . 1 9 4 . 3 ; Archilochus 
used £o6s (frags. 1 3 3 , 1 4 5 . 7 ) . The vulgate (co^v has a unique and harsh 
synizesis (cf. van der Valk, Researches it (97f.). The repeated suffix in 6v6e 
66|iov6c neatly declines 0T0 66poio (Hoekstra on Od. 1 4 . 4 2 4 ) ; c f Myc. do-de 
( 1 4 . 1 7 3 ^ ) and possessives like fin£rep6v6e. dv 9IA0V ul6v is in this place at 
6 . 4 7 4 , but 5X at the verse-end. Bards never say <5rrr* alvffc StiiorfjTos for drrr6 
Kporrepffr toplvqs (cf. 645, 18.243,13.206-gn.). Verse 448 adapts the mobile 
formula (tttpl) &crru y l y a npiapoto (&VOKTO$), found 8 x Horn.: cf. Od. 
5 . 1 0 6 , &. TT. n. tidxovTO. With the end of 4 4 9 cf. 8 . 4 4 9 (Zeus warning Here 
and Athene); TOIOIV denotes the gods. 

450—5 Here*s concession is not one which saves her stepson. Aristarchus 
(Did/A) and some good M S S read 9(Aos, which looks like a learned 'im-
provement'. 9(Xov is flatter but more formular: cf. el noO TOI 9. tori (etc., 6 x 
Horn.); xal T. 9. ItrArro 6upa> (etc., 9 X epos). So too at 2 3 . 5 4 8 most good 
MSS read el Si utv olxrlpci? xal TOI 9. 1. 0., but he and n a a a i have 9IA0S. 
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With the rest of 450 cf. 22.169 (of Hektor); with 45if . cf. 420, 21.207^ ITTEI 
can take a subj. without av (Chantraine, Gil 11 256); ETTTJV is a modernizing 
minority variant (13.284-711.). vyuxtl and aicbv are functional equivalents, 
since 453 blends Amoi a. (5.685, Od. 7.224) and A. (Od. 18.91), cf. Aim 
Oupos (2 x ); just as 4;. and 8. once meant 'breath' (48 m.) , so aicbv was 'vital 
force' (Brcmmcr, Soul i ^f.). With 454f. cf. 671 - 3 ; Sleep and Death arc twins 
^>72, »4.231 n.). nipTTEiv goes with Oava*rov, <p£p£iv with uiv; the word-order 
reflects the ancicnt tendency t^ put enclitics as early as possible in the clause. 
For vrjSupos see 14.24211. eupsiris (-T)) is a generic epithet for fem. toponyrns 
shaped u u — (cf. 433-911.). 

456—7 = 674^ Tapxuoo, 'bury*, is surely unrelated to TapIxEuco, 'pickle' 
(7.8511.), or to Hittitc tarh-, 'conquer' {via 'deify'), cf. the Luwian god 
Tarhund- (pace Chantraine, Diet. s.v.). See also Hoekstra, Modifications i42f. 
For (p )i-rris, 'kinsman', see on 6.239, 15-545^ Sarpedon's brothers, otherwise 
unknown ( A b T on 674), are in fact Minos and Rhadamanthus (above, 
p. 371)! O n the custom of crowning a tumulus with a gravestone see 13.4370. 

458—61 T h e sequel (666ff.), as well as the bloody rain, shows Zeus's 
sorrowful obedience (458 = 4.68). He creates other such portents: at 11 -53f. 
he sends EEpcras aipaTi UUSOCAEOS, because he is about to hurl many brave 
men into Hades; at Aspis 384f. he casts down bloody drops to give his son a 
sign for battle (KCX5 8 ' ap' 6TT' oupavoOsv y i a S a s pdAsv aiuaTokrcras). T h e 
motif seems traditional. Bloody rain was a common portent at Rome (e.g. 
Livy 24.10.7, 39.46.5 etc.), but not in Greece (cf. Pritchett, The Greek State 
at War in 91 ff.). T h e rain may be a fantasy, but I have seen in Greece and 
even, once, in England, showers which deposited a red dust, wafted, the 
meteorologists said, from Saharan sandstorms, ^lds is cognate with vf i£o|jai, 
E^I8E, 'weep*, Engl. spit. aipaTOEis, usually at the verse-end, is displaced by 
KOCTEXEUEV Epochs, cf. \EOEV E. {4X Horn.). T h e pathos in 'his dear son' shows 
us Zeus's viewpoint; 'death far away* is a common pathetic rnotif (539, 
i8.99f., Od. 2.365, cf. 1.30, 24.541). So too Thetis weeps for her son os ol 
EUEAAE I <p6io-EA6> EV Tpofy ¿pifkbAaKi, TT|A66I TTDTPRIS (24.85^. L is a generic 
epithet for toponyms shaped ( - ) u u - ; to end 461 with PcoTiavEipi^ or 
(JiTjTEpi priAcov (1.155, 11.222) would have yielded less pathos. 

462—507 T h e charge now over {462 resumes 430), the duel begins; after 
such weighty preliminaries it is suitably long and complex, yet largely 
consists of familiar elements (Fenik, TBS 2(>3ff.j. It falls into two rounds, 
4 6 2 - 7 5 and 47G -507. 

462—75 In round one, both warriors' spear-casts hit other targets -
Sarpedon's charioteer and Patroklos' trace-horse. Although many a driver 
is slain by a cast aimed at his leader (737, 8.119, 8.312, 15.430), and both 
warriors may fail on the first cast (11.232!^, 13.604!^ 22.273^.) or miss 
entirely (335ff., 21.161 if.), 'this is the only combat in the poem where both 
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. . . manage to kill somebody or something else instead' (Fcnik, toe. eit.). This 
shows how perilous the duel is for both parties, but the fact that Sarpedon 
kills only a horse adumbrates his inferiority; so does the way Homer says 
that he missed, but omits to say that Patroklos missed too (cf. 13.506-90.). 
Thalmann thinks Patroklos aimed at the driver (Conventions 46), but Sarpe-
don is the foe he must fear. 

463-5 *Thrasumelos', in a few good MSS, is an old and sheepish error. 
Not all compound names need make sense (von Kamptz, Personennamen to); 
but Philomelos, Polumelos and Eumelos do, whereas 'Bold-sheep' is laugh-
able. Nicanor, a papyrus and the vulgate rightly read 'Thrasudemos*. T h e 
error arose when copyists' eyes strayed from -AHMON to (A)AAHAOI- in 
462; this also created -MHAON, which Byzantine scribes altered to -pi^Sqv. 
&yoKAciT6v, here only acc. sing., is a generic epithet equivalent to Cnr4p6vpov 
(3X Horn.) and ¿tpqtyiAov ( 7 X , usually of Menelaos): it is gen. 3X epos, 
plur. 3X and fem. 9X . V̂ Os OcpAmov (also at 653) recurs 4X as 8. 40$. T6V in 
465 resumes the construction after the parenthesis; cf. the resumptive 6 in 
467 and 15.429-350. For vdatpa see 5.537-40°-

467—9 'The commentators' (Did/T) read ScCrrEpov 6pprj0tls as at 402, in 
a typical attempt to standardize the irregularities of this oral dictated text; 
some good M S S agree, but the old vulgate was 6EUTcpo$. Homer was 
inconsistent: the M S S have Btvrcpov 6pwrro \cOmm at 3.349 but 6e0rcpos 
at 17.45 (otherwise the same verse), cf. Ocrrepos 6. x- (479 5.17). 

OOTCKTEV, 'stabbed', is the wrong verb, since Sarpedon too cast his spear. 
I suspect a simple error by the poet, who was perhaps distracted by resump-
tive 6 64, which normally marks a change of grammatical subject: cf. 21.68 
and the odd use of TVTTTCO at 13.571. Philemon (e. 200 B.C.?) read 4)ACKTEV 

instead. Aristarchus merely noted the problem: Did/A should be emended 
to read 'no doubt ( n o ) reading was current (P^TTOTE ypcupVj T»S <O0K> 

4<p4p£ro) in which Homer maintained his usual expression; for Aristarchus 
would not have left it as incorrigible*. But T say Aristarchus made drastic 
changes, inserting 153f. after 467:6 84 nVjBaaov &yk<x6v lmrov | [ 153f. ] | T6V 
pdAt 8E£I6V copov. Such rewriting departs from his normal caution (see 
pp. 26C); A . Roemer is surely right (RhM 66 (1911) 352f.) that 'Aristarchus* 
is an error for 'Aristophanes', who certainly favoured rewritings of 10.349 
and Od. 2.51 involving extra verses. The interpolator wished to allude to 
Akhilleus and make clear that Pedasos is the mortal horse, as well as to 
remove O&TCKTEV. — Pedasos 'crashed down' (Eppaxc, cf. 5.859), 'gasping out 
his life' (8up6v 6To8wv, cf. 15.252-3^). Verse 469 = Od. 10.163, 19.454, 
Od. 18.98; paxcbv suits only animals and the comical Iros. 

470—5 O n why Patroklos has a trace-horse, and the archaeological back-
ground, see I52~4n. Pedasos' fall imperils the chariot by alarming the other 
two horses, entangling the reins and putting strain on the yoke, which creaks 
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(Kpficc, from tcpl£co) as if about to snap the pole to which it was attached 
(24.27off.); this was the greatest danger to a chariot (370- in.). J. Wiesncr 
(Arch. Horn. r 21) thinks Pedasos was fastened to the horse beside him 
by a harness, which Automedon severs to save the situatioo; but the traces 
surely passed through rings or hooks ('ferrets') on the yoke. Priam's waggon, 
with a team of four, certainly had these (otqKES, 24.269); depicted on Myc. 
vases, they are fouod 00 the Geometric chariot excavated at Salamis (cf. 
Wiesner, op. cit. 56, 71, and Crouwel, Chariots io8f.). Thus Automedon 
rushes up and hews the traces away from the yoke with one blow, like Nestor 
at 8.87?; the reins straighten the horses up (cf. 23.324). ¿mrqpes, 'reins', are 
next at Soph. O.C. 900; cf. Aspis 308 (£>VT<&). 

The theory that the Iliad draws on the tale of Memnon (pp. 312?) rests 
partly on this scene. Pindar (Py. 6.28-39) tells how, in the battle against 
Memnon, Nestor's chariot was disabled when Paris shot ooe of his horses; 
Antilokhos died to save his father. This must derive from Cyclic epic. Io a 
striking parallel at 8.8off., Paris shoots Nestor's trace-horse; the old man, 
hewing at the traces, is saved from Hektor ooly by Diomedes (cf. Willcock 
io Milanges Dclebecque 482C; Miihlesteio, Namenstudien 47^). A dead trace-
horse is an obsolesceot traditiooal motif, since the phrase K«TTO irap/|opos 
is famously misused at 7.156. Note the urgent asyndeta in 472? Verse 
473 = Od. 10.439, 1 «.231, cf. 14.383-70.; when the subject must be given, 
Homer says £(905 6£0 ipuooApcvos irap& uqpoO (5X ). 

476—507 The duel's second round completes a chiasmus, since Sarpedon 
now casts first; the familiar pattern it follows often coostitutes a whole 
combat. Trojan P throws at Greek Q a n d misses, whereat Q, kills P; cf. 
5.16-18, repeated here with Patroklos replacing Diomedes (478-80; 462 » 
5.14). Sarpedon's fall is likened to that of a tree, his death-struggle to that 
of a bull, two standard images. He dies like the poem's other great casualties, 
Patroklos and Hektor (502-50.); like them, he is given a last speech. But, 
rather than address his foe, he asks Glaukos to save his body from spoliatioo, 
just as at 5.684(7. he asked this of Hektor (cf. p. 371); this avoids having 
him face the unwanted question of who is wearing Akhilleus' armour 
(Edwards, HPI262). 

476-80 Verses 476? resume 462 and 466 (¿rnrVjuPpoTi Boupl ^ativcp recurs 
nowhere else); 6\siio£6pos, a standard epithet of strife, is io the same formula 
at 7.301, 20.253, modified at 7.210, 19.58. Eustathius (1071.43) liked the 
pattern 6. - o05' ipccV - oOx &A»ov piAos - 6AV !0aV. 

481 Sarpedon is hit 'where the lungs are shut in around the dense heart', 
an anatomically correct description. As Onians argues (Origins 26fi*.), tpptvcf 
are the lungs, into which the 6vp6$ (once 'breath') gathers as one revives 
(22.475, 15-252—311.); they were deemed the seat of the iotelligeoce 
because of the breath they contain. They are not, as is ofteo held, the 
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diaphragm, which, being taut muscle attached all round, would not come 
out with the spear (504); it is incredible that so many men should be hit in the 
diaphragm, but only one in the lungs (4.528). Cf. too the sense of prnfypevov, 
'back*. See also Bremmer, Soul 62; contra, S. Laser, Arch. Horn, s 43-6, citing 
Od. 9.301, ¿61 tpptos fjrrap §xo u a i» and S. D. Sullivan, Psychological Activity 
in Homer, Ottawa 1988, 178-80. A pulmonary wound explains Sarpedon's 
•noisy breathing (PcPpvx&s, 486); cf. that of Asios, whose throat is pierced 
(13.388-93), and Virgil, Aen. 4.689, where injixum stridit sub pectore vulnus 
'expresses the whistling sound with which breath escapes from a pierced 
lung' (J. W. Mackail ad loc.). Verse 660 may mean that Sarpedon was hit 
in the heart, which is in the same area. Even if the spear missed his heart, 
it is a miracle of poetic licence that he can still speak (cf. Hektor at 22.32 7IT.). 
The puzzling form fpxorrai is used as an aspirated perf. of (p)ipyco, 'enclose', 
i.e. £epyp£vat eleri (Hoekstra on Od. 14.73); on it is based £pxcrr6c0VT0 (Od. 
14.15). It may be from the root *sergh- seen in fpxorros, 'enclosure* (cf. 
t4.i22~5n.). &M9* A6IV6V xf)p is metaphorical at Od. 19.516; KF)p has a 
physical sense only here and perhaps at I4.i39f. &6iv6$, 'dense' in time or 
space, describes droves of sheep, incessant sobs and here a beating heart 
(LfgrE s.v.). 

483-6 = 13.389-93, where see nn.; Sarpedon's chariot is immobilized, 
so it is just as apt for him as it was for Asios to fall before it. There is no 
reason to suspect this simile, since the next image depicts a later stage in his 
fall: paired similes are common at critical moments (15.618-36^). It is soon 
Patroklos' turn to resemble a log (17.744). 

487—9 Warriors, especially leaders, often die like bulls (13.570-3^): cf. 
too alporr&is A>s TIS TC A&OV KCCTA TaOpov ¿6T)6COS (17.542), and the everyday 
scene where lions catch a bull from the herd (i8.579ff., cf. 15.586-8^). This 
simile is heightened and reversed at 823ff., where Patroklos becomes a boar 
worsted by the lion Hektor (so Moulton, Similes 105); it also heightens the 
bird-simile at 428ff., as Baltes saw (428—3on.). The bull has dignity even in 
death, since it 'groans' (orcvdxcov) like a warrior (contrast paxebv, 467-9^); 
pcy66upo$ endows it with heroic courage. alOcov often describes lions, but 
horses and oxen are crtOcovcs peyAAoi at 2.839, Od. 18.372. The variant bx' 
for £v, avoided by Aristarchus, al -rrAclovs (Did/AT) and many early codices, 
may come from 6.424; van der Valk thinks it better represents the bull as 
head of his herd (Researches 11 99m). 

490-1 Sarpedon speaks only with effort. The concrete sense of Crrr6, 'at 
Patroklos' hands' (cf. 489), is still felt with KTEIV6PEVOS (698-70m.). Aris-
tarchus took pcvtaiVE as 'fainted' or 'was angry', but it means 'struggled 
(mentally)' as at 15.104 (A. W. H. Adkins, JHS 89 (1969) 17fl); the phrase 
is improvised from (KcrraJicrApivai p. (8x Horn., cf. Od. 20.315). The rest 
of 491 recurs at 23.178 = 24.591, in addresses to the dead Patroklos. 
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493-501 Even as he dies Sarpedon is vigorous, direct and mindful of the 
heroic code. Verses 492-4 form a chiastic preamble: compliment (TTOAE-

piorA) - vuv - vuv - compliment, you are 806$' (the usual adj. with 
TroAEpiorrite, cf. 4 2 2 - 5 ^ ) . From vuv, 492f. = 22.268(1 (Akhilleus to Hektor); 
493 = 5.602. His last wishes, again in three verses, are carried out exactly 
(495-7, to imtTa, = 532-4, with c*>Tpuv€v). His use of his own name at 496 
may be pathetic but is certainly proud and defiant: cf. 833, 7.75 (Hektor), 
1.240, 19.151 (Akhilleus), 8.22 (Zeus), 11.761 (Nestor). Aristarchus thinks 
he is quoting the orders Glaukos must give his men (cf. 533). His warning 
that his cousin will otherwise incur disgrace fills a further three verses: 
with 498 cf. 17.556, Athene urging Menelaos to save Patroklos' body; 
501 = 17.559, the call to action that ends Athene's speech. 

With 'a soldier among men' (492) cf. IcrQAdv §6irra PET* Av6p<5cotv (13.461);.. 
p. has the same force at 557, 11.762, 15.611, Od. 19.315. T ' s conjecture 
Trdpos for TT^TTOV is from 557 (cf. Nic/A ad loc.). bT's 6paous (494) emends 
away the oxymoron in EEA8£O0CO TT6AEPO$ KCCK6$ (cf. TTAAEPOV Opaovv, 10.28 = 
Od. 4.146); but K. is a standard epithet, as apt as at Od. 22.152. fipcrra "ir&irra 
8iapTTEp£s (499) recurs, describing disgrace, at HyAphr 248; this pleonastic 
formula is found reversed 3X in epos. Verse 500 = 15.428, where see n.; 'at 
the fleet' is less apt here, but, as Willcock notes, Patroklos drove the Trojans 
back towards the ship» ( 3 9 5 ) . b T accent v&av to remove this 'problem'! For 
lyopai, 'hold fast', cf. 9.235. 

503—5 T h e same distinctive verse, 502, ends the last words and the lives 
of the poem's three major casualties ( = 855, 22.361); both its half-lines are 
traditional, since they occur elsewhere and reflect the f - in EITTAVTCC ( 5 . 5 5 3 , 

Od. 5 . 3 1 3 ) . T h e 'end that is death' covers Sarpedon*s eyes and nose, i.e. he 
ceases to see and breathe. W e next hear why: Patroklos steadies his victim 
with his heel (13 .616-19^) and pulls out the spear, which drags out his 
lungs (48 m.) and with them his life (were 9p£v£S abstract, 505 would be 
repetitious). Death often follows the weapon's removal (13.5740 14.5180 
both ending with 'darkness covered his eyes'); the motif is modified when it 
is the turn of Patroklos and Hektor to die (862f., 22.367). T h e neat zeugma 
of505 is apt: the soul is imagined as breath which escapes through the wound 
(48m.). Aristarchus (Did/T) and nearly all M S S read un metrical TTOTI in 
504; irpoTl is a facile normalization of the rough-hewn text. His E x o v T ° (cf-
501) lacks M S support. O n the split formula tyxEOS * * * atxpViv cf. 313-150. 

506—7 Sarpedon's steeds may be 'snorting' because they resist Myrmidon 
control - cf. 4.2270., HyHerm 118 (of cows); but there is no metrically 
equivalent epithet for horses. fcTTEl Alirov ficppctT* Avdxrcov is a misused half-
line, found above at 371. Here the chariot-pole did not snap, so the horses 
cannot have left the vehicle; since Homer had such an accident in mind at 
470, he has made a minor slip. Zenodotus (Arn, Did/A) and a few good M S S 
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keep Ahrov: most adopt Aristarchus* impossible emeodatioo AITTEV, sup-
posedly an aor. pass, third plur. (van der Valk, Researches u 74?.) . 

508-31 Glaukos, shot in the arm by Teukros (12.387(7.), was still fighting 
at 14.426 where, I suspect, Homer had forgotten his wound; here too 
Sarpedoo did not mention it. In answer to his prayer, Apollo miraculously 
heals him; his joy at this balaoces his initial grief that he cannot help his 
cousin (508?, 530?). Glaukos is a sympathetic figure, no doubt because 
leadiog Ionian families deemed him their ancestor (Hdt. 1.147). Aias slew 
him in the fight over Akhilleus' body: see 'Apollodorus', Epit. 5.4; ¿/A/Cs.v. 
Achilleus, pi. 850 (Chalcidian vase, c. 540 B .C . ) . In Quintus of Smyrna (4.4-
12) Apollo and the winds take his body to Lycia. Being Lycian, he prays 
to Lycian Apollo, like Pandaros (4.119). Prayer is often answered at once 
(8.236ff., 15.372!?, I7.645ff.); Homer always rewards the just and pious 
who resort to it. Cf. especially 5.115fT., where Diomedes, shot in the shoulder, 
prays to Athene and receives a burst of energy which enables him to fight 
00. V a o der Valk (Researches 11 432) suggests that, for nationalistic reasons, 
Homer avoids having the Trojans pray for victory (save at 6.311, where 
their prayer is refused), and reintroduces Glaukos' wound so that he can ask 
for healing instead; Apollo's response unobtrusively grants them a success 
(cf. his healing of Hektor at 15.239^.). 

510—13 Glaukos squeezes his arm, no doubt trying to stop the bleeding 
(cf. 518?) and relieve the pain (cf. £>¿<1497). E. W. Williams ( G & R 6 (1959) 
148) diagnoses a lesion to its median nerve, which would cause pain in both 
haod and shoulder aod paralyse the flexor muscles of hand and wrist; but 
this requires taking x*fp AS 'hand' not 'arm' at 517. Unemphatic OVT6V (51 O) 
is recent, like contracted aCrrou in 519. For the idiom iAtcos, 6 61*1 piv . . . 
f&Acv Ico cf. 5.361,5.795; 51 if. rephrase his origioal wouoding at 12.388, lu> 
¿ireooOiifivov 06Ae teIx«os OyqAoTo. O n 6pi*j, 'harm', see 14.484-50. The first 
half of 513 recurs only at Od. 7.330, but the 'observed' p- proves it ancient; 
for ¿Kqf&Aos, 'far-shooter*, see 5.53-40. 

514—06 Glaukos* urgent prayer adapts the usual form (14.233-41 n.): (a) 
he invokes Apollo with KAG6I and notes his power to hear wherever he is; (6) 
he replaces the reminder of past favour with an account of his wound and 
the resultant risk to Sarpedoo, reproaching Zeus for not protecting his soo; 
(c) he blends his request, in a diminishing tricolon of imperatives (including 
66s as often), with a call to action (6AA6, 523). The centre of his speech, 
based on the exhortation-pattern, is delimited by repetition of IAKOS . . . T66S 
Kap-rcp6v (517, 523). 

514—16 T o make a prayer work, one must state where the god is and the 
name by which he prefers to be called (E. Norden, Agnostos Theos, Leipzig 
1913, !44ff.); he must have no excuse for not listening. Like Aeschylus at 
Agam. i6off., Homer piously adapts this traditional pattern to convey a 
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nobler theology: wherever the god is, he hears a man in trouble. KAOGI 6VA£ 

for the usual K. (pcu) recurs at Od. 5.445, where too 6. is repeated in the 
request with which the prayer closes, in a reminder of its honorific opening. 
ETS (better accented cT<s) is an Ionic replacement of Aeolic ioal, via non-
Homeric ET with added by analogy. ETS, normal in Herodotus, is tending 
to oust too* and tool from the epic diction: it occurs 4X It. but i6x Od. 
(beside tool 33X each), always before a vowel save at Od. 17.388. f|, from 
elided = (cf. Latin -ve), has a 'neglected* -p- in a rare correption 
before tvl (cf. 21.576^). Aristarchus rightly kept "MFCVTOO* AKOOEIV, an idiom 
based on the archaic idea of hearing as a power going out from the ear 
(633~4n.); Zenodotus (Did/A) read TTAVT* IOOKOOEIV. dxouco and KAUCO can 
take a dat. (cf. 531), by analogy with verbs of obeying (Chantraine, GH 11 
70); differently M. Meier-Brugger in Festschrift Risch 3 4 6 - 5 3 . For Kq8o$ 

Ixdvti sec 13.463-7^; note the etymological play. 

518—19 When Agamemnon stops bleeding, pain racks him (1 i.267ff.); 
contrast 529 below. The epithet-system for 'pains' is flexible, since heroic 
song is full of them; they can be x<*AETrfjai, Kaxfjat, PapcTai, ¿>£«iai, pcAaivdcw 
or KocKtov, in varied permutations. 4A/)Acrron, 4is pierced', is also used in the 
middle (4.135). TEpofjvai is from the old intrans. aor. of lipaopai, not trans. 
liipoTiva (529); intransitives like iprjv or Icrrqv are the origin of the aor. 
pass, in -(6)t]V. papufto recurs in the epos only at Erga 215. 

531—6 With 52if. cf. 24.384, 5.683. For $ irai8l ¿uvrvci Aristarchus, 
supplying TTEpI, read oO -rratSAs A.; this effort to emend away a hiatus is in 
no good M S (with the hiatus cf. 17.196). A. never takes a gen., since Tpaxxs 
must be supplied at I3.i09f. (cf. van der Valk, Researches 11 i62f). For the 
dat cf. 265 and 512, versus ZEOS Kqpas Apuvc j irai86s ¿oC (12.402c). Koipdo> 
is metaphorical for lulling winds or waves at 12.281, Od. 12.169. Verse 525 
resembles Auxlotcnv fedxArro ( 3 X ); from ¿119I, 526 * 565. Disyllabic V£KVI, 
here in a declension of the formula VCKUCOV KaTartOvtICOTCOV (8x Horn., acc. 
Od. 22.448), recurs at 24.108, cf. irAqGvT etc.; on these rccent forms (4X //., 
8x Od.) cf. Chantraine, GH 1 50. 

527-34 Verse 527 •• 1.43, 457; with 528f. cf. n . 8 i 2 f . ; the end of 529 

blends lUvos 8i ol tv 9pcol 0qKt (21.145), p. Ipf^aA' *A8t̂ vq (10.366) and 
(Tpcpov) fpftaAc 6up$. Verse 530 adapts lyvoo $oiv tvl 9. 9(*>VRI<RTV TE ( 3 X ); 

TE never recurs at the verse-end. Verse 531 forms a ring with 527. 
For the dat. with Axouw cf. 514-i6n.; cu^apivoio reverts to the usual con-
struction seen in 1.453. With 532-4 cf. 495-7. 

534—61 Glaukos wisely seeks help before defending Sarpedon's body 
himself; the narrative flows smoothly towards a new climax. 'Almost all of 
the action from 16.538 to the end of book 17 is sustained by a sixfold 
(counting 17.483, a sevenfold) repetition of the same pattern of Trojan 
rebuke (or consultation), chargc and repulse. Moreover this sixfold repcti-
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tion occurs, with only one exception (16.721J, in connexion with a fight over 
the body of a fallen warrior. T h e exception, the rebuke at 16.721, leads to 
the fight in which Kebriones dies and over whose body a vicious battle 
develops' (Fenik, TBS 205, cf. 49?.). This pattern, found also at 5.47if f . 
and 1 1.523?. (rebukes by Sarpedon and Kebriones), consists of: 

1. Greek success (462-538, 555-683, 17 .1 -69, 17.128-39, 17 .274-318, 
i 7 - 3 7 5 - 5 8 0 

2. Glaukos/Apollo rebukes Hektor/Aineias (538?., 721, 17.70, 17.140, 

' 7-3' 9' >7-58a) 
3. Hektor charges (548fT., 726, 17.87, 17.233, 17.333, 1 7-59 1 ) 
4. T h e Greeks, Aias and Patroklos/Menelaos included, rally ( 5 5 5 ? , 733, 

17-89, 17-^37, '7-356, 17-626) 
4a. Darkness falls on the battle ( 5 6 7 ^ 17.268, 17.366, 17.643, cf. 5.506^, 

12 .252?) 

5. T h e Greeks halt or repulse the Trojans (555-683 (elaborated), 780, 

17.128-39, 17 .274-318, I7-375-5 8 '» *7- 6 5 l f f -) 

534—6 O n Glaukos' stride see 13.809^ He seeks the main Trojan leaders, 
last seen at 15.521, 15.340 and 15.332 respectively, but chiefly Hektor, who 
shares the epithet yja\KOKOp\J<TTT)v (654, 15.221, dat. 5X ) with his allies 
Sarpedon and Memnon (6.199, Theog. 984). Miihlestein thinks it was origi-
nally Memnon's (Narnenstudien 182). T h e Greek equivalent is &upoA£ovTa 
(Akhilleus, Herakles); Troipeva Aacov is truly generic. 

538—47 Glaukos tells Hektor that Patroklos slew Sarpedon, ending the 
motif of the Trojans' deception by Akhilleus' armour (pp. 3 1 0 - 1 1 ) . Lohmann 
(Reden 1 ¿4!'.) saw that his speech is matched by that of Patroklos to the 
Aiantes (just as these leaders stand in a parallel relationship). Both open 
with the exhortation 'resist' (538-40, 556f.), announce Sarpedon's fall 
(541 —3, 558f., both starting forcefully with 'there lies dead' in asyndeton) 
and end with a call to action introduced by <5tAXd (544-7, 559~6I). Glaukos 
bids the Trojans save the body from being stripped and mutilated because 
of the Myrmidons' rage over the Greek losses at the ships (a neat reminder 
of their recent success); Patroklos urges his men to mangle and strip the 
corpse, and kill its defenders (so Glaukos' fears are real). T h e same tripartite 
structure shapes the rebuke at 5.464-9, with asyndetic KEITOU opening its 
central section, ¿yxei^oiv (547) resumes 2yx« (543), stressing the idea of 
killing in revenge, which will soon become as major a theme as stripping 
armour and maltreating bodies (see Segal, Mutilation 19f.). 

538—40 T h a t the allies do all the fighting is a topos of Lycian rebukes to 
Hektor ( 5 . 4 7 2 ? , 17.142!?.); cf. Akhilleus' complaint about Agamemnon 
(1 .165?. , 9.321?.) . Fenik guesses that their ill-feeling against the Trojans 
was traditional (TBS 171). Sarpedon used the tragic motif of dying far from 
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home in rebukes at 5.4780*., 686ff.; the poet applied it to him at 460!*., where 
see n. 8up6v is the object of &rro<p0ivv0ovai, not a limiting acc.; it means 'lose 
their lives'. 

541—7 Asyndeton gives bad news maximum impact, as at 18.20, cf. 
22.386. Sarpedon protected Lycia by just judgements (8iKai) as well as 
martial prowess (cf. HyDem 153); the two desiderata for a king are to avert 
civil strife and prevent foreign attack. ofHvci <I> scanned VJU reflects 
*swos, if not also the Myc. dat. in -«: such phrases survive 5X Horn. On the 
syntax of Crrr6 cf. 490- in . x ^ ^ o s "Aptis is metaphorical nowhere else ( 5 * ). 

The second half of 544 is formular (cf. 2.223, Od. 1.119, 4.158). Verse 547 

means not 'we <Lycians> slew', but 'we (Trojans and allies) slew', as in the 
parallel at 21.135. 

548—53 Glaukos' speech could not fail: the Trojans are grief-stricken (cf. 
17.83 etc.), and anger fuels their ardour. The mention of Sarpedon's role in 
defending Troy gives their viewpoint. As at Od. 11.588, we should read KOCT' 

ficKpTjOsv not Kcrrdt KpfjOcv, pace Aristarchus (Hrd/A). This phrase is a variant 
of Korr' &xpr)s (5X Horn.), 'from the top down', 'utterly'; later bards re-
interpreted it as xcrrdt xpqOev, 'from the head down' (Theog. 574, Cat. 23a.23, 
HyDem 182, cf. ¿nr6 K. at Cat. 195.14 = Aspis 7), by a false analogy with 
KP^-8EMVOV (Leumann, HW 57f.; Nussbaum, Head and Horn 74C). boyvrov, 
OUK TRRMIKTDV means 'irresistible, invincible', from (P)ETKCO, 'yield'; cf. itivos 
&. (etc., 6x epos), u AAaxerov, OOK t. (5.892, cf. 8.32, Od. 19.493). tppa, 
literally a 'stone' or a 'prop' for a ship (1.486), is metaphorically a 'support', 
cf. I. tt6At)os AirfrcTancv (Od. 23.121); this usage is our first hint of the 'ship 
of state' image in Alcaeus (cf. Archilochus frags. io5f.). Cf. metaphorical 
£pEic?iia (Pindar, 01. 2.6; Soph. O.C. 58). The first half of 551 = 2.578; the 
rest is a standard description of fallen heroes (5X ). With 552 cf. 12.106. 

554—5 Patroklos' address to the Aiantes is explained more by the stan-
dard rebuke-pattern ( 5 3 4 - 6 2 ^ ) than by the fighting to come, where they 
do not appear (cf. 563-6440.); 555 — 13.46 (where sec n.), and looks 
traditional. With 554 cf. the periphrasis fTvAaiiiEvlos Adoiov xfjp (2.851); 

heroic hearts are 'shaggy' because they are in, or are, their chests ( i . i88f.) . 

For the vulgate MEVOITIASCK) NDRPOKXFJOS some good M S S say -8eco florrpo-. 
Homer uses so-called 'Attic correption' before -Tp- only from metrical 
necessity, except in 9apirrpT}s (8.323, normally u ) and 'OTpwTEvs 
(20.383-9): cf. Chantraine, GH 1 108. Here he is adapting the formula 
n6rrp6i<Aoio McvoiTidtBao; we might expect to find a gen. in -«j> as at 18.93, 
but the MSS show that he chose this vulgar innovation instead. It is 
commonest in Hipponax and comedy (W. S. Allen, Vox Graeca, 3rd edn, 
Cambridge 1987, 1 0 6 - 1 0 ) ; 6.479, where the formula xal TTOT4 TIS ETTTTJCTI 

precedes Tr6rrp6s, proves that Homer used it in emergency (the variant EITTOI 

TTorrpds emends it away). Cf. 2on. 
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556—62 This speech closely matches Glaukos' in structure and content 
(538—4711.). b T ask why Patroklos, so mild in peace, voices the brutal wish 
to mangle Sarpedon's body. This sets up this motif as a major theme, first 
adumbrated by Glaukos; it also justifies in advance the fate of Patroklos' 
armour and peril to his corpse. He is swept away by the savagery of war, 
like any other warrior at this stage in it - or in the poem: contrast how 
Akhilleus once honoured Eetion's body (6.4 t6ff.). PET' 6v8p6cnv is a compli-
ment, as at 492. ¿cpeiovs (2X 0d.)y replacing the old comparative plur. 
¡aryoh.es/ ( K N L 7409), agrees with oTot; contraction, as in the masc. acc. 
sing, ¿cpeico (10.237, Od- 3-25°)> enabled bards to decline the standard 
verse-ending xai ¿cpelcov (-ov). From os, 558 = 12.438, where it describes 
Hektor; the novel sigmatic aor. of aAAopai confirms that the rampart is an 
innovation (Hoekstra, Modifications 12911.). Since Sarpedon was not the 
first to enter the Greek camp, Eratosthenes' mentor Lysanias took iCTfjAcrro 
as 'shook (the rampart)' , Aristarchus as 'leapt onto' (Hrd/A). Rhianus' sO 
in 559 (Did/A) removes the use of el with the opt. for 'if only', a typically 
reckless conjecture (cf. van der Valk, TCO 108). Verse 562 = 15.565. 

563-644 Panoramas frame the deadlock over Sarpedon's body (569 
632), which comprises four combats. T h e greater warriors kill first: Hektor 
and Glaukos slay a Myrmidon each, while Trojans fall to Patroklos and 
Meriones, who then exchanges spears and insults with Aineias. Meriones 
takes Aias' place (554-511.) because Patroklos can more aptly command a 
junior warrior. Fenik (TBS 206) compares 17.262!?.; both sides stiffen 
the fight for Patroklos' body, a panorama includes Zeus casting darkness on 
the battle, the Trojans drive back the Greeks (274 = 569 here), and the first 
man to die is hauling the body away (289, cf. 577 here). This is but the 
closest of many parallels (534-620.). 

563 This v. resembles ¿TepcoOev ¿KapTuvavTO 9 6 A a y y a s (3X epos). Verse 
564 modifies Tpcoes xai Auxioi xai AapBavoi 6yx»naxr)Tai (6x ) to form a 
chiasmus, since the Myrmidons and Lycians are de facto the main ally on 
each side (hence Patroklos kills Sarpedon). For crun|3aAAco, 'meet (to fight)', 
cf. 21 .578, IfgrE s.v. paAAco 111 ie. With 566 cf. Beivov 60O6VTCOV (14.401), 
^ E Y A 8 ' iPpaxe (5.838), (Bpaxe TEUXEA (3X epos) and T . <pcoTcov (23.15). 

567-8 T h e murk ('night') which Zeus sheds over the battle has its usual 
place in this rebuke-pattern (534-6211.). It reflects his grief as well as the 
brutal fighting to come; in the gloom Night's children, Sleep and Death, 
can remove his son's body unnoticed (666-83n.). T h e gods can also clear 
the air when they choose (15.668-7311.). oAor) often describes vu£ (22.102, 
Od. 11.19, 2 x Theog.); as if relaying Zeus's thoughts, the poet neatly relates 
the 'horrible' murk to the 'horrible' toil to come. vuxTOt 6of)v, cf. 6. 81a v. 
( 4 x ) , would have been less apt. xpaTEprj ucrptv^ (12X Horn.) follows evi 
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everywhere else. For the dat. with Trcpi expressing what one fights over see 
Chantraine, GH u 127. 

570—80 T h e first casualty is the most elaborate; the triple schema of 
announcement (57of.), biography (571-6) and death-blow is usual 
(13.170-81 n.). T h e announcement is in the passive because the effect of this 
slaying matters more than the slayer (O. Tsagarakis, Form and Content in 
Homer, Wiesbaden 1982, 131). The same death-blow felled the last minor 
victim: from KeqxxAi'jv, 578-80 = 4 1 2 - 1 4 ! Eustathius (1076.23) likens Epei-
geus' name to the river Sperkheios, since both connote haste; cf. Myc. 
E-pe-ke-u (PY Jn 431). His father Agakles is but a glorified epithet: cf. 
AyocKAqos ripiAuoto/MevcAdov (738, 23.529, also 2X voc.), and the next 
Myrmidon to die, wealthy BoOukAga uryA0upov (594). These names recall 
the two Myrmidon leaders introduced at 173ff., never to reappear: one is a 
son of Sperkheios, the other a stepson of wealthy EkheArfa. If Homer invented 
those figures, as I argued (i68~97n.), he might well reinvent them now, 
when he needs prominent Myrmidon victims. 

570—4 For the litotes 'far from the worst' cf. 15.11 (Aias), Od. 4.199 
(Antilokhos). Do we fear for a moment that Patroklos is dead? Like Akhil-
leus* other retainers, Phoinix and Patroklos himself (9.478!?., 23.85!?.), 
Epeigeus escaped a vendetta by fleeing to Peleus. Strasburger deems him a 
doublet of Patroklos, prefiguring his fall (Kampfer 30); cf. R. Schlunk, AJP 
97 ( '976) 202ff. Fenik objects that the audience has yet to hear of Patroklos' 
past ( T B S 2o6f). Exile is a common motif, often invented, yet Homer 
probably did have Patroklos in mind here, if the hero was really from Phthia 
(see pp. 3i3f.)- Now b T say Boudeion was a town in Phthiotis named after 
one Boudeios, but rightly add that, in this case, Epeigeus flees to the king of 
his own land, contrary to custom (for a like illogicality in an invented story 
of exile see 13.694-7^). So they posit a Boeotian city named after Erginos' 
mother Boudeia. But Boudeia was also a Thessalian title of Athene and a 
city in Thessalian Magnesia (Steph. Byz. s.v., cf. D). T h e claim that Bou-
deion was in Phthia, usually spurned as a bad guess, is surely true, since 573 
is an afterthought added to include the pathetic motif of exile: 'he ruled 
Boudeion before, but then fled to Peleus'. In all eleven such cases in Homer 
we never hear that the refugee was himself a king; Phoinix gained his rank 
from Peleus. Oidipous did not quit his realm after killing his father (Od. 
11.275); ¡t is f e a r of vendetta, not blood-guilt, that banishes heroes. The 
clumsiness of T6 irplv, &T&p T6T€, which denotes the narrative's present time 
at Od. 4.518 and HyDem 451, confirms that 573 is an afterthought. 

Homer treats Peleus and Thetis as still together, contrary to tradition 
(220-32^). T h e formula 40 vaioplvco, declined into the dat. only here, 
usually precedes a word for 'town', but the space is taken by ^vaooc (cf. 
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168-7211.). 0£TIS &pyvp67Tc^a ( u x epos, plus ^x reversed) is acc. only 
here, an innovative trait; Hesiod often declines formulae for gods similarly 
(West, Theogony p. 79). 

576 « Od. 14.71, cf. 5-551» Od. 2.18, 11.169; the formula "lAiov ELS IOTTG>-
Aov is limited to the context of leaving for war (cf. Aap8avfr)v 1.1, Little Iliad 
frag. 28 B. — i D.). Warriors often perish trying to drag a body away 
(13.526-39^). For 578-80 see 41 i - i 4 n . 

581—5 Patroklos reacts to Epeigeus* death just as Glaukos and the Tro-
jans reacted to Sarpedon's (cf. ytvrro and f&v 8' !6us at 508, 552). The 
psychological momentum of war sweeps him along; the inexorable cycle of 
death and revenge pauses only with Hektor's ransom. Mentions of his 
feelings for his comrade at 581 and 585 form a ring; within this 582 and 
584^ (IOUOEV . . . 160s) frame the central image of a hawk. Verses 584f. extend 
to unequalled length the emotive apostrophe which the poet applies to 
Patroklos elsewhere (2on.). This device retains our sympathy for the hero; 
noble motives underlie both sides' escalating savagery. 

582-3 T h e poet's choice of simile is free: IOUCTCV 818idt TTPOPDXCOV precedes 
a boar-image at 17.281, which is at the same point in this rebuke-pattern, 
since 569 + 588 — 17.274 + 316. Patroklos and Sarpedon were likened to 
raptors at 428f.; the hawk epitomizes deadly speed (cf. 15.237^ with n.). 
Eagles chase big birds like geese (15.690-2^), hawks smaller ones: cf. 
especially 17.755^., where the Greeks flee as a flock of starlings or jackdaws 
flees a falcon. T h e jackdaw (Corvus monedula) was proverbially gregarious 
(Thompson, Birds ¡56f.). It is unknown why starlings (Sturnus vulgaris or S. 
roseus) are called y^P0^ here but 4«xp&v at 17.755. Chantraine posits ' ^ p 
• y ^ p a *yap6s, ascribing vyapoov to metrical lengthening {Diet, s.v.); but the 
survival of y a p not in later Greek suggests that tffyxxs is artificial 
(Shipp, Vocabulary 579). Thompson (Birds 335) plausibly links the word with 
sparrow, cf. crrapdaiov, yapfs, 'sparrow* (Hsch.) and Pokorny, IEW 991. 

586—7 Sthenelaos is unknown (cf. Sthenelos); on his father's name, 
known in inscriptions, see von Kamptz, Personennamen 103. Tendons, even 
in the neck, can be plur. as well as dual, cf. 17.290, Od. 3.449 versus 10.456, 
14.466. 

588—92 The Trojans fall back as far as the spear-cast of one who throws 
forward as hard as he can: the image is conceived from the Greek viewpoint. 
Verses 588 and 592 form a ring, and 592 reverses 569. Verse 588 = 17.316 
(see 582~3n.) and 4.505, again after a revenge-killing. Similes often express 
measurement. This one is paralleled at 15.358^ where see n.; Trcipcopcvos 
means 'trying his strength'. An criyavtq is a light javelin used in hunting 
and sport (2.774, Od. 4.626 = 17.168). The poetic TCtva(p)6s next occurs at 
HyDem 454 and Aristeas frag. 4 B. = 2 D., where it certainly means 'long', 
not 'slender'; cf. alyavfos SoAixavAous (Od. 9.156, with Heubeck's n.). 
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is a rare innovative aor. subj. with a short vowel: contrast etc. (Shipp, 
Studies 30). The second half of 591 recurs at 18.220 (simile); its gen. in -¿cov 
proves it more recent than Odvcrros yyrto Gvpopaiorr/js (580, cf. 13.541-40.). 
The scansion Tpcois OOCTOVTO reflects a lost p-, cf. Icooa. 

593—9 A warrior may turn when chased, but nowhere else kills his pursuer 
at once (Fenik, TBS 207?). Glaukos' sudden blow, just when his foe caught 
him up, halts the Trojan rout: he proves himself worthy to succeed Sarpedon 
as AVKICOV <5ryds &<MRI<rr&oov. Both this killing and the next (603-7) follow 
Beye's tripartite pattern and put the focus on the unknown victim's father. 
Bathukles is invented, like Agakles (570-800.), but his father Khalkon bears 
a name from Glaukos' own family. Hesiod {Cat. 43a.53ff.) makes Sisuphos' 
son Glaukos the putative father both of Eurupulos, father of the Khalkon 
who fought Herakles on Kos (14.250-610.), aod of Bellerophoo, our Glau-
kos' grandfather (6.i55ff.). Homer mentioned killing a cousin just above, 
a t 573* A duel between a Koao aod a Lycian may well reflect local saga 
(for parallels see 317-290.). Vet the Koans had a Thessalian connexion: 
Eurupulos' grandson was called Thessalos. Such associations helped oral 
poets invent minor warriors, but are hard to prove; as Prodicus said (in T , 
omitted by Diels-Kranz), Khalkon and his son may simply be named from 
their wealth! T h e motif of the victim's father living a good life at home 
arouses pathos. 

Hellas means a region in central Greece, including Peleus' realm (2.529-
3on.). TE irAoCrTco TC recurs at 24.536, of Peleus himself, and Od. 14.206 
(also, adapted, at Erga 637 and 2X fly.). O n pairs of synonyms cf. 335~6n.; 
the rest of 596 occurs at 194, in the Myrmidon catalogue which this passage 
reflects. cTTf)8os ptoov OGTCXOE Soupi always precedes SoCnrrjOEV 81 TTCOCOV 

(15.523, 13.438, where three verses intervene). With 598 cf. 5.65, where 
pursuer slays victim. 

600—a &oAA&s as usual marks a rally, and rout changes into a standing 
fight (stadie); with 602 cf. 356-70., pivos x* lP&v 19u$ q>€pov (5.506) and 1. 
q^prrai jjivei (20.172); 1. is often separated from the gen. it governs, e.g. at 
24.471. 

603—33 The new phase of battle opens with a typical killing by Meriones, 
last seen at 342, who replaces Aias in this rebuke-pattern (563-644^). His 
victim is the sole casualty in this scene, which shows that the Greeks have 
the advantage. In a curious duel, he dodges Aineias' spear, the Dardan 
mocks him as a clever dancer, he replies in kind and Patroklos rebukes him 
for wasting time on words wheo deeds are wanted. Rather than renew the 
duel he follows Patroklos elsewhere, 'no doubt leaving Aineias gaping in 
astonishment' (Fenik, TBS 208). This overstates the difficulty; the jibes 
afford light relief in a grim narrative (so Eustathius 1078.12). Willcock has 
seen that both men are depicted elsewhere as talkative when embarrassment 
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or anxiety would be natural - Meriones upon meeting his chief Idomeneus 
behind the lines, when the humour is obvious, and Aineias when faced 
with Akhilleus (i 3.246ft, 20.176ft). This abortive duel is paralleled at 
13.502ft, when Aineias missed Idomeneus (610 =» 13.503), and 17.526-9 
( = 610-13); these are characters whom Homer cannot kill oft. 

603—7 This slaying resembles the last (593-90.). Iv6* aO marks the new 
phase of battle, since the phrase (Tp<*xov) iAcv AvSpa (KoputnVjv) is limited 
to this context (4.457, 8.256, cf. 306 «* 15.328); at 5.541 Iv6* airr' Alvcios 
Aava&v EAcv &v6pa$ ¿plarous conveys that the Trojans are resisting, like 
ihe Greeks here. Laogonos and Onetor arc handy names used elsewhere 
(20.460, Od. 3.282): (oniieresfy 'beneficiaries', held land at Pylos (each has an 
jondtonf, 'benefice'), but the bards knew litde of the complex Myc. society 
whose baser glories they celebrate. Opaovv uI6v may replace <p(Xov ul. for 
variatio after 595; someone in T conjectured 9., since Laogonos did nothing 
to merit the title 'bold'. Several priests' sons die, all but one Trojans 
(13.663-700.); the motif arouses pathos. For6o6f. see on 13.6710 a priest's 
son slain in a like way; cf. too 5.78. For Idaean Zeus cf. 24.290O 308. T h e 
god had cults on both Trojan and Cretan Ida (A. B. Cook, 11 932ft., 
949ft); Dictaean Zeus was worshipped at Knossos (Fp 1), where Idaios was 
a man's name (l-da-i-jo, K 875). Perhaps local Cretan saga lies in the 
background: cf. how Idomeneus kills 'Phaistos' (5.43) and 13.3630. T say 
'some' texts added after 607 Mqpi6vqs 8* AvfrrraATo, 9IX0V 84 ol f|Top I6v6t) 
(cf. Od. 4.840), 'which is why Aineias mocks him' (617f) ; but Meriones' 
agility at 611 suffices to provoke the jibe. For other pedantic interpolations 
in T see i4-349-53n-

609—13 For 609 see on 13.156-8; for 610 see on 13.183-4. Note the 
chiasmus 86pv\6lKwlov- x- Verses 61 o - 1 3 •» 17.526-9. T h e separate 
halves of 612 are modified at 17.437 and 13.443; in a variant of the topos of 
a spear quivering in the ground, 613 •» 13.444, where see n. Aristarchus 
omitted 613 in one edition (Did/A), perhaps recognizing a concordance-
interpolation from 17.529; in the other he marked the verse as insoluble 
with the AAoyos, probably shaped '|\ Since this is our sole evidence that he 
used this sign in editing Homer, Lehrs emended to 6^<Xo$; but see Crbse, 
Scholia ad loc.t and Didymus' note on Alcaeus frag. 117^40. Eustathius 
(1921.56) says Aristarchus used another rare sign, the x* in athetizing Od. 
22.i44f.; see further Fowler, Lyric 119. 

614—15 These vv. are interpolated from 13.5040 repeating 612; this 
addition, once a marginal parallel, postdates Eustathius. 

617—19 War and dance are opposite social activities; to call a warrior a 
fine dancer is a good insult (see on 745-50, 15.508-10), worsened no doubt 
by the Cretans' fame, modern and ancient, as dancers (so T and Ath. 
5 . I 8 O F - I 8 I B ) . The dancers on Akhilleus' shield are Cretans (18.590ft); the 
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Cretan Kouretes allegedly invented the martial TTvpplxf) (see further P. 
Warren, BSA 79 (1984) 3 0 7 - 2 3 ) . ¿pxTiori'js recurs in the epos only at 24.261 

(versus -Tfjp 2X ). Verse 6 1 9 = 13.254 (where see n.), but with 6oup(KAirro$ 
for "irrnvupsvos. 

€30—€ Meriones' jibe caps Aineias' in both form and content. Thus 
XaArrr6v crt ical TfpOipdv -rrep i6vra is the antithesis ofT6X<x K£V OE Kal 6pxi")cnr|v 
rr. 4. (the alteration of x<xKcn6v aoi into x- by attraction from the 
following acc. and infin. as at Od. 23.8if., increases the parallelism); optooai 
lifro? answers Kcnirrai/aE (for the metaphor cf. 9.678), and d Kal ¿ya> at 
f&Aoipi caps cT a* 2f}aA6v Trcp. Verse 624 blends Kpcrrcp6s Trtp £cbv (4X) 
with x ^ * irrToiOcbs (-a, 2X Od.); 625, save for 8O1t)S, — 5-654, 11.445, 
always ending vaunts (note the antithesis cOx°$ ~ vt/uX^v)- For £V£VIITE see 
15.545—611.; with 626 and 628 cf. Od. 18.326, i. 6VEI8E(OIS tnttaoi. 

627—32 It is comical that Patroklos scolds Meriones for scolding Aineias, 
especially since he hurls such a jibe himself at 745ff. He is polite but insistent: 
with 627 cf. Od. 17.381 (EumaiostoAntinoos),and forfrdTrovsee 13.120-3^ 
With his understated threat and rare use of irdrpos cf TT. TOI Salpova 8CBACO 

(8.166), trplv xal Tiva yaTa koc&^ei (Od. 13.427, 15.31). Verse 630 is a pithy 
chiastic maxim (cf. 15.741) based on the standard contrast between war and 
counsel (2.202, 9-53f., 13.726-90.). T & O S TroAtpoio occurs at 3.291; supply 
T. with tnicov (cf. 83~8n.). Verse 632 = 11.472,15.559, again after rebukes. 

633-44 These vv. offer a tableau of the entire deadlocked battle, ending 
the set of individual combats which began at 569. A perfect pair of similes 
frame a picture of Sarpedon's corpse mangled beyond recognition; thus the 
focus shifts back to his body and its fate. The woodcutters1 hewing and the 
falling trees symbolize his and others' deaths: he ftll 'like a tall tree' (482?). 
The flies swarming round the milk-pails are a hint of the decay awaiting the 
dead. The images ostensibly depict the battle's noise and density respect-
ively. 

633—4 T<^v denotes the two armies, which, though unmentioned, form 
the constant and readily recalled backdrop to the particular combats; cf. 
17.755, where TCOV is clarified only after the simile. As Aristarchus noted, 
the sonorous phrase 6pupay86s 6pa>pci can apply to both the woodcutters 
and the armies (it describes armies 5X //. and at Aspis 401). The sound 
echoes far because it is in the glens. As often in the similes, this detail implies an 
observer; in fact both we and Zeus arc watching. Leaf compares 4 4 5 5 , TCOV 

81 TE TT)A6CTE BOOTTOV tv oOptaw {KAUE noip^V (where the din of battle is 
described, as here), and explains JKOOEV thus: '"hearing" (Axouf|) being 
regarded as a power going out from the ear, the hearer hears to a distance, 
his hearing comes to the source of sound from a distance'. Cf. too Tr<5tvToo' 
AKOUEIV or TTEVOETO y&p KtrrrpovBe N£YA xAlos ( 5 1 5 , 11.21); this archaic 
concept of hearing was based on that of sight (13.837^). Unaware of 
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this belief, Aristophanes (Did/AT) read AOTYJ for AKOV^ (unique in the Iliad). 
6pcopci, Aristarchus' text, is a pluperf. used as a pres., cf. ycycovcTv or 

¿pcoprrai (13.269-7in.); Nicanor and a few M S S read 6p<opcv, an effort to 
remove the 'anomaly*. Bekker proposed 6p&>pq (cf. van der Valk, Researches 
n 634), but ylvrrai supports an indie. Found in Myc. (PY V n 10), 8p\rr6fjo$ 
retains the original sense of 6p0s, cxact cognate of tree: cf. 11.86f., 6. m p AvVjp 
. . . | oGptos tv p^aor|CTi (oG. tv 0. occurs 5X Horn., only in similes). For the 
probable elision of -TJCTI before (F )Sica6cv cf. 2 . 4 5 6 ^ 06. tv KOPVFRJS, I. 81 TC 

<palvrrai aCryVi, | cos TCOV . . . (contrast 13.179, a tree-simile); in a further 
innovation fW^CTijs precedes consonants at 766, Erga 510. 

6 3 5 - 7 SoOrros as usual echoes the noise of a collision; since it rises sky-
ward, it is natural that we soon see Zeus's reaction. 'From the broad earth* 
shows that Homer already has in mind the perspective of a god gazing down; 
the fly-image at 64iff. is also seen from above (Frankel, Cleichttisse 36n., 71). 
X6ov6sc0puo6c(ris recurs 3 x Od., 8x Hes.,//?.; Shipp notes its 'late* distribu-
tion (Studies 12if.). It is adapted from *cCp0o8o$ by analogy with feminines 
in -cio (cf. S. West on Od. 3.453): for the sense cf. eup4o$ (Asius frag. 
13.3), cOpudyvia (HyDem 16), cvpcia X- and 6aA<5tc<rns cOpimApoio. 
Aristarchus thought 636 'would have been better' without the T* after ftoeov, 
so that the leather belongs to the shields and is not distinct from them (read 
Apcivov <&v> tlx* in Did/A); his idea entered a few MSS. Oxhide was also 
used in armour and belts, so there is no real problem. Verse 636 adapts the 
old formula (p)^tvoTai powv, 'shields' (12.263, f3-4o6)» th* contracted 
gen. £ivoO proves; cf. Myc. wi-ri-no (PY U b 1318). Xenophon uses Po0$ alone 
for 'oxhide' (Artab. 5.4.12), an old and colloquial idiom: cf. 7.238 and the 
name Boupalos = oaKfenraXos. Those who read ^iv&v TC £o&>v (Did/A), no 
doubt dropping T', were trying to emend it away. Verse 637 = 14.26 (of 
noise); see 13.146-80. 

638-40 The mangling, albeit accidental, of Sarpedon*s body anticipates 
the potential mutilation of Patroklos' and actual savaging of Hektor's. It 
arouses pathos that 'not even a clever man' would have recognized Sarpe-
don; cf. the corpses at 7.424 (Griffin, HLD 84, 137). This also facilitates his 
body's removal (666-83n.). The topos of a hypothetical observer of the 
battle (13. i26-8n.) again leads up to Zeus looking on. Aristarchus (Nic/A) 
emended Zocpir/|8ova 6Tov, the reading of al icoival and our MSS, to the 
dat. (cf. his change at 668). This yields 'not even one acquainted with 
Sarpedon would have recognized (him)*, which solves the 'problem' of how 
the imagined observer could identify him without having seen him before; 
but such a person can ex hypothesi know anything! 9p65(ia>v is next in an 
oracle (^pABpovoj <Srv6p6$, Hdt. 3.57); cf. Opa8povl6qs (8.257). Akhilleus' 
helmet is likewise befouled with 'blood and dust' at 796; the phrase recurs 
ai 15.118, Od. 22.383. With 640 cf. | FC TT68OS *K W^aXfj* (18.353, 2 3 . 1 6 9 ) ; 
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Homer also applies the dead metaphor eTXuro, 'was wrapped', to snow, 
sand and sea-spray. 

641—4 'They fought round the corpse' frames the simile. Its Vergleichs-
punkl is not explicit, but every detail is apt: the (lies are many, persistent 
and noisy, like the warriors; milk slops everywhere, like the blood. The 
image also works by contrast. T h e pastoral detail that milk is most copious 
in spring clashes poignantly with the martial context; milk is an innocent 
liquid and the flies seem harmless, but Homer knew that they cause decay 
( 19.24-31). Near Eastern epic even likened gods swarming round a sacrifice 
to flies (Lambert and Millard, Atra-Hasls 99, cf. 95-7) . For other insect-
similes see 259-65^; 2.469-71 is especially close (643 = 471). With £vi0po-
litcooi cf. Icrrlai EpPptprrai (15.627). TrepiyXayfa, 'full of milk', is unique in 
Greek; the variants tO- and iroXu- are misquotations (van der Valk, Re-
searches 11 78). yAAyos (for *yA<5rtcos) is an ancient word limited to poetry (cf. 
yAaKTO<pAyos, 13.6): see Chantraine, Diet. s.v. yAAa. rriAAa recurs in Hippo-
nax and Theocritus; wooden bowls are meant (cf. Pindar frag. 104^5). 

644—83 Homer breaks the deadlock with a compromise: the Greeks win 
Sarpedon's armour, but Zeus has his body rescued. A larger concern now 
eclipses Sarpedon's fate: Zeus ponders when (not whether) his son's killer must 
die. He grants Patroklos a great but lethal favour - a last foray to Troy, 
which takes the hero so far from the ships that Akhilleus knows nothing of 
his fate (so Eustathius 1080.5). Scenes of divine deliberation and action 
(644-55, 666-83) frame the start of this foray and stress its importance. 
Poseidon's rescue of Aineias is split into two such scenes (20.112-55, 
29I-339)-

644—51 Zeus keeps his gaze fixed on the battle, as if taught by his error 
at 13.3 (the phrasing is alike). For pondering-scenes, of which this is a 
normal example, see 13.455-80.; 652 = 13.458 etc. T h e second option is 
given briefly (651) because it is stated in full when Zeus selects it, whereas 
Homer readies us for Patroklos' death and the loss of his armour by descri-
bing that eventuality in detail; clearly the respite is but fleeting. As usual 
when summarizing action, past or future, the poet relies on standard epithets 
and formulae (cf. i5.66-8n.). 

645—8 T h e formula 6CTCTE qxrcivco (13.1 ~3n.) ousts <3rrr6 Kporrspqs Ocxulvqs 
(etc.) from the verse-end, where it occurs 35x (648 included). T h e contrac-
tion in ¿pa betrays a coojugation of the phrase-pattern I6ov 9pdooavT6 TE 
Oupcp (Od. 24.391), 6p6cov fypA^ero (HyAphr 84, cf. HyDem 313, HyAp 415). 
For ¿(19!, 'concerning', with the dat. see Chantraine, GH11 88. 

650—1 T h e 'vivid' subj. preceding the 'more remote' opt. seems odd: 
¿9 \̂X£tEV expresses the option Zeus chooses. As at 14.162-5 (where see n.), 
verbal moods subtly convey a character's emotion: in his anger and grief 
Zeus's first thought is to destroy his soo's killer, not let him continue. So too 
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he thinks of Patroklos as simply KETVOS (cf. 13.746, 14.250, 18.257), but gives 
Sarpedon and Hektor honorific epithets (648f.); and he vindictively for-
mulates the alternative as 'making more men suffer*, not 'giving Patroktos 
more honour*. But he controls his feelings; the poet later says 'he did not hate 
even Patroklos' (17.270). The subject of 69&AEI€V may be Patroklos or 
Zeus; a parallel at Od. 2.334 supports Patroklos. For TT6VOV almrv see on 

* 3-769-73» 17-364-5-
653—7 Instead of an infin., &ppa with the opt. is used, as if Zeus had 

pondered how to attain this end rather than what to do. Verse 655 blends 
hemistichs seen at 45 and 5.6gi, causing the innovative synizesis TTOA&OV at 
the caesura (Hoekstra, Modifications 118). A papyrus and most good codices 
read AvaAidBa 0up6v ¿vfjKEV, cf. 691 and A. 8. (355), OApoos . . . (17.570, 
cf. 20.80); 6upAv is resumed by fjTop in 660. The variant A. <pO£av (¿vcopacv), 
perhaps from 15.62, emends away the typically oral repetition of OupAv (cf. 
7ogf.): differently van der Valk, Researches n I05f. frrpcrrre governs Shppov or 
Yimous understood, as at 8.157, 257; an intrans. would be unparalleled. 

658 Hektor suddenly senses that the tide of battle has turned; cf. Aias' 
recognition of Zeus's agency at 119ft, or how Zeus makes him flee at 11.544. 
For the scales in which Zeus weighs both sides to decide a combat, see on 
8.69-72, 19.221-4, 22.208-13 (cf- Theognis 157). Clark and Coulson ( M H 
35 ((978) 65 ff.) rightly hold that this motif reflects the weighing of souls in 
the tale of Memnon's death, on which Sarpedon's is based (see p. 313): this 
is first depicted on vases of c. 540 B.C. (LIMC s.v. Achilleus, no. 799). The 
rapid allusion proves the idea traditional; a figure holding scales on a 
LHIIIA 1 crater from Enkomi may be a god (but cf. E. T . Vermeule and 
V. Karageorghis, Mycenaean Pictorial Vase Painting, Cambridge, Mass., 1982, 
I4f.). The unique phrase At6s lpA TAAonrra, probably an under-represented 
formula (supply £6rrovTa), is as old as the Dark Age, since Ip6s is Aeolic (see 
p. 17 n. 28). 

659-63 Since the Trojans are routed, the Lycians flee too. The verses are 
difficult, because Homer wavers between explaining why the whole army 
fled (because of Hektor's panic) and why the Lycians did (because of 
Sarpedon's fall): they 'all' flee when they see their king ^E^AaMplvov f)Top 
and lying in a heap of bodies. If 'all* means 'the Lycians' and the 'king' is 
Sarpedon, who was indeed hit in the chest (481), why is 'harmed in his 
heart' so weak an expression for 'dead', how can they see him if he is buried 
under corpses, and why do they react to his death only now and not at 532, 
when Glaukos told them of it? But if 'all ' means 'the whole army' and the 
'king' is Hektor, this explains [ItepAaiJixtvov and motivates the general rout 
- all flee when they see that Zeus has 'harmed Hektor's heart', i.e. made 
him panic (cf. 656 and 0AA*rmiv <pp£vas at 15.724, Od. 14.178); yet how can 
Hektor be lying amid corpses? A. Cheyns (AC 48 (1979) 601-10) defends 
the variant pcpAi^plvov, but this must be a Bvzantine emendation; van der 
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Valk (Researches u 5 7 9 ? ) is right thai, were it correct, most good M S S 
would not offer cither the lectio difficilior pcpAaputvov (now in a papyrus) or 
&c6aYyptvov, which is surely a conjecture based on 1 7 . 5 3 5 ? (cf. Od. 1 3 . 3 2 0 ) . 

Wilamowitz accepts 6 . as proof or his theory that 6 5 9 ! ? . once followed 5 0 7 

(IuH 1 3 9 ? ) ; Leaf similarly rejects 5 0 5 - 6 5 8 . Paley kept p., as applying to 
Hektor's panic, and deleted 66if. T h e problem does lie in a conflation of 
versions, but the Analysts mistook its cause — an oral poet's brief hesitation, 
to which the ambiguity of 'all' contributed; Homer needed to re-establish 
his focus on Sarpedon's corpse, a minor issue, perhaps, but ooe which had 
to be settled. For the point of saying that many others had fallen (KdirrrEcrov) 
on top of the body see 6 6 6 - 8 3 0 . fryvpis is a rare Aeolism (contrast Myc. 
a-ko-ra). For the traditional metaphor of Zeus pulling taut the rope of war 
see on 13.358-60; does the riog-structure formed by 658 and 662 suggest 
that it once denoted the cord by which he suspended his scales? 

663—5 Just as Hektor will strip Patroklos and give his armour to his 
comrades to take to Troy (17.125-31) , so Patroklos joins his men in stripping 
Sarpedon (pace Fenik, TBS 15); with the plural in 663 cf. 19.412, Tpoks <5rrr' 
d>pouv TTcrrptaAou TEGX«* IAOVTO. Retainers often take spoils back to base 
( 5 . 2 5 ? , 1 3 . 6 4 0 ? , 1 7 . 1 9 3 ? ) . hints that the armour's fate may be sealed 
but the body's is not: hence Zeus intervenes, ( b m a . . . ) ydXKta pappafpovra 
is formular ( 1 8 . 1 3 1 , 2 3 . 2 7 ) ; c? XPUOEA ( 1 3 . 2 2 ) , I . p. ( 1 2 . 1 9 5 ) , IVTEOI 

pappaipoirras ( 2 7 9 , cf. 1 3 . 8 0 1 ) . 

666—83 Note the poet's sleight of hand: Sarpedoo's body must be visible 
so that it can be stripped, but it is mangled unrecognizably ( 6 3 8 - 4 0 0 . ) aod 
buried in corpses ( 6 6 1 ? ) so that its removal in the murk ( 5 6 7 ) is neither 
discreditable to the Greeks nor too obvious, since any reaction to this marvel 
would detract from the vital matter of Patroklos' attack. Not eveo Glaukos 
knows that it was spirited away (17.150?). O n the cultic necessity of Sarpe-
don's removal to Lycia, aod his links with Apollo, see pp. 3 7 2 ? Zeus tacitly 
acts on Here's proposal ( 6 7 1 - 5 adapts 4 5 4 - 7 ) ; the detail of his behest hints 
at his paternal concern. As at i5.22off , Apollo obeys his ?ather without 
demur (with 2 2 0 ? , 2 3 6 cf. 6 6 6 ? , 6 7 6 ? ) ; had his errand aided the Greeks, 
Athene would have run it. 

Zenodotus deemed it improper for Apollo to cleanse a body (Did/AT on 
6 6 7 ? ) , but the god cares for Hektor's at 2 3 . 1 8 8 ! ? . , 2 4 . 1 8 ! ? . ; for like actions 
by other gods see Nickau, jjenodotos 211. T h e humbler task of being pall-
bearers is left to Sleep aod Death (see further Barrett 0 0 Eur. Hipp. 1 4 3 7 - 9 ) . 

Schadewaldt (Welt 160, 165?) derives these details from the Memnomsy 

where perhaps Dawn herself cleansed her son's body to give it to Sleep and 
Death - a rite more aptly performed by a mother than by Apollo. T h e extent 
of Zeoodotus' athetesis is unclear, but he surely rejected 6 6 6 - 8 3 . He also 
rewrote 666 as xort T6T' 6p* TRPOOI<PR) Ztus 6v <P(Aov ul6v and omitted 
677 entirely (Arn/A). As Aristarchus alleges, this is a tvpical attempt to 
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remove a supposed topographical inconcinnity: Apollo, last heard of on the 
plain (15.365?), has not explicitly returned to Ida, so Zenodotus made Zeus 
call to him thence (cf. 4 3 1 - 6 m . ) ! 

667-8 T h e speech is less polished than the narrative. 4K (JeAicov is a clumsy 
afterthought to fit in the idea of bearing the body out of range of the missiles 
that might mar it further; cf. 18.152, 4K P. 4pucravro V4KUV. At 678 the initial 
cleansing is smoothly omitted, and deipas governs 4K Zaprr^Sova. The 
variant UEMCOV reflects confusion of minuscule 0 and p. Aristarchus (Did/A) 
read Zapir^Bovi, but verbs of cleansing can take a double acc. (10.572, 
18.345); cf* bis change at 638. 

669—73 These w . are adapted from the imperative to the third person 
preterite at 679-83: KATQCCTCCV 4V AVKITIS . . . Sî pco (683) is again smoother 
than innovative (h^oovolv A. . . . 8. (673), but note AoOcriv, ypTcrlv (679^. 
Oifaova' 4v is a correction to supply 4v, like Aristarchus* insertion of 4v in 
775. Both halves of 669 are formular. Anointing always follows washing, as 
in the formula AoOcrav xal xpfoav 4Aalw; ambrosia is the gods' equivalent of 
oil, and Aphrodite uses 'immortal oil' to protect Hektor's corpse (23.186?, 
cf. 14.170-in.) . The chiasmus in 670 and the etymological plays &p0poolr| 
. . . 6pppoTa, (f)ctporra ( f ) laaov and 7r4pirc . . . iropnoToiv give 670? a 
musical flow. Immortal clothes are reserved for those who are to be heroized 
(the dead Akhilleus, Od. 24.59) o r f ° r gods (Od. 7.260, Hy. 6.6). That the 
brothers Sleep and Death (14.231 n.) are twins, a unique idea, merely stresses 
their affinity. T h e lack of further details deepens the beauty and mystery of 
this scene; Sarpedon is borne away in a death as gentle as sleep, just as 
Odysseus is taken home in a sleep as heavy as death (Od. 13.80). Having 
tragically deprived one of his most sympathetic characters, Zeus, of his only 
son at Troy, Homer lets him redress the balance with this sublime and 
touching sign of favour. 

674—5 = 456?, but this prediction has no counterpart in the sequel; as 
usual, the poet refrains from confirming that his tale validates current beliefs 
or cult-practices. We are none the less expected to know that the Lycians 
did give Sarpedon a heroic tomb (p. 372). The idea of the aition is already 
latent in Homer; examples in the Hymns show that it was traditional. A 
papyrus omits 675, perhaps from homoeoteleuton. 

679—83 These vv. adapt 669-73, where see n. 

684-776 Perilously elated by success, Patroklos drives the Trojans back to the wall of 
Troy, where Apollo warns him that he cannot take the city. The god urges Hektor against 
him, but Patroklos kills Hektor's charioteer Kebriones; afiercefight arises over his body 

684—776 Patroklos' ruinous overconfidence, born of his triumph over Sar-
pedon, grows yet greater now that the Greeks have won the Lycian's 
armour. Homer repeats the pattern wherein a Trojan rout ends when 
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Patroklos meets an obstacle (Sarpedon, the wall of Troy); this precedes a 
rebuke, a major duel and a fight over a corpse leading to a Trojan repulse 
(cf. 395-665). This pattern is basic to books 16-17 (534-61 n.). But last time, 
Patroklos slew his opponent's driver and went on to kill his opponent and 
win his armour; now he slays a driver but must fight just to strip his victim. 
This creates another pattern, since the battles over Sarpedon, Kebriones 
and Patroklos himself have different results: the Greeks win Sarpedon's 
panoply but not his body, Kebriones' corpse fully armed, but Patroklos' 
body stripped bare. The repetition puts emphasis on this last and most 
important outcome. Patroklos' triple assault on Troy, halted the fourth time 
by Apollo, is based on the typical motif 'thrice . . . but the fourth time'; this 
recurs at his death, when he thrice enters the fray but is then met by Apollo 
(784fr). Fenik ( T B S 209t) thinks his duel with Hektor (731fr) becomes a 
fight over Kebriones' corpse because of pressure from the standard scene 
where a driver is slain and a fight erupts over a body. But a more 'literary' 
explanation exists. A duel with Hektor arouses great suspense, and is inevit-
able. Since Patroklos cannot kill Hektor, the poet lets him kill Kebriones 
instead: Kebriones is, as it were, Hektor's substitute, just as Patroklos is 
Akhilleus'. The duel ends - after Patroklos wins the body, brightening his 
glory, and Apollo and Euphorbos intervene, dimming Hektor's - with the 
death-blow Hektor strikes at 8i8ff. For a full linguistic commentary on 
684-867 sec Untermann, Sprache. 

684—91 The poet lets us glimpse Patroklos' state of mind as he plunges 
him, and us, back into battle, reminding us that he will be led to disaster 
by disobeying Akhilleus' order to return after saving the ships (87fr.). This 
is another case of dual motivation: his foolish delusion is his own responsi-
bility but also part of Zeus's inexorable plan (Strasburger, Kämpfer 57n.). 
Fenik ( T B S 21 if.) compares how Hektor becomes too dizzy with victory 
to heed the warnings; like Patroklos (653fr), he is granted an extra meed 
of glory before his death (17.206fr). Summaries of the general situation can 
introduce an aristeia (13.345-60^); for vfruos-comments foreboding doom 
cf. 46-80., 2.873-5, 18.310-11. 

684—7 Patroklos attacks on foot, bidding Automedon follow: this is easily 
supplied after tccAcúaos (cf. 13.361, 20.351). péy* 6áo6r) does not connote a 
moral lapse: the same terms describe the fatal error of leaving one's chariot 
too far behind (11.340). The phrasing 84 (p)é7Tos riqAqVá8ao <pvAa£cv is old, 
but -8éco ¿9- is in some good M S S . Cnréx^uyc Kfjpa KOKÍJV péXavos öavdroio 
belongs to a flexible formular system where the epithets are used with either 
noun: cf. xi)p€$ p. 0., 2.834 = 11.332; 0. KTjpa péAaivotv, 5.22; (éwpvyéciv) 
©ávaróv Tg KOKÓV Kai KT)pa ( P . ) , 3 X ; KOTK&S . . . Ktjpas, a x . The added gen. 
of definition extends the system further: cf. poTp' . . . péAavos Oavórroio, 0. 
KOKÓV TÉXOS (Od. 17.326, 24.124). 

688—90 = 17.176-8 (Hektor speaking). Antithetical maxims about how 
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easily a god can do this or that are rare in the poet's own persona (20.265c. 
only). For the thought cf. 22. i8f., Erga and 13.gon.; Zeus gives or removes 
success as he chooses (15.490-3^). The Hellenistic nom. tcpclcoco for -cov, 
rejected by Aristarchus, may come from Zenodotus, who read such forms 
at 1.80, 1.249, 3.71, 3.92 and 7.114 (cf. p. 24 and Wackernagel, SUH 73). 
In both 688 and 17.176 most MSS say 'Zeus's mind is mightier than a man's* 
( ^ Trep Av6p6s). The weak variants 4v8pwv here and alyi6xoio at 17.176 
are conjectures to make it clear that 6s in the next verse refers to Ai6s, not 
6v6p6s; Homer 'ought to have said' 6v8poov according to T , who may para-
phrase Aristarchus (cf. the wording of Am/A on 17.178). But 689f., omitted 
in papyri and some good codices, are a concordance-interpolation from 
I7.i77f., unless the omission arose in error (both 689 and 691 open 6s . . . 
Kai). Van der Valk defends 689f. because its stress on Zeus's power makes 
Patroklos' fate more tragic (Researches 11 27-9). Shipp (Studies 292) objects 
that 9oj3cT (with contraction) means 'terrify*; but the sense is 'Zeus makes a 
man flee . . . , but at another time (6T£ 8') urges him to fight.* There are 
numerous parallels for indefinite 6 i i (Shipp, Studies 198); Aristophanes 
emended it to TOti in 17.178. hroTpOvrjai is a conjecture that mends the 
metre: some good MSS have hroTpOvci, and the true text is yax£a<ac7>8ai. 
The same haplography Crept in at 17.178, 20.171. 

691 Editors read ¿rvfyeev, 'urged on', but ¿vtiicev (in a papyrus but few 
good codices) is better: Zeus 'put spirit into* Patroklos (cf. 653-7n.). The 
usual construction for 6v(t)ui is £ap-nY|5ova 6uu6s ¿rvfjKfi (12.307). 

699-7 In an emotive adaptation of the standard opening of slaying-
catalogues, the poet addresses Patroklos himself, not the Muse (cf. 14.508-
ion.), and reminds us that this is his last foray, since 'the gods called him to 
his death* (cf. Hektor*s realization of this at 22.297). Zenodotus extended 
the address to Patroklos impossibly far by reading {Acs in 697 (Arn/A). 
With 692 cf. Od. 9.14; the antithesis between first and last is traditional 
(i5.63o-6n.). Lists of nine or so victims in aristeiai always provoke a foe to 
react (415-180.), here Apollo; asyndeta signal the beginning and end, 
and even the names are standard. Two massacres open with the same 
verse as 692 (5.703, 11.299), name Hektor in another verse (as 693 names 
Patroklos), and add three lines of victims* names: with 694 cf. 11.301, 
('AoaTov) |ifev TrpcoTa «a) AUT6VOOV Kai . . . A rampage by Teukros starts iv8a 
•riva TrpcoTov . . . ("A8paorov) pfcv Trparra xal . . . , ending xal MCAAVITTTTOV 

(8.273-6). In one by Aias, the first verse closes with A6puxAov, the last with 
nuA6pTT|V (11.489-91): cf. "Ex«<Aov... TT. here. At 20.472-4 Akhil-

leus slays another Moulios and another Ekheklos! Quests for meaning in 
such lists are clearly vain. 

The dead all bear Greek names. Three arc Kurzjormen: "EXCKAOS < -KAITJS 

(189), nipmos < -pi^tis (15515)» "EAaoos < -ormros (cf. Aduacros from 
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-CTITTTTOS)- There were Myceneans named Adrastos (in the adj. /AdrSstiosf), 
Perimos, Megas (gen. Me-ka-o, PY Na 571) and Pulartas (13.413—1 F° r 

other Trojans called Adrestos and Melanippos sec on 6.37!?, 13.663-70, 
15.547-51. Epistor, 'Expert', is contracted from £rri(f)LCTT<op (Od. 21.26). 
Neoptolemos perhaps slew an Elasos in the Little Iliad (frag. 14 D.); another 
fouoded an Attic clan, the Elasidai (SIG 926). Moulios, the name of an 
Epean and a herald (11.739, Od. 18.423), is surely cognate not with pa>Ao$ 
but with Meriones' father Molos, the Moliooe and historically attested 
Molon, from poAcTv with metrical lengthening (von Kamptz, Personennamen 
245?). With 9uya6€ pvcoovro, 'turned their thoughts to Right', cf. the 
proleptic expression q>6pov8' 6y6pcuc (5.252); 9vya6e, a root-noun fossilized 
in this acc. form, is confined to the Iliad (Risch, Wortbildung 6). 

698-711 Patroklos would have taken Troy but for Apollo. He oearly 
outdoes Akhilleus' impossible wish that they capture it together, which 
followed his warning not to assail the city lest Apollo intervene (9iff.); 
indeed the god tells Patroklos that neither warrior may sack it. Leaf rejects 
698-711, claiming that the attack on Troy is unexpected (but cf. 9iff.!) 
and at odds with Hektor's attitude at 713!^.; but Hektor ponders whether to 
call his men inside, the right way to defend the walls. We hold our breath 
when Apollo thrice thrusts Patroklos back, expecting a fatal blow the fourth 
time, a typical motif (702!?.): but the poet proloogs the fighting, with 
agonizing suspense, until he repeats this motif at 784!?. Such siege-poetry 
certainly goes back to Myc. times (see on 12.107ft. and S. P. Morris, AJA 
93 (»989) 5 ' 1 "35) -

698—701 Apollo saves Troy by urging Hektor 00. In Akhilleus' aristeia 
the Greeks would have taken Troy had the god oot inspired Agenor to stand 
fast (21.544? = 698 -I- 700, to *Air6AA«ov); cf. 17.319ft., where he exhorts 
Aineias, and 13.723ft. Patroklos, clad io his leader's armour, prefigures his 
actions: as we shall see, his death is based on how Apollo and Paris slew 
Akhilleus during an assault on Troy (777-8670.). Akhilleus died at the 
Scaean Gate (22.3600., cf. Aithiopis testimonium 9 B. = 3D.), where Hektor 
is found at 712, and where, according to Thetis at 18.453, ^»s battle is taking 
place! IoQuintusofSmyma (3.26-82) Apollo gives Akhilleus a like warning 
at this gate, beginning with \6Cjeo (40, cf. 707 here), just before he shoots 
him io the heel; so this motif too may derive from the tale of Akhilleus' death. 
Verse 699 * 11.180, with 'ATpctBcco for norrp6KAou, in a similar context -
Agamemnon storms towards the wall of Troy, until Zeus intervenes. 

Ov|/hrrvAos also describes Thebes (6.416). Cnrd XcP°' usually goes with 
passive verbs, notably 5api)vai, but can be used with actives of like meaning 
(Chantraine, GH11 140?). An ugly word-eod after the second foot betrays 
that *Atr6XA«vOoT^os remodels <D. *A. | (51 x epos), as in 20.68, 21.515,545, 
Hes. frag. 307. KWptyTOS describes towers in the acc. and gen. plur. (3X), 
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as well as walls, altars and cities: its declension into the sing, entails a 
contracted gen. in -ou, as in a<p' uvfrjAou Trupyou, 0eiou ETTI TT. (12.386, 
21.526). T h e antithesis in 701 blends a phrase like 373, Tpcocri KOKOCqjpovecov, 
with Tpcbeacriv aprjycov (etc.); cf". loo 0X069 poo v. 

702—6 Bards like to contrast 'thrice . . . thrice', whether in one verse 
(23.817, Od. 9.361) or more (8.169!"., 11.4621*., 18 .155-7 , i8.228f., Od. 
11.2o6f.); they also like 'thrice . . . but the fourth time', as at 13.20, 22.165 + 
208 (with a vast parenthesis), Erga 596 and Aspis 362!". (cf. 'for nine days 
. . . on the tenth'). This complex variant blends both patterns, as at 21.176f. 
and Od. 21.125 8; its closest cognates are scenes where Apollo repels a 
Greek's assault at 784-7 , 5 .436-9 4- 443f- (Diomedes), 20.445-8 (Akhil-
leus). All these begin Tp\$ pev ITTEIT' EudpouoE, with Tpls 8' in the next verse, 
and then 6AA' OTE 8f) T O TETOCPTOV ¿TIICRAUTO Saipovi Taos (but 20.447 is 
spurious): then this standard comparison of hero to god collides with the 
harsh reality of divine superiority. These scenes end 6EIV6 8' 6|i6x?a}CTas 
-n-pocrE9T} ¿Kaepyos "ATTOAACOV (706, 5.439), or . . . ETTEOC irrEpOEVTa Trpoor)u8a 
(20.448), whence the variant here, which is surely meant to remove the 
repetition of 'A. (cf. van der Valk, Researches 11 1 6 4 ^ . Moreover 5.437 runs 
Tpi$ 8e ol ecttu9eAi£e 9aEivqv 6cnrri5' 'A. (cf. 703^ here), and Apollo's reproof 
to Diomedes begins like 707 (9pa^EO TUSETBTI KOCI X®£EO> 5-44°) has a 
like effect: 5.443c = 71 of., save that it has 'Diomedes' for 'Patroklos' and 
TUT6OV for TTOAAOV. There is no hope of establishing priority; these scenes all 
draw on the same traditional pattern (cf. 5.436-911.). 

T h e 'elbow' of the wall must be the angle between the enceinte and the 
tower on which Apollo stands: it means 'corner' in Hdt. (1.180). Huge, 
projecting, rectangular towers defended the gates of T r o y (C. W. Blegen in 
Companion 375f.). Some detect a memory of the wall of T r o y V I , which rises 
at a slope of one in three until it meets, at an 'elbow', its vertical upper 
half (Lorimer, HM 433). Both these features were probably still visible in 
Homer's day, but there is no proof that either inspired the poet: Ionian cities 
of his time likewise used bastions to protect the gates (H. Drerup, Arch. Horn. 
o 100-3). Patroklos' lack of a scaling-ladder may be a heroic exaggeration. 
f3fi is displaced from the start of 702 because of the need to begin the verse 
with TPIS; so too rfonrpoKXos displaced TPIS in 703. VUCTCTCO, normally 'prick', 
means 'nudge' as at Od. 14.485; Apollo need only touch Patroklos' shield to 
send hiin tumbling down. 

707-9 Athene ends a speech to Herakles with a like warning: avf 8' 
6VAXORCTCROCCT0AI, ETTEI OU VU TOI aicnpdv krriv | ou0' ITTTTOUS ¿AEEIV OUTE KAUTOC 

TEUXECC TOTO (Aspis 336F); cf. 5.440!^, cited above. In 7 0 7 Aristarchus read 
TTCO for TOI (Did/A); few M S S support this. £CTTI is often omitted with alcra. 
With 708 cf. 21.584. T h e unique form -nipOai, 'be sacked', is from not 
TT6p9£CT0ai but *TTEp9-CT0ai, being an old athematic aor. middle infin. (with 
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passive force), like 54x8a' beside 464ypT)v/48E£<itpT]v (Risch, Wortbildung 236); 
contrast Chantraine, GH1 384. T h e variant iripaai is worthless. 6(s) xrep 
o4O rroAAdv ¿PEIVCOV is formular (7.114); Akhilleus uses this phrase no less 
frankly when he bids Lukaon expect no mercy - even Patroklos died, a better 
m a n b y f a r (21 .107). 

710—11 Zenodotus read TVT06V for iroAA6v as at 5.443 (cf. 702 -6n.), at 
once excising the typically oral repetition of ir. and standardizing a typical 
oral variation: others imported ir. at 5.443 (Did/T). Aristarchus replied that 
Diomedes had Athene's words to hearten him, whereas Patroklos has heard 
Akhilleus' warning and withdraws further. Most M S S offer ¿AEV/6PEVOS in 
711 but -6PEVO$ at 5.444. Aristarchus standardized <5cv4pi EICTAJJEVOS to dr. 
E!66MEVOS in 716, comparing the aor. in 720; in this phrase the MSS have a 
pres. here and at HyAp 449, but an aor. at 17.73 and 21.213, w bere Aris-
tarchus wavered. Bards cared little about either variation. 

712—15 The Scaean Gate is nearest to the battle (3-i45n.) and will be 
the aptly ill-omened site of Akhilleus* death (698-701 n.). A god again settles 
a character's doubts at I.i88ff., 10.503!?. XKairjot TTOAÎ OI is moved from its 
usual place at the verse-end (4X epos) with elision before the old verb (F)4XE, 
'drove' (13.326-7^); for the formula pebvuxas lirrrovs cf. 5.236^ Homer no 
doubt took ?xe a s 'halted* and linked pww/£ with pouvos, if he pondered the 
matter. &l£co, 'doubt', recurs only in an oracle (Hdt. 1.65); like 4v 5oifj 
(9.230) or doubt, it is cognate with 'two', i.e. 'be in two minds'. Verse 715 
blends cbs Apa (or CZ>8E 64) ol 9pov4ovTi (BOACOETO), 9X Horn., with the 
pattern ( — V U — U Y )-OVTI Trap to T CM o (-at). 

716—20 Within a ring formed by 715? and 720 (cf. 710-1 in.), we hear 
that Apollo takes the shape of Asios, who is neatly described as an uncle, 
brother and son, to emphasize his kinship with Hektor; this ensures that 
Hektor will listen. So too the god becomes Hektor's xenos, Phainops son of 
Asios, to exhort him at 17.582?., and changes shape to exhort Aineias 
( 1 7 . 3 2 2 ? , 20.79?.). V e r s e 720 = 20.82 ( 17 .326 a n d 585 a r e s p u r i o u s ) ; w i t h 

716 and 726 cf. 17.73, 82, ' n another Apolline rebuke to Hektor. Like 
Phainops, 'Asios son of Dumas' is invented to replace the slain Asios son of 
Hurtakos (13.383-401^). O f obscure origin, 'Dumas' is merely another 
handy name: Athene takes the shape of a daughter of a Dumas at Od. 6.22, 
just as Apollo becomes a Mentes (17.73), another of her personae (Od. 1.105)! 
No wonder Tiberius liked to quiz scholars about Hekabe's mother (Suet. 
Tib. 70), when even her father was obscure: elsewhere he is the Thracian 
king Kisseus (Eur., Hec. 3 with schol.) or the Sangarios itself (Pherecydcs, 
FGH 3 F 136)! This, the main river of Bithynia which debouches E. of the 
Bosporus, is still called the Sakarya; Priam mentions it at 3.187, and Hesiod 
lists it among N. W. Anatolian rivers (Theog. 344). If the Hittites knew it as 
the Sebiriya (Stella, Tradizione micenea 193), it was within their borders. 
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piVrpcos means 'mother's brother* as at 2.662. Hektor receives the generic 
epithet ImroSAiioio 5X in the Iliad only. Its metrical equivalent Av6po<pAvoio 
describes him 12X (Cat. 141.29 included), but also the brutes Ares (4.441 
(spurious), Aithiopis frag. 1 B. «= frag. spur. D., Aspis 98), Lukoorgos (6.134) 
and Poluphemos (a variant at Od. 10.200). A. is surely borrowed from Ares, 
as is Appmos (differently R. Sacks, The Traditional Phrase in Homer, Leiden 
1987, 152-75). The scansion -TOS 'ExApqs reflects a lost P-; cf. 6.293, 24.193 
and Corinthian p axapa. The name is short for •" p ecapAAos; hcq^AAos has 
metrical lengthening (Chantraine, Diet. s.v.). On the bardic form iciaApcvos 
from Et6opai sec Ruijgh in Studies Chadwick 539ff.; Untermann, Sprach 
62. 

722—5 There is irony in the disguised god's humble profession of in-
feriority to Hektor, and pious wish that Apollo grant him success; he soon 
inflicts on Patroklos the ruin of which he warns Hektor. On threats to 
slackers sec 13.232-4^; this one, couched in a powerful antithesis, resembles 
in phrasing 1.186, Od. 21.372-4. Characters admit inferiority at 19.217, 
20.434 (Odysseus and Hektor to Akhilleus). Verse 724 = 732, with aCrrAp 
A for AAA' Ayi: rebukes are usually obeyed without delay or demur, icpa-
Tcpcbwxas TTTTTOUS recurs at 5.329, Od. 21.30 (separated); pebwxas I. was 
used at 712. For divine horses Homer uses xpwAimvKas instead (4X ). With 
725 cf. 7.81, Hektor speaking. 

726-32 Verse 726 = 17.82, 13.239 (cf. 7i6-2on.); it forms a ring with 
728f., since Apollo re-enters the mass twice, while 727c and 732 form a 
second ring, since Hektor twice directs his horses. The first ring frames 
Hektor's brother and driver Kebriones (appointed to that post at 8.3i8f., 
and last seen at 13-790), who is at the centre of the ensuing combat. 
The second frames the fact that Apollo grants the Trojans glory, which fulfils 
the god's wish at 725 and increases our concern that Hektor will at once kill 
Patroklos. Fenik ( T B S 215) thinks the disarray Apollo causes among the 
Greeks has no visible effect and is soon forgotten; but this is a sinister 
preparation for his actions at 788ff. With the aor. infin. TrrrrAqylM<v supply 
'with whips' (cf. 23.363). With 728-30 cf. 11.537-9» i2 !*55. i5-326f. 

733-50 Patroklos' duel with Hektor opens typically enough with the 
slaying of a charioteer with a cast that misses his leader, just as he hit 
Sarpcdon's driver, albeit with a s p e a r not a stone (462-75n.). He scores this 
major success before Hektor can even dismount: he jumps down at 733, 
Hektor only at 755, a similar verse (and Hektor has no choice, since his 
chariot is disabled!). Worse yet for the Trojans, they are given no reply 
to his vaunt (745ff.). This unexpected victory delays his last encounter with 
Hektor, turning their duel into a fight for Kebriones' body (684-776^); cf. 
8.1 i8f., where Diomedes kills Hektor's driver (with 739 cf. 121) and Hektor 
withdraws to find another. Akhilleus' duel with Hektor is similarly inter-
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rupted: they first fight over Poludoros' body (20.419fr.), and next meet at 
22.131 (Fenik, TBS 213?, 221 f.). As befits a lesser hero, Patroklos' final duel 
is not delayed nearly so long. 

Kebriones' fall is related in a full style with vivid detail and powerful 
suspense. Patroklos has his spear in his left hand, saving it to use later (his 
shield must be supported by its baldric). He grabs a stone: we see its shine 
and jagged edge. His cast is not in vain - he hits Hektor's. . . driver, Priam's 
bastard son (what a coup\). After this blend of headline and biography comes 
the usual coroner's report. The stone hits Kebriooes between his eyes, which 
fall out and land by his feet; he falls out and lands on his head! Complaints 
over his eyes' absurd trajectory, especially when conjoined with his own, 
miss the wit, which begins before Patroklos' jest and overrides naturalistic 
concerns. But this is Patroklos' - and our - last laugh, as the fearsome 
peripeteia nears. 

735—6 Untermann (Sprache 71?) notes that the stone is oddly small (cf. 
4.518n.). Homer probably wanted Patroklos to use a larger one (he braces 
himself to hurl it), but had to give the unique detail that he holds it in one 
hand, because the hero had ooly one hand free, holding his spear in the 
other. Yet even a pebble can shatter one's forehead: it happened to Goliath 
(1 Samuel 17). Verse 735 forms a ring with Aai at 739; cf. paptiäpco 
¿KptöiVTi (ßaAcov), used without "nirpa> at 12.380, Od. 9.499. The 'neglect' 
of p- in ol is rare but Homeric (13.56m.); it arose by adaptation at the 
caesura of the pattern 6s/&/t^v ol mpi (Od. 2.116, 21.54 etc.). 

736 The scholia aod MSS read ou6i 6fjv &£ETO 9COT6S, 'he did not long 
stand in awe of the man'; Eustathius, followed by a few late MSS, igoores 
&. and reads X^CETO. Leaf deems this a bad conjecture; or it could be a slip 
after A<5c£cro in 734. Yet it has merit, x&^opat often takes a gen., but &£opcti 
always takes an acc. (and «¡KOTO would scan). Also, cf. 11.539?, where 
Hektor, with Kebriones as driver, charges into the fray: Iv Ku6oipöv | ^KE 

KCCKÖV AavaoTcri (cf. 729?), plvuvöa X<*£ETO 6oup6s, 'not for long did he 
back away from (their) spear(s)'. But P. von der Mühl! (Ausgewählte kleine 
Schriften, Basel 1976, 399) keeps &£ETO, proposing that, as sometimes else-
where, here means 'far (from)'. 

737—9 Bastard sons of Priam die at 4.499, 11.102, 490; Kebriones' name 
is from Kebren, an Aeolic town in the Troad with a oative name (cf. 
'Ilioneus'). &X»6co is rare, but cf. ovx &Aiov ß£Ao$ (4.498, «5 575); note 
the etymological play ß. ßäÄE. 1\vioyev$ (4X ) is a metrically useful variant 
of fjvioxos, like ircrrpo9ov£0s for -<p6vos at Od. 1.299? (Meister, Kunstsprache 
173?); there, as here, Homer at once explains the term (6 ol Trcnripa . . . 
fKTa), cf. 26m. Another driver of Hektor's, aptly named Eniopeus, dies 
TTTTTCOV f)vr § x o v T a a n d falte from his chariot (8.121). The poetic neuter 
Vjvia beside fem. fjviai (Myc. fäniaij) also arose metrigratia (Chantraine, Diet. 
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s.v.). Both AyaxAfjos (570-8011.) and Priam's metrically equivalent epithet 
tOppsAlcrf (4.47 = 4.165 = 6.449) seem to be genefiic; in other cases I. adorns 
other heroes. With Aal cf. 6. XC&K& (37 x )» Soup! ( n x , including 
11.95, urrcoTriov 6. 6.); p. never recurs in this sense. On the declension of 
Aaa$ see Untermann, Sfnache 75. 

740—4 Kebriones apparently performs a backwards somersault, follow-
ing the impetus of the blow to his forehead; Homer conjoins with this another 
freakish event, the excussion of his eyeballs (cf. 1 3 . 6 1 6 - 1 7 0 . ) . OVVEAEV, 

'destroyed', unparalleled in this sense until imperial prose (LSJ s.v. owax-
p&> it), may be colloquial: one expects ow¿Aaaaev. As at Od. 22.4, oOTOU 

Trp6of3e TTOBGJV means' there before (his) feet*. The idea of crushed bones forms 
the link with the ensuing diver-image: cf. 12.384-6, crvv 6* 6<rri' Apa£e 1 . . . 
Kf9aAqs* 6 8* ftp* Apvcvrrnpi IOIK&S | KDRRRRRKT' A<P' OyrjAoG irOpyou, A I M 8* 

6crrte8vp6s ( — Od. 12.412-14, with 414 adapted to suit a ship). This brief 
comparison is traditional: thus a fresco from Mycenae shows a warrior 
falling backwards off a building, probably with both arms out straight like 
a diver (Stella, Tradizione micenea Tav. x u v ) . Recent contractions and 
synizesis show that KARRTTCA' An' cOcpy^o? Slypou adapts tOepylos ?KTTEOE 8. 
(5-5®5 — 13-399)'» o n contracted lO- see i04~6n. &pvevmf|p means 'diver* as 
at Aratus 656 and in Hsch. s.v., not 'acrobat* (Kupianyr/jp) as Ap. Soph, 
glosses it (43.17), misled by how Patroklos likens Kebriones to an acrobat 
before developing this marine image (modern lexica are confused too). At 
4o6ff., conversely, a man hooked from a chariot on a spear-point is likened 
to a fish yanked from the sea. For 744 see 2on. 

745—50 With the cruel mockery typical of vaunts (e.g. 21 -54ff.) and used 
by the poet in his own persona at 4o6ff. and 742, Patroklos praises Kebriones 
for his somersault, just as Aineias praised Meriones for 'dancing1 out of the 
way of his spear ( 6 1 7 - 1 9 ^ ) . Since Patroklos says the Trojans too have 
acrobats (750), his jest is a riposte to Aineias, whom he is imagined to have 
overheard. Acrobats lead dancers at i8.6o5f. — Od. 4.i8f.; the leaden of 
Greek dances still perform lively gyrations while the rest of the line does the 
basic steps. Patroklos frames within this jibe (745, 749C) a striking develop-
ment of the poet's diver-image (742) in the style of an extended simile (cf. 
Moulton, CPh 74 (1979) 287). Kebriones* antics on land (£v TTCBIW) show 
how good a diver he would make at sea too (teal tv TTAVTCO), SO good that he 
could dive even in rough weather; let him put his talent to use - by fetching 
up sea-food! The apparent irrelevance increases the humour, until Patroklos 
explains by adding 'leaping off a ship'. This wretched occupation makes a 
good insult, since it is unheroic (407-80.); diving for octopuses is implied 
by a simile at Od. 5-432f. The two images, and the link with Aineias' joke, 
were explained by W. E. D. Downes, CR 20 (1906) 147c Many think 
Patroklos* jest proves him deluded (e.g. Rcinhardt, luD 347f.), but what is 
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tragic is his unawareness that he will soon perish too. KUPIOTACO, 'somersault', 
is from Kuftos, 'dice' (Untermann, Sprache 79). 

747—8 irf|8Ea are not oysters, but clearly the same as the "iY)0vov, 'sea-
squirt'; *Tq8v later shifted to the ©-stem declension (cf. 14 .157-8^) . This 
ascidian is classified among 6<rrpEa ('molluscs') by Aristotle (H. Bonitz, Index 
Aristotelicus, Berlin 1870, s.v.). The adult sea-squirt adheres to a rock, its 
sack-like body swathed in a leathery integument. Pliny calls these tunicate 
molluscs tetheay attesting that they were eaten (//. JV. 32.93, 117). In time of 
want the Greeks ate much that disgusts well-fed stomachs: Hesiod mentions 
eating mallow and asphodel (Erga 41, with West's n.). Kebriones must 
'grope' in the depths for this humble and noisome fare: 8»<p<5tw, 'seek', can 
have this sense (Ap. Soph. 59.14; West on Erga 374). With 6vcmip9£Aos, 
'rough', supply TT6VTOS (cf. Theog. 440, Erga 618); this is its primary sense 
(cf. TTOP96AU€, 'bubble'). Zenodotus read 8v<rnip9€Aot ETEV, i.e. 'even if they 
were surly', clearly deeming it impossible that 'many' would like this food! 
His emendation is based on Erga 722, where Hesiod uses 5UCTTT£P9EAOS to 
mean 'surly* (so Aristarchus in Arn/AT). 

751—76 A grand panorama depicts the long struggle for Kebriones' body. 
Patroklos' ill-fated valour is compared to that of a lion whose courage causes 
his death; his equal duel with Hektor is likened to two lions fighting. Then 
the focus widens to include its background, the armies colliding like rival 
winds crashing into a forest; myriad missiles fly to and fro over the body, 
but Kebriones lies in the dust unaware even of his essential skill, horseman-
ship. We leave 'the tremendous but frozen turbulence . . . for the sudden still 
vision of the single man in the eye of the storm who has left it all behind* 
(A. Parry in Parry, MHV liii). 

751—3 Patroklos, likened to a lion at 487-9, leaps forth like a lion 
heroically wounded in the chest: the foreshadowing of his doom, already 
announced at 685ff., is unmistakable (M. Baltes, A&A 29 (1983) 41). Cf. 
the adumbration of Akhilleus* revenge in the lion-cub simile at 18.3i8ff. 
Lions are slain by men defending sheepfblds in similes at 5-556ff., 12.305^ 
wounded lions are fiercer (5.136fT.t 2o.i64ff.). The beast 'slain by his own 
valour' may be a traditional motif, since it enters in a lion-or-boar simile 
describing Hektor at 12.46 (¿ryqvoplq 6i piv !»cra): but Hektor too will die 
in this way, as Andromakhe said (6.407). Another image is similarly in-
troduced by alEToO oTpcrr' § x w v (21.252); oTpa and olpdco, 'spring forward', 
are used only of predators (see further Chantraine, Diet. s.v.). fcrri Kspptdvq 
frames this image, just as rrEpl «EfJpuSvao frames the next (756-9). 

754—5 The address to Patroklos is emotive (cf. 692?, 744). Hektor's leap 
matches his; 755 also recalls 733, where Patroklos dismounted. Now they 
will fight on equal terms, as the ensuing simile confirms, pcpacos is squeezed 
into the space filled by xapa^E in 733 (cf. &AT* Irrl ol pEpacbs, 21.174). The 
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-a- (from *-«-, cf. pepova) is lengthened by analogy with pEpaoTE(s), where 
metrical lengthening is warranted by the usual criteria: cf. ccvrjp at 12.382 
after ocvEpi ctc. (Chantraine, GH1 100). 

756—8 This image expands the usual brief comparison of warriors to lions 
(7.256, 15.592); see Frankel, Gleichnisse 62. Pairs of fighters are likened to 
pairs of lions at 5.554^., 10.297 and 13.198!^, where, as here, the beasts' 
conduct fits the narrative but not their real habits; lions neither co-operate 
in carrying a carcase nor fight over one, even if hungry. Lions also duel over 
a body in a simile at Aspis 402-4, cf. 405fif. Hunger makes them fiercer (cf. 
3 .23-6, 18.162). Warring animals are of the same spccies when the combat 
is equal ( b T on 823), as in the vulture-image describing Sarpedon and 
Patroklos (428f.); when it is unequal, a stronger beast fights a weaker one, 
as at 487 9 (Patroklos as lion, Sarpedon as bull) or 823-6 (Hektor as lion. 
Patroklos as boar). The nine dual forms in 756 -9 stress that the opponents 
are evenly matched; the dead doe stands for Kebriones, insignificant even 
when alive, yet his body is vital to the comparison, as its frame emphasizes. 
These images form a series wherein this one heightens the vulture-simile 
(Baltes, art. cil. 40!".): neydAa KAdiovrs paxcovTai (429) is replaced by nsya 
9povEovTE (iaxEcrOov; cf. in the next l'on-simile (824) opEos KoptKprjai p. 9. p. 
(the formula o. K. also enters the simile of two lions at 5.554). Just as at 
482fr., a tree-simile is nearby. Baltes thinks the lions duel 'in the peaks' 
because the two warriors far excel the rest in valour. 

756 5r|piv6r|TTiv is odd: save for SqpivQfivai, derived hence by Apollonius 
Rhodius (2.16), no form of 5qpido|aai contains -v-. Homer could have said 
8Tipiaaa6ov or -iaavTo (12.421, Od. 8.76). Risch adduces dn7rvv(v)6Ti (VVort-
bildung 336), and some M S S emend the v away, but I believe that the true 
text is Sf^piv 6T)TTIV, adapted from the phrase 6f)piv IQEVTO | ( 1 7 . 1 5 8 , epigram 
in Dern. De Cor. 289, Kuphorion frag. 98.2, anon, in SH 928.6). The older 
form is GETT^V, but the short vowel of dual and plur. root-aorists is often 
altered by analogy, e.g. (3r)TR|v beside (3d-rr|V (Chantraine, 67/1 378); 6F|TQV 

presupposes the lost sing. *S8TIV, just as -pArprTiv (Od. 21.15) is from *E|3ATIV. 
Everyone has been misled by the texts' lack of word-division, combined with 
the extreme rarity of a word-end after a fifth-foot spondee (see Meister, 
Kunslsprache 7f., and West, Greek Metre, Oxford 1982, 3711.). 

761 = 13.501, again in a major duel; 764 = 14.448, again in a fight for 
a body. Corpses are dragged by the head (cf. 3.369, 13.188), by the feel 
(13-383—5n.) or by both ends in both directions, as here (cf. 17.389^^). Verse 
762 resembles 15.716, where sec n.: like the n-mobile in ixev IT-, the gen. 
KE9aAf)9iv is innovative (it is ablatival elsewhere). 

765—9 A splendid five-verse simile introduces five lines describing the 
'precarious balance of violent forces in battle' (A. Parry, loc. cit.). Their 
equality is shown by how the winds compete as equals, as the duals and the 
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repetition of 4each other* indicate. Frankel (Gleichnisse 37) thinks both the 
winds and the woods they shake stand for the two armies, in a failed attempt 
to depict the battle's reciprocity; Baltes {art. cit. 42?) equates the winds with 
the duellists and the forest with their men, just as the lone tree at 482!? 
stands for a siogle warrior. This is too subtle. At 9.4!?. two winds stir up the 
sea; this expresses the Greeks' alarm, but one cannot equate the winds with 
their leaders. T h e image follows the pattern wherein a natural force hits 
field, forest or sea, and the simile's last clause describes the visible or audible 
effect (cf. 6 3 3 - 4 0 . , 2 . 1 4 8 , 2 . 2 1 0 , 7 . 6 4 etc.). The winds are personified; 
the idea that they play with one another recurs at Od. 5.331? T h e density 
of the woods magnifies their impact (bT). The 'sharp-pointed' boughs that 
the trees hurl at each other evoke the missiles flying to and fro at 7 7 2 ! ? . 

Tcxw/qx ĵs describes only swords elsewhere (14.383-70.); Aristarchus glossed 
it simply 'slender* (TOVCKSS), treating -TJIOFA as senseless, but it is a fine exam-
ple of ioteractioo between a simile's diction and its context. Both the ash and 
the cornelian cherry (Corrtus mas) were used for spears ( 1 4 1 - 4 0 . , HvHerm 
460). /jxfi GtCTraaha (gx Horn.) often enters panoramic tableaux of battle. 

E0p6s T£ N6ros T6 is formular ( 2 . 1 4 5 (simile), 2X Od.). p/|ooT|s Pafteqv, 
perhaps with an etymological play, is linguistically recent: it blends the 
formulae oCpeos iv p^ocnjot and fiaOelqv . . . OAqv, where original Pa0Elav is 
itself remodelled after the gen. 0O6E(T]S (Untermann, Sprache 90): see on __ « 
633F., 1 5 . 6 0 5 - 9 . Most sources until Eustathius have the error TTOAEUI#MEV. 

Tavuq>Aotos is obscure. The bark of the cornelian cherry is not especially thin, 
although it does peel when the tree ages: LSJ propose 'with long-stretched 
bark', i.e. 'tall', but this tree is no taller than c. 22 feet! Later poets use the 
epithet of the poplar, fir and wild fig. D suggest 'fibrous', Leaf 'with fine, 
smooth bark', which is best (so R. Meiggs, Trees and Timber in the Ancient 
World, Oxford 1982, 111). With 769 cf. 13.283; note the lack of a verb. T h e 
fractured hiatus before ( f ) a y vuutv&oov forms the climax to a whole set of 
sound-effects, in a sentence that runs from 765 to 771. 

770—1 = 11.70? This old couplet beloogs to a larger pattern, since it 
opens the panorama of massed missile-fighting framed by 777f? (where see 
n.), which resembles 11.84!?. The repetition of 'each other* picks up 765 and 
768. How the arrows 'leap* (773) resumes how the armies 'leap' at each 
other, and Kebriones is 'forgetful of h b horsemaoship' (776) just as neither 
side 'remembered' about fleeing. 

772—5 With the Trojans regrouped outside the city wall, the battle enters 
its usual opening stage of long-range combat, while the leaders fight between 
the lines as irp6uaxoi; the armies do not fight hand to hand until I7.262ff. 
(Latacz, Kampfdarstellung n 8 f f , 1 2 4 ? ) . The description, framed by Kc-
Ppi6vqv &pq>* . . . 6pq>* otirrAv, is heightened by anaphora of troAAd, the 
half-rhyme -SVTES . . . -¿VTES and the sheer multiplicatioo of kinds of missile 
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(cf. 15.709-1211.). ó̂ éor BoOpa occurs 6x Horn, in other metrical positions 
(cf. 5.619, 11.44): 3.135 has tyxea ponepá with the same verb. Arrows are 
often 'feathered', like words (4.117^, 5.171, 20.68); for &nb vtupifai see 
13.584-5^ As usual, Aristarchus (Did/A) preferred the plur. knvféAigav 
with a neuter plur. subject (cf. 13.616- ign.): the sing, is worse attested here. 

775—6 These vv. have long been admired (75t~76n.). The distich is too 
grand to have been invented for Kebriones (so Schadewaidt, Welt 168), who 
was likened to a diver and a dead deer; Griffin is wrong to cavil if this 
aesthetic judgement becomes a means of'inquiry into Origins' (HLD io6n.). 
The couplet's origin is hardly less clear than is the pathos which its adapta-
tion to this context arouses: like other details of Patroklos' death, it derives 
from that of Akhilleus (see pp. 312?), to whom Homer applies two variants 
of it, as Kakridis saw (Homeric Researches 85?.). At i8.26f. Akhilleus has 
heard that Patroklos is slain: aCrrós 6* év KOVÍTICTI péyas peyaAaxrrl TOWARDS 

I KETTO. The Nereids soon bewail him as if he too is already dead. A yet closer 
parallel at Od. 24.39? decides the case: the Greeks saved Akhilleus' body, 
papvápcvoi TTCPL CTÉTO* o\j 5 1 orpo9<5tAiyyi KOVÍTJS I Kciao péyas PRYAACÍXRTÍ, 

AcAaapévos i T r n o o w á w v . Then the Nereids weep by his corpse, as happened 
in the Aithiopis. H i e closing phrase fits both the charioteer Kebriones and 
Akhilleus: every leader must excel as both driver and spearman, like Eu-
phorbos or Hektor (809, 11.503), and the fact that Akhilleus has the best 
horses implies that he can handle them with commensurate skill (2.769?). 
Willcock thinks the couplet was created for the charioteer heroes of yore like 
T-MRÓTA Néarcop; but the phrasing is not especially old (Heubeck on Od. 
24.39?). A* a t Od. 24.39, the vulgate is 61 orpo^áAiyyi; Aristarchus (Did/A) 
read 8' év <x., a facile emendation (cf. on 669-73, 14.200-2). a. Kovlrjs 
recurs at 21.503, preceded by prrá; cf. crrpo^aAi^co (Od. 18.315), related to 
<rrp¿9co like (iv)TpoTTaM£w to Tpérrco (Risch, Worlbildung 300). T h e artifi-
cial phrase péyas pryaAaxrrl is an emphatic repetition like oló6cv oTos or 
alvóOcv alv&s; pcyaAcoorl is an isolated form based on pryáAcos (Risch, 
Kleine Schriften 171). 

777-867 The Greeks manage to win Kebriones' body, but Apollo smites Patroklos, 
stripping off his armour and dazing him; then Euphorbos wounds him in the back, and 
Hektor stabs him in the belly, in reply to Hektor*s taunt that he failed to obey Akhilleus' 
orders and kill him, the dying Patroklos defiantly predicts that Hektor himself will soon 
be slain by Akhilleus 

777-867 Patroklos* death is extraordinary. Why does Apollo knock Akhil-
leus' armour from his body, leaving him helpless and dazed? Why is he 
first hit in the back? Why does Homer dim Hektor's glory by giving the first 
wound to Euphorbos, a hero of whom we have never heard, and whom 
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Menelaos at once dispatches (17.gff.)? Why is it later implied that Patroklos' 
body still wears its armour (17.13, 17.125, 17.205)? It is too easy to guess, 
with Leaf, that this scene replaces one where Hektor alone slew Patroklos, 
or to reject 793-804 because it implies the exchange of armour (so P. von 
der Muhll, Kritisches Hypomnema zur I lias, Basel 1952, 252). The literary 
effects of these details are clear (cf. Reinhardt, luD 31 gfT.); but only tradi-
tions behind the Iliad, especially those about Akhilleus' own death, can 
explain their precise configuration. 

First, the armour. Edwards (HPI264) notes that its removal reminds us 
that 'divine armour is not proper for Patroklos, who has no divine ancestry'; 
disarmed, he is tragically helpless before Apollo's sinister power. It is less 
shameful that a god strips off his armour than if Hektor does so (bT on 
793ff.). The scene foreshadows Akhilleus' own death, when his helmet rolls 
in the dust (794-8000.); the poet had Akhilleus' death in mind (775-60.). 
But a major reason for Apollo's action must be that Akhilleus' armour was 
originally impenetrable (130-540.); Patroklos is invincible until he is dis-
armed. The folk-tale idea of a god stripping him (Stith Thompson D 1403.3), 
necessary once Homer decided to clothe him in this armour, perhaps seemed 
too bizarre for the poet's taste; hence the narrative soon reverts to the usual 
pattern where a body wears its armour until it is stripped. 

Second, the detail that Euphorbos hit the disarmed Patroklos with a spear 
hurled at the small of his back and then fled (8o6~7n.) resembles Hagen's 
cowardly blow at JVibelungenlied xvf. Hagen steals Siegfried's armour and 
kills him in just that same spot where alone he is vulnerable, since the 
dragon's blood which made the rest of his body impervious to steel was not 
smeared between his shoulders; Hagen then runs away. Again Homer 
suppresses any magical aspect, simply omitting to explain; he does not even 
state that Patroklos' back is turned towards the enemy, although we may 
fancy that Apollo's blow made him spin round (the fact that his eyes whirl 
round is based on this, cf. 791 -2n.) . The nature of this blow is suggestive of 
a pre-existent legend. The most obvious parallel is the tale of Akhilleus' 
invulnerability save at his heel, where Apollo and Paris shot him: see 
'Apollodorus', Fpit. 5.3 with Frazer's n.; LIMCs.v. Achilleus, pi. 850 (Chal-
cidian vase, c. 540). O n the vase Paris apparently shot Akhilleus in the 
shoulder, and Apollo shot h i m i n the heel (Schoeck, I lias und Aithiopis 130). 
Proclus omits to say whether Akhilleus was shot in the heel in the Aithiopis, 
but this surely happened; the incident inspired how Paris shoots Diomedes 
in the heel at 1i.36gff. (on Diomedes as Akhilleus' substitute see on 97ff.). 
The legend that Thetis dipped her baby in the Stux to make him invulner-
able, holding him by the ankle, is first in Hyginus 107 and Statius (Ach. 
1.269c), but seems ancient (cf. 'Hesiod* frag. 300). Cf. too the invulner-
ability of Aias (14.402-80.) and Stith Thompson z 311. 
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Thirdly, Euphorbos is not invented solely to dim Hektor's glory (E. Bethe, 
Homer I, Leipzig 1914, 318) or to offer ao immediate model for Akhilleus* 
revenge upon him (Strasburger, Kämpfer 35), although both effects suit the 
poem's design. Homer based Euphorbos on Akhilleus' slayer, Paris, as 
Mühlestein proved (808-110.). Both Patroklos and Akhilleus die by the 
Scaean Gate (698-7010.) through the joint action of Apollo and a Trojan 

• (19.416?, 21.277?, 22.359?, Aithiopis in Proclus' epitome). Like Paris, Eu-
phorbos strikes ?rom a?ar. We shall see that he is Paris* double: both are 
nobles, herdsmen, excellent at games, handsome and foes o? Menelaos. 

777 This v. blends the standard line &9pa p£v /)<£>$ fjv Kol ¿¿frro lepöv fipap 
(8.66, 11.84, Od. 9.56) with fjpos 6* f)£Ato<; pkrov oOpavdv 6p<pißcß^K£t (8.68, 
Od. 4.400). T h e ?ormer always precedes the same line as 778, save at Od. 
9.56!?., where 58? = 779?. (to 6/j); the tradition has a full set of phrases for 
battles at various times (15.318-190.). There was good reason to vary the 
pattern shared with 11.84!?. (770-in.) : 11.84 describes an earlier hour, 
towards noon; to have repeated it unchanged would have produced two 
noons in the same day. T h e action of 11.90-16.776 all takes place in 'the 
middle of the day*, which the epos divides into three parts, fjws ^ SdArj f) 
ptoov fjpap (21.111). It is now afternoon; the fight for Patroklos* body lasts 
until sunset (18.241). It is absurd to cavil that too much happens for the 
time available. Homer exploits 'the splendid symbolism of the sun's descent 
heralding the final hour of Patroklos* (Fenik, TBS 216). It is all the more 
unexpected that this hour sees the Greeks win - we had foreseen disaster. 
T h e poet creates tension with this traditional device, and then uses another 
to introduce Apollo (784-6^) , deftly piling up standard motifs. 

779 It was usual to loose the oxen from ploughing when the day was 
two-thirds gooe, so that they could graze and renew their stamina: cf. 
Aristoph. Birds 1499?, where ßovAvT6s is 'a little after noon1 (also Aratus 
825, Ap. Rhod. 3.1340-2). Later authors took it as 'evening* (LSJ s.v.). 
Frazer (CR 2 (1888) 260?) noted that German Morgen can mean a measure 
o?Iand (0.6-0.9 acres), i.e. a day's ploughing; in ancient Wales too plough-
ing ceased at noon. Typically, Hesiod stresses the need to begio at dawn, 
but omits to say that one must not use the same team all day (Erga 578-81, 
with West's nn.). FIPOS has an Aeolic psilosis: with IJPOS - TFJPOS cf. 6T£ - TÖTC 

etc. 
780—3 That they prevail 'beyond what was fated' is the ultimate accolade 

for Patroklos and the Greeks: nothiog else io the Iliad happens Crnip afocrv. 
Contrast 6.487 aod the moral outlook of the Odyssey (pp. 5?). W e know 
this cannot last. The usual pattern is typified by 17.319, 'they would have 
taken Troy even beyond what was fated by Zeus (Kal 0. Ai6s a.), had not 
A p o l l o . . . * T o take the phrase as merely 'beyood expectation' (Erbse, Götter 
291?) spoils the hyperbole. T h e generic epithet f^pcoa is again separated 
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from the name at 22.298; note Ipuaaav with 'observed* p-. Tpcoal KOTKA 

«ppovtcov occurred at 373, when Patroklos first entered the fray. 
784-6 For Apollo's intervention Homer uses the motif of a man's triple 

assault repulsed the fourth time by a god, as at 702-6 (where see n.). Apollo's 
warning then should have sufficed, but it was already too late. Hostile 
intervention often follows a list of victims* names (415— 18n.); here Patroklos* 
victims are nameless, but he kills twenty-seven, nine at each swoop - an 
unparalleled feat, although twelve Trojans perish at Akhilleus' yell (18.230). 
Like the Greeks* success, this is clearly 'beyond fate*; Homer reserves such 
feats for extraordinary moments, thus honouring Patroklos and making his 
fall into helplessness all the more precipitous and terrifying. T h e old formula 
0oa> &T6AOVTOS "April (13 .295-7^) , inspired perhaps by anticipation of 
6alpovt Taos, reinforces the equation of hero to god - an equation which a 
real god can cancel in a second, as Apollo at once proves. T h e choice of Ares 
may not be purely mechanical, since Patroklos is filled with a frenzy like 
Ares* (cf. p. 225). For apepSaAte ldx<ov see 5 .302-4^; Untermann, Sprache 
1 oof. 

787—90 The sudden address to Patroklos 'indicates one who sympathizes; 
"for you, Patroklos*', for the person who was so beloved by Akhilleus, who 
would go to any lengths to save the Greeks, who patiently put up with 
Nestor, who affectionately healed Eurupulos, who wept for the Greeks and 
persuaded the stubborn Akhilleus, who made the foray succeed at the risk 
of his own life - by relating all this to the apostrophe, one can see the emotive 
element in it' (bT, cf. 2on.). Verse 787 resembles 7.104, tv6a xi TOI McviAae 
9<ivq Pi6toio TtAeuTfi (he arms to face Hektor). It is sinister that Apollo 
'meets' Patroklos, who could not avoid him because the god was 'wrapped 
in mist', i.e. invisible; a reprise of 'he met him* frames this explanation. 
AVTOUCCI need not denote enmity (cf. 22.203, HyDem 52), but implies a 
face-to-face encounter. T h e emphatic runover adj. 8«v6s, separated from 
its noun and preceding a stop, recurs only at 22.133c, nT)Ai<5c6a peAlqv . . . | 
6EIW)V, an equally electrifying scene. With 790 cf. fjipi Kort vcq>£Aq K€xaAup-
pfcvai (2X Od.), K. fj. iroAAfj | (etc., jx epos). 

791—804 Finally the blow falls; yet Apollo hits Patroklos not with an 
arrow but merely 'with down-turned hand*. For the contrast between 
effortless divine action and its drastic effects cf. 703c, 845c, 15.361c T h e 
immediate impact is physical, not mental (contrast 805O: Patroklos* eyes 
whirl round, his armour flies off piecemeal and his spear shatters. We saw 
this 'slow-motion* technique at 13.4340*., where Poseidon paralyses Alka-
thoos so that Idomeneus can kill him. A plethora of stately epithets (the 
spear has five) slows the narrative further. First, Akhilleus' helmet is knocked 
off and dust befouls its crest. T h e poet dwells on this moving detail as if it 
stands for the hero*s own head lying in the dust (794-800^). Before, this 
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was not allowed to occur; but now Zeus has granted that Hektor don the 
helmet. As b T saw, Homer softens the shock of this first announcement that 
Hektor will wear the panoply by adding that his doom is near, even before 
Patroklos says so (852-4). This digression stresses the armour's importance; 
the poet can now hurry past the more bizarre aspects of Patroklos' disarma-
ment - as Eustathius says (1087.36^, one could lose a helmet by accident. 
Patroklos loses his spear, shield and corslet; we do not hear of his greaves or 
sword (cf. 134-50.). In other disarming-scenes the sequence is helmet, shield 
and spear (15 .125^ Od. 14.276^; but here Homer reverses the sequence 
of an arming-scene, i.e. corslet, shield, helmet and spear, save that the helmet 
comes first. 

7 9 1 - 4 Apollo slaps Patroklos' 'back and broad shoulders'; this formular 
phrase (cf. 2.265^ 23.380, Od. 8.528) must be a hendiadys for his back 
between the shoulders, where Euphorbos wounds him at 8o6f. (the phrasing 
is similar). It is as if Apollo's blow is a metastasis, as well as essential 
precursor, of Euphorbos' (note the phrasing of 816). yeipl KGrronrpqî T, often 
taken as 'with down-turned hand', means 'with the fiat of the hand* here: 
the god's palm must face sideways (cf. Untermann, Sprache 104C). T h e 
formula recurs with lA&rai at Od. 13.164, when Poseidon turns a ship into 
a rock, and HyAp 333, when Here beats her palms on the earth to invoke 
chthonic powers. It is used in the plur. at Od. 19.467 and of s lapping one 's 
thighs (15.113—14*1.)- T h e metrical makeshift trAq^iv 84 and contraction in 
KOTcnrpqveT are innovative traits; the dual tOp& T* ¿bpco enables T' to be 
fitted in, cf. cuplors <£>iiov/$ (6x epos). orpe^cSlvqOcv is a bold and evocative 
compound inspired by prntypcvov nearby (cf. 777-867^) , which formulae 
associate with the idea of turning round (e.g. <rrpeqQhn\ urra^pfoco, 5.40). 
Its sole parallels are Aeschylus' crTpo9o8ivo0vrai and TpoxoSivirrai 8* 
6ypaQ' tAty6qv (Ag. 51, Pr. 882); Risch (Wortbildung 181) derives it from 
*<TTpt9t8ivf|S, but it may well be an ad hoe creation. Elsewhere eyes that 
turn indicate good vision (17.679^ HyHerm 45). 

794—800 These w . develop two standard motifs - fallen objects roiling 
noisily on the battlefield (13.526-30^), and human hair or horsehair crests 
fouled in the dust (Fenik, TBS 163). Thus Akhilleus' horses mourn Pa-
troklos, fouling their manes (17.439C); Dolops' crest falls in the dust, before 
Menelaos kills him with a spear-cast at his shoulder from behind (15.537^); 
blood fouls Euphorbos' lovely hair (17.5^.) and Akhilleus defiles his 'head 
and fair face' with dust in mourning (i8.23f). The most telling parallel or 
indeed echo is 22.401-4, when Akhilleus drags Hektor's body behind his 
chariot: ¿1*9! 84 x ° " T a 5 1 xudvcai TTITVOVTO, tcdpti 6* firrrav tv icovlgai | KCTTO 

Tripos xocptcv* T^TF 61 Zcvs Suapcvicaai | 6&tccv ¿aitdoaaoOai. T h e pathetic 
contrast between past beauty and Zeus's present willingness to let it be 
disfigured is also exploited here (Griffin, HLD 1 3 4 - 7 ) . Like Patroklos', 
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Hektor's body is pierced more than once; his head re-enacts the fate of 
Akhilleus' helmet (cf. Thalmann, Conventions 48). 

794-5 Dactylic rhythm, alliterating K, V, IT and X and geminated IT and 
a mimic the helmet bouncing away under the horses' hooves. For Kavcrx^v 
?X* see on 104-6; for aOAomis TpitydXcta see 13.526 ~3on. Kkipa once began 
with f - : cf. Od. 16.176 (pace Aristarchus), HyAphr 228, liy. 7.4. For 'befoul 
with blood' or 'dust* cf. 4.146, 23.732; 'blood and dust' is formular (638-
400.). hrrr6Kopos describes x6pus (338~4on.) and Tpu^AAfia (12.339). 
recurs in this position only at 10.315; it alludes to Akhilleus' divine parentage 
- he alooe can wear divine armour with impunity (Thalmann, Conventions 
46). xdpq x a pf € V T £ plrcoirov belongs to a loose formular system, cf. k. . . . x-
(22.402?), k. u u - u ptTwrra (Od. 6.107), x- v j v j — v j Ttpdaamov (18.24, 
Hy. 31.12), xapfcvTt pcrooTrcp (Aristeas frag. 6 B. = 2 D.). 

801—a ol denotes Patroklos, last mentioned at 793; we soon gather that 
the parenthesis is over. 'Some' (Did/A) emended TTCTV to Tcp, but Aristarchus 
explained that TTOV means the 'whole' spear, not 'every' spear; cf. 3.367. 
where Menelaos complains that Zeus smashed his sword. Since the formula 
Ppi9u p t y a ortpap6v describes only Atheoe's spear and Akhilleus', the poet 
may have lapsed into thinking that Patroklos has his leader's weapon 
( 1 4 1 - 4 ^ ) . A unique adaptation of 6o0pc 6uco tccKopu6p£va \a\Kcb (3.18, 
11.43, Od. 22.125, in arming-scenes) prolongs the cumulation of epithets; 
the omission of x- is awkward. 

603 For the baldric see 14.402-80. -rcppiteis, used of tunics at Od. 19.242 
and Erga 537, appears in Myc. as te-mi-dwe = /termidwensf, an epithet of 
wheels, probably V i t h tyres'. T h e ending -6«s remodels this form, just as 
901vIk6cis with anomalous I has replaced *90iviK-f£is while continuing its 
metrical shape (Risch, Wortbildung 152n.). T h e root is "rtppis, glossed TTOVS by 
Hesychius; this occurs on tablet K N V 280 io the phrase to-pe-za o-u-ki-te-mi, 
'a table, (with) no lippis' (Ventris and Chad wick, Documents 476). The 
ancients took the adj. to mean 'dowo to the feet', but 'edged* better fits our 
evidence, since shields, tunics, wheels and tables can all have special edges: 
cf. the elaborate border (a binding of dyed leather thongs?) on the wheel in 
the Tiryns fresco of ladies driving (J. Wiesner, Arch. Horn, F Abb. 8). C. 
Picard (RA 46 (1955) 68-71 ) thinks the shield had a leather fringe (cf. the 
L I I I I I C Warrior Vase from Mycenae). Bards may well have reinterpreted 
this archaism, which Zenodotus perhaps sought to introduce at 3.334 also. 

804—5 Unless Homer's phrasing simply follows the mention of Zeus at 
799, his choice of <5rva£ Aids U ! 6 S ' A T T 6 A X C O V instead of ft. ixAcpyos " A . 

(15.252-30.) stresses that Zeus stands behind his son's action, as Patroklos 
says at 845. When Apollo 'looses' Patroklos* corslet, 'confusion' seizes his 
mind and his knees are 'loosed': cf. CrniAuore . . . 9a(6ipa yvTa, of killing 
(6.27), and TTiSqae 819. y . , of Alkathoos' divinely caused paralysis (13.435). 
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For frrn see 266-770. Apollo strips Patroklos of all defences, physical and 
mental, but does not interfere directly with his mind, as did Poseidon in 
Alkathoos' case. Cf. instead the topos of charioteers scared out of their wits 
(401-ion.). Patroklos is at first swept away by his exploits, then stunned by 
Apollo's blow, but never insane; even now, Homer upholds his dignity. 

806-7 Euphorbos' cowardly hit is in the same spot as Apollo's, with 
verbal parallels (791 -an.) ; neither is fatal. The effect is to stress that the 
god aids Euphorbos, not Hektor; as when Athene helps Akhilleus slay 
Hektor, such aid glorifies its recipient. The poet blends orf) 61 Taqxov 
(24.360) with crrfj 6' 6m6cv (2X ), as at 11.545, a n d then prnfypcvov 
6ovpl (20.488) with pFTa9p4vco £v 56pv ttt^ev | obpcov pc<raqyOs (3X, cf. Od. 
22.92?). Oddly, we have not heard that Patroklos' back is turned to the 
enemy (cf. 777-867^). T o avoid a 'contradiction' Zenodotus read oythbv 
OOTCKJE, but Aristarchus rightly objects that 812 confirms oxc666cv pdAc (as 
do 819,17.15). <rxc66v is used eisewhere with verbs of thrusting, not casting, 
but IpaAc o. fcAOcbv (17.600) shows that 'hit at close range* makes good sense 
(Lehrs, De Aristarchi studiis 59?). A thrust would be the true counterpart of 
Apollo's blow, yet Paris shoots Akhilleus. 

808—11 As Miihlestein shows (fiamenstudien 78-89), Euphorbos is based 
on Paris, his role on that of Paris in Akhilleus' death (777-867^). This is 
clear not only from his good looks (17.51?), Menelaos* enmity to him and 
the special favour Apollo grants 'the best of the Trojans' (17.80), but also 
from analysis of his background. T ask how he can be a Dardan if his father 
Panthoos is a Trojan elder (3. t46ff). Now 'Euphorbos' is a pastoral name; 
the Achilles-painter calls the shepherd who saves the baby Oidipous 'Eu-
phorbos* (Seneca, Oed. 84off, calls him Phorbas), and Dardanians live on 
Ida (a.8i9ff , 20.215f?), where herds were pastured (11.105?, 21.448?, 
HjAphr 53ff.). Now Euripides' Alexandres told how Paris was exposed and 
reared as a shepherd on Ida; he returned to Troy, triumphed incognito in 
games there and was recognized by his parents (a tale perhaps in the Cypria, 
cf. Jouan, Chants Cypriens 135-7). Thus Paris too was both a Dardan and a 
noble Trojan. Homer surely knew this story, since he at once describes 
Euphorbos' prowess in games, another way in which he resembles Paris. 

Verses 808-11 are a biographical digression to uphold Patroklos' honour 
by glorifying the unknown Euphorbos (so T); Patroklos has just slain 
twenty-seven men (785), so he knocks down twenty (cf. 843-7^). But when 
and how did he 'dislodge twenty men from their chariots' (for the expression 
c? 5.163?)? Spear-throwing, chariotry and running all have athletic as well 
as martial uses (with 808? c? 2.530, 11.503, 14.124?, 23.289); the son 
offWcv-Ooo* »suitably swift. Aristarchus wavered between a martial and an 
athletic interpretation. Did/A says he read T6TE (also in a papyrus); this 
means that Euphorbos first came to war on this day and slew twenty men. 
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But the topos of the Trojan late-comer is normally used to arouse pathos, 
not to explain why we never heard of someone before (13.36 i-82n.) . More-
over, Aristarchus also read our vulgate TTOTI: Arn/A, with the lemma W R T , 

records his note 'it was a custom among the ancients to joust from chariots 
with blunted lances, and to upset them from their vehicles'. Dionysius Thrax 
objects that Euphorbos1 exploit was 'not for practice, but he slew them when 
he first contended and first joined the war* (read TTporrov drycovt&v). How-
ever, the Mycenaeans did use war-chariots for races and jousts, a risky sport 
of which traces survive in the myths of Euenos, Pelops and Kuknos: see 
Janko, CQ. 36 (1986) 58; Vermeule, PCPS 33 (1987) 141; E. Rystedt in 
French and Wardle, Prehistory 437-42. TTOTE reflects Euphorbos* prehistory 
as Paris; it must not be emended away, pace van der Valk, Researches 1 563-5. 

fjAiKlTi means 'his (young) age-mates*, as in 6pr|AiKiT)v bcfoacrro (13.431, 
Od. 2.158). For the gen. with 8I6O((TK6MEVOS cf. 21.487, TTOMMOIO Scrfipcvat. 
Pythagoras proved metempsychosis by recognizing Euphorbos' shield, on 
show at Didyma, as once his own (Diog. Laert. 8.1 4f.); perhaps he liked 
Euphorbos' name for its hint of dietary restraint. 

812—17 The emotive apostrophe marks another stage in Patroklos' de-
mise (cf. 787). Even now Euphorbos is too wary of his unarmed foe to do 
more than snatch his spear from the wound and retreat to the ranks (like 
Meriones at 13-528—33), before Patroklos withdraws too; this increases our 
respect for- Patroklos' valour (so bT). A bolder man would run up and 
deliver a fatal blow (cf. e.g. 4.524); the second half of 813 describes a 
retreat at 11.354. The choice of 66pu pclAtvov rather than 8. x^Akcov (814) 
stresses the spear's shaft, which Euphorbos grabs (13.5970.). — Patroklos is 
in a tunic, not naked (LfgrE s.v. yvyv6$). Thus Hektor says Akhilleus would 
kill him yupv6$ 'like a woman, once I take off my armour* (22.124c) - men 
always carried arms (15.479-82^). Warriors wore tunics under their cors-
lets (841, 3-359)- For 6oupl Sauao6c(s (etc., t o x ) without Crrr6 cf. 22.246; 
the Leipzig scholia note that 6. can mean 'wounded*, and need not con-
tradict o06* tB&naoa' at 813 ('did not kill*). Verse 817 mainly describes 
warriors who are disabled or will be slain (Fenik, TBS 140). EX^CTO and 
&vax<*£6ucvov must be conative: Patroklos tries to retreat. Had he gone any 
distance, he would have left his armour behind; yet his body is later with 
the armour, if not in it (777-867^). 

8x8—22 Warriors often attack discomfited foes trying to withdraw (e.g. 
11.447, 13.516, 13.566c, 13.648,14.408c). T h e neat chiasmus in 819 sums 
up and inverts 816C; its first hemistich is adapted, aptly enough, to Eu-
phorbos* death (17.47, duly followed by BOOTTTJOEV TTECTGOV). T h e scansion 
cT5iv norrpoKXf)a ucydOvpov is a makeshift; elsewhere this name-epithet 
phrase fills the space from the fem. caesura, as in Ba6v-/Aio-/'E-iri-/'Ot-KAt}a 
p. As usual (14/16X ), dyxfpoAov is linked with ¿AOcTv; this reflects its etymo-
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logy (&yx> + M O A M V ) . T h e blow to Patroklos' lower flank is typical: cf. 
5.857,11.381, Od. 22.294?. When he falls, we think him dead (823-60.); but 
he remains sitting up until 863. Since his death is based on Akhilleus', it may 
be no accident that his fall 'grieved the Achaean host': Akhilleus* name is 
from + Aa6s (Palmer, The Greek Language 37?.). fycaxc is a root-aor. 
more ancient than A K A X T I C T O or 6 K O X ( ( C O ; this sequel to SoOrrqocv 6 * TOOCOV 

never recurs (cf. 15.419-210.). 
823—6 A fine simile, framed by Alcov tpi^oorro X^P^tl and A. ¿SAuaooc 

p(q<piv, marks Hektor's victory. T h e aorists show that the combat is already 
decided: the Hon, naturally stronger than the boar, has won. When Hektor's 
contest with Patroklos was equal, they were likened to two warring lions 
(756-80.). Frankel (Gleichnisse 62) deems this duel almost as uorealistic as 
the battle betweeo massed lions and boars at Aspis 168-77. But many duels 
between lions and boars appear in archaic art (Russo, Scutum 1 if., 24, and 
Scott, Simile 181 with pi. 2); Aesop tells how a lion fights a boar over a spring, 
until they see vultures waiting for one of them to fall (338 Perry). Aristotle 
reports that lions will run from a hostile boar (Hist. An. g.63oaa); a view so 
widely held will have seemed natural to the audience. Homer depicts the 
greatest unequal duel he knew of io the natural world, heightening the 
image of a lion killing a bull for Patroklos slaying Sarpedon (487-gn.). The 
series of animal similes extends to i7.2off. The following analysis draws 
on M. Baltes, A&A 29 (1983) 44ff. 

T h e image recalls the last lion-simile (756-8), where both halves of 824 
appear. Thus it sums up both the long, hard fight for Kebriones' body 
(represented by the disputed spring) and the fatal blow (the frame stresses 
this, as we saw). Both animals are fierce (duals put them on the same level), 
the spring is tiny and both are thirsty (hunger spurred them on last time). 
T h e lioo has 00 epithet, but the beateo boar is 'tireless', an epithet reserved 
for the sun and the Sperkheios; this evokes the hitherto unbeaten Patroklos. 
Its panting proves it still alive: this conveys the length of the recent struggle 
(TTOAA<JC 6£ T* ¿odpalvovTa is echoed by iroAtas TRC^vdvTa in 827), and is our 
sole hiot that Patroklos still lives. His fall at 822 and the summary of his 
foray, now ended in death, at 827ff. mislead us into thinking him dead (for 
this effect cf. 14.402-390.); his reply at 843ff. comes as a shock - we thought 
Hektor was boastiog over a corpse. 

835 T h e survival ofiri5a£, from iriSdu, 'gush*, in Ionic prose and modern 
Greek shows that it was in Homer's vernacular, and is not a poetic fossil; as 
Mark Edwards suggests to me, the poet links it with irTtucv, which may even 
be the true etymology. He certaioly plays on f and 6^900. ¿119! with the 
gen. recurs at Od. 8.267, Aspis 402, HyHerm 172; a gen. is usual with 
& M 9 U I D X O M O N . T T T I I K V ( 2 X Od.) displays metrical lengthening to avoid u u u ; 
it has T elsewhere (Od. 18.3, HyDem 209). 
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®a7'~9 ra<pv6vTa is the aor. of Odvco, 'smite', 'kill', parallel to Sanskrit 
jaghnant- from hdnti, 'smites'; the root is *gwhen-t cf. Latin de-fendo, Hittite 
kuenzi. ¿nrrjupa, with its participle ¿nroOpas ( < ¿nro -f- pa-), fut. dnrov/p-
i^aovai and sigmatic aor. &TT6(p)epCT€, is an equally isolated archaism (cf. 
cxe66v 6opi 6up6v dnrqOpa, a x ) . The variant <5cy6peve comes from 21.121, 
21.427, which have TrpoaqCrSa as a variant. 

830—63 Hektor's boast reveals his self-delusion; Patroklos' defiant reply 
lays this bare, his own folly forgotten in the clear vision brought by ap-
proaching death (Reinhardt, IuD 323-5). By saying that Apollo disarmed 
him - something he cannot know without mantic powers, since the god was 
invisible - he proves to us his veracity in predicting Hektor's death, already 
foreshadowed by the poet at 800; this is confirmed by how he dies before 
Hektor can gainsay him. The play on illusion and reality gives the scene a 
tragic aspect (so Lohmann, Reden 1 1 5 - 1 7 ) : Hektor, the apparent winner, 
hears that he is in fact the loser, a neat peripeteia (but he suffers no anagnorisis 
until 22.296). I give the essence of Lohmann's analysis below: 

Hektor*s vaunt Patroklos' reply 
I Hektor's victory (830-6) I Hektor's victory (844-50) 
a Illusion: You expected to sack a Boast away. 

Troy, fool. b Zeus and Apollo gave you 
victory. 

b Hektor's role: But I defend the c I could have slain twenty men 
Trojans. like you. 

b' Apollo and Euphorbos killed me. 
a' Reality: Vultures will eat you. a' You are only my third killer! 

II Akhilleus and Hektor*s death II Akhilleus and Hektor's death 
(837-42) (851-4) 

a Akhilleus didn't help you, a Akhilleus will soon kill you. 
b saying 'Don't return to the 

hollow ships without killing 
Hektor', 

a' and persuaded you, fool. 

Other patterns cut across these correspondences. Hektor mocks Patroklos' 
folly at 833 and 842; Patroklos' closing prediction answers his false claim 
that vultures will eat him. Hektor's delusion is clearest when, in order to 
hurt Patroklos and mock Akhilleus, he imagines what Akhilleus said upon 
sending him forth, portraying the hero as a cowardly, bloodthirsty deceiver 
who duped his friend. T h e direct speech in which he casts Akhilleus' words, 
and which aims at greater rhetorical effect, in fact subverts their validity, 
since we ourselves heard them (83-96): Akhilleus never persuaded Pa-
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troklos, but warned him against Apollo, and, as he later claims (18.14), 
against Hektor too (but cf. 242-8n.). Patroklos does not rebut this, explain 
that his own success swept him away or try to justify the fact that Akhilleus 
was not there to defend him (Akhilleus will reproach himself for this at 
18.98?); fiercely loyal to his friend, he parries jibe with jibe in the best 
tradition of warriors* taunts. Hektor learns nothing, replying that he may 
kill Akhilleus rather than vice versa. He discovers the truth only in book 
22, where his dialogue with the victorious Akhilleus runs parallel to this 
scene in both language and themes. Akhilleus' opening vaunt at 22.331-
6 resembles Hektor's here (again 1 follow Lohmann, Reden 159-61, cf. 
22.330-67^): 

a Illusion: Hektor, you expected to be safe after killing Patroklos, you fool. 
b Akhilleus' role: But I was left by the hollow ships to avenge him. 
c Reality: It is you that will be torn by dogs and birds, but him the Greeks 

will bury. 

This vaunt is not based on delusion; Hektor cannot dispute Akhilleus' 
prediction, since the latter can treat his body however he wishes. When 
Hektor replies, 'feebly' like Patroklos at 843, he begs his foe to return it to 
Troy, but Akhilleus rejects his plea (thus their exchange is two speeches 
longer than this one). The similarities increase as the dialogue ends: Hektor 
predicts Akhilleus' death, and dies in the same verses as Patroklos (855-8, up 
to irpoo^OSa, « 22.361-4); the victor replies, although his victim is already 
dead, and pulls his spear from the body. Hektor's vain hope of victory 
contrasts with Akhilleus' clear-eyed acceptance of death 'whenever the gods 
will it' (cf. Thalmann, Conventions 46?). Thus book 22 heightens and elabo-
rates this death-scene, which itself heightens and elaborates Sarpedon's 

(47®~5°7 n -)-
830-1 l^rioGa, as often (13.83-90^), means 'you said (to yourself)', 

'thought': cf. the start of Akhilleus' taunt to Hektor (22.331), ArAp TTOV 

19ns* Hektor's hesitant tone, conveyed by the thrice-repeated irou, is a sham: 
he is sure he is right. In fact Patroklos did come close to taking Troy (698ff.); 
even in this Hektor misses the mark. Bekker conjectured tccpai^iucv for the 
-T££IIEV of all sources; a fut. is unavoidable, especially in view of A£eiv (832). 
This corruption goes back to confusion between zeta (X) and xi ( I ) in 
early East Ionic script (see p. 36 n. 70). On Ap6s see p. 8 n. 2. For IXeOOcpov 
f)pap AiroOpa? cf. 6.455m, 20.193; the echo i). AvayxaTov (836) frames the 
first half of Hektor's speech, stressing his claim that vultures will devour 
Patroklos. 

833~4 vf|Trit opens a verse in the middle of a speech at 18.295, 22-333 (cf 
2.38n.). Eustathius (1089.23-6) notes that, from pride, Hektor uses his own 
name (cf. 492-501 n.), just as he imagines Akhilleus calling him Av&po96vos 
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(840, cf. 7 i6-2on.) . His steeds race to battle, literally 'stretch out with their 
feet ,: cf. 375 (TOVUOVTO . . . ITTTTOI), where the Trojans' horses flee in panic. 
That his team led the rout (367^) gives the lie to this boast. 6pcop£xonrai is 
from Apiyco. 

836—8 Hektor's shocking threat to feed Patroklos to the vultures forms 
the centre of his speech; lapidary concision gives it emphasis (he paints a 
gorier picture to Aias at 13.83if.). This vital theme appeared when Glaukos 
worried that the Greeks might abuse Sarpedon's body, as Patroklos erjoined 
(53®~47n )l l t intensifies in book 17. For yvhres SBOVTCXI cf. 4.237, 18.271, 
22.42. fit 8EIA£ conveys sympathy, real or fake; it can open a speech or a 
new section of one (e.g. 11.441, 11.452, 11.816). fccbv is concessive, 
almost 'although he is able to (help)': cf. 11.665. The antithesis ptvcov . . . 
I6VTI hints that Akhilleus hung back from cowardice. 

839—42 T h e voc. ensures that we know that Hektor is quoting Akhilleus* 
words. He gives his foe a bloodthirsty imagination: so too Agamemnon prays 
to 'rip Hektor's tunic about his chest, tattered by the bronze' (2.4 i 6 f ) . I.ike 
(ScoyccAeov there, alpcrrAEVTa is proleptic. T h e oxymoron in 9p£va$ &9povi 
TTET6C adds that Akhilleus duped Patroklos; the same hemistich described 
Athene's suasion of Pandaros at 4.104. 

843—54 O n the structure of Patroklos* reply see 8 3 0 - 6 3 ^ 'He is not 
terrified by death, the severity of his pain or the lack of anyone to help him, 
but is still full of defiance and taunts Hektor rather than supplicates him, 
claiming victory even after his decease* (bT). Aptly, he dies with Akhilleus' 
name on his lips. 

843—7 For 843 cf. §5.244-6n. T h e combination ^8rj vv>v, 'now indeed', 
reflects the origin of as f) 8fj (Chantraine, Diet. s.v.). The case of divine 
action is a topos (13.90^). Many Analysts reject 846 because it refers to the 
removal of Patroklos* armour, but it is needed to contrast the gods' easy 
action with Hektor's paltry deed (Reinhardt, IuD 323-5). TOIOUTOI means 
'such (as you)', with a harsh ellipse. Since Patroklos defeated Sarpedon and 
has just slain twenty-seven men (785), his jibe that he could have slain 
twenty Hektors on the spot reflects his valour as well as his defiance. 
'Twenty* is a randomly large number (13.260-in.). 

849—50 The involvement of Zeus, fate (poipa), Apollo and Euphorbos 
in Patroklos* death increases his stature and reduces Hektor*s (bT). How 
can Hektor be his 'third* killer after all these? Aristarchus rightly thought 
Patroklos counts only those who laid hands upon him. Now Zeus and Apollo 
in 845, and fate and Apollo here, form a kind of hendiadys, since both pairs 
take the sing, verbs ESCOKC and fiaravcv (so Leaf): cf. 'Hesiod' frag. 280.2, 
f&AAd pc poip* AAoJ ĵ Kcti ArjToO^ ¿bA«7f[v vl6s], where Melcagros refers to 
his death in battle at Apollo's hands (cf. Cat. 25.12^). The ring formed by 
845 and 849 confirms that Zeus and fate are equated; these are two ways to 
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explain the same event - it can occur because Zeus (or 'the gods') decide it, 
or because it is simply one's portion in life (on Zeus's relation to fate see 
pp. 4ff.). Zeus ultimately grants victory or defeat (15.490-30.). Apollo 
occupies a lower rung on the same ladder of causation; by striking Patroklos 
he is responsible for his death, yet he acts for Zeus (cf. 6 5 0 - i n . ) . Mortals' 
actions are on the bottom rung, occurring at the same time as, and in parallel 
with, divine action; thus Thetis and Xanthos say Apollo slew Patroklos and 
gave Hektor glory (18.454-6,19.413c) . O n this 'dual motivation' of events 
see pp. 3f. T h e formula (Ai6$ Kal) AtyroOs u!6$ (etc.) recurs 2X Hes., 3X 
Hy., and is adapted to A. AyXa6s/£ptKu8£os ul. (etc., 6 x Hy.). Its sole 
Homeric recurrence is also in modified form, | A. xal Ai6s vsl. (1.9), where 
*Ai"|t6os cannot be restored. T h e original sense of (t£-)evapl£co, 'strip' (cf. 
fvapa), is apt here, where the focus is on the armour; Evalpco has lost this 
sense. Stripping the armour was so usual that it became synonymous with 
killing. T h e present tense stands for an immediate future: cf. 8.541, 9.261, 
24.110, Od. 20.156. 

853—4 Dying was held to bring precognition: so Xenophon, Cyr. 8.7.21; 
Plato, Apol. 39c; Aristotle frag. 10; Artemon of Miletus in A T ; Cicero, De 
Divinatione 1.63 with Pease's n.; Genesis 49. T h e like belief that dying swans 
sing from foreknowledge of their death appears in Aeschylus (Ag. 1444c) 
and Plato (Phaedo 84E). From SqpAv, 852f. = 24.13if. (Thetis to Akhilleus). 
O n Ot^vsee 13 .620-5^; for ptg, 'you will live', cf. 15.1940. Death and fate, 
treated almost as synonyms (cf. 335~6n.), are personified by the verb: cf. 
poipa TRAP€OTF)KT) OOVATOIO (HyAphr 269). TRAPIOTTJKEV is innovative; for 
the formula (OAvaros Kal) p. Kpcrraî  see 3 3 0 - 4 ^ Aristarchus took 8OP4VT' 
as dat. after TOI (Did/A); the acc. would be a cons true lio ad sensum. With 
the rest of 854 cf. 'AxtXqos Apvpovos (2X ), A. AlaxlSao (140). 

855—8 = 22.361-4, up to 7rpoaT|u8a (but 363 is spurious); 855 = 502, 
where see n. Homer or a recent predecessor reserved 855 for the deaths of 
his greatest heroes; its repetition stresses the uniquely important link be-
tween the deaths of Sarpedon, Patroklos and Hektor. Verses 856c contain 
two notable archaisms, but the whole couplet cannot go back to Bronze Age 
poetry; even xal is post-Myc., and bardic diction was always a complex 
patchwork, (i) p&tea, here 'limbs', meant 'face' in Aeolic (so Aristarchus). 
Tragic and Alexandrian poets use it for 'face' (Pfeiffer on Callim. frag. 
67.13); ^cOopAAiSas, 'apple-cheeked', is 'Aeolic' (D on 22.68), and is 
in Sappho (frag. 22.3). Dionysius Thrax (in A b T ad loc.) took it as 'face', 
since we expire through our mouth and nose. This was no doubt its original 
sense (Leaf adduces the two meanings of Latin 05), but Ionian bards re-
interpreted it as 'limbs': cf. faQtcov IK 0up6v IXrjTai (22.68); £K pcAtav 0up6$ 
TTTATO (23.880); 0. 4>x fT ' p. ( 2 X , cf. 7 . 1 3 1 , Od. 15.354). Sec Leumann, 
HW 218-22; Chantraine, Diet. s.v. 
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(ii) The scansion of&v6po"riyra as u u - u goes back to a Myc. or even 
earlier form *anrtata (cf. Sanskrit nr$u = 6v6pAonv), as Wathelet showed, 
comparing the Aeolisms &PPOT6£OUEV and &{3p6Tr) (p. u ) . T h e ancient 
scansion also survives at 24.6, where p£vo$ f|0 looks equally old. T h e sense 
must be 'manhood' or 'vigour', like uivos, not 'courage' (fjvopiq). The 
conjecture 66po-riyra, 'vigour', read by Plato and Plutarch, fails to explain 
the vulgate. "Attkxrifc P£pf)KEI recurs 2X Od. For TEOVEICOTO see pp. 35? 

859-63 With his usual confident scorn for omens (13.821-30.), Hektor 
is unshaken. But his reply falls flat: since Patroklos is already dead, he loses 
even the satisfaction of extracting his soul along with the spear (contrast 
Patroklos killing Sarpedon at 505, but cf. Akhillcus at 22.364). Akhilleus' 
reaction to prophecies of his death is more fatalistic (see 830-63^, 18.98!?., 
i9.42of?). Verse 861 echoes 848; but Hektor does not say k\i€> Crrrd 6ovpl 
Sa^EIS, since k. u. 6. TVTTEIS <5rrr6 Oupdv 6A£oor) (etc.) traditionally ends 
speeches (11.433, 12.250, 18.92). It is clumsily adapted here: 961*113 governs 
T. and 6A£aaai is a complementary infin., i.e. 'may first be stabbed by my 
spear so as to lose his life*. T o remove his spear, Hektor callously steadies 
the body with his heel, shoving the sitting Patroklos onto his back as he pulls 
it out. 'Brazen spear' aptly stresses the spear's point (cf. Od. 10.164?.), not 
its sha?t as 'ashen spear' would have done (i3-597n.). For A<5t£ see 5.6200. 

864—7 Horses are o?ten part o? the spoils: c? the winning o? Sarpedon's 
or Asios' (506?, 13.400?.). Hektor longs to win Akhilleus' divine pair, but 
they elude him just as he earlier eluded Patroklos (866 = 383); his greed 
gives Menelaos the chance to defend Patroklos' body and armour (17 . i f? , 
75-8). Nor has he slain Patroklos' charioteer, whose escape prepares ?or his 
brave resistance at 17.429-542 and prefigures Akhilleus' return. Autome-
don's introduction as Akhilleus* driver signals his importance (he was last 
mentioned at 684); Eustathius (1090.46) remarks that it is as i? Akhilleus 
had already promoted him to Patroklos' post, the usual system when one's 
leader was slain (I45~8n.). Since a verse like 865 twice describes Patroklos 
(165, 17.388), whose death is based on Akhilleus', Automedon's designation 
as the latter's driver supports Kullmann's guess (Quellen 133?) that Auto-
medon was traditionally present at Akhilleus' death; he was certainly at 
Antilokhos' (I .IMC s.v. Achilleus no. 811: a Corinthian vase, c. 560), on 
which Patroklos' death is also based (see p. 312). 

867 = 381 (spurious). The gods gave Peleus the horses when he married 
Thetis (130-540.); to make this explicit someone (in T ) added 867a, fyicrri 
TTO6TE yfjuE ©¿riv Ai7TapoKpi£i6epvov, clearly on the model o? 18.85 (the latter 
half of 84 = 867). C ? T ' s other pedantic interpolations (14.349-530.). A. 
may be o? rhapsodic origin; isolated in Homer (18.382), this epithet is 
popular later (Od. 12.133a, Cypria ?rag. 5.3, Cat. 244.17, 3X HyDem). As 
usual the next book runs on with almost no break. 
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For the rules governing the transliteration of Greek names see vol. i, x. An index of Greek word» 
will appear at the end of vol. vi. 

A. set manuscripts; scholia, a i , 26 and passim 
a-stem declension, stt dative, genitive 
Abas, 178 
Abioi, 43 
ablative, 119, 135, 341 
abstract nouns, 14 
Abudon, 355 
abuse, st insult 
accentuation, «5, 33. 71, 154, 180, 304, 370, 

3«« 
accusative, 344, 351 
Achaea, 45 
'Achaean* forms, 11 
acrobat, 303, 404 
Adamas, 40, 115, 116, 117, 126, 286 
addressee, 238, 241, 289, 348, and stt 

apostrophe 
adjectives: agreement of, 297, 304; 

comparative, 24, 386, 398; contrastive, 
251; possessive, 23, 190, 243; separated 
from noun, 330; set alt* enjambment, 
epithet, patronymic 

Ad kins, A. W. H.. 380 
Adonis, 85 
Adrastos, 128-9, 164-5, 399 
Adrestos. 128 
adultery, 203, 205 
Adymnus, 358 
aegis, 48, 90, 102, 177, 184, 191, 250-1, 

255, 260, 261, 286 
Aeolians, Aeolis, t8, 133, 171, 349 
Aeolic,9, t i , 15-19,20,60,61,64, 133, 

«51. «7®. « 3 . a49» »4®. 3*9« 395; * n d 

archaisms, 11, 35. 223; artificial forms, 16, 
17, 249, 273; assimilation, 16, 248; dat. 
plural, 16, 17, 19, 249, 336; demonstra-
tives, 92; digamma in, 47, 66, 195, 308; 
formula, stt formulae; idiom, 125; 
infinitives, 16, 17, 222, 336; labtovelars, 
16, 303, 349; phase of tradition, 8,9, 
«5~«9» »33: pstlosis. 410; syllabic r, 152, 
223, 421; verb-forms, 8, 16, 17, 18, 50, 
205, 219, 272, 374; verse-forms, 10; 

vocabulary, 17, 91, 199. 223, 395. 420; 
stt also apocope 

atr, 196 
Aerts, W.J. ,81 
Aeschines, 28 
Aeschylus, 2, 52, 72, 163, 171, 213. 218, 

«5«. 306. 328. 341» 343: Agamnmm, 145, 
382-3, 412. 420; Pr ethns, 43, 45, 123, 
145, 412; Stputn, 84, 145; Su pluts, 23, 87. 
349. 37« 

Aesop. 416 
Aetolia, Actolians, 15, 19, 54, 74, 163 4, 

»95. 35' 
afterlife, 2 
afterthoughts of poet, 218, 387 
Agamedc, 287 
Agamemnon: and Akhilleus, 3-4, 54. 57, 

94, 156, 398, 309, 327, 345; Akhilleuron, 
stt Akhilleus; arming of. 333; cowardice 
of, 82, 160. 298; culpability of, 57. 151, 
310; defeatism of, 39, 151, 157, 159, 
209; and Diomedes, 157. 162; and 
Hektor, 419; and Idomeneus, 74, 75; 
and Kalkhas, 47-8, 166; killings by, 
72, 356-7; leadership of. 6, 38. 57. 
157-9, 225, 245, 355; and Nestor. 153, 
»54. '5 6 ; »f«1 Odysseus, 157, 159-61; 
Patroklos on, 318; and Peisandros. 
120; and Poseidon, 57, 156, 166; 
prayer of, 255, 268, 269; ruthlessness of, 
294; sceptre of, 286; speeches bv. 155- 9. 
161, 289; tears or, 315; and Zeus, 5-6 . 
133,135, 245 

Agamemnon of Cyme, 38 
Agathocles, 212 
Agenor, 109. 119. 204. 215, 263 
agent-nouns, 193 
Agtaie. 193 
agriculture, 117-19, 135-6, 165,410,4*4»? 

«miles 
Agrios, 164 
Ahlberg, G., «70, 277 
Aiakos, 335 
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Aiantes, 39, 71, 129, 135, 260; identity of, 
48. 65,69, 132, 136, 219; and Patroklos, 
3»4. 385. 386 

Aias, Oilcan, 48, 51-2,69, 72. 131, 132, 
'34. »36; character of, 52, 224,298-9; in 
routs, 217,223,224,263,359 

Aias, Telamonian, 48, 51 ,131 , 213, 214, 
218,228, 260,362; in Aithiopis, 213, 310; 
and Akhilleus, 86,310,311,318,321; 
comrades of, 100, 276; confidence of, 145, 
279; epithets of, 253, 275, 301; and 
Glaukoc, 382; and Hektor, 39,40,49, 52, 
53. 70.88, 145, 149, 150, 207, 208, 212, 
213-14, »a®. 27«. 274-5, »83, 288, 292, 
306. 330-2, 357, 362, 419; killings by, 
219, 223, 308, 398; invulnerable, 213, 
409; pike of, 270, 330, 331-2; shield of, 
64, 331, 362; ship« of, 29, 30, 131-2, 274; 
speeches by, 145-6, 219, 220, 272, 283-4, 
29o, 307-8; and Tcukros, 277, 279, 332. 
mrfmAiantes; and Zeus, 123, 255-6, 
»79» 3°°. 3°». 355" 6 

aider, see shame 
A«g«, 44 
Aigai, 18,44,45 
Aigaion, Aigaios, 45 
Aigilips, 51 
Aigina, 206, 350 
Aigis, 191 
Aigislhos, 276 
AinaretS, 319 
Aineiadai, 19, 143, 372 
Ainrias, 103, 106, 108-9, " 4 - »4«. »43. 

216,219, 256,336,376; and Akhilleus, 
103,390; and ldomeneus, 93,105,107, 
108, 109, n o , 11 i t 390; killings by, 113, 
263; and Meriones, 389-91,404 

Ainos, 106 
Aiolo«. 15. 319, 341 
air, 196, >3i,<Witt mist, sky 
aisa, see fate 
Aisuetes, 101 
cither, 196 
Aithiopis, 213, 310, 313. 402; Akhilleus in, 

312, 322, 359, 372, 399,408,409, 410; sec 
also Memnonis 

Aithon, 304 
aition, 192, 230, 396 
Akakesion, Mt, 343 
Akamas, 212, 219, 220, 221, 222, 360 
Akastos, 334 
Akhilleus: Acolic hero, 19; on Agamemnon, 

323, 324, 325, 326, 384; and 
Agamemnon, set Agamemnon; and 
Aineias, 103, 390; arming of, 333,335; 
arms of, 152,310-11, 333-5,353, 373. 

379.384.386, 397.408-9, 411-13,415, 
419; assault on Troy by, 399, 400; and 
Athene, 3, 101, 241; attitude loGrrrks, 
329; as bard, 316; brusque, 939, 309, 314, 
316-17, 318, 319, 329, 344, 345; 
chariotcer of, 336,421; as child, 335-6, 
345« 348-7,409; choice of faies of, 6, 128, 
322, 348; concerned, for honour, 310, 314, 
325-8, 3»7; for Makhaon, 166, 314, 319; 
cowardice of, 318,417,419; culpability 
of, 167,236, 294, 309-10, 316, 328, 330, 
348,350-»; d « * t h of. 4«. 234. 3 , 2 - , 3 . 
322,334,336,382, 399,408,409-10,411, 
414,416,418,421; and Diomedes, 151, 
324, 328, 409; dispensable, 169, 209; 
embassy to, 59, 294, 309, 314, 318, 325; 
and Epirus, 348-9; epithets of, 88, 133, 
235, 3«5, 321, 335, 356,413; family of, 

3* ' . 3»3. 339. 34°. 34». 348-9; frenzy of, 
49; hamartia of, 31K) -10, 315; hrrl of, 334, 
399. 4 ,W »"d Hcklor, a, B3, 145. 310, 
3 « 3 * 3 » 360, 402-3, 417, 418-19, 421; 
and Hektor's corpsc, 72,412-13; helmet 
of, 288, 324, 325, 392,411-12, 413; horses 
of. 288, 333,336-7, 378-9,408,412, 421; 
hut of, 348; immortalized, 1 -2 , 372, 396; 
invulnerable, 409; and Iris, 320; killings 
by, 222, 398; as lover, 314, 328; and 
Lukaon, 243, 401; marshals army, 332, 
337,344-6; and Memnon, 312-13; name 
of, 3'9< 34«. 4'8; parodied, 345; and 
Patroklos, 4, 39, 309-10, 313-14. 
3»5-29. 339-4o. 345. 35». 359. 397. 399. 
401, 408, 417-18; on Patroklos, 243, 315, 
316; on Peleus, 317; and Pcnthesileia, 
341; Phoinix, 327; Phthia, 133, 348-9; 
feels pity, 166, 271, 309, 315, 322; 
Poseidon on, 166; prayer of, 236, 310, 
328, 346-52; reminders of, 151, 208, 225, 
234; resembles Eukhenor, 127; 
Schadenfreude of, 166, 309, 324; Shield of, 
see shield; ships of, 145, 226, 234, 293, 
300,309,324,339,340.35a; shout of, 
167, -¿6o, 411; and similes, 313, 316, 405; 
and Skamandros, 216; spear of, 286, 311, 
333. 334. 335.4'3; »peeches by, 316-17, 
321-9, 332-3. 344-5; and Sperkheios, 
339. 34°; concessions by, 151,309, 
310.325, 344; lean of, 315. 316; and 
Thcrsitcs, 345; threats by, 249, 321-2, 
344. 353; •4nd Trojans, 47, 56-7, 137, 
306. 325; tumulus of, 131; vaunt by, 103; 
wrath of, 40,57,58, 106,236,309-10, 
322. 393» 324> 328, 330, 345, 348; see olio 
Aias, Aithiopis, Antilokhos, Apollo, 
Aristarchus, Aristotle, Paris, Thetis, Zeus 
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Akkadian, i a i , 182, 206 
Akmon, 230 
Akrisos, 303 
Aktaion, 204, 335 
Aktor, 70, 134, 339-40. 34». 34® 
Alastor, 100 
Albracht, F., 62, 266. 362 
Alcaeus, 22, 44, 47, 57. 80, 139, 144, 19a, 

303, 320, 362, 364, 385, 390 
Akmatüttis, 122, 164 
Alcman, 153, 161, 182, 188, 189, 230, 319, 

33«. 34«. 367 
Alegenor, 218, 222 
Alexander Aetolus, 350 
Alexandrian poets, 14, 271; scholar», xi, 20, 

2 i - 8 , and stt Aristarchus, Aristophanes, 
Zenodoiu 

Alexion, 71 
Alkathoos, 93. 100. 101, 102, 103, 105. 106, 

109, 128, 164,413-14 
Alkimakhe, 134 
Alktmedon. Alkimoi, 317, 336, 344 
Alkinoos, 38 
Alkmaion, 367-8 
Alkmene, 202, 204 
Alkuone, 197 
Alkuoneus, 191, 192 
allegory. 168, 184, 231, 247 
Allen, T . VV., 20, 21, 22, 212, 310; W. S., 

385 
allies, 273, 371, 384, 386 
alliteration, 46, 47. 112, 144. 153, 159, 166, 

176, 223, 289, 336, 353, 413; stt ato 
sound-effect 

Aloni, A., 31 
Alpen, K., 2 1 
alphabet, stt manuscripts, script, writing 
a l luwn: internal, 111, 162, 229; to myths, 

169, 179, 180, »90, 192, 197, 199, 203, 
205, 225, 247, 250 

Alöeus, 285 
Alphesiboia, 340 
Alter, R., 275 
Althaia, 164 
Amaltheia, 261 
Amazons, ISI 
ambrosia, 174, 396 
ambush, 82 
Amets, K . F., 167 
Amenhotep III, 276 
Amisodaro», 358, 371 
Ammonius, 25 
Amnisos, 276 
Amphiaraos, 128-9 
Amphiklos, 357 
Amphimakhoa, 41, 67, 70, 72, 73, 74. 132 

Amphtos, 128 
Amphitruon, 70, 204, 342 
Amphoteros, 368. 370 
Amudon, 355 
anachronism, 42, 302, 313, 358, 371, 

373 
anacoluthon, 71, 101, 118, 211, 276, 347, 

353. 359. 368 
Anacreon, 24, 57, 303 
anagnorisis, 417 
Analysts, 40, 41, 55, 65, 129, 13a. 216, 235, 

3»4. 3 a | . 395» 4 ' 9 
anaphora, 136, 142, 184,407 
Anatolia: customs of, 65; lions in, 291; 

Mycenaeans and, 19, 359, 371; weaponry 
of, 121, 286; stt oho Hittites, loan-words, 
Lycians, names 

anatomy, 114, 126, end stt wounds 
max, 118, 364, and stt king 
anchor-stones, 158 
Andersen, 0 . , 33, 162, 164 
Andraimon, 164 
andnktasia, stt killings 
Andromakhe, 178, 405 
Andron, 276 
Andronikos, M „ 102, 270 
anecdotes, see txtmpla 
anger, 105-6. 160, 242. 319; of gods, 365, 

366; metaphors for, 319, 354; as motive 
for killing, 40, 72, 98, 219, 385, 388; stt 
also Akhilleus, withdrawal 

animals, 116, 238-9, 364; Aristophanes on, 
•65, 303; emotions of, 257, 262, 291, 297, 
352, 361-2, 365; and slang, 357, 360; stt 
also Aristarchus, Aristotle, metamor-
phoses, similes, zoological accuracy 

animism, stt personification 
Ankhises, 93, 99, 100, 101, 106, 170 
answering-formulae, 201, 232 
»nt, 319 
Antagores, 191 
Antenor, IOI, 219, 275, 284 
anthropomorphism, 1, 179, 181 
Antilokhos, 40, 54, 97, 108, 114, 323, 256, 

272, 284, 288, 290, 292, 357; in Aittriofiis, 
31a, 431; and Akhilleus, 312-14, 315, 
359; epithets of, 98, 291; and Nestor, 115, 
126, 312, 379; in Od., 313-14; and 
Patroldos, 313-14. 344. *» ' 

Antimachus, xxv, «6, 36, 50, 22a, 230, 241, 

«5« 
Antinoos, 96 
antithesis, 81, 129, 138, 282, 362, 391. 

397-8, 400, 402, 419 
Anu, 247 
anvil, 229-30 
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aorisl, 8, I6I, 216, 257, 289, 306, 346, 382, 
383, 386, 400-1; causal. 235, 265; 
gnomic, 11, 85; as plupcrfcct, 252, 395; 
subj., see subjunctive 

Apharcus, 54, 108, 113; tons of, 358 
Aphrodite, 166, 173-80, 183-6, 193, 276, 

307-8; and Ankhises, 101, 106, 170; birth 
oC 45, 206; and Hephaistos, 43, 192; and 
Paris, 3, 283; see also Arcs, Homeric Hymns 

Apion, 21. 47. 333 
Apisaon, 99 
apocopc, 11, 75, 217, 218, 235, 330 
Apollo: aegis of, 255, 260-1, 286; and 

Akhilleus, 312, 319, 399,409,410; and 
archery, 277; and Atumnios, 358; 
disguises of, 401; epithets of, 12, 60, 234, 
»5" 253. a54« 267, 4« 3. 4a°i a n d 

Euphorbos, 412, 414; exhortations by, 
399, 401 -2; and Tate, 419; and Glaukos, 
382-3; as healer, 256, 383-3; and Hektor, 
49, 250, 252, 253, 256, 262, 265, 281, 373, 
399, 401-2; and Here, 243; intervention 
of, 43; and Koronis, 204; Lycian, 349, 
372, 382; as messenger, 150, 250; origins 
of1, 254; and Pairoklos, 102, 310, 311, 312, 

397. 399-4«». 408-9. 4« ' - » 4 . 4«7. 
419 -20; and Pouludamas, 285; wrecks 
rampart, 152, 226-7, ^ 7 ; and 
Sarpedon, 313, 358, 372; similes for, 252, 
267; sword of, 254; and Trojans, 225, 254, 
255. a 6 ° . 262, 395, 399, 400, 402; and 
Zeus, 251, 395, 419-20; see also Homeric 
Hymns 

Apollodorus of Athens, 31, 306, 328; on 
geography, 42, 85, 287, 349, 350; on gods, 
«9«. «54. 343 

'Apollodorus*, 199, 205, 247, 287, 371 
Apollonius Rhodius, 31, 47. 9°. , 2 7 . 3°5. 

347. 348. 37». 406. 4 ' ° 
Apollonius Sophista, 88, 146, 147, 161, 163, 

«99. 3 o 6 . 3 a 6 . 4°4. 4°5 
apostrophe, 120, 267, 288, 291, 317-18, 

388, 398, 405,411,415 
Appian, 372 
apposition, oral, 353, 359 
Apsu, 182 
Apthorp, M. J., 20, 21, 27, 28, 87, 108, 134, 

138, 231,232 
Aramaic, 121 
Aratus, 404, 410 
Arcadia, 342, 343, 368 
Arcadian, Arcado-Cypriot, 9, 11, 15,60, 74, 

105. 281,341,343. 351 
archaeology, xi, 12-13, 14, 27, 177 
archaisms, 8-19, 24, 25, 35, 185, 220, 223, 

348. 399. 4'3» 4'7« 420-1; falsely 

restored, 18, 25. 36; in similes, 135, 393; 
see also Arolic, Mycenaean 

arrhuizution, 14, 32 
arc her, 80, 1 iH, 126. 136, 280; see arrow, 

how 
Archilochus, 23, 118, 123, 136, 170, 171, 

187, 220, 305, 385 
Arcilukos, 218, 338, 357 
Arnlhoos, 286 
Amid, W., 105, 19II 
Arcs, 60, 84-5, 102, 115, 167, 221, 224, 225, 

226, 236, 240-3, 385, 411; and 
Aphrodite, 85, 169, 170, 205; and Athene, 
225, 236, 240-3; epithets for, 84-5,90, 
111, 112, 140, 402; in similes, 84, 89. 110, 
111, 144; sons of, 41, 67,84, 85, 108. 112, 
164, 241 

Argo, 349 
Argolic text, 36, 94, 223 
Argos, 121, 162, 163, 164, 203, 276, 286, 

370 
Arion, 302, 337 
Arisbas, Arisbc, 94 
Arisiarchus, 8, 22, 25-8, 42, 203, 234-5, 

378, 390, 392 andpassim\ how cited, xxv; 
on accents, 180, 370; Akhilleus, 127, 236, 
346-7, 351; allusion, 229, and see Cycle; 
anachronism, 302; as analogisi, 24, 27, 
222; and apocope, 217, 330; and 
Aristophanes, 25, 26, 87. 215, 294, 378; 
atheiescs by, 27, 28. 91, 126, 127, 155, 
161, 163, 166, 184, 200, 201, 202, 210, 
222, 234 5, 236, 244. 245. 249. 251, 2f,t». 
261, 278, 295, 3OI, 305, 328-9. 335, 353, 
390; and augments, 25. 26, 294, 355, 368; 
book-divisions, 22, 31; on Callimachus, 
184; on the camp, 130, 131, 154; case 
usage, 51, 383; crasis, 233; on 
complement of ships, 340; conjectures by. 
26, 34, 71, 92, 99. 109, 118, 124, 158, 165. 
167, 176, 183, 185, 188, 211, 216, 220, 
236, 241, 248, 249, 251, 252, 253, 257. 
275. 295. 3°4> 3'5. 320, 322, 323. 330, 
342. 344. 347. 376, 381. 383. 396. 398. 
408. 413; and Crates, 27, 32; and 
dicciasis, 71, 344; different lexis of, 25-6, 
29. 5°. 278. 279, 330, 336. 351, 374. 390. 
401, 414-15; and digamma, 188; double 
letters, 348; on duals, see dual; elision, 
193; enjambmenl, 68; Epic Cycle, see 
Cycle; fall of victims, 114; and false 
archaism, 36; on geography, 287; gifts of 
gods, 277; and Glossographoi, 100; on 
Graces, 193; on hapax legomena, 271; 
Homer's date and origin, 32, 71, 163; 
posited homonyms, 284. 340-1; and 
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impropriety, ¿6; inconsistencies of, 214, 
260; and inconsistency, 26, 27; M S S cited 
by, 26; and mctacharactcrism, 33-4; 
misreadings by, 228; monographs by, 25, 
71, 278; and n-mobile, 214; neuter 
plurals, 122. 40ft; on Olumpos, 248; 
omissions by, 27 8, 138, 390; and 
post-Homeric diction, 27, 251; readings 
falsely ascribed to, 28, 75, 303, 378; and 
repetition, 27; on sky, 196, 248, 363; 
standardization by, 36, 56, 57, 68, 104, 
120, 122, 217, 237, 239, 336, 401; on 
syntax, 157, 265, 347, 420; to siopomenon 
and. 224, 375; on unheroie activities, 302. 
368; on verbs of wounding, 87, 117, 141, 
134. 2.24, 330, 378, 414; on Zenodotus, 
22. 23, 35, 64. 68, 72. 87, 121. 134, 155, 
166, 183, 209, 251, 265, 266, 269, 279, 
292, 299, 327-8, 336, 338, 375, 395-6, 
401, J05,414 

\risteas, 38R, 413 
ansteia, 43, 73, 78, 90, 174, 208, 212, 264, 

280, 354; preparation for, 39, 333, 397; 
rampage in, 223, 354, 367, 398; similes in. 
77» 84, 354; see also Diomedes, Idomeneus, 
Patroklos 

Aristodes, 1 71 
aristocrats, 38 
Aristonicus, xxv, 21, 25, 27, 295, 415 
Aristophanes of Athens, 335, 374, 410 
Aristophanes of Byzantium, 22, 24, 25, 35; 

on animals, 24, 165, 303; and archaisms, 
25, 54; and Aristarchus, see Aristarchus; 
atheteses by. 25, 126, 161, 184, 201, 2 to. 
223, 234, 244, 251, 353; and augments, 
25, 294; conjectures by, 25, 26, 35, 43, 44, 
49' 5-«, 7f>. 77. B7, 111 , 139, »57, 168. 176. 
183, 200, 211, 215, 219, 222, 248, 257, 
260, 278, 303, 330, 342, 344, 347, 357, 
378, 392, 398; and duals, 24, 25, 122; and 
elision, 193; extra verses in, 25, 378; and 
n-mobile, 214; omissions by, 25, 163, 232; 
prudery of, 205, 232; readings of, 26, 46, 

75« 7 r . 9 1 ' 92- I 0 2» >42' '54. ' 5 6 . '87, 
193, 200, 228. 233, 242; standardization 

|»v- 25, 54- 57 
Aristotle, xi, xxv, 2, 23, 59, 114, 181, 191, 

349' 35"> 3 7 ' . 373' 420: on animals, 197, 
J.i^' J69, 405. 416; 011 Agamemnon, 158; 
on Akhilleus, 317. 325; Homeric Questions, 
23. 267, 317; on Homcric style, 103, 144, 
343» 354; Poetics, 23, 310, 311, 316, 343; 
quotations by, 28, 114; 011 text of Homer, 
29, j o , 227 

Aristoxcnus, 28 
Arkcsilaos, 218, 263 

Arkhelokhos, 212, 218, 219, 220 
arming-scenes, 73, 76, 80, 151, 152, 173-4, 

178, 179, 208, 242, 280, 329, 333-5; see 
also disarming 

armour: as disguise, 310 11, 373, 384; in the 
dust, 333, 392, 41 i - t 2 , 413; epithets of, 

334, 395; exchanges of, 152, 167, 
208, 209, 3 1 0 - 1 1 , 314, 409; glint of, 89, 
90, 140, 296, 333, 3*j4; magically impene-
trable, 3JO, 334, 409; materials of, 45, 
334: stripping of, see corpses', see also 
Akhilleus, corslet, helmet. Myccnacans 

Armstrong, C. B., 272; J. I., 333 
armv, how organized, 339 
Arne, 349 
arrival-scenes, 198 
arrow, 261, 277, 278, 280. 281, 343, 362, 

408 
Artemis, 251, 254, 342, 343 
article, 14, 81, 209, 219, 260, 323, 362 
artificial forms, 9. 16, 17. 46, 91, 1 to, 

"45- i 8 9 . »95. 2°9- 2 ' 9 - 2 2 2 - 235- 239-
2^9. 252, 273, 286. 296, 298, 300, 323, 
346. 360, 402, 408, 413 

Asclepiades of Mvrlea, 32 
ash-trcc, 69. 118, 319, 334, 335, 407 
Ashkenaz, 143 
Asiatic Aeolis, see Aeolis, Lesbos 
Asios, 40. 67, 69, 93, 94, 95 6, 97, 98. 99, 

too, 103, 116, 126. 131, 142; followers of, 
n o , t i t , 114, 115; reinvented, 401 

Asius, 319, 349, 392 
Askalaphos, 41, 67, 108, 11 1, 225, 240, 241, 

242, 243, 371, 376 
Askanie, Askanios, 143 
Asklepios, 20 j 
aspiration, see psilosis 
Aspis, 32, 42, 77, 84. J15. 136, 184, 219, 

2vfo, 280, 326, 333, 377, 400; diction of, 
14, 92, 266; similes in, 63, 214, 374, 406, 
416 

assembly, 50, 156, 162, 237, 238, 240, 244, 
2 59 

assimilation, 16, 2 j8 
assonance, 43, 125, 153, 176, 245, 285, 289, 

297, 304, 341, 353, 361, 366; see also 
sound-effcct 

Assiiwa, 95, 27b 
Assyrian, Assyrians, 42, 133, 177 
Astarte, 276 
Aster(os), Asterios, 191 
Asteropaios, 93, 103, 355 
Astuanax, 143 
Astubootes, 275 
Astunoos, 278 
Astuokhcia, 287 
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«syndcton, 6 0 , 1 1 8 , 1 2 9 , 1 3 3 , 1 7 4 , 1 8 5 , 9 7 7 , 
«84, 290, 331, 342, 398; for urgency, 125, 
283, 3'9. 3*a. 33». 379.384» 385 

Atargatis, 184 
Atchity, K . J. , 169, 229 
A t f . 160, »92. 309, 353, 397. 4«3->4 
Athanassakis, A., 333 
athematic verba, 7a, 243, 346, 362, 400-1, 

406 
Athenaeus, 23, «8,31, «75,369,390 
AthenC, t o i , 176, 235, 239, 241, 242, 243, 

244, 300. 301, 329; and Arcs. «25, 23G. 
240-3; birth oT, 199, 230; and carpentry, 
«73. a74* 334'. formulae for, 60, «42, 
a 54. « 9 5 ; a n d Herald«, 191, 333,400; 
metamorphoses of, 116, 166, 401; in 04., 
3. 50. »44; »P«»r oC «54. 335. 4 ' 3 

Athenians, 3a, 7», 131 - 3 , 263, 484; ships of, 
•»9. 3". »3«-« 

Athcnodorus Cordylion, 32 
Athens, Attica, 15, 16, 131-3, 171, 276; and 

irxi of Homer, 20, «9-39, 35-6; Homer 
from, 32, 71, 163, 329; tee *ls* Attic, 
Ionian migration, Neleidai 

athetcsn, 23, «5. 27, 28, 209, 223, 234-5, 
343; and ring-structures, 197,201, 228, 
287, 295, 328; set dt9 Aristarchus, 
Aristophanes, Zenodotus 

athletics. <M games 
Alhus, Ml . 186, 187 
Athumbros, 358 
Alrm-Htm, 393 
A l i k dialect, 15, t6,60; forms, 8, 29, 32, 34, 

35. 37. 49. So. 56. 82. 134. >39. «67. 195. 
221, »33, 305; 'corrrptioo', 318, 385; 
script, tee script 

attraction. 209, 391 
Alumnio*, 358, 372 
Audiat, J . , 321 
audience, 89,169, 229,239,304, tmd ue 

patronage; foreknowledge of, 234, 293; 
gods as. 2, 60, 89, »93. 366, 391, 392; 
pro-Grctrk, 90, 225, 234,269, «73, 293, 
33°. 361, 382 

Augeias, 285,287 
augment, 11, 25, 26, 56, 66. 294, 355, 

3 « 
aunt, marriage to, 165 
Austin, N-, 162 
Automedon, 96, 317, 333, 336, 344, 379, 

397.4 a * 
Auionoot, 398 
Avestan, 92, 124, 190, 230, 345 
Ax. W.. a 5 

axe, 117, 121, 214, 305, 306 
Axios, River, 355 

Ba'al, 198 
Baba. Cape, 186 
Babyloniao gods, 182, 202, 236, 247, 314, 

393 
baby-talk, 316 
Ruichy lides, 147 
back, tee wounds 
Baiias, 336 
ball'gamcs, 72, 76 
Balte», M., 318.373.380,405,406,407 
bandage, 119 
Banner 1, H.. 51, 335 
'Barbarian Ware', 16 
Barrett, W. S., 395 
Barth, H.-L., 22,192, 203 
BartonSk, A., 15 
barilns, 118 
bastanl children, 68,134,403 
bath, 173 
bathos, too, 311 
Bathukles, 389 
battle, ttt fighting, tactics, war, warriors; 

observer of, 60,89, 392, emd tee gods 
beans, 1 1 7 - 1 9 
Beazley, J. D., 36 
Bechtel, F., 374 
Beck, W.. 238 
bcech, 116 
B e r t a . R. S. P.. 8, 17, 94, 135, 15a. 243. 

a5*.a57. 35» 
Bckker, I-, 36,209, «98,391,418 
beJchuig, 296 
Bellerophon, 358,389 
Bclos, 204 
belt, 177 
bench, tee shjpj 
Bcntlcy, R., 8, 27, 115, 231 
Benveniste, E., 194 
Berg, N., 9, 10 
Bcrgk, T. , 34 
Bernabé, A., xxv 
Bernert. E., ta8 
Bert, V. , 323 
Berteiii, L.. 365 
BefikaBay, 13» 
Bethe, E., 410 
Beye, C. R., 67, too, 354. 389 
Bias, 134 
Bielefeld, E., 177,185 
biography of victim, see victims 
bird, 52, 146, 303; and corpses, 23, 146, 417, 

418,419; gods as, 47, 50. 171, 197, 352; 
tee the meuphor, similes 

Bithynia, 401 
Blank. D. L., 35 
Biegen, C. W., 400 
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Blickman, D., 195 
Blinkenbcrg, C . , 230 
Block, E., 120 
blood, 97, 217, 377 
blow, fore«* of, 114, 214 
boar, see similes; boars'-tusk helmet, 10, 13, 

177» 
boast, see vaunt 
boaster, 9b, 116, 220 
body, see corpses 
Boedeker, D., 206 
Boeotia, Boeotians, 54, 85, 132, 218, 263, 

'¿64, 340, 349, 387; dialect of, 15, 24, 324 
Böhme, R., 32 
boiled meat, 302 
Boiling, G. M., 20, 21, 231, 234, 236, 328, 

335. 351 

Bonner, C. , 184 
Bonnet, H., 1 ¿1 
book-divisions, 22, 31, 147, «49, 315. 421 
Boraston, J . M. , 112, 197, 252 
Borrhhardt, J. , 61, 66 
Boreas, 203, 246 
Boreis, Boros, 341 
Borthwick, E. K . , 120 
Bottin, L., i i 
Boudeia, Boudrion, 387 
Boukolos, 263 
boulder, 62; see cliff, stone 
Boupalos, 392 
Bouzek, J., 64, 117, 121,303, 334 
bow, 117, 1 18, 277, 278, 279, 280, 281, 286; 

and Cretans, 79, 136; and Meriones, 86, 
126; with sling, 119, 136, 305; see archer, 
arrow 

Bowra, C . M. , 11, 19, 103, 12b, 256, 289, 

373 
Bradley, E. M., 140 
Brankhos, 358 
brassiere, 185 
Braswell, B. K . , 192, 261, 355 
breast-ornament, 184-5 
breath, 224, 253, 379-80, 381 
Bremer, J. M., 2, 5 
Brcmmer, J. , 3, 53, 253, 377, 380 
Brenk, F. E., 185 
Brisa, 323 
Briseis, IOI, 316, 317, 323 
Bronze Age, see Minoans, Myccnacans 
bronze, 66, 98, 102, 144, 230, 288, 368, 369 
brooch, 176-7 
brother. 220, 289, 358 
Brown, P., 171 
Bryc-e, T . R., 359, 372 
b' f scholia, 27, 2 3 4 - 5 andP&sstm; see also T 
Buchholz, H.-G., 117, 121 

Buffiere, F., 248 
bull, 109, 116, 117, 380 
burial, 102, 174, 265, 312; -mound, 102, 

'3'. >63- 377 
Burkert, VV., xi, i , 14, 31, 33, 169, 182, 194, 

202, 247, 254, 347 
burlesque, 169, and see humour 
Byzantine MSS, see manuscripts 

caesura, 10, 157, 320; hiatus at, 185 6, 
199, 207; modification at, 104, 144, 152. 
272, 276, 295, 304, 394, 403, 413; 
second-foot, 59, 115 

Calame, C. , 230 
Calhoun, G. M., 365 
call to action, 75, 78. 81, 106, 205, 233, 239, 

259, 279, 28 t, 382, 384; for help, 105, 108 
Callanan, C. K . , 25 
Callimachus. xxv. 167, 177, 184, 193, 199, 

204, 230, 287. 297, 343, 349, 350, 369, 
420 

Callinus, 54, 282 
Callistratus, 22, 27, 192 
camp, 130-1 , 154, 251, 273, 303; gates of, 

41, 42, 59, 131; as invention, 267, 386; see 
also rampart, ships 

Cantilena, M. , 13 
Capture of Oechalia, 31 
Carians, 358-9 
Carlier, F., 38, 134 
Carpenter, T . H., 192 
carpentry, 157, 273-4, 334 
Cartledge, P., 276 
Casabona, A., 362 
Cassola, F., 44 
castration, 205 
casualty, see victims; rate, unequal, 272 
Catalogue: of Ships, 14, 23, 135, 276; 

Trojan, 42; oj Women, xxv, 14, 15, 202 and 
see genealogy 

catalogue, see lists; -poetry, 104, 202, 344 
Calling, H. W., 286, 335 
causeway, 227, 266 
cave, 46, 230 
Centaur, 203, 302, 335 
ccntre of battle, see fighting 
Cerlamen Homeri et Hesiodi, 340 
Chadwick, H. M., 19, 35o;J., xi, 16, 6 i , 74, 

86, 113, 276, 286, 302, 413 
chain, 229 
chair, see throne 
challenge, see taunt, vaunt 
chancc, 6, 186, 278 
Chanson de Roland, 314 
Chantraine, P., 8, 17, 20, 33, 34, 36, 46 and 

passim 
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chaos, 181 
charioteer, 96-7, 278, 332, 336, 421; killed, 

45.96,97. «77. «78, 287,312, 358, 368, 
370. 377-8, 397. 402-4.4 '4 

chariot: sale of, 45; and ditch, 362, 363-4; 
empty, 278, 364; fighting from, 254, 270, 
278; four-horse, 302, 337; of gods, 40, 43, 
45. 76, «45. «68-9. a o ° . «04; hinders 
escape, 96; left behind, 95, 200, 262, 397; 
Levantine, 337; Myc., 113.152,344,413, 
415; pole or, 363, 364, 379, 381; -races, 
414, 415; in routs, 265, 369; with 
tracc-horse, 337, 377-9; used beyond 
rampart, 88, 127, 131, 132, 270; wheeb 
of. 69, 152, 364, 413; yoke of, 363, 378-9; 
ttt als* divine journey 

chest, stt wounds 
chests, 347 
Cheyrn, A., 394 
Chian forms, 18, 50, 264; text, 23, 36, 207, 

2»5 
chiasmus, 52, 60, 73, 118, 129, 141, 148, 

• 53. , 6 6 . 202, 2 1 1. 228, 235, 240, 
264, 280, 282, 317, 330, 338, 346, 353, 
362, 364, 379, 381, 386, 390, 391, 396, 
4«5 

children, 107, 182-3, 267, 316, 352 
Chimaera, 358, 359 
Chios, 16, 30, 38, 143, 276 
choice: of epithet, stt epithet; of fates, ttt fate 
choriambic dimeter, 10 
Chorizontes, 272, 368 
Christianity, 45 
Chrysippus, 252, 262 
«'irnda, 147 
Ciccro, 31, 56, 420 
Cilicta, 56, 372 
Cineai, 349 
Citti, V. , 26 
'city* texts, 23, 26,36,94, 207, 215, 233, 

323. 333 
Clark. M. li., 371», 372. 394 
C l a y . J . S . 7 9 
Clement of Rome, 358 
cliff, 296, 315. 319, 374 
climax, 160-1 
Clitarchus, 369 
clothing. «33. 3 »4. 34*». 347. 373. 39*». 4 «3. 

4<5. 4 (9! Myc-. «52. «75. «76. «77. «78. 
.84 

cloud, M2,171,206,260,261,325,411; see 
metaphor, mist, similes, Zeus 

clover, 206 
'codices', xxv, 21; see manuscripts 
coincidence, stt chance 
Coldstream, J. N., 62, 163, 178, 276 

Coleman, K., 119 
Collart, P., 2o, 22 
Collins, L., 37 
colloquialism, 92. 100, 144, 357, 360-1, 404 
Colophon. 70, 134 
Columella, 118. 135 
Comanus, 63, 76.85, 95, 139 
combat, stt fighting 
Combellack, F. M „ 125, 326 
comedy, xxv, 169, 357. 385 
'common* texts, 22, 26,83, 122. 165, iH8, 

24H, 392; stt alto papyri, vulgate 
comparative philology, xi, 13, 14, 27 
comparatives, 24, 386, 398 
comparison, stt metaphor, similes 
compensation, stt recompense 
compensatory lengthening, 33-4 
«ompliinciit, 94, KM, 224, 252, 259. 289 
compound. 14,89, 344. 353 
concision, 250, 274, 419 
concordancc-interpdaiion, see interpolation 
concordance-variant, 245, 265 
conjectures, Alexandrian, 24, 25, 26, and stt 

Aristari-lius, Arislophunes, Zenodntus; 
m medieval, 378, 394 

Considinc, P., 106 
consistency, stt inconsistency 
contamination, 21 
context, set epithet, apt; formulae, patterns 

of association in; similes 
contraction, 10, 140, 203, 277, 333; 

commonest in small words, 14, 283; in 
datives, 130, 240,412; and diectasis, set 
diectasis; over digamma, 10, 17, 34, 51, 
57. 88, 135, 151 -2, 231, 2«U, 31H», 301, 
308, 318. 340. 344, 376, 383; in infin.. 33. 
344; over intervocalic A, 10, 14, 137, 239, 
330-1, 274, 386; and modification, 
330-1, 368, 393, 400, 404; in o-siem gen., 
• 5. »7. «8, 33. "35. »42, 214, 235, 242, 
259, 280. 283. 29*1, 327. 338-9, 344. 36», 
3«»'. 373« 382. 392, 400. 404; and 
metathesis of quantity, 17-18, 183,250; 
in verbs, 53, 82. 108, 146, 166, 180, 266, 
294. 326, 328, 329 

contrafactual statement, 137, 242 
Cook, A. B., 390; J. M., 131, 173 
Cwriiinu, 10 
Corinth, 15, 85, 128, 287 
cornelian cherry, 407 
corpses: decay of, 391, 393; devoured, 146, 

417, 418, 419; dragged. 95,96. 220, 388, 
406; fights over, 99, 110, 312, 384-95, 
397, 402-3. 406. 421; groaning, 98,99, 
126; mutilation of, 49, 72, 221, 312, 384, 
386, 39'« 392. 395« 396' 4'9; rescued by 
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gods, 213. 259, 31a, 313,371,373-5.38». 
395-6; retrieval of, 70, 71,370; stripping 
of, 1 1 1 , 1 1 2 , 1 1 3 , 1 1 4 , 2 6 4 , 265,285, 288, 
3* a. 37o. 379. 384. 393. 395. 397. 4°8-9» 
420; under wheels, 364; see also burial 

correption, 'Attic*, 318, 385; 'epic*, 383 
corslet, 90,95, 102, 118, 285. 286, 333, 334, 

335; not worn, 213, 299, 357 
cosmogony, 179, 181, 193, 247 
Cosset, E., 119 
Couch. H. N., 166 
Coulsen, W. D. E., 370-1, 372, 394 
counsellor, 75, 138, 259, 3gi 
cousin, 164, 272, 275, 285, 289, 311, 313 
cowardice, 56, 81,82, 141, 291, 306, 318 
coward, 40, 116, 263, 361 
cowherd, 291, 297 
cow, see oxen 
Craik, E. M., 192 
Crane, G., 171 
crasis, 233 
Crates, 27,28,32, 34,92,124, 138, 154, 

203, 252, 300, 345; on geography, 190, 
247. 287 

Cratinus, 230 
creativity, set invention 
cremation, 265 
Creophylus, 30, 31 
Crespo, £., 11, 17, 18,34 
crest, 62, 286, 288, 411, 412 
Crete, Cretans, 15, 16, 54, 79, 94, 136, 204, 

«76. 358-9, 372, 390-1; dialect of, 24, 51, 
95, 182; see also Minoans 

crises, 137, 331, 337 
critical signs, 23, 25, 390 
crocus, 206 
Crossland, R. A., 16 
cross-references, 111, 162, 229; set also 

allusion 
Crouwel, J. H., 302, 363, 379 
cuckoo, 171 
Cuillandre, J. , 131 
cult, 44, 115, 170, 171, 188, 276, 337, 37a; of 

Zeus, 171-2, 348-50, 390; see also 
hero-cult, ritual 

Cumae, 33, 192 
cup, 33, 116, 237, 346 
curse, 160, 166, 194 
Cycle, Epic, xi, 8, 14, 30, 32, 110, 274, 305, 

322, 335, 340; and Aristarchus, 27, 65, 
124, 213, 295, 346-7; lack of suppression 
in, 1 -2 , 205, 243; style of, 110, 235, 295 

Cyme. 17. 38 
Cynaethus, 31 
Cjpria. 31, 94, 160, 236, 238, 313, 323, 334, 

336» 347. 358, 37». 4 »4. 42«; diction of, 

57. 59. »39. »7«. 207, 249. 293, 300; 
Judgement of Paris in, 173, 175, 185 

Cyprioi, 9, 11, 15, 74, 88, 130, 207, 324, 
34».343 

Cyprus, 11, 15, 118, 286 

D scholia, passim 
dactyl, 10, 45, 219, 242, 413 
Daidala, 172 
Daimachus, 340 
daimon, 2-3, 5, 104, 279 
Damascius, 181 
Damasos, 398 
Damastor, 370 
Danaans, 276, and set Greeks 
Danae, 201, 203 
dance, 28, 343, 344, 404; and war, 138, 283, 

285, 307, 389, 390-1 
Dardanians, 414 
Danube, 42, 117 
Dark Age, 15-16, 19, 102, 136, 265; diction 

from, 14, 17, 19, 70, 142, a 19,265, 289. 
394, and see Aeolic 

darkness, see cloud, mist, Night 
dative plurals, 13, 18, too. 112, 177, 392; 

Aeolic, 16, 17, 19, 249 
datives, 341; contracted, 130, 240,412; 

Myc., 130, 240, 341, 385 
daughter, 67-8, 100, 165 
David, 314 
Davies, A. M., 1 ig; M., xxv, 14, 352 
Davison, J. A., 20, 2g, 30, 32 
Dawe, R. D., 58 
Dawn. 1, 172, 313. 372, 395 
day, 22, 39, 262, 295, 310, 410 
de jong, I.J. F., 68, 137, 142, 223, 234, 245. 

259, 272, 275. 278, 279, 294, 304, 315. 
3»8.32» 

deadlock, 65, 272-4, 284, 292. 386; similes 
for, 92, 273-4, 391, 406-7; set also 
retardation 

death: epithets of, 55, 93; faie and, 5, 120. 
420; formulae for, 69. 117, 275, 361, 368, 
381, 389, 415, 416, 418, 420-1; and 
precognition, 417, 420; and Sleep, 188, 
220, 313. 377, 395-6; see also killing, 
victims 

debate, set assembly, dialogue 
decapitation, 72, 219, 221, 222 
Deception of Zeus, 41, 149, 168-72, 186, 

225, 229, 238, 240, 247 
decision, see pondering 
declension, set a-stem, o-stem and formulae, 

declined 
deer, 56, 257, 291, 406 
definite article, see article 
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Deimos, 84 
Delokhos, 963, 264 
Dciphoboa, 65, 145; and Aineias, 106, 109; 

and Idomeneus, 93, 98, 103, 104, 105, 
111; and Meriones, 39, 40,65-6, 105, 
M2, 113, 115, 221; withdrawal oT, 112, 
117, 119, (41,216 

Deipule, 164 
Deipuros, 54, 108, 117 
delay, see retardation, suspense 
Delebecque, E., 266, 337, 364 
Dclos, 31, 33, 133, »05 
Delphi, 230, 285, 348, 349 
Demeter, 14, 45,106,170,202,203, 254, 

3'7 
'Demetrius', 339 
Demetrius Ixion, 97, 203, 248 
Demetrius of Scepsis, 987 
demigods, t; see ids» hero-cult, immortal-

ization 
Democritus, 63, 252 
Demodokos, Song of, 169, 192 
demonstrative, 17,19, 23,92,119,159,185, 

222 
Dendra, 177, 286 
Denniston, J. D., 17, 52,8», 249, 968, 280, 

3»9 
Dervcni papyrus, 181, 247 
Desborough, V. R. d'A., 133 
desiderative, 205, 269, 306 
destiny, see fate 
Detienne, M., 199 
Deukalion, 79, 104 
dew, 171, 206, 207 
di Benedetto, V., 153, 315, 355 
di Luzio, A., 22 
Dia, 903 
dialects, 15-16, mi see imdioidmai dialects, 

diction 
dialogue, 40, 41, 73, 77-8,81, 296; 

advances action, 197, 314; between gods, 
»78-85,188-96, 197-906,998-36, 
937-41, 942-3, 246-51, 374-7; between 
leaden, 150, 153, 155, 162; Mrwti* in, 78, 
979, 317; Mr tis* speeches 

diaphragm, 379-80 
Dickie, M. W., 366 
dictation, 37, 38, too, 122, 378 
diction, poetic, 8-19, 32, 35-6, 130, 266, 

271; interaction in, see similes; of 
panoramas, 90,407; 'recent', 9, 19-19, 
68.9». 137; «f •»"»!«, 9, «3; 
summaries, 91, 235, 393; see aLse Aeolic, 
archaisms, artificial forms, Aspis, Cyfria, 
Dark Age, formulae, Hesiod, hymnic 
phrasing, Ionic, Mycenaean 

Dictys of Crete, 310,371 
Didyma, 358,415 
Didymus, xxv, 21, 26, 35, 306. 390; 

emended, 378,399 
diectasis, 15, 17-18,82,135, 187, 351-2, 

356; and Alexandrians, 25,66, 71,192, 
344 

Dieuchidas, 29, 30 
digamma, 8, 10, ia, 13-14. »7. >8, «9.5«. 

189-90,249; and Aristarchus, 188; falsely 
'observed', 13, 110, 186, 207; in enclitics, 
66, 1 1 1 7 3 , 403; initial, 'observed', 57, 
66,69, 8o, 1 »9, 191, 135, 141, 151, 196, 
214,246,249,333,381,382,385,389, 
397,402, 407, 411,413: initial, 
'neglected*, 69, 121, 168, 232, 241, 248, 
«49. «83, 299, 340, 348, 364, 391. 399. 
401; intervocalic, 10, 16, 47, 219,emdsee 
contraction; pott-coosonantal, 66, 81, 
121, 297; and replacement of formulae, 
12, 232, 266 

Digenes Akriies, 29 
Dihle, A., 171 
dike, 5, 43, 365-6 
din of battle, 47,67, 112, 144, 147, 149, 150, 

»5». ,53. '67» «08, 955, 270; see alt» noise, 
similes 

dining customs, 189 
Diodorus Siculus, 60,987,371,372 
Diodotxii of Tarsus, 28 
Diogenes Laertius, 30 
Dtomedes, 3. «5». »57. »62, 163-5; and 

AJchilleus, 151, 324, 398,409; oristeia of, 
354» 35®» 364. 373. 302.4<x>; frenay of, 
294, 325; and Glaukos, 167, 209; speeches 
*>y, »03, 155, 162, 3*8; wounded, 154, 155 

Dionuaos, 85, 142,192, 202, 904 
Dionysius of HaUcamaaus, 337 
Dionysius Iambus, 369 
Dionysius Thrax, 25, 308, 395, 398, 415; on 

Aristarchus, 305, 340, 415, 490 
Diores, 336 
Dkxkouroi, 358 
disarming-scenes, 242, 412 
disguise, see armour, gods 
distancing, 9 
ditch. 158, 995,997, 253, 957.965, a66, 369, 

363 
diver, 368,369, 404-5 
divine intervention, scenes of, 43, 166 
divine Journey, 43-4,46,150,186-7,196, 

»3®. «37. »44-5. «5»: *»y ch»ri<*. 4°. 43. 
76, 168-9, »00; similes for, 936, 246, 251 

divine scenes, 168, 311, 374-7 
doctor, see healing 
Dodds, E. R., 4, 204, 363 
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Dodoni, i2 i , 348-51 
dog, 49, 7«. »24, 137, 146, 265, 291 
Dolin, E., 267 
Dolon, 82, 93, 219 
Dolonria, 32. 152, 319 
Dolop*, 284, 285-6, 288, 412 
dolphin, 45 
doors, 174 
Dorian migration, 16, 192, 349 
Doric, 8, 16, 17,87, 123, 324; see also N.W, 

Greek 
Doruklos, 398 
double letters, 34, 348, 413 
double motivation, 3, 210, 278, 285, 294, 

397. 420 
doublets, stt equivalent formulae 
Doulikhion, 133, 285 
dove, 95a, 349 
Dover, K .J . , 338 
Downes, W. E. D., 404 
dowry, 94, 95; stt also wedding 
draft-dodger, 128, 129 
Dtrrup, H., 400 
dress, set clothing; -pins, 176-7 
dressing-scenes, 174, 179, 280 
Driessen.J., 133 
driver, stt charioteer 
Druops, 341 
dual, 11, 48, 241, 359, 406, 416; and 

Aristarchus, 71.88,91; and Aristophanes, 
24, 192; and Ionic, 88, 91; and 
modification, 6o, 91, 286, 412; for plural, 
24. 122, 124, 265, 346, 363-4; and 
Zenodotus, 24, 88, 91, 194, 965, 363 

dual motivation, stt double motivation 
Duckworth. G. E., 234, 293, 295 
Due, O. S., 343 
duel. 66, 70, 213; interrupted, 149-50, 212, 

374, 390, 402-3; with simultaneous 
attack, 117, 360; with two rounds, 120, 
377-8. 379 

Duhoux, Y., i t , 15 
Dumas, 401 
Duntzer, H., 93, 66, 211, 233, 943. 960, 266, 

269 
dung. 298 
Dunkel.G., 139 
dust. 89. 97. 333, 354, 392.411-12,413 
Dyck, A. R.. 25. 76, 95, 100 

eagle, 40, 146, 252, 303-4 
earrings, 177-8 
Earth, 181. 199. 204, 207, 230, 247. 319, 

342; epithets of, 182, 397 
East Greek, 15; stt Arcadian, Attic, Ionic, 

Mycenaean 

East Ionic forms, 18, 50,264; script, stt 
script 

economy, formular, ut equivalent formulae 
education, Homer in, 90, 37 
Edwards, A. T. , 82; G. P., 8, 13, 95, 355; 

M. W.. 145, 146, 168, 179, 186, aoi, 311, 
316, 320, 379, 409, 416 and passim; R. B.. 
904 

Eetion, 337 
Egan, R. B., 147 
Egyptian, Egyptians, 14, 133, 181, 276 
Eichholz, D. E., 314 
Eileithuia, 344 
Ekhekles, Ekheklos, 340. 387, 398 
Ekhepotos, 99, 128 
Ekhioc, too, 132, 224, 263, 370 
Elaia, 133 
Elasos, 398, 399 
elegy, xxv, 109 
Eleusis, 163, 170, 178 
Elis, 101, 133, 285. 287 
elision. 33. 61, 144, 155, 193, 244. 320. 391 
ellipse, 149. 323. 353. 419 
Emathif, 186. 187 
embalming, 174 
embarrassment, 39, 77, 80, 173, 205, 232, 

239. 389-90 

Embassy: to Akhilleus, 59, 151, 294, 309, 
310, 314, 318, 325; to Troy, 120 

embroidery, 176 
emendation, set conjectures 
emotions, stt pathos; of animals, 291, 297, 

352, 361 -9 , 365; gods embodying, 85 
Empedocles, 148 
Enare(t)*, 319 
enclitic, 66, 115. 173, 377, 403 
Eniopeus, 403 
Enipeus, 170 
enjambment, 63, 68, 96, 102, 232, 332; 

integral, 259, 295, 321, 324, 331; and 
n-mobile, 9, 49, 338; 'violent', 121-2, 
215, 300, 330, 360 

Enki, 247 
Enkidu, 314 
Enkomi, 121, 394 
Enopt. 217, 368 
Enualio«, 85, 111 and stt Ares 
Entma Eli J, 182 
Eos, 1, 179. 313, 372.395 
Epaltes, 370 
epanalepsis, 104, 217 
Epcans, 70, 13a, 133, 285, 286. 287 
Epcios, 274 
Ephesos, 341 
Ephialtes, 108, 370 
Ephorus, 29, 30 
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Ephure, 85, 287 
Epcigcus, 387 
Epic Cycle, see Cycle 
epic tradition, evolution of, 8 19; see also 

oral traditions 
Epicharmus, 169 
Epiconcylus, 32 
Epigonoi, 128, 353 
Epimenides, 369 
Epimetheus, 170 
epiphany, 45, 166, 167, 206 
Epirus, 85, 287, 348-9 
Epistor, 399 
'epitaph', see victims, biography of 
epithet: apt, 53, 152, 238, 242, 243, 244, 

245« ¿79- 3 ° 2 ' 3"5. 356, 376, 381, 386, 
391, 421, and tee equivalent formulae; 
based 011 clothing, 133, 373; becomes 
name, 96, 133, 217, 224, 342, 368, 370, 
387; displaced, 76, 332, 397; function of, 
360, 411; generic. 60, 66, 74, 85, 109, 192, 
235, 264, 271, 275, 277, 289, 291, 301, 

3»5> 3/"> 324> 354» 377, 384* 4 * ° n , 4 2 1 ; 
generic and equivalent. 68, 79, 203, 222, 
¿78, 34i> 355' 35^» 359, 378, 391, 404; of 
gods, 116, 254, 267, 268, 343; of older 
heroes, 344; and repetition, 246, 356 

'epos1, xxv 
equivalent formulae, 12; for Akhilleus, 356; 

Aphrodite, 184; Apollo, 12, 251, 413; 
Ares, 84; battle, 73, 376; bronze, 369; 
corslet, 90; day, 295; Demeter, 203; fate, 
120, 295; fire, 355; flesh, 261; generic, see 
epithet; for Hektor, 402; Hcrakles. 203; 
Here, 12, 193; horses, 46, 266, 402; 
Mcnclaos, 120; mortals, 116, 208; 
mountains, 140, 187; night, 12, 159, 386; 
for Perseus, 202; Poseidon, 166; Priam, 
404; Rhadamanthus, 203; sea, 195, 269, 
320; speaking, 12, 201, 232; spears, 70, 
119. 308, 415, 421; sword, 308; throne, 
187; toponyms, 377; Zeus, 64, 124, 201, 
238. 259- 60, 327. 356, 375 

Eratosthenes, 124, 343, 386 
Erbse, H., xi, 1, 3, 4, 20, 21, 25, 26, 43, 79, 

85. 87, 103, 106, 175, 191, 192, 229, 279, 

3°3< 3°4> 3°5> 3 ' 3 ' 323> 375. 39»' 4«° 
Ercbos, 359 
Erikhthonios, 45, 336 
Erinues, 249 
Eriope, Eriopis, 101, 134 
Eris, 60, 85, 93, 167, 261, 379 
error by poet, see slips 
Erulaos, 369 
Erumanthos, 361 

Erumas, 361, 368, 370 
Erythrae, 18 
Espcrmann, I.. 109 
Etruscan, 51, 143, 188, 350 
etymological play, 46, 47, 81, 82, 84, 174, 

176, 210, 215, 224, 245, 274, 278, 289, 
294, 296, 297, 303, 319, 321, 376, 396, 
403, 407, 4 1 5 - 16; see also word-play 

Euboea. 15, 18, 45. 305, 324 
Eubulus, 368 
Eudoros, 339 -40, 342, 344, 376 
Euenos, 415 
Eu hippos, 370 
Eukhenor, 113, 127, 128, 129 
Eumelus, 90, 199, 270, 323 
Euneos, 187 
Euphetes, 286, 298 
euphony, 83, 297; see also sound-effect 
Euphorbos, 93, 140, 224; death of, 96, 288, 

409, 410, 412; modelled on Paris, 312, 
410, 4 1 4 - 1 5 ; and Patroklos, 312, 397, 
408-9, 412, 4 1 4 - 1 5 , 419 

Euphorion, 197, 295, 406 
Euripides, 234, 270, 300, 401, 414 
Europe, 201, 204, 350, 358, 371 
Eurudamas, Eurudarneia 128 
Eurumakhos, 146 
Eurunome, 193 
Eurupulos. 150, 151, 226, 255, 256, 271, 

272, 314, 319; of Kos, 191, 389 
Eurustheus, 298, 299 
Eurutos, 70 
Eustathius, 23, 49 and passim ; readings cited 

by, 220, 231, 403, 407 
Evans, D., 350 

exchange of casualties, 103, 219, 220, 275, 

3<>7 
exclamations, 56, 58 
exempla, 162, 164, 170, 201, 319; see also 

Phoinix, Speech of 
exhortation, 43, 48, 5 4 - 5 , 64, 75-6 , 77, 88, 

141, 156, 209, 258-60, 272, 275, 280-2, 
283-4, 2 9 ° ' 3 ° ° - >» 30 6- 3 ° 7 - 8 , 326, 361, 
384, 399, 401-2; aidos in, see shame; and 
arisleiai, 73; as duty of leader, 50; flattery 
in, 58, paired, 226, 281; prayer and, 382; 
reduplicated, 41, 47; self-inclusion in, 106, 
209,30 

exile, 134, 164, 276, 387 
expectation, false, see surprise 
expurgation of myth, see suppression 
eyes, 102, 198, 206, 320, 412; see also 

invisibility, vision, wounds 

fallen object, 112, 305, 412 
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false tales, 170, ¿00 
Fantuzzi, M. , 9 
fate, 4 - 6 , 249, 375, 410. 419-20; choice of, 

6, 127, 128, 322; epithets for, 120, 295; 
thread of, 5, 160, 376 

father: bereaved, see pathos; compared with 
son, 116, 119, 298; fights by son, 126, 143, 
224, 263; in victim's biography, 285- 6, 
298, 389 

Faust, M. , 124 
fear, 2, 82, 258, 300 
feasting, and war, 338 
feet, 52, 196, 258, 273, 283, 306, 349-50 
fence, 61, t6o, 290 
Fcnik, B., 41 - 137 passim, 212, 213, 253, 

257, 261, 275, 277, 280, 289, 292, 311 , 
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Ferrari, F., 351, 368 
fertility, 206 
festival, 38, 171 
f i b u l a , J 7 6 -7 

Fick, A. . 9 
fighting: centre of, 48, 54, 65, 86, 129, 

140, 142; from chariots, 254, 270, 278; 
closc-range, 86, 1 to, 272-3, 281, 284, 
289, 305; contrasted with speaking, 138, 
259, 391; over corpses, see corpses; dense 
formation in, 39, 59 60, 346; din of, see 
din; division of, 39, 40; duration of, 262, 
410; done en masse, 60, 129, 160; and 
feasting, 338; formulae lor, 73, 262, 376, 
410; indecisive, see deadlock; left of, 54, 
65,86, 129, 130-1 , 140, 141, 216; 
long-range, 86, 129, 136, 262, 272-3, 281, 
3"5. 4°7; patterns in, 67, 96. 98, 99, 105, 
IIO, i n , 130, 212, 218, 219, 220, 360, 
379. 383-8, 396 7> 4>°; right of, 48, 86, 
131; from ships, 270, 272-3; similes mark 
stages of, 90, 256, 262; three stages of, 86, 
259. 262, 407; turning-point of, 223; see 
also ambush, din, duel, rout, similes, 
stadie, tactics, war, warriors 

figurine, 177, 184 
fine, 128, 129 

Finkelberg, M., 10, 29, 30, 45, 194 
lir, 196 
fire, 49. 187, 293, 355, 391, and see similes 
fishing, 302, 368 -9, 404-5 
Fittschen, K., 190 
flash-back, 36 > 
flesh, 147, 214, 261 
flight, see rout 
Flood, 236 
flower, 172, 175, 206 7 
focali/ation, see point of view 

focusing-device, 46, 223, 274, 316 
folk-etymology, see popular etymology; 

folk-song, folk-tale, 50, 310, 334, and see 
oral traditions 

Foltiny, S., 121, 305, 360 
Fontcnrose, J., 85 
fool, see victims 
footstool, 189 
Forbes, R . j i , 288, 347 
forecast, see foreshadowing, summary, Zeus 
foreshadowing, 39, 65, 67, 91, 126. 141, 184, 

225, 240, 250, 292, 293, 295, 311, 312. 
320, 328, 333, 335, 359, 375, 397, 405, 
409, 412, 421; see also similes, summary 

formation, see fighting 
formulae, xxv, 8 - 1 5 , 159; adapted at 

caesura, see caesura; Aeolic, 17, 19, too, 
127, 394; apt, 160, and see epithet, 
equivalent formulae; blended, 46, 81, 97, 
109, 129, 137, 164, 168, 1 7 3 , 2 1 7 , 2 1 8 , 

233. »35. *43. ¿54. *59. 369» a83> 299, 
326, 332, 334, 353, 360, 383, 386, 391, 
400, 401, 407, 410, 414; complementary, 
293> 3°5i conjugated, 58, 189, 195, 232, 
243, 259, 278, 283, 294, 393; Dark Age, 
19, 70, 265. 289, 394; declined, 45, 58, 59, 

73- 8 f i . 95» l 0 2 > 1 5 1 > 1 6 1 . l 6 6 > 175> l 8 6 > 
igo, 193, 202, 207, 210, 212, 214, 217, 
218, 228, 259, 260, 263, 267, 268, 290, 

295. 298> 335- 338 9- 376» 383. 387, 388> 
399 400, 412; displaced, 58, 73, 76, 12O, 
160, 242, 250, 260, 294, 296, 377, 393; 
equivalent, see equivalent formulae; 
expanded, 79, 99, 112, 136, 182, 198, 239. 
247, 257, 279, 363; extended, 58, 60, 166, 
208, 294, 303; genealogical, 104, 164, 
202 3; Hesiodic, 164, 196, 202 -3, 234, 
304; honorific, 79, 11 7; misapplied, 91, 
94, 21 7, 243 and see reinterpretation; 
modification of, 9, 12-13 , 59, 118, 135, 
221, 271, 288, 322, 420; Myc., 10-12, 
214; Odyssean, 142, 200, 208, 231; 
patterns of association in, 84, t to, 111, 

1 16. 238, 375; polar, 117, 180, 239; 
post-Homeric, 101, 109, 207, 263, 421; 
'recent*, 242, 259 60, 304, 308; not 
repeated, 246; replacement of, 12. 13, 
263, 266; reversed, 161, 212, 231, 270, 
295> 3 8 | i 3 8 5' 399; separated, w 
split; split, 50, 52, 68, 74, 90, 91, i h . l 6o, 
161. 165, 172, 190, 212, 218, 237, 250, 
253, 271, 283, 293, 344, 381. 4 1 0 - 1 1 ; 
split over verse-end, 50, 63. 75, 85, 137, 
148, 160, 242, 262, 293, 363, 364: 
transposed, 115, 233, 237, 248, 254, 270, 
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formulae (ami.) 
«74. 294. 333. 357. 399.4°». 4°8; 
under-represented, 900, 907, 295, 361, 
394; stt also phrase-clustering, similes, 
substitution-system, synonyms 

Foreman, B., 35, 47, 79 
fortification, stt ditch, rampart, wall 
Fowler, R. L., 3, 31, 45, 197, 261, 390 
frame, IM ring-composition, similes; around 

scene, 53, 275, 280,292,299,303,304, 
306. 33o, 336. 346. 352. 388. 39«. 393 

Fraser, P. M., 20, 26, 143, 203, 270 
Frawrr, J. G. , 320, 347, 350, 369, 410; 

R. M., 151,167, 209, 2to, 315 
Frfinkd, E., 186; H., 3, 107, 109, 119, 140, 

246, 256, 262, 302,315, 338, 339, 392, 
406,407.418 

free will, 4 - 5 
frenzy, 49. 226, 241, 242, 292, 294-5, 325-

4 " 
fresco, to, 185. 331, 404, 413 
Friedl, E., 247 
Fried rich, P., 114, 118, 126, 212, 261 
friendship, 314, 328, 359 
Fries, C. t 186 
Frisk, H., 82, 178, 219 
Furley, W. D., 172 
furniture, 98, 189, 413, tmi stt throne 
future, 265, 339, 351, ami stt summary 

Gabioi, 43 
Gagarin, M., 134,366 
Gaia, stt Earth 
Galen, 218 
galingale, 206 
games, 72, 76, 121, «66, 267.298-9, 302, 

338, 414. 415; stt «/» children 
Garbrah, K. A., 34 
garrulity, 77, 103 
gate, IM camp, Scaean Gate 
Ge, stt Earth 
gemination, Mr double letters 
genealogy, 84, 103, 104, 135, 162, 163, 164, 

201-3; stt tdio catalogue-poetry 
general scene, stt panorama 
generic epithet, stt epithet 
Genesis, IOI, 143, 182,420 
genitive. 51,66, 71 ,119 . «35. 338. 397; 

a-stern, 13, 17-18, 19, 231, 304. 375, 389; 
Chian, 18; o-stem, 12, 15, 17, 18, 19, 33, 
end stt contraction 

Gentili, B., 20 
Geometric, stt vase-painting 
Germanic epic, 29, 50, 373, 409 
gestures, 114, 166, 221, 241, 256, 268, 332, 

35« 

Giants, 191-2, 225 
gifts, stt gods, yedding 
Gigtmlvmoehj, 191 
Gilgamesh, 202, 314 
Glarentza, 285 
glass, 116 
Glaukonome, 320 
Glaukos, 103, 311, 320, 353, 379. 379, 

381-5.389. 395.4»9? and Diomedes, 167, 
209; wound oC 216, 256,382-3 

glory, 6, 88, 279, 311, 327, 328 
gloss by poet, 42, 6i , 82, 157,353, 403 
Glouographoi, too 
glyconic, to 
gnomic aorist, stt aorist; verse, stt maxim 
goat, 71, 145, 257, 361; -skin, 261 
««1». »-7. 43. 85, 169, 170, »36, «78-9, 

3®5-fi. 382-3; anger of, 236, 242, 365, 
366; aid warriors, 59, tot , 115, 252; 
all-seeing, 148, 366; arming of, 76; 
assembly of, 237, 244; avoid mortal food, 
88; avoid transoceanic flights, 186-7; 
battle of, 212, 250; cast from heaven, 192, 
230; death of sons of, 41, 67, 112, 243, 
376; defeat Giants, 191-2, 225; disguises 
of. 47-8, 50, 52, 73, 91, 166, 168, 197, 
208, 401; act with ease, 53-4, 267, 398, 
411, 419; epiphanies of, 45, 166, 167, 206; 
exhortations by, 73, 401; feet of, 52, 196; 
formulae for, 12, 13, 267, 268, 343, 388 
*nd ut odividmtd gods\ Garden of, 171; gifts 
of, »38, «77,333-4; and gold, 45; hands 
of, 304, 412; in Hesiod, 363-6; horses 
of, 402; how recognized, 59, 253, 281; 
incarcerated, 205, 236; incognito, 52, 167, 
365; intervention of, 3 ,6,43,50,90, 102, 
166, 225, 252, 278-9, 411-14; invisible, 
196, 411; and irony, 2, 50, 402; language 
of, 197; and magic, 50, 102; marriages of, 
202; metamorphoses of, animal, 1, 116, 
203-4, 239. 336. avian, 50, 108,171, 197, 
252; and mist, 301; and mountains, 44, 
171; Myc., 85,115, 394; and nature, 45, 
906, 211, 365-6; and necessity, 164; oath 
of, 194, 232; in 04.t 6, 365-6; plan 
warrior's death, 219; pregnancies of, 183; 
rescue warrior», 374-5, 393; seduce 
mortals, 201-4, 342-3*. ' n Smiles, stt 
similes; similes for, 267, 393; as spectators, 
2, 44, 148, 366, tmi stt audience; 
superiority of, 108,400; voice of, 48, 167; 
wilt of, 164, 306; stt sis* chariot, corpses, 
cult, dialogue, divine journey, divine 
scenes, double motivation, pathos, prayer, 
ritual, sacrifice 

Godeken, K. B., 359 
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Goedhardt, B. J., 131 
gold, 45 ,167,17a , 178, »09, a 10, a€i, 346 
Golden, L., 169 
Goliath, 403 
Goold, G. P., 35 
Gordios, 334 
Gortun, 334, 358 
Gow, A. S. F., 135 
Graces, 185, 186, 188, 192, 193, 195 
Graikoi, 349 
grammatical terms, evolution of, 35 
granulation, 178 
gratitude, 188, 189 
grave-stone, toa 
Gray, D., 66, 270, 301, 306, 340 
Greeks, «34, 973, 276, 339, 340; su also 

audience, Hellenes, Zeus 
Greenhalgh, P. A. L., 78, a8a, 30a, 337 
greeting, modes of, 337 
grief, a 19, and see Zeus 
Griffin, J., 1, a, 3, 7, 14, 43,67.93, 103, ia6, 

137, 148, a6i, 367, 304, 346, 365, 366, 
399,408,41a 

groans, 97, 1 la, 367; oianimals, 365, 378, 
380; of dead warriors, 98, 99, 126 

groin, 116, 126 
Gross, A. K., 304 
Gruppe, O., 181, 18a 
guest-friendship, set xenia 
Gunn, D. M., too 
Gurtiot, 334 
Gurton, Gurtone, 85, 334 

A, to. 11, 344, and set psilosii 
A MSS, ao, at , aio, 212, 260 
Hades, 1, 116, 218, 247 
hail, 246 
Hainsworth, J. B., 8, 18, 19, 33, 44, 48, 206, 

aaa, 339, a43, 303, and passim 
hair, 176, 340, 257, 288, 412 
halcyon, 197 
Halleux, R., 116 
hamartia, 309-10 
Haram, E.-M., 272 
Hammond, N. G. L., 355 
hand, 117, 119,304,41a 
Hansen, P. A., 33 
hapauri, see pasai 
kapax tegamena, 46, 49, 57, 58, 68, 8a, 90, 95, 

97, 115, 116, 118, 119, 141,200,309, 319, 
279. a89- 302. 306, 334, 333, 339, 343, 
356. 359» 39'; importance of, 371-3 

haplography, 347, 333, 398 
haplology, 46, 161, 317, 398 
Harpalion, 40, 73, 115, 116, 126-7, 2B6 
Harpuia, 336, 337, 37a 

Harris, H. A., 266 
Haslam, M. W., 9, 10 
Havelock, E. A., 365-6 
hawk, 50-1, 146. 25a, 388 
headgear, see kredemnon 
healing, 119. 151, 371, 318, 319, 335. 383-3 
hearing, theory of, 391-3 
heart. 101, 10a, 319, 380, 385 
Hebrew, 133. 375, a88 
Hecataeus, 197 

334, 409 
Hegesinus, 173 
heirloom, 13, 313, 286 
Hekabe, 67, 94. 373. 401, 40a 
Hekamede, 151 
Hekate, 177 
Hektor: and Agamemnon, 419; and Aiantrs, 

73, 139, and set Aias; on Akhilleus, 417, 
418-19, and see Akhilleus; and arms of 
Akhilleus, 311, 41a; Andromakhe on, 405; 
and Apollo, set Apollo; and Ares, 226; 
attack oi, 40,63. 64, 335-6. 357, 39a. 
395; belittled, 330, 397; in book 8, 156, 
337; in book ¡2, 41, 43, 47; chariot of, 
146, 304, 362, 363, 364. 419; charioteers 
of, 377, 278» 397. *<>2; corpse oi, 174, a88, 
392. 395» 398. 4*2-13; cousins of. 372, 
975, 385, 389, 313; death oi, 97, 293-3, 

295. 3 « 3 « 2 . 3«3. S®8. 334. 381. 398. 
405, 411, 413, 415, 417, 418, 420, 421; 
descendants of, 38, 143; epithets of, 60, 
«37. 275. 277. 384. 402, 418; exhortations 
by, 64, 156, 373. a75, a8o-a, 290, 306, 
3a6; frenzy of, 49, aa6, 393, 394-5; a n t* 
Glaukos, 384; greed of, 431; guilt of. 141, 
14a; horses of, 304; indispensability of. 
a 13; and Kebrioncs, 397; killings by, 363, 
384, 398, 386, 387, 398; metaphors for, 
49; on omens, 146; over-confidence of, 48, 
49, 64, 13». 137, 145, 146. 147, 308. 309, 
265, 306, 36s, 397, 417-18; and 
Patroklos, 393. 354. 363, 373, 395, 397. 
399, 402-3, 405-31; and death of 
Patroklos, 310, 313, 408-10, 414. 417-21; 
and Patroklos' corpse, 7a, 331; and 
Poseidon, 50, 147, 309, ai 1; and 
Pouhidamas, 137, 138, 139, 140; rebukes 
by, 141, 14a, 364-5, 289; routed, 362. 
394-5, 431; shield of, 144; similes for, 49, 
6s-3; 144, 314, 326, 356, 357, 296, 297, 
405: spear of, 370; and Teukros. 69, 377, 
378; vaunts of, 146, 416, 4 1 7 - ' 9 . 42«; 
wound of, 313, 314-15, 316-17. 337, aa8, 
344, 253, 356, 359; and Zeus, 40. 43, 49, 
50, 63,64,91, 145, 313, 315, 335, 351, 
252, 253, 257, 279, a8t, 99a, 993, a95, 
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Hektor (conl.) 
298, 3 1 2» 33°. 376, 4«2i as son of Zeus, 
49, 147,229 

Hektor of Chios, 38 
Helen, 3, 65, 124, 127, 134, 141, 170, 236, 

3«3. 343 
Helenos. 40, 113, 117 19, 141 
Helios, 145, 148, 205, ¿06, 304, 340 
Hellanicus, 143, 187, 341 
Hellas, Hellenes, 349, 350. 389 
Helle, ¿51, 350 
Hellenistic poetry, 14, 271 
Hellespont, 131, 154. 251 
Helloi, 287, 349 50 
helmet, 6 1 - 2 , 178, 287-8, 298; as booty, 72, 

112; blows to, 61, 120, 330, 360; crest of, 
62, 286, 288, 4 1 1 , 4 1 2 ; epithets of, 61, 
136, 209, 413; flash of, 144, 325; Myc. , 10, 
'3» 6«. «77» 2 8 6 : s e n t flying* ' "7. 4 I 2 - I 3 

hemicpes, to 
Henderson, J., 83 
hendiadys, 47, 8o, 185, 412, 419 
Heniokhos, 96-7 
Hentze, C., 167 

Hephaistos, 43, 182, 192, 199, 230, 231, 249, 
261; and arms of Akhilleus, 311, 334, 335; 
as builder, 45, 205; and Lcmnos, 187, 188 

Hcraclidcs Lembus, 30 
Hcraclilus of Ephesus, 188 
'Heraclitus', 168, 231, 247, ¿54 
Herakles: arming of, 277, 333; and Athene, 

•9 1 . 333» 4°°; birth of, 70, 202, 342; 
divinity of, 1, 204; in Elis, 285, 287; 
epithets for, 203; and Eurustheus, 298, 
299; Giants, 191-2; Here, 191, 199, 229, 
232; Iolaos, 79; on Kos, 185, 191 2, 232; 
and Nemcan lion, 291; riepolcinos, 371, 
372; Troy, 191, 328; Shield of, see Aspis\ 
and Zeus, 193, 229 

heralds, 143, 275, 298, 399 
Here: as air, 231; and Aphrodite, 178-80, 

183-6; and Apollo, 243; and Ares, 236, 
240, 241; and assembled gods, 237; and 
Athene, 176, 241, 242; as marriage-
goddess, 169, 180, 186, 232; boudoir of, 
174, 205; in bovine shape, 116; children 
of, 193, 205, 240; earrings of, 177-8; 
epithets of, 11, 12, 116, 172, 193, 228, 
376; and fall of Troy, 235; flogging of, 
229; and Graces, 193; and Hephaistos, 
182, 192, 199, 229, 230; and Herakles, 
191, 199, 229, 232; infancy of, 182-3, 
199; intervention of, 151, 167, 168, 172; 
and Iris, 243, 244; and Ixion, 203; 
journey of, 44, 186-7, 196; laugh of, 
239- 40; and Leto, 204; oath of, 232; 

perjury of, 189, 232; and pre-marital sex, 
170, «99; and Poseidon, 43, 172, 232, 233, 
246, 255; psychology of, 168-9, ' 7 * . '73. 
201, 233, 236, 239-40, 241, 244; on 
Sarpcdon, 243; seniority of, 182; and 
Sleep, 185, 186, 190, 192, 194; smile of, 
185; and Thetis, 182, 238; toilette of, 
173-8; and Tuphoeus, 199, 205, 230, 412; 
wedding of, 171, 183, 199; and Zeus, 43, 
168-9, '72> '73» 197-8, 199, 200-1, 204, 
205, 206, 207, 225, 228, 229, 232, 233, 
234, 236, 238, 240, 244-5, 249. 374-7 

Hereas, 30 
Hermann's Bridge, 27 
Hermes, 17, 50, 187, 222, 249, 342-3; 

epithets of, 11, 142, 343; in Od., 188, 244, 
246; see also Homeric Hymns 

Hermias, 345 
Hermione, 171 
Hermippus, 372 
hero, withdrawal of, 58, 106, 309 -10, 330 
hero-cult, 1, 163, 312, 372-3 , 375, 396 
Herodian, xxv, 87, 144, 154 
Herodorus, 21 
Herodotus, 31, 42, 154, 213, 291, 343, 348, 

349. 358> 3f*2; diction of, t8, 51, 63, 295, 
299> 347. 352> 3**3. o n 

Hellespont, 131, 251; Neleidai, 134, 359; 
sea-battles, 154, 306 

heroic age, end of, 160 
HerzholT, B., 206 
Hesiod, xxv, 6, 8, 1 4 - 1 5 , 30, 35, 364-5, 

366; on agriculture, 89, 118, 410; Aias, 
213, 409; Aiolids, 163-4, 341; Aphrodite, 
179, 180, 183, 185, 276; Bcllcrophon, 358, 
389; and Catalogue 0/ Women, xxv, 14, 202; 
cosmogony of, 181; 011 Danube, 42; 
diction of, 8, 1 4 - 1 5 , 51, 92, 173, 189, 281, 
297; on division of universe, 247; Dodonc, 
349. 35°; father of, 17; on food, 405; 
formulae in, 164, 196, 202-3, 234, 304; 
on gods, 169, 365-6; Herakles, 191; 
heroes in, 1, 160; humour in, 169; on 
invulnerability, 213, 409; Kheiron, 335; 
Kronos, 182; lists in, 202; on origin of 
mankind, 319; Melcagros, 419; 
metamorphoses in, 197; on Metis, 199; 
Molioncs, 48; Patroklos, 341; Pelcus, 341; 
Phthia, 133; Poluidos, 128; Poseidon, 245; 
Prometheus, 247; sacrifice, 247; 
Sangarios, 401; Sarpcdon, 371; Scythians, 
42; Semele, 204; Stux, 194; and end of 
Iheog., 202; and proem to Theog., 84, 181; 
on Zeus, 199, 247 

Hestie, 176 

Hesychius, 6 1 - 2 , 63, 132, 136, 144, 161, 
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175, 22i , 230, 299, 305, 308, 352, 357, 
364, 404, 423; emended, 147 

Heubeek, A. , 11, 14, 33, 35, 53, 90, 92, 98, 
125, 134, 143, 162, 176, 197, 221, 337, 
342, 388, 408 

hexameter, 9 - 10, 12; second foot of, 59, 112, 
1 ! 5 ' 2 3'» 399; third, 107; fourth, 27, 61, 
144; fifth, 33, 43, 61, 269, 406; see also 
caesura, dactyl, hiatus, lengthening, 
scansion, spondee, verse-end 

Heyne, C . G. , 154, 209, 210, 211 , 243, 290 
hiatus: at caesura, 185-6, 199, 207; from 

digamma, see digamma, 'observed' and 
falsely 'observed'; emended away, 57, 98, 
188, 189, 236, 251, 257, 383; intervocalic, 
195; 'irregular', 45, 98, 173, 178, 185-6, 
196, 207, 208, 240, 245, 259, 285, 320, 
366, 368; and modification, 45, 61, 323; 
and scriptio plena, 33 

Hiketaon, 285 
Miller, S., 16 
hilt, see sword 
Hipparchus, 30, 31 
Hippasos, 99 
Hippemolgoi, 42 
Hippias of Klis, 287 
Hippocrates, 114, 213, 274, 367 
Hippodameia, 101 
Hipponax, 18, 106, 143, 196, 364, 385, 393 
Hippostratus. 31 
Hippotion, 142-3, 223 
Hittite, 14, 56, 61, 95, 116, 124, 143, 165, 

287-8, 339, 359, 367, 377, 417 
Hittites, 103, 121, 169, 181, 183, 197,401 
Hockmann, O . , 270 
Hoddinott, R . F., 117, 121 
Hoekstra, A., 9. 10, 11, 13, 16, 18, 19, 35, 

5°. 5 ' . 53> 54» 59. 61, 62, 66, 68, 84, 88, 
99, 103, 104, 114, 118, 120, 124, 135, 137, 
168, 178, 221, 241, 244, 250, 253, 273, 
276, 288, 304, 318, 326, 327, 337, 343, 

354. 359» 366> 37*>. 377. 3^6, 394 
Hohendahl-Zoetelicf, I. M., 123 
holding-action, 257, 258, 260, 361 
Holoka, J. P., 228 
Homer, xi; as Athenian, 32, 71, 163, 329; 

attitudes of, 1 7, 14, 38, 40, 41, 119, 122, 
196, 272, 294, 312, 334, 365; composed 
both epics, 6, 14, 314; cosmogony of, 181; 
date of, 14, 15, 32, 71, 364-5; innovations 
of, 1 7, 12, 15, 310- 13, and see invention, 
suppression; as Ionian, t6, 18, 30, 31, 32, 
139, 190, 359; patrons of, see king; on 
poetry, 138; slips by, see slips; knew Troy , 
44, 400 

Homeric Epigrams, 116, 143, 260 

Homeric Hymns, 8, 14, 45, 169, 180, 192, 207, 
3'7» 343» 396; t ° Aphrodite, 45, 169, 171, 
174, 175, 183, 342, 343, 364; Apollo, 31, 

33» 44. 45. 94» 1 I 2 > i 8 7 . >99» 2 ° 3 . 2 ° 4 . 
237» 33°. 342» 35'» 3 5 ^ 3^3» 372» 4»2; 
Hermes, 36, 52, 148, 169, 2 2 1 - 2 , 342; see 
also hymnic phrasing 

Homeridac, 3 1 , 3 2 
homoearchon, 48, 5 1 , 1 3 8 , 398 
homoeotclcuton, 396 
homonyms, 284, 340-1 , 371 
homosexuality, 328 
Hooker, J . T . , 52, 369 
hoplite, 59 60, 136, 223 
Horrocks, G. C. , 11, 16, 119 
horror, 213, 221, 222, 357, 361 
horse-breeding, 42, 302, 355; horse-riding, 

302 
horses, 42, 45, 96, 263, 364, 413; divine, 46, 

145, 241, 304, 402; epithets of, 46, 116, 
11.6, 266, 337, 381, 402; gods as, 116, 203, 
333» 3 3 6 - 7 ; magical, 45, 334; names of, 
3°4. 3 3 6 ; s i m i l e s , 256, 302-3; 
trace-horse, see chariot 

hubris, 123, 125 
Hum bach, H., 64 

humour, 2, 39, 40, 63, 74, 77-8, 81, 83, 93, 
95, 121, 137, 142, 149, 169-70, 181, 188, 
200, 201, 205, 214, 218, 219, 229, 232", 
238, 240, 283, 332, 354, 361, 389 91, 402, 
404 

hunting, 71, 164, 257, 291, 343 
Hupercnor, 140, 223. 224 
Hupnos, see Sleep 
Hupsenor, 98, 99, 103, 104 
Hurmine, 285 
Hurst, A., 175 
Hurtakos, 94, 224 
Hurtios, 224 
Hurwit.J. , 31 

huts, 39, 74, 78, 79, 273, 299, 300, 348 
Huxley, G. L., 23, 44, 276 
hyacinth, 206 
Hyginus, 35, 409 
hymnic phrasing, 188, 203, 207, 221 2, 281, 

33«. 342 
Hymns, see Homeric Hymns 
hyperbaton, 246, 290 
hyperbole, 49, 50, 158, 410 
Hyperboreans, 43 
hyper-Ionic forms, 24 
hypocoristic forms, 51 
hysleron proteron, 64, 70, 176, 242, 359 

Ialmcnos, 108, 376 
lalysos, 178 
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I am be, 170 
lapetos, 195 
lasos, 134, 264 
I bye us, 49 
Ida, .Vlt, 42, 104, 171, 172-3, 196, 390, 

414 
Idaios, 275, 390 
ideology, 38, 309 
idioms, 152, 189, 214, 217, 248, 284, 307, 

326, 330. 347. 382, 391 
Idomeneus, 79, 94, 95, 104, 390; and 

Agamemnon, 74, 75; age of, 93, 101; 
ariiltia of. 39, 40, 72 -3, 77, 93. 100, 
101, 105; exhortation by, 108-9; 
Meriones, 39, 65, 73. 74, 76, 78- 84, 8b, 
87, 141, 260; and Poseidon, 75, 76; shield 
of, 98; ships of, 131; similes for, 7 6 - 7 , 89; 
victims of, 94, 361; withdrawal of, 93, 
104, 107, 111; and Zeus, 7 6 - 7 , 104; see 
also Aineias, Deiphobos 

Iliad, idcolog) of, 1 7, 38, 309-14; 
mid-point of, 39, 234; number of days in, 
22, 29, 310; and 0d.< xi, 4, 6, 14, 314, 
365 6: performance of, 8, 38, 39; proem 
of, 23, 28, 293; text of, 20-38; as tragic 
poem, 4. 309-10, 312; see also Homer 

Ilievski, P. H., 370 
Ilioncus, 212, 221, 222, 403 
illogicality, ur inconsistency, slips 
imagery, see metaphor, similes 
Imbrios, 67, 68. 69, 71, 221 
Imhros, 44, 46, 68, 186, 196 
Immerwahr, H. R., 36 
immortaliiaiion, 1, 163, 174, 195, 347, 372, 

375 
impasse, see deadlock 
imperative, 345 
imperfect, 57, 114. 257, 270, 323, 362; 

inceptive. 268, 285, 315, 415 
implication, more impressive than 

statement, 250, 365 
impropriety, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 231, 265, 

327. 393 
improvisation, 12, 13, 74, 78. 105, 125, 134, 

178, 185, 196, 208, 215. 220, 259, 268, 
380; see aho invention 

Inanna, 185 
incest, 94, 1 <54 f)t 199 
inconsistency, set slips; and Alexandrians, 

•23, 24. 25, 2(1, 27, 28, 395 6 
indirect speech, 194, 232, 265 
Indo-Furopean. xi, 9 ro, 27, 48, 51, 124, 

190 
infinitive, 16, 17, 33, 222, 265, 280, 344 
inlay, 98 
innovation, see Homer, ¡mention, 

suppression; linguistic, 8 - 1 9 , 91, and see 
formulae 

inscriptions, 8, 34, 36, 109 
insects, 126-7, 3 ' 9 . 352> 3 9 ' . 393 
instrumental, 86, 1 19, 185, 222 
insult, 49, 170, and see taunt, vaunt 
interactive diction, see similes 
interpolation, 21, 27, 28 32, 74, 79, 8o, 87, 

94, 101, 138, 143, 152, 155, 188, 189, 207, 
228, 231, 236, 249, 303, 333, 364; and 
Aristarchus, 27, 222; Athenian, 29-30, 
133; concordance-, 21, 27, 28, 100, 108, 
140, 158, 200, 2 1 2 8 0 , 289, 290, 390, 
398; and Crates, 190; and hapax legomena, 
271- 2; 'Hesiodic', 365; medieval, 21, 194, 
39° 

introduction: topographical, 46; of victim, 
128 

invention, 91, 106, 179, 182, 192, 214, 216, 
267, 322, 386, and see improvisation; of 
minor characters, 93, 101, 224, and see 
names 

invisibility, 196, 411 
invocation, 223, 329, 330, 331, 398 
invulnerability, 191, 213, 409 
Iobates, 358 
Iolaos, 79 
Iolkos, 328 
Ionian isles, 133 

Ionians, 30, 132-4» 359. 382; migration of, 
8, 16, 32, 71, 132-3, 134, 263, 341 

Ionic, 8, 9, 12, 13, 1 5 - 1 9 ; contraction, 159, 
173; and digamma, 51, 219; duals in, 88, 
91; metathesis of quantity, 9, 13, 1 7 - 1 8 , 
36, 68, 114, 124, 133, 151, 167, 183, 220, 
247, 250, 273, 304, 375, 389; name of 
Zeus in, 18, 124, 172, 259; origin of poet, 
see Homer; phase of tradition, 18 19, 249; 
vocabulary, 92, 108, 287, 289, 362, 416; 
and Zenodotus, 24, 1 73, 306; see also 
Chian, Herodotus, script, synizesis 

Ipheus, 370 
Iphidamas. 284 
Iphikles, 70 
Iphiklos, 134 
Iphition, 217 
Iphiios, 284 

Iris, 150, 196, 243, 244-6, 248, 249, 251, 
320 

Irish, 32, 287 
iron, 45 
irony, 52, 75. 95, 104, 121, 124, 127, 2(14, 

269, 314, 316, 323, 328; gods and, 2, 50, 
402; in similes, 153, 213, 215; in speeches, 
50, 156, 166 

Iros, 146, 378 
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Ishtar, ro7 
Island, I, 44, 187 
iterative, 56 
fthakê, 51 
Ixion, 85, 301, 903 

Jachmann, G.. 143 
jackal, 56, »57 
jackdaw, 388 
Jahn, T., 3 
Janda, M., 107 
janko, R „ 8, 9, 11, 13 -15, 16. 17, t8, 23, 

3«. 39» 35. 45. 57.6». 82.86,92,97, IOO, 
>39. >47. »7«. »73. '83. »84, 195, 204. 
233, 238, 286. 335, 337, 343. 4«5 

Janni, P., 307 
javelin, 79, 259, 266, 362, 388 
Jensen, M S., 29 
jibe, see taunt 
Johnston, A., 33 
joke, set humour 
Johansen, K . F., 31 
Jonathan, 314 
Jouan, F., 347, 414 
Judgement of Paris, stt Paris 
justice, 5, 6, 43, 365-6 
Juvenal. 355 

Kabesos, 94 
Kadmos. 204 
Kakridh, J. T. , 44,45. 20«, 301, 316, 328. 

352,408, Ph. J., 334 
Kaiesios, 975 
Kaletor, 108, 275 
Kalkhas, 3. 47-8, 50. 52. 54, 55. 166. 259 
Kaloriziki, 98 
Kaludon, 164 
Kannicht, R,, 31 
Karageorghis, V., 394 
Kardara, C., 177 
Kassandrê. 52, 93,94 
Keb, 18 ( 
Kebren, 143. 403 
Kebriones, 130,142, 143, 370, 384, 397, 

402-4, 405, 406. 407, 408, 416 
ktmniag, 330 
Kerameikos, 70 
Kerényi, C., 171 
Kerkhoff, A., 114 
k<T. «74 
Khalkb, 18, 197 
Khalkon, 191, 389 
Khalubes, 270 
kfutris, 188, 193 
Kheiron, 334. 335~8. 345. 347 
Khelonataa, Cape, 283 

kfnton, 176, 373, 413. 415, 419 
Khruses, 127. 348, 350, 35 t 
Khruteis, 337 
Kikhuros, 85, 287 
Kikones, 187 
Kilian, K., 16 
killing: alternate, 284; onirektasia, 67; of 

brothers, 358; chain-reaction. 69, 917, 
284, 310; of cousins, 164, 389; grhly, 40, 
212, 219, 221; lists of, st* lists; 
perfunctory, 212; in revenge, 2:9, 384; 
serial. 354, 356; tripartite description of, 
stt victims; verbs for, 223, 263, 357, 360; 
ut also fighting, patterns in 

Killini, 285 
king, 74, 164. and bard, 38, 134, 143, 341, 

359. 389: «leology of. 38. «59. 1 6 1 . 355. 
365, 366, 385; words for, 101, 118, 143, 
364; stt alt• Aineiadai, Neleidai, 
Penthilidai 

King, K. C., 314, 328 
Kinglake.-A. W., 44 
kinship term, stt brother, cousin, point of 

view 
Kirk. G. S., 13, 14, 16. 24. 29. 59. 181. 321. 

3a5. 33°. 332 and passim 
Kirke. 50, 319 
Kisseus, 401 
Kleitos, 128. 277-8 
Kleoboulos. 359, 360 
Kleodor?, 341 
KleopatrE, 197, 309 
Klonios, 218, 263 
Klutios, 275, 278, 285 
K luto«, 285 
knife, 121, 334 
KOOMOS, 104, 171, 276. 390; tablets from, 

4 4 . 5 * . 5 7 . 68, 8 5 , 8 6 . 9 4 . 108. 1 3 3 , 1 3 5 , 
«4°. 336. 358, 37°. 386. 390, 4 1 3 

koinai. koini, stt 'common* texts 
Koios, 191, 192 
Koiranos, 128 
Kokolakis, M., 103 
Kombe, 197 
Kopreus. 298, 299 
Koroibo», 93 
Koronis, 204 
Korres, G. S., 178 
Kos, 1 8 5 , 1 9 1 - 2, 3 8 9 
Kouretes, 197, 391 
Kramrr, S. N., 206 
Krannon, 85 
ktfdtmnon, 178, 329 
Krischer. T., 150, 214. 237, 244, 256. 271, 

333- 352. 367. 374 
Kroismo«. 285 
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Kronos, 179, 180, 181, t8a, 195, 199, 200, 
903, «47. 336 

Kteatos, 70 
Kudonia, 976 
Kuklops, 109, 116, 338, 409 
Kuknos. 219, 415 
Kullene, 285, 343 
Kullmann, W., 108, 191, 284, 313, 334, 336. 

37«. 
Kumarbi, 181, 183 
Kumpf, M. M., 271 
Ktaslspratht, stt diction 
Kurt, C., 269, 970. 301, 307 
tCvrffarm, set names, short form oT 
Kutbera, 276 

tabiovelar, 16, 303, 349 
labrys, 121 
Laconian, 141, 246, 324 
Ladon, River, 287 
Laertes, 160 
Lampetit, Lampetoa, 286 
Lam pot, 285, 286, 303 
land-tenure, 165, 390 
Laodamas, 284 
Laodameia. 341, 371 
Laodikf, 94 
Laodokos, 284 
Laogonos, 390 
Laomedon, 275, 284, 285 
Lapiths, 85 
La Roche, J. , 20, 122 
laryngeal), 8, 252, 351 
Laser, S., 119, 380 
lash, 45, 145, 163, 230, 265 
Latacz, J., 9, 46, 53, 55, 59-60.64, 8o, 89, 

293, 269, 273, 280, 982, 339, 341, 352, 
354»407 

Latin, 61, 87,88, 143, 165, »31, 249, 953, 
254. 323.357.417 

laugh, 45, 239; set also humour, smile 
leaden: debate of, »50, 153. 155, 162; duty 

of. 50, 408; injured, 39, 150. 154, 162, 
208, 211, 309, 318, 319; one per ten ship», 
339; ut also king 

Leaf, W., 21, 30, 62 and passim-, deletions by, 
40, 41. 43, 50, 53, 73, 90, 99. 123, 208, 
211, 237. 272, 280, 995, 301, 39«, 335, 
33». 355. 362. 365. 395. 399. 409 

leather, 177. 279, 305, 334, 340, 392, 413, 
and stt shields 

Lrfkandi, 33, 178 
kg. 95.9®. »20. 357. 408 
Lehrs, K. , 26,81.131. 248,300,347, 390, 

4'4 
Leipzig scholia, 242, 257. 415 

Leitos, 53 
Lejeune, M., 281 
Lekton, 186 
Lrlantine War, 136, 305 
lemmata, 20 
Lemnot, 43, 186, «87-8, 192, 196, 976, 313 
lengthening: compensatory, 33-4; metrical, 

11, 16, 34, 47, 71,87, 94, 119, 187, 200. 
203, 244, 293, 317, 406, 416 

lentils, 119 
Lenz, L. H., 171 
leopard, 36 
Lesbian, 15-19,47,66, 219. 222, 303, 375; 

stt also Aeolic 
Lesbos, 19,44, 323, 341, 344 
Lesky, A., t, 4, 20, 92, 29, 314, 350 
Leto, 44, 187, 202, 203, 204-5, 420 
Leukart, A., 183, 359 
Leumann, M., 46, 79,98, too, 142, 287, 

289, 299, 383. 420 
Levant, 116, 121, 182, 189, 202, 254, 287-8, 

337; stt also Phoenicians 
Levine, D. B., 239 
Levy, H. L., 247 
libation, 346, 347 
lightning, 145, 204, 210. 230, 336 
Lilja, S., 124 
Linear B, xi, 9, 13, 27, 177, 904; stt also 

Knotsos, Mycenaean, Pyioa, Thebes 
linen, 109, 175, 176, 178 
lion, 56, 957, 262, 991, 319, 380, 416, and stt 

similes 
listener, stt audience 
lists, 54, to8, 20t-2, 223-4, 339. 387. 398; 

for cannon-fodder, 38, 108, 110, 117, 139, 
142, 216, 223; of contingents, 129, 139. 
339-40; frames in, act , 337. 340; how 
ended, 84, 989, 361; theogonic, 169, 202, 
342; of victims. 142, 223, 226. 263, 367, 
369, 398, 41t , set also Catalogue 

Litai, 309, 366 
literacy, xi, 37 8, 330 
Lithuanian, 230 
litotes, 228, 244, 387 
LitlU tliad, 158, 202, 232, 257, 278, 334, 348, 

380, 388. 399 
Livy, 377 
Lloyd-Jones, H. J., 3, 59, 122, 365 
loan-words: Anatolian, 101, 116, 143, 167, 

196, 237, 287-8, 377; Semitic, 121, 182, 
198, 206, 987, 295; Sumerian, 116; stt also 
names 

locative, 94 
fock. 174 
Locrian Aias, set Aias, Oilcan 
Locrians, 54. 87. 119, 129, 132, 136, 313 
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Lohmann, D., 78, 103, 137, 155, 156, 157, 
>59. 162-3, '88. 198. 228, 281, 383, 283, 
318, 331, 333, 334, 326, 345. 384, 417, 
4.8 

(pscudo-) Longinus, 2, 14, 265 
Lonsdale, S. H., 161 
Lord, A. B., xi, 29, 37, 38. 100. 310. 314; 

M. L., 106 
Lorimcr, H. L., 65, 80,99, 118, 176, 213, 

»54. 305. 400 
lou, 247, 349, 283; see also fate 
lotus, 206 
Lowenstam, S.. 241, 348 
Ludwtch, A., 23, 26, 76 
Lukaon, 93, 243, 313, 333, 401 
Lukka, HI Lycians 
Lukon, 360 
Lukoorgos, 402 
Lukophron, 275, 276, 277 
Luktos, 276 
lungs, 99, 235. 379"®°. 3®' 
Lurnessos, 323 
Luwian. 68, 237, 377 
luxury, 307-8 
Lycia, Lycians, 358-9, 371 - 3 , 382, 394-5 
Lyrian. 68,94,143,167, 358, 370,37a 
Lycurgus, 30, 31; of Athens, 30, 282 
Lydian, 143 
Lynn-George, M., 325 
Lysanias, 386 
lyric, xxv, 25, 297 

Macedonia, 186, 187, 251, 355; dialect of, 
.78 

MaeCary, W. T.. 3, 83 
Mackail. J. W., 380 
Macleod, C , 59, 239, 300, 316, 328 
MacQueen, J. G., 42, 103 
madness, set frenzy 
maggot, 127, 391, 393 
magic, 1, 50, 102, 135, 179, 184, 185, 191. 

213, 3'°. 334« 4°9» 4 1 2 

Mahabharata. 29 
Maker, J. P., 63, 230 
Maimalos, 344 
'Mainland Catalogue', 132-7, 263 
mainland poetry, 8, 189. 202 
Matr, A. W., 369 
Makhaon, 150, 151, 163, 166, 271, 314, 319, 

376 
Manessy-Guiton. J., 113 
mankind, 42, 116, 208, 319 
manslaughter, 68, 127, 134, 164, 276, 387 
manure, 298 
manuscripts, xi, xxv, 18, 20-38; MS A, 21, 

91, 124, 139. 215, 220. 221, 245, 246, »97, 

355. 364". A M i c . »3. »9-3». 33-7. 
190; 'city', 23, 26, 36, 94, 307. 215. 333. 
333. 333; 'codices', xxv, 21; 'common', 33, 
36, 83, 132, 165, 188, 248, 39»; earliest, 
29 3®. 63. ««4. »75. '89. 227. 228, 368, 
374; cited by Eustathius. 320, 331, 403, 
407; 'good*, xxv, 21; h MSS, 20, 21, 210, 
»12. 260; 'inferior*, 26; Ionic, 33-7, 44, 
144, 190, 246, 418; 'late', 21; medieval, 
20-1. 22, 25, 396; 'more accurate', 26; 
'papyri', xxv, a i , and set papyri; pasai, 26, 
and see fasti-, 'popular', set 'common'; 
MS V e \ 21. 93, 175.299 

Marathon, 305, 306 
March, J. R., 14 
Marcovich, M., 352 
marginal variant, 21, 390 
Marinatos, S., 177, 178, 306. 358 
Maris, 358, 359 
Markoe, G., 190 
marriage, 65, 94, 165, and set wedding 
Marseilles text, 36, 215, 233. 323, 333 
marshalling-scenes, 209, 339 
Martin, R. P., 319 
Markwald, G., 143 
Mastor, 276 
Matro, 29 
maxim, 58, 76, 138, 157, 159, 249, 281. 

3<>7-8, 39*. 397-8 
Maxwell-Stewart, P. G., 177, 320 
Mazon, P., 21, 321 
McNamee, K., 22 
Medesikaste, 67, 68, 94 
Medon, 132, 134, 263. 276 
Megaclides, 23, 28, 335 
Megara, 29-30 
Meges, 131, 133. 134, 260, 384. 285. 386, 

288. 357, 399 
Meiggs, R., 407 
Meijering, R., 33 
Meistcr, K. t 9. 114. 333, 339. 4°3- 406 
Mekisteus, 100, 132, 263, 264 
Mekonf, 247 
Mdampous, 128, 135 
Melanippos, 68. 126, 284, 288, 289, 290-1, 

39». 399 
Melanthiot, 329 
Melas, 164 
Meleagros, 106, 164, 165. 234, 309, 419 
Melena.J. L., 130 
Memnon. 1 .311 , 3 , 9 - i 5 . 322, 372-3. 384-

394 
%Mtmmomi\ 312-13. 315, 372. 375, 379, 

395 
memorization, 30, 39, 33 
Menander, 159 
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Mendaos , 5, 40, 120, 125, 127, 421; and 
Antilokhos, 272, 290; apostrophe to, 120, 
j 17, 411; and Euphorbos, 409, 414; and 
Hclcnos, 40, 117, 118, 119; killings by, 
115, 1*6, 223, ¿86, 28a, 294, 357; 
speeches by, 113, 120, 122-5, 2 2 4 

Mcnestheus, 71, 131-4 , 263, 34° 
Menesthios, 339, 340, 341, 342, 376 
minis, 106, 242, 319 
Menoitios, 313, 317, 340 
Mentcs, 68, 401 
Mentor, 68 
mercenaries, 133, 140 
Merioncs, 54, 78, 79, 84, 97, 108, r86, 386, 

389-91 , 404; as archer, 86, r 18, 126; as 
dancer, 283, 389, 404; killings by, 117, 
126, 223, 361; similes for, 89, 112; spear 
of, 65, 77; speed of, 79, 361; wounds 
inflicted by, x 16, 126, 127; see also 
Deiphobos, Idomencus 

Mcrkelbach, R., xxv, 28, 192 
Mermen», 224 
Mcropes, 191 
Meropis, 147, 191, 241 
message, 244, 248, 318 
metacharacterism, 33 4, 156, 192, and see 

manuscripts, Attic, earliest 
metamorphosis, t, 50, 108, 116, 171, 197, 

203-4, 239, 252, 336 
metaphor, 115, 140, 250, 279, 304, 325, 331, 

33a» 347» 354; amatory, 83, 203; for 
frenzy, 49, 164, noise, 326, spears, 89, 
270, war, 83, 92, 211, 274, 385; from 
animals, 75, belching, 296, binding, 158, 
birds, «40, 146, cloud, 198, 203, 206, 
3-M-5' 356» 361, carpentry, 157, 274, 
clothing, 393, dog, 49, face, 325, fc-nce, 
290, fire, 49, (>7, 108, 139, 391, flowers, 
109, headgear, 178, 329, healing, 58, 250, 
horticulture, 243, lash, 145, 162, light, 
3°8, 355» in»st, 203, 206, pins, 98, play, 
76, props, 385, rope, 92, 211, 274, scalcs, 
1 6 >. 391- 395' sewing, 229, ship, 385, 
wax, 239, wine, 164, 319, wool-working, 
158, 160 

metathesis of quantity, see Ionic 
meteorite, 230, 231 
Meite, H. J. , 20 
Metis, 199, 202 
metre, see hexameter, scansion 
metrical convenience, r6, 91, 264, 403 
metrical irregularity, 27, and see scansion 
Michcl, C., 40, 41, 46, 55, 73, 75, 77, 79, 80, 

91, 93, 98. 101, 105, 112, 113, 116, 123. 
127, 130, 131, 138, 141 

Michelini, A., 125 

mid-points of epics, 39, 234 
middle verbs, 339 
migrations, r6, 133, 192, 349; see also 

lonians 
Milctos, 134, 276, 341, 358-9, 371 
Millawata, 359 
Miller, I). C „ 16 
milk, 42, 393 
Milton, J. , 27 
Mimncrmus, 93, 134, 251, 355 
Minoans, 104, 121, 177, 276, 358-9 
Minos, 104, 202, 203, 204, 358, 371, 377 
Minton, W. W., 331 
misdivision of words, 33, 60, 135, 406 
misreading, 33 -4, and see manuscripts, Attic, 

earliest, Ionic 
missile-warfare, see fighting, long-range 
mist, 3, 46, 89, 196, 300, 301, 411; shed on 

battle, 383, 386, 395 
misunderstanding, see ^interpretation 

373 
Mjelnir, 230 
mockery, see humour, sarcasm, taunt, vaunt 
modernization, 8, 1 2 - 1 5 , 1 7 - 1 9 , 241, 262 
modification, see caesura, dual, formulae 
Mocsia, 42 
Molion, 48, 399 
Molos, 79, 399 
monarchy, see king 
monologue, 84, 114, 152, 153 
monosyllable, 107 
Monsacre, H., 83 
Montanari, F., 22, 32, 350, 368 
moon, 197 
moral commentary, 14, 40, 41, 365 
.Vloreschini, A., 19 
Morris, I., 37, 60, 94, 102; S. P., 1 i, 270, 

33'» 399 
Morrison, J. S., 306, 307 
mortality, 1 
mortals, epithets for, 116, 208 
Morus. 142, 143, 223 
Most, G. W., 182 
Moulios, 398-9 
Moulton, C. , 62, 69, 84, 256, 257, 267, 269, 

¿ 9 ' . 3'5» 3'6» 3*5. 355» 356, 3 6 '» 3^5» 
380, 404 

mountains, 44, 69, 140, 171, 187, 356, 406 
Moussy, C. , 46 
mouth, 160, 361, 368 
mud, 320, 350; -brick, 80 
Mueller, M. , 69 
Muellner, L, 50, 279 
Miihlestein, H , 11. 51, 79, 87, 134, 379, 

384,410,414 
Mukenai, 10, 136, 177. 213, 27b, 299, 404 
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mulberry, 177 
Munding. H., 365 
murex, 276 
murder, see manslaughter 
Murin?, 187 
Musacus, 31 
Muses, 147, 333, 339, 330, 331 
musk-, musician, 8, 38, 135 
Muski, 43 
Musoi, 42, 143, 334 
mutilation, see corpses 
Mycenaean, xxv, 9 1 3 , 1 4 . 1 5 1 9 , 1 1 6 , 1 1 8 , 

119, 130, 135, 139, 153. 363, 303, 306. 
386. 395, 403; dative, 130, 340, 341, 385; 
formulae, t o - 1 3 , 314; A, 10, 11, 344, 
patronymics. 399. 399; syllabic r, 11. 159, 
344, 431; toponyms, 94, 338, 376; verbs, 
17, 338, 343; vocabulary, 371,333. 343, 
391, 413; see else Knossos, Linear B, 
names, Pylo», Thebes 

Mycrnaeara: and Anatolia, 19, 359, 371; 
chariots of, 113, 153, 344. 413, 415; 
corslets, 386; cults, 115, 337; and Egypt, 
14, 376; epics of, 10-13, 13, 15, 16-18, 
19, 48, 314, 399, 430; festivals. 171; 
figurines, 177; furniture, 189,413; games, 
415; gods, 85, 115, 394; land-tenure, 165, 
390; mercenaries of, 133, 140; myths, 19, 
139, 318, 391, 359, 371 ,415; slave-trade. 
187, 276; spear», 64, 334; tombs, 10, 14, 
13®. «77. a<>3. 2 "3; warfare, 19, 129. 136, 

313, 370, 344, 359, 371, 404; weaponry, 
t o - 1 1 , 13, 318; steals» clothing, fresco, 
helmet, names, shield, sword 

Myrmidons, 313, 317, 319, 334, 353, 354, 
384. 386. 387; leaden of, 339-44; resent 
AkhiHeus, 156, 330, 344 5; similes for, 
33«. 35¡»-3 

Mysians. see Musoi 
myths, xi, 1, 164, 169,170; expurgation oC 

ste suppression; Babylonian, 183, 303, 
336, 347, 314, 393; Egyptian, 181; 
Germanic, 50, 145, 330, 373, 409; Hittite, 
I3i . t8i , 183; Indie, 174; Myc., set 
Mycenaean»; Phoenician, 181, 198 

n-mobile, 9, 19,64, 88. 91, 144, 168, 209, 
314, 220, 240, 948, 258, 967. 980, 282, 
359. 4 o 6 - 4 »5. 420; before digamma. 19, 
249; as Ionic remedy, 113, 139; in 
runover verb, 9, 49, 59. 119, 167, 327. 
338. 343. 396, 4 ' 2 

Nagler, M. N., 178 
Nagy. G-. 8. 9. to, 11, 16, 17, 94, 106, 361, 

3°3« 339. 34». 345. 348, 372 
Naiads. 317 

nameless characters, 74,96, 100, 119, 166, 

35». 4»' 
names, A colic, 19, 330; Anatolian. 95, 143, 

285. 358, 359. 370, 373, 401; of 
barbarians, 68. 70, 367; based on riven. 
317; bovine, 51, 135, 336; character! with 
two, 134. 143. 197. 3» 7. 37 »5 chthonic, 
100; from epithets, see epithet; equine, 
304, 336; from functions, 96-7 . 143, 375, 
298. 3<>5. 399; glossed by poet, 43; 
homonyms, 284, 340-1, 371; invented, 
22, 42, 96-7, 99. IOI, 134, 218, 330, 331, 
334. 284, 289, 398. 370. 371. 387, 389, 
401, 414; of isles, 44, 187; lists of, see lists; 
Minoan, 358; misremembered by poet, 
»34. ' 4 a . »43. 224. 344, 387; Myc., 14, 
68, 71,85, 94, 95,99, 100. 104. 108, 135. 
165,187.192, 231, 284. 298, 330. 344, 
370, 387. 399; Prodicus on. 389; reused. 
370, 401; short form of, 386. 317. 340. 
398; 100 terrible to utter. 137, igs , 393; 
tribal, 43, 187; used of oneself, 381, 
418-19 

narratology, xi, and see point of view 
nature, 45, 206, 311. 365-6 
/fampaktia, 43. 134, 369 
Nauplia, 376 
navel-stone, 330 
necessity, 164 
neck, see wounds 
necklace, 177 
negative, 345, 383; adjectives, 352; 

comparisons, 211 
Neitzel. H., 87 
Ndeidai, Neleus, 19, 31, 70, 115, 134. 364, 

34». 359 
Nemean lion, 391 
nemesis. 58-9. 159, 349 
Neo-Analysis, xi, 313 
Neoptolemos, 334, 336, 348, 399 
nr/far-comment, 240, 320, 397, 418 
Nereids, 195, a00, 330. 408 
Nestor. 31, 33, 134. 156, 310. 338; and 

Agamemnon, 153, 153, 154, 156; age of, 
73. 77; a n d Antilokhos, 115, 136, 313, 
379; chariot of, »71; and Diomedcs, 162, 
163; and Makhaon, 149-50, 151, 153, 
255. 271. 373; and Odysseus, 318-19; and 
Patroldos, 4, 150, 336. 355, 356, s68, 371, 
3<>9. 3»°. 3'4> 3»8. 3»9: P«yer of. 335, 
255. 256. »68 9, 300; and rampart, 157, 
336-7; shield of, 99, 153; sons of, 357-8; 
spear of, 153, 380; speeches by. 151, 157, 
359, 364. 392. 300-1, 319, 333; on Zeus, 
156 

neuter plural. 133. 403. 408 
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MMmngtnlttd, 373, 409 
Nkanor, xxv, «3, 43, 5a, 56, 80, 138, 151, 

911, 227, »84, 300, 332, 357, 363, 378, 
391 

Nickau, K., «9 , 93, 51, 138, 200, 209, »17, 
931, 234. 248, 956, 327, 328, 335, 350, 
35<.375.395 

Niens, C., 914, 263 
Night, 12, 159, 180, 181, 188, 193, 386 
nightingale, 197 
Nilsson, M. P., 230 
Nisaca, 31 
Niiyros, 199 
nod, ut gesture 
noise, 82,98, 326, 330; set also din of battle, 

similes 
nomads, 42-3 
Nonnus, 905. 206, 358, 373 
noon, «6a, 410 
»mi, 3 
Norden, E., 38a 
normalization, set standardization 
Norse, 118, 197, 330 
Northdurfi, W., 9a 
„Vajfm, 348, 361 
numbers, 80, 348. 302, 308, 340, 419 
Nussbaum. A., 176, 183, 38s, 367, 385 
Nut, 181 
Nux, see Night 
N. W. Creek, t6, 349, 350 
nymphs, 195, 300, 217, 330, 408 

o-stem declension, transfer into, 173, 354, 
281, 323, 374, 405; sh els* datives, 
genitive 

oak, 214, 215, 261, 349-50 
oath, 194-5, 239-3 
obelus. 23 
observer: of battle, 60, 89, 392; in similes, 

2 • 5. 39' 
Ocean, tee Okeanos 
'Odyssean* material, 50, 142, 200, 208, 231 
Odysseus, 49,57. 79« 93~4. '3». »5«. 3'®. 

341, 348; and Agamemnon, 151, 157, 
159-61; as archer, 280, 286, 287; and 
Nestor. 318-19; in Od., 3. 6, 38, 43. 169, 
170, 360 -1, 396; wounded, 154, 155 

Odyssey: diction of, 14, 195, 366; gods in, 3, 
6, 188, 244, 246, 365-6; ideology of, 4,6, 
38. 385; and R-* *«» 4. 6, 14, 18. 314, 
365-6; mid-point of, 39, 234; Nekuiai in, 
202, 313-14; proem, 244; Song of 
Demodokot, 169, 19a; text of, 91, a8; set 
alia Odysseus, Penelope 

oil, 174, 176, 396 
Oilcan Aias, set Aias 

Oileuj, 14, 34, 51 
Oineus, 164, 165 
Oinoe, 387 
Oinomaoi, 101 ,111 ,164 
Oinopion, 164 
Okeanos, 169, 171, 179, 180, 181-3, 190, 

'94. '95. »99. 2°°. 216, 330 
old age. 73. 77, 93-4, 101 
Olenos, 164 
Oligurtos. 224 
olive oil, 174, 176. 396; -tree, tat , 165 
Olumpot, 44, 77, 11 a, 17a, 186, 337, 347, 

248, 383 
omen, 52. 77. »45. '4 6 . «85, 225, 268, 269, 

285. 365. 377. 42» 
omission, poetic, 200, 224, 244, 250, 271, 

275. 323. 375 
omission, textual, 23. 231, 375; by accident, 

48, 51. 138, 396, 398; by Aristarchus, 
27-8, 138, 390; by Aristophanes, 25, 163, 
232; set also Zenodotus 

omphalos, 230 
Onetor, 390 
Onians, R. B., 92, 148, 174. 198, 241, 253, 

333. 377. 379 
O'Nolan, K.. 360 
Onomacritus, 31, 3a 
onomastics, set names 
Oppian, 167, 339, 369, 374 
optative, 139, 173, 179, 189, 205, 235, 294, 

329. 393 
oracle, 220, 348-30, 392, 401 
oral poetry, xi, 37, 37-8; and dictation, 37, 

38, too, iaa, 378; memorization, ao, 29, 
32; metrical irregularity, 27; oral 
transmission, 20, 3a; structure, 36; stt also 
anacoluthon, diction, enjambment, 
epithet, formulae, manuscripts, 
«interpretation, repetition, ring-
composition, slips, type-scene, writing 

oral traditions, xi, 39; Central Asian, 37; 
Old French, 39, 314; Germanic, 13, 39, 

50. »45. »97. »30. 373. 4°9i Modem 
Greek. 39, 301, 316. 338; Indk, 10, 39; 
Irish, 360; Mesopotamian, 38, 183. 202, 
236, 347, 314; South Slavic, xi, 10, ta, 37, 
116; Syro-Phoenician, t8t, 198, 343 

Orestes, 111. 344 
Orkhomenos, 108, 165, 361 
Oromedon, 191-2 
Orpheus of Crotort, 32 
Orphic poems, xxv, 32, 181, 182, 197, 247 
Orthalos, Orthf, 143 
orthography, 33-7. 348, 413 and ut script 
Othruoneus, 67, 93,94, 95,96, 100, 103, 

f06, 14a 
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Othrus, Mt , 94 
Otos, 108, ¿85, 287 
O u ratios, see Sky 
ovcrdctcrmination, see double motivation 
overlcngthening, 43 
Ovid , 108, 197 
Owen, E. T . , 41, 312, 314 
owl, 108, 196-7 
oxen. 51, 135 6, 187, 291, 297-8, 336, 340, 

410; see also leather 
oxymoron, 142, 319, 381, 419 

Page, D. L., xi, 133, 209, 269, 314, 318, 320, 

324>325 
pain, 117, 383 
painting, see fresco, vase-painting 
Paiones, 117, 187, 355 
Paley, F. A. , 239, 395 
Pallas, 191, 295 
Pallene, 191 
Palmer, L. R. , 8, 15, 16, 44, 416 
Palmus, 143 
Pamphyiian, 88 
Pan,257 , 262 
Panathenaea. 30 1, 37 
Pandaros, 93. 96, 121. 277, 349, 358 
Pandora, 169, 170, 173, 340, 341 
panhellenism, 8 
panic, see fear, rout 
panorama, 40, 88-9, 90, 167, 273, 292, 300, 

304, 386, 391, 405, 407-8 
panther, 56 
Panthoos, 140, 285, 414 
Paphlagonians, 1 26, 358 
papyri, xii, xxv, 20, 21, 25, 327 andpassim', 

Ptolemaic, 22, 23, 28, 36, 193 
paradigms, see exempla 
Paraskevaides, H. A., 360 
Paris, 109, 116, 121, 141, 25b, 333, 379, 

4 1 4 - 1 5 ; and Akhilleus, 127, 312, 334, 
409- 10, 414; and Aphrodite, 3, 283; and 
Hektor, 130, 141, 142; and Helen, 3, 4, 
170, 198, 201; hypocrisy of, 40, 127; 

Judgement of, 27, 124, 169, 173, 175, 185; 
killings by, 73, 113, 127, 263, 264; and 
Menelaos, 5, 120, 127; weapons of, 118, 
264 

Parke, H. YV., 348, 349 
Parker, R., 265, 347 
paroemiac, 10 
Parry, A. , 120, 290, 405; A. A. , 84, 125, 279; 

M . , xi, 9, 13, 16, 18. 20, 45, 54, 64, i i 2 , 
343.356 

Parthcnius, 197 
particle, 17, 52, 81, 123, 249, 268, 280, 

3'9 

pasai, 26, 109, n o , 135, 163, 193, 231, 241, 

257, 260, 353, 376 
Pasithee, 188, 195 
Pasquali, G. , 20, 21, 23 
pathos, 4, 6, 40, 67- 8, 93, 129, 278, 285, 

392; and gods, 2, 4, 42, 90, 267, 411; in 
similes, 69, 267, 361, 393; sources of: 
apostrophe, 3 1 7 - 1 8 , 412, bereft father, 
67 -8, 126, 127, 128, 221, 235, 336, 358, 
375. 377' 389. brevity of life, 295, 
brothers' deaths, 358, choice, 4, 
compliments, 101, 289, death far away, 
75> 377» 384-5, 389, death of priest's sons, 
128, 390, exile, 164, 276, 387, failure to 
return, 304-5, 346, 347, fate, 6, 
foreknowledge, 128, hair in dust, 288. 
412, helplessness, 53, 101, 368, late arrival 
at Troy, 93, 143, 415, lost beauty, 412, 
lost tranquillity, 67, 289, pastoral setting, 
217, 289, unawarcness, 111 12, 130, 320, 
405, 408, understatement, 304, useless 
wealth, 68, 128, 221, 222, widow's grief, 
67, too 

Paton, W. R. , 334 
patrimony, division of, 247, 282 
patriotism, 282 
Patroklos, 276, 313 14, 3 1 7 - 18, 339-40, 

386; on Agamemnon, 318; and Aiantes, 
384, 385, 386; and Akhilleus, see 
Akhilleus; and Akhilleus' armour, 
310 11, 333-5, 353» 373» 397» 
408 -9, 411 - 13, 415; on Akhilleus, 239, 
315, 353; runs to Akhilleus, 226, 256. 271, 
272, 273. 309; and Antilokhos, 3 1 3 - 1 4 , 
344, 421; apostrophe to, 120, 3 1 7 - 1 8 , 
388, 398, 405, 4 1 1 , 4 1 5 ; like Ares, 225, 
411; aristeia of, 3 i t , 312, 318, 353 -4, 
356-7» 364. 367; arming of, 332-3; ashes 
of, 314; assaults Troy, 399-400; 
charioteer of, 336, 421; corpse of, 72, 221, 
386» 39-«» 397; death of, 97, 234, 304-13, 
328, 329» 337» 37t>. 381, 4°5» 4 ° 8 21; as 
Akhilleus' deputy, 78, 309, 311 , 370; 
disobedience of, 310, 311, 312, 327, 370, 
393» 397» 4 «7; epithets for, 271, 3 1 7 - 1 8 ; 
funeral games of, 370; as healer, 272; and 
homosexuality, 328; intervention of, 234, 
255, 269; and Kebriones, 397, 402-5; 
killings by, 354-5» 3^8, 369-70» 4«2; and 
Kleopatre, 309; and Lukaon, 313; mental 
state of, 386, 396, 404, 412, 414; and 
Meriones, 386, 389, 391; feels pity, 225, 
271, 315; poet on, 320; and Sarpedon, 
310 11, 337, 370 -4, 377 95, 419; similes 
for> 3 ' 5- 3 ' 3 7 3 - 4 . 4 ' 6 ; speeches bv, 
283,318 2 0 , 3 5 3 , 3 8 6 , 3 9 1 , 4 0 4 - 5 , 
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Patroklos (cont.) 
419- 20; sword of, 412; tact of, 318; and 
Telephos, 313; Zeus and, 4, 312, 351, 370, 
393-4, 412, 413, 41g 20; see also Apollo, 
Euphorbos, Eurupulos, Hektor, Nestor 

patronage, 19, 37, 38, 143 and see Aineiadai, 
king, Neleidai, Penthilidai 

patronymic, 19, 51, 86, 202, 219, 286, 299, 
399 

Pausanias, 31, 128, 285 
Pavesc> C . O . , 11 
Pedaios, 68 
Pcdasos, 217, 323, 337, 3 7 8 - 9 
Pcgasos, 302, 337 
Pdrithoos, 202, 203 
Peisandros: Greek: 339, 340, 344; Trojan, 

40, 116, 120, 122 
Peisenor, 278 
Pclasgians, 188, 349, 350 
Peleus, 313, 317, 318, 320, 328, 387, 389; 

first wife of, 339- 40, 341; and rearing of 
Akhilleus, 335 -6, 346-7; spear of, 333-4, 
335; and rhetis, 238, 320, 333-4, 341, 
387.42' 

Pelion, Mi , 320, 333, 335 
Pcloponnese, 16, 99, 128-9 
Pclops, 45, 10 r, 298, 415 
Pcnclcos, 54, 72, 212, 218, 220, 221, 222, 

360 
Penelope, 54, 160, 169, 170, 173, 174, 178, 

319 
Penthesileia, 341, 371 
Penthilidai, 19, 341, 344 
peplos, 176, 177, 184 
perc eption, 90, 148, 206, 253, 379~8°» 391 2 

perfect, 20, 50, 81, 242, 374, 380 
perfume, 174-5 . >76 
Pergamum, 32 
Periboia, 164 
Pcricres, 341 
Perimedes, 284, 398 
Perimos, 398-9 
peripeteia, 47, 403, 4 1 1 , 4 1 7 
Periphas, 298 
Peripheics. 142, 143, 224. 292, 298, 299, 359 
periphrasis, 78, i n , 141, 385 
periphrastic verb, 81, 161, 180 
perjury, 189, 195, 232 
Pcrkote, 289 
Perpillou, J. L „ 320 
Persephone, 203, 204 
Perseus, 202, 203 
personality, 3, and sec phrenes;psuche, thumos 
personification, 45-6 , 102-3, 1 '53. '8o, 

185, 221, 2 6 1 - 2 , 320, 337, 366, 407, 420, 
and see spears; in similes, 62, 63, 211, 294 

Pestalozzi, H., 372 
Peteos, 133 
Peters, M. , 8, 11, 70, 114, 367 
PfeifTer, R. , xxv, 22, 23, 26, 230, 351, 369, 

420 
Phaeacians, 237 
Phainops, 401 
Phaistos, 94, 276, 390 
phalanx, 59-60, 62 
Phalkes, 142, 143, 223 
phcrecratcan, 10 
Pherecydes, 85, 128, 163, 164, 171, 191, 203, 

3 4 ' . 358- 372. 4 ° o f Syros, 183 
Phcreklos, 116, 298 
Philemon, of Aixone, 378; the Atticisl, 

302-3 
philhellene, see audience 
Philistines, 288 
Philocraies, 313, 340 
Philoktetes, 134 
philology, comparative, xi, 13, 27 
Philomelê, 340 
Philostratus, 191 
Phlcgre, 191, 192 
Phleguai, Phleguas, 85 
Phobos, 84 
Phocaea, 18 
Phocis, Phocians, 85, 284 
Phocylides, 295 
Phoenicians, 14, 33, 38, 158, 178, 181, 187, 

190, 198, 204, 276; stt also Levant 
Phoinix, 134. 166, 204, 315, 336, 344, 386; 

Speech of, 27, 234, 276, 309 
Phorbas, 221, 414 
Phorkus, 143 
Phoronis, 254 
phrasc-clustcring, 42, 55 6, 60, 64, 70, 96, 

23«» 375 
pfirrnes, 3, 99, 235, 379 80, 381 
Phruges, 42, 143 
Phrygian, 204 
Phthia, Phthians, 132, 133, 263, 313, 348, 

349. 387 
Phulake, Phulakos, 134, 135 
Phulas, 287, 344 
Phuleus, 134, 285, 286, 287 
Phutios, 164 
Picard, C. , 413 
Picres, Picric, 186, 187 
pigeons. 252 
pike, naval, 270, 280, 301 
Pinborg, J., 25 
Pindar, xxv, 34, 43. 44, 128, 170, 192, 206, 

247, 254, 267, 313, 344, 347, 350, 393; 
on Aias, 213; on Antilokhos, 379; on 
Herakles, 191; on Homer, 31; name of, 
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349; on origins of mankind, 319; on 
Peleus, 328. 334, 339; on Thetis, 238 

Pindas. 348, 349 
pin, 176-7 
Pisander, 151, 159, 165 
Pisidia, 358 
Pisistratus, Pisistratean recension, 29-32, 

»33 
Pitassa, 337 
Pithekoussai, 33 
pity, 166, 225, 233, 271. 309, 315, 322, 373 
place-names, see toponyms 
plain, Trojan, 131, 216, 325, 367 
plants, 172, 175, »06-7 
plaster, 80 
Plato, 148, 181, 192, 201, 366, 368, 420; 

and text of Homer, 23, 30, 168. 375: 
quotations by, 161, 172, 421 

Piautus, 169. 229 
Pleuron, 74, 164 
Plinv, 403 
ploughing, 135-6 
pluperfect, 91, 152. 214, 219, 252, 391 
plural: and dual, set duaJ; neuter, 122, 403, 

408 
pi us-verse, see interpolation 
Plutarch, 22, 26, 28, 30, 191, 328, 421; L*ft 

of Ho*ur ascribed to, 31, 265 
Podaletrios, 147, 376 
Podarg?, 336 
Podarkes, 132. 133, 134 
poet, see Homer 
poetic justice, 119, 122, *»d see victim» 
point of comparison, 257, 262, 291; 

evolving. 296, «97; implicit, 143, 365, 
393; multiple, 140, 143, 297, 352, 373-4, 
393. *o6. 407 

point of view, 130. 140, 142, 152, 173, 282, 
294. 3°°. 3a6« 385. 388. 388, 39». 393 4Î 
and kinship terms, 115, 172, 273, 286 

Pokorny J . , 3B8 
polar expression, 117. 180, 239 
polis, 282 
Polîtes, 113, 119, 263, 264 
Pollard, J. , 52. 112, 197 
Pnludorê, 339, 340-1 
Poluïdos, 128, 129 
Polumdê, 339-4°. 342 

Polumelos, 370 
Polupheides, 128, 129 
Poluphetes, 142, 143, 224, 298 
Polybius, 60 
Polycrates, 31 
polyptoton, 61, 165, 210, 274, 331 
pondering-scene, 1 0 5 , 1 5 1 , 1 5 2 - 3 , 173, 376. 

393-4 

Pontic, 324 
poplar, 97 
poppy, 222 
popular etymology, 98, 108. 320, 335, 338, 

372, end see word-play 
•popular' texts, see 'common' texts 
Porphyry, 27, 99, 134. 184, 212. 230, 237. 

248, 249, 300. 302-3, 307, 341. 343 
portent, see omen 
Porthaon, 101, 163-4 
Portheus. 163 
portion, see fate, lots 
Poseidon, 43. 44. 45, 53, 115, 166, 170, 

183, 211; and Agamemnon, 57, 156, 
t66; disguises of, 47, 91, 166, 168, 208; 
exhortations by, 49. 53- 9. 65, 74. 75, 76, 
97. 166-7. 208, 260; grandson of, 41, 67, 
70; and Hektor, 30, 147, 209,211 ; and 
Here, 43. 172, 232, 246. 255; and hones, 
116, 203, 333, 337; and Idomencus, 75, 
76; intervention of, 39, 40, 41, 42. 43. 44. 
46, 48, 50, 72, 73, 74, 77, 88, 89, 9 t . 101, 
114, 130, 149, 150, 151. 223; and Iris, 
245, 246, 248, 249; and magic, 50, 115. 
419; and Oilcan Aias, 52; palace of. 44-5, 
46; shout of. 167; and similes, 50, 144; 
watches battle, 44, 228; withdrawal of, 
»44. 245. »49* 5o. 252, 262, 321; wrccks 
camp, 226, 267; and Zeus, 40, 91, 92, 183. 
225. «33. a38. 245. 247. a 4 8 , 249, 250. 
255 

Pondonius, 42 
post-Homeric diction, 17, l o t , 139, 166, 

207. 251, 263, 275, 421; and 
Alexandrians. 24, 25, 27. 173, 251. 306, 
35». 398 

Potnia, 175 
Potrimpo, 350 
Potscher, W., 350 
Pouludamas, 95, 129, 141. 142, 145, 

146. 212. 215. 218, 224, 263, 277, 978, 
985; epithets of, 140, 918; speeches by, 
4°. »37-40. 219. 220, 959, 306, 362. 
387 

Powell. B B , 33 
Praeneite, 190 
praeteritio, 201 
praise, set compliment 
prayer, 64. 180, 188, 268. 327, 348-5». 

382- 3; see also Litai 
préfiguration, stt foreshadowing 
Preller, L., 379 
preparation, 43, 91, 919, 370,402 
present tense, 420 
Priam. 68. 95, 105, 106. 127. 275, 2B5, 348. 

404; children of, 67. 68. 93. 94. 283; 
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Priam (cord.) 
prayer of, 347, 349, 351; sons-in-law of, 
40,100 

priamel, 1*5, 137, 138, 399 
priest, 198. 349-30, 390; see also seer 
Print, F., 48 
Pritchett, W. K. , 60, 309, 377 
Proclus, 39 
Prodicus, 389 
proem: of//., 93, a8,993; of 04., 244; of 

Theog., 84, 181 
pro-Greek bias, so* audience 
promokhoi, 63 
Promakhos, 312, 918, 990, 331 
Prometheus, 104, 169, 947.343 
Pronoot.367 
pronoun, 8, 109, 1 to, 190, 933, 943, 98a, 

394; see also article, demonstrative, enclitic 
pronunciation, 15, 33, 36 
Propertim, 191 
prophecy, 170, 319, 318. 399,417, 418.499. 

491 
Propontis, 951 
propriety, set impropriety 
prop, 914, 385 
Protesilaot, 139, 134, 304, 34«; ship of, 139, 

996, 274, 999, 304, 315, 330, 355 
Prothofttor, 919, 916 
Prothoon, 994 
Ptrotiaon, 378 
Proto-Indo-European, see Indo-European 
proverb, w maxim 
Proxcnus, 197 
Prussians, 350 
Frutanis. 143 
psilosis, 35, 47,87, 190, 247, 410 
psuchl, 3, 934, 337, 381,431 
Ptolemy, of Ascaion. 136; Epithetes, 155, 

190; Pindarion. 32 
Puhvel, J., 48. 56 
Pulaimenes, 190, 196 
Pulartes, 398, 399 
punctuation, 93, 33, 965, and set Nieanor 
punishment, 929 
pun, see word-play 
Puraikhmes, 354-5 
purification, 347 
Puris, 370 
purple, 976, 988 
Pylos, Pylians, to, 93, 34,99, too, 115, 134, 

376; tablets from, 68, 71, 74, 98, 99, too, 
104, 115,140, 161, 165, 171, 175, 187, 
338, 343, 364, 986, 344. 346, 357, 361. 
39°. 39». 399 

quantitative metathesis, see Ionic 

question, 348, 353, 383, 307, 316 
Quintus of Smyrna, 373, 389, 399 
quotation, 20, 22, 38, 114. 136, 143, 161, 

«7«. »75. »«8. a8a, 4«' 

rabies, 49 
Race, W. H., 125 
rain, 63, 366, 377 
rainbow, 346 
ram, 109 
Ramnoux, C-, 188 
rampart, 133, 157, 967, 304, 386; and ditch, 

«58, 975, 363; ruin of, 159, 995. 926-7, 
»55« «57. «€6. 267; and ships, 154. 967, 
«75. 3°4: «orrnin of, 49, 53, 62, 149, 
150,158, 270 

Rank, L. P., 353 
rapist, 203 
rebuke. 75, 130, 141, 159, 277. 279, 289. 

376, 3 8 3-5 . 388. 39». 397. 4®«. 402; bow 
softened. 76, 125,137, 138, 139; of Zeus, 
1 «3, 195, 160, 383 

recension: open, 9t; Pisistratean, 99, 31-9. 
«33 

'recent' form, see diction, formulae 
recompense, 95,99. 197, 198.397 
Redfield, J . M., 9, 49. 310 
reduplication, 116 
Reece, S., 38 
«*«•. 343 
refugee. 333 
reinforcements, 105, 143 
Reinhardt, K. , 41, 43. 45, 55. 73. 74, 77. 93, 

•66, 167, 168, 313. 345, 353. 371, 392, 
311, 333, 333. 370, 404, 409, 417, 419 

reins, 309-3,378-9 
reinterpretation, 61. 79, 193, 343, 951, 987. 

3<>7. 379. 385.' 4« 3. 4«° 
relative pronoun, 109, 233 
religion, see cult, gods, myth, ritual 
repetition. 45. 70, 353. 360, 407; and 

Alexandrians, 33. 94. 97. 338; avoided, 
69, 339, 333, 246, 351. 959. 955, 957, 959, 
356, 358; chiastie, 330, 338; emended 
away, 176, 330, 400. 401; emphatic, 
109, 185, 198. 993, 330 , 377. 379, 383, 
397; and epithets. 346, 356; in 
exhortations, 54. 55; and frames, 83, 91, 
322.345; in maxims. 58, 159; in messages, 
345, 346, 318; of name. 104, 317; with 
omission, 900, 333; oral, 45, 47. 53. 139, 
«73. »76. '83. «<«. 256, 261, 355, 360, 
394,401; of similes, 97, 356 

requital, see exchange, recompense 
Reshef, 354 
Restelli, C . , 350 
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resumption, 104, 217 
resurrection of slain, 99, 120, 126, 284, 285 
retainer, 78. 84, 88, 119, 276, 277, 395 
retardation. 40, 141, 149, 168, 226, 311 
retreat, set rout, withdrawal 
revenge, see killing 
Rhadamanthus, 202, 203, 204, 377 
rhapsode, 20, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 138, 231, 

282, 421 
Rhea, 181, 182, 183, 199 
Rhesos. 93, 143 
rhetorical question, 248, 252, 283, 307, 316 
Rhianus, 35, 323, 386 
Rhodes, 15 
Rhoiteion, 131. 154 
rhyme, 76, 89, 152, 210, 224, 407; set also 

•ound-eflect 
Ribbeck, W., 130 
Richardson. N.J. , 23, 27, 300, 347, 366 m l 

passim 
Richmond, J. A., 285 
riddle, 320 
Rigsby. K . J . . 30 
ring-composition, 27, 42, 44. 46, 47, 105, 

'07, «35. »49. »79» a o 6 . a a 8 . *83. »93. 
311, 318, 324, 326, 332, 343, 382, 397, 
40t, 402, 404, 417, 418; across change of 
speaker, 197, 228; and extmpla, 201; 
flash-back, 360; genealogies, 201; lists, 
337. 34°: repetition, 81, 91, 322, 345; in 
similes, 338; in speeches, 55, 81,82, 83, 
86, 138, 156, 159-60, 163, 205, 208, 222, 
259, 281. 283, 306, 318, 324, 326, 332, 
345. 3®». 4°4. 4 '7 ' 4'8; in summaries, 91, 
293; see also atheteses, din, frame, 
repetition, similes 

Risch, E., 8. 15, 16, 59, 86, 94, 116, 121, 

'33. '37. »5®. «»6, as«, a®». a 6 5 . a 6 6 . 
272, 280, 297,306, 341-2, 344,360, 399, 
401,406.408.412,413 

rising threefblder, 74, 110 
Ritook, Z., 9 
ritual, 187, 267-8, 337. 346, 347. 350; 

-substitute, 339; set else cult, prayer, 
sacrifice 

river, 216, 339, 340-1, 341-a 
Rix. H., 8 
Robert, F., 171 
rock, set cliff, stone 
Romans, 170, 337, 350, 377 
Römer. A.. 378 
rope, 92, 158,211,274 
Roth, C. P.. 306 
rout, 86, 111, 212. 255, 290, 300-1, 354, 

362-4, 367, 394-5, 421; chariots in, 265, 
369; inconsistencies in, 223-4, 263, 

356-7; as phase of battle, 222-3, 262, 
263; phrasing for, 217. 223, 227, 264; 
similes for. 257. 262, 364; eariatio in, 223, 
«63, 357 

Rudhardt, J., 181 
Ruijgh, C. J., 8, 10 16, 28, 63, 116, 

163, 220, 253, 264, 269, 305. 323, 328, 
402 

running, see games 
runover epithet. 124. 411; verb-form, 49, 74, 

280, 282, and see n-mobile 
Russo, C. F., 374; J . 9°. , 6 5 . 3®9 
Rystedt, E., 415 

Sabaztos, 85 
Sack oJTroy, 51. 348 
Sacks, R., 402 
sacrifice, 117, 247, 268. 393 
Saercns, C. , 79 
Sakellariou, M., 263, 341, 359 
Salamis, Salaminians, 29-30, 31, too, 

131-2, 276; in Cyprus, 189. 379 
Samos, 30, 31, 44. 170, 171, 363, 341 
Samothraki, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46 
Samuel, 314, 403 
sandcasde, 267 
Sangarios, 401 
Sanmartf, E., 18 
sandals, 174, 178 
Sandars, N. K., 4a, 121 
Sanskrit, io, 11, 46, 48, 60, 61, 92, 159, 175. 

190, 207, 230, 249, 268. 287, 369, 417 
Santiago, R. A., 18 
Saokf, 44 
Sappbo, 22, 125, 420 
sarcasm, 145, 160-1, 218, 219, 319, 404-5 
sarissa, 270 
Sarpedon, 311-12, 313, 358-9. 37» ~3. 3B4I 

armour of, 370, 397; and Alios, 96, 97; 
corpse of. 2, 250, 312. 371, 372-3, 377. 
382, 383-6, 391-6, 397, 419; death of, 41, 
225, 311-12. 354, 370-81, 418. 420, 421; 
exhortation* by, 64, 373; and Glaukos. 
37«. 380-1. 389; and Minos. 204. 358-9, 
371, 377; rampart. 70, 132, 371, 386; 
shield of, 98, 213; and Tlepolemot, 216, 
3'3. 359. 37». u t d u Patroklos, Zeus 

Scaean Gate, 312, 399. 401, 410 
scales, 161.313, 394. 395 
scansion, irregular, 14, 18, 215, 218, 220, 

a3'> ®33. «35- «39. a5®- a 0 o . 323, 336. 
350; see als• caesura, correption. dactyl, 
hexameter, hiatus, lengthening, spondee, 
syllabic r, synizesb, verse-end 

scene-change, 53, 67, 130, 140. 153; in 
mid-verse, 224, 331, 332 
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scenes: framed, see frame; simultaneous, 40, 

47* 53. 89, ! 4 9 5°. »67. 2 o 8 , 2 ° 9 . 2 2 7 , 
244, 255, 271, 329, 352, 354 

Schachermeyr, F., 48 
Schadewaldt, W., 55, 98, 151, 234, 268, 295, 

3"4. 325»372, 395. 408 
Schcdios, 126 
Schenkeveld, D. M., 26 
Scherer, A. , 68, 94, 217, 224, 358 
Schlunk, R. R. , 134, 387 
Schmidt, M. , 26, 94, 124, 190, 196, 248 

302, 368 
Schmiel, R. , 119, 269 
Schnapp-Gourheillon, A., 72, 337 
Schoeck, G. , 96, 256, 289, 315, 322, 339, 

375- 409 
Schoficld, M., 138, 151 
scholia, xi, xxv, 20-8, 35, 2 3 4 - 5 end passim", 

emended, 217, 378, 392, 415; see also b T , 
D . T 

Schulze, W., 221 
Schwartz, M. , 124 
Scodel, R. , 150, 160, 226, 227, 255, 310 
Scott, J . A. , 14; W. C. , 56, 237, 256, 266, 

2<^ 338, 3̂ '5 
scowl, 228, 239 
script: Attic, 23, 29 -32, 33 7; Ionic, 33 7; 

minuscule, 21, 25, 396; Myc. , see Linear 
B; Phoenician, 38; see also manuscripts, 
writing 

scriptio plena, 33 
Scully, S., 321 
Scylla, 307, 368 9 
Scythians, 42, 143 

sea, 43, 45, «53, 211 , 320; battles at, 270, 
305, 306; -creatures, 42, 43, 45, 302, 
368-9, 404-5; epithets of, 135, 153, 158, 
«83, t95. i 6 9 . 3 2 ° . 367i -nymphs, 195, 
200, 320, 408 

Sea-Peoples, 48, 121, 303 
second person singular, 157 
seduction, 169, 170-1 , 173, 197, 342-3 
seer, 3, 48, 50, 128, 161, 285; see also priest 
Segal. C . P., 49, 221, 265, 384 
Schiriya, 401 
Seilcr, H., 142 
Seleucus, 28, 353 
self-inclusion, 106, 209, 307 
self-rcferentiality, 125, 138,239 
self-reproach, 345 
Selinus, 84 

Sellas(ia), Selleeis, 287 
Sclloi, 287, 349-50 
Semele, 202, 204 
semen, 206, 207 
Semitic, see loan-words 

Semonides, 45, 98, 222, 308, 330 
seniority, 92', 101, 183, 245, 248, 250 
serpent, 100, 190 
Scrvais, J. , 285 
Sevcryns, A. , xi, 26, 65, 101, 163, 213, 312, 

347. 349.37« 
sex, 83, 170, 199; see also Aphrodite, 

seduction 
Shaft Graves, 10, 136, 177, 213 
shame, 54, 55, 58-9 , 63, 83, 124, 159, 242, 

283, 289, 300-1 , 373 
Shannon, R. S., 335 
Shapiro, H. A., 31 
sheep, 146, 3 6 1 - 2 
Shelmerdinc, C . W. , 175, 176 
shepherd, 109, 262, 362,414 
Sheppard, J. T . , 22! 
Shcwan, A., 14 
shield, 64, 66, 98, 99, 144, 210, 213, 299; 

aegis as, 261; of Akhilleus, 190, 291, 311, 
390; -bearer, 136; -boss, 14, 70; and 
charioteers, 278; epithets for, 61, 152, 331, 
413; of Herakles, see Aspis\ Myc. , 10 11, 
61, 65, 99, 213, 299, 331, 357; of Nestor, 
99, 152; oxhide, 51, 66, 299, 331, 362, 
392; round, 61, 63, 66, 98, 136, 137, 213, 
299; -strap, 209, 213, 331; vain hit on, 66, 
" 5 

Shipp, G. P., 9, 41, 46, 49, 77, 81, 82, 86, 
91, 106, 123, 130, 134, 145, 152, 158, 176, 
179. '95 . 200, 219, 222, 231, 235, 244, 
264, 266, 271, 301, 324, 346, 374, 388, 
392. 398 

ships, 116, 303, 339, 340, 385; battle at, 39, 
42, 55. 58, 63, 121, 133, 139, 143, 168, 
209, 22b, 251, 237, 268, 269, 270, 274, 
277, 282, 283, 300, 301, 305, 308; benches 
of, 306-7, 340; burning of, 49, 226, 292, 
293. 300. 304. 306. 3«4» 3 2 9. 330-2, 355; 
decks of, 301, 307; epithets for, 57, 68, 
'37, 273. 3°5; f i g h t i n g 270, 272 3; 
images for, 237, 302, 303-4, 354; 
launching of, 157-8, 159, 161; layout of, 
129, 1 3 1 - 2 , 154, 300, 341; at Marathon, 
305, 306; props for, 214, 385; and 
rampart, 154, 267, 275, 304; sterns of, 89, 
27°. 3°3, 3°7: timbers, 69, 97, 273; 
see also Akhilleus, Protesilaos, similes 

shipwreck, 33, 44, 52, 158 
shipwright, 97, 273 
shirking, see slackness 
shout, 167, 260, 411; see also din 
Siamese twins, 48, 70 
siege, 10, 399, 400; Rhyton, 136 
Siegfried, 409 
Sigeion, 131, 154 
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sight, see vision 
sign, see critical sign, omen 
Sikuon, 99. 247 
Silk. M. S.. 159 
similes: acrobat, 302, 404; advance 

narrative, 356, 269, 291, 29a, 338, 374; in 
aristeiai, 77, 84. 354; for attack, 303. 338, 
388; bean, 117-19; bird, 50, 113, 113, 
303-4. 3«6» 373-4. 3 s 8 ; brief, 47; boar, 
107, 395, 388, 416; boulder, 62; bull, 109, 
116-17, 380; carpentry, 373-4; cattle, 
•35~6. »97" 8; c h i W . l o7. ®67. 3»6. 35®; 
cliff, 396. 315, 319. 374; cloud, 89, 356. 
363, 364-5; draws on context, 337. 273. 
303; date of. 9, 13. 303, 303; for deadlock. 
9«. 273-4. 39». 4o6-7; <l«f, 56, 257, 291. 
406; for density, 391, 393; diction of, 
interactive, 153, 237, 397, 346, 366, 374. 
391; diver, 368, 404-5; dog, 291; dust, 89; 
for dying warriors, 117, 3t 4, 390; equal 
duels. 406; expanded, 391, 364; fire, 47, 
49. 89. 133, 211 - i s , 394-5, 396; ftshing, 
368. 404-5; fence, 59-60; fly. 353, 39!, 
393; formulae in. 73, 107, s i3, 357, 363, 
338, 39»; foreshadowing, 63, 357, 391, 
397, 398. 405; frames around, 107, s i 1, 
337, 388. 393, 405, 416; gods in. 76,84, 
l io, 111. 144, 153, 355, 363. 365; for 
gods, 336, 346, 351, 367, 393; hawk, 
50-1, 146. 253, 388; horse, 356, 303-3; 
humour in, 63, 73; hunting, 71, 357, 391; 
lion, 69. 71-2 , 107, 357, 363. 391, 393, 
295, 397. 380, 405, 406. 416; for 
measurement, 366, 388; mist, see cloud; 
mountains in, 69, 140, 356, 406; for noise. 
47, 311, 303, 364, 374. 391, 393; observer 
in, 315. 391; Olumpos in, 77, 363; paired, 
103, 109, 144, 256, 357, »69, 373. 391, 
380. 39'i a n d panoramas, 40, 373, 405; 
pastoral, 109, 363-3, 391, 397, 361-3, 
393; pathos in, 69, 367, 361, 393; 
personification in, 63, 63, 211, 394; 
ploughing, 135-6; point of view in, 357, 
36a, 391; for pondering, 153-3; poppy, 
333, 360; rain, 63, 366; ram, 109; 
repealed. 97, 356; for resistance, ag6; for 
routs. 357, »6a, 364; sets of, 336, 357, 391. 
29s. 355. 363» 3^4» 373-4. 380, 406. 416; 
ship, 269, 396, 397; snow, 140, 346; in 
speeches. 56, 316, 404-5; speech in, 337; 
for speed, 140. 337; spinning-top, 314; 
squall, 144, 153; star, 77; siorm, 396-7, 
363; syntax of, 339. 353, 353. 364-5; 
threshing, 117-19; thought, 337; torrent, 
364-7; tower, 60. 396; tree. 67. 69, 97, 
IOO, 103. 313, 214- 15. 379. 391-3. 

406-7; for unequal duels, 406, 416; wall, 
60, 144. 346; wasp, 353-3; wave, 144. 
s i i , 369, 395, 297; for weeping, 315-16; 
wind. 47. 89» 311 — 13. 369. 396. 397, 
406-7; winnowing, 118-19; wolf, 338, 
361 -3; see also Aspis, point of comparison 

Simoeis, 13t, 316 
Simoetsios, 67, 69 
Simonides, 35, 189, 373 
simultaneity, see scenes 
Sinties. 187 
Sintoi, 188 
Sisuphos, 389 
Skamandrios. 143 
Skamandros, 131, 316, 367 
Skhedios, 384 
skin, 360-1, and see flcih 
skirmishers, 139. 136 
Skotoussa, 349 
Sky. 179, 181, 183, 183, 196, 330. 348, 363, 

and Zeus, 147. 15R, 246. 269, 297, 391 
slackness, 39, 54. 55, 58, 75-6, 143, 155, 

156. 208. 309. 364-5, 289. 301, 403 
Slater. W. J., 35, s6 
Slatkin, L. M., 238, 373 
slave-trade, 187. 276 
Slavic, 190, 304, 330, and t oral traditions 
Sleep, 192, 196, 339, 349-50; and Death, 

188, 190, 3SO. 313, 373, 377. 395 6; and 
Here, 185, 186. 190, 193, 194; and 
Poseidon, 189, 308, 333 

sling, slingcr. 117, 119. 120. 139. 136. 305 
slips by poet. 37, 99-100, 135, 131, 134. 

143-3. 153. 316, 333-4. 263, 380. 335. 
344. 355. 356. 375. 38«, 387. 394 5. 4»2, 
413, and see resurrection 

slow-motion effect, 103, 118, 332. 411 
smile. 183, 185, 333 
Smith, P., 106, 143 
smoke, 90 
Smyrna, 16. 70 
snake, 100, 190 
Snell. B., 3 
Snipes, K.., 37 
Snodgrass, A. M., 64. 66, 70, 94, 98. 99, 

102, i s t , 136, 177 
snow, 140, 346 
Sodano. A. R., 33 
Solinus, 358 
Sotmsen, F.. 138. 183 
Solon, 39-30, 33, 133 
son. see father; -in-law. 40, 100 
Sophocles. 100, 370. 330, 350 
soul, set breath, fisuchf 
sound-effect, 211, 332, 407. 413; see also 

alliteration, assonance, euphony, rhyme 
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Sows, C. A., 52,106, 170 
Sparta. JO, 31, 84, 276 
•peaking, 12, 138, 959, 391 
spear, 62,64,80,89,102, i »6,152, 209, 

270,280, 334; broken, 39,66,413; 
epithets for, 70,84, 119,270,280,308, 
335. 4'5* 42»; jokes about, 77,81,218; 
materials of, 69, 118; metaphors for, 89, 
270; missing. 65, 77, 152, 280; pair of, 
215,334; personified, 83, 102, 115, 914, 
2«8, 270, 395; phrases for, 98, 308; point 
of. 70, 270, 331-9, 334, 357, 421; pulled 
out, 224, 381, 491; quivering, tot , 102; 
•haft of. 66, 70, 1 to, 331-2, 334.415; 
socket of, 66, 120, 331, 334; stuck in 
ground, 109, t n , 390; inside victim, 116, 
361; stt Is0 Akhilleus, Athene, javelin, 
pike 

speech-introduction, 74, 108, 145, 185, 292, 
241, 246, 259, 265, 275, 321 

speeches, 14, 41, 110, 122, 255; balanced, 
•55. «79. »97. »84, 288, 290, 384. 39«, 
417 -18; of dying hero, 319, 379, 380-1, 
417; ends of, 159, 353, 421; genealogies in, 
104, 162, 201-3; interrupted, 239; irony 
in, 50, 156. 166; length oQ »55, 184, 244, 
281; in simile, 237; similes In, 36, 316, 
404-5; within speeches, 343,417, 419; 
structure of, 75. 123, 157, 239; and 
suppression, 5, 243; of welcome, 180, 183; 
stt else dialogue, exhortation, rebuke, 
ring-composition, taunt, vaunt 

spelling, 33-7. 348,413. o*i stt script 
Spcrkheios, 323, 339, 340, 341. 387 
Sphelos, 264 
spin«! chord, 114 
spinning, 343; -top, 914 
spoils, 80, 223, 395 
spoliation, stt corpses 
spondee, 11, 33, 43.61, 219, 269,366,406 
spring, 182, 194, 315,418 
squall, 144, 153 
squire, stt retainer 
siaiu, 86-7, 88, 222-3, »59. 389-90 
staff, 50, 218 
stakes, tine of, 227, 265 
stalemate, stt dead ock 
standardization, 24, 95, 35,54, 218, 378, 

381, mnd stt Aristarchus 
Stanford, W. B.. 147 
tarling, 388 

star. 77 
Statius, 409 
Stella, L. A , 276 
Stentor, 48, 167 
Stephanus of Byzantium, 42,94, 349 

stern, stt ships 
Stesichorus, 28, 49, 51, 170, 247, 251, 974, 

S36,37«. 373 
Stesimbrotus, 35, 347 
Sthenelaos, 388 
StheneJos, 78,328,388 
Stikhkx, 71,139, 263 
Stockinger, H., 269 
stone, 930,319; as weapon, 88,214, 369, 

402,403 
storm, 296-7, 363 
Strabo, 30, 31, 42, 44, 85, 131, 133, 136. 

'43. «73. «5«. 987, 341, 355, 372 strap, 184, 206, 213, 331 Strasburger, G., 69, 97. 126, 134, 217, 223, 
«83. «84, 358-7. 387. 397. 4 « o 

strife, stt Eris 
stripping of corpse, stt corpses 
structure, stt fighting, 1' ts, 

ring-composition, similes, speeches 
Strunk, K., 257 
Stux, 194-5, 233.409 
tub-plot, 225, 329-30 
subjective narrative, stt point of view 
subjunctive, 266, 333, 351, 389, and 

optative, 139, 173, 294, 393; short-vowel, 
49, to6, 158, 203, 220, 260, 269 

substitution-system, 38, 73. 73, 78, 107, 949, 
261,275, 279,293, 321 

suffering, stt pain, pathos 
Suidas, 349 
Sullivan, S. D., 380 
sulphur, 213, 347 
Sumerian, 206 
summary, 38, 39,80, 90- 1, 112. 130. 223, 

234-5. 293. 393. 397. 4*8 
Sun, 143, 148, 205, 206. 304, 340 
•unset, 262,410 
superlative, stt compliment 
supplication, 5, 186, 221, 300, 308, 309, 316. 

4«9 
suppression, 1, 5. 170, 199. 243; of magic, 

50,135. 9 « 3 . 3 ' ° . 334.409.4'2; o f 
metamorphoses, 197, 336; of nudity, 174, 
228; of scandal, tot , 199, 328, 336. 34t, 
347 

surprise, 47, 77, 234, 309, 416 
suspense, a. 43,47,66, 77,84, 128,130, 146. 

913, 224, 226, 234, 240, 262, 270, 271, 
972. 992, a93, 301, 312, 314, 329, 348, 
399,402, 403,410 

Sutton, D. F., xii 
swagger, 95, 112 
swan, 420 
sweat, 133 
swoon, 253 
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sword, 103, 121, 210; and bow, 118, 305; 
formulae for, 10, 210, 308; hilt of, 117, 
305, 360; missing, 335, 412; Myc. , 10, 
117, 305, 360; shattered, 360, 413; 
slashing, 3 3 1 - 2 , 360; -strap, 213; 
Thracian, 117 

syllabic r, 11, 152, 159, 223, 244, 421 
synaesthesia, 148, 362 
synaspismos> 60 
synecdoche, 326 
synizesis, 18, 22, 209, 221, 231, 247, 277, 

282. 375, 376, 389, 394, 404 
Synodinou, K. , 229 
synonyms, 52, 110, 129, 282, 351, 360, 389, 

420 
Syracuse, 31 
Szemcrcnyi, O . , 101, 121, 158, 191, 204, 287 

T scholia, 26, 207, 217. 421 and passim 
Tachinoslis, N., 20 
tactics, 59-60, 65, 77, 129, 136, 223, 367, 

381, and see duel, fighting, holding-action, 
rout 

Tartaros, 195 
tassels, 177 
taunt, 40, 71, 93, 103, 145, 150, 390-1 
Taylor, D. J. . 25 
tears, 315-17» 3"9 
teeth. 82, 160, 361 
Teiresias, 128 
Telamon, 328 
Telemakhos, 317, 319 
Telemos, 317 
Telephos, 313, 333 
Temcnidai, 143 
lemenos, 165 
Tenedos, 46 
tension, see suspense 
tents, see huts 
Tertullian, 372 
l'eshup, 121 

Tcthus, 169, 180 2, 199 
Tcucri , 48 
Teukros, 48; and the Aiantcs, 54, 65, 71, 

218-19 , 274-5 , 277> 279, 332; as archer, 
69, 86, 118, 277 -9; 'arisleia' of, 260, 280; 
arming of, 280, 334; and Hektor, 69, 117, 
277-9; killings by, 223, 255, 398 

text, see manuscripts, script, writing 
Thalcs, 181, 237 
Thalmann, W. G. , 37, 160, 225, 345, 363, 

376, 378, 4 ' 3 . 4>8 
ikebaid, Theban Cycle, 23, 116, 128-9, '37» 

146, 163, 164, 220, 298, 302, 337, 353 
Thcbe, 337 
Thebes, 128-9, 160, 162, 163, 164, 204, 276, 

329; tablets from, 85, 295; Egyptian, 14; 
Phthiotic, 133 

Themis, 210, 237-8, 239 
Theocritus, 198, 393 
'I'heogamia, 171 
Theognis, 45, 83, 237, 394 
thcogonics, 180-1 , 206, 230, 247, 250 
Theoklumcnos, 128 
Theomachy, 212 
Theophrastus, 121 ,343 
Thera, 10, 270, 331 
Therapon, 96 
therapon, see retainer 
Thersites, 345 
Theseus, 30, 124 

Thesprotia, 85, 287, 348-9 
Thessalos, 191 
Thessaly, 15, 16, 19, 85, 187, 348 9, 350, 

387, 389 
Thestor, 367-8 
Thetis, 182, 238, 244, 294; and infant son, 

'95> 336» 339» 345» 3 4 6 " 7 . 409; a™1 

Akhillcus, 1, 252, 313, 315, 317, 320, 322, 

323» 327» 346-7. 35«. 372» 375. 420; 
epithets of, 388, 421; and Hcphaistos, 50, 
199; on Patroklos, 399, 420; and sea, 45, 
46, 320; wedding of, 238, 320, 333-4, 
341, 387, 421; and Zeus, 39, 91, 122, 236, 
238, 249, 292, 293, 294, 351 

thigh, 241, 256, 268, 332, 357 
Thoas, 54, 74, 76, 164, 166, 225, 258 9, 

260, 357, 361; Lemnian, 187 
tholos-tomb, 14, 203 
Thomas, R., 19 
Thompson, A. R. , 126; D ' A . W. , 109, 196, 

252» 369. 388 
Thoon, 113, 114 
Thor, 145, 230 
Thornax, M l , 171 
Thornton, A., 39, 14b, 152, 216, 223, 22b, 

294» 3°9»329 
l'hrace, Thracians, 42, 85, 106, 117, 121, 

186, 187 -8, 246, 262, 372 
Thracian, 143, 204 
Thrasudemos, 378 
Thrasumedes, 152, 358, 359, 378 
Thrasumelos, 378 
threat, 229, 246, 248, 345, 353, 391; to hide 

concession, 249, 3 2 1 - 2 , 344 
Threatte, 1 - , 34, 36 
threshing, 117 19 
thrice . . . the fourth time, 44, 397, 399, 400. 

411 
throat, see wounds in neck 
throne, 45, 172, 187, 188, 189, 192 
Thucydidcs, 14, 132, 154, 280, 340, 347, 367 
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Thumbra, 358 
3. «53. «57. 332. 377. 379 

thunder, thunderbolt, 144, 145, 199, 214, 
315, 218, 230, 260, 268-9, 348 

Tiâmat, 182 
Tiberius, 401 
Tichy, E., 159 
Timotheus, 984 
Tiryns, 413 
tit-for-tat, see exchange 
Titanomatky, 145, »69, 182, 183, 199, 230, 

243. 247. 3<H. 33® 
Titans. 169, 181, 194, 195, 199, 205, 225, 

230, 238, 247, 250, 260 
Tit ho no», 48, 313 
Tjeker, 48 
Tlepolemos, 313, 359, 370, 371, 372 
Tlos, 372 
tmesis, 11 
toilette-scene, 170,173-8 
topographical introduction, 46 
toponyms, 94, 238; Anatolian, 68, 94, 337, 

359. 40«; epithets for, 268, 377; 
pre-Greek, 224,348, 361 

torrent, 364-7 
torture, 239 
tower, 64. 296 
towns, siting of, 124, 367 
trace-horse, 337, 377-9 
trade, 139, 187, 276 
tradition, set oral traditions 
tragedy, xxv, 23; //»Was, 4, 309-10, 312, 

ami set pathos 
traitor, 265 
transliteration, set manuscripts, 

metacharacterism 
transmission, set manuscripts, oral poetry 
tree, 165, 319, and m similes 
trefoil, 306 
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tricolon, 259, 382 
Troad, 19, 131, 143, 186, 216, 231, 325, 367 
Trojan Catalogue, 42, 224 
Trojan War, 19, 124, 160, 236, 238 
Trojans, 121, 243; and Akhilleus, 47, 56-7, 

306; chariots of, 227, 955; groans of, 97, 
112; inferiority of, 47, 113, 273; su also 
Apollo, Zeus 

trophies, 80, 393, 395 
Troy: assault on, 397, 399-400; fall of, 6 , 19 , 

40, 122, 124, 142, 145, 146, 158, 169, 234, 
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of, 190, 191, 328; formulae for, 15, 19, 
124, 387; gate of. 312, 399,401,410; and 
Homer, 44, 400; late arrivals at, 93, 143, 
415; meteorites at, 230, 231; plain of, 131, 

216, 325, 367; wall oC 141, 367, 399-4«», 
407; Troy V I , 400; V I l b , 106 

trumpet, 302 
Triimpy, H., 6 i , 136, 913, 285, 360 
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Tsagaralus, O. , 126. 325, 387 
Tudeus, 1,160, 162, 163-5 
Tumnaios, 358 
tumuli, 102. 131, 163, 377 
tunic, 176. 373. 413, 415, 419 
Tuphoeus, 145, 199, 205, 230. 412 
Turo, 170 
type-scene, 43, 99, 166. 170, 173-8, 198, 

209, 242, 339, 412, and see arisieia, 
arming, assembly, divine journey, 
dressing, fighting, killing, pondering, 
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4 ' 3 
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vaunt, 49, 75, 93, 95. too, 103, 218, 221, 
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vein, 114 
Ventris, M., xi, €1, 74,86,113, 386,413 
Venus, 185 
verb, see Acolk, athematic, contraction, 

killing, periphrastic, wounding 
Vergina, 45 
Vergleichspunkt, stt point of comparison 
Vermeide, E., 199, 163, 188, 379, 394, 415 
Vernant, J.-P., 199 
verse-end: eli ion at, 193; formula split over, 

stt formulae; spondaic, 33, 43,61, 269, 
406 

verse-forms, 10; verse-inscriptions, 33, 36, 
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Vian, F., 85, 191 
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40,67-8,93, ta8,963, 976, 977, 985-6. 
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96, 116; charioteers as, set charioteer; 
cowards as, 40, 116, 363, 361; exchange 
of, 103, 919, 2 2 0 - »75. 367; 40, 
93» 95. 9*>» 1 »6. 120-1, 286, 988; killed in 
error, 98; killed twice, stt resurrection; lie 
before chariot, 97, 380; lists of, see lists; 
marriage of, 93, too; nameless, 96, 308, 
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cowards, foots; pursuers as, 389; rescued 
by gods, u t corpses; ring-patterns and, 
105; similes for, 117, 914, 390; tripartite 
description of, 67, 93, 100, 917, 376. 288, 
»98. 354-5. 387. 389. *°3i t r i P »«P. »98-9» 
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victors, hierarchy of, 963, 356, 358, 386 
victory, 334. 381. 394. 398, 413, 430 
viewpoint, set point of view 
vignette, 40,53, 336, 963,399-30 
violence, 43 
Virgil, 93, 107, 171, 391, 336, 348, 380 
vision, theory of, 90, 148, 306, 391 
Visser, E., 333, 334 
vocative, 13, 7 9 , 1 1 5 - 1 6 , 1 5 5 , 317,343,351 
Voigt, C., 105 
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»7®. 3«7. 337. 340. 34*. 36«, 37*. 378. 
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vulture, 1 ta, 373-4,416, 417, 419 

Wackernagel, J., 17, 35. 48, 50, 189, 335, 
3*7. 398 
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war, 40, 83, 85, 367, 383; epithets of, 55, 93, 

376, 381; metaphors for, 83, 93, 311, 374; 
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Warren, P., 291, 391 
Warrior Vase, 62, 177,413 
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2'4. 3 ° 9 - ' 0 , 3 3 ° . 4 ' 5 
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wealth, 68, 138, 331, 333 
weapons. 79, 117, 131, 136. 305, 407-8; stt 
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wedding, 170; -gifts, 93, 94, 95, 333-4. 340, 

342; 'holy', 171, 206; stt also marriage, 
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weeping, 315-17. 319 
Weil, S., 7 
Wdcker, F., 322 
Werner, R., 36 
Wernicke's Law, 235 
West, M. L., xxv, 8, to. 11, 14, 16, 18, 19. 

32, 45, 46, 48, 70, 79, 81, 87, 104, 106, 
115, 118, 128, 145, 181, 192, 195, 198, 
199, 204, 230, 247, 319, 394, 341, 405, 
406, 410; S., 19, 90, 99, 93. 96, 97, 99, 
3». 3«. 3fi. 4«. 48. 5«. 5». 54. 59» 93. 
95, 141, 149, 938. 957, 315. 343. 369. 
392 

West Creek. 15-16, and stt Doric 
Westermann, C., 183, 930 
wheel, see chariot 
whip, 45, 145, 163, 930, 365 
White Isle, 9 
Whitman, C. H., i , 4, 49, 150, 996. 997, 

230. 255. 3» «.3>4. 327. 355 
widow, 67, 100 
Wiesner.J., 309, 337. 379, 413 
Wilamowitz-Moellendorff, U. von, 99, 55, 

70, 71. 171, 183, 3 1 3 , 351, 364, 367, 371, 
380. 388, 314, 338, 333, 370, 395 

'wild' texts, 99. 97, 38. 171. 175 
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1 3 4 , 1 5 4 , 1 6 2 , 1 6 4 , 1 6 5 , 2 1 9 , 229. 235, 
2 4 1 , 2 4 3 , 2 7 4 , 2 9 0 , 3 0 6 , 3 1 6 , 322, 3 7 9 , 
3®*. 389-90.40« 

Willetts, R. F., 174 
Williams, E. W., 314, 382; R. T . , 306, 307 
Wilson, J . R. , 58 
wimple, 
wind, 3 3 6 - 7 , 3 7 A , 382,407, and set similes 
wine, 151, 164, 187 
winnowing, 1 1 8 - 1 9 
Winter, F. J . , 41, 44, 5 5 , 6 5 , 6 7 , 105, 113, 

1 1 7 , 1 1 9 , 126, 133 , 1 5 7 , 2 1 2 , 2 1 3 , 2 1 3 . 
225 , 229, 2 3 6 , 238, 2 5 5 . 2 3 7 , 2 7 1 , 2 7 2 , 
280, 2 8 1 , 2 8 9 , 292, 296, 300, 3 0 1 , 306 

wish, 64, 280, 290, 397, 386; impossible, 

»47. 3 * 8 , 3 2 8 - 9 
wit, set humour 
withdrawal of hero, 38, 106, 309-10, 330, 

and fM Akhilleus, warriors 
Witte, K., 9 
wolf, 3 3 8 , 3 6 1 - 9 
Wooden Horse, 935 
wool, 190, 158, 160, 161, 176, 177, 347 
word-division, 33, 406 
word-order, 60, 377 
w o r d - p l a y , 99 , 1 0 8 , 2 1 4 , 9 1 8 , 3 6 7 , tnd ut 

etymological play 
words, images for, 55, 946 
world, shape of, 190, 947 
worm, 196-7 
wounded, rescue of, 113,127, 216; 1 « ALT* 

leaders 
wounds, 83, 116, 916; in back, 83, 408, 409, 

412, 414; below the belt, 115, 116, 126, 
357; in chest, 101, 102, 299, 357, 367, 380. 
389. 3 9 4 . 4 ^ ; «0 eyes, 1 1 6 , 1 2 1 , 1 2 2 , 221, 
222, 402; fantastic, 190, 199, 919; to 
flank, 416; grisly, 40, 2t9, 219, 221; to 
hand. 117, 119; heel, 334, 409; lung, 
379-80; mouth, 361, 368; neck, 113. 114, 
116, 219, 360, 380, 388; shoulder, 111, 
409, 412; spine, 114, 219; vcriatio in, 40, 
223, 263. 357; verbs for, 83, 117. 141. 154. 
»»4. 33®. 380, 378, 4 1 4 , 4 2 1 ; ut tin 
healing, invulnerability, killing 

wrath, iff anger 
writing, 32-3, 37-8. 100. 122, 356; w 

manuscripts, metacharacterism, script 
Wyatt, W. F.. 16, 17, 176 

Xanthos, 336, 372, 420 
MLIL, MMI, 4 . 5 , 40, F |6 , 122, I 2 4 , 1 2 7 , 286 
Xenomedrs, 358 
Xenophanes, 28, 168 
Xenophon, 118, 2 7 0 , 3 9 2 , 4 2 0 

j , intervocalic, 12, 252, 350 
Yaxihkaya, 103 
yoke, ut chariot 
youth, 109 

Zenodorus, 342 
Zenodotus, 2 2 - 5 , 5 1 , 6 6 a*dp*ssim\ 

Aristarchus on, srt Aristarchus; atheteses 
by, 23, 1 2 7 , 163, 20O, 923, 249, 328, 3 3 5 , 
375. 395; »nd augments, 66, 355; 
conjectures by. 23-5, 26,51 andptusim; 
and crasis, 233; duals, 24, 88, 91, 124, 
265, 363; extra verses in, 145, 166; and 
impropriety, 23, 24, 203, 207, 232, 327, 
395; n-mobile, 214; o-stem forms, 195; 
omissions by, 23, 28, 210, 231, 232, 234, 
236, 2 5 6 , 269, 295, 3 2 7 - 8 , 333, 3 5 1 , 3 7 3 , 
395; and post-Homeric forms, 24, 173, 
308. 35 ' . 398; verses transposed by, 211 

Zenodotus of Mallos, 138, 236 
Zephuros, 203, 336 
zeugma, 211, 280,381 
Zeus, 4-6; aegis of, 235, 260; and 

Agamemnon, 5-6, 193, 195, 945; and 
Akhilleus, 40, 49, 49, 138, 936, 348-51; 
amours of, 169, 171, 901, 203-5; and 
Apollo, 951,395,419-90; and Athene, 
199, 942; in book 8, 43 ,45 ,91 , 119, 196, 
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293, 331; castrated, 203; cave of, 930; 
chariot of, 145, 204; clouds of, 169, 171, 
»98, 206, 244; cults of, 348-50, 390; 
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348-50; eagle of, 146; and end of heroic 
age, 160; equivalent formulae for, 64, 124, 
201, 238, 259-60, 327, 356, 375; exalts 
thoae about to die, 295; eyebrows of, 240; 
and fate, 5, 375, 410, 419-20; forecasts of, 
234, 236, 251, 268, 309; forms of name of, 
18, 124, 172, 259, 281, 348; formulae for, 
»3. 49. »98. 2 1 7 , 228, 230, 244, 268. 348. 
349; gaze of, 39, 44, 148; and Giants, 191, 
225; and Creeks, 87,88,91, 156, 157, 
160, 162, 252, 268, 269, 330; grief of, 5, 

375. 377. 386. 393, 395'. h a n d of, 304; 
hears din, 156, 167; Hellanios, 350; and 
Hrphaistos, 231; and Heraklet, 193, 229; 
Herkeios, 348-9; in Hesiod, 199, 947, 
365-6; Idaios, 349, 390; and Idomeneus, 
76-7, 104; imprisoned, 205; iitsensitivity 
of, 201, 205; intervention of, 149, 150, 
»77. 278; justice of, 5 , 6 , 43, 365-6; and 
Kronos, 182-3, 200; labrysof, 121; lash 
of, 145, 230, 365; lightning of, ut 
lightning; magnanimity of, 229; 
metamorphosed, 203, 204; Naios, 350; 
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269, 288; and victory, 224, 281, 394, 398, 
412, 420; watches battle, 39, 4 1 - 2 , 391, 
392. 393; wedding of, 171, 180, 183, 199; 
wrath of, 192, 236, 242, 243, 365; and 
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Deception, Hektor, Here. Patroklos. 
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This, the fourth volume in the six-volume Commentary on the Iliad being 
prepared under the General Editorship of Professor G . S. Kirk, covers 
books 13-16, including the Battle for the Ships, the Deception of Zeus and 
the Death of Patroklos. Three introductory essays discuss the role of 
Homer's gods in his poetry; the origins and development of the epic 
diction; and the transmission of the text, from the bard's lips to our o w n 
manuscripts. It is now widely recognized that the first masterpiece of 
Western literature is an oral poem; Professor Janko's detailed commentary 
aims to show how this re «gnition can clarify many linguistic and textual 
problems, entailing a radical reassessment of the work of Homer's 
Alexandrian editors. The ¿ommentary also explores the poet's subtle crea-
tivity in adapting traditional materials, whether formulae, typical scenes, 
mythology or imagery, s* as best to mo\e, inspire and entertain his audi-
ence, ancient and modern alike. Discussion of the poem's literary qualities 
and structure is, where possible, kept separate from chat of more technical 
matters. 

This volume will be an essential reference work for all students of Greek 
literature and of oral epic poetry. Those w h o study and teach in a wide 
variety of related disciplines - mythology, ancient history and Aegean 
archaeology, humanities courses and Indo-European linguistics - will also 
find that it contains material of value to them. 

'Janko clearly knows the Iliad (and, indeed, all early Greek poetry) 
inside and out, and has one interesting and insightful thing after another to 
say about it. This is thus an extremely important book and one which all 
self -respecting libraries will need to acquire.' 
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